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OASES
IN THE

SUPI:iEME J-UDICIAL COURT,
OF THE

STATE OF MAINE.

STATE OF MAINE

Franklin.

vs.

GEORGE THRASHER.

January 29, 1887.

Practice. Game Law. Deer. Stat. 188/'i, c. 258. Evidence.
Whether or not a penalty for killing a deer out of season is barred by the
statute of limitations cannot be raised on a motion in arrest of judgment.
The penalty for killing a deer out of season may be recovered on a complaint.
The complaint for killing a deer out of season need not allege to whom the
penalty is to go.
Answers in a deposition which tend to show a voluntary payment by the
deponent whose guide killed a deer out of seasou, are not admissible in the
trial of a complaint against the guide.

ON exceptions.

Complaint for killing a deer out of season. The exceptions were to the ruling of the court in overruling defendant's
motion in arrest of judgment; also in excluding as evidence the
following portion of the deposition of George M. Harmon, taken
in behalf of the defendant :
r'At this time the steamer was just starting from the landing
at the outlet of the lake, upon her trip to Rangeley. I hailed
the steamer, and gave to the captain of the boat, Capt. Frank
C. Hewey, forty dollars, at the same time requesting him to
VOL. LXXIX.
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hand the money to George D. Huntoon, whom I had known as
fish and game warden during the previous three years, and to
say to Mr. Huntoon that it was to pay the fine for killing a deer
in Rangeley Lake. I also requested Hewey to say to Huntoon
that I did not kill the deer, but that Thrasher did it ; hut as
Thrasher had no money with which to pay the fine, I would pay
it for him.
'' In the afternoon of the same day Mr. Huntoon called at
Lake Point cottage to see me, and I fully explained to him the
circumstances under which the deer was killed, and said to him
that I was ready to do whatever might be necessary to satisfy
the law.
'' Mr. Huntoon said it would be necessary for hirn to go to
Phillips and have some papers made out, in order to have the
settlement legal.
"I replied, all right, my baggage wagon is going out this
afternoon, and if you would like to go out on it instead of using
your own team. you can do so. Mr. Huntoon availed himself
of my offer, at the same time suggesting to me that as I had
paid for the deer I might like to take it home. I replied_ I
should like to_ take it very much, and if there is no objection, I
will do so. Mr. Huntoon and myself went down the lake to
Esty's, that uftemoon, together. The carcass of the deer being
boxed, went with us on the steamer. Mr. Huntoon helped load
and unload it, and rode on my baggage wagon with it from
Esty':, ( or Greenvale), to Phillips.
"The next morning, Monday, the 16th of June, Mr. Huntoon
called at my hotel at an early hour, and said it was necessary X
should go before· ,Judge Butterfield and plead to the complaint.
I went to Judge Butterfield with Mr. Huntoon and the judge
snid to me: You are accused of killing a deer out of season. I
replied, I did not kill the deer, but nm settling for my guide;
but if necessary, I plead guilty.
" Interrogatory 4. State whether or not you ever paid Fish
and Game Warden Huntoon nny money, for and in behalf of
George Thrasher, the respondent in this action. If so, for what
purpose, and how much?
·

STATE V. THRASHER.

~~Answer. I paid Fish and Game "\Varden Huntoon through,
.Prank U. Hewett, forty dollars in behalf of George Thrasher,
the respondent in this action, for killing a deer _in Rangeley·
Lake, on Sunday, June 15, 1884."

Joseph O. Holman,• county attorney, for the State, cited: 39'
Maine, 212; 39 Maine, 353; Wharton, Crim. Ev. § 105; State·
v. Hobbs, 39 Maine, 216; R. S. c. 131, § 14; U. 8. v. Gook,,
17 Wall.168 (L.Co-op. ed. Book 21, p. 538); Whart. Crim ..
Pt & Pr. § 318.
F. E. Timberlake, for defendant.
The respondent was entitled to the benefit of the depositiorn
of George M. Harmon.
.
Because it tends to prove the recovery of one fine by and in1
behalf of the State for the offence alleged to have been com ... ·
rnittted.
See Rex v. Clarke (Cowp. 610) where it was decided that;
when an offence created, or made penal by statute, is in its.
nature single, one single penalty only can be recovered though,
several join in committing it.
.
Also Rex v. Bleasdale, 4 Term, Rep. 809, and the case put:
by Lord Mansfield under the statute for the preservation of"
game.
Sec. 4, chap. 70 of the Statutes of Mass .. 1797, provided a·.
penalty for catching alewives, etc., at certain seasons. See·
cases under that statute.
Boutelle v. Nourse, 4 Mass. 431 ·;;
Burnham v. Webster, 5 Mass. 2fi6.
Because it proves the voluntary payment of one fine to the,
complainant, at that time supposed to be a fish and game warden,.
by the respondent for this same offence which would estop this:
complainant (who must be a party in interest by being entitled
to one-half the amount recovered) from commencing any further·
action, although another might do so. Raynhani v. Rounseville, 9 Pick. 44; Wheeler v. Goulding, 13 Gray, 542.
The complaint should allege to whom the fine or penalty is to
be paid. Allen v. Young, 76 Maine, 82; Com. v. Messenger,
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.4 Mass. 466; State v. Grand Trunk R.R. Co. 60 Maine, 145;
.State v. Johnson, 65 Maine, 362.
In State v. Smith, 64 Maine, 423, one-half of the fine went
:to the county, in any event, and in State v. Willis, 78 Maine,
·70, one-half went to the town where the offence was committed.
This action is barred by the Statute of Limitation. R. S., c.
,81, § 94.
The complaint ttlleges an act committed more than one year
prior to the commencement of these proceedings, and the
,evidence was confined to the same date. Oum. & Oxford Canal
Oor. v. Hitchings, 57 Maine, 146; Oum. & Oxford Canal Oar.
·v. Hitchings, 59 Maine, 209 ; Beals v. Thurlow, 63 Maine, 9;
.State v. Hobbs, 39 Maine, 212.
Sec. 1, chap. 133, Revised Statutes, makes a clear distinction
·,:between complaint and information :
"The time within which all actions and suit~ for a penalty or
·forfeiture on any penal statute may he commenced, is limited to
•one year. The prosecution by indictment, suit, or information,
to two years." State v. Gray, 39 Maine, 353; Com. v. Howes,
15 Pick. 231.
VIRGIN, J ~
The respondent contends thu,t the prosecution
against him is barred by the statute of limitations. But the law
does not allow that question to be raised under a motion in arrest
of judgment. A limitation bar is a matter of defence and should
be pleaded or given in evidence by the accused, and then it is
traversable. U. S. v. Oook, 17 Wall. 168, 181.
The complaint need not allege to whom the penalty is to go.
Its appropriation is a matter in which the defendant has no concern. His responsibility in relation to the penalty ceases with
his payment of it to the clerk of the court which tried him.
State v. Smi'th, 64 Maine, 425; State v. Willis, 78 Maine, 70.
Those parts of the deposition excluded by the presiding justice were inadmissible. They were not legitimate evidence to
show the deponent's conviction of killing the same deer; a certified copy of the record is the proper evidence of that; but they
merely show that he had voluntarily paid $40 to a certain person
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for having killed it. A proper administration of the law recognizes no such condonations.
The prosecution by complaint is authorized by St. 1885,
c. 258.

Exceptions overruled.
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.

MAURICE BoNDUR and others,

vs.
HEN:RY LE BOURNE and 149 cords of Lumber.
ANSEL STEVENS, claimant.
York.

Opinion January 29, 1887.

Pmctice. Amendment. Lien. Wood pulp. R. 8., c. 91, § 38.
An amendment of the declaration of a writ may be allowed at the discretion
of the court even after default.
One who cuts and piles poplar wood to be manufactured into pulp has a lien
on the wood for his pay under the provisions ofR. S., c. 91, § 38,. although he
cuts by the cord.

ON exceptions.
The case iR stated in the opinion.
that the plaintiffs had a lien.

The presiding justice ruled

Hamilton and Haley, for the plaintiffs, cited: Hayfo'rd v.
Everett, 68 Maine, 505 ; Colton v. King, 2 Allen 31 7 ; Sands
v. Sands, 74 Maine, 239; R. S., c. 91, § 38.
R. P. Tapley, for the claimant.
The first point to be noticed is that the amendment is made
long after default. The defendant is not in court. The plaintiff had taken his default without amendment.
There was, at the time this action was commenced, no lien on
wood for cutting into cord wood. The first act giving such lien
was c. 280, Laws of 1885.
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It is claimed this material is lumber, and a lien exists or is
created thereon by sec. 38, c. 91, R. S. That section provides
"that whoever labors at cutting, hauling, rafting or driving logs
or lumber has a lien thereon for his personal services." It
does not embrace peeling or piling of logs or lumber, both of
which acts are done on logs and lumber.
The contract was entire. It is not susceptible of division.
The three acts enter into it and it cannot be sub-divided. It is
for all, the $1.25 was to be paid; not for n part. If cutting is
a lien claim, peeling and piling is not. No statute provides for
a lien on lumber for peeling and piling.
Manufacture of the log into lumber makes it the lumber of
commercial use. After it leaves the log for lumber use it is
denominated lumber; the log has disappeared and the lumber
appeared. Hence as has been held in Sands v. Sands, 74 Maine,
240, cedar shingles if cut four feet in length and hauled to the
mill, is embraced in c. 91, sec. 38.
VIRGIN, J.
Assumpsit for cutting, peeling and piling 149:!
cords of poplar lumber for pulp. The defendant was defaulted.
The claim:;mt came in to defend against an alleged lien. The
presiding justice, after the default of the defendant, allowed an
amendment by striking out the word r, peeling," and the claimant
alleged exceptions.
We think the ruling was within the discretion of the judge.
Hayford v. Everett, 68 Maine 505; Colton v. King, 2 Allen,
317.
We are of opinion also that his ruling was correct in relation
to the lien. Sands v. Sands, 74 Maine, 239.
To be sure, the contract was specific in terms to prevent any
misunderstanding, and included "peeling and piling," as well
.as'' cutting," which term alone is mentioned in R. S., c. 91, §
38, as being the foundation of a lien. But it was poplar, cut
into logs of four feet in length, for the particular purpose of
being manufactured into pulp. Moreover, the evidence is that
it must be "peeled" before it can be thus manufactured, not as
in the cases of hemlock because the bark is of any value, ·but in
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order to fit it for manufacture, and which is as essential as
cutting, and, as one of the witnesses testifies, ~~ peeling is an
incident and necessary to it as pulp lumber."
Of course, it must be " piled" by the chopper, who cuts it by
the cord, in order that his surveyor might ascertain the quantity
and thereby furnish him the means of knowing bow much he
was •entitled to under the contract which was to be $1. 25 per
cord.
Exceptions overruled.
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.
EnsoN L. OAK vs. ·w1LLIAM H. DusnN.
Penobscot.

Opinion January 31, 1887.

Duress. Principal and surety. Arrest on mesnfl process.
Though duress be practiced on the principal it cannot be invoked as a defense
by the surety on whom no restraint is imposed.
Whether the certificate of the oath of a creditor given in the report of this
case, was sufficient to authorize arrest is not decided.

ON report.

Scire facias against bail.
The following is a copy of the certificate of the oath referred
to in the last clause of the opinion.
'' State of Maine. Penobscot, ss. May 5th, 1882. Then
personally appeared S. P. Crosby, attorney to the within named
creditor, and made oath that he has reason to believe and does
believe that the within named debtor is about to depart and
reside beyond the limits of the State, and take with him property
or means of his own. exceeding the amount required for his
immediate support, and that. the demand sued for, or the principal part thereof, amounting to at least ten dollars, is due to
the within named creditor. Josiah Crosby, justice of the
peace."
Crosby and Urosby, for plaintiff, cited, upon the question of
the sufficiency of the certificate of oath : Roop v. Johnson, 23
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Maine, 335; Prentiss v. Kelley, 41 Maine, 436; Knowlton v.
Phmtation No. 4, 14 Maine, 20; Penobscot Boom Corp. v.
Lamson, 16 Maine, 224 ; Marston v. Savage, 38 Maine 128 ;
Adams v. Macfarlane, 65 Maine, 143.
Bail can not <leny liability of principal: Stever v. Sornbe1·,qer,
24 Wend. 274; Hall v. Young, 3 Pick. 80; Springfield Gard
.1.W'f'g Go. v. West, 1 Cush, 388; 1 Chit. Pl. 486, 512-13; 2
Chit. Pl. 311; Com. v . .Brickett, 8 Pick. 140.

Thomas H. B. Pierce, for defendant.
The certificate of the oath must show every statute requirement complied with. Proctor v. Lothrop, 68 Maine, 256.
The certificate in this case does not meet the statute requirements. R. S., 1871, c. 113, § 2.
Uaswell v. Fuller, 77 Maine, 105, virtually sustains my
position. It proceeds upon the ground that the creditor is liable
to the debtor for causing his arrest by an oath in any material
respects untrue.
"\i\T ALTON, J. This is an action of scire facias on a bail bond.
The defense is duress. Not duress of the surety, against whom
the action is brought, but duress of the principal in the bond,
who is not sued. It is claimed that he was unlawfully arrested on
a writ, the oath, as the defendant contends, not being sufficiently
formal to justify his arrest. The defense can not prevail. The
person on whom the duress was practiced is the only one who
can take advantage of it as a ground of defense. It can not be
set up by a stranger, nor by a surety, on whom no restraint was
imposed. Springfield Cm·d Man. Go. v. fVest, 1 Cush. 388 ;
Robinson v. Gould, 11 Cush. 55.
In the case last cited it is said that this distinction rests on
sound principle; that he only should be allowed to avoid his
contract upon whom the unlawful restraint or fear has operated;
that the contract of a surety, if his own free act, and executed
without coercion or illegal menace, should be held binding; that
the duress of his principal can not affect his free agency, or in
any way control his action ; that it may excite his feelings,
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awaken his generosity, and induce him to act from motives of
charity and benevolence towards his neighbor; but that these
can furnish no valid ground of defense against his contract,.
which he has entered into freely and without coercion.
The defense of duress not being open to the defendant, it is
not important to inquire whether his principal was or was not
unlawfully arrested. But it may not he improper to add that
the authorities cited by the plaintiff's counsel seem to sustain the
form of the oath and the legality of the arrest; and, if so, then
there was no duress of any one. But upon this point we express
no opinion.

Judgment for plaintiff for $101.86,
with interest from date of the writ.
PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, EMERY, FOSTER and HASKELL,

JJ., concurred.

ALONZO C. MARSTON and another, petitioners for leave to enter
appeal from decree of JUDGE OF PROBATE OF SOMERSET
CouNTY, admitting to probate the will of ABNER Co BURN.
Somerset.

Opinion February 2, 1887.

Judge of Prnbate. Jnrisdiction. Relationship. R. S., c. 63, § 25. Practice.
Witnesses to will. Taxpayer a witness, when legacy to town.
Under the statutes of this State, the authority of a judge of probate to take
the probate of a will is not affected by the fact that his aunt by marriage is
a legatee.
The provision of R. S., c. 63, § 25 is remedial in its character, but its remedy
is not to be granted for the mere asking.
To entitle a collateral heir to the remedy provided in R. S., c. 63, § 25, it must
appear that the petitioner made reasonable endeavors to seasonably claim
an appeal and exercised reasonable diligence in prosecuting his petition;
and even then his petition will not be sustained unless justice requires a
revision of the decree of the judge of probate admitting the will to probate,
especially when it appears that the real object sought is to try and compel a
compromise.
Under the statutes of this State, the fact that a will contains a legacy or
devise to a town in trust does not render a tax-paying inhabitant thereof an
incompetent witness to the will.
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The fact that a will gives a legacy to an incorporated Hall association "in
part to secure a liberal policy in respect to the use of the hall for objects of
public interest," does not render a stockholder of the association an incompetent witness to the will.

ON exceptions.
The opinion states the case and material facts.

D. D. Stewart, for petitioners.
The will must be attested by three '' credible witnesses not
beneficially interested under said will." R. S., 1871, c. 74, § 1.
Who are "credible " witnesses? Those '' competent" by the
rules of the common law. Interested witnesses are, by that
law, incompetent. The statute expressly leaves the law regulating the execution of wills to be governed by the provisions of
the common law. R. S., 1871, c. 82, § 84; Sparhawk v.
Sparhawk, 10 Allen, 156; Hawes v. Hwnphrey, 9 Pick. 350;
R. S., 1841, c. 115, § 75; R. S., 1857, c. 82, § 80; Haven v.
Hilliard, 23 Pick. 10; Warren v. Baxter, 48 Maine, 193;
Smalley v. Smalley, 70 Maine, 548.
The witnesses, who were citizens of Skowhegan, were directly
benefited by the provisions of the will, and incompetent under
both provisions of the statute. They were not "credible"
witnesses within the meaning of the statute ; and they were
"beneficially interested under the will ;" and therefore directly
interested to support it. 3 Dane's Ahr. 415; Com. v. Ryan, 5
Mass. 91; Com. v. W01·cester, 3 Pick. 471; Com. v. JWcLane,
4 Gray, 427; Clark v. Lamb, 2 Allen, 396; Hw-1h v. Sherman,
2 Allen, 597; State v. Wapole, 15 N. H. 27; Gifford v. White,
10 Cush. 494; Northampton v. Smith, 11 Met. 390; Bacon
Applt. 7 Gray, 391 ; Lufkin v. Haskell, 3 Pick. 359 ; Odiorne
v. Wade, 8 Pick. 517; Pet. of Nashua, 12 N. H. 429; Sanborn
v. Fellows, 22 N. H. 473; King v. Prosser, 4 T. R. *17.
Every tax payer in Skowhegan is beneficially interested under
this will. Hawley v. Baldwin, 19 Conn. 589; Pierce v.
Butler, 16 Vermont, 104; King v. Inhab. of Killerby, 10 East,
292; King v. Inhab. of Kirdford, 2 East, 559.
In Starr v. Starr, 2 Root (Conn.) 306, it was held that the
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inhabitants of a town or city to which a permanent fund for the
benefit of its poor and needy citizens is given by a will, are not
competent witnesses to such will. The fund tends to reduce
their taxes.
A witness beneficially interested under a will, is one gaining
by or under its provisions." APPLETON, C. J., in Smalley v.
Smalley, 70 Maine, 549. Nothing in Piper v. Moulton, 72
Maine, 155, contra. Mere ·dicta, not authority.
According to all the authorities a stockholder in a private
corporation is not competent at common law as a witness to a
will giving a legacy to such corporation. Eustis v. Parker, l
N. H. 274; Moses v. Juli'an, 45 N. H. 55; Watson v. Lisbon
Bridge, 14 Maine, 201 ; 1 Green 1. Ev. § 333, and authorities
already cited.
The judge of probate had no jurisdiction to admit the will to
probate. A legacy of $5000 was given to Mrs. Eleanor L.
Turner, his aunt by marriage. The statutes forbid his acting as
judge of probate in such case. R. S., 1883, c. 1, § 6. art. 22;
R. S., 1883, c. 63, § 8:
In admitting a will to probate he acts judicially. He must
hear evidence, and determine and decide whether the testator
was of sound mind, and testamentary capacity. To allow him
to decide such a question where his own aunt was a legatee of
$5000 under the provisions of the will, would be simply a farce.
Suppose the will was procured by her undue influence and that
was the it:isue? Could he decide it? Her own nephew? Her
title to· it depends upon his decision. He takes it by his judicial
determination and decision from the testator's heirs and gives it
to his aunt. The law is open to no such reproach. Conant v.
N01·ris. 58 Maine, 453 ; McKeen v. Gamrnon, 33 Maine, 187;
Gall v. Pike, 66 Maine, 350; Lyon v. Harnar, 73 Maine, 56;
Russell v. Belcher, 76 Maine, 503; Gay v. Minot, 3 Cush.
352; Sanborn v. Fellows, 22 N. H. 473,490; Moses v. Julian,
45 N. H. 56; Northam,pton v. Smith, 11 Met. 390.
All acts of the judge of probate who has no jurisdiction are
absolutely void. Holyoke v. Haskins, 5 Pick. 20; S. C. 9
Pick. 259; Gay v. Minot, 3 Cush. 352; Bedell 1/. Bailey, 58
1

'
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N. H. 62; Sigourney v. Sibley~ 21 Pick. 101; Moses v. Julian,
45 N. H. 56; Record v. Howard, 58 Maine, 225 ~ Jochwnsen
v. Bank, 3 Allen, 87; Stearns v. WJ·ight, 51 N. H. 600.
All objections to his jurisdiction, except that growing out of
the residence of the deceased which has been changed by statute,
are open. Record v. Howm·d, 58 Maine, 225; McFeely v.
Scott, 128 Mass. 17; Jochumsen v. Bank, 3 Allen, 87.
Administration granted by a judge of probate on an estate
over which he has no jurisdiction is void, although no exception
or appeal was taken.
Sigourney v. Sibley, 21 Pick. 101;
Peters v. Peters, 8 Cush. 543.
And although the whole proceedings are void, and may be
treated as a nullity, still the better and equally proper remedy
is by appeal, and the effect of the appeal will he to vacate the
prior decrees and proceedings not appealed from. Sturges v.
Peck, 12 Conn. 141. English v. Smith, 13 Conn. 223. It
was the duty of the probate court itself to treat its own acts as
void. Sturge~ v. Peck, 12 Conn. 141; English v. Smith, 13
Conn. 225.
If the judge of probate is a creditor of an estate, he has· no
jurisdiction at common law, and none by statute, if his debt
exceeds $100.00. R. S., 1883, c. 63, § 8; Cottle, Applt. 5
Pick. 483 ; Coffin v. Cottle, 9 Pick. 287.
If he is a debtor to the estate, he has no jurisdiction, and his
appointment of an executor under a will is utterly void; and no
consent, ratification or waiver, or confirmation on the part of
those interested in the estate, can make such appointment valid.
Opinion of court by SHAW, C. J. in Gay v. Minot, 3 Cush.
352; Sigourney v. Sibley, 21 Pick. 106.
If he is "otherwise interested," as by relationship within the
prohibited degrees to any legatee in the will, upon the validity
of which he must necessarily pass, as between the heirs and
legatees, he has no jurisdiction, and his acts are void. The will
has never been legally admitted by probate, and all the subsequent proceedings are void. R. S., 1883, c. 1, § 6, cl. xxii;
authorities and statutes before cited, R. S., 1883, c. 63, § 8;
Holyoke v. Haskins, 5 Pick. 20; Gay v. Minot, 3 _Cush. 354.
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In the present case the judge of probate being disqualified to
act judicially as between the heirs of Gov. Coburn and his own
aunt, should hiwe declined to admit the will to probate and the
executors should have appealed. No legal objection to the
probate of the will in the appellate court upon the ground of
relationship would then have existed. Patten v. Tallman, 27
Maine, 28 ; Moses v. Julian, 45 N. H. 52.
If this course could not have been legally adopted, then the
executors should have presented the will for probate in an
adjoining county. R. S., c. 63, § 8; 8igourney v. Sibley, 21
Pick. 106, and note on p. 108.
If the judge of probate had been a citizen of Showhegun, to
which the large legacies in items 15 and 16 of the will were
given, he would have been disqualified to admit the will to
probate. Northampron v. Smith, 11 Met. 390; Bacon, Applt.
7 Gray, 392.
Same rule disqualifies a witness to the will. In Stile's Appeal
froni Probate, 41 Conn. 330, the court say: '' Courts of probate
are tribunals of limited jurisdiction and powers. Their authority
is strictly statutory, and the mode by which all issues involving
the validity of their decrees are to be heard and determined, is
provided by the legislature. These courts have existed as a
material part of our judicial system from a period anterior to .
the earliest reports of adjudged cases in this State, and a large
part of the most important litigation in our higher courts
originate with them."
Proof of their acts· and doings is to be derived from their
records. And while they are courts of records, they are still
courts of limited jurisdiction. Donovun's Appeal frorn Probate,
41 Conn. 551; Brown v. Estate of Sumner, 31 Vermont, 673.
"Courts of probate shall be deemed for all purposes a court of
record," is the provision of the statute of New Hampshire. R. S.,
N.H. c.152,§ 19. Yettheyarecourtsofbutlimitedjurisdiction.
Tebbetts v. Tilton, 24 N. H. 120; Morgan v. Dodge, 44 N. H.
257; Wood v. Stone, 39 N. H. 572.
" It is an inferior tribunal, and if it proceeds in a manner not
authorized by law, the proceeding is void." Smith v. Rice, 11
Mass. 507; Peters v. Peters, 8 Cush. 543.
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In delivering the opinion of this court in Fowle v. Coe, 63
Maine, 248, Mr. Justice VIRGIN said: "Although courts of
probate are declared by R. S., c. 63, § 1 to be' courts of record'
having an official seal and 1 power to issue any process necessary
for the dischatge of their official duties,' still their proceedings
are not according to the course of common law, but they are
creatures of the statute, having a special and limited jurisdiction
only."
·whenever a review would be granted in a suit at common law
or a default taken off, leave to enter an appeal from the probate
court has been uniformly granted. It has never been considered
necessary or usual to inquire into the merits further than to see
that the party has fair ground for legal controversy. Parke1·'s
Appeal, 15 N. H. 24; Wilcom,b's Petition, 26 N. H. 370;
Mathews' .Pet, 35 N. H. 289; Moulton's Pet. 50 N. H. ,537;
Woodworth v. Wilson, 50 N. H. 220; Grout v. Cole, 57 N. H.
54 7 ; Wadleigh v. Eaton, 59 N. H. 57 4; Brewer v. Holmes, 1
Met. 288; Gross v. Gross, 7 Met. 211; Hutchinson v·. Gurley,
8 Allen, 23 ; TVriglit v. WJ·ight, 13 Allen, 207 ; Keene
v. White, 136 Mass. 23; Boston v. Robbins, 116 ~lass. 314.
Mr. Bispham, in his principles of equity, says: ' 1A mistake
exists when a person under some erroneous conviction of law or
fact, does, or omits to do, some act which but for the erroneous
conviction he vrnuld not have done or omitted to do. It may
arise either from unconsciousness, ignorunce, forgetfulness,
imposition or misplaced confidence." Bispham's Eq. § 185.
See also Story's Eq. Juris. 121, § 110.
That exceptions lie as matter of right to allrulings admitting
or rejecting evidence will probably not be denied. It is perfectly
well settled. Jarnes v. Townsend, 104 Mass. 367-8; Boston v.
Robbins, 116 Mass. 313.
And it seems to be equally well settled that where this court
.has all the evidence before it that the judge had below, and can
see plainly that he erred in his conclusions, made a mistake of
some sort, and reached a result, from some mistake or misapprehension, or for any other reason decided the case wrongly, it is
within the power of the court and becomes their duty, to revise
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and cerrect the result below. J1fcKenney v. Alvord, 73 Maine,
224; Jackson v. Gould, 72 Maine, 335 ; Fayette v. Chesterville,
77 Maine, 33; Fessenden, Applt. 77 Maine, 98; Boston v.
Robbins, 116 Mass. 314. Late case in this State, 4 Enstern
Rep. 939.
In Piper v. Moulton, 72 Maine, 155, the legacy was not for
the support of such schools, as the town in its corporate capacity
was obliged to support and maintain, but for a special school
enacted by the will, and which imposed upon the town the
burden of erecting a building for it. Of course the town took
no corporate beneficial interest under it, and the inhabitants had
none. Exactly like Loring v Park, 7 Gray, 42.
Nettleton v. Nettleton, 17 Conn. 543, cited by the other side,
turned upon the peculiar statute provisions of Conn. at that
time. See contra, Stoddard v. Moulthrop, 9 Conn. 503 ;
English v. Smith, 13 Conn. 227; Hawley v. Baldwin, 19 Conn.
589; Stiles' Appeal, 41 Conn. 329.
~"Y"hether the petitioners had or had not an intention to appeal
is of no consequence. Ganfield v. Wooster, 26 Conn. 388.
On an appeal by an heir, peld that the fact that all the other
heirs assented, was immaterial.
Watrous v. Chalker, 7
Conn. 226.

Edmund F. Webb and Appleton Webb ( with whom was Wm.
L. Putnam) for the executors.
Justice and equity do not require that the petition be
granted, it will therefore not be granted. Ahearn v. Mann, 1
East, Rep. 551;. Waltham Banlc v. JVright, 8 Allen, 122;
Jenny v. Wilcox, 9 Allen, 246 ; Richards v. Child, 98 Mass.
285; Sykes v. Meacham, 103 .Mass. 286; Pomeroy Eq. Jur. §
1364, note 1, § 836; Brown v. Buena Vista, 95 U. S. 159;
Wells v. Child, 12 Allen, 334; Story Eq. Jur. § 887; Marine
Ins. Go. v. Hodgson, 7 Cranch, 201; Truly v. Wanzer, 5
Howard, 141; Bradley v. Richardson, 2 Blatchf. 347; Nason
v. Sm.alley, 8 Vt. 118; Ureath's Admr. 5 Howard, 204; Jones
v. Eaton, 51 Maine, 387; Brooks v. B. & J.1f. L. R. R. 72
Maine, 365; Todd v. Chipman, 62 Maine, 189.
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The petitioner is estopped from contesting the will : Holt v.
Rice, 54 N. H. 398 (20 Am. Rep. 138); Watson v. Watson,
128 Mass. 152; Gaul.field v. Sullivan, 85 N. Y. 153.
Witnesses to the will were competent. Laws 1821, c. 38, §
2; R. S., 1840, c. 92, § 52; R. S., 1857, c. 74, § 1; Stat.
1859, c. 120; R. S., 1871, c. 74, § 1; Jones v. Larrabee, 47
Maine, 476; Sm,alley v. Sm,alley, 70 Maine, 548; Warren v.
Baxter, 48 Maine, 195 ; Patten v. Tallrnan, 27 Maine, 28 ;
Fletcher v. S. R.R. Go. 74 Maine, 436; Hawes v. Humphrey,
9 Pick. 350; Loring v. Park, 7 Gray, 42; Greenl. Ev.§§ 409,
331; Nm·thanipton v. Smith, 11 Met. 390; Hinson v. Kersey,
4 Burns' Ee. Law, 88; Jones v. Habersham,, 63 Geo. 146;
Sniith v. Belknap, 1 John. 487; Bloodgood v. Jamaica, 12
John. 285; Piper v. J.lfoulton, 72 Maine, 155; Ew;tis v. Parker,
1 N. H. 273; State v. Stua'l't, 23 Maine, 111; State v. Woodward, 34 Maine, 249; .Pletcher v. R. R. Go. 74 Maine 436;
King v. Prosser, 4 T. R. *20; King v. Kfrclford, 2 East, 560;
Nash v. Reed, 46 Maine, 168; Jones v. Tebbetts, 57 Maine,
572; Patterson v. Eames, 54 Maine, 203; State v. Intox. Liquors,
54 Maine, 564; Nason v. Thatcher, 7 Mass. 398.
The bequest to the Hall asso'ciation was a charity. The
following cases bear on the question : Saltonstall v. Sander8,
11 Allen, 455; Everett v. Garr, 59 Maine, 333; Ollijfe v.
Wells, 130 Mass. 221; Ayde v. Smith, 44 Conn. 60; Veazey
v. Jameson, 1 Simons & Stewart, 69; Ellis v. Selby, 1 Mylne
& Craig, 286; Williams v. Kershaw, 5 Clark & Fin. 111;
James v. Allen, 3 Merrivale, 15; Prichard v. Thompson, 95
N. Y. 76; Power v. Cassidy, 79 N. Y. _602; Chimes v.
Harmon, 35 Ind. 198 (9 Am. Rep. 690); Clement v. Hyde, 50
Vt. 716 (28 Am. Rep. 522); Simpson v. Welcome, 72 Maine,,
496; Dole v. Lincoln, 31 Maine, 422.
Stockholders in the Hall association competent as witnesses to
the will: Windham v. Ghetwynd, 1 Burrows, 414; Jarman,
Wills, 71 ; Hatfield v. Thorp, 5 B. and Ald. 589; 3 Jarman,
Wills (Randolph & Talcott's ed.) 777-8; Sullivan v. Sullivan,
106 Mass. 474; Regina v. Arnand, 9 Ad. and El. 806; Van
Allen v. Assessors, 3 Wall. 584; Hagar v. Bank, 63 Maine,
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512; lVIorawetz' Corp.§ 351; Wood's Field's Corp.~ 92; Rand v.
Hubbell, 115 Mass. 474; Gifford v. Thompson, 115 Mast-. 478;
Minot v. Pain, 99 Mass. 106; Foote, Applt. 22 Pick. 304;
ln re Dodge & Stephenson 111anuf. Co. 77 N. Y. 101.
Judge of probate had jurisdiction: Russell v. Belcher, 7G
Maine, 501 ; Winchester v. Hinsdale, 12 Conn. 93; 5 Black.
Com. 361; Hall v. Thayer, 105 Mass. 219; Aldrich, Appt.
110 Mass. 189; Uottle, Appt. 5 Pick. 483; Steams v. vVrigllt,
51 N. II. 600; Nm·thmnpton v. Srnitll, 11 Met. 395; Cutts v.
Haskins, 9 Mass. 543; Holyoke v. IIaskins, 5 Pick. 25;
Harvard College v. Gore, 5 Pick. 370; _,_Vettleton v. Nettleton,
17 Conn. 542; Ryans, 72 N. Y. 1; Com,. v. Eniery, 11
Cush. 406.
VIRGIN,• J.
The petitioners seek under R. S., c. 63, § 25,
for leave to enter an appeal from the decree of the judge of
probate for this county, whereby an instrument, purporting to
be the last will of the late Abner Coburn, was admitted to
probate.
The petitioners contend that the judge did not have jurisdiction of the probate of this instrument because of a legacy of
$5,000 therein to Eleanor S. Turner, who is the judge's aunt by
reason of her marriage, prior to the execution of the instrument,
with a brother of the judge's mother; and the provision of R. S.,
c. 1, § 6, clause 22 is invoked to sustain the point.
We are of opinion that that provision, first enacted in the
revision of 1841 for another and entirely different purpose,. to
wit : fixing the extreme limit of the disqua1ification by relationship of those to whom it was intended to apply ; can have no
possible application to judges of prnbate ; for they. were never
required by statute to be disinterested by relationship in the
estates of deceased persons. On the contrary, whateYer may
have been the rule at common law, the legislature of this state,
when probate courts were first established here, perceiving the
great difficulties and confusion whieh would otherwise necessarily
attend the probating of wills and granting administration on the
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e8tutes of citizens deceased within the several counties, took in
hand the whole subject matter of probate courts, their jurisdic~
tion and the jurisdiction of the judges, and enacted a full,
complete and independent code intended to reach every case that
could arise; and subsequently made such alterations and additions as experience suggested, to meet new or omitted cases.
Hence this court has repeatedly said: Courts of probate are
creatures of the statute, having a special and limited jurisdiction
only. Fairfield v. Gullifer, 49 Maine, 360. We must look to
the statute for the jurisdiction of such courts in a given case."
Fowle v. Coe, 63 Maine, 248. And now we may add, what we
had no occasion to decide then, to wit: to ascertain whether the
judge of probate for a given county has jurisdiction for taking
the probate of the will of a deceased inhnbitant or resident
thereof, we must look to the provisions of R. S., c. 63, which
contain all of the present law on the subject. And this view is
made morally certain by an examination of the legislation on
this subject.
Probate courts were first established by statute in 1784.
:Mass. St. 1784, c. 46. Wales v. fVillanl, 2 MaHs. 124. The
sul>ject was more thoroughly examined by the general cnurt in
1817 an<l resulted in an act of forty-five sections. Section one
established a probate court in each county and provided for the
appointment of some able and learned person as judge therein
for taking the probate of wills and granting administration on
the estates of persons deceased, being inhabitants of, or residents
in, the same county, at the time of their decease." St. 1817, c.
190, § 1.
Section 5 provided: ~( Whenever any judge of
probate shall he interested in the estate of any person deceased
within the county of such judge, '' the estate shall be settled in
another county." And the Supreme court decided that when
the judge of probate for the county where a person deceased
hnd jurisdiction of his estate, the acts of any other judge of
probate on such estate are void. Cutts v. Huskins, 9 Mass.
544; Holyoke v. Huskins, 5 Pick. 25.
In 1821, in establishing and defining the jurisdiction of probate
courts and of the judges thereof in this state, the legislature
11
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passed an act comprising seventy-five sections, adopting literally
most of the provisions of the Mass. St. 1817, c. 190, and including the subject of guardians. But instead of re-enacting a.
transcript of § 5 of St. 1817, with its simple general provision
C whenever ~my judge of probate shall be interested in the estate
of any person deceased within the county of such judge," the
estate be settled in another county;) our legislature defined
specifically the disqualifying interest to be that of an '' heir,
legatee, creditor or debtor, or ,vithin the degree of kindred
which by the laws of the State, he might by any possibility he
heir in the estate of any person deceased within the county of
such judge." St. 1821, c. 51, § 2. And this comprehensive
and clearly defined interest constitued the only exception which
precluded or excused a judge of probate from taking the probate
of the will of any deceased inhabitant of his county.
To exclude all cavil. the legislature at its next session amended
the St. of 1821 by an act of a single section expressed in the
positive, unqualified, peremptory language following: "The
estate1, of all persons deceased shall ht settled in the probate
court of the county where the deceased was last an inhabitant,
unless the interest of the judge· of prob:ite in such estates, as
heir, legatee, creditor or debtor, shall exceed the sum of $100,
any law to the contrary notwithstanding." St. 1822, c. 198.
The object of this statute would seem to be both declaratory nnd
nmendatory: to construe the previous stntute as to the general

jurisdiction and to fix the minimum limit of personal pecuniary
interest which should disguulify a judge of probate. And these
provisions of the Stats. 1821 and 1822 remained unchanged and
were in substance put in two sections by the revision commissioners and re-enacted in R. S., 1841, c. 105, § § 3 and 18, the
latter containing the provisions as to the disqualifying interest.
In 1841, while the first revision of the statutes was being
made, u statute was ·enacted for transferring to another county
the uncompleted settlement of an estate whereof the executor,
administrator or guardian had received the appointment of
judge of probate, St. 1841, c. 149, § 1. This provision
suggested an additional disqualifying interest. not previously
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,,covered .. A few days thereafter, and to condense '.1nd make §
18 of the revision consistent, the same legislature, by the general
"Act of Amendment" appended to the revision, provided:
"Chapter 105, § 18 shall he amended by striking out the words
,, as heir, legatee, creditor or debtor or,' and inserting instead
.thereof, 'either in his own right or in trust, or in any other
manner, or be,' so that the section, as amended, shall be as
follows; "Whenever any judge of probate shall be interested
,either in his own right, or in trust, or in any other manner, or
,ibe within the degree of kindred, by means of which hy law he
.might, by any possibility, be heir to any part of the estate of
any person deceased," such estate shall be settled in another
,county.; 'provided, that the amount of the interest of such
judge shall not be less than $100 in such estate.'" R. S., 1841,
c. 105, Q 18, as amended by "Act of Amend." of April 14,
1841, § 15.
By the foregoing amendment the substituted words: '' in his
own :night," obviously included the direct personal interest
previously described as that of '' an heir, legatee, creaitor or
debtor," while '' in trust" were evidently intended to cover any
indirect, representative interest which the judge might have
strictly as lrustee, or as executor, administrator or guardian;
and to make sure of comprising every pecuniary relation _of a
judge to an estate within hi~ county, the legislature added in the
same connection, rwsci a sociis, "or in any other manner." The
~,kindred" clause which immediately follows and the fixed money
1imit of interest make certain this constra_ction. This part of
§ 18, save the redundant ,rnnls, has been re-enacted in the
several successive revisions and appears in the plain language
now found in R. S., c. 63, § 8.
Moreover, that the legislatures of 187 4 and 1883 believed
that the phrase, "in any other manner" had no reference to any
interest by "relationship within the sixth degree" appears
momlly certain from the following considerations: When probate
courts were eetablished and their jurisdiction and that of the
judges were defined in St. 1821, c. 51, their power to appoint
guardians in their county was comprised in the same section with
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that of probating wills and granting administration on estates of
deceased persons, § 1; and the disquali(ying interest mentioned
in § 2 was alike applicable to judges whether acting in relation
to estates or to guardians. But in the :first revision of the
statutes ( 1841), the provisions relating to guardians were
separated from those concerning the estates of deceased persons,
and put into different chapters; the latter in c. 105, and the
former inc. 110. And while c. 110, § 1 conferred power on a
judge of probate to appoint guardians to minors residing in his
county, that chapter contained no exception by way of a disqualifying interest. Hence the legislature, in 187 4, amended
the unqualified language of c. 110, § 1, by adding: "But when
any judge is interested either in bis own right, in trust, or in
any other manner, or within the sixth degree of kindred, such
appointment shall be made in an adjoining county. St. 187 4,
c. 156. Both of these chapters (R. S., c. 63, § 8 and c. 67, §
I) were revised by the same learned commissioner and legislative
revision committee of 1883 and literally re-enacted by the
legislature of that year ; and if the same construction was
intended for the disquali(ying interest in both sections, they
would hardly be expected to express it in such widely different
language.
If it be objected that the judge would not be the proper
person to try the question, had such been raised, whether or not
his aunt, by undue influence, procured the will to be made, the
answer is we are construing the statute, and if that constitutes .
him the tribunal to pass upon that question, he must do so, aR
there would be no other ( Corn. v. Ryan, 2 Mass. 89, 91) ; and
his decision, if not satisfactory, could he tested on appeal by the
aggrieved party.
There being no pretension or suggestion that the ,r kindred''
clause in c. 63, § 8, can have any possible application to this
cnse, our conclusion is, that the judge of probate who admitted
the will to probate had jurisdiction. If he had, then as before
seen no other judge could have except under the condition&
mentioned in c. 63, § 5; none of which existed here.
We are aware that the practice in Massachusetts and New
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Hampshire, under their peculiar constitutional and statutory
provisions, is different. They class probate courts with all
inferior tribunals. Hall v. Thayer, 105 Mass. 219, and cases
there cited. .Aldrich, .Apllnt. 110 Mass. 189; Moses v. Julian,
45 N. H. 52; Stearns v. Wright, 51 N. H. 600; Perkins v.
George, 45 N. H. 453. And in the latter state, when the judge
is interested otherwise than is provided by their statutes, and
therefore has no jurisdiction, the practice is for him to decline to
act and take the case up by appeal. Perkins v. George, supra.
Such practice has never obtained in this state. Hatch v . .Allen,
27 Maine, 85.
As the judge of probate had jurisdiction in this ease, his
decree is conclusive, in the absence of any appeal therefrom,
even if the witnesses were beneficially interested. Piper v.
Moulton, 72 Maine, 155, 158, and cases cited there.
But while no appeal was taken within twenty days from the
date of the decree, as required by R. S., c. 63, § 23, without
any discrimination in favor of non-residents, the petitioners
asked the supreme court of probate sitting in the county of
Somerset to allow them to enter an appeal for the reasons set
out in their petition, which, if granted, would "have the same
effect as if it had been seasonably done." R. S., c. 63, § 25.
'To authorize the granting of their prayer, the petitioners were
bound to satisfy the court that they'' omitted to claim an appeal"
witpin the twenty days next succeeding the date of the decree,
. ''from accident, mistake, defect of notice, or otherwise without
fault on their part;" and thereupon, '' the supreme court, if
justice requires a revision, may upon reasonable terms, allow an
appeal to be entered." R. S., c. 63, § 25.
The presiding justice denied their prayer and directed their
petition to he dismissed. He must, therefore~ not only have
determined, as we have-that the judge of probate had jurisdiction, but also, that the petitioners, at least, had failed to sustain
the burden of satisfying him that "justice required a revision."
The petitioners' allegations under R. S., c. 63, § 25 are, that
they had no notice or knowledge whatever of the existence of
nny such will, until Jan. 26, 1885, or that it had been or would
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be offered for probate on Feb. 3, until Feb. 26, when the time
for appeal had expired; that they should '' surely and certainly
have appealed within the twenty days, had they known it;" that
their omission to seasonably appeal " was wholly without fault
on their· part;" that they were deprived of notice "by· the
accidents growing out of the situation and their great distance
from the probate court; and that "justice requires a revision of
the decree."
A careful and patient consideration of the voluminous evidence
filed, has fa,iled to satisfy us of the truth of any of these
allegations which are material to the matter before us.
The petitioners are a nephew and niece of the testator resident
in San Francisco, having a father in ,vaterville, a sister and
brothers in Skowhegan, one of which brothers was the duly
constituted agent of the nephew. The petitioners were in
~, frequent consultation," the nephew doing all the writing for
both." The statute requires no personal notice, and the general
notice by publication was given. The testator died January 3,
1885, of which the petitioners were apprfsed by telegram
received ,January 4th. The will was read, by the executor who
wrote it, to the resident heirs, and twice to the nephew's agent,
in the evening after the funeral on January 7th. One of the
California heirs-a brother of the petitioners-was a subscriber
to the Skowhegan newspaper which contained a copy of the will
in its issue of January 14th. Both of the petitfoners must have
known there was a will of some kind. The nephew visited his
friends in Skowhegan about a year after the will was executed,
where he tarried some months, and then declared to one of the
executors-what was a matter of great notoriety-that "he
supposed his uncle had made a will and that it was understood
the property generally went out of the family;" and he substantially admitted, by declining to deny when pressed, that he read
in the California daily newspapers, within a week of the testator's
death, dispatches announcing that the testator had bequeathed
the bulk of his property to the cause of education. Moreover,
prior to February 28th, his agent wrote to him, and his
co-petitioner "every few days, oftener than once a week," and
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his sister in Skowhegan had ~~ written to nll about everything,
twice to his (agent's) certain knowledge."
That any number of these non-produced letters miscarried, is
utterly inconsistent with common experience under our efficient
postal service, and with unsatisfactorily explained expressions
in their letters, such as that of March 5th, where it drops out
that they knew as early as February 5th, that executors had
been qualified. And that several of these letters have been
purposely withheld, among them that which accompanied the
copy of the will, is evident from the petitionel's' utterly irreconcilable testimony relating to the search for them, together with
their very distinct recollection of the dates of some letters
received and the1r obliviousness as to the dates of others and of
their contents.
If they did not actually know the precise terms of the will
until January 26, they must have known its substance-that
they were not to share the whole property. That a large part
of it was going to charitable objects had become so notorious
when the nephew was in Skowhegan, a ,year after the will was
made, as to call from him the remark already mentioned.
Having as much at stake as they did, and considering the Ill
effect of delaying the settlement of the estate, ordinary care and
drngence, which the law requires, demanded that they should be
nctive and make use of all such reasonable means as were within
their reach to obtain the information, if they had not already
done it, necessary to enable them to prosecute their right of
appeal. They knew in February that their present counsel was
in California, and had had some communication from him, for
on March 3d, '~ he (nephew) had been waiting a few days to see
him."
But it is obvious that they had no intention of appealing at
any time after tTanuary 26 and before February 23, hence their
non--residence placed them in no better situation than they would
have had if residents. "\Ve are not satisfied, therefore, that their
omission was not without fault on their part; but, on the .
contrary, that gross laches and culpable negligence were the
cause of their non-action.
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Thus where an analogous remedial statute, (R. S., c. 77, §
19.) authorized the Supreme Court, on a bill in equity, to give
a creditor judgment for his claim which he did not seasonably
present to the administrator on his debtor's estate, provided,
inter alia, the "creditor is not chargeable with culpable negligence," it was held in Massachusetts, under a like statute, that a
bill alleging that the complainant resided in Montreal and did not
know of the debtor's decease, or of the appointment of the
administrator until the special limitation bar had intervened,
could not be maintained. The court said: "The only ground on
which he can rest his claim is, that he resided in the remote city
of Montreal, and had not been informed of the debtor's decease.
The facts can hardly be said to present anything more than a case
of mere neglect and inattention. He failed to make an effective
inquiry, and in that way remained in ignorance of a fact which
was, of course, perfectly well kno~n, and which there was no
attempt to conceal. The formal notice required by law and
directed by the probate court, was given. The only mistake is
the failure to know a fact about which he made no inquiry."
Sykes v. Meacham, 103 Mass. 286.
Again, the petitioners were guilty of negHgence in prosecuting
their petition. It is of the utmost importance that an estate of
this magnitude, comprising more than one million four hundred
thousand dollars oft, rights and credits," should, as speedily as
the law will allow, come into the possession of the rightful
administrators for proper distribution. The petitioners not only
had no intention of seasonably appealing, but even the nephew
did not conclude to prosecute the petition until shortly before its
date in September, and the niece, as late as August 24, wrote:
"Lon (nephew) is very anxious I should sign all papers with
him, and come in to help pay the expenses I suppose, if he fails
to get a compromise." But it seems she succumbed, for on
October 26, she wrote: ,t No ,vonder you were astonished to see
· my name, but I could not get out of it. He (nephew) annoyed
•me so much that I finally decided to go in with him for better
or worse. If I make nothing out of it, he says he will pay all
the expenses."
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While the law affords to parties a year as its extreme limit of
indulgence, still a reasonable construction demands diligence on
their part, and does not allow them to spend the whole time,
when they know all the necessary facts, in coming to a conclusion
whether or not they will attempt to avail themselves of its
remedial provisions.
No good reason is assigned for not having the petition drawn,
obtaining an or<ler of notice thereon in vacation, (R. S., c. 81,
§ 1) and entering and trying it at the March term, and thus
save a year in taking it to the law court, instead of entering it
on the nineteenth day of September term simply for notice, and
trying it at the December term. · For the clause in R. S., c. 63,
§ 25, providing that the '' petition shall be heard at the next
term after the filing thereof," is simply directory, limiting the
time of delaying the hearing. But the real reasons are obvious.
The niece had not then yief~ed to the "annoyances" of the
nephew. Compromise was early the height of his expectation,
and later of hers. Delay, as an obstruction to a desirable early
settlement of the estate, was deemed to be the most convincing
argument for a compromise. An attorney was being sought,
who. in direct violation of R. S., c. 122, § 12, would enter into
the scheme and trust to success for his fees_, Thus as early as
March 3, the nephew wrote to his agent in Skowhegan: "It
would seem to me thnt a good lawyer would take such a case us
this and stand in for a share if he won the case ;" adding, " All
these big cases here (California), such as Lick, compromised,
and this is probably what the lawyers would do in this.'' And
on March 5, he wrote that a lawyer, formerly from Maine,
"thinks there can be no doubt but a movement in that direction
would bring them to a compromise at once." So, also, on
August 24, the niece wrote: " What do you think of --'s idea
of forcing a compromise?" adding what we quoted above from
her same letter in regard to the nephew's desire to have her sign
"all the papers and help pay the expenses, if he fails to get a
compromise." And although they did not succeed in finding a
lawyer "who would take such a case as this and stand in for a
share if he won," their fruitless search did not finally deter them
from pursuing their main purpose.
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Nor do we think that ''justice requires a revision." For there
can be no well grounded pretension that this instrument is other
than the result of the deliberate, thoroughly matured and well
settled purpose of the eminent man whose signature it hears,
completing the line of donations begun years before his decease,
showing full conversance with the magnitude of his own and of
his brother's estates, (the latter of which, under a power of
attorney from its heirs, including the petitioners, he also
managed during the last nine years of his life) and a full appreciation and know ledge of the condition and circumstances of his
heirs. To he sure, the petitioners offered certain te~timony
tending to show that certain of his brothers 1' broke down
mentally," and also his business affairs, with his manner of conducting them, so far as his books might disclose them-all as
hearing upon his testamentary capacity-which the presiding
justice, in the exercise of his undoubted discretionary power to
direct the course of the trial before him, temporarily decli,ned to
hear, apprising their counsel at the same time that he did not
rule it to be incompetent, but would postpone it until some
evidence of a more direct and substantial character should be
introduced. But as no such testimony was introduced and the
offer was not renewed, we conclude that that issue was abandoned,
especially as the trial was taking place in the town where the
testator had lived so many years, and where the nephew had
stopped six months in 1883 and 1884, thus having not only
personal knowledge of the testator's mental condition, but ample
opportunities for sounding his townsmen on the subject. Hence,
if a revision is to be granted un<ler this head, it must be based
upon some provision in the will which is unjust to the petitioners.
But it is our opinion that none of its provisions are unjust to
them.
The claim made in their petition is that if the will is allowed
to stand, it "practically and to a great extent disinherits his
heirs." That is to say, her uncle gave one-half of his estate to
charitable objects, in which he notoriously took a great interest
during many of his latter years, and to her only her equal share of
the remainder, save a few comparatively small bequestR to some
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intimate friends. This disposition of his estate the law fully
authorized, since the whole was his own; and they being
collateral, and not lineal heir'3, he was under no legal obligation
to support them. (R. S., c. 24, § 16.) And knowing that she
would receive her equal share of all his brother's estate, of the
same magnitude as his own, we fail to perceive wherein any
injustice is done to her by the will. The nephew's share of the
testator's residue, is bequeathed, to be sure, to him in trust for
his son; but he inherits in his own right, his equal share of all
of Philander's; and it is quite apparent from the testimony why
the testator made this discrimination, which may in the end show
wisdom rather than any want of testamentary capacity, or any
injustice to the nephew and his family. Neither new trials in
equity nor reviews in law, when not a matter of right, are
granted, except upon the merits to prevent injustice. Porn. Eq.
§ 836; Brooks v~ B. & M. L. R. R. Co. 72 Maine, 365;
Jones v. Eaton, 51 Maine, 387, and cases there cited.
This provision of the statute (R. S., c. 63, § 25) has never
before been before the law court, though like provisions have
more or less frequently been construed in other jurisdictions and
applied to a variety of circumstances, the courts declaring the
provisions to be remedial in their character, in which view we
fully concur. The language of the statute precludes the idea
that leave is to be granted for the mere asking. But while it
is remedial and wisely intended to practically extend the time
for appealing to parties having meritorious cases, and who in
good faith have shown reasonable diligence in availing themselves
of the primary right of appeal as well as of the extended indulgence, still a liberal administration of it will not, through mere
caprice, extend to parties an unwarranted license to negligently
waste the time allotted them, either for taking an appeal or filing
their petition for leave to appeal, for the purpose of delay, and
thus, under a misnamed legal discretion, invite and uphold cases
begun for pure compromise and speculation.
We are of opinion, therefore, that the decision of the presiding
justice that the judge of probate had jurisdiction and that justice
does not require a revision of his decree, was correct.
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The petitioners also allege that the will was not subscribed,
ns required by R. S., c. 7 4, § 1, by "three credible attesting
witnesses, not beneficially interested under the will;" but that,
on the contrary, they were not "credible," and were'' beneficially
interested under the will," inasmuch as they were tax payers in
the town of Skowhegan, to which a legacy was given and a
devise made, by the 15th and 16th items of the will.
'' Credible witnesses, not beneficially interested under the will,"
are obviously intended to mean witnesses other than those
described in St. 1821, c. 38, § 2, and in R. S., (1841) c. 92,
§ 2, as simply "credible;" for all the words of description must
have some meaning. We can not impeach the intelligence of the
law makers by considering the clause tautological.
It seems that the common law looked upon some persons as
unworthy to obtain credit, and excluded them from being
witnesses through fear that if heard, their testimony would be
believed, and hence they were denominated not incredible
witnesse:::;, for that term the law applied to testimony, but
incompetent witnesses -not entitled to the general character of
credibility. Whil~ those who were free from infamy and certain
other disqualifying taints and influences, including that of interest,
the law trusted to testify, because of their general character of
credibility, and ealled them competent. Hence "credible," as
applied to witnesses, is universally considered to mean competent.
But as "credible" witnesses are those free from interest, the
clause" not beneficially interested under the will," was introduced
for the purpose of eliminating the element of interest from the
term credible, which formerly included it, and define and modify
the interest which should thereafter disqualify one from subscribing a will. In other words, "credible" witnesses, as that
term has hitherto been understood, were no longer essential ;
but witne:::;ses who are competent in every 1~espect other than
that of interest, and so far as their interest ishould thereafter
rnnder them incompetent, it must not only be'-\ " beneficial
interest," but such as would be directly derived from or '' under
the will." Otherwise the utmost care and vigilance on the part
of a testator, in selecting witnesses to his will, would fail, and his
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will, since the omission of certain provi:::iions of the statutes soon
to be mentioned, would he void, instead of saving the will at the
expense of some provhiion in favor of the witness.
We think this view is fully warranted hy a review of the
statutes of wills, as follows: The first statute ( St. 1821, c. 38)
contained certain provisions, borrowed from the English statutes,
making void any beneficial legacy, devise or interest given or
made to a subscribing witness, thereby rendering him a competent
witness and saving the rem.aining provisions of the will; and his
competency was also restored by his receiving, releasing or
refusing to accept, before testifying, any such interest given him
by the will, § § 8, 9 and 10. These provisions, in substance,
were re-enacted in R. S., ( 1841) c. 92.
In 1856, the legislature made a total revolution in the common
law governing the competency of witnesses so far as their personal
interest was concerned, neither excusing nor excluding them by
reason of interest as party or otherwise, with certain exceptions
immaterial to our present inquiry, but provided that this statute
should not affect· the law relating to the attestation of wills, St.
1856, c. 266, § § 1 and 3. Subsequently, but during the same
year, the legislature commissioned Ex-Chief J u1:,tice SHF.;PLEY to
make fl, new revision of the statutes, and in hi~ report, the
provisions in St. 1821, c. 38, above mentioned; were intentionally
omitted ( as he said in a note to the chapter on wills) "as being
superseded or inconsistent with recent enactments nllowing
persons interested to be· witnesses," Shep. Rep. 74, note c.
vVhether this view was strictly correct or otherwise, those
omitted provisions have never re-appeared in any subsequent
rev1s10n. So that, if a subscribing witness had given him by
the will such an interest· as was described in those omitted
sections, and the same technical construction of the attestation
clause were retained as formerly, not only the provision in the
will in favor of the subscribing witness, but the whole will would
be absolutely and irretrievably void. Hence, instead of liberalizing and enlarging, in the line of modern legislation, the law in
regard to the making of wills, the legislation narrowed and
restricted it, and introduced new obstructions which might
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readily escape the most prudent foresight. Perceiving this condition of things, the legislature, at its first session next after the
revision of 1857 ( from which those sections were first omitted)
took effect, changed the attestation clause by adding, '' not
beneficially interested under the provisions of the will," ( St.
1859, c. 120, § 1) with the evident intention of liberalizing the
statute by declaring in substance that a subscribing witness is
competent, whose interest a reading of the will does not show to
be one which is vested by and given in the will, and not one
which comes indirectly or consequentially by reason of un interest
given to some person other than the witness. And this amendment, save the redundant words '' the provisions of," has been
re-enacted in the subsequent revisions.
A fair construction of the 15th item is that a specific sum of
money is given to the town, to hold in trust, "for the worthy
and unfortunate poor," resident therein; that the principal is
'' to be funded," and the income to be '' expended," one moiety
thereof by a '' woman's aid society," and the other by the town.
But the town is not authorized to use the latter moiety together
with any sum which it may raise by taxation, as a joint fund for
the support of its paupers ; nor to assist such ~, worthy and
unfortunate poor" only as have a settlement therein; but to
distribute it among the residents described, regardless of any
pauper settlement of the recipients. Moreover, the clause "to
save them from pauperism," was not intended to mean, for the
avowed purpose of preventing those who thus enjoyed his bounty
from imminent legal pauperism, nor to qualify or in anywise
limit or restrict the distribution to such persons as, without it,
would necessarily or probably become a town charge ; but it was
simply intended to express, in the most general and abstract
manner, the testator's belief of the good effects which might, in
part, incidentally result from this considerate charitab.le bequest.
The devise also was for a public purpose, from which the
inhabitants of the town might derive more or less benefit of a
general character, but not of that direct, certain pecuniary nature
which would thereby make them~, beneficially interested." Such
a devise cannot be reasonably expected to lessen the taxes of the
inhabitants.
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The lnnd devised and the money bequeathed are to be held by
the town as trustee for the respective purposes prescribed in the
will. They cannot be rightfully used for :my other purposes.
No execution issued on a judgment ugain:::;t the town can be
levied on the bnd, since the nature of its tenure ii; disclosed by
the record, to be read of all men. But if the mode of distributing the income of the bequest should sometimei; incidentally
hnppen to keep from public expense some of its recipients and
thereby indirectly affect the taxes in some slight degree, that
fact would not render these ,vitnesses ineompetent. '' It is
clear," snid WILDE, J., "that unless the witnesses are to be
relieved from their taxes by this donation, they are competent.
It is possible, though not probable that they may thus be relieved,
but neither possibilities nor even probabilities are sufficient to
disqualify a witness." Hawes v. Hurnph1'ey, 9 Pick. 350, 360.
Nortlwrnpton v. Srnitli, 11 Met. 390.
In actions where a town is not a party to the record, but is
simply indirectly interested, its inhabitants were at common law
in this state competent, because their interest was contingent.
State v. Stuart, 23 Maine, 111, 114; State v. J,Voodward, 34
Maine, 293 ; Fletcher v. Sorn. R. R. Go. 74 Maine, 434.
But this question has been decided in principle in Piper v.
Moulton, 72 Maine, 155, 158, and is decisive of this branch of
the case. One ground on which the decision was put was that
the interest of two of the witnesses, though tax-payers in the
town to which a bequest was made in trust, was not" certain and
direct." The opinion was drawn, after thorough argument by
learned counsel against the will, by the distinguished chief
justice at that time, and it received the unqualified concurrence
of our late learned associate, Judge BARROWS, who for years
befol'e his twenty-one years' service on the supreme court bench,
was judge of probate for Cumberland County. Thnt opinion
was announced and published nearly two years prior to the
execution of this will. It was probably in the mind of Judge
DASCOMB, who wrote the will, when the testator came to execute
it, and it afforded them the freshest assurance of this court that
the friends and neighbors who had known the testator so long
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and well, whom he desired to witness his solemn act of making
a testamentary disposition of his vast possessions, one-half
whereof he thereby devoted to charity's sake, although they
were men of substance in the town which he had constituted
trustee of some of his public bounty, were not thereby rendered
incompetent therefor under our statute.
Furthermore, the petitioners contend that the witness Cushing,
even if not disqualified by reason of being a tax-payer in
Skowhegan, was "beneficially interested under the will,"
because, at the time of its execution, he held two shares of
stock of the trading corporation called the '' Skowhegan Hall
Association," to which the testator bequeathed $15,000, '' in
part to secure a liberal policy in respect to the use of the hall
for objects of public interest."
The name of the corporation shows the object to have been to
secure a public hall, and realizing that it would not at first be
self-supporting the h1ock included stores, which would command
good rents. The testimony shows that the hall was always used
for« public meetings, temperance meetings, agricultural meetings, lyceum lectures, concerts, graduation exercises of high
school, and town meetings, for which the custom was to charge
rent, -except for town meetings which was free in consideration
of $2,200 contributed by the town.
The obvious intention of the testator was to contribute the
sum named toward making the hall free for all such "objects of
public interest." The phrase "in part" could not have been
intended as equivalent to "a part of." It in nowise indicated a
desire or intention of devoting an undefined part of the bequest _
to securing a free use or " a liberal policy in respect to the use
of the hall" for public objects, leaving the remainder to he
appropriated' for the pecuniary benefit of the stockholders. But
when considered in connection with the chnritable tenor of the
will, together with the particular ,i objects of public interest"
for which it had always been used, the clear meaning of the
testator was, that while, from knowledge derived during his long
presidential tenure, he knew the sum alone bequeathed would
VOL.
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not fully, but would "in part" at least bring about the desired
result ; and that he thereby contributed what he considered to
he his share of whatever sum might be found necessary thereto.
But no part of this legacy conferred on Cushing any direct
and certain interm,t in it. The most that can be claimed is that
the legacy gave an interest to a corporation two shares of whose
stock-worth $1.50 each-the witness, at the time of the execution, held but disposed of before the probate of the will.
Even if the theory of the petitioners be adopted-that a part
of the legacy was to be appropriated to " securing a liberal
policy in respect to the use of the hall for objects of public
interest," Cushing's interest at best was contingent. The part
to be thus applied not being designated in the will, the corporation might, by appropriating substantially the whole of it,
deprive any stockholder of any beneficial interest whatever
in it.
But we do not place the decision upon this ground, but upon
the broader ground that the legislature did not intend to declare
incompetent a subscribing witness to a will which contained a
legney to a corporation of whose stock the witness happ~ned to
hold one or more sliares.
If a testator can give none of bis estate to his town for
charitable purpose::;, without thereby disqualifying as witnesses
every one of his neighbors and townsmen who know him, and
all other citizens of whatever town, county or state, who happen
to own property in bis town liable to taxation therein ; or to a
corporation, without thereby rendering incompetent every stockholder therein, then the practicability of legally executing a will
-especially since the omission and consequent repeal of the
former provisions hereinbefore mentioned-becomes a matter of
chance; for it would be substantially impracticable to seasonably
ascertain such disqualifying facts.
On the other hand-to repeat what we have substantially
already said-we think the legislature ii1tended, by its amendment of the attestation clause, to relieve wills from the dilemma
in which the omission and consequent repeal of the early
statutory provisions heretofore mentioned had placed them, and
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thereby enable a testator to readily know from a perusal of the
provisions of his will, whether or not he had therein given to
those whom he desired to witness it, a direct and certain interest
in his estate ; and if their names do not appeiu· therein as
devisee, legatee or donee of some direct and certain pecuniary
interest named and they are not heirs to any such devisee, legatee
or donee-they shall be deemed not '' beneficially interested_
under the will."
Exceptions overruled.
PETERS, C. J., LIBBEY, FosTER
concurred.

and

HASKELL, JJ.,,

DANFORTH, J., did not sit.

JOSIAH C. BENNETT and another

vs.
GEORGE HOLMES and another.
Androscoggin.

Opinion February 3, 1887.

Indorsement of writs. R. 8., c. 81, § 6.
From the office of J W. Mitchell." Held,.
sufficient compliance with R. S., c. 81, § 6.

A writ was indorsed "No. 262.

ON exceptions.
A real action. The plaintiff.-, were described in the writ asresidents of Lynn, Massachusetts. On the first day of return
term, the defendants filed a motion to abate the writ, because it
was not indorsed before entry in court by a citizen of this
state, as required by stntute. The writ was indorsed as shown,
in the opinion, and the court held that was sufficient; to that;
ruling, the defendants alleged exceptions.

J. W. ~"Mitchell, for the plaintiffs, cited: Stone v. J.l1cLanatltan,.
39 .Maine, 131; Richards v. McKenney, 43 Maine, 177; Booker
v. Stinclifl,eld, 47 Maine, 340; Sawtelle v. Wardwell, 56 Maine,
146; 8 Cush. 98; 3 Pick. 442; 8 Pick. 25; 11 Pick. 66;
··w1·iglits v. Coles, 11 Met. 293.
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David Dunn, for the defendants.
vYe cite the case Gilmore v. Grosby et al. 76 Maine, 599.
'That case settles this case clearly and firmly.
HASKELL, J.
It is settled lu;w in this state, that an indorse~
ment of a writ as follows, "No. 262. From the office of J. W.
Mitchell,'' is sufficient. Jacobs v. Benson, 39 Maine, 132 ;
Richards v. McKenney, 43 Maine, 177; Sawtelle v. Wardwell,
.56 Maine, 146. The indorsement m Gilmore v. Grosby, 76
Maine, 599, was in different form.
Exceptions overruled.
PETERS, C.

J.,

WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY

and

EMERY,

JJ.,

,concurred.

STATE OF MAINE

Cumberland.

vs.

CORDIS

L.

LONGLEY.

Opinion February 3, 1887.

Search and seizure.

P1'ior conviction.

Pleadings .

.An averment of prior conviction in search and seizure process, that "defendant
has been before convicted . . . of unlawfully keeping and depositing in
this State . . . intoxicating liquors, with intent that the same should be
sold in this State in violation of law" is sufficient, when accompanied with
particular averments of the time and place and court in which the conviction
was had.

ON exceptions from superior court.
'fhe exceptions were to the ruling of the court in overruling
the defendant's motion in arrest of judgment.
The following were the averments of the complaint.
ii Benj. F. Andrews of Portland, in said county, competent to
be a witness in civil suits, on the third day of December, A. D.,
1885, in behalf of said State, on oath complaine- that he believes
that on the third day of December, in said year, at said Portland,
intoxicating liquors were, and still are kept and deposited by
Cordis L. Longley of Portland, in said county, in the shop and
its appurtenances, situated on the westerly side of Exchange
street in said Portland, and numbered eighty-eight on said street,
and occupied by said Longley, said Longley not being then and
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there authorized by law to sell said liquors within said State,
and that said liquors then and there were, and now are intended
by said Longley, for sale in the State in violation of law, against
the peace of the State and contrary to the form of the statute in
such case made and provided.
''And the said complainant on his oath aforesaid, further
alleges and complains, that the said Cordis L. Longley has been
before convicted in the municipal court for the city of Portland,
to wit: on the sixth day of May, A. D. 1885, of unlawfully
keeping and depositing in this State, in said county of Cumberland, intoxicating liquors, with the intent that said liquors should
be sold in this State in violation of law, against the peace of
the State and contrary to the form of the statute in such case
made and provided. He therefore prays that due process be
issued to search the premises hereinbefore mentioned, where said
liquors are believed to be deposited, and if there found, that the
said liquors and vessels be seized and safely kept until final
action and decision be had thereon, and that said Longley be
forthwith apprehended and held to answer to said complaint,
and to do and receive such sentence as may be awarded against
him."

George M. Seiders, county attorney, for the State, cited:
R. S., c. 27, § 57 ; 65 Maine, 248 ; 39 Maine, 150; 69 Maine,
573; 64 Maine, 267 ; 35 Maine, 203 ; 67 Maine, 130, 442 ; 62
Maine, 135 ; 68 Maine, 2-53 ; 65 Maine, 111.
D. A. Mealter, for the defendant.
The allegation of a former conviction as set out in this
complaint is bad, because:
1st. It does not refer to any specific provision of the statutes,
as having been previously violated, and the sole information as
to the nature of the former offence must therefore he gathered
entirely from the allegation itself.
2nd. This allegation does not set out briefly or at length, any
offence under the statutes of Maine, nor does 1t describe an.
offence under § 40, c. 27. A sufficient allegation of an intent
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on the part of said defendant, to wit : that the liquors referred
to were by him intended for unlawful sale, is omitted.
Such a clear averment is necessary. State v. Learned, 4 7
Maine, 426; State v. Miller, 48 Maine, 576.
The statute cannot override the provisions of the Constitution
and make bad pleading good. State v. Mace, 7 6 Maine, 65 ; §
370, Bishop on Statutory Crime.
Whatever is indispensably necessary to he proved, must be
alleged. _State v. Verrill, 54 Maine, 414; State v. Philbrick,
31 Maine, 401.
The prayer for process is defective, because the liquors to be
seized are not mentioned with certainty. "Said liquors," may
as wel1 refer to the liquors mentioned in the allegation of a
former conviction, as to any other.
The word ''said" does not incorporate a previous description,
that is to say, the word " Raid " as used in the prayer of process,
does not designate the liquors a1leged to be deposited in the
place alleged. Rex v. Oheeve, 4 Barn. & Cres. 902; 7 Dowling
& Ryland, 461.
The place to be searched and the article to be seized should be
designated, with certainty, when a search warrant is prayed for.
The designation must be special. Art. 1, § 5, Const. of
Maine; § 12, c. 132, R. S.
The allegation is uncertain and the prayer defective. Jane
(a slave) v. State of Missouri, 3 Missouri, 61.
HASKELL, J.
No argument is offered in support of the
exceptions to the charge of the presiding justice, and no error is
perceived therein.
Nor is the comphtint defective. The allegation of prior
conviction is, that respondent has been convicted of keeping and
depositing in this State intoxicating liquors with intent that the
.same should be there sold in violation of law.
The averment in substa~ce is, that the respondent had the
liquors, intending them for megal sale; and this is an offense
under .R. S., c. 27, § 40. It differs from the cases. of State v.
J.11.iller, 48 Maine, 576, and State v. Learned, 47 Maine, 426,
where the allegation was that the respondent had the liquors,
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intended it may be, not by him, but by some other person for
unlawful sale, for which he would not be responsible.
Excepti'ons overruled.
tfudgment for the State.
PETERS, C. J., ,vALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ.,
concurred.

STATE OF MAINE vs. DUNCAN BENNETT.
York.

Opinion February 3, 1887.

Indictment. Lobster law. Stat. 1885, c. 275, § 21.
An indictment that avers that the defendant "did have in his possessjon"
certain lobsters, without averring that he did not liberate them alive, charges
no offense, and is bad on demurrer.

ON exceptions.
Indictment tinder the lobster law. The exceptions were to
the ruling of the court in overruling a demurrer to the indictment.

Frank M. Higgins, county attorney, for the state.
Hamilton and Holey, for the defendant, cited: Smith v.
Moore, 6 Maine, 274; CO'Jn. v. MaxweU, 2 Pick. 138; Com.
v. Hart, 11 Cush. 130; State v. Smith, 61 Maine, 388.

HASKELL, J. The statute 1885, c. 275, § 21, provides that
'' it is unlawful to
catch,
or possess,"
certain female and short lobsters, "and such lobsters, when
caught, shall be liberated alive,
under a penalty of one
dollar for each lobster so caught . . or in possession, not
so liberated."
The penalty is for not liberating alive certain lobsters caught,
or in possession, or in other words for destroying them.
The indictment avers that the defendant "did have in his
possession" certain female and short lobsters. All this might
be true, and yet no offense be committed, because the defendant
might just then have taken the lobsters from the 8ea mixed
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promiscuously with Jarge lobsters, having an intention of liberating alive the lobsters described in the indictment as soon as he
could do so.
Exceptions sustained. Dem.u1'rer
sustained. Indictment quashed.
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ.,
concurred.

FRANCIS S. FROST and others vs. CHARLES E. LIBBY and others.
Cumberland.

Opinion February 3, 1887.

Executors and administrators. Fraudulent conveyances.: Equity.
The executor or administrator of an insolvent estate is the proper person to
sue for and recover property conveyed by the deceased in fraud of creditors.
It may be that one or more creditors of an insolvent estate, upon refusal of the
legal representatives to sue for property conveyed by the deceased in fraud
of creditors, may recover the same in their own names; but for the common
benefit of all creditors of like interest with tl1emselves; but one or more
creditors cannot recover the same for their own benefit, to the exclusion of
other creditors equally meritorious with themselves.

ON exceptions to the ruling of the court in sustaining a
demurrer to the hill.
·

Bill in equity by two creditors of the insolvent estate of Lot
Libby, deceased, against Wm. K. Neal, administrator on the
estate, and Charles E. Libby, to whom it was alleged the
deceased fraudulently conveyed in his lifetime certain real estate.
The bill asked "that sai<l deed and conveyance from said Lot
Libby to him (Charles E. Libby) be decreed null and void, and
that the same he given up and cancelled, and that said Charles
E. Libby be ordered to account for all the income and profits of
said real estate received by hi,m, and that said real estate and the
income and profits thereof be subjected and applied to the
payment of the several claims of and indebtedness to your
orators."

Frank and Larrabee, for plaintiffs.
Where a debtor has conveyed away real estate in fraud of his
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creditors, the creditors must first obtain judgments, and levy on
said real estate before they can resort to equity to set aside said
conveyance. Howe v. Whitney, 66 Maine, 17; Webster v.
Ola1'k, 25 Maine, 312; Webster v. Whitney, 25 Maine, 327;
Taylor v. Robinson, 7 Allen, 253.
Where a debtor has paid for real estate conveyed by third
· party to his wife or other third party in fraud of his creditors,
the creditors must obtain judgment on their claims but need not
levy on said real estate previous to bringing their bill in equity.
Corey v. Greene, 51 Maine, 114; Dockray v. M«son, 48
Maine, 178.
Where personal estate has been given by debtor in fraud of
creditors, the admjnistrator of the deceased debtor may maintain
assumpsit against the fraudulent donee to recover the value of
same. ...McLean v. Weeks, 61 Maine, 280; S. C. 65 Maine,
418.
"Where real estate or personal estate has been conveyed in
fraud of creditors, the administrator could not maintain bill in
equity against grantee or donee, unless the claims of creditors
had first been reduced to judgment or proved before commissioners in insolvency. Fletcher v. Holmes, 40 Maine, 365;
Caswell v. Caswell, 28 Maine, 232.
But in none of the decisions in this State has a bill in equity
by an executor or administrator to set aside a fraudulent conveyance of real estate hy the deceased debtor been maintained.
Caswell v. Caswell, 28 Maine, 232, where bill was dismissed,
being the only case presented to the court.
In Pulsifer v. Water·man, 73 Maine, 241, it was held that the
provisions of c. 113, § 68, R. S., applies to fraudulent conveyances of real estate, and that a creditor of deceased debtor could
recover double the amount of his claim against the fraudulent
grantee, without having reduced his claim to a judgment, or
proved it before commissioners.
In Fowler v. Kingsley, Penn. Reports decided, November,
1878,, and reported in The Reporter, vol. 7, p. 756, the court
say, "Fraud is one of the recognized subjects of equity jurisprudence.
. As a rule, courts of equity have jurisdiction to
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relieve against every species of fraud.
. It is espceially
adapted to this class of cases."
See also Bump on Fraudulent Conveyances (3d ed.) p. 540;
Dunn v. Murt, Dist. of Columbia, in October, 1885, case
reported in 1 Central Reporter, 85; lJagan v. Walker, 14
Howard, 33.
In I1ennedy v. Creswell, 11 Otto, 645-6, the court say: H The ·
authorities are abundant and well settled that a creditor of a
deceased person has a right to go into a court of equity for the
discovery of assets and payment of his debts."
In book 17, p. 554 of Lawyers' Co-operative Edition of U.
S. S. C. Reports, note at bottom of page the following: "Creditors of a deceased person may come into court of equity and
ask to reach the property belonging to his estate for the satisfaction of their claims without having previously established the
amounts of their debts by judgment at law, particularly where
estate is insolvent, and debt could not be paid in ordinary course
of administration," and the following authorities are cited in
support of same. Ojfert v. King, 1 McArthur, 312; Whitney
v. Kimball, 31 Ill. 336; Steere v. Hoaglana, 39 Ill. 264; Hall
v. Joiner, 1, S. C. 186.
As to right of creditors to join in one bill, we cite following
cases:
Bump on Fraudulent Conveyances, 3d ed. 54 7 ;
Brinkerhoff v. Brown, 6 Johns. Ch. 152; Birely v. Staley,
25 Am. Dec. 303; Edmeston v~ Lyde, 1 Paige, 637; Clarkson
v. DePeyster, 3 Paige, 320; Story on Eq. Pl. § § 286, 531-23-5-7; Chapman v. Banker & Tradesman, 128 Mass. 478.
As to joinder of administrator as party defendant we cite
Dunn v. Murt, I Central Reporter, 85.
~In Hagan v. Walker, 14 Howard, 29, the court say: ''A
court of equity has jurisdiction of a bill against the administrator
of a deceased debtor and a person to whom real and personal
property was conveyed by the deceased debtor for the purpose
of defrauding creditors."
In Kennedy v. Creswell, 101 U. S. 641, bill by creditor
against executor and devisees for discovery was sustained.
To the same point we cite case reported in 25 Am. Rep. 678
(54 Ala. 277).
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That the administrator has no statute power in this State to
resort to equity to reach real estate, conveyed by the deceased
debtor, previous to the recent equity statutes, there can be no
question ; and that this power did not exist by virtue of general
equity jurisdiction, although otherwise intimated in Caswell v.
Caswell, we cite the following: Peaslee v. Barney, 1 D.
Chipman (Vt.) case reported in 6 Am. Dec. 743 ; also Martin v.
Martin, 1 Vt. 91.
In Crosby v. DeGrajfenreid, 19 Ga. 290, the court say:
"The creditors have no title to the property, but a right to
subject it to the payment of their debts. The executor cannot,
therefore, be trustee of this property, any more than his testator
could if living. The executor cannot have more rights than the
testator had. Besides, the court say, the creditors have an
ample remedy, one in fact better, more direct and less expensive
than to allow the executor to recover for them." See also 54
Ala. Dec. 1875, reported in 25 Am. Rep. p. 678; Ewing v.
Handley, 4 Littel (Ky.) 346 (2) ; Pa1·tee v. Matthews, 53.
Miss. 140; Blake v. Blake, 53 Miss. 182; Loomis v. Tift, 16
Barb. 545; Bump on Fraudulent Conveyances, 444-5, in 3d ed.
438 in 2d ed.
See Public Statutes of Mass. ch. 151, § 2, c. 11, and § § 3 and
4; R. S. of Maine, c. 77, § 6,-x and xi.
Section 3 in Mass. statute is embraced in last part of § 6x of Maine stat.
We cite the following Massachusetts decisions as construing
above statutes, in addition to the authorities annotated under said
sections in the revision of 1882. Bresnihan v. Sheehan,
125 Mass. 11; Barry v. Abbot, 100 Mass. 396; Tucker v.
McDonald, 105 Mass. 423; Crornpton v. Anthony, 13 Allen,
36-7; Welsh v. Welsh, 105 Mass. 229; Parker v. Flagg, 127
Mass. 28.
That the· fraudulent grantee is sufficiently protected see
Pulsifer v. Waterman, 73 Maine, 241-2.

Holmes and Payson, for Charles E. Libby, and Ardon W.
Coombs, for Wm. K. Neal, administrator, defendants, cited:
"Caswell v. Caswell, 28 Maine, 232; Webster v. Clark, 25
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Maine, 313; Howe v. Whitney, 66 Maine, 18; Fletcher v.
Holmes, 40 Maine, 364; McLean v .. Weeks, 61 Maine, 280;
Parker v. Flagg, 127 Mass. 28; Hall v. Sands, 52 Maine,
355; Taylor v. Robinson, 7 Allen, 253; Legro v. Lord, IO
Maine, 161; Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Abbott, 127 Mass. 558;
Donnell v. R. R. Co. 73 Maine, 570; Baxter v. Moses, 77
Maine, 465; Chapman v. B. & T. Pub. Co. 128 Mass. 478;
Trow v. Lovett, 122 Mass. 571; Wilmarth v. Richmond, 11
Cush. 463 ; Dockray v. :J-Iason, 48 Maine, 178; Pulsifei· v.
Waterman, 73 Maine, 241 ; Reed v. Reed, 75 Maine, 268 ;
Baxter v. Moses, 77 Maine, 465; Hayden v. Whitmore, 74
Maine, 230; Martin v. Abbot, 1 Maine, 333 ; Bump. Fraud.
Con. 555.
HASKELL, J.
The joint bill of two creditors of n, deceased
debtor, whose estate was represented insolvent in the probate
court, against an alleged fraudulent grantee of the debtor and
his administrator, to recover certain land supposed to have been
voluntarily and without consideration conveyed by the debtor in
his lifetime to the respondent grantee in fraud of creditors.
The executor or administrator of an insolvent estate is
charged by law with the collection and distribution of all the
assets of the deceased, including property conveyed by the
deceased in fraud of creditors ; and to accompfo;h this result he
may have the aid both of courts of law and of equity, even
where the deceased, if alive, could have no relief. The legal
representative of an insolvent estate is a trustee for thP. various
persons interested in the distribution of the estate according to
their respective legal and equitable interests.
Caswell v.
Caswell, 28 Maine, 235 ; Pulsifer v. Watei·man, 73 Maine,
233; McLean v. Weeks, 61 Maine, 277, 65 Maine, 411; Reed
v. Reed, 75 Maine, 264.
Dicta in some of these cases indicate that the legal representative has the sole right to maintain an action or suit to recover
assets for the benefit of an insolvent estate, even though he
refuses to attempt their recovery ; but whether upon tender of
indemnity to the representative, followe<l by his refusal to sue
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in equity to recover estate conveyed by the deceased in fraud of
creditors, one or more cxeditors may not maintain their bill to
recover the same for the benefit of all creditors entitled to share
in it by making the representative a party respondent upon apt
averments, thereby virtually making the suit one in his behalf,
it jg unnecessary to now decide, for the bill does not aver any
refusal of the respondent administrator to perform his full duty
in recovering the property, said in the bill to have been conveyed
in fraud of creditors.
It is clear however, that the present bill cannot be maintained,
if for no other reason, for want of equity, imlsmuch ns it seeks
a preference .for the orators over other creditors of like merit.
In the settlement of insolvent estates, the aim of the law is
t, to produce an equitable, pro rata distribution of all that
remains of the dead man's property or effects ;" and to best
serve this purpose, a recovery by the legal representative, or by
creditors in his behalf, of assets that ought to be distributed, is the
most efficacious method, and the only one that commends itself to
a court of equity. If the orators would have individual relief, let
them seek it in an action nt law, and not ask a court of equity
to give them an inequitable preference over other creditors of
of equal merit with themselves.
If the debtor were alive, the orators could not maintain this
bill against the fraudulent grantee, inasmuch as they have not
exhausted their remedy at law. Howe v. Whitney, 66 Maine,
17; Bttxter v. Moses, 77 Maine, 465; and after he is <lead, why
should they haYe equitable relief that they could not have in his
lifetime?
Nor can the bill be maintained under the act of 1876 us an
equitable garnishee process, for neither the allegations in the
bill nor the parties to it bear proper relations to a suit of that
kind. Donnell v. Railroad, 73 Maine, 567.

Exceptions overTuled. Bill dismissed
witlt costs on the exceptions.
PETERS,

concurred.

C. J.,

VVALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY

nnd

EMERY,

JJ.,
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SAMUEL BUNKER

Somerset.
Deeds.

lJfortgages.

V,

BARRON.

vs. J.

FRANK BARRON.

February 3, 1887.

Promissory notes.

Payment.

Presumption.

A deed, absolute upon its face, together with an instrument of defeasance under
seal executed at the same time, as part of the same transaction, between the
same parties, constitutes a mortgage.
It is a well settled rule of law in this state that a negotiable note, given for a
simple contract debt, is prima facie to be deemed a payment or satisfaction of
such debt.
This presumption relates to the intention of the parties and may be rebutted
and controlled by evidence that such was not their intention.
Such presumption may be rebutted by proof of facts or circumstances under
which the negotiable pap~r was received, showing(that it was not intended
to operate as payment.
As a general rule, and in the absence of any express agreement, this presumption will be overcome where it would deprive the creditor ·taking the note
of the substantial benefit of some security, such as a mortgage, guaranty
or the like.
Nothing but payment of the debt, or its release will discharge a mortgage.

ON report.
Writ of entry.

The facts are stated in the opinion.

J. J. Parlin, for plaintiff.
'The note of February 1, 1875, was payment of all demands
Paine held against William Quint and of all other indebtedness
to Paine from either of the Quints, because it is negotiable and
therefore presumed to be in payment of what it was given for.
2 Parsons on Notes and Bills, 150, note a. Parsons on Contracts, 8th ed. vol. 2, p. 776. This is the law in Massachusetts,
Maine und Vermont.
C. J. APPLETON says on page 165, Maine Rep. Vol. 56, "By
the law of Massachusetts and of Maine, the giving a negotiable
note or draft is to be deemed prima facie evidence of payment. "
In Thacher v. Densmore, 5 Mass. 299, and in Whitcomb v.
Williams, 4 Pick. 228, it is held to be an absolute payment and
discharge of the debt. Nothing is shown to rebut the presump-
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tion of law that it, the note dated February 1, 1875, was given
in payment.
The payment by Quint to Paine was by one whose duty it
was to pay the Bunker note and mortgage, and the release or
giving a new bond by Paine to him will be held to operate as a
discharge. 100 Mass. 131. I refer to the case of Wadsworth v.
Williams and others. Also Gibson v. Crehore, 3 Pick. 475,
nnd Brown v. Lapham, 3 Cush. 552.
The deed and bonds back unquestionably constitute mortgages.
None of the authorities cited by defendants have any tendency
to show the contrary. The case of Bayley v. Bailey, 5 Gray,
509, decides the bond then in question to be a mortgage, and
decides nothing further. Harrison v. Phillips Academy, 12
Mass. 465,
contains nothing in point. In Bodwell v.
Webster, 13 Pickering, 415, and especially in Flagg v. 11:Iann,
14 Pick~ring, 480, there was no debt contracted by the
mortgagor.
The great question in the case is whether the transaction of
February 1, 1875 did not constitute a payment and discharge of
the original first mortgage on the premises here in controversy.
Upon this the authorities cited· by the counsel for the defendants
throw no new light. The case Taft v. Boyd, 13 Allen, 86,
merely decides the question whether the old note was paid by
the new, under the circumstances of that particular case, was a
question of fact to be submitted to the jury. Grosby v. Ch'.1,se,
17 Maine, 369, holds only that an apparent discharge of a
mortgage will be vacated if the intended consideration fails.
Davis v. Maynard, 9 Mass. 242; Parkhurst v. Cummings, 56
Maine, 155, only state the familiar rule, that the renewal of a
note is not payment unless so intended. In other words, the
giving of a new note, especially for the same amount, is not
conclusive of payment. Nor is any such rule contended for by
the plaintiff here. Our contention simply is that the giving of
the new note here, under the circumstances of this particular
case, is a payment. The grounds for this we have already
reviewed.
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D. D. Stewart and .A. H. Ware, for the def'endant, cited:
Rowell v. Mitchell, 68 Maine, 25. No mortgage without a
debt. Jones, Mortgages, § 269; Flagy v. Mann, 14 Pick. 480;
Bayley v. Bailey, 5 Gray, 509; Bodwell v. Webster, 13 Pick.
415 ; Harrison v. Phillips .Academy, 12 Mass. 465 ; Graves
v. Graves, 6 Gray, 392.
Change in the form of mortgage debt will not dischatge the
mortgage. Taft v. Boyd, 13 Allen, 84; Davis v. Maynard,
9 Mass. 242; Parkhurst v. Cummings, 56 Maine, 155; Crosby
V.· Chase, 17 Maine, 369; Pomroy v. Rice, 16 Pick. 24; Hill
v. Beebee, 13 N. Y. 563; Jones, Mortgages, § 927.
As to presumption of payment. Machine Co. v. Brock, 113
Mass. 194; Gregory v. Thomas, 20 Wend. 20; Fowler v.
Ludwig, 34 Maine, 460 ; French v. Price, 24 Pick. 13 ;
Kidder v. Knox, 48 Maine, 551; Wilkins v. Reed, 6 Maine,
220 (2 ed. note); Butts v. Dean, 2 Met. 76; Cu1'tis v. Hub ..
bard, 9 Met. 328; Perrin v. Keene, 19 Maine, 355; Paine v.
Dwinel, 53 Maine, 52; Page v. Hubbard, Sprague, 335.
Mortgagor can not maintain writ of entry against a mortgagee
in possession. Rowell v. Mitchell, 68 Maine, 21; Rowell v.
Jewett, 71 Maine, 409.
Deed and defeasance, when and under what circumstances a
mortgage. Newhall v. Pie1·ce, 5 Pick. 450 ; Newhall v. Burt,
7 Pick. 158; Smith v. JYonmoutk M. F. Ins. Co. 50 Maine,
96; Bailey v. My,l'ick, 50 Maine, 171; Knight v. Dyer, 57
Maine, 174; R. S., c. 73, § 9.
Defence to writ of entry. Stanley v. Perley, 5 Maine, 369;
Walcot v. Knight, 6 Mass. 418; Williams Coll. v. Mallett, 16
Maine, 84; Bussey v. Grant, 20 Maine, 281; Bruce v. Mitchell,
39 Maine, 390; Derby v. Jones, 27 Maine, 357 ; 2 Greenl. Ev.
§ § 331, 556; Chaplin v. Barke1·, 53 Maine, 275; Jackson,
Real Actions, 161.
:FOSTER, J.
The plaintiff claims the premises in question
under a mortgage to him from William Quint, dated September
12th, 1874. While the tenant in possession does not claim to
own the premises, or any part thereof, his defence is based on a
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title, earlier in point of time, in \Villiarn Barron, his father, whose
agent or servant he is in the occ'upation un<l possession of the
premises. That title originated in this way. On January 7,
1868, vVifliam and Draxcy Quint, and Mary Qnint, their mother,
c6nveyed by warranty deed to ,John S. Puine, who on the same
day und us part of the same transaction, gave back a bond to
these parties, therein agreeing to reconvey the premises, being
the farm where they then lived, upon payment to him by them
of the sum of three hundred dollars in annual payments of one
hundred dollars each in three, four and five years from date, and
also all other debts which the said Quints should thereafter contract with the said Paine. No notes nccompanied these transactions.
The bond was not recorded till May 26, 1876.
November 7, 187 4, the Quints obtained $225 more from Paine, and
William and Draxcy on that day conveyed to him by warranty
<leed another small parcel of ]and adjoining the home farm.
February 1, 18 75, in consideration of one hundred dollars paid
by Paine, Lydia, the wife of vVilliam Quint, released her right
of dower in the home farm. At the same time William Quint
gave Paine his note for $872.34, and Paine gave him back a
bond therein agreeing to convey to him the farm and the other
parcel named, upon payment by said Quint of the said note.
No part of this note has ever been paid. Paine conveyed the
the premises, and his title has come to Wilfoun Barron, the
defendant's father, under whom he is in possession.
The plaintiff claims that the deed of January 7, 1868, to
Paine and the bond back to the same parties constituted a mortgage of the premises, and that. the subsequent transactions of
February 1, 1875, between William Quint and Paine, extinguished
the mortgage, thereby letting in the plaintiff's title upon which
he bases this action to recover possession of the premisei:l.
While we are of the opinion that the deed and instrument of
defeasance ex ecuted at the same time, and between the same
pal'ties, com,tituted a rnortgitge, we feel confident. that the same
was neither paid nor extinguished hy what took place between
0
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William Quint and Paine, February 1, 1875. .At that time. to
he sure, everything due was reckoned up and embraced in the
note of $872.34. This included the amount specified in the first
bond, the several notes which had been given from year to year
as interest on that amount, the sum of about two hundred and
twenty~five dollars lent the November before, together with
interest on all these sums up to the time the note was given.
And we may well assume that it contained all the other indebtedness from the Quints contracted between the time when the
first bond was given and the time when the note was dated 1
inasmuch as the first bond provided for the payment of all other
debts, in addition to the specific sum therein named, which the
obligees should thereafter contract with the obligor,-and
inasmuch also as v\Tilliam ~uint himself states, that the note was ·
given not only for the sum named in the first bond but for~~ all
other indebtedness to said Paine from us." His testimony is
that the note was given in payment of all matters between the
Quints and said Paine. The question is whether it was such payment as amounted to an extinguishment of the mortgage. Paine is
dead, and his testimony is not before us. The circumstances
surrounding the transaction, taken in connection with the
evidence in the case, have an important bearing upon the
question, and afford sufficient light by which we are enabled,
we think, to judge correctly of the intention of the parties
relative to that transaction.
It is the ,Yell settled rule of law in this State, as also in
Vermont and Massachusetts, that a negotiable note given for a
sin'1ple contract debt is prima fac/e to be deemed a payment or
sati::.faction of such debt. But it is equally well settled, if not
as frequent in its application, that· this presumption may be
rebutted and controlled by evidence that such was hot the
intention of the parties. Fowlel' v. Ludwig, 34 Maine, 460;
Dodge v. E1nerson, 131 Mass. 467. From these and many
other cases it may be seen that the presumption relates to the
intention of the parties, and that such presumption may he
rebutted by proof of facts or circumstances under which the
negotiable paper was received showing that it was not intended
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by the partiei-1 to operate as payment.
,vhenever it may·
properly be inferred that the pm·ties did not so intend, the court,
when invested with authority so to do, will ascertain and carry·
out the intention of the parties.
The circumstances which might have such an effect are ~o
numerous, even in the decided cases, that it ·would not be proper·
even if it ·were possible, to enumerate them in a single opinion.
Of the very many that have been spoken of by the courts, wemay properly refer to a few as bearing somewhat upon the·
questions involved in the case before us.
Thus it hns been held that where a note is taken in ignorance·
of the facts, or under a misapprehension of the rights of the
parties, as where the negotiable paper is not binding on all theparties primarily liable, the presumption that it was taken in
payment is rebutted. Paine v. Dwinel, 53 Maine, 52; Kidder
v. l1nox, 48 Maine, 555; J.11.elledge v. Boston ~Iron Oo. 5 Cush.
170; Strang v. Hirst, 61 Maine, 15.
In a number of the decided cases it has been held that where
the debt consists of a note secured by mortgage, the renewal of·
· the note is not to be presumed a payment so as to discharge the
mortgage-Taft v. Boyd, 13 Allen, 8G-in which case it was.
held that there· is no conclusive presumption that a note nnd'
mortgage taken for the amount found due upon a computation,
of the amounts of former notes secured by mortgages, as well
as of mutual elaims unsecured by mortgage, w.ere accepted in,
payment and discharge of such former notes and mortgages.
In Kidder v. l1nox, 48 Maine, 555, it was laid down as a:
correct principle of law that whenever it appears that thecreditor had other and better security than such note for the·
payment of his debt, it will not be presumed that he intenderl:
to abandon such security and rely upon his note.
, To the same effect may be cited the case of Lovell v. William8,.
125 Mass. 442, in which. the court say that the fact that :-mch,
presumption of payment would deprive the creditor tn.king the·
note of the substantial benefit of some security, such as a
mortgage, guaranty, or the like, would be sufficient evidence to
meet nnd repel the presumption. And the same principle may
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'be found in the following cases: Maneely v. M' Gee, 6 Mass.
143; Gowan v. Wheele,·, 31 Maine, 443; Ourti8 v. Hubbard,
9 Met. 328; Tuclcer v. Drake, 11 Allen, 147; .ilfacliine Oo. v.
Brock, 113. Mass. 196. In the case last cited a bond with
:su\·eties was given, conditioned that the principal should pay
Jor all purchases made by him from the obligee, and it was held
;that the bond remained in force, notwithstanding the ohligee
:received the notes of the principal for purchase~ made by him.
'" Taking the notes, therefore," the court say,'' did not extinguish
the debt or discharge the sureties. Even if the notes were
.treated as payment, the sureties would be held, for they hind
1thernselves in terms to pay all note;;; given to the plaintiff's by
Brock and Delano for machines purchased."
Moreover, in another case, where a bond was given,
<.mnditioned to secure the balance of account, and the debtor
grwe his negotiable promissory note to the creditor for the
amount of the debt, and received a receipt from the creditor fur
the balance of account, it was held that the note was not
.intended as payment of the debt, or a discharge of the bond.
Butts v. Dean, 2 Met. 76.
'' The general doctrine is, that the taking of a note is to be
iregarded as payment only when the security of the creditor is
•.not thereby impaired." Paine v. Dwinel, 53 Maine, 54.
In many if not most of the cases ·where the presumption of
payment has been held to ~tpply, it will be found that the
original claim was not secured. But the cnses are numerous in
which this presumption has been held to be overcome by the
facts and circumstances surrounding the transaction of giving the
note, and in addition to those already cited may be udded the
following as amon,g the more prominent. V!irner v. Nobleborough,
2 Maine, 125; Wilkins v. Reed; 6 Maine, 221 ; De.-wadi'llas v.
Harris, 8 Maine, 304; Mehan v. Tlwm.pson, 71 Maine, 501;
Parkhun~t v. Ournming.s, 56 Maine, 159; Perrin v. lf"eene, 19
Maine, 358 ; Atkinson v. Minot, 75 Maine, 193 ; Thurston v.
Blanchard, 22 Pick. 18; Appleton v. Parker, 15 Gray, 174;
(-1-rirnes v. Kirnball, 3 Allen, 520; Holmes v. First Nat. Bank,
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126 Mass. 359; Dana v. Binney, 7 Vt. 493; Seymour v.
Darrow, 31 Vt. 122.
The facts in this case irresistib]y repel the presumption that
the note was intended as payment and discharge of the security
of January 7, 1868. Not one dollar was paid at the time the
note was given. Nor is it pretended that a dollar has actually
ever been paid upon the mortgage since its fir8t existence to the
time this suit was brought. That mortgage was a lien upon the
home farm. The mortgagee, on the very day the note was
given, purcha~ed the prospective right of dower from the wife
of one of the mortgagor8, paying therefor one hundred dollars.
For whnt purpose, it may well be asked, was this purchnse of
the prospective right of dower in the• farm from the wife of
Wil1inm Quint, if the intention of the mortgagee was, in taking
the note in question, to release and discharge his mortgage which
he then held upon it t If he WH8 a stranger to nny title in the
farm at the time he received the deed of the wife's dower,
certainly it would amount to nothing to him, a8 nothing would
thereby pass by such deed. IIwTiman v. Gmy, 49 Maine, 537.
It is nppurent from the transactions that the parties understood
and intended, when the note was given, that the mortgagee
shou Id retain his title till the debt was paid. This is shown not
only from the fact that the mortgagee at that time purchased in
the dower interest, but also from the fact that in the hond given
at that time the title to the farm is thernin recognized as still
remaining in the mortgagee. Nor could it he reasonably
supposed that. had not such heen the understanding of the
parties, the mortgagee would have been willing to release the
most valuable security, and rely alone upon the individual name
of ·wiI1iam Quint and a piece of real estate which had hut
recently been purchased for the sum of two hundred and twentyfive dol1ars. This understanding and intention is also manifest
from the fact that when the indebtedness of the Quints was
reckoned up and the note taken and new bond given, there was
no cancellation or surrender of the bond of .January 7, 1868,
neither was there any conveyance made or asked for in accord-
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ance with the terms of that bond. Watkins v. Hill, 8 Pick. 523.
In view of these facts and circumstances together with the
evidence before us, it i:; impossihle to arrive at any other
conclusion than that it was the intention of the parties by their
transactions of February 1, 1875, to leave the former security
unaffected, and that the note was not intended as payment of
the debt due at that time. There was a change in the form of
the debt, but there was no actual payment of it. That is not
enough to affect the mortgage. Nothing but payment of the
debt or its release will discharge a mortgage. Crosby v. Chase,
17 Maine, 369 ; Parkhurst v. Cunnnings, 56 Maine, 159 ; Ladd
v. Wiggin, 35 N. H. 426. ~t The mortgage remains a lien
until the debt it was given to secure is satisfied, and is not
affected by a change of the note, or by giving a different
instrument as evidence of the debt." Jones on Mort. § 924;
Pornroy v. Rice, 16 Pick. 24.
At the time the plaintiff' acquired his mortgage from ,nrnam
Quint, neither of the honds which had been given by Paine had
been recorded, and the apparent record title to the premises was
in ,John S. Paine. The bonds were not placed upon record till
May 26, 1876-more than a year and eight months after the
plaintiff's title accrued, and then hy his procurement. Moreover,
as late as February 24, 1879, the plaintiff appears to have
understood that Paine's mortgage was a valid, subsisting clnim
upon the premises, and that' he held only the right of redemption
under it, as appears by his statements in writing contained in
the notice and demand by him on Paine's administrator for an
account of the sum due on the mortgage.
Paine's interest passed and became vested in ,vrniam Barron,
who h, in possession, as the evidence diseloses, by his agent or
·servant-the defendant in this suit. The rights of the defendant
are the same, therefore, as those of the person whom he represents by that possession. This action could not be maintained
by the mortgagor against the mortgngee or his assignee in
possession without showing a satisfaction of the mortgage.
Neither can it be maintained Ly the grantee of the mortgagor.
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Woods v. Woods, 66 :\faine, 206; Jewett v. Hamlin, 68 Maine,
172; Rowell v. Jewett, 71 Maine, 409.
Jadgment for the defendant.
PETERS, C. J.,
J J., concurred.

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY

D.

vV.

PILLSBURY

and

HASKELL,

and others

vs.
MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF AUGUSTA.

Kennebec.
Practfce.

Opinion February 5, 1887.

Certiorari.

Ways. Petitioners withdrawing and remonstrating.
Railroads. Damages.
Certiorari will not lie to quash the proceedings of the mayor and aldermen in
discontinuing a portion of a street and thereby changing the course of
travel, where tl1ey have acted upon a proper petition, although some of the
petitioners may have withdrawn from the petition and remonstrated against
the discontinuance before final action.
The legality of the proceedings is not affected by the fact that the railroad
company, across which the street lay, was authorized by the city council to
erect a stone wall along the west line of its land at the end of the street
with stone steps for the use and convenience of foot passengers, thereby
saving the city from any burden on account of such discontinuance.
Nor because no damages were assessed, or return made that none had been
.sustained.

ON report.

The opinion states the case.
The following is the_ petition and the final action of the mayor
and alderman thereon.
(Petition.)

To the Honorable "\1ayor and Aldermen of the City of
Augusta:
"The undersigneJ taxpayers and citizens of Augusta, respectfully represent that Oak street, directly west of the railroad
track, is vel'y steep and narrow, and inconvenient and dangerous
for public travel by hor:;es nnd vehicles, on account of the natural
formation of the rock which forms the earth's surface at that
point; that it is necessarily expensive, difficult and almost
,t
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impossible to have the same kept safe and convenient at all times
for travelers with teams; that Dickman street, having an easy
grade, unites with Oak street near that point and affords convenient and ample access by teams to and from all points on Oak
street; that it would be no injury to persons or property to h:tve
said street at the point between the railroad and the eust line of
Dickman street closed to travel with horses and teams.
'' Your petitioners ulso represent that the sidewalk of said street
at the point aforesaid ( and westerly) is of wood, uneven, rotten
and dangerous to foot travelers, and of a steep grade, and ought
to be entirely rebuilt of grnnite, and its grade made easier and
the foot path wider.
"Therefore your petitioners respectfully ask that you cause the
portion of Oak street which lies westerly of the railroad track
and easterly of Dickman street, to be closed to travel by horses
and teams, so that it will be practicable to widen and improve
the sidewalk in a permanent manner, and as in duty bound will
ever prny.
''E. E. Myrick, and sixteen others."
Vote<l, That any matter relative to d:tmages in case of the
discontinuance of Oak street, be referred to the committee on
new streets, to report at the next meeting of the hoard.
"Ordered, That course of public travel on 0Hk street for hor8es,
team:, and carringes, shall be changed at the east line of Dickman
street, extended northerly to a point twelve feet south of the
north line of Oak street and turned into Diekman street, and that
that part of 0:tk street from said extended line easterly to the
west rail of the railroad track, be closed to public travel for
horses, teams and caninges.
Ordered, That the Maine Central Railroad be, and hereby
are, authorized to erect a stone wall from the east line of Dickman street, extending northerly to a point twelve feet south of
the north line of Oak street, and to ered stone steps on said
point from twelve foet south of the north line of Oak street to
the north line of said street, provided they will remove tfie brick
water tank now standing near the foot of Oak street, and keep
the stone steps to the sidewalk covered with planks or boards in
1

'
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the winter, so as to make it safe and convenient for foot travel.
" Said wall to be built under the direction of the street commissioner, mayor, and committee on highways."

S. and L. Titcomb, for the plaintiffs.
The order provided that the course of public travel under
certain specified conditions should be changed, and that a portion
of the street should 'be closed - as it was closed - to public
travel for horses, teams and carriages. The conditional discontinuance of this portion of the street, as specified in the report of
the committee and acceptance, is illegal and void. Ghrist
Church v. Woodwm·d, 2G Maine, 172 ; State v. Calais, 48
Maine, 456.
A part of the action of the Board of Aldermen being void and
not authorized by or conformable to the petition, the whole must
be quashed. Dwight v. City of SpY"ingfield, 4 .Gray, 110;
Gomnwnwealtli v. West Boston Bridge, 13 Pick. 195.
When an alteration is made in an existing highway by lawful
authority, it operates ipso facto as a discontinuance of so much
of the old way as lies between the two points where the alteration
begins and ends. Cyr v. Dufour, 68 Maine, 499; Commonwealth
v. Cambridge, 7 Mass. 165; Sarne v. Inh. of Westborough, 3
:Mass. 407.
In Gomnwnwealth v. Coombs, 2 Mass. 493, no damnges were
assessed, nor was there any return that none had been sustained.
This objection and several others, were considered fatal. The
court suy, "The proceedings must necessarily be quashed, as
they can not be supported against either of these exceptions."
The an::-wer does not deny, and the record shows, that the
or<lers of the mayor and aldermen did provide for a conditional
adjustment with the Maine Central Railroad Company, which
was accepted by that company, and the wall built, etc., in
accordance therewith. This action was unauthorized and illegal.
Ghrist Glturclt v. Woodward, 26 Maine, 180.
By the report of the committee it appears that nine of the
seventeen original petitioners withdrew their names from the
petition before the hearing. A majority of the petitioners having
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thus withdrawn, no valid action could subsequently be had
thereon. 1-'his fatal defect is not cured by the allegation in the
answer, that before final action was taken on the petition it
included twenty-two persons, and that a majority of said signers
(the twenty-two) which must have included eight only ( a
minority) of the original signers, and fourteen new signers, thus
making a new petition, upon which no notice as required was
given, and upon this new petition, upon which notice had never
been given, and not upon the old petition, thus withdrawn hy
the action of a majority of the original signers, the final action
referred to in the second specification of the answer, was taken.
No extrinsic evidence, delwrs the record, can be introduced,
and the allegations in the answer of the respondents setting forth
new facts, are irregular, and can not control the record. Charlestown v. Go. Gom'rs of Middlesex, 109 Mass. 270; 5 Allen, 16.

Baker, Baker and Cornish, for the defendants.
Answer conclusive as to facts. Farmington River Go. v.
Go. Oom. 112 Mass. 206; Great Barrington v. Go. Gmn. 112
Mass. 218; Tewksbury v. Co. Com. 117 Mass. 563.
A way may be discontinued in part. Vassalboro', Pet'rs, 19
Maine, 338 ; ,Jones v. P01·tland, 57 Maine, 42.
Streets may be laid out at any width. Baldwin v. Bango,·,
36 Maine, 518; see Cassidy v. Bangor, 61 Maine, 434.
Proceedings not affected because the railroad bore the expense.

Parks v. Boston, 8 Pick. 218; Copeland v. Packard, 16 Pick.
217; Crocket v. Boston, 5 Cush. 182; Gay v. Bradstreet, 49
Maine, 580; Coombs v. Go. Com. 68 Maine, 484; see Smith
v. Boston, 7 Cush. 255 ; Castle v. Berkslzire, 11 Grny, 26 ;
State v. Brewer, 45 Maine, 606; Hicks v. TVard, 69 Maine,
436.
Grunting a writ of certiorari is a matter of discretion. Rand
v. Tobie, 32 Maine, 450; Furbush ·v. Ounningliam, 56 Maine,
184; Jones v. Portland, 57 Maine, 42; Levant v. Go. Gom'rs,
67 Maine, 429; Hayford v. Co. Gorn'1·s, 78 Maine, 153.

FosTER, J. Petition for certiorari to quash the proceedings
of the mayor and aldermen of the city of Augusta in discontinuing
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a portion of Oak street, and thereby changing the course of
travel through Dickman street, on account of certain alleged errors
and defects in the records relating to such proceedings.
The case comes before the court upon report of the petition
and answer, no evidence having been taken on either side.
Nine errors are assigned. The second is not insisted upon,
and the remainder, several of which relate substantially to the
same objection, may be grouped into three clnsses.
1. The cause first assigned is that a majority of the original
petitioners for the discontinuance and change of the course of
travel of the street in question, withdrew their names from the
petition, and remonstrated against the same before final action
taken by the municipal authorities of the city.
Assuming this. to he true as claimed hy these petitioners, we
do not think this is error. The petitioner8 in the proceedings
were nitizens of Augusta, and the petition related to a suhject
matter over which the city council had jurisdiction. It is not
suggested that the petition was not in due form. Its ohject was
to call the attention of the city council to the suggested change.
It gave them jurisdiction over the suhject matter, and jurisdiction
having attached, it was then in their province to determine what
changes. if any, in accordance therewith, public convenience
required. Although the petitioners might deem it for the best
intere:-;ts of the public that certain changes should be made, the
council were not necessarily to be governed by their suggestions.
·while the petitioners might consider it proper that the discontinuance and change suggested by them should be made, the
city council were possessed of discretionary powers, and were to
he govern~d not particularly by the number of names. upon the
petition, or the. statements set forth in it, hut upon evidence
adduced at the hearing, an<l whose decision was to be rendered
upon what might be considered by them to be for the public
good. The petition having been received, afforded the proper
basis for an investigation in relation to what the public interests
might seem to demand, rather than for the purpose of superseding their discretion. Cassidy v. Bangor, 61 Maine, 440.
Consequently, jurisdiction having once attached, the mere question
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of numbers does not become essential to the validity of the proceedings.
2. The second class of errors alleged is, that the discontinuance
was conditional; that the Maine Central Railroad was authorized
to erect a stone wall across a portion of the street, and that the
action of the municipal authorities of the city in thus authorizing
this erection, hased their adjudication in reference to the discontinuance and change upon a contemplated bargain with said railroad, and not upon public convenience and necessity, thereby
benefitting individuals, or a corporation, to the detriment of the
public, and especially of those residing upon said street.
A copy of the records of the city council in relation to the whole
proceedings, has been laid before the court in the answer of the
respondents. Not having been annexed to the petition, these
copies properly form a part of the respondents' answer, which,
so far us it relates to the record in question, is in the nature of
a return of the doings of the city council, and is conclusive of
the facts set forth in such record. Levant v. Co. Cmnniissioners,
67 Maine, 435 ; Tewksbu1'y v. Co. Comniissfoners, 117 Mass.
564; Fairbanks v. Fitcltburg, 132 Mass. 43.
From an inspection of those records, we are satisfied that
the action of the city council waB neither conditional, nor
based upon nny bargain with the railroad.
~re are to
assume that the records speak the truth.
W" e must tuke
them as they appenr.
The petition for the proposed dit:icontinuance and change contains no reference to any nction
on the part of the railroad.
Upon that petition due
notice was given, a hearing had, and the discontinuance was
ordered and effected. The order passed by the city council
appears to he in the most explicit terms-is absolute and unquu1ified, and based upon no condition or bargain. The recommendation of the committee of the board, it is true, states that
they believe the public interests demand the alteration, as prttyed
for by the petitioners, provided Dickman street is improved and
graded. But this was a statement in their report to the board,
and was not the final action of the council in the discontinuance
of the portion of the street in question. It by no means establishes
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the fact that the discontinuance was conditional. In the same
report, the committee before whom the hearing was ha<l, state
that the street wus not used to any extent as a highway for
horses, teams and carriages, on account of the great ascent which
ma.de it dangerous in its abrupt approach upon the railroad
crossing, and that it could not be graded without great expense
to the city, as well as injury to the property of the residents
upon it. Thut report negatives the claim ::,et up in relation to
, any bargain or offer on the part of the railroad company, and
asserts in positive terms that public convenience nnd necessity
demanded the alteration.
But the records show that at the same meeting at whieh final
action was taken and the db.continuance wns effected, :rnothei·
order was ahm passed authorizing the railroad company to erect
a stone wall along the west line of the railroad, across a portion
of the street, ·with stone steps twelve feet in width, to be covered
with boards in the winter season, for the use and convenience of
foot pa:-;tiengers. This wall was to he built under the direction
of the street commissioner, mayor and committee on highway8.
The effect of this order was that the railroad company, by
being authorized to construct the "vall, bore the expense attendant
upon the di::5continuance, and thereby saved the city from any
burden on that account.
The legalit_y of the proceedings were not affected by this fact.
The same question came before the court in Massachusetts in the
case of Parlcs v. Boston, 8 Pick. 218, in which the court meet
the objection in the:;e words: If the public necessity and convenience required the alteration, it is immaterial at whose expense
it was made. A donation or contribution from individuals to
relieve the burden upon the city, has no tendency to prove that
the enlargement of the street was not n public benefit. It is not
_ material at whose expense such are laid out or altered." The
same doctrine has been laid down in this state in the case of
Gay v. Bmdstreet, 49 Maine, 580, and in Ooornbs v. Uo.
Oom.,nii:,sionerss 68 Maine, 484.
3. The lust assignment of error is that no damages were
assessed, nor return made that none had been sustained, although
!!
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by a vote at a meeting priot· to that upon which final action was
taken, all matters relating to damages were referred to a committee who were requested to report at the next meeting of the
board.
It has been decided in several cases that the proceedings in
relation to the discontinuance of way8 are not affected on account
of there being no determination in relation to damages, and
nothing done upon that subject. Howland v. Co. C01n. 49
Maine~ 143; Hicks v. Ward, 69 Maine, 441. Nor do we
think the present case is one which calls for any exception to
the rule. The action of the city council appears to be based
upon the ground of public convenience and necessity. In such
cases, much must be left to the discretion of the tribunal whose
province it is to determine tho~e questions. Nothing appears
from the records to show that they have not honestly exercised
that discretion, or that there has been such informality or
illegality in the proceedings as to warrant this court in granting
the prayer of these petitioner::,. Bethel v. Co. Comm,issioners,
60 Maine, 539.
Writ denied with costs.
PETERS,

C. J.,

DANFORTH,

VrnGIN

and

HASKELL,

,JJ.,

concurred.
LIBBEY,

A.

J., did not sit.

JACKSON SMALL

Knox.

vs. AMos D. ORNE and another.

Opinion February 5, 1887.

Election of constable. Casting vote by mayor. R. S., c. 3, §34. Intoxicating,
liquors. Search and seizure. Trespass.
Where, by the city charter, the mayor is allowed a casting vote in the city
council, in accordance with R. S., c. 3, § 34, his act is sufficiently formal for
that purpose if he determines and declares which of the candidates is elected,
although he may not go through the formality of casting a ballot.
A warrant was issued authorizing the defendant to enter "the saloon, outbuildings, and appurtenances thereof, occupied by the" plaintiff, "and
situated on the west side of Main street, also the cellar under the saloon,
and rooms above, in said Rockland," and there search for intoxicating
liquors. The rooms above the saloon, except one used as a restaurant,
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were occupied by the plaintiff as a dwelling. The officer entered the saloon
and searched for intoxicating liquors. In an action of trespass against the
officer: Held, that the warrant authorized him to enter the saloon and there
search for intoxicating liquors, and in so doing he would not be liable in
trespass.

ON report.
The opinion states the case.

Robinson and Rowell, for plaintiff.
'' A dwelling house is the apartment, building, or cluster of
buildings, in which a man, with his family, re8ides." Bishop
on Statutory Crimes, § 278.
"If one part of a building is used for abode, it gives the
character of dwelling house to every part to which there 1s an
internal communication." Id. § 280.
"If there is no internal communication, the parts are to be
considered as though they were distinct buildings." Id. § § 280,
285.
In State v. Spencer, 38 Maine, 30, the warrant, like the
complaint, charges '' that spirituous and intoxicating liquors are
kept and deposited in a certain building, part of which is used as
a store, and part for a dwelling house." The court say on page
32, '' It does not appear that a shop or other place is kept for
the sale of liquors in that part of the building used as a dwelling
house, without which allegation in the complaint, no warrant could
be issued to search the dwelling house."
See also McGlinchy v. Barrow8, 41 Maine, 74, where it is
held that a warrant thus defective is no justification for the
officer, and also State v. Staples, 37 .Maine, 228, and State v.
Carter, 39 Maine, 262.
'' A magistrate has no authority to issue a warrant to search a
dwelling house for intoxicating liquors
unless it shall
first be shown to him by the testimony of witnesses, etc.
Unless the warrant shows this preliminary proceeding, it is void."
State v. Staples, supm, and Jones v. Fletcher, 41 .Maine, 254.
In State v. Kiely, 116 Mass. 342, under a statute like ours,
the complaint alleged that intoxicating liquors were kept "in a
certain tenement on Derby Square, and numbered 6 on said
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square, and the rooms over the tenement on the first floor
numbered 6, on said square, the entrance to said rooms being
numbered 8 on said square." The warrant followed the complaint, and directed the officer to enter and search the premises .
mentioned. The court held the warrant was void.
The provisions of the act of 1885, so far as they relate to the
election of constables, are unconstitutional. The constitution
provides that cities may vote in their wards for all officers they
have been accustomed to vote for. Constitution of Maine, Art.
IV., part 1, § 5. And because it is local legislation and is a chnnge
in the general laws of the state, to apply to but one locality.
State v. Flenirning, 66 Maine, 142.
By R. S., c. 3, § § 12 and 13, provision is made that constables
must be elected by the ballots of the citizens, unless some other
method is agreed upon by vote of the town.
A constable is not a mere local officer; he is a state officer,
and may serve precepts any where in the county where he is
elected. Sullivan v. Wentworth, 137 Mass. 233; 1 Dillon,
Mun. Corp. (3d ed.) § 60 and notes, and § § 58 & 59 and notes.
The provisions of the charter a::; to tin~e and mode of election
must be strictly observed. 1 Dillon, Mun. Corp. § 207.

C. E. Littlefi,eld, for defendants.
The election of the constable was legal. Sampson v. Bowdoinham S ..M.. Oorp. 36 Maine, 78; 1 Dill. Mun. Corp. § 285;
Morawetz, Corp. § 359; 1 Pick. 154; 9 Pick. 97; 12 Allen,
480.
The warrunt was regular. State v. Woods, 68 Maine, 409.
FosTER, J.

This is an action for breaking and entering the
plaintiff's shop. The defence is justification as constable of the
city of Rockland, and by virtue of a complaint and warrant from
the police court of said city.
But two questions of any importance are involved in the
decision of this case: (1.)
as the defendant, Orne, a legally
elected constable? ( 2.) If legally elected and qualified, was
the warrant with which he was armed a justification for the
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acts of himself and of the other defendant who was acting as his
aid?
I. No discussion is necessary in establishing the fact that
Orne was legally elected. The report shows that his election
was at a regular and stated meeting of the city ·council, and that
an equal number of ballots were CMst for Orrie an<l one Cook,
each receiving thirteen votes. Thereupon the mayor, after
ascertaining the fact that an equal number of ballots had been
cast for each of the two candidates, without going through the
formality of casting a ballot, determined and declared that Orne
was elected.
The amended charter of the· city in force at the date
of this election, (Laws of 1885, c. 482, § 3) allowed the
mayor a casting vote. His act was sufficiently formal to bring
it within the provisions of§ 34, c. 3, R. S., wherein it is provided
that 11 in the election of any city officers by ballot in the board
of aldermen, or in convention of the aldermen and common
council, in which the mayor has a right to give a casting vote,
if two or more candidates have each half of the ballots cast, he
shall determine and declare which of them is elected."
Authority is conferred by the city charter upon the city council
to elect one or more constables. The number is not limited.
It rests in the discretion of the city council whether they will
elect one or many constables. From their records, the order
which was passed in concurrence provided for the election of
five or more city constables. Twenty-six out of the twenty-eight
members composing the city council ·were present and voted.
The defendant, Orne, was legally elected, and he afterwards
qualified, as appears from the report. It therefore becomes
unnecessary to discuss the ohjections in detail relating to tbi:,;;
particular branch of the case.
II. The warrant commanded the defendant to enter '' the
saloc_m, outbuildings, and appurtenances thereof, ocC'upied li,v
the" plaintiff" and situated on the west side of Main ~treet, rilso
the cellar under the saloon and rooms above, in said Rockland,"
and therein search for intoxicating liquors.
VOL. LXXIX.
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No question is made but that the designation of the place to
he searched is sufficiently definite to meet the requirements of
the constitution in that respect. 8ta,te v. Burke, 66 Maine, 127.
All the rooms above the saloon, with the exception of one
used as n restaurnnt, were occupied by the plaintiff nnd his
family as the place of their m,i<lence and dwelling house. The
objection raised against the warrant is, that the officer was
directed to search the plaintiff's dwelling house, and that the
warrant was void because it contained no allegation that the
dwelling house, or some part of it, was used as an inn or shop,
or for purposes of traffic, nor that the magistrate issuing the
warrant was safo,fied by evidence presented to him, that intoxicating liquors were kept in such house or its appurtenances, as
the statute requires. R. S., c. 27, § 43.
Looking at the objections in the inverse order from that in
which they are stated, it will be found upon examination that
the warrant recites the fact that satisfactory evidence was presented to the magistrate that intoxicating liquors were kept in
the house and its appurtenances, and that they were intended
fen· sale in this state, in violation of law. That objection may,
therefore, be considered as out of the case.
But there is a further answer interposed against the plaintiff
in this action. This suit, as the declaration shows, is not for
, any act of the officer in entering nnd searching those rooms above
the saloon, and which were occupied by the plaintiff as a dwelling,
but for entering and searching the plaintiff's saloon. The place
searched was a saloon-not a dwelling. The officer's return
upon the warmnt negatives the fact of searching any other part
of the premises designated in the complaint and warrant, except
the saloon. Nothing appears upon the face of the process to
indicate to the officer that it is not regular. It issued from a
court of competent jurisdiction. The officer is to be protected
unle8s the proce~s is void, and the want of validity can be seen
upon its face. Elsemore v. Longfellow, 76 Maine, 130. Nor
is there anything in the case showing that the officer was not
justitied in entering the plaintiff's saloon and there searching for
intoxicating liq,110rs, as commanded by that process.
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According to the stipulation in the report, the entry must be,

Action to stand for trial.
PETERS, C. J.,
JJ., concurred.

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY

HENRY HuosoN

Piscataquis.

vs.

EBENEZER

S.

and

HASKELL,..

CoE.

Opinion February 5, 1887.

Tenants -in common. Assumpsit. Disseizin. R. S., c. 95, § 20.
A tenant in common, independently of R. S., c. 95, § 20, may maintain·
indebitatus assumpsit against his cotenant who has received in money more
than his share of the rents and profits of the common estate.
Such action will not be defeated on account of a dispute raised by the·
defendant concerning the title, provided the plaintiff is owner in the estate
and was not disseized at the date when the income was received in money by
the defendant.
The plaintiff in such action has the right to show his title and seizin to the·
estate owned by him at the time when the defendant received the income.
Title by adverse possession and disseizin to large tracts of wild and
uncultivated land can not. be acquired by mere acts of ownership exercised
over it, such as tracing and running lines, keeping off trespassers,
permitting wild grass to be cut from year to year from small portions of it,.
and occasionally timber from other portions, paying taxes, etc.
Nor will acts which might properly be held to constitute a dissezin if done by·
a stranger, have such effect if done by one tenant in common as against the·
other cotenant.
As between tenants in common, mere possession, accompanied by no act that.
can amount to an ouster of the other cotenant, or give notice to him that
such possession is adverse, will not be held to amount to a disseizin of such,
co tenant.
Before it will have that effect there must be notorious and unequivocal acts or
exclt'.ision.

ON report.
The opinion btates the case and material facts.

Chm·les A. Bailey, for plaintiff, cited, .upon the question of
plaintiff's title by levy:
Stat. 1821, c. 60, § 27; U. S.
Process Act of May 19, 1828; Bank v. Halstead, 10 Wheat. 1;
Beers v. Haughton, 9 Pet. 362; Catherwood v. Gapete, 2
Curtis, 96; Springer v. Foster, 1 Story, 602; U.S. v. Knight,
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;3 Sumner, 358; Allen v. Portland Stag. Co. 8 Maine, 207;
.French ·v. Allen, 50 Maine, 440; Fitch . Tyler, 34 Maine,
·463; Childs v. Barrows, 9 Met. 414; 4odge v. Farnsworth,
19 Majne, 280; Bamford v. Melvin, 7 M~ine, 14; Herring v .
.Polley, 8 Mass. 115 ; R. S., 1841, c. 9~, § 24; Gowan v.
Wheeler, 31 Maine, 439; Wilson v. Gardon, 54 Maine, 384.
Upon the question of disseizin and i~s effect, he cited:
Olark v. Pratt, 4 7 Maine, 55 ; J{nox v. f.enks, 7 Mnss. 4H2 ;
Mylar v. Hughes, 60 Mo. 105 ; Wells, es Adjudicuta, 146 ;
Bates v. Norcmss, 14 Pick. 224; Gobum . Hollis, 3 Met. 125 ;
-Slater v. Jepherson, 6 Cush. 129; Cook t, Babcock, 11 Cush.
~206 ; 1.lfoore v. Gable, 1 ,Johns. Ch. 386 ; l.1lforrison v. Chapin,
;97 Mass. 73; Morris v. Callanan, 105 Fass. 129; Little v .
.1~fegquier, 2 Maine, 178; Chandler v.
icker, 49 Vt. 128;
Leach v. Beattie, 33 Vt. 195; Jackson v I Woodruff.,
1 Cowan,
•
. 276; Jack~on v. Oltz, 8 Wend. 440; Mv,nro v. 11ferchant, 28
.N. Y. 9; Thompson v. Burhans. 61 N. !YI. 52; S. U. 79 N.
Y. 93; Miller v. Long Island R. R. 71 N. Y., 385; Chandler
·v. Spear, 22 Vt. 405; Farrar v. Eastni an, 10 Maine, 195;
Blood v. Wood, 1 Met. 528; Cook v. Babcock, 11 Cush .
.206; Parker v. Pm·ker, 1 Allen, 245; Bates v. Norcross,
J-4 Pick. 224; Colburn v. Mason, 25 I Maine, 435 ; G1·eat
Falls M'j'g Oo. v. Worster, 15 N.
458; Robe1·ts v.
Mm·gan, 30 Vt. 325; Downer v. Smith, 38 Vt. 464;
Williams v. Gray, 3 Maine, 207; Dahis v. King, 87 Pa.
St. 261; Dubai:.; v. Campan, 24 Midh. 360; Varney v.
Stevens, 22 Maine, 334; 1 _Wash. R. P.187; Budians v. Van
Zandt, 3 Selden, 528.
!
·
I
1

*·
I

I

A. W. Paine, for defendant.
I
The title to real estate cannot be ti·ied in an action of
assumpsit. Cadman v. Jenkin:.;, 14 Mass. i 93; Miller v. Miller,
7 Pick. 136.
/
In Bigelow v. Jones, 10 Pick. 161, the principle was again
recognized to its fullest extent.
In Bridgham v. Winchester, 6 Met. 460, the court carefully
distinguish this case from that common one where the defendant
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has tortiously converted the plaintiff's personal property into
money and is thus liable in assumpsit upon a waiver of a tort.
In the more recent case of Pickman v. Trinity Church, 123
Mass. 1, the court recognizing the principle say, '' The law is
indeed well settled that such title ( real estate) cannot be tried
in an action for money had and received."
In our own State, the court, under the lead of our eminent
chief justice of that day, began with laying down its principles
in its broarlest terms and too in a case where the same question
was pending as here, viz: the validity of a levy as the basis of
claim. Says the ju4ge, "even admitting plaintiff's levy to be
good, yet this action can not be maintained .
but the
plaintiff must seek some other remedy. Wyman v. Hook, 2
Glf. 337. In Rogers v. Libbey, 35 Maine, 200, the same
principle was adopted, notwithstanding the plaintiff's title was
good. If not recognized by defendaut no promise is implied.
Balch v. Patten, 45 Maine, 41, on p. 49 the chief justice goes
the ·whole length of our case, being one exactly like ours in
principle.
There must be an express or an implied promise. Porter v.
Hooper, 2 Fair. 170. Richardson v. Richa1·dson, 72 Maine,
409, distinctly recognizes the principle.
There is no privity of contract, such as is necessary to raise
a promise, or from which the law will imply a promise. Allen
v. Thaye1·, 17 l\fass. 299; Badger v. Holmes, 6 Gray, 118.
When there is no contract express or implied, assurnpsit will
not lie. Bartlett v. Jone8, 60 Maine, 246.
So if the tenant denied the ownership of the plaintiff, although
his title was good, asimmpsit is not in place. Howe v. Russell,
41 Muine, 446 and cases cited.
The occupation must be by previous agreement or consent, or
by subsequent ratification.
Curtis v. Treat, 21 Maine, 525,.
and cases cited.
Plaintiff, however, contends that by the statute of Anne the•
right to recover in such case has been enlarged and that underthat statute, as a part of our common law, this action may be1
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maintained.
And he relies on the case of Richardson v.
Richardson, 72 Maine, 403, already cited by me.
This statute, in its effect, modifying our common law, has
been considerably di:::cussed and the cases are not altogether
consistent with each other. Besides the case now cited the
subject has been quite elaborately discussed in the following
other cases in our State. Gowen v. Shaw, 40 Maine, 56;
Outler v. Currier, 54 Maine, 81; Oarter v. Bailey, 64 Maine,
458; Dye1· v. Wilbur, 48 Maine, 287; Monroe v. Luke, l
Met. 459.
Mr. Justice VIRGIN, in Carter v. Bailey, 64 Maine, 465, uses
the same language, suggesting a right of action, '' after demand
. and then he will be liable to special assumpsit. R. S., c.
95, § 16."
In Moses v. Ross, 41 Maine, 362, APPLETON, J., uses the
same language. "Special assumpsit" under "Statute of August
8, 1848," ( original of above.)
It does not appear from the officer's return that the appraisers
were sworn as the statutes provide, all that he says is that they
"upon oath appraised the same," &c. Neither does he refer to
any other certificate as part of his return. Fitch v. Tyler, 34
Maine, 464; Cowls v. Hastings, 9 Met. 476; Smith v. Keen,
26 Maine, 411.
In reference to all the foregoing objectionR the following
citations are made, to the en<l that to nhke a valid levy everything must be done that the statutes requires. Lwnbe1·t v. Hill,
41 Maine, 475; Williamson v. TVright, 75 Maine, 35; Benson
v. Sniith, 42 Maine, 414; Jackson v. Woodman, 29 Maine,
266; Glidden v. Philbrick, 56 Maine, 222; 1-1lunroe v. Reding,
15 Maine, 153.
The elaborate discussion of this matter of interest in the
following cases must satisfy every mind. Wolcott v. Ely, 2
Allen, 338; Cowdrey v. Sheldon, 122 Mass. 267; Fulle1· v.
Dame, 18 Pick. 472.
In the American Law Register of February, 1886, p. 135, is
;an elaborate and labored discussion of this whole subject of
interest in a case where one acting as agent procured a physician
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to use his influence with a railroad company to promote the
matter of damages, on the secret promise to receive a certnin
percentage of the result. The contract was held void.
If one records a deed of a parcel of land and enters upon any
part of it and thus occupies it openly and adversely as his own,
his occupation of a, part is in law that of the whole. This was
directly settled in Prop8. &c. v. Laboree, 2 Glf. 27 5. This
case is so full and conclusive that no further citation is necessary.
See Foxcroft v. Barnes, 29 Maine, 128 and cases below.
And such possession and occupancy is " sufficient if the
possession of defendant shall have been as open, notorious and
exclusive as is usual in the case of the ordinary management of
similar estates in the possession and occupanc.i of those who
have title thereto." This is the exact ·1anguage of the eminent
chief justice in the case already cited. Props. &c. v. Laboree, 2
Glf. 287 .·
And to effect this object it is not necessary that the deed
should be one that would be a valid legal deed to pass the title
even if the grantor had it. Any deed is sufficient. Gookin v.
Whittier, 4"Glf. 16; 3 Glf. 316.
This result follows even though the part actually occupied he
had a good title to, provi<led onl,v the deed covered the disputed
part. Noyes v. Dyer, 25 Maine, 468; Trustees, &c. v. Fisher,
34 Maine, 172.
Title to the whole is made good provided the lots are continuous and not detached from each other. 1 Fair. 191 ; Otis v.
Moulton, 20 Maine, 205.
A tax deed is good to effect the above object though the
proceedings have not been regular so as to pass the title. Little
. v. Megquie1·, 2 Glf. 176; Boothby v. Hathaway, 20 Maine, 251;
Johnson v. Boardman, 6 Allen, 28.
If one ternrnt in common enter into the whole lot under a deed
duly executed and recorded. even from one who has no title, it
is an actual disseizin of his cotenants. Stearns on R. A. 41 ; 5
Glf. 204; Higbee v. Rice, 5 Mas~. 352; Rehoboth v. Carpenter,
23 Pick. 137 ; Prescott v. Nevens, 4 Mason, 330; 5 Pet. 355;
Bellis v. Bellis, 122 Mass. 414; Thornton v. York Bank, 45
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Maine, 158; Brackett v. Persons, Unk. 53 Maine, 228 and
cases cited.
They have been accustomed to run and spot the lines whenever expedient around the town, and that they have lotted the
town with lots for greater convenience for operations, in the
manner usual for owners to manage and occupy their own lands
of a like kind, and under claim of ownership. Jewett v. Hussey,.
70 Maine, 433.
In Thompson v. Burhans, 79 N. Y. 93-100, the court speak
of cases where such use is made of the whole as cutting logs on
the land for the use of one's mill, that then the acts do help the
disseizin and so of other acts mentioned. Jackson v. Oltz, 8
vVend. 440, the fact that a part of the land was used as a wood
lot, say fifty acres, that saved the whole six hundred acres in
question. Simpson v. Downing, 23 Wend. 322, failed because
the time was short of twenty years and is of course of no
force.
Thompson v. Burhans, 61 N. Y. 52, was where only four
hundred acres of a whole track of 6300 was thus used and this
in one part of the town while the land in controversy was
another lot far away. It was like the case cited by me from 77
Maine, 76 and 1 Fair. 191, where the lots were not continuous .
.111onro v. JJ1erclwnt, 28 N. Y. 9, was a case where a large
tract of uncultivated land was held by disseizin, when the acts
were like these in our case, where the cutting of wood and timber
for the market was held sufficient.
In Miller v. L. I. R.R. 71 N. Y. 385, the question here
discussed is not raised.
But in answer to all those authorities from the reports of
other states, it is sufficient to say that the law of our State is
different from theirs. Our own decisions are of a more positive
character and in our favor.
And besides the New York cases are under a provision of a
statute reading diff~rent from ours. N. Y. Code, § 83 (61
N. Y. 70).
FOSTER, J. The parties to this suit are tenants in common
and undivided of township Number 2, Range 8, north of Waldo
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patent in Penobscot county, containing about thirty-six square
miles. The plaintiff claims to recover as owner of eleven
ninety-sixths, his share of stumpage which the defendant as part
owner of the township has collected and retains in his hands.
The action ifl general indebitatns assumpsit for money had and
received, and is brought not upon R. S., c. 95, § 20, relating to
actions between tenants in common, but at common law, based
upon the statute of 4 and 5 Anne, c. 16, which is declared to be
a ,part of the common law of this State. Richardrwn v.
Richardson, 72 Maine, 403.
1. The defendant contends that the plaintiff has no remedy
at common law, and that if entitled to any, it can exist only by
virtue of R. S., c. 95, § 20, after demand in a special action of
assumpsit. We are not inclined to this view, and such we think
is not the law.
The ancient rule of the old common law as laid·down by Lord
Coke (Co. Lit. 199 6,) was, that one tenant in common could
not maintain an action against his cotenant for taking the whole
_ profits of the common estate, unless he had been appointed
bailiff by his cotenant. It was thus stated: '' If one tenant in
common maketh his companion his bailiff of his part, he shall
have an action of account against him. But, although one
tenant in common, without being made bailiff, take the whole
profits, no action of account lies agamst him; for, in an action
of uccount, he must charge him either as a guardian, bailiff, or

receiver, which he cannot do, unless he constitute him his bailiff.''
Sole occupancy alone was not sufficient upon which to maintain
an action. Each was said to occupy per mi et per tout" and had
a right to occupy the whole if the other tenant did not see fit to
go in and occupy with him. Such occupancy was held to be no
exclusion of the other, and no action would lie against the
tenant who by such occupancy had taken the entire profits.
But hy statute 4 and 5 Anne, c. 16, § 27, this old doctrine of
the common law of England was changed, and it was therein
provided that an action of account might he maintained by one
joint tenant or tenant in common against the other, charging
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him as bailiff for receiving more than his joint share or proportion. But in order to maintain such action it was necessary
that one tenant should show not mere occupation of the premises
by another tenant in common, but an actual receipt by him of
the rents and profits over and above his share thereof, and which
actually belonged to his cotenant. To avoid the somewhat
tedious proceedings pertaining to the old action of account an
action on the case upon a promise to account was at first
substituted ( Bri'gham v. Eveleth, 9 Mass. 541) ; and afterwards
Lord Holt, in construing the statute, came to the conclusion that
whenever account could be maintained indebitatus asswnpsit
might be also; holding that the statute being a remedial one it
ought to receive a liberal construction. Jones v. Harraden, 9
Mass. 540. While the right of action was founded on the
statute of Anne, and not by any right under the old common
law, from the liberal construction placed upon it by a long series
of decisions, it became as firmly settled that the action of
general indebitatus asswnpsit for money had and received would
lie, in place of the old action of account, by one tenant in
common against his cotenant, as bailiff, for receiving more than
his share of the rents and profits. Such was the doctrine laid
down in· the cases to which we have referred; and this form of
action was sustained in Miller v. Millm·, 7 Pick. 133, and 9
Pick. 34, to recover money due for the share of one tenant in
common in the sale of trees from the common estate. It was
allowed in J.1fonroe v. Luke, 1 Met. 459, which was assumpsit
by one tenant in common against his cotenant to recover his
share of rents, and it was there held that where it wHs a claim
for money actually received by the defendant, to which in some
form the plaintiff has title, it could be conveniently settled in
this form of action. It is said in Fanning v. Ohadwick, 3 Pick.
424, that ~he action of account has become nearly obsolete in
England, and that there seems to be no necessity for reviving it
here, and that asl:mmpsit now has all the advantages, without the
disadvantages, peculiar to an action of account. In support of
the same principle may be cited: Ooclmin v. OarYington, 25
\,Vend. 410; Richardson v. Richardson, 72 Maine, 403 ; Gowen
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v. Shaw, 40 Maine, 58; Outler v. Currier, 54 Maine, 91;
Holmes v. Hunt, 122 Mass. 513; Sargent v. Parsons, 12 Mass.
152; Dickinson v. Williams, 11 Cush. 258. It is an equitable
form of action to recover money which the defendant in equity
and good conscience ought not to retain.
But when resorted to as the common law action-the outgrowth of the statute of Anne, and independently of R. S., c.
95, § 20-by one tenant in common against his cotenant, it is to
be "restricted to cases where the money has been actually
received, and the liability to account has resulted in a duty to
pay money, or where the defendant holds the share as bailiff of
the plaintiff, or the occupation has been by consent." Currier
Outler, 54 Maine, 91.
2. It is also claimed in defence that this action can not be
sustained because the question of title is involved in it. But we
have no doubt the action will lie notwithstanding there may be
a· mere dispute raised by the defendant concerning the title,
provided the plaintiff is owner of the estate and was not disseized
at the date when the income from the common estate was
received in money by the defendant. Such is the conclusion of
this court in the recent case of Richardson v. Richardson, supra.
'½.,. ere it otherwise, the plaintiff in any case seeking his common
law remedy under the statute of Anne, notwithstanding his
title and seizin he complete, might be subjected to the annoyance
as well as expense of a nonsuit, whenever the defendant cotemmt
might see fit to dispute his title. We do not mean to be understood us denying the general doctrine, where it has its proper
application, that the title to real estate is not to be tried in an
action of assu~psit ; but we are satisfied that it has no application in the present case. It must also be borne in mind that
this is not an action for use and occupation of the common
estate under R. S., c. 95, § 20, which is a modification of the
statute of Anne, but of indebitatus assumpsit authorized, through
a long line of decisions, by the latter statute as the common law
action to recover the plaintiff's due proportion of moneys in the
hands of the defendant which he has received from the common
estate.
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Many of the decisions to wµich our attention has been called
and in which it is held that the title to real estate can not he
tried in an action of assumpsit, are those for use and occupation
depending upon contruct express or implied between the parties,
and which have no application to the case at bar.
There are many cases where the right to recover depends upon
the title, yet they are not cases in which the title is tried, within
the meaning of the rule. Neither does the rule prevent an action
for money had and received in many cases which require an
inve:,tigation of title, as was held in Parlcman Trinity U!turch,
123 Mass. 6.
The plaintiff in this action undoubtedly has the right to show
his title and seizin to the estate owned by him at the time when
the defendant received the income. Upon proof of these facts
he would be entitled to his remedy under the statute of Anne.
H If the defendant
were in possession of the estate under a
denial of the plaintiff's title, it would be evidence tending to
show the disseizin of the plaintiff, and if it resulted in proof of
that fact-as it might well Jo if unexplained-then and not till
then would the relative position of the parties be changed."
Richardson v. Richardson, supra.
To make out his title, then, the plaintiff starts with the
unquestioned title to five ninety-sixths of the township by deeds
from the heirs of Henry Ilsley who was the owner of onesixteenth in common and undivided in 1839 ; and to six ninetysixths by levy of an execution upon a judgment recovered in the
United States circuit court for the district of Maine at the
October term, 1841, in favor of the MerchantE::' National Bank
of Newburyport, against Seth Paine and John L. Meserve, and
from said bank through sundry conveyances to himself by deed
bearing date of July 1st, 1884.
It is in reference to the plaintiff's title under this levy that
the defendant takes issue with the plaintiff, and a considerable
portion of the argument of counsel has been devoted to this
branch of the case. We do not deem it necessary, hmvever, to
enter upon an investigation of title umler the levj, inasmuch as
it is not claimed that the plaintiff obtained any title to the six
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ninety-sixths therein mentioned till July 1, 1884-several months
after the stumpage had been taken off and the money had been
received by the defendant. If otherwise entitled to recover,
the plaintiff can recover only his clue proportion of such money
as Wit::3 received by the defendant from stumpage sold after his
title accrued. Kimball v. Lewiston Steam 111ill Go. 55 Maine,
499. From an examination of the deeds from the heirs of
Henry lbley, it will be seen that the plaintiff at that time had
acquired title to only four ninety-sixths of the township.
3. Admitti:1.g, however, the plaintiff's title through deeds
from the heirs of Ilsley, the next ground of defence interposed
to the plaintiff's action is that he and his predecessors in title
have been disseized by the defendant and Samuel H. Blake-the
other tenant in common-and that they have acquired by
adverse p0'3session for more than twenty years, title to the whole
township, and are entitled to retain the entire stumpage.
To establish this claim of disseizin the defendant, who was
the admitted owner of seven-sixteenths and hi:-:; alleged joint
disseizor of another seven-sixteenth::3-the t\vo owning seveneighths of the whole township-puts in a tax title acquired by
themselves of the entire township, and claims under this recol'<led
deed, as color of title, a disscizin of their cotenants.
The evidence upon which this claim of adver~e posses:::.ion and
disseizin is based is detailed by the defendant-in substance,
consisting of acts of ownership exercised over this townshipsu0h as tracing and running lines-keeping off trespasserspermitting wild grass to be cut from year to year from small
portions of it, and occasionally timber from other portionspuying tuxes, etc. This whole township of thirty-six square
miles was principally forest and timber land-all in its natural
and unimproved state. The question we are asked to consider
in this cm,e certainly presents the doctrine of disseizin somewhat
diffusively applied. The cases are numerous, however, where
acts even stronger than are furnished in this case are declared to
be insufficient to work a disseizin even of the sole owner of
unimproved lands. Ohandla v. Wilson, 77 Maine, 76; Slate1·
v. Jepherson, 6 Cush. 129; Parker v. Parker, 1 Allen, 245;
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Little v. Megqui'er, 2 Maine, 178; Tlwrnpson v. Burhans, 79
N. Y. 98, 99.
But acts which would properly be held to constitute a disseizin
if done by a stranger have no such effect if done by a tenant in
common, as the possession of one tenant in common is that of
all. The entry of one is the entry of both. Either has the
right to actual possession, and such possession will he presumed
to be in accordance with his title-rightful rather than wrongful
-till some '' notorious and unequivocal act of exclusion shall
have occurred." Colburn v. J.lfason, 25 Maine, 434. And by
all the authorities it is Hettled that mere possession, accompanied
by no act that can amount to an ouster of the other cotenant, or
give notice to him that such possession is adverse, will not be
held to amount to a disseizin of such cotenant. McOlung v.
Ross, 5 Wheat. 124. The acts of ownership by c.ne tenant,
which if done by a stranger would operate as a disseizin of the
other cotenant, must be done, as was said in Ingalls v . ..J..Vewhall,
139 Mass. 27 3, '' in the assertion of an independent title, inconsistent with that of the cotenant, and be of such character that
it is, or must reasonably be held to be, known by those in
derogation of whose title they are done that this is so." And it
has been held that the entry of a tenant in common upon
property, even if he takes the rents, cultivates the land, or cuts
the wood and timber without accounting or paying for any share
of it, will not ordinarily be considered as adverse to his
cotenants and an ouster of them, but in support of the common
title. Thornton v. York Bank, 45 Maine, 158.
T~is principle has been thus expressed by the Vermont court
in the case of Roberts v. Morgan, 30 Vt. 325, in which the
court say : " Where one join.t owner is in possession of the
whole, the legal presumption is that he is keeping pose::ision, not
only for himself but for his cotenant, according to their
respective interests, and the other joint owners have the right to
so understand until they have notice to the contrary ; and the
statute would only run from the time of such notice. We
consider the principle substantially the same as between landlord
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and tenant, as to converting a mere fiduciary possession into an
adverse or hostile one."
The nature of the property in which the ten~nts are ownersits character, situation and extent-must be taken into consideration, moreover, in determining the question of possession and
occupation, and whether it is exclusive or otherwise. And
between tenants in common it is very difficult to determine by
any fixed rule what may constitute disseizin. Each case must
be judged by its own particular circumstances and the facts
connected with it.
In this case the facts are plain, and there is hut little
controversy concerning them. Nor do we consider it necessary
to extend this opinion by any further reference to them.
Assuming them all to he true, they do 11(,t show such exclusive
possession, or such notorious and unequivocal acts of exclusion
as to amount to a disseizin of the plaintiff or his predecessors in
title. The action therefore is maintainable.
The defend.ant admits that he received a certain amount of
money from the sale of stumpage in the fall and winter of
1883-4. That sum was six hundred and ninety-one dollars and
seventy-nine cents. At the time this stumpage was taken from
the township the plaintiff had acquired title to only four ninetysixths of it, and that is the proportion to which he is entitled of
the money in the defendant's lrnnd.s.
Judgment for plaintiff for twenty-eight
dollars and eighty-two cents, with
interest thereon from the date of the
writ.
PETERS, C. J., vVALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY and HASKELL,
J J., concurred.
STATE

Cumberland.
Intoxic~ing liquors.

vs.

MARY

J.

FRAZIER.

Opinion February 10, 1887.

Nuisance. Owner of building, when liable.
R. S., c. 17, § 4.
To constitute the offence of aiding in the maintaining of a nuisance under
R. S., c. 17, § 4, it must appear that the tenement was either let for the
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illegal use, or that the illegal use was permitted, that is, consented to by the
defendant, either as owner of the tenement, or as a person having the control of the same.
One who has authority to let a tenement and receive the rents has control of
it within the meaning of the statute.

ON exceptions, from the ouperior court.

Gem·ge M. Seiders, county attorney, for the state, cited:
State v. Ruby, 68 Maine, 543; State v. Burke, 38 Maine, 574;
State v. Stirnpson, 45 Maine, 608 ; Carlton v. Oomnwnwealth,
5 Met. 532; Whart. Cr. Law, § 414 and cases; 1 Bish. Cr.
Pro. § 202 and cases; State v. Lan,q, G3 Maine, 215; Eaton
v. Telegraph Go. 68 Maine, 63 ; State v. Pike, 65 Maine, 111.
A1·don W. Oomnbs, for defendant.
It is an offence at common law for an owner of a building to
knowingly let it with intent that it should be used by
the tenant as a house of ill fame. Gorn. v. Harrington, 3
Pick. 28.
In other respects, the statute is additional to the common law,
and like all criminal statutes, must receive a liberal construction
in favor of the respondent. Bishop on Stat. Crimes, § § 155 &
193; People v. Kelly, 35 Barb. 444; Dwelley v. Dwelley, 46
Maine, 377.
All right of the landlord to occupation_ and control of demised
premises is suspended during the term, and unless he has
reserved the right to enter, he would have no right to do so.
Taylor's Landlord and Tenant,§§ 174-78; Walker v. Hutton,
10 M. & W. (Eng.) 249; Barkerv. Barker, 3 C. &P. (Eng.)
557 ; Neale v. Wyelie, 3 B. & C. 533 ; Sltaw v. Uummisky, 7
Pick. 76; Parker v. Griswold, 17 Conn. 288; 4 Am. Dec.
739; Dixon v. Glow, 24 ·wend. 188; IIeerrnance v. Vernoy,
6 Johns. 5; Woodruff v. Adams, 5 Bluekf. (Ind.) 317; 35
Am. Dec. 122; Dockham v. Parker, 9 Mo. 137; Turner v.
McUarthy, 4 E. D. Smith, (N. Y.) 247; White v. Mealis, 5
J. & S. (N. Y.) 72.
"\'Ve take it to he well sett led that a tenant - even a tenant ut
will- may maintain trespass qua're clausam fregit against his
landlord, for a forcible entry upon him before the tenancy is
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terminated.
ALTON, .J., in .1.tfarden v. Jordan, 65 Maine, 10;
Brock v. Berry, 31 Muine, 293; Dickinson v. Goo{jspeed, 8
Cush. 119; Cunningham v. Horton, 57 Maine, 420.
The landlord has a right to rent and to enter to receive or
demund rent, &c., &c., but in other cases he must obtain consent
of the tenant. Pl'ourl v. IIGllis, 1 B. & C. 8 ; Blake v. Jer01ne,
14 Johnson, 406; Dockham v. Parker, 9 Muine, 137; Lelwian
v~ Shackleford, 50 Ala. 337.
The landlord can not make alterations or repairs during the
term without consent of the tenant, however beneficial such
repairs would be to the latter. Pad~er v. Griswold, 17 Conn.
288; Anonynwus, 42 Am. Dec. 739; Brown v. Powell, 25 Pa.
St. 299; Kaiser v. New Orleans, 14 La. An. 178.
During the term, the tenant is invested with all the rights of
an absolute owner, so far as the possession and use are concerned.
Day v . .Swaclclwmer, 2 Hill, (N. Y.) 4; 1Villard v. Tillrnan,
2 Hill, (N. Y.) 274; Livingston v. Reynolds, 2 Hill, 157;
Bradstreet v. Pratt, 1 7 \Vend. 44.
t( Mere non-feasance on the part of the landlord can not involve
him in the guilt of the tenant. To make him liable, he must aid,
assist, or give his consent to the illegal use." Corn. v.
Harrington, 3 Pick. 26; State v. Stajfm·d, 67 Maine, 126;
Jennings v. Com. 17 Pick. 80; Brockway v. People, 2 Hill,
-558; Peopk v. Erwin, 4 Denio, 129; State v. Abrahams, 6
Iowa, 118. See Trask v. TVlzeeler, 7 Allen, 111.
See also 11ealy v. Trant, 15 Gray, 312; O'Connell v.
J1l'Grath, 96 Mass. 289. 11 In Healy v. Trant, 15 Gray, 312,
held: That illegal use by under tenant does not avoid ol'iginal
lease, but only the under lease."
Mere neglect of the landlord to avnil himself of the privilege
given by statute to eject a tenant, who uses the tenement for an
illegal purpose, is not in itself sufficient to render him liable to
indictment. Some evidence must be produced to show consent
to such use. State v. Stafford, 67 Maine, 12(5; Brockway v.
People, 2 Hill, 558; People v. Erwin, 4 Denio, 129. 11 Failure
to take steps to prosecute does not make the landlord liable."
VOL.
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State v. Abraharns, 6 Iowa, 118; see Machias Hotel Co. V,
Fisher, 56 Maine, 322.
The rule, as stated in the last words to the jury, dispensed
with the requirement of permission which involves some act or
word equivalent to consent. State v. Stafford, 67 Maine, 126.
The fact of her being landlord, receiving rent, and that she
had power to expel the tenant, does not of itself make her liable.
To make her liable, it must be shown that she left it for the
purpose, from which her consent would be implied, or she must
afterward uid, assist, or give her consent to the illegal use.
Com. v. Harrington, 3 Pick. 26; Jennings v. Com. 17 Ib. 80;
Brocl~way v. People, 2 Hill, 558 ; People v. Erwin, 4 Denio,
129; State v. Abmhams, 6 Iowa, 118.
HASKELL, J.
Indictment for aiding in the maintaining of a
nuisance under R. S., c. 17, § 4, in that the respondent did
permit a tenement under her control to be used as a house of ill
fame, and for the illegal keeping and illegal sale of intoxicating
liquors with her knowledge, permission, and consent.
To constitute an offense under the statute cited, it must
appear that the tenement was either let for the illegal use, or
that the illegal use was permitted.
It appeared that the respondent's tenants at will occupied the
premises, and used them for the illegal purposes charged.
The respondent is not guilty of a violation of the statute,
unless she permitted the use, that is, consented to it; whether
she did so consent is a fact to be determined by the jury.
One, who has authority to let a tenement and receive the
rents, has control of it within the meaning of the statute; and if
he knowingly permits the illegal use, that is, consents to it, he
becomes liable for aiding in maintaining a nuisance; but the
mere fact that he so has control of the tenement, does not make
him liable ; he must be proved to consent to the illegal use ; and
if such use is known to him, and he takes no measures to prevent
it, his inaction may be evidence of his consent to such use, or
that he permitted it ; but his permission of the use must be
proved, to charge him under the statute; and these same rules
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apply to the owner, and the same facts must be proved in order·
to charge him. State v. Stafford, 67 Maine, 126.
The charge of the presiding justice touching the control of'
the tenement was in accord with this opinion.
He expressly
told the jury that the state must prove that the respondent
'' knowingly permitted it to be used as a nuisance." This
instruction is an accurate statement of the law, and sufficient to·
inform the jury that the respondent could not be held, unless
they were satisfied affirmatively of her consent to the illegal use.
Separate offences of the same nature, charged in separate·
counts, may be included in the same indictment. State v.
Burke, 38 Maine, 574; State v. Ruby, 68 Maine, 543.
Each count charges the repondent with aiding in maintaining:
a nuisance by permitting a tenement, controlled by her, to be·
used as a house of ill fame and for the illegal keeping and,(
illegal sale of intoxicating liquors. The charge is for permitting·
the illegal use for two purposes, either of which is sufficient to,
create the offense. But one offense is charged in each count,.
and neither is defective. State v. Lang, 63 Maine, 215.

Exceptions ove'rruled.
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ.,.
concurred.

STATE

vs.

JAMES "-rELCH

Cumberland.
Search and seizure.

and

DANIEL "TELCH.

Opinion February 10, 1887.

Intoxicating liquors. AJ!i,rming to complaint. R. S., c. 27;.
§ § 40, 57. Formet· conviction.
A complaint for search and seizure of intoxicating liquors under R. S., c. 27,.
§ 40, may be made on affirmation by one who is conscientiously scrupulous
of taking an oath.
The certificate of the magistrate to whom such a complaint is made, which
recites the fact that the complainant made solemn affirmation to the
complaint is conclusive, not only that the complainant was " conscientiously
scrupulous of taking an oath," but that he formally "affirmed under the
pains and penalties of perjury."
Such a complaint need not allege that the complainant has "probable cause to
believe," it is enough for the complainant to allege that he does in fact
believe that intoxicating liquors are thus kept.
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Technical accuracy is not required in setting out a former conviction under R.
S., c. 27, § 57. The allegations in this complaint are sufficient and need not
allege that the judgment has not been annulled.

ON exceptions from the superior court.
(Complaint.)

"State of Maine. Cumberland, ss. To the recorder (the
judge being absent from the court room,) of our municipal court
,for the city of Portland, in the county of Cumberland.
'' Ezra Hawkes of Portland, in said county, competent to be a
-witnes~ in civil suits, on the twenty-fifth day of March, A. D.
1886, in behalf of said State, on solemn affirmation, complains
'that he believes that on the twenty-fifth day of March, in said
year, at said Portland, intoxicating liquors were, and still are
kept and deposited by James Welch and Daniel Welch of
Portland, in said county, in the shop and its appurtenances,
.situated on the northerly side of Pleasant street, in said
,Portland, and numbered one on said street, and occupied by said
.James and Daniel "-r elch, said ,James and Daniel Welch not being
-,then and there authorized by law to sell said liquors within said
.State, and that said liquors then and there were, and now are
intended by said James and Daniel Welch for sale in the State
in violation of 1a w, against the peace of the State and contrary
to the form of the statute in such case made and provided.
"And the said complainant, on his solemn affirmation aforesaid,
further alleges and complains, that the said James vYelch has
been before convicted in the municipal court, for the city of
Portland, to wit, on the fourth day of May, A. D. 1882, of
unlawfully keeping and depositing in this State, in said county of
Cumberland, intoxicating liquors, with the intent that said
liquor::;; should be sold in this State in violation of law, against
the peace of the State and contrary to the form of the statute in
such case made and provided.
"He therefore prays that due proces::; be issued to search the
premises hereinbefore mentioned, where said liquors are believed
to be deposited, and if there fom?d, that the said liquors and
vessels be seized and safely kept until final action and decision
be had thereon, and that said James and Daniel Welch be forthwith apprehended and held to answer to said complaint, and to
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do and receive such sentence as may be awarded against them.
EZRA HAWKES.

'' Cumberland, ss.
On this twenty-fifth day of March
aforesaid, personally appeared the said Hawkes and made
solemn affirmation that the above complaint, by him signed, is
true.
"Before me,
EDWIN L. DYER, Said Recorder."

George M. Seiders, county attorney, for the State.
W. F. Lunt, for defendant.
Unless the right to affirm to a complaint is conferred by
statute, such affirmation is a nullity. At common law, the
evidence for the king must in all cases be upon oath. Hawkins'
Pleas of the Crown, book 2, c. 46, § 29. The affirmation of a
Quaker was excluded in criminal cases, by statute. 7 & 8
Will. 3 c. 34, § 6, vide Burns' Justice, 254. The existence
of this rule was recognized when certain privileges of
affirmation were conferred by the Provincial Ordnance of
December, 1758, (Ancient Charters and Laws of Massachusetts
Bay,) yet by that ordnance, the right to affirm was limited,
and no Quaker could sit as a juror in the trial of a criminal
cause, unless he took the oath by law required.
"The word oath includes an affirmation, when affirmation is
allowed." "The words i sworn,' 'duly sworn,' or i sworn
according to law,' used in a statute, record, or certificate of
administration of an oath, refer to the oath required by the
Constitution, or laws in the case specified, and include every
necessary subscription to suc_h oath." R. S., c. 1, § 6. iiWhen
a person required to he sworn, is conscientiously scrupulous of
taking an oath, he may affirm." R. S., c. 1, § 7. "No
warrant to search any place, or seize any person or thing,
shall issue without a special designation of the place to be
searched, and the person or thing to be seized; or without
probable cause-supported by oath or affirmation." Article 1, §
5, Const. of Maine.
It is settled law, that the facts essential to the exercise of'
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special jurisdiction must affirmatively appear in such complaints.
Galpin v. Page, 18 Wall. 371; U. S. v. Stowell. 2 Cul'tis,
C. C. 161-2. One jurisdictional averment, required in § 40, c.
27, as to the competency of the complaint, appears.
When a right of procedure is affirmatively -granted by statute
in a specified manner, the right to proceed in any other way is
impliedly negatived. U. S. v . .1.Yoore, 3 Cranch, 170; Durousseau
v. U. S. 6 Cranch, 314. And § 11, c. 132, R. S., expressly
negatives any method of procedure except as specified in § 12.
If the complainant was not a person conscientiously scrupulous
of taking an oath, his complaint made on affirmation would not
be lawfully verified, and the magistrate could not issue his
warrant. In such a case a false affirmation, willfully and corruptly
made, would not subject the complainant to a prosecution for
perjury, because such affirmation is not authorized by law and
no conviction could follow. State v. Mace, 76 Maine, 66.
In State v. Harris, 7 N. J. L. (2 Hals.) 361, and State v.
Fox, 9 N. J. L. (2 Hals.) 244, it was held that, "Where
an indictment appears to be on affirmations of some of the
grand jurors, it must appear that they were legally entitled
to serve on these mere affirmations, or the indictment will be
fatally defective."
The word " required'~ in the statute does not mean voluntary
action, nor a mere verbal and unauthorized request, but it does
mean, compelled by legal authority. See 2 Term Report, 1, for
the meaning of the word " required" in a statute.
The allegation of intent does not set out briefly or at length,
any offence under the statutes of Maine, nor does it describe an
offence under section 40, c. 27. A sufficient allegation of an
intent on the part of said James Welch, to wit: that the liquors
referred to were by him intended for unlawful sale, is omitted •
.Such a clear averment is necessary, State v. Learned, 47
Maine, 426; State v. 1l1iller, 48 Maine, 576, to bring the
description of an offence within the statute. Nor is there any
:allegation, that the conviction remains in force, or has not been
ivacated by appeal, &c.
The statute cannot override the provisions of the Constitution
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and make bad pleading good. State v. Mace, 76 Maine, 65;
§ 370 Bishop on Statutory Crimes, especially as to allegation of
intent. ,vhatever is indispensably necessary to be proved, must
be alleged. State v. Verrill, 54 Maine, 414; State v. Philbrick,
31 Maine, 401.
The prayer for process is defective, because the liquors to be
seized are not mentioned with certainty. "Said liquors," may
as well refer to the liquors mentioned in the allegation of a
former conviction, as to any other. The word "said" does not
incorporate a previous description, that is to say, the word
tt said" as used in the prnyer of process, does not designate the
liquors alleged to be deposited in the ~hop on Pleasant street.
Rex v. Cheere, 4 Barn. & Ores. 902; 7 Dowling & Ryland, 461.
The place to be searched and the article to be seized should
be designated with certainty when a search warrant is prayed for.
The designation must be special.
Art. 1, § 5, Const. of
Maine; § 12, c. 132, R. S. The allegation is uncertain and
the prayer defective. Jane ( a slave) v. State of hiissouri, 3
Mo. 61.

J.

The defend·ants, under their demurrer to the
complaint, object that it was made on affirmation and hence is
not a "sworn complaint," which § 40, c. 27, R. S., on which it
is founded, designates.
The answer is: A warrant may be issued" when supported by
oath or affirmation." Const. Art. 1, § 5. And inasmuch as the
word ~t oath includes affirmation when affirmation is allowed,"
(R. S., c. 1, § 6, cl. xii), a "sworn complaint" includes one
made on affirmation, when the complainant is allowed to affirm.
In the rev1sion of 1883, the commissioner and legislature substitute
"sworn complaint" for t, complaint upon oath or affirmation," in
R. s., 1871, c. 27, § 35.
Moreover~~ he may affirm, when required to be sworn, and is
conscientiously scrupulous of taking an oath." R. S., c. 1, §
7. "A person is required to be sworn" when he makes a complaint under this statue, for he cannot make it in any manner
other than on outh or affirmation. It would be hypecritical to
VIRGIN,
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hold that '' one conscientiously scrupulous of taking an oath"
could not lawfully make a complaint under this statute for the
reason that it provides for a '' sworn complaint."
This complaint alleges that it was made " on solemn affirmation." The certificate of the magistrate recites the same fact.
And the certificate is conclusive not only that the complairnrnt
was '~ conscientiously scrupulous of taking an oath," but that he
forma11y "affirmed under the pains and penalties of per:jury ," as
is required by R. S., c. 82, § 104. State v. Blake, 79 Maine.
2. The complaint is founded on R. S., c. 27, § 40, and not
on c. 132, § 11 ; and hence need not a11ege that the complainant
"has probable cause to suspect and does suspect," but by
fol1owing the language of the statute on which it is based it is
sufficient. State v. Nowlan, 64 Maine, 531.
3. Technical accuracy is not required in setting out a former
conviction under R. S., c. 27, § 57. The purpose of this
provision was to obviate the merely technical objections that
might otherwise be made upon common law principles to the
allegations and proof of such convictions. State v. Wentworth,
65 Maine, 234; State v. Hurley, 69 Maine, 573. No practical
wrong can grow out of this mode. State v. Gol'harn, 65 .Maine,
270. If the judgment of the former conviction has been vacated
in anywise, it can be shown in defence.
4. The objection that "said liquors" in the prayer for
. process may mean those mentioned in the allegation relating to
a prior conviction is too fine to prevail.
Exceptions overruled.
PETERS,

C.

J., WALTON, LIBBEY, EMERY

and

HASKELL, JJ.,

concurred.
STATE

vs.

Cumberland.
Intoxicating liquors.

JAMES DUNPHY,

Appellant.

Opinion February 10, 1887.

Search and seizure. Seizure without a warrant. R. S.,
c. 27, § § 39, 40.
When an officer has, under R. S., c. 27, § 39, without a warrant, seized intoxicating liquors for the purpose of keeping them in some safe place until he
can procure "such warrant,'' he may then proceed on complaint to obtain a
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warrant under R. S., c. 27, § 40, and seize the liquors niinc pro tune and
make his return thereon that the liquors were seized on such warrant.
When an officer has thus taken liquors without a warrant, his complaint for a
warrant may allege, that the liquors were unlawfully kept and deposited in
· the place when and where he found them and that they were then and there
intended for sale within this State in violation of law.
On the warrant thus issued the person so keeping the liquors and intending to
unlawfully sell the same, may, if it be so alleged, be arrested.

ON exceptions from the superior court.
(Complaint.)

"State of Maine. Cumberland, ss. To the recorder (the
judge being absent from the court room,) of our municipal
court, for the city of Portland, county of Cumberland.
Benjamin Gribbin of Portland, in said county, competent to be
a witness in civil suits,- on the first day of July, A. D. 1885, in
behalf of said State, on oath complains that he believes that on
the first day of July in said year, at said Portland, intoxicating
liquors were kept and deposited by James Dunphy and Kate
Dunphy of Portland, in said county, in a certain yard, said yard
being on the easterly side of Green street, in said Portland, and
is the first yard northerly from building numbered one hundred
and thirty-nine and one hundred and forty-one on said street,
said James and Kate Dunphy not being then and there authorized by law to sell said liquors within said State, and that said
liquors then and there were intended for sale in this State by
said James and Kate Dunphy in violation of law, against the
peace of the State and contrary to the statute in such case made
and provided.
''And the said Benjamin Gribbin, on oath, further complains
that he the said Gribbin at Portland, on the first day of July,
A. D. l885, being then and there an· officer, to wit, a deputy
sheriff within and for said county, duly qualified and authorized
by law to seize intoxicating liquors kept and deposited for
unlawful sale and the vessels containing them, by virtue of a
warrant therefor, issued in conformity with the provisions of
law, did find upon the above described premises, one jug
containing about two gallons of rum, one copper boiler containing about one half pint of rum, intoxicating liquors as aforesaid,
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and vessels containing the same, then and there kept, deposited
and intended for unlawful sale as aforesaid, within the State by
said James and Kate Dunphy, and did then and there by virtue
of this authority as a deputy sheriff as aforesaid, seize the above
described intoxicating liquors and the vessels containing the
same, to be kept in some safe place for a reasonable time, and
hath since kept and does still keep the said liquors and vessels
to procure a warrant to seize the same.
"

George M. Seiders, county attorney, for the State, cited:
68 Maine, 418 ; 63 Maine, 223.
Edward M. Rand, for defendant.
The complaint in this case, commonly known as a search
and seiz.ure process, is drawn under either § 40 ·or § 39, R. S.,
Maine, or under both.
Section 40 provides that " If any person competent .
makes sworn complaint before any judge . . that he believes
that intoxicating liquors are unlawfully kept or deposited .
by any person, and that the same are intended for sale within
the State in violation of law, such magistrate shall issue his
warrant, directed to uny officer . . commanding him to
search the premises described . . and if said liquors are
there found, to seize the same.
. The name of the person
so keeping said liquors,
. if known,
. shall be stated
in such complaint, and the officer shall ·be commanded by said
warrant .
to arrest him
"
'' The search and seizure statutes are aimed against a present,
and not the past possession of liquors. The person is liable,
who at the date of the complaint, has liquors, and not the.person
who before that time has had them in his possession with intent
to sell." State v. John Howley, app. 65 Maine, 100.
Section 39 provides that "Intoxicating liquors kept and
deposited in the State, intended for unlawful sale . . are
forfeited.
. And in a1l cases where an officer may seize
intoxicating liquors . . upon a warrant, he may seize the
same without a warrant, and ~eep them in some safe place for a
reasonable time until he .can procure such warrant."
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Such warrant ! What warrant? Why, a warrant to seize the
liquors-that is the the only warrant authorized by this section.
It gives no right to search, and no right to arrest, but merely
declares a forfeiture and authorizes a seizure.
VIRGIN, J.
The defendant moves to arrest a judgment
against him under a search and seizure complaint, and warrant,
for the alleged reason that the complaint is defective and that
at most the arrest of him on the warrant was illegal. We do
not think so.
Following the order adopted in R. S., c. 27, § § 30 to 37
inclusive, of first prohibiting the various m_odes, therein
described, of selling intoxicating liquors, and then fixing the
respective penalties for a violation thereof, the statute then
takes up the matter of the liquors themselves. Accordingly §
38 prohibits the depositing or having them in one's possession with
intent that they shall be sold in this State. Section 39 declares
them and their vessels forfeited to the town where kept when
seized ; and authorizes an officer whenever be could seize them
with a warrant, to do it without one and hold them in some safe
place, '' for a reasonable time, until he can procure such
warrant." Experience suggested the necessity of this provision,
for not infrequently liquors liable to seizure and seen by an
officer who did not then have a warrant, were not readily found
after a complaint and warrant had been made and obtained.
Hence to meet this emergency this provision was enacted to
allow an officer, as in analogous cases, by virtue of his official
capacity, to act at once, by taking the liquors into his possession
and keeping them until he could procure a warrant for their
seizure, provided he obtained one within a "reasonable time"
which, in the absence of any good reason for a longer delay,
should not exceed twenty-four hours. ·weston v. Carr, 71
Maine, 356.
After the officer has taken possession of the liquors and their
vessels and put them in a safe place, he can do nothing more
,with them until he procures " such warrant" as is mentioned in
the last line of this .section, which is a warrant on which the
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officer might search for and seize the liquors in the place where
he found them.
Then § 40 points the mode of making a complaint and
obtaining a warrant on which to search for and seize liquors-or
in other words "such warrant." State v. Grames, 68 Maine,
418, 421. And as this is the only provision under which a
warrant can be obtained to search and seize liquors in a place,
he must proceed thereunder, within the time mentioned; obtain
a warrant and seize the liquors thereon, the same as when having
arrested a thief in the act of committing a larceny, he subsequently to securing possession of the offender obtains a warrant
and arrests and holds him under that, and so returns on it.
In making a complaint for a warrant to search a place for
liquors before the search is made, the allegations must be made
in the present tense, to wit: that they" are unlawfully kept and
and deposited" and that they '' are intended for sale within the
State in violation of law," the statute form using both forms
'' were and still are," for in such cases the provisions are '' aimed
against a present and not a past possession of liquors." State v.
Howley, 65 Maine, 100, 102. But when an officer has taken
them into his possession for_ safe keeping without a warrant and
then proceeds, in the only mode known to the statute, to make the
necessary complaint to procure a warrant, the allegations must
be changed to the past tense-that they were unlawfully kept
and deposited in the place when and where the officer found
them when he took them and that they were then and there
intended for sale within this State in violation of law; for after
being taken by the officer even for safe keeping only, it could
no longer be consistently alleged that they still " are kept" and
"are intended for unlawful sale."
When the warrant is thus obtained with the proper a1legations
in the complaint, the liquors are taken thereupon and due
proceedings had thereunder. Thus in the case already cited,
in construing what is now § 39, PETERS, J., said: "By that
provision, an officer may seize liquors without a warrant; but in
such a case he must keep them until a warrant can be obtained;
so that, when a warrant is procured, the officer can take the
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liquors thereupon.
The warrant is . used nunc pro tune."
State v. Howley, supra. The same view 1s recognized in
Weston v. Cm-r, supra.
And when the name of the person so keeping said liquors is
stated in the complaint, the officer shall be commanded hy the
,varrant to arrest him. R. S., c. 27, § 40.
The officer's return therefore is correct, that he seized the
liquors mentioned in the complaint ~~ by virtue of the warrant."
State v. McCajferty, 63 Maine, 223.
The complaint also properly sets out the essential facts of the
officer's primary taking the liquors "by virtue of his authority of
a duly qualified deputy sheriff," and not by virtue of a warrant
and of his keeping them until on the same day he applied for a
warrant.

Exceptions overruled.
PETERS,

C. J.,

V\TALTON, LIBBEY, EMERY

nncl

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.
ADRIANNA SWEAT

vs.
PISCATAQUIS MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

Piscataquis.

Opinion February 12, 1887.

Fire insurance.

.1."l:fisrepresentation of title.

An npplic:.mt for insurance against fire stated that the property was unincumbered, when in fact, there was a mortgage on it. Hel(l, that the materiality
of the misrepresentation was a question for the jury.

ON exceptions.
Assumpsit upon a policy of fire insurance for four hundred
nnd fifty dollars.

Cmsby and Crosby, for plaintiff.
The instruction was conect. 8t1'ong v. ilfanufacturers' Ins.
Co. 10 Pick. 40; see also Thayer v. Providence Ins. Co. 70
Maine, 531; Brown v. E. & N. A. Ry. Co. 58 Maine, 389.
Hem·y Hudson and C. A. Everett, for defendant.
Prior to Stat. 1861, c. 34, § 2, it had been repeatedly held
that misrepresentation as to title was material and avoided the
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policy. Bellatty v. Thomaston M. F. Ins. Go. 61 Maine, 416;
Day v. Uharte1' Oak F. & M. Ins. Oo. 51 M:tine, 99; Merrill
v. Farmers' and 1.lfechanics' jJJut. F. Im;. Go. 48 Maine, 286 ;
Gould v. Yo1·k County Mut. F. Ins. Oo. 4 7 Maine, 408 ;
Richardson v. Maine Ins. Uo. 46 Maine, 398.
Whether the representation is material is a question of fact for
the jury. Bellatty v. Thomaston M. F. Ins. Go. supra.
The plaintiff is bound hy the statements made in her application. Barrett v. Union Mut. F. Ins. Uo. 7 Cush. 179; Oakes
v. Manufacturers' Ins. Uo. 135 Mass. 250.
WALTON, J. Whether an erroneous description or misrepresentation of title in an application for insurance is or is not
material, is a question of fact for the jury and not a question of
law for the court. In this case, the plaintiff, in her application
for insurance, stated that the property was unincumbered, when
in fact, there was a mortgage upon it. The presiding judge
instructed the jury that this misrepresentation was not material.
This wa.s error. The materiality of the misrepresentation should
have been submitted to the jury. R. S., c. 49, § 20; Bellatty
v. Ins. Uo. 61 Maine, 414 . .

Exceptions sustained.
trial granted.

New

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, EMERY, FOSTER and HASKELL,

JJ., concurred.

SAMUEL

s.

Penobscot.

DAVIS vs. JAMES F. MALONEY.
Opinion February 14, 1887.

Attachment. Officer's receipt. Seizure on execution. Trespass.
The creditor who directs an officer to take an accountable receipt for property
attached, thereby elects to rely upon the receipt, rather than on any obligation of the officer to keep the property safely; and upon gaining possession
of the receipt, he may assert it as an equitable assignee thereof, without
demand on the attaching officer for the property.
An officer not holding the receipt can not legally demand the property
attached from the receiptor, so as to subject the property to the lien imposed
by the original attachment.
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Trespass may be maintained against such an· officer who takes such property
on execution, if it is property not liable to seizure on execution.

ON report.

The opinion states the case and material facts.

Jasper Hutchings, for the plaintiff, cited: Gilmore v. McNeil,
45 Maine, 599 ; Hinckley v. Bridgham, 46 Maine, 450; Stanley
v. Drinkwater, 43 Mnine, 468; Waterhouse v. Bird, 37
Maine, 326; 14 Maine, 312; Wentworth v. Sawyer, 76 Maine,
434.
H. L. Mitchell, for defendant.
At the· time of the original attachment upon the writ, March
21st, 1884~ the plaintiff in this suit was present, and if he
claimed that any portion of the books were exempted property,
then in order to have them left unattached, he was bound to
set apart such portion, notify the officer in order to justify him
in leaving the books so claimed as exempt. The plaintiff failed
to do so and the officer was bound to attach all of the books that
were confused with the whole lot of books that were attached.
Smith v. Chadwick, 51 Maine, 515; Clapp v. Tlwnias, 5 Allen,
158; Nash v. Farrington, ·4 Allen, 157.
The question presented in Dow v. Cheney, 103 Mass. 181, is
very much like the que-,tion presented to this court in this case
now under consideration. Thut is, that portion of this case that
relates to the confusion of all the books.
In the opinion of the court, in Twitchell v. Shaw, 64 Mass. 46,
( 10 Cush.) the court say : '' But the officer was not bound to
investigate the genuineness or sufficiency of the receipt; he held
an execution from a court of competent jurisdiction, and that
was a legal justification to him for taking and selling the present
plaintiff's property. No action, therefore, either of trespass or
case, can be maintained against him by the present plaintiff."
And cites the case, Wilmm·(h v. Burt, 7 Met. 257.
In delivering the opinion of the court, in Wilton M'j'g Go.
v. Butler, 34 .Maine, 440, Judge TENNEY says: "No obligation
rests Upon a ministerial officer to look beyond a precept in his
hands, as sufficient legal warrant to its commands, and it would
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he absurd to hold him accountable for any error in the judicial
proceedings of the court which awarded it."
~~ If the debtor, who has a larger quantity of any kind of
provisions than the law exempts from attachment, set8 apart no
portion thereof for the use of himself and family before it is
about to be attached, and makes no claim to any portion of it,
when the officer is about to attach the whole, he can not maintain
an action against the officer who takes the whole." Clapp v.
Thmnas, 87 Mass. 158; Sm,ith v. Gltadwick, 51 Maine, 515;
Gapp v. Williarns, 135 Mass. 401, and caseR cited on page 405.
Chief Justice PETERS, in the opinion of the court in the case,
Shepherd v. Hall, 77 Maine, 571, says: ~:The receiptor is
under no obligation to the creditor. His agreement is not with
him. There is no privity between them. The officer is responsible to the creditor whether the receiptor is liable to him or not.
The receipt is for the officer's protection, not for the creditor's.''
Also see case, Hap,qood v. Hill, 20 Maine, 372.
I submit that the case Gilrnor·e v. McNeil, 45 Maine, 599,
is not a rule to govern this case now before the court, for in that
case the officer who made the demand ,vas the same officer who
made the original attachment.
HASKELL, J.
Trespass ngainst an officer for an unlawful
~eizure of books on execution against the plaintiff.
A deputy sheriff, out of office when the seizure was made, had
attached certain books and book cases on a writ against the
plaintiff, and by direction of the creditor, had taken the plaintiff's
accountable receipt therefor, with sureties approved by the
creditor, and thereupon had surrendered the property attached
to the plaintiff, the debtor.
The receipt stipulated that the debtor should return the
property attached to the officer, or to his 1:,uceessor in office, or
to any person authorized to receive the same on demand. By
directing the officer to take the receipt, the creditor elected to
rely upon it, rather than upon any obligation of the officer to
keep the property safely; and upon gaining possession of it,
might a8sert it as equitable assignee thereof, and no demand
upon the attaching officer would be required. Shepherd v.
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lla,ll, 77 Maine, 569. But this she did not do. The receipt
was allowed to remain with the attaehing officer, to whom the
debtor engaged to be accountable; and the crnditor, having
procured a special judgment and execution against the property
attached, the debtor meanwhile having been discharged as an
insolvent debtor, cnused another officer, not holding the receipt,
to demand the property attached, that he might seize it on the
execution. This officer could make no legal demand for the
property, hccause he did not hold the receipt. Gilrnore v.
J.1fc_1_Veil, 45 .Maine, 5!J9; Hinckley v. IJ1·idgltmn, 46 ::\Jaine, 450.
:Nor did he pretend to demand the property hy virtue of the
receipt, but rather required the debtor to produce certain property
that he was not compelled to produce, that it might he taken on
the execution.
True, the debtor, supposing the officer authorized to demand
the property by virtue of the receipt, produced it, nnd demanded
his receipt, which being refused him, he forbade the officer from
taking away a part of the property that he had producc<l, viz.,
the books; hut the offieer, in <fo,regard of the debtor's protest,
took all the property produced and sold it on the execution.
By the terms of his execution, he could only take property upon
which the attachment created a lien that he might perfect the
same, and he could only do this by gaining possession of the
property by demand upon the receipt, so that the seizure made
hy him on the execution was not a continuation of and pel'fection
of nny lien created by the attachment, hnt was an independent
seizure of property that had either pas:-:ed to the debtor's
assignee in insolvency, or was exempt from seizure upon
execution; and as the debtor had 1awful pnssession of the
property that he forbade the officer to take, whether it hclongod
to him, or to his assignee in insoh'oncy, is immaterial, and he
should recover the value of the same.
Dejenclwit d(fcrn lted /01· $16 5, 1-titlt
i11terestji·om Decemba 3, 1885.
PETEltt,,

c. J., ,vALTOX,

DANFOltTH,

E:uE!:Y and

FOSTER,

JJ., concurred.
VOL.
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ALBI<JH.T

D.

WmTE

Oxford.

vs.

GILMAN

L.

BLAKE

and others.

Opinion February 14, 1887.

Sherztf. Bond of deputy. Liability of deputy to sheriff. Bankruptcy of deputy.
Although a judgment recovered against a sheriff for the default of his deputy
has been settled by the deputy, still, if the sheriff is afterwards sued on the
judgment, it is the duty of the deputy to indemnify him against the expenses
incurred in defending the snit, and his refusal to do so will be a breach of
his official bond, for which an action will lie against him and his sureties ;
and the discharge of the deputy in bankruptcy will be no defense to an
action for a breach of the bond which has occurred subsequent to the
di:-charge.

ON report.

Scire facias by a sheriff.
The material facts are stated in the opinion.
CJ-eorge D. Bit:1bee and Oscar H. Hersey, for the plaintiff,
cited: 74 Maine, 494; 37 Maine, 302.

R. A. Frye and A. E. Herrick, for defendants.
Mr. Blake's discharge in bankruptcy operated as a discharge
of the plaintiff's claim, if any he ever had. Grover v. Clinton,
8 B. R. 312; 11larif. Co. v. Bm·nes, 49 N. H. 312; Bump on
Bankruptcy, 7 Ed. 639.
,vhen the plaintiff, as defendant, in action Davis v. JVhite,
on the judgment sued, pleaded payment and satisfaction of said
judgment by Blake, and the court so found and gave judgment
for the plaintiff, then defendant, in said action, the plaintiff is
estopped to deny that Blake did not pay the judgment as it was
agreed between the plaintiff and Blake. Foss v. Stewart, 14
Maine, 312; Big. on Estoppel, 512.
Sureties are by rules of law regarded with favor, which has
been formulated into the maxim that the liability of sureties is
strictissimi Juris .
. They are bound so far only, as they distinctly, by -contract,
bind themselves; their liability is not to be extended by construction. Hence, when the plaintiff entered into the arrange-
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ment with Blake that Blake should settle the execution, Davis:
v. White, then White released and waived his claim upon the·
sureties, because the sureties were not parties to the new
contract, between Blake and White, the plaintiff. U. S. v.
Oorwine, 4 Myers, Fed. Dec.§§ 736-7; U.S. v. DeVisser,
10 Fed. Reptr. 642; Brown v. Mosely, 19 Miss. 354; Schloss·
v. White, 16 Cal. 65; Andrews v. Marrett, 58 Maine, 539.
The neglect of Blake to see that the satisfaction of said
judgment was endorsed upon the execution, was not among. the
official duties which the sureties agree to indemnify the plaintiff·
against, to wit, the doings, wrong doings or neglect of Blake,
in the execution of the office of deputy sheriff. And the plaintiff'
has no claim in sci. fac. upon Blake or his sureties, for any
costs, damage or expense, arising from his defence of the action1
on the judgment, Davis v. White. Kend1·ick v. Smith, 31
Maine, 162; Srnith v. Berry, 37 Maine, 303; Junkins v.
Lemonds, 29 Ind. 294; McDonald v. Atkins, 13 Neb. 568 ;:
Wilson v. State, 13 Ind. 341; U. S. v. Boecker, 21 Wall. 652 ;.
Tobey v. Leona'rd, 13 Mass. 200.
The agreement of Blake with the plaintiff to settle the·
execution Davi8 v. TVhite, can not be com,idered an official duty
or act within the scope of the conditions of his official bond, for·
which the sureties are liable. Goverrw1· v. Pertine, 23 Ala •.
808; Dean v. Governor, 13 Ala. 536; Murfree on Bonds,,
§ 723; Gwinn v. Buchanan, 4 How. 1.
To illustrate further our position, we cite, U. S. v. Adams;.
L. R. Vol. 19, No. 5, p. 882.
The sureties of a sheriff are not liable upon his official bond\.
for a deposit of money, made in lieu of bail. State v. Long,.
8 Ind. 415.
The defendants having plead performance, and no official!
neglect being proved by the plaintiff on whom is the burden,
judgment must be for defendants. 1lfachiasport v. Sniall, 77
Maine, 109.

J.

This is an action on a deputy sheriff's bond.
The plaintiff (White) was formerly sheriff of Oxford county,
WALTON,
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:and one of the defendants (Blake) was his deputy. Blake
.attached some personal property on a writ, but neglected to keep
it, and the attachment was lost. For this neglect the creditor
sued the sheriff. Blake assumed the defense of the action and
informed the sheriff that he had arranged with the attorney of
the creditor for a settlement of the judgment. He said that the
attorney had agreed to offset the judgment against an equal
amount due from the attorney to him for services. But the
·execution was not disch~u·ged, and sixteen years afterwards the
sheriff was sued on the judgment. The deputy was notified to
defend the action, but declined to do so. Thereupon the sheriff
undertook the defense of it, and with the aid of Blake's testimony
and in view of the long delay which had been allowed to elapse
without an effort to enforce the judgment, succeeded in satisfying
the court that the judgment had been settled in the manner
stated. The defense, therefore, was successful. But in making
it, the sheriff spent considerable time and incurred considerable
expense, and he claims that it was the duty of the deputy to
indemni(y him, and that his refusal to do so was a breach of his
bond.
We think the sheriff is right. A deputy sheriff's bond is very
sweeping in its terms. It secures to the sheriff a fu 11 and
complete indemnity against all suits whatsoever having their
origin in the defaults ofhiR deputy. It is immaterial whether it
is a first suit or a second suit, a suit founded directly on the
default itself or a suit on a judgment recovered for such a
default. If its origin is a default of the deputy, as deputy, the
sheriff's right to indemnity is full and complete. Nor is it
necessary that the suit against the sheriff should be successful.
His right to indemnity does not depend upon the success of the
suit. There may he numerous instances, says the court in
Sn,,ith v. Berry, 37 Maine, 298, where the sheriff may be called·
upon in a suit for an alleged default of his deputy, and such
adion may fail as having no valid foundation in law or fact, and
yet he may have a perfect claim upon the deputy and his
sureties fo1· his expenses in the defense of the action.
In defense of the deputy (Blake) u plea of bankruptcy is
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interposed. To this it is replied that this cause of action accrued
subsequent to the bankruptcy. We think the plaintiff is right
on this branch of the case. His right to indemnity did not
ac~rue till he had been sued and the suit had terminated. Till
then the amount required to indemnify and save him harmless
could not be known, and the deputy could not be in fault for
not paying it. But when the suit against the sheriff had
terminated, and the expenses incurred by him in defending it
had been ascertained, and the deputy had been notified of this
amount, and the required indemnity was refused by him, then,
and not till then, was there a breach of his official bond, and
then, and not till then, did this present cause of action accrue;
and that was long after the bankruptcy of Blake, and after he
had obtained his certificate of discharge ; and of course his
prior bankruptcy is no defense to this subsequent cause of action.
J uclgment having already been entered for the penal sum
named in the bond for a prior breach of its condition, nothing
remains to be done in this suit but to order an execution to
issue for the amount of the plaintiff's damages and costs. ~ee
White v. Blake, 74 Maine, 489.

Execution to issue in favor of the plaintflf
for dama,qes assessed at $142.38 and
inte1'est thereon frorn date of writ, and
the costs of this suit.
PETERS,

C. J.,

VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.

STATE OF MAINE

vs.

SAME

·washington.

DEVERAUX

vs.

N.

FENLASON.

SAME.

Opinion February 17, 1887.

Indictment. Perjury. Allegation of time.
An indictment for perjury does not set forth with sufficient particularity the·
time when the offence was committed when the only allegation in reference
to time is stated to be "heretofore, to wit: At the Supreme Judicial Court.
begun and holden at Machias, within and for the county of Washington,.
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aforesaid, on the first Tuesday of ,January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundrt>d and eighty-six."

ON report.

Two indictments for perjury. The defendant claimed that
they were invalid and insufficient on the ground that no definite
time is alleged on which the crime was committed. The
pr~siding justice was of the opinion that there was great doubt
as to the sufficiency of the indictments in that respect, and, on
his suggestion, the cases were reported by him to the law court,
the county attorney and defendant agreeing thereto. '' If the
indictments are good, the cases are to be sent back for trial ; if
had, they are to be quashed and the defendant discharged."

Edward E. Livennore, county attorney, for the state.
George M. Hanson and Edgar Whidden, for the defendant,
cite(l: Archibald, Cr. Pl. § § 37, 38 (10th ed.); Whart. Cr.
Ev. § 103, a; 2 Whart. Cr. L. § 1314 ( 8th ed.); Whart. Cr.
Pl. & Pr. § 135 (8th ed.) ; State v. Oorson, 59 Maine, 141;
R. S., c. 122, § 4; State v. Hansory,, 39 Maine, 337; State v.
Day, 74 Maine, 220; State v. Baker, 34 Maine, 52.
J. It is unnecessary to reiterate the well established
rule in criminal pleadings which has so often been the subject of
judicial decision, that the day upon which the state claims that
the offence was committed should be stated in the indictment
with certainty and precision. State v. Day, 74 Maine, 221.
No indictment can be sustained which fails to set forth with
precision some particular day as the time when the offence
charged against the accused was committed, although it is not
essential that the offence charged be proved to have been committed on the day alleged, except in cases where time is
material, or nn essential element in the constitution of the
offence. State v. Hanson, 39 Maine, 340; State v. Baker, 34
Maine, 52; State v. Thurstin, 35 Maine, 206; Oommonwealtli
·v. Adams, l Gray, 483; 1 Bish. Crim. Proc.§§ 237,251.
The rule should be complied with. It must not be left to
:inference or conjecture. A departure from the well settled
FOSTER,
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doctrine of the necessity of certainty and precision in the
a1legations as to time and place in criminal pleadings, would be
dnngerous in the extreme. However severe and unnecessarily
strict these rules may sometimes appear, they have been too
long established for their propriety to be questioned, or the
necessity of the reason for their establishment to be stated.
While these rules are recognized by all the authorities, and
are being constantly sustained by judicial decisions, the question
that has most frequently arisen has been in reference to the
observance of these rules, and whether certain averments have
fulfilled their requirement.
In the cases now before us, the indictments contain no sufficient
averment of the time when the offence of perjury is alleged to
have been committed. No particular day is set forth. All that
could reasonably be understood in relation to time is, that it was
during the particular term of court named in the indictments.
The only allegation in relation to time is that it was '' heretofore,
to wit: At the Supreme Judicial Court begun and holden at
Machias, within and for the county of Washington aforesaid,
on the first Tuesday of ,January~ in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, by Charles Danforth,"
etc. That the time referred to relates particularly to the session
of the court is apparent, not only from the language used, but
:ilso from the fact that the indefinite statement of time contained
first in the term '~ heretofore," is immediately thereafter particularized under the videlicet-" to wit: At the Supreme Judicial
Court begun," etc.
In State v. Hanson, supra, this court held that designating
the term of the court at which the offence happened was not a
sufficient avermcnt of the time required to he stated in an
indictment for perjury. Such indictment could not be sustained
as giving the accused sufficient notice of the "nature and cause
of the accusation against him" required by the constitution.
Although the legislature has seen fit in some particular:::; to
simplify the common law requisites in indictments fen· pe1:jury,
which formerly required great care und nicety of statement, and
to reduce the essential averments to the smallest possible
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compass consistent with constitutional requirements, yet, even
according to the fcirm prescribed by statute, the distinct
allegations of time and place are among the requisites of the
several particulars which go to make up the offence. R. S .• c.
122, § 4; State v. Corson, 59 Maine, 141. The defendant is
entitled to a more definite allegation of time than that contained
in these indictments. In accordance with the terms of the
report the entry must be,
Indictments quashed.
PETERS, C. J.,
JJ., concurred.

WALTON, DANFORTH, El\rnRY

STATE OF .MAINE

·washington.

vs.

JOHN

\V1unm

and

HASKELL,

DAY.

Opinion February 17, 188 7.

Arson.

Threats. Evidence. Practice. E:rpression of opinion by presidinq
justice. Juror. R. S., c. 82, § 83. R. S., c. 106, § § 2, 3.
It is not necessary that the accused should be previously shown to be connected with the crime, for which he is on trial, to render his threats in
relation to the commission of such crime admissible in evidence. Such
evidence is admissible at any stage of the government's case.
The statute (R. S., c. 82, § 83) forbidding the expression of an opinion by the
presiding justice upon an issue of' fact does not prohibit him from calling
the attention of' the jnry to such issue, thereby enabling them to apply the
rules of law to the controverted questions inv9lved.
:Facts about which there is no dispute may be stated to the jury a8 prove<l
or admitted, or about which there is no contention, without any infringement
of the statute prohibition.
Although by R. S., c. lOG~ § § 2, 3, a j nryman above the nge of seventy years
is not obliged to sit upon a jury in the triul of a cause, still it' he wnives
that exemption and does sit, the parties have no ground of complaint.

ON exceptions.
Indictment for arson. The opinion sufficiently states the
material facts.
The following is that portion of the charge of the presiding
justice referred to in the opinion ; the particular portions
excepted to are included in brackets and numbered to correspond
with the numbers used in the opinion :
'' \Ve can not always account for a man's conduct by what we
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would do ourselves. An honest man cannot comprehend any
renson why any man should commit a crime. He knows that
crirnes are committed, because we have evidence before us constantly; our courts arc full of them, so that a man may commit
a very great folly. A crime is said to be more than folly. It is
one of the unaccountable things that human nature wil1 do.
When a crime is committed, you nre to look at the circumstances ;
when a statement is made, you are to look at the circumstances
under which it was made. vVhen you examine into human
nature, with regard to that, you will find that the better instincts
rebel against keeping a secret of that kind. They are very apt,
perhaps, to resort to some confession, throwing it out without
thinking of the folly there was in it; but of course so far as that
is concerned, you will judge.
'l (2) There is another thing in connection with that. ·what
are the probabilities? If he was disposed to make a revelation
of that kind, if he felt like it, to whom would he be likely to
make it? vVoukl he select a stranger, some one who knew
nothing about it, or had no sympathy with him, to make it to,
or would he take one with whom he was associating, had been
associating, who had some sympathy with him?]
"Now, there has been a good deal of evidence introduced here,
upon the one side and the other, not only in regard to threats,
but in regard to combinations which existed in the town of
vYesTey in opposition to other laws. Now, whether there is any
violation of law in regard to killing deer, I do not think is of any
consequence here. Whether the game wardens, there or elsewhere, did their duty or more than their duty or less than their.
duty, is of no consequence as hearing upon the crime itself.
One crime does not justify another.
"But, if there was such a state of things existing there as it is
claimed on the one side that there was and on the other side that
there was not, it might hnve a hearing upon the probability of
his making the statement. [ ( 3) You ha Ye heard the evidence.
Whether the witness was one of those associating with the
persons who were opposed to the game warden, opposed to the
execution of the law, us it bears upon the question of whether
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the party committing a crime of this kind would be likely to
make such a statement to him. If so, if you find such to be the
case, there is some probability that he might have done it. J
Now, you have heard the evidence, upon the one side and the
other. If he did not make the statement, it should not bear
against him. If he did make it, you will give it the weight to
which it is entitled. You will weigh the evidence. You have
seen the witnesses upon the stand."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

''Now, another matter to which he has resorted is what is
called an alibi in law; that means, that at the time when the
crime was committed he was somewhere else. Now, if he was
somewhere else, away, too far off to give any aid or assistance,
so that he could not have committed it, that would be a good
defense. [ ( 4 )- If he was near enough to render any assistance,
to give any alarm, to give protection to those who were doing
it, if such were the facts, then he would be near enough to be a
guilty party himself,] but if he was away from there where he
could not render any assistance, then he could not have done it.
"Now, the question comes up as to the truth of the allegation,
how far it is true. In the first place, you are to ascertain
whether the evidence relied . upon covers the ground so that he
could not consistently with its truth have been present. [ ( 5)
It is true that the witnesses have testified in great detail. It
must have been very carefully prepared. J They seem apparently
to leave no opportunity for him to be there. As to the precise
time the fire did take place, I do not know that we have any
testimony. You will remember how that is for yourselves."

Edward E. Livermore, county attorney, for the state, cited:
Whart. Crim. Ev. § 756 (8th ed.); State v. Reed, 62 Maine,
129; State v. Benner, 64 Maine, 267; 1WcLellan v. Wheeler,
70 Maine, 287; State v. Srnith, 65 Maine, 257; Lord v.
Kennebunkport, 61 Maine, 462 ; Soule v. Winslow, 66 Maine,
447; Hunter v. Heath, 67 Maine, 507; State v. Forshner, 43
N. H. 89; Fellows' case, 5 Maine, 333; State v. Quimby, 51
Maine, 395; State v. l¼·ight, 53 Maine, 328.
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Jolin F. Lynch, for defendant.
The law scrupulously guards the rights of the accused. The
legislature in its wisdom has expressed its desire for the
protection of parties in courts by prohibiting judges from
expressing an opinion upon issues of fact arising in a case.
R. S., c. 82, § 83.
Evidence of threats was introduced and admitted by the court
against the objections of the defendants, to prove guilt. Wharton,
in his work of Criminal Law, Vol. 1, p. 728, says: "Perhaps
the sound view of this species of evidence is that while it ought
not to be received to establish the fact of guilt, it is proper to
indicate the grade of the offence."
The foreman of the jury was seventy-four years old, and
absolutely disqualified to serve as a juryman. R. S., c. 106,
§ 2.
FosTER, J. Several exceptions have been alleged to the
rulings and instructions of the justice presiding at the trial
of the respondent, who was convicted of the crime of arson.
Some of these exceptions have been waived and are not
insisted upon. Of those remaining it would hardly seem
necessary to speak in detail, inasmuch as they may be reduced
to two classes -those relating to the introduction of evidence,
and to the charge of the presiding justice.
I. The first objection that is pressed upon the attention of
the court is in relation to the introduction in evidence of what
has been termed the '' Shacker Boys'" song. The exceptions of
themselves afford the court no light as to the nature of this
composition ; and if we were to pass upon this objection as
presented in the bill of exceptions, there would be no grounds
upon which it could be sustained. However, the counsel having
treated the question as though it were before us, and being
furnished with a copy of the evidence objected to, upon
inspection, we are satisfied there is no foundation for the
objection, even when viewed in reference to its merits.
The evidence in the case, corroborated by the admission of
the prisoner upon the witness stand, shows that the song was in
the handwritrng of the respondent, and was in part, if not
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wholly, his own composition. The statements contained in it
were material, taken in connection with the other evidence in
the case, tending to show a combination against the game
wardens, and manifesting a spirit of hostility to them. It was
admissible like any statement, either oral or in writing, made by
the prisoner in reference to the suhject matter under investigation.
II. The next objection relates to the introduction of threats
by the respondent before proof was offered to connect him with
the crime.
·while it is true that the commission of the offence charged
must necessarily be the fc;undation of every criminal prosecution,
yet it by no means follows that it is necessary that the accused
party should he previously shown to he connected with the
crime in order to render his threats in relation to the commission
of such crime admissible. The order in which they are received
is not material. They are admissible at any stage of the
government's case. Such evidence, when connected with the
subject of investigation, is admissible, because from it, in connection with other circumstances, and on proof of the corpus
delicti:, guilt may be logically inferred.
III. The third exception recites five extracts from the
judge's charge, of which the respondent complains as being in
contravention of e. 212, Laws of 187 4 (R. S., c. 82, § 83).
Of these, only the second, third and fifth, are insisted upon as
containing expressions of opinion upon b,sues of fact ari::,ing in
the case.
Upon a careful examinntion, we do not think thnt either one of
them is open to the objection urged by the respondent.
While the statute in question forbids the expression of an opinion
by the presiding justice upon issues of fact, it has never been
and never should be held to go to the extent of prohibiting the
presiding judge from calling the attention of the jury to those
issues, thereby enabling them intelligently to apply the rules of
law to the controverted questions involved. This is certainly
an important duty devolving upon the court in the proper
administration of justice, and one which the legislature never
intended to prohibit. The prohibition relates to the expression
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of an opinion upon an issue of fact arising in the case. Facts
about which there is no dispute, and concerning which there is
no issue, may properly be culled to the attention of the jury in
the discretion of the presiding justice. They may be stated to
the jury as proved or admitted, or about which there is no
contention, without any infringement of the statute prohibition.
Such is the decision of this court in J.1fcLellan v. Wheeler, 70
Maine, 287. In that case the court say that inferences from
such matters may be potent in disposing of the controverted
questions; yet the statement by the judge of the matters proved
and not controverted ( or expressly admitte<l), is not an expression
of opinion upon an issue of fact, however strong the inference
therefrom may he."
N~r does it follow that there is an expres:-;ion of opinion upon
any issue of fact merely because the presiding justice may see
fit to call the jury's attention to certain questions of fact by way
of interrogatories addressed to them upon matters important for
their consideration in arriving at a correct conclusion upon the
main question. A statute like this, if it is to be held as not
trenching upon the prerngative of the court, must be strictly
construed.
Viewed in the light of these principles, the extracts from the
charge of the preHiding justice, upon which the respondenVs
exceptions are based, are not in contravention of the statute
prohibition.
That the correctness of a charge is not to be determined from
mere isc>lated statements extracted from it without reference to
their connection with what precedes, as well as that which
follows, is illustrated when we examine the third and fifth
paragraphs. In the closing sentence of the third paragraph
the presiding judge observed : '' If so, if you find such to be the
case, there is some probability that he might have done it."
From an examination of the charge which is before us, it
appears that the court was calling the attention of the jury to
the question whether the respondent had made a certain statement
or not, and not to the commission of the crime. The facts were
left to the jury to determine, and only such inferences as might
11
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legitimately follow, provided a certain state of facts were found
by them, were stated by the court to aid the jury in coming to
a conclusion whether or not such statement was made. In this
there is no such indication or expression of opinion upon an
issue of fact as the statute contemplates to render exceptions
available.
IV. From the argument of counsel as well as from an
examination of the case and the judge's charge, it appears that
one of the grounds of defence relied up~n at the trial was that
of an '.llibi. In the course of the charge the presiding judge
remarked: "It is true that the witnesses have testified in great
detail. • It must have been very carefully prepared." Exception
is taken. to this remark, also, as being the expression of an
opinion upon an issue of fact, and an infringement of the statute
prohibition. Were we to judge of this expression as found in
the bill of exceptions, standing, as it does, isolated from everything which precedes or follows, with no explanation as to what
it refers, it would be difficult to see how the respondent could
be prejudiced by it. From anything appearing in the exceptions
the remark may well apply to the witnesses for the defence, and
in support of the truthfulness of the alibi. The natural import
of the statement, if it is susceptible of any meaning without
resort to other portions of the charge in connection with it, is in
favor of the prisoner, and he could not be aggrieved thereby.
If any confirmation of this fact were necessary, it will be found
by an examination of the paragraph in the judge's charge, from
which this isolated fragment is taken.
V. The last exception relates to the decision of the court in
overruling the motion for a new trial claimed by the respondent
on the ground of disqualification of one of the jurors who sat in
the trial of the case.
It appeared that Rufus Fickett, the foreman of the jury, was
seventy-four years of age at the time he was drawn to serve as a
juror, although his age was not known to the prisoner or his
counsel till after the trial.
The statutes of this state, c. 106, § 2, provide that the board
of municipal officers, '' at least once in every three years, shall
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prepare a list of jurors, under the age of seventy years, qualified

to serve as jurors." In the section following, certain persons
therein designated are exempted from serving as jurors, and the
statute directs that their names shall not be placed on the lists.
This . statute has never been construed as disqualifying, but
simply as excusing the persons named. Thus constables have
always in this state been exempt from serving as jurors; but in
Fellows' Case, 5 Maine, 333, a constable was returned as juryman and the court held that he was competent, though not
compellable to serve.
Statutes similar to the one in question exist in many of the
states in this country as well as in England. But the general
doctrine applicable to these statutes is, that they do not disqualify, hut merely excuse the persons named. In accordance
with this doctrine, it has been held by this court that a postmaster of the United States, though exempt, was not disqualified
to serve as a juror. State v. Quimby, 51 Maine, 395. It has
also been held that exemption, not being a disqualification, is a
personal privilege of the person exempted, which he may waive;
and if he does so, parties have no ground of complaint. State
v. Wright, 53 Maine, 344; State v. Fors/mer·, 43 N. H. 89.
The language of the statute in reference to the age of jurors,
above referred to, and applicable to the case before us, is hardly
as strong in its disqualifying tendency as the language in section
three of the same statute, to which we have also referred, where
it is provided in express terms that the names of the persons
therein referred to i i shall not be placed on the lists." Yet the
decisions to which we have referred seem to place the matter
beyond question.
Exceptions overruled.
PETERS,

C. J.,

WALTON,

DANFORTH

concurred.
HASKELL,

J., concurred in the result.

and

EMERY,

JJ.,
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CouNTY CoMl\lISSIONEits OF PENOBSCOT CouNrY.

Penobscot.
lVct!fS.

Opinion February 18, 188 7.

Appeal from county commissioners.

Committee.

A committee appointed by the Sn pre me ,Judicial Court, on appeal from ,the
doings of the county commissioners, has only to determine and report
whether common convenience and necessity require that the doings of the
commissioners shall be affirmed, or revcr:,;ccl, in whole or in part.
Such committee is not to determine whether or not the doings of the commissioners have been legal.
A petition for a way, which names the termini and the general course of the
route sufficiently plain to answer all pl'actical purposes, is good.
If the location of a way conform substantially with the route described in the
petition, though neither end reaches to the terminus fixecl in the petition,
it is valid.

ON exceptions to the ruling of the court in accepting the
report of a majority of the committee appointecl hy the court on
an appeal from the decision of the county commissioners, as
reversing the judgment of the commissioner:-;.

Wilson and fVoodwanl, for the appellants.
The appeal opens to the consideration of the co111mittee the
whole question which was before the county commissioners.
Winslow v. Co. Omn.. 31 Maine, 444.
The whole question before the county commissioners wa::-i,
whether or not the way should be locate<l, as prayed for in the
petition. Iloclgllon v. Uo. Omn. 72 :Haine, 246.
The county commissioners can have juri::;<liction in a particular
case in which they are called upon to act, only by the existence
of those preliminary facts which confer it, and, of course, the
existence of those facts they must tin<l. lluyforll v. Co. Oom.
78 Maine 153.
And the whole question which was before the county commissioners, being before the committee, the committee must also
find the existence of these jurisdictional facts, and hence there
was before the committee something more than the question of
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common convenience and necessity," and the theory upon
which the exceptions are based fails. That the committee must
adjudicate upon the existence of vital jurisdictional facts
clearly appears from Goodwin v. Oo. Oom. 60 Maine, 328;
Shattuck v. Oo. Com. 73 Maine, 318; S. C. 76 Maine, 167;
and Acton v. Uo. Com. 77 Maine, 131, are all cases wherein
the court have expressly held that other questions besides that
of'' common convenience and necessity" should be considered by
such a committee.
It may be urged thnt the language of the court in Irving v.
Co. Com. 59 Maine, 513, sustains the theory upon which these
exceptions are based. That language is that "the judgment of
the appellate court is that public convenience and necessity do
require the road as prayed for."
Every objection that could be urged on a petition for certiorari
against the proceedings resulting in the judgment of the county
commissioners in making the location, may be as effectually made
on this appeal. Goodwin v. Co. Com. 60 Maine, 328;
Hod,qdon v. Co. Com. 68 Maine, 226.
In Cushing v. Gay, 23 Maine, 9, the error complained of
was "that the termini of the road as laid are not the same as
designated in the petition." The answer made to it was that it
was not proved that the termini were different and nothing
appeared to so show, and that the court' could presume their
substantial identity.
In Windlzani v. County Com. 26 Maine, 406, a ground relied
u·pon was, "that the way was not located according to the
prayer of the petition to the county commissioners." On this
point the court said: "It is not necessary that the commissioners
should describe the way located in the same language used in
the petition, provided there is a substantial compliance therewith.
There is nothing showing that the way was not
laid out as prayed for, and by the record it is to be uuderstood
that there was not a departure from the way as prayed for."
In Orono v. Co. Com. 30 Maine, 302, one of the causes of
error assigned was, because it does not appear from the report
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of the commissioners that the said highway was located and

established as prayed for in the petition of said Jameson et al.,
but on the contrary that it was not so located and established."
As to this, the court said: "There is nothing in the record
· exhibiting any want of identity."

Humphreys and Appleton, for the appellees, cited : Cyr v.
Dufour, 68 Maine, 492;' Moore's Appeal, 68 Maine, 407 ;
Irving v. Co. Com. 59 Maine, 515; Shattuck v. Co. Com.
76 Maine, 171; Inhabs. of Brunswick, Appellants, 37 Maine,
450.
.
J. Two of the committee join in a report, "that
the judgment of the county commissioner!:! . . in laying out
said way should be wholly reversed, for the reason that in our
judgment the proceedings in laying out said way, or road, are
entirely illegal and void;" and the third member reported in
substance that the judgment of the county commissioners should
be wholly affirmed.
A majority of the committee may determine the questions
submitted to them; R. S., c. 1, § 6, rule III. The majority
report does determine that the judgment of the commissioners
in laying out the road shall be reversed, but upon specific
grounds, viz., illegal procedure. Does that reason warrant their
decision, and if not, is the decision conclusive upon the court?
Substantial justice requires that it should not bP.. Whether the
proceedings of the commissioners were legal or not is a question
of law for this court to decide, either upon certiorari, or upon
acceptance of the report of the committee, regardless of their
views upon the question. Goodwin v. Oo. Commissioners, 60
Maine, 328.
The petition asks for a road leading from Stacyville to
Medway, beginning at a point in a specified road in Stacyville,
near the home of S. R. Mitchell, thence across specified townships to the east branch of the Penobscot river, thence southerly
on the east side of that branch across township No. 1, Range 7,
and across the· corner of A, Range 7, connecting with the
Medway road near the house of John A. Hathaway.
HASKELL,
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The points of beginning and ending are specific, and the·
general course of the route is sufficiently plain to answer all
practical purposes. The petition must be sufficiently specific to
give information of what is desired, and $hould not be too
critically judged of, especially when the termini are plainly
stated to be at fixed points. Windham v. Go. Commissioners,
26 Maine, 409; Surnner v. Go. Gomniissioners, 37 Maine, 112;
Ragmond v. Go. Commissioners, 63 Maine, 112. Nor does.
the case of Hayford v. Go. Gorn.missioners, 78 Maine, 153,
conflict with this view. In that case, one terminus was not
fixed within ten miles. The petition in this case is sufficient.
Nor is the location made by the commissioners invalid. It
need only substantially conform to the route described in the·
petition. It appears to have been so laid; but it is said that
neither end reaches the terminus fixed in the petition, hut that.
both ends stop short of these points.. That is no legal objection.
It amounts to a location between the points fixed by the com-missioners on the route petitioned for, and a refusal to lay out
the residue. Winslow v. Uo. Commissioners, 31 Maine, 444 ;.
Harkness v. Go. Commissioners, 26 Maine, 353. It does. not.
invalidate the location, but it may be a good ground for appeal
to be considered by the committee in determining whethercommon convenience and necessity requires a location of the
road prayed for. The committee may reverse the action of the·
commissioners in refusing to lay out a part of the way prayed1
for, and affirm the residue o·f their judgment.
Common convenience and necessity is a fact for the committee·
to decide in determining whether the doings of the commissioners.
shall be affirmed or reversed, in whole or in part. In determining that fact, the committee must consider the location ae,
actually made by the commissioners, and if the way located by
them has not proper connections, termini, so as to make it
convenient for public use, and the fault can not he corrected by
the committee under the petition, that may be a good reason for
reversing the location. The committee, as they find "the
convenience and necessity" to be, must either affirm or reverse
the doings of the commissioners, in whole or in part, and that
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is their whole duty. Brunswick v. Co. Commissioners, 37
Maine, 446; Hodgdon v. Co. Commissioners, 72 Maine, 246;
.Shattuck v. Co. Commissi'oners, 76 Maine, 167.
The report of the committee can only be accepted, rejected,
,or recommitted for the correction of some manifest error of the
,committee. The majority report in this case plainly shows that
the committee based their action upon their own view of the
law, which was erroneous, and did not determine those questions
with which the law charged them.
That the committee may determine whether common convenience and necessity required the location of the way prayed
for, and as their judgment may be, report whether the judgment
of the commissioners shall be affirmed or reversed, in whole or
in part, the report must be recommitted. Shattuck v. Co.

Commissioners, supra.
Exceptions sustained. Report recommitted
with instructions to follow this opinfon.
PETERS, C. J., \\TALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY and FOSTER,
.JJ., concurred.

CHARLES GOODRIDGE vs. ROBERT M. FORSMAN and others.
Cumberland.

Opin-ion February 23, 1887.

Contract. Interest. Timber.
The plaintiff sold to the defendants the timber on certain tracts of land, to
be removed within five years from May 1, 1882, the price payable to depend
upon the number of thousands of feet ; on failure to cut a certain amount in
the first and second years, interest to be paid on the deficiencies from May
1 following (in each year) to May 1, 1884; and all timber remaining uncut
on May 1, 1884 ( cut after that date) to be settled for with interest from the
first of January, 1882.
,
Held: That allowing five years to remove the timber does not conflict with
the interest obligations.
Held also: That interest upon interest, or double payment of interest, is not
called for by the contract; that interest paid on the deficiencies prior to
May 1, 1884, should be accounted for as prepayment of interest on cuttings
after that date.
The court cannot declare such contract unconscionable, there being no
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suggestion of fraud practiced upon the defendants, who are men of mature
years and of business intelligence, even if an intr!cate and hard contract.

ON report.

The case is stated in the opinion.
(Copy of contract declared on.)

'PThis agreement made this twenty-first day of January,
A. D. eighteen hundred and eighty-two, by and between Charles
Goodridge of Deering, in the State of Maine, of the first part;
Robert M. Forsman of Williamsport in the State of Pennsylvania, William T. Price of Black River Falls, in the State of
Wisconsin, and George F. Foster of Portland, in the State of
Maine, of the second part : witnesseth- that it is mutually
agreed as follows, to wit : the said party of the first part hereby
agrees to sell to said parties of the second part all timber
standing, lying, or growing on the following described parcels
of land situated in Eau Claire county, in the State of Wisconsin,
to wit :
. for the agreed price of two dollars and
twenty-five cents for each one thousand feet of merchantable
pine timber on said lands that will measure twelve inches at the
top, and at least twelve feet long, to be paid by said parties of
the second part to said party of the first part as follows: Four
thousand dollars on the execution of this agreement and the
balance as hereinafter specified ; said four thousand dollars is
to be held by said party of the first part as security for the
performance of this agreement, and on the completion of the
same by the said parties of the second part, jg to be allowed
with interest from the second day of January, A. D. eighteen
hundred and eighty-two, on the last payment to be made by
them under this agreement. It being understood that all
merchantable pine timber of the dimensions aforesaid, including
all timber twelve inches in diameter in every tree which is large
enough to make one log of the dimensions aforesaid cut on said
land, shall be paid for by said parties of the second part to said
party of the first part, at the rate aforesaid, interest being·
allowed as hereinafter specified.
"Said sale is made subject, however, to the following conditions,
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and agreements, to wit: said timber shall be c t and removed
from said lands by said parties of the second art within five
years from the first day of May, A. D. eighte n hundred and
eighty-two, and shall be cut clean from said Ian s as fast as the
work progresses. All timber which is sound an large enough
to be cut into logs twelve inches at the top and t elve feet long,
including unsound logs, the sound portions of hich will give
the measurements aforesaid, shall be cut and a counted for to
said party of the first part at the rate aforesai . The logs as
measured are to average sixteen feet in lengt ; logs twentyfour feet long are to be measured twice, to wit, s two logs, and
if longer there shall be a measurement for e ery twelve feet
additional. All timber cut on the above lands i to be hauled
by said parties of the second part to the Eau Cl· ire River or its
tributaries and to be scaled on the bank. I shall be kept
separate from all other timber until it has beens scaled and the
scale has been accepted by the party of the first part. All Jogs
are to be scaled sound, and such a record of th scale shall be
kept as is usual according to the standard form of scale books
that are in use on the Chippewa River; such sea e shall be made
by some competent scaler who shall be mutually agreed upon by
the parties to this contract, and shall be paid for his services by
the said. parties of the second part. Provided owever, that if
at any time either of the parties to this agre ment shall be
dissatisfied with the scale so made he may cause aid logs or any
portion thereof to be scaled by the district scale of the district •
in which said timber is situated, the expensEi of aid rescaling to
be borne by the party causing the same to be ade, unless the
first scale is found to be incorrect, in which case the expense is
to be borne by both parties jointly. All logs am to be marked
by said parties of the second part in a plain nd substantial
manner with such a mark as shall he registered or the season,
which said mark shall he recorded in the name f the party of
the first part in the office of the Surveyor Gene al of logs and
lumber in the district where the timber is situat d. Said parties
of the second part are to cut and haul not less th· n three millions
·three hundred and thirty-three thousand feet f timber, to be
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accounted for to said party of the first part, from said lands
during each of the two winters of eighteen hundred and eightyone and eighteen hundred and eighty-two, and eighteen hundred
and eighty-two and eighteen hundred and eighty-three, respectively. And in case of failure to cut and haul the above amount
are to allow and pay to said party of the first part interest on
the amount of the deficiency in each year from the first day of
May following to the first day of May A. D. eighteen hundred
and eighty-four; and all timber on said lands remaining uncut
after said first day of May eighteen hundred and eightyfour shall be settled for at the rate aforesaid with interest
from the first day of January A. D. eighteen hundred and
eighty-two. All timber cut on said lands in any year· as
hereinbefore provided shall be paid for on or before the first day
of November following with interest from the first day of May
preceding, on which day the account of the timber cut in that
year shall be made and adjusted. All timber destroyed or
injured by fire or wind subsequent to the date of this agreement
shall be accounted for by said parties of the second part as if
cut and hauled by them, it being understood that all the timber
on said lands stands at the risk of the parties of the second part
after the date of this agreement. It is further understood and
agreed that this agreement shall not be transferred by said parties
of the second part, nor shall any sale of the timber cut on said
lands give to any other party the right to cut and haul the same
without the written consent of the party of the first part.
"The said party of the first part is to pay all taxes on each forty
acres of the foregoing lands until they shall be cleared of timber
as aforesaid, after which time all taxes on the same shall be paid
by said parties of the second part and the lands shall thereupon
be conveyed by quit-claim deed to said parties of. the second
part. It is further agreed that the interest specified in this
agreement shall be at the rate of six per cent. And the said
parties of the second part in consideration of the premises
hereby agree to purchase of said party of the first part said
timber to be cut as aforesaid, and to pay said party of the first
part for the same at the rate and in the manner hereinbefore
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pt·ovided, and to do all other things on their part necessary to
be perfornrnd in order to carry out in good faith the foregoing
agreement in all its specifications and details.'' Duly executed.

Synwnds and Libby for the plaintiff.
A. A. Strout. and H. 0. McCormick for defendants, Robert
M. Forsman and William T. Price.

O. W. (/-oddard for defendant, George F. Foster.
PETERS, C. J. The plaintiff made an agreement with the
defendants, which was, in effect, to sell them certain parcels of
timber land in Wisconsin, the total price to depend upon the
quantities of timber on the tracts ; the price per thousand feet
to he $2.25; the land, when stripped of timber, to he deeded to
the defendants.
The defendants were by the agreement dated January 21,
1882, but consummated by delivery in May, 1882, to have five
years from May 1, 1882, within which the timber should be
wholly taken from the territory. The contract imposes certain
obligations on the defendants, such as are expressed in the
following clauses :
"The parties of the second part (defendants) shall cut and
haul not less than three millions three hundred and thirty-three
thousand feet of timber, to be accounted for to said party of the
first part, from said lands during each of the two winters of
eighteen hundred and eighty-one and eighteen hundred and
eighty-two, and eighteen hundred and eighty-two and eighteen
hundred and eighty-three, respectively. And in case of failure
to cut and haul the above amount are to allow and pay to said
party of the first part interest on the amount of the deficiency
in each year from t.he first day of May following to the first day
of May A. D. eighteen hundred and eighty-four; and all timber
on said lands remaining uncut after said first day of May
eighteen hundred and eighty-four shall be settled for at the rate
aforesaid with interest from the first day of January A. D.
eighteen hundred and eighty-two. All timber cut on said lands
in any year as hereinbefore provided shall be paid for on or
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before the first day of November following with interest from
the first day of May preceding, on which day the account of the
timber cut in that year shall be made and adjusted."
The defendants deny any liability under the clause which
stipulates for interest from January 1, 1882, upon the price of
the timber that might remain uncut on May 1, 1884, contending
that the clause is null and void. After a careful examination and
consideration of the question in all its aspects, we find ourselves
unable to concur in that view. The clause is too prominent a
part of the contract to be easily overlooked.
It is urged that the controverted clause is inconsistent with
the dominant provision in the contract, which gives five years for
the removal of the timber. We do not see that it is. The
entire contract may be performed by the defendants any time
within the five years, but if an early performance is accomplished, it will be much more beneficial to them. They lose
very much by prolonging the period of executing their obligations. The difference in result was intended to stimulate them
to act promptly. The theory of the defense would allow all the
cuttings, after the first two years, to be made in the fifth year of
the contract, with no interest accruing to the plaintiff before that
time. It seems to have· been the intention of the parties .that
the timber should be removed within three years at the most, or
that the plaintiff should be compensated for the <lelay.
It is also contended that the clause under examination is
inconsistent with another clause which provides for annual
settlements in May, or as of May, and annual payments in
November afterwards, the plaintiff to receive interest accruing
between those dates. It is said that this implies a payment of
inte.rest from May 1 of each year instead of from January 1,
1882. At first look, this might seem an inconsistency, but we
think the intention is discernible. For. any operations after
the third year, settlements are to be made on May 1, payments
made on November 1, and interest to be reckoned on the sums
due, from May to November, and also from January 1, 1882 to
May 1, in each year. For instance, for an operation in 1885-6,
a settlement on May 1, 1886, ascertains the amount due-that
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amount is payable on November 1, 1886, adding interest on such
amount from May 1, 1886, and also adding interest on the same
amount from January 1, 1882 to May 1, 1886 - or, in other
words plaintiff would be entitled, on November 1, 1886, to the
sum due as principal with interest from January 1, 1882. Interest is not to be cast upon interest. If the sum due as principal on
November 1, 1886, were $10,000, the sum then payable would
be $10,000, plus $300 (interest from May to November) plus
$2,600, (interest from January 1, 1882 to May 1, 1886) that
is, $10,000, plus $2,900, (interest from January 1, 1882 to
November 1, 1886) that is, $12,900.
It is also contended that the clause is irrational and illegal
because it calls for a double payment of the same interest. This
objection refers to a supposed requirement to pay interest on the
value of certain quantities of timber not cut in 1881-2 and
1882-3, the deficiencies for those years, and to pay interest on
the same quantities of timber when actually cut after May 1,
1884. That is not our view of the rights of the parties. vVe
think that neither interest upon interest nor a payment of double·
interest is called for. The words of the contract are, that the
timber remaining uncut after May 1, 1884, shall be 8ettled for,
"with interest from January 1, 1882." That is not a declaration
that any part of such interest shall be twice paid. The plaintiff
is to have interest from January 1, 1882, including and not
excluding what has been paid before. He gets interest in such
settlements from January 1, 1882, by having a portion at the
dates of the settlements and a portion before. If the plaintiff
has already received a portion of the interest, and gets the
balance when a settlement ensues, he will literally have. "a
settlement with interest from ,January 1, 1882." He must
credit the prepaid interest. The result will be that the plaintiff
will recover no interest on cuttings after May 1, 1884, unless an
excess of interest has accrued over the amount paid on the
deficiencies of cuttings for the first two years.
Finally, the defendants contend that, if literally construed,
the clause in question imposes unconscionable burdens upon them,
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and for that reason it should be adjudged void. That it is an
unusual and a severe contract there can be no doubt. There is
nothing, however, informing us that the defendants did not
enter into the contract freely and intelligently. If there be
cause for reforming the contract for any mistake of the parties,
the appeal must be in equity.
e cannot but think that the
agreement is in some respects not fortunately worded. Its full
meaning, does not, perhaps, lie openly enough on its face. It
is complicated.
But we cannot declare the contract unconscionable. To be
sure, under certain conditions, it exacts the payment of an
extraordinary sum of constructive interest,-or interest in the
nature of penalty or damages. The defendants would have
exempted themselves from this burden by clearing the land of
its growth in the first three years. They did not agree to do so,
but they, impliedly at least, agreed upon a greater consideration
to be paid to the plaintiff should they fail to do so. It may be,
for aught we know, that the price for the timber was placed at
a ·lower rate than it otherwise would have been, on account of
the stringency of the demands of the contract in the matter of
time. We think none of the points tenable, which we find on
the briefs of counsel, in opposition to the view of the contract
which impresses us as the correct one, and we leave them without further discussion.
The figures give the following result : There were no operations
on the lands during the first and second years,- but the sums
of $899.90 and $449.95, making together $1,349.85, ·were
advanced as interest on the so-called deficiencies of those years.
There was a small operation in the third year, which has been
settled for. During the fourth year ( 1884-5), the cuttings,
including broken timber, were 4,030,550 feet, coming at contract price to $9,068.73. Interest on that sum from January 1,
1882, until 29 October, 1885, when a payment was made, is the
sum of 2,084.29. Deducting from that amount of interest the
prepaid interest, $1,349.85, leaves $734.44, which balance added
to the principal, $9,068.73, makes $9,803.17. From which
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deducting the payment made on October 29, 1885, of $6,784.43,
leaves a balance due, on that date, of $3,018.74.

Defendants defaulted for $3,018. 74, with
interest thereonfrom October 29, 1885,
to the date of judgment.
WALTON,

VIRGIN,

LIBBY,

EMERY

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.

ROCKLAND, MT. DESERT AND SULLIVAN STEAMBOAT COMPANY

vs.
WILLIAM H. FESSENDEN.

Knox.

Opinion February 24, 1887.

Contracts. Measurements at sea. "Mile."
Where a person contracts with a company for a certain consideration to build
and equip for them, to ply between ports on the coast of Maine, a steamboat which shall be able to attain a speed of fifteen miles an hour, with
forty pounds of steam, without forcing the pumps, and to make a trial trip
"at sea" at the time of delivery, the measurement is to be in marine or sea
miles, and not land or statute miles.

ON exceptions and motion to set aside the verdict.

An action for damages for failure of the defendant to perform
the following contract :
"This agreement, made this thirteenth day of December, A. D.
1878, between William H. Fessenden of Portland, in the county
of Cumberland and state of Maine, of the first part, and Thomas
S. Lindsey and John Lovejoy of Rockland, Maine, Horace ·w.
Jordan of Boston, in the commonwealth of Massachusetts, Henry
W. Swanton and Edwin Reed of Bath, Maine, the committee
appointed December 9, 1878, by the Rockland, Mt. Desert and
Sullivan Steamboat Company, an organization formed by articles
of agreement dated November 7, 1878, of the second part,
witnesseth.
"That the party of the first part, for the consideration hereinafter mentioned, agrees to build for the party of the second part,
a side wheel steamboat, with boiler and machinery, according to
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the specifications submitted to him by the party of the second
part, except so far as alterations therein may be agreed upon in
writing, to guarantee to said boat a speed of fifteen miles per
hour, with forty pounds of steam, and without forcing the fires,
to procure the proper certificate from the United States
Inspectors, to make a trial trip at sea and to deliver said boat to
said party of the second part, on the twentieth day of May, 1879.
'' And in consideration of the foregoing, the party of the
second part ngrees to pay all inspection and Custom House fees,
to furnish the equipment required by the laws of the United
States, to pay. the pilot on the trial trip, and to pay the party of
the first part the sum of thirty-four thousand seven hundred
dollars as follows:
"The sum of four thousand dollars in one month, the sum of
six thousand dollars in two months, the sum of six thousand
dollars in three months, the sum of eight thousand dollars in
four months, and the sum of ten thousand seven hundred dollars
on the delivery of said boat as afore8aid, and the acceptance of
the same by the party of the second part.
'' It is understood that the party of the first part shall pay to
the party of the second part the sum of fifty dollars per day for
each and every day that the delivery of said boat may be delayed
beyond the time herein agreed upon, unless said delay should
arise from causes.not within the control of said party of the first
part." Duly executed.
The verdict was for the plaintiffs for eight thousand three
hundred and thirty-one dollars and thirty cents.

A. P. Gould, for the plaintffs, cited : 24 Rees' Cyclopedia,
''Mile"; Webster's Diet. "Mile";
orcester's Diet. "Mile";
11 Appleton's Cyclopedia, '~Mile"; 16 Encyclopedia Brit. (Ed.
1858) Tit. "Navigation"; 14 Encyclopedia Brit. (Ed. 1858)
Tit. ,iLog"; People's Ferry Co. v. Beers, 20 Howard, 393.
Evidence of usage was admissible. Lethulim·'s case, 2 Salk.
443; Vallance v. Dewar, 1 Camp. 503; Robertson v. Jackson,
2 U. B. 412 (52 E. C. L. 411); Pelly v. Royal Exch. Ass.
1 Burr, 341; 2 Whart. Ev. § 963; 1 Greenl. Ev. § 289;
Morse v. Weymouth, 28 Vt. 824.
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Nathan Webb, James D. Fessenden and Nathan and Henry
B. Cleaves, for defendant.
No word is better and more distinctly defined than this word,
mile. There is no ambiguity about it. It is of common and
familiar use, and to the great majority of men is not known to
ever be applied, even with qualifying adjectives, to the designation of but one fixed and definite measure of length or distance.
Nash v. Drisco, 51 Maine, 417.
There was, therefore, no difficulty in respect to the significance
of that term in this contract, requiring the aid of intrinsic
evidence to interpret it. Quoties in verbis nulla est wnbiguitas,
ibi nulla expositio contra verba fienda est.
The language of the contract being free from ambiguity,
evidence of usage was not admissible to show that it meant anything different from its plain and natural import. Ripley v.
Crooker, 47 Maine, 376; Metcalf & als. v. Weld & als. 14
Gray, 212.
"Where the meaning of terms is plain and unequivocal and a
fortiori, where the law has annexed a particular meaning to the
use of the term, it seems to be a universal rule that no evidence
can be admitted of a custom or usage to receive such terms in a
different sense." 2 Starkie's Ev. p. 455.
'' So where words have a known legal meaning which belongs
to them." 3 Starkie, 1038.
"But where the words have a known legal meaning, such for
instance as measures of quantity fixed by statute, parol evidence
that the partie~ intended to use them in a sense different from
the legal meaning, though it were still the customary and popular
sense, is not admissible." 1 Greenl. Ev. § 280; Taylor on Ev ..
§ 1062.
",vhere words have acquired a known legal meaning, it can
not be shown that they were used in a different sense." Boorman
v. Jenkins, 12 Wend. 574; Att'y General v. Plate Glass Uo.
1 Anstruther, 39.
That the word mile has in the U nite<l States acquired a
known legal meaning, is clear from the legislation of the'
Congress of the United States, and of the Legislature of Maine.
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Revised Statutes of United States, § 74, '' not exceeding ten
cents a ~ile," etc., allowed for travel to serve precepts of either
house of Congress; § 1273, "ten cents a mile, and no more, for
each mile actually traveled," allowance to army officers; § 1566,
"an allowance of ten cents a mile may be made to officers in the
Naval service . . for traveling expenses when under orders."
There is not one kind of miles for army officers and civilians
and another kind for naval officers. § 5126, "five cents a mile
each way/' fees of messenger in bankruptcy; § 829, marshal's
fees, ' 1 ten cents a mile for himself and each prisoner," to attend
court, "ten cents for going only," for serving process, '' six cents
per mile"; § 828, clerk's fees, travel to court, ' 1 five cents a mile
for going and five cents for returning."
Revised Statutes of .Maine, c. 116, § 11, travel of jurors, "six
cents a mile for their travel out and home";§ 13, witnesses, "six
cents per each mile's travel going and returning"; § 14, parties
and attorneys, "the same (33 cents) for every ten miles' travel";
p. 815, sheriff's travel, ' four cents a mile," "more than fifty
miles only one cent a mile"; p. 814, appraisers of real estate,
"four cents a mile," etc., etc. "Bushels, without any other
explanation, means a bushel by statute measure." Hockin v.
Cooke, 4 Term. Rep. 314; Noble v. Durrell, 3 Term. Rep.
271 ; 11faster of St. Cross v. Lord Howard De Walden, 6
Term. Rep. 338.
'' T~e English statute mile was defined (incidentally it would
seem) by an act passed in thirty-fifth year of the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, by which persons were forbidden to build within three
m,iles of London, and the miles were declared to be eight
furlongs, of forty perches, of sixteen and one-half feet each.
The statute mile is therefore 1760 yards, or 5280 feet." Brande
Encyclopedia of Science and Art, Title "mile" ; Statute 35
Elizabeth, c. 6; Bouvier's Law Diet. "mile"; also Jacob's Law
Diet.
Revised Statutes of United States, § 3570, giving table of
Equivalent Measures in Metric system; § 4233, prescribing
rules to be observed by all vessels of the navy and mercantile
marine of the United States for prevention of collisions at sea.
1
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Rule two, A, requires a light to be visible, "at a distance of at
least five miles." '' Where a written contract is susceptible on
its face of a construction that is reasonable, resort can not be
had to evidence of custom or usage to explain its language."
Insurance Gos. v. JVright, l ·wall. 470; Kenible v. Lull, 3
McLean, 27 4; Gross v. Eglin, 2 Barn. & Adol. 106 (22 E.
C. L. 36).
In Brown v. Brown & al. 8 Met. 576, SHAW, C. J.,
ti We think the general rule of law is, that the construction of
every written instrument is a matter of law, and, as a necessary
consequence, that courts must in the first instance, judge of the
meaning, force and effect of language." The Reeside, 2 Sumner,
569.
This contract for building a vessel was not a maritime contract,
and the claim that its terms should receive a construction suitable
to a maritime contract can not be sustained. People's Ferry Go.
v. Beers, 20 Howard, 402; Ounninghani v. Hall, l Clifford,
45; The Goernine, 7 Am. Law. Reg. 5; Galkin v. United
States, 3 Nott. & Hunt. 297; Young v. Ship O,pheus, 2
Clifford, 35.
In Roach & al. v. Chapman & al. 22 Howard, 132, Mr.
Justice GRIER, delivering the opinion of the court, says: "A
contract for building a ship, or supplying engines, timber or
other material for her construction, is clearly not a maritime
contract."
To make evidence of custom admissible, to control the
ordinary and well known sense of the terms of a contract, that
usage must be so notorious that not only those engaged in the
business to which the custom pertains, but also all who deal
with them, must be understood and taken to have known it and
had reference to it, upon contracting. Rogers v . .1..Wechanics
Ins. Go. l Story, 607; Macy & al. v. Whaling Ins. Co. 9
Met. 363.
PETERS, C. J.
The defendant contracted in writing to build
for the plaintiffs a steamboat ( for the consideration of $37,000)

which would attain a speed of fifteen miles per hour, with forty
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pounds of steam, without forcing the fires, and to make a trial
trip of the boat "at sea" at the time of delivery.
The main question of the case is whether the speed should be
reckoned upon a measurement of land or of sea miles. The
•plaintiffs contend that miles as measured on the sea-sea miles
-knots-marine or geographical miles, and the defendant
contends that land miles only - were intended. A very important question is thus presented, which, after much rm,earch,
we do not find, either as a que~tion of law, or of fact founded
on usage, ever before came before any court in the world. Not
a direct authority has been cited on either of the remarkably
able briefs of counsel, and we confidently believe not one can be
found. "\Ve have ourselves suffered some unsteadiness of
opinion in our attempt to solve the question; but, after long
consideration, we are led to the belief that the most satisfactory
end of the case will be to allow the plaintiffs' contention to
prevail.
Not, however, to prevail, as the judge allowed the jury to
place it, on the ground of usage, but on a construction of law. ·
If the law will not support the plaintiffs' position - usage· cannot. There can be no usage covering the point in controversy, ,
unless it be such a one us the law recognizes as a part of itself.
The law, we know, appropriates many usages and customs as a
foundation for itself to stand upon. The evidence of the experts
does not have any real force to overturn the legal rule, whatever it may be. Not a witness ever knew u case or a contract
where any such question arose. The witnesses inform us of the
nature of sea miles and of the manner of measuring them. If
we adopt their meaning of the word when occurring in contracts,
why should we not engraft the same meaning upon the word
when it appears in legislative enactments, federal and state,
concerning distances on the sea? The word must have the same
meaning, in the same connection, whether spoken by a captain
or pilot, or by a legislator. Its application should be universal.
The explanations of the experts are interesting, however, and
are helpful to the court in matters of common, every day
VOL.
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knowledge, 8Uch as a court may acquire for itself from reading
books or making personal inquiry.
Each side is contending for a measure that is no more nor less
than a mile. One contends for a mile which measures 5280
feet on the land - the other for a mile that measures 6086. 7 .
·on the sea. The land mile is more common to those whose
business is upon the land - to landmen - while the sea mile is
the only one recognized by those who navigate the sea - by
seamen. The first named was legalized in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, known as '' statute mile" - or "English mile" - or
"English statute mile;" and the "log" was invented at about
the same time which inaugurated the measuring of sea or marine
miles, known as "English geographical mile:;." Each is adapted
to its own sphere.
It would be impossible to measure the sea as we do the land.
Charts of the ocean and other navigable waters are made on a
scale of sixty geographical miles - sea miles-to a degree.
Speed of vessels, whether propelled by steam or sails, is only
ascertained by " log and line," each "knot" in the line representing one mile on the sea. The navigator can ahio ascerta.in
,distances run from day to day by taking altitudes of the sun,
and finds his position on the chart by computations based on the
sea mile as his measure. Different rules from those on the land
- different knowledge - different laws and even different courts
- control the business and controversies pertaining to the seas.
It is said that the navigator may reduce his sea mile to a land
mile, and be in accord with that mile in that way. It is not
often done, and cannot by ordinary men be easily done. A
practice of making the reductions would impose burdens and
mistakes upon business. The seamen would contend that the
land mile should be extended to the length of the sea mile, to
ensure uniformity. The statute mile is adopted only in England
and the United States, while the marine mile is known to and
acted upon by all the civilized peoples of the globe.
The contract is, to run fifteen miles per hour. Whether the
boat had that speed was to be ascertained by "a trial at sea."
Was it not to ascertain if she would make that distance in the
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time on the sea? Was not the distance to be measured in the
manner that distances are measured on the sea? vVns it not sea
miles that were to be run upon the sea? It seems reasonable to
think so. The contract fails only in the slightest degree of SO··
expressing it,- while the implication declares it to be so nearly
as strong as words would express it. It may be, that difficulties.
attend this view ; but wil1 not greater difficulties attend any
other view? The uncertainties of usage would only still more
embarrass the solution of the contract,- it can be better·
interpreted by the law.
Would not the same question have arisen in the courts before·
had the law not been already considered to be as we declare it?·
We are much impressed with the fact that the words ''miles"
and ,i knots" are constantly used in marine cases as convertible·
and equivalent terms. There are many cases where the words.
are used in the same acceptation in legal opinions.
It is noticeable in admiralty cases that the word ''knot" is.
more commonly employed to denote the rate of speed, and
the word "mile" more commonly used to express distances..
accomplished by speed - the result of speed. As examples:
One head note in an English case reads, stripping it of redundant
words, thus: "A steamer, going at the rate of seven knots an.
hour, ran into a bark, about two hundred miles from Sandy
Hook, the bark going at the rate of about a mile an hour;" and
the steamer was in the wrong. Another is this: "A steamer,.
when off the Casketts, and ten miles therefrom, was running at
a speed of eight or nine knots an hour;" an unlawful rate of·
speed in that case. Another sample: "Four or five knots am
hour is not a moderate speed for a steamer in a thick fog,.
twenty-five miles east of Gothland." In these and a vast number·
of cases, the words miles and knots mean the same thing-·
mean marine miles. In many cases, the word knots is first .
used and then repeated as miles - the words being spoken as
interchangeable expressions.
In the case of The Queen v. Keyn, the Franconia case, L. R.
2 Ex. Div. 63, in which a question of international law of
extraordinary importance was discussed by many judges, a case
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;involving a crime committed below low water mark, but within
three miles from the English shore, the phrases '' three miles,"
·~~ marine league," '' three geographical miles" and "three sea
miles," are. over anJ. over again used to express precisely the
same thing. In treaties hetween nations more caution is observed
,in using exact language, and writers on international law are
,circumspect in thnt respect. The Engfo,h statutes commonly
.1use the words '' marine league" to indicate the three-mile belt
.from shore, hut m?t ahvays so, ns may he seen in an act of
Victoria copied in the above case on page 84. The United
States stntutes use the words '' marine league" in expressing the
•<fo,tance from shore in which admiralty jurisdiction shall be
ilimited, hut use the term miles in other cases. There is, or
was, a statutory law of Massachusetts ( Dunham v. Lanipher·e,
;3 Gray, 2G8) preventing fishing within one mile of Nantucket
·shores. Could that be a land mile, when located on the sea?
Miles on the land consist of" paces "-those on the sea must be
,differently measured.
It seems evident enough that the word mile means marine
,mile or" admiralty knot," in the business of the Navy depart,ment in this country. In the latest circular of that department,
.advertising for tbe construction of war vessels, the conditions
require that the vessels "must be ahle to maintain a rate of
speed of seventeen knots an hour on the m.easured rnile." In
General Order Number 314 of that department, published in
1883, the measured mile is thus specified: "For these ( trials of
speed) a convenient locality should be chosen, where a nautical
mile can be laid off and marked at each end by two stakes
plaeed in a line at right angles to it." An examination of other
public papers of that department shows pretty clearly that the
words, knots and miles, are there considered as the same thing.
\Ve find cases in the common law courts where it is not
unlikely that the distances on the sea spoken of, were measured
as land miles or parts of land miles, irn,tances of measurements
upon or near the shore, or measurements in rods and feet, cases
resting upon peculiar facts. Illustrations of these are found in
the following citations: Mahle1· v. Tmmportation Go. 35 N. Y.
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352, 360; People v. Super-vism·s, 73 N. Y. 393; United States
v. Jackalow, 1 Black. 484; Dolner v. _il:fonticello, Holmes, 7.
When we speak of measures and weights, we mean wine
measure for one article and beer measure for another, and
different standards of ·weight for different solid suhst:rnces.
When we speak of measuring our roads we imply the common
mile, and when of trucks aeross the sea, we mean that standnrd
of distance hy ·which such tracks are not only usually hut always
measured. When we say a boat shall be sailed fifteen miles at
sea, or on the sea, we mean that distance in sea miles. The sea
mile is as important in its sphere as the land mile is in the sphere
where it operates. It may be that the defendant did not understnnd that he was bound hy sen-mile measure; but it must be
pronounced by the law that he should have so understood H.
There is no need of discussing the question upon the theory that
the trial trip wns to be on some river, inasmuch as the vessel
route from Rockland to Bar Harbor is a coastwise sea passage,
and the test of speed was to be exhibited on the sea.
This decides the vital point of the case. \Ve think the minor
rulings are unexceptionable. The jury evidently held the
defendant to the test of marine miles. Upon that basis, we do
not feel like taking upon ourselves the responsibility of declaring
the verdict wrong.
It may be appropriate to ndd thnt, while the case was set
down for argument in 1880, the papers reached the court in the
latter part of the year 1885.
Jllotion and exceptions overruled.
WALTON, DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and FosTER, JJ.,.
concurred.
JoHN

A.

WATERMAN, JUDGE OF PROBATE,

vs.
KATE H. DOCKRAY and others.
Cumberland. Opinion February 24, 1887.
Bond.

Probate judge. · Practice.

Arnendment.

A probate bond, which on account of some deficiency is merely a common-law

bond, while destitute of power to enforce statutory penalties, and suable-
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only in the name of the judge to whom given, is available for the enforcement of all legal obligations assumed by the makers, in the same manner as
if a statutory bond.
The writ in a suit on such bond, brought in the obligees' name, for the benefit
of the estate generally, is amendable by inserting the name of a person as
prosecutor; the amendment does not bring into the case either a new party
or new cause of action; the obligee (judge of probate) is the party in
trust for all persons interested.

ON exceptions.
This was the second time this case had heen before the law
court. It is reported in 78 Nlaine, 139, where is given a copy
of the original declaration. The plaintiff, after the first opinion
· of the court filed an amendment to the declaration and the
defendant moved that the amendment be not allowed because,
among other reasons, it set out new causes of action and introduced new parties. The presiding justice pro Jonna sustained
the motion and refused to allow the amendment. To this ruling
the plaintiff alleged exceptions.
(Amendment to declaration in writ.)

''Under the decision of the law court, and the order of the
justice presiding at the January term, 1886, in said county,
plaintiff files the following amendments to his writ and declara.
tion, viz. : "1. Amend the writ by inserting immediately before the
declaration after the words \James R. Dockray' the following:'as well as hy Ammi R. Mitchell, of Cleveland, in the State of
Ohio, a creditor of said estate and a party interested.'
"2. Amend the declaration by inserting after the words 'here
in court to be produced' the following:- 'which writing is of
the tenor following:" 'Know all men by these presents, that we, Kate H. Dockray of Portland, executrix of James R. Dockray of said
Portland and Oliver Gerrish and Charles R. Milliken, both of
Portland, in the county of Cumberland. within the state of
Maine, are holden and stand firmly bound and obliged unto
..John A. Watei·man, Esquire, judge of probate of wills, and
for grantmg administration, within the county of Cumberland,
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in the sum of ten thousand dollars, to be paid unto the said
judge of probate, or his successors in said office; to the true
payment whereof we bind ourselves, and each of us, our and
each of our heirs, executors and administrators, jointly and
severally by these presents.
'' 'Sealed with our seals. Dated the sixteenth day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-eight.
'' 'The condition of this obligation is such, that if the above
bounden Kate H. Dockray, executrix of the last will and testament of James R. Dockray, late of Portland in said county of
Cumberland, deceased" 'First.-Shall make and return to the probate court, within
three months, a tme inventory of all the real estate, and all the
goods, chattels, rights and credits of the testator which are by
law to be administered, and which shall have come to her possession or knowledge;
"'Secondly. - Shall administer, according to law, and to the
will of the testator, all his goods, chattels, rights and credits;
"'Thirdly.-Shall render, upon oath, a just and true account
of her administration, within one year, and at any other times,
when required by the judge of probate;
"'Fourthly .-Shall account, in case the estate should be represented insolvent, for three times the amount of any injury done
to the real estate of the deceased, by her, or with her consent,
between the time of the representation of insolvency, and the
sale of such real estate for the payment of debts, by waste or
trespass committed upon any building thereon, or on any trees
standing and growing thereon, except as may be necessary for
repairs or fuel for the family of the deceased, or by waste or
trespass of any other kind, and also for such damages as she
may recover of any heir or devisee of the estate, or other person, for the like waste or trespass, committed on any such real
estate.
"'Then the above written obligation shall be void, otherwise
shall remain in full force.
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"'Signed, sealed and delivKate H. Dockray, [L. S.]
ered in presence of
Oliver Gerrish,
[L. s.]
S. C. Strout,
Charles R. Milliken, [L. s.]
L. Kidder. (U. S. I. R. Stamp. Value of $1.00.)
"'Cumberland, ss.
Dec. 16, A. D., 1868.
The above bond 1s examined, approved and ordered to be
recorded and filed.
John A. Waterman, Judge."'
H3.
Further amend the declaration by adding thereto the
following :-'And plaintiff avers that said Kate H. Dockray,
executrix of the last will and testament of said James R. Dockray, at a term of the probate court for said county of Cumbe1·land, begun and held on the first Tuesday of October, 1873,
1·epresented the estate of ~5aid James R. Dockray, insolvent, and
in her said representation and petition, commissioners of insolvency were appointed thereon at the term of said court begun
and held on the first Tuesday of November, 1873, and said
commrssioners made their final report and the same was accepted
and apptoved at the term of said court begun and held on the
first Tuesday of June, 1876, and the following claims were then
and there proved and allowed according to law against said
estate, viz. :
"And plaintiff further avers that at a term of said court begun
and held on the third Tuesday of May, 1875, on petition of said
Mitchell, creditor aforesaid, said Kate H. Dockray, executrix
aforesaid, was ordered to present her account on or before the
first Tuesday of the next June.
''And at a term of said court begun and held on the third
Tuesday of June, 1875, said Mitchell petitioned for the removal
of said executrix because she had failed to settle her account and
because she had mismanaged said estate.
"And at a term of said court begun and held on the third
Tuesday of July, 1875, the said ,John A. ,vaterman, then judge
of probate within and for said county, removed said Kate H.
Dockray, executrix aforesaid, from her said trust, and expressly
authorized said Mitchell, a creditor of said estate, to bring suit
in his name on said bond hereinbefore set forth.
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"And thereafterwards, at the term of said court begun and held
on the first Tue~day of March, 1876, said Lewis Pierce was
appointed administrator de bonis non with the will annexed of
said estate, and duly qualified as such.
1
' That thereaftenvards, at a term of said court begun and held
on the first Tuesday of May, 1876, said Kate H. Dockray, late
executrix aforesaid, settled her first and final account as executrix
of said estate, wherein she acknowledged herself chargeable to
said estate with a balance of $7,288.96.
"That thereafterwards, on the fifth day of July, 1876, at a term
of said court begun and held on the first Tuesday of July, 1876,
on petition of said Pierce, administrator de bonis non with the
will annexed as aforesaid, she was cited into court and examined
in regard to the assets of said estate, and then and there demand
was made upon her for the balance with which she had charged
herself a:,;i aforesaid in her said account, but said Kate H. Dockray then and there refused to deliver to said Pierce, administrator
de bonis non with the will of said James R. Dockray annexed,
any books, accounts, notes, papers, money, property or assets
of said estate.
"That thereafterwards said Kate H. Dockray caused to be
delivered to snid Pierce, certain notes belonging to said estate
being part of the assets of said estate, of the value of $1,265.
"And that said Kate H. Dockray still refuses to deliver to
said Pierce, administrator de boriis non with the will annexed as
aforesaid, any other portions of the assets of said estate named
in her said account and in the inventory of said estate filed by
said Kate H. Dockray, when executrix as aforesaid, but retains
and withholds from him the remainder thereof, of the value of
$6,023.86, all which is property of said estate not administered
upon by said Kate H. Dockray, as executrix aforesaid, and a
part of which is household furniture and other goods and chattels
of the value of $599.75, and the remainder money, as has
been specifically ascertained by said inventory and her said
account."

0. W. Goddard, for plaintiff.
H. D. Hadlock, for defendant.
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C. J. The bond in suit, being a common law bond,
is necessarily sued in the name of the person who was judge of
probate when it was given, instead of in the name of his successor, is destitute of power to enforce statutory penalties, but
is available for the enforcement of all legal obligations assumed
by the makers, in the same manner as if it were a statutory
bond. Cleaves v. Dockray, 67 Maine, 118; Schaul, Ex. § 143,
and cases.
When this case was presented to the court before (78 Maine,
139), the writ charged that the action was prosecuted in John
A. "\Vaterman's name by the administrator, de bortis non, of the
estate of Dockray. That was held not maintainable because the
administrator had no adjudged claim of his own to recover, and
no authority from the judge· of probate to prosecute the action
in behalf of the estate generally. The court say that Ammi R.
Mitchell, a creditor, might have prosecuted the action, having
had leave to do so, and that the plaintiff might amend his writ
and declaration on payment of costs. The costs were paid by
the plaintiff, and accepted by the defendants.
How to amend? If the writ was not a valid writ, was it not to
amend so as to make it valid? If the decision was that the
action could only be prosecuted by the creditor, Mitchell, was it
not to so amend as to make Mitchell the prosecutor? Have not
the defendants voluntarily received a consideration for allowing
an amendment that will give the proceeding ful] force and
efficacy? Were the costs received to allow merely a useless
amendment? In our opinion, the plaintiff is entitled to amend to
any extent necessary to make his pleadings sufficient.
But it will be a change of parties and of the cause of action,
is argued by the adverse party. We think not, in any substantial
sense. The real parties will be the same after as before amendment; the plaintiff was and still will be John A. Waterman. In
his name the judgment must be recovered for all the creditors,and in his name alone will execution be issued. The original
action was not commenced under section 10 of c. 72, R. S. No
particular claim was sought to be recovered. The attempt was
to sue the bond under section 16 for the estate -the benefit
PETERS,
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of all. The essential party is John A. Waterman, the obligee
in trust of all persons interested in the bond.
Nor is the cause of action changed in the least by the amendment. The cause of action is the same whether the suit be
promoted by one or another person. It is essentially the same
thing to the defendants, whoever the secondary parties may be.
In any case, the cause of action is the bond and a forfeiture
under it. When a judgment is recovered, the ju<lge of probate
assigns it to the new administrator to collect for the benefit of
the estate generally. R. S., c. 72, § 18.
In the earlier practice such suits were brought by the judge
of probate in his own name, upon the indemnity of some interested party to sarn him harmless of costs. In the present
Massachusetts practice, the requirement is that the writ shall be
indorsed '' by the person for whose benefit or at whose request
the suit is brought, or by his attorney." In Bennett v. Wood"'."
man, 116 Mass. 518, it is said; "The judge of the probate
court, and not the indorser of the writ, represents the rights
upon which the action is to be maintained, if at all," in an action
for the general benefit of the estate. It was there held to be
immaterial that the person upon whose representation the action
was brought would receive no benefit from a recovery on the
bond. The party permitted to commence the action is merely
a promoter or prosecutor, a person who yolunteers to carry on
the suit, at his own risk and expense, for the common good. He
is not the party-he merely supports the party. In an action
under section 10, commenced without leave of court, it wouid be
different.
It has never been decided that an amendment such as is offered
here is inadmissible. In Potter v. Cwnmings, 18 Maine, 55,
an amendment of the kind was not rejected. In Patten v.
Tallrnan, 27 Maine, 68, it was held that "such an amendment
could be allowed only on terms." In McFadden v. Hewett, 78
Maine 24, an amendment of as much substance as this was
allowed. Bear in mind that our statutes now allow, on payment
of costs, a change of parties,. by way of amendment, by either
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lessening or increasing the number of either plaintiffs or defendants.
It appears from the facts stated in the proposed amendment,
that a large amount of unadministcred property has remained in
the principal defendant's hands for more than ten years, and that
creditors have been thus far haffied, in their attempts to recover
their claims, bj her maladministration of the estate.
The
liability under her bond seems to -be doubly fixed. First, by
neglecting to account when required to do so,- secondly, by a
failure to turn over the property to her successor when demanded
of her. Escape from liability altogether, a consequence that
might ensue if an amendment be not allowable, would be a
stigma on the law itself, occasioned by the remissness of some
of its servants or officers. That need not be.
Perhaps it would leave the writ and declaration more consistent to strike Pierce's name therefrom, although not necessary to
do so, and allege that the action i_s prosecuted by Ammi R.
Mitchell, a party interested, for the benefit of the estate, he
having been expressly authorized to do so by the judge of
probate.
At all events, the plaintiff should be allowed to make the
amendment asked for, or any other which would not he a substantial departure from the limit indicated.

Exceptions sustained. Motion of defendant
ove'l'ruled. Arnendnient allowed.
WALTON,

VmmN,

LIBBEY,

EMERY

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.

JAMES

P.

WENTWORTH

Cumberland.

vs.

EDWARD

H.

WOODSIDE.

Opinion February 24, 1887.

Lord's day. R. S., c. 82, § 116.
The statute which provides that no person shall defend an action on a contract
upon the ground that it was made on the Lord's day, until he restores the
consideration received for the contrac~, applies to an action in which the
defendant is sued for a sum which he promised to pay as the difference of
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value between horses exchanged by the parties, the defendant not restoring
or offering to restore the horse obtained from the plaintiff.

ON exceptions from superior court.
The opinion states the material facts.

F. V. Chase for the plaintiff, cited: Berry v. Clary, 77
Maine, 482; State v. Bonney, 34 Maine, 223.
Weston Thompson, for the defendant.
The exchange of animals was proposed, assented to and
effected on the "Lord's day," in violation of Rev. Stat. c. 124,
secs. 20 and 22, and because the plaintiff was a party to that
violation, and does not come into court with clean hands, he
cannot recover in this action. There was no legal contract on
which to maintain assumpsit. The declaration is false, and the
plea is true. 26 Maine, 464; 50 Maine, 83; 63 Maine, 576;
71 Maine, 238; 15 Gray, 433.
Against these reasons and authorities, the plaintiff hopes to
prevail by R. S., c. 82, sec. 116, enacted in 1880.
The loss falls on that party ·who is unable to maintain himself
in court without showing his own fault. Broom's Legal Maxims,
57 4 to 579.
The prohibition which this late act relaxes, is part of the iron
creed of the Puritan, and as old as the laws of Athelstan, and
is also founded on the secular considerations which Blackstone
says the law much regards. 4 Bl. Com. 133.
If ever a statute should have a narrow construction and a
restricted application, it is one which puts the law at the service
of u plaintiff who claims to recover damages on the proof and
strength of his own crime. The question is - what did the
Legislature mean? The distinction which we make, between sale
an<l barter, is not suggested in the language of the act, but
words are not the only evidence of its intent, and are not necessarily the controlling evidence of it. Where the effect would be
needless mischief, it is more reasonable and more respectful, and
more in accord with public policy, to say the Legislature was
unskilful in the choice of words than that it meant to make the
law a thief. Such an imputation should not be put upon those
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who forebore to repeal the laws against arson, robbery, larceny,
embezzlement and malicious mischief. Landers v. Bmith, 78
Maine, 212, (1 New England Rep. 896 ;) Holmes v. Paris, 75
Maine, 561; B01nerset v. Dighton, 12 Mass. 384; Gibson v.
Jenney, 15 Mass. 204; Com. v. Loring, 8 Pick. 370; Com.
v. Kimball, 24 Pick. 3 70; Brown v. Pendel'gast, 7 Allen, 429;
Winslow v. Kimball, 25 Maine, 493 ; People v. Utica Ins. Co.
15 Johns. 358; Blakeney v. Blakeney, 6 Porter, 109; People
v. Lambier, 5 Denio, 9; Rogers v. Brent, 5 Gilman, 573.
In such cases, the tender is excused when the party to whom
it was due has vo]untari]y parted with power to do what would
be his duty if the tender were made. 2 Allen, 440; 6 Allen,
273; 112 Mass. 509; 9 Cush. 215; 17 N. H. 573; 30 B.
Monroe, 517; 17 Maine, 296.
PETERS, C. J. The plaintiff and defendant exchanged horses
on the Lord's day, the defendant agreeing to pay fifty dollars
for the difference in value between the animals. The action is
to recover the fifty dollars, the defendant not returning nor offering to return the horse which he received from the plaintiff. The
action may be sustained. The statute seems to be completely
applicable, which declares that "no person who receives a valuable consideration for a contract, express or implied. made on the
Lord's day, shall defend any action upon such contract on the
ground that it was so made, until he restores such consideration."
The whole consideration received by the defendant is sti11 in his
hands. He cannot retain it and avoid his contract. It is urged
that he cannot safely make re~toration - that by doing so he
might _lose the horse which the plaintiff received from him. But
the statute is exacting - unconditional. It matters not that the
defendant cannot restore, or profitably or safely restore. If he
does not in fact restore he cannot defend. There may be many
cases where a defendant cannot restore the consideration
received. · It may have passed into other hands, or gone into
other form, or been consumed or lost. And cases may often
arise, as in this case, where a defendant is unwilling to take the
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risk to restore. But for all such cases was the statutory. requirement intended. The statute is broad and remedial and should
be liberally construed, to prevent fraud or injustice.
The argument of counsel would seem to imply that the law
was enacted to protect a defendant. It is for the public pr:otection, treating parties fairly, alike. It must be borne in mind,
looking at the just and equitable view of the transaction, that
the worst which can befall a defendant who fails to make the
restoration required of him, will be to perform his contract,
which though made on Sunday, is presumed to have been as
carefully made as if on any other day.
Exceptions overruled.
'\V ALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, J J.,
concurred.

MILLER MATHERSON

Cumberland.

and another vs.

JOHN

W.

WILKINSON.

Opinion February 24, 1887.

Partnership. Assignee of partnership affairs. R. S., c. 69, §§ 1-4.
The provisions of R. S., c. 69, §§ 1-4, relating to the settlement of the estates
of deceased partners, do not apply to an account sued in the name of surviving parties for the benefit of one partner to whom the account
was assigned by the partnership during the lifetime of all the partners.

ON exceptions to the rulings of the ju~lge of the superior
court.
The opinion states the material facts.

David W. Snow, for the plaintiffs.
0. W. Goddard, for the defendants.
PETERS, C. J.
The amended pleadings admit these facts:
The two plaintiffs, non-residents of this State, surviving partners
of a third person, sue the defendant, also a non-resident, on an
account annexed to the writ. The suit i_s prosecuted for the
benefit of one of the plaintiffs, who owns the claim in suit by an
assignment from the partnership during the lifetime of all the
partners.
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It is objected, that the suit is forbidden by our statutes applicable to the settlement of partnership estates after the death of
one of the partner~.
It may be, as responded to this objection by the plaintiff, that
such ,gtatutes do not apply to the concerns of a partnership
existing and carried on out of our Stnte. ·we pass that point,
as not necessary to the decision of the present case.
The other point relied on by the plaintiffs in justification of
the suit, we think must prevail; that is, that the action may be
maintained because the account docs not belong to the firm but
to an assignee. There is no reason, as between a partnership
and its debtors, why the purtners may not assign their claim to
one of themselves. It is a common thing for one partner to
purchase of his associates. The partners could sell an account
as well as any other assets. This account could have been sued
in the name of the assignee, by observing the requirement
imposed on assignees in such cases. 8ection 1, c. 69, R. S.,
makes a provision for the settlement of the property of the
partnership." This debt is not now the property of the partnership, though sued in its name. The partners do not own the
claim after selling and assigning it.
The defendant objects that the writ does not disclose that the
suit is for the benefit of an assignee. We think it does, but it
need not. The fact was pleaded when it became necessary, and
the defendant was at liberty to admit or deny it. His demurrer
admits it.
Exceptions .sustained.
WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.
ii

JOHN

L.

Lincoln.

THOMPSON

vs.

FRANK SMITH.

Opinion February 24, 1887.

Lobsters. R. S., c. 40, § 21. Stat. 188.5, c. 2.58 and c. 275, § 3.
An action to recover penalties for infractions of the lobster law is not barred
by previous criminal proceedings for the same offence before a magistrate,
who bound the defendant over instead of trying the complaint himself, the
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law giving him no jurisdiction to send the <::ase Up.

The fh.·st proceedings
were a numty.
Where the writ or indictment alleges in one count the illegal possession of a
definite number of lobsters, tlre verdict may be for ans number less than the
whole number alleged; and the penalties be proportionate with the finding.
The complainant was not under oblJgation to prove that the lobsters under
nine inches long were young lobsters; the word young is used in the statute in
a presumptive sense; the law assumes that those under nine inches long ate
young lobsters.
It is not unlawful to have in one's pos.session dead lobsters less than nine
ir ches long, if the same lobsters were nine ine,hes or more long ,vhen taken
alive.

ON exceptions and motion to set aside the verdict and for new
trial.
An action of deht to recover the p-ennlties for having in
possession six hundred and fifty-five young lobsters under nine
inches long, in violation of R. 3., c. 40, § 21.
The jur_y found four hundred and twenty lobsters unlawfully
.an the possession of the defendant, and rendered a vel'dict fo1·
four hundred and twenty dollars.

True P. Pierce, for plaintiff, cited: Bi'.'cby v. Jf.Tltitney, 5
Maine, 192; Stevens v . .Fas.s·ett, 27 Maine, 282 ; York v.
Goodwin, 67 Maine, 260; l Bish. Crim. Lnv, § § 1013, 1014,
1021 ; CJom. v. Loud, 3 Met. -~328.
lVilliarn H. Hilton anrl Joel P. Hust-on, for defendant.
In Bu'i·nlwm v. lVebste1·, 5 Mass. 2G8, the court sny, that
where the plaintiff declare<l in one count for several penalties,
that is, n for each and every of said offences the sum of fifteen
,dollars, amounting in all to sixty dol1ats," had the jury returned
~t verdict for more than one penalty, vi.z., fifteen dollars, it
would have been irregular.. Upon like principle the jury in
th.is case, had they found _young lobsters unluwfolly in the
defendant's possession, less than nine inches in length, should
not have returned a verdict for more than one dollar.
If the nrngistrat~ er.red, it is i10 fault of the defiendant, nor
should he be made to suffer for- it. Even 8hould the proceedings
before the magistrate prove no bar to another cl'iminal prosecuLxx1X
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tion, it should bar this action of deht. This is a civil action nnd
inconsistent with the criminal pl'ocess instituted before the
rnngistrate. Ocwfielrl v. M1~tcltell, 43 Conn. 169.
The plnintiff having elected to recover these penalties by
complaint and warrant, in the name of the state, irrevocably
waived the remedy by nction of debt. York v. Cl-oodwin, G1
Maine, 260; Wise v. Brownstein, 35 Hun. (N. Y.) 569.
In Allen v. Youn,rJ, 7G Maine, 80, the court say: ~~it has
been repeatedly asserted in both ancient and modern cases, that
judges may in some cases, decide upon a statute in direct con..,
tra vent ion of its terms, that they may depart from the letter in
orrler to reach the spirit and intent of the act;" and cite with
approval .Holnies v. Paris, 15 Maine, 559, an<l cases there cited.
There i~ no evidence in the cHse that the lobsters were young.
Every essential part of the des,cription must be proved. Allegations of matter of substance must be subst,antially proved, but
allegation of description must be literally proved. Ackley v
Dennison, 22 :Maine, 168.
d

PETERS, C. J.
This action is instituted to recover penaTtfee
incurred for infractions of the lobs'ter law. Several question~
are presented under the exceptions and motion.
A question arose, preliminarily, whether this action is barred
by n previous criminal prosecution. It appears that, before this
action was commenced, the defendant was arraigned, for the same
offense, before a trial justice, who bound him over to a higher
court, although the triul justice had plenary jurisdiction to try
the complaint himself. Those proceedings were a nullity, and
cannot opemte to discharge this action brought for the same
offense. They wel'e an attempted, but not a real, proBecution.
The defendant has not been, in the constitutional sense, twice
tl'ied for the t,Hme offense. Ooleman v. State, 97 U. S. 520 ;
Stevens v. Fassett, 27 Maine, 282. In Com. v. Hamilton, 129
Mass. 4 79, a mngi~trate made precisely the same mistake that
,vas made here, and with the same result.
The defendant contends that it was not competent for the jury
to find a verdict for a less number of lobsters than the whole
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number declared for. We think a verdict may be for any
number from one to the whole number in the declaration, indictment or complaint,-and that the fine is to be proportionate to
the finding.
The defendant takes the position that there should. he no
recovery for taking a lobster under nine inches long, unless it he
a '' young" lobster, contending that there are old,~ dwarf" lobsters.
less than that length, which can be legally taken. We think the·
word '~young" in the statute, is used in a presumptive or·
assumptive sense merely ; that the legislature meant to declare·
that any lobster under nine inches long should be regarded as a
young lobster. The inhibition is against taking any under the·
prescribed length.
It is contended that it was not illegal to have in one's possession:
a dead lobster measuring less than nine inches in length, if the·
same lobster was nine inches or more long when taken alive.
~re concur in that position. The object of the law is to prevent
the taking of small lobsters out of the sea. It requires a.
restoration into the sea when innocently taken out. In order to,
carry the primary design more effectually into execution, it is.
declared to be an offense to have in possession any lobster under·
the legal length,- without indicating whether the lobster may
be dead or ttlive. It must mean this : That it is illegal for any
person to have in his possession a live lobster less than nine·
inches long, or a dead lobster (no mntter what the length) ,vhich: ·
was less than nine inches long when :dive-that is, when taken1
from the sea. No person can have a lobster in his possession,
which, when alive, was less than nine inches long. But if a,.
person has in his pos8ession a boiled lobster less than nine inches•
long, and the same lobster wus nine inches long or more when.
alive, in such case no offense is committed by the possession.
It would be a strange result, if a person could legully take a;
lobster alive, and legally keep him as long as alive, and be guilty·
of an offense for possessing the same lobster after it is dead; if
a legal catch can thus become illegal.
. Evidence of the length of boiled lobster8 is no doubt admissible
as indicating the length of the same lobsters before they were
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boiled. And the distinction above made becomes immaterial, of
course, if boiling a lobster does not in any case diminish its
.length - does not reduce him from the legal to the illegal length.
Most of the testimony, at the trial of this cause, tended to
:show that there was no appreciable difference between lobsters
when alive and when boiled. The jury, however, made some
-deduction, evidently, for a supposed difference. Some of the
·witnesses maintained that, instead of shrinking by boiling, the
:length of the lobster is increased.

Exceptions and 1notion overruled.
WALTON,
,concurred.

VIRGIN,

LIBBEY,

EMERY and HASKELL,

JJ.,

\VA YLAND KNOWLTON

vs.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 01!.., \VALDO COUNTY,

Waldo.

Opinion February 24, 1887.

Fees. Trial justices. R. S., c. 115, § 2. Stat. 1885, c. 345.
'The fees to which trial justices are entitled by law in criminal prosecutions
are provided for in § 2, c. 116, R. S.
'The allowance of eighty cents for the trial of an issue applies only to civil
proceedings.

ON exceptions to the ruling of the court in refusing to grant
the writ of mandamus on plaintiff's petition.
The opinion states the facts.

Wayland Knowlton, for plaintiff.
Thompson and Dunton, for defendants.
FosTER, J. The petitioner see ks for mandamus to compel
the county commissioners of Waldo county to audit and
allow, in three criminal bills of cost, certain items to which he
claims to be entitled as the magistrate before whom the proceedings originated.
The case comes before this court upon exceptions to the
deci8ion of the presiding justice in denying the writ.
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The only question involved is whether the magistrate in criminal prosecutions originating before him is entitled to eighty
cents for the trial of an issue, as in civil actions, and twenty-five
cents for taxation of costs.
The fees to which trial justices are entitled by law in criminal
prosecutions are provided for in § 2, c. 116, R. S. Those fees
to ·which they are entitled in civil actions and other matters other
than those of a criminal nature are specified in the first part of
the section named; after that there follows a statement of those
fees to which they are entitled in criminal prosecutions.
The allowance of eighty cents for the trial of an issue was
evidently intended by the framers of the law to apply only to
civil proceedings. This is more apparent when we come to
examine the earliest statute upon this subject, establishing and
regulating the fees of justices and other officers, passed February
13, 1796, (2 Mass. Laws, 699.) afterwards incorporated into
· the statutes of 1821, c. 105, § 1, and amended in 1835, c. 178,
§ 7. It will be found upon examination, that in those early
statutes the express authority by which magistrates were allowed
for ''the trial of an issue" was contained in the paragraph relating
to civil causes which wa:-; in these words : ' 1 For the entry of an
action, or filing a complaint in civil causes, including filing of
papers, swearing of witnesses, examining, allowing, and taxing
the bill of costs and entering up the judgment and recording the
same, sixty-one cents. The trial of an issue, fifty cents."
Following that, were the several paragraphs substantially the
same us in the present statutes.
Matters relating to criminal prosecutions were,-as they still
are,- grouped together in those separnte paragraphs vvhich form
a different and distinct portion of the section referred to, and
where the specific items of fees in all the proceedings relating to,
criminal prosecutions are definitely stated.
Had it been the intention of the framers of this statute to,
allow, in criminal proceedings, any additional fee to what is SO·
clearly and specifically stated, we cannot help believing that theywould have so expressed it.
As it is, we have no doubt of the correctness of the decision of
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the court in denying the writ under the law as it then stood.
Since the plaintiff's claim originated, R. S., c. 116, § 2, has
been amended by c. 345 of the Laws of 1885, so that the
allowance of eighty cents for an issue is now limited by express
enactment to civil cases.

Exceptions overruled.
PETERS, C. J., "TALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY and HASKELL,
JJ., concurred.

HERBERT F. SHAW vs. JACOB
Kennebec.

s.

GRAVES AND WIFE.

Opinion February 24, 1887.

Contract. Support and maintenance. Physician's bill.
Where a husband and wife bound themselves by bond to other persons to
furnish support to a third party, and fail to perform their duty in that
respect, there is no implied authority to warrant such third party in obtaining outside assistance upon their credit and expense.
Where the wife knew a physician had been sent for to attend such party, and
did not object, and the husband, on the arrival of the physician at his house,
forbade him rendering any service on their account, and the physician rendered services, making his charge therefor to such third party, he cannot,
after such election, recover of the husband and wife, or either of them,
either the whole charge for such visit, or so much of it as accrued before
the husband's repudiation of his authority to act.

ON motion to set aside the verdict from superior court
Assumpsit on an account annexed, by a physician, for professional attendance upon Mrs. Sarah J. Cofren, amounting to
$10.15. The verdict of the jury was for the plaintiff for ten
dollars and forty-two cents. This verdi~t the defendant moved
to set aside as being against law and evidence.

J. H. Potter for the plaintiff, cited: Enfield v. Buswell, 62
Huntm· v. Heath, 67 Maine, 507; Staples v.
Wellington, 58 Maine, 453.

Maine, 128;

Bean and Beane and H. M. Heath, for the defendants, cited:
Wyman v. Boole, 2 Maine, 337; Porter v. Hooper, 11 Maine,
170; Howe v. Russell, 41 Maine, 446; Jewett v. Some1·set, 1
Maine, 125 ; Wyman v. Banton, 66 Maine, 171 ; Moody v.
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Moody, 14 Maine, 307; Winchester v. Howard, 97 Mass. 305;
Eade v. Coburn, 130 Mass. 595 ; Whiting v. Sullivan, 7
Mass. 107; Boston Ice Oo. v. Potter, 123 Mass. 28; Hills v.
Snell, 104 Mass. 173 ; llfass Gen'l Hospital v. Fairbanks, 129
Mass. 78; Mellen v. Whipple, 1 Gray, 317; HennessPy v.,
Dela,rul, 110 Ma~s. 145; Dow v. Olark, 7 Gray, 198.
PETERS, C. J.
'rhe merits of this very elaborate case lie
within quite narrow limits.
A physician was called to visit a Mrs. Cofren who lived with
the defendants. She had the bond of her sons that they would
support her, and the sons had the obligation of the defendants
to render the support. In rendering this support they might
have to make contracts with physicians or other persons, but the
person to be supported could not make contracts in their name
without their consent. The plaintiff, a physician, performed
medical services for Mrs. Cofren and made the charges to her
therefor.
An action for those servioes cannot be maintained against the
,defendants on an implied promise. Such an implication does
not 'arise from the situation of the parties. _.._Yoody v. ]}[c;ody,
14 Maine, 307.
No express promise was made by either of the defendants
(husband and wife), nor can any promise be fairly inferred from
the circumstances. The most that can be prehmded, to fix any
liability on the wife, is, that she knew that the plaintiff had been
sent for, not directly by her, hut without any objection on her
part. But the case shows that, when the plaintiff fir~t canrn to
the house, he was met hy the husband, ,vho fiffbade him rendering any services ou their account.
The utmost claim that could have been in any view possibly
1·ecoverahle, would be for so much of the first visit of the plaintiff as consisted in going to the house, before he was met by the
husband in a hostile attitude, almost at the dooe. But this the
· plaintiff cannot rec<wer, if for no other reason, because at that
interview, he elected not to ,divide the charge, r-endering the
services on the credit of Mrs. Cofren, against whom he charged
all subsequent visits, and against whom and whose estate he has
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since ern:leavcwed, until this suit was brought for the same services, to make a collection of his bill. The verdict is unsupported
by the evidence.

Motion snstained.
DANFORTH, VIRGIN,

LIBBEY,

}1,.osTER

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.

,v1LLIAM

H. LrnBY vs.

Kennebec.
Partnership.

DANIEL

c.

RomNsoN.

Opinion February 24, 1887.

Settler,wnt.

Money had and received. Actfons. Statute
of limitations.
The plaintiff, a deputy sheriff, had an account against a firm wllich consisted
of the defendant and another. WI1en sued, the account was barred by the
act of limitations. At some date before the bar could operate against the.
accou.nt, the- partne-rs settled their par1inership matters, and on defendant's:
. representation to his partner that he had paid plaintiff's claim, when he had
not, he was allowed the amount ofit in such settlement.
Held: That the plaintiff cannot maintain an action for money had and received
upon the ground that the settlement pfaced money in the defendant's hands:
for plaintiff's benefrt, or that it had the legal effect to do, so, or was equivalent to doing so.

ON exceptions from superior court.

The opinion states the question presented by the exceptions.

H. M. Heath, for plaintiff.
If one of the partners is constituted agent for th0 firm, and
power is delegated to him to wind up the partnership business,.
such power cet¼ses when the business of the firm is. closed up~
Story on Partnership, pp. 512' to 570.
After the final settlement, the partnership wns absolutely
concluded, except that it remained liable for the mistakes and
wrongs committed by their agent in settling up the company
business, and in case- of such mistake or wrong, an action would
lie against the agent when the agent was a partner of the firm
whose business he was settling up, or against the firm at the
election of the- injured party. Averill v. Lyman, 18 Pick. 346.
Every person is a trustee who receives mnney to be paid to
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another, or to be applied to a particular purpose to which he
does not apply it. Finney v. Cochran, l Watts and Sergent,
112.
It makes no difference that the defendant received this sum of
money as money already paid to plaintiff, when in fact it was
not paid, or that he did not receive it as money to be paid, to
plaintiff; neither ·was it necessary for defendant to promise the
firm to pay over such money to plaintiff, the law will presume
that he promised to pay over such sum of money to the party to
whom it actually belongs. Wiseman v. Lyman, 7 Mass. 286;
Calais v. Whidden, 64 Maine, 249 ; 1l.f.ason v. vVaite, 17 Mass.
558; 4 ~Tait's Actions and Defences, 469.
If then, at the commencement of this action, the defendant had
in his possession money which ex equo et bono he ought not to
have retained from the pluintiff, plaintiff is entitlecl to recover.
This must depend upon the facts appearing in the evidence
produced at the trial and referred to by the presiding justice in
his decision. Hall v. 111.arston, 17 Mass, 57 4, and cases;
Williams v. Everrett, 3 Price's Re. 58 ; 4 Wait's Actions and
Defences, 469; Chitty on Contracts, 673, with note/; 2 Greenl.
Ev. 117.
When the fact is proved that the defendant has the money of
the plaintiff, if he cannot show that he has a legal and equitable
ground for retaining it, the law creates the privity and the
promise, although the party so holding or receiving such money
has never seen or heard of the party to whom it belongs. Mason
v. Waite, 17 Mass. 560; Willianis v. Eve1-rett, 3 Price's Re.
58; Hall v. Marston, 17 Mass. 574; Lewis v. Sawye1·, 44
Maine, 332; Keene v. Sage, 75 Maine, 138; Calais v. Wh1'.dden,
64 Maine. 249; Shepherd v. McEvers, 8 Am. Dec. 561;
Cumberland v. Codrin,qton, 3 Johns. Ch. 261.
D. C. Robinson, for defendant, cited: Parson's Part. * 398 ;
Mellen v. Wkipple, 1 Gray, 320.
PETERS, C. J. The defendant and another, law partners,
were indebted to the plaintiff, a deputy sheriff, for official services
performed by him for their firm. The bill became barred by
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the statute of limitations. The bar is attempted to be avoided
by the plaintiff upon, the following finding of facts: At some
time during six years prior to the date of the writ in this case,
the defen<lant and his partner had a settlement of their partnership accounts, when the defendant represented to his partner
that he had paid the plaintiff's bill, and they made a setilement
on the basis of such payment. The ruling of the judge was that
that act was equivalent to placing in the defendant's hands at
that time an amount of money for the plaintiff, which he can
recover in this action of money had and received. vVe are
unable to concur in the ruling. It would be pushing the principle
of implied promise too far to give it such application. The
cases cited fall short of supporting the conclusion contended for.
They are instances wl;lere money ,vas paid by one person to
another to be paid over to a third party. In the present case
there was no assertion by the defendant that he would in the
future pay the plaintiff, nor was any money placed in his hands
for such purpm:ie. He did not assume a new debt- he asserted
that he had paid an old one, when he had not. He merely paid
less to, or received more from, his partner, by reason of the
misrepresentation, and he is still liable to his partner on account
of it. He cannot be liable to pay the reserved sum to bis
partner and to the plaintiff also. Nor would the firm be released
from the plaintiff's claim, were the limitation question eliminated
from the facts.
The case against the defendant cannot be stronger than it
would have been had he given to his partner a bond of indemnity
against the plaintiff's claim; and that would establish no new
liability to the plaintiff. We think that the settlement created
no new contract or privity of contract between the parties.

Exceptions sustained.
DANFORTH, VIRGIN, FosTER

LIBBEY,

J., did not sit.

and HASKELL, JJ., concurred.

MONMOUTH V. LEEDS.

INHABITANTS OF MoNMOUTH

Kennebec.

vs.
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INHABITANTS OF LEEDS.*

Opinion Fehrurary 24, 1887.

Costs. Proceeding to establish dividing line between towns.
Costs are not allowable to either side in a statutory proceeding to discover
and establish boundary lines between towns. There is no action, or litigation, and no pleadings are filed.
The court has control of such proceedings so far as to prevent a report being
final, unless satisfied of its freedom from fraud, and of its legal correctness.

ON exceptions.

Plaintiffs filed a bill of costs with written motion to be allowed
costs. The motion was overruled and the plaintiffs alleged
exceptions.

J. H. Potter, for the plaintiffs.
Should the court hold that the proceeding is not strictly an
action at law, still, in the light of several decisions in this state,
we are entitled to costs up to the time when commissioners were
appointed. Moorn v. Mann, 29 Maine, 559; Harm v. Harm,
43 Maine, 285 ; Thornton v. York Bank, 45 Maine, 158.

P. M·. Drew, for the defendants, cited: Spaulding's Practice,
45 ; Hopkins v. Benson, 21 Maine, 399 ; Moore v. Mann,
29 Maine, 559; Counce v. Persons unknown, 76 Maine, 548;
Stetson v. County Gorn. 72 Maine, 17.
PETERS, C. J. Costs are claimed in a statutory proceeding
in which commissioners were asked for to establish the boundary
line between two towns.
vVe think costs are not allowable. The proceeding is not an
action, nor of the nature of one. The towns do not come into
court as parties to a litigation. No pleadings bring them to an
issue in court. A line becomes obscured or lost, and the petition
seeks its discovery.
At the same time, it may be well to say that the court has
more powers of decision in such proceedings than sometimes has

* See same case

reported 76 Maine, 28.
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been ascribed to it. It is contended by counsel on one side that
our own decisions determine that the court has no power to pass
judgment on the work of the commissioners. It may be a limited
authority. Still, some authority exists. It seems to have been
overlooked in some of the cases that the report of' the commissioners was required by the earlier statutes to be accepted hy the
court. The laws of 1832, ch. 560, expressly required it. The
R. S. of 1841, ch. 5, § 27, required it. TheR. S. of 1857, ch.
3, § 30, with no legislative change, for the sake of brevity, omits
the words relating to acceptance, the revisers of the laws supposing, evidently, that the power to accept or reject would be
implied. Why should it not be so? What object is there in
making a return to court if the return is not to be acted upon?
In Brernen v. Bristol, 66 Maine, 354, the court settled some
legal questions and recommitted the case to the commissioners.
We do not see why the court should not so far control the
proceeding that it may, as in cases before referees, prevent a
report being final until satisfied of its freedom from fraud and of
its legal correctness.
No costs allow eel.
DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.
STATE OF MAINE vs. JoSEPH CHANDLER and another.
Aroostook.
Scire facias.

Opinion February 26, 1887.

Recognizance.

Non-joinder of parties. Pleadings. Demurrer.
R. s., C. 133, § 20.
Scire facias upon a recognizance, taken in a criminal proceeding, is a civil
action.
Scire facias against two of the three persons who jointly and severally recognized, upon such recognizance, cannot be sustained, while the third remains
liable to an action thereon; and when the declaration shows that three
recognized and does not allege a reason why the third was not joined, the
non-joinder may be taken advantage of by demurrer.
Revised Statutes, chap. 133, § 20, does not authorize a mis-joinder or nonjoinder of parties, to a recognizance, under the rules of pleading.

ON exceptions to the ruling of the court in overuling a
demurrer to the declaration.

STAT~
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cnANDLER,
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The opinion states the case.

Charle.s P. Allen, county attorney, and Lewis C. Steams,
for the state.
Should the court decide that the demurrer is properly before
them, then we submit that inasmuch as it is general there are no
defects in the writ and declaration which it may reach. The
person and case can be rightly understood, and the process
clearly falls within the rule embraced in sec. 25 of c. 133 of the

R. S.
That three were bound and only two sued does not render the
writ and declaration ill on general demurrer. The joinder of all
is not necessary. But granting it were it is submitted that the
non-joinder could only be taken advantage of by a plea in abatement.
TVilson v. Nevers, 20 Pick. 20; Tuttle v. Cooper, 10
Pick. 281; Elder v. Thompson, 13 Gray, 91; Simonds v.
Turner, 120, Mass. 328; White v. Cushin,q, 30 Maine, 2G7;
Reed v. Wilson, 39 Maine, 585.
The rule laid down in Harwood v. Roberts, 5 Maine, 381, and
in Gould's Pl. c. 5, sec. 115, that when the declaration shows
more are liable than ai·e sued, it is bad on demurrer, does not
apply in this case.
Indeed it has been held by the Massachusetts court that non-joinder of defendants, in certain actions of debt is not abatable.
Boutelle v. Nourse, 4 Mass. 430; 5 Mass. 265.

lVilson and Lurnbert and Powers and Powers for defendants,
cited: 1 Bouvier's Diet. 356, § 12; 4 Blackstone, 465; Ilar•
wood v. Roberts, 5 Maine, 441; Gould's PI. c. 5, § 115; 1
Chitty's Pl. ( 16 Am. ed.) 54 K; Spauldints Practice, 513;
Richmond v. Toothaker, 69 Maine, 455; Rand v . .Nutter, 56
Maine, 341; Tappan v. Bruen, 5 .Mass. 1~)3; Cont. v. Downey,
9 Mass. 520; State v. Brown, 41 Maine, 535; Bridge v. Pord,
7 Mass. 209.
FosTER, J.
The defendants as sureties, together with one
Benjamin R. Condon as principal, entered into ii.joint and several
recognizance upon an indictment found against the said Con<lon
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as a common seller of intoxicating liquors. Default having been
entered against all the parties upon the recognizance, scire jacias
is brought against these two defendants who file a general
demurrer.
The only question involved is whether the proper parties are
joined as defendants in this action.
It is the general rule in actions ex contractu that objection to the
non-joinder of a defendant can he taken only by plea in abatement, thereby giving the plaintiff a better writ, by therein
disclosing the names of those who ought to be joined. Harwood v. Roberts, 5 Maine, 442 ; Reed v. Wilson, 39 Maine,
586; Riclunond v. Toothaker, 69 Maine, 455. But to this rule
there is an exception, as well settled as the rule itself, - that if
it appears from the face of the declaration or other pleading on
the part of the plaintiff, that a person not made defendant was
a joint contractor with those who are defendants in the suit,
there being no averment of the death of such person, then such
non-joinder fs good ground for demurrer, as well as abatement.
Harwood v. Roberts, supra; Richnwnd v. Toothaker, supra;
Gould Pl. c. 5, § 115; 1 Chit. Pl. 46*; McGregor v. · Balch,
17Vt. 5G7.
It is likewise held to be ground for demurrer where there is a
mis-joinder of defendants, in actions upon contract, where too
many persons are made defendants and the objection appears
upon the face of the plaintiff's pleadings. Chitty states it thus:
"If too many persons are made defendant-,, and the objection
appear on the pleadings, either of the defendants may demur,
move in arrest of judgment, or support a ·writ of error; and
even if the objection do not appear upon the pleadings, the
plaintiff may be non-suited upon the trial, if he fail in proving
a joint contract." 1 Chitty Pl. 44*; Gould Pl. c. 5, § 104. "If
it appears on the pleadings, it gives rise to a demurrer; if it
appears at the trial, to an adverse verdict." Dicey on Parties.
507. *
It is elementary law that where three or more parties contract
jointly and severally, all are to be sued in one action, or each
may be sued severally. It is improper as all the authorities hold
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to join two and omit the others, for in such cnse they are sued
neither jointly nor severally, as they promised. And in case
the plaintiff does n<ft see fit to proceed against them severally,
it is the undoubte<l right of the defendants to have all their joint
prornisors or obligors joined with them in the suit. Harwood
Y. Roberl8, supm; Bangor Banlc v. Treat, 6 Maine, 207.
The recognizance in this case, although taken in a criminal
pl'Ocess. and depending for its validity upon a record based
upon such proceeding, is wholly collateral to the original
proceeding, ~rnd in its nature a civil matter. State Y. Balcet,
50 Maine, 53. It is an obligation of record ( Longley v. Vose,
27 Maine, 188) founded upon contract, ( State v. Boies, 41
Maine, 345) and entered into by the recognizors upon certain
conditions ( State v. Buniham, 44 Maine, 284) upon the breach
of which the recognizance became forfeited, .and an absolute debt
of record, in the nature of a judgment, was c1·eated, and upon
which scire facias properly lieH for the recovery of the forfeiture. State v. J{inne, 39 N. H. 135, 137; State Y. Harlow,
26 Maine, 7 5 ; Oununonwealth v. Green, 12 Mass. 1 ; Oomnwnwealth v. J.11.c_,/._Veill, 19 Pick. 138.
But scire facias upon n recognizance entered into in a criminal proceeding, in no respect partakes of the original criminal
proceeding out of whieh it originated, hut is held to be a civil
action, State v. Harlow, 26 Maine, 76; State v. Ifinne, 41 N.
H. 239; Oonmwnwealth v. J.Wc.Neill, 19 Pick. 138; .McLellan
v. Lunt, 14 Maine, 257; State v. Balcer, 50 Maine, 53.
This action, then, muBt ~tand or fall like any other founded
upon contract.
It is brought against two only of the three
parties who jointly and severally recognized to the state - now
plaintiff in this suit. It is not brought against them in accordance witl1 their obligation entered foto by them. They are sued
neither jointly nor severally. There are too many joined as
defendants to correspond with their several obligation - too few
to correspond with it as joint. This being so, the misjoinder in
the one case, or the non-joinder in the other, as we have said, is
good ground of demurrer, since the fact appears upon the face
of the plaintiff's declaration that there was a joint and several
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obligation entered into by three, all of whom are known as well
to the plaintiff as to the defendants in this suit.
It makes no difference that one of the recognizors was the
principttl in the ctiminal process, and the other two were his
sureties. The recognizance itself determines the liability of the
parties, and, as appears from the record, that liability was joint
und several in relation to the three parties who became bound
by it. It was not a joint and several undertaking on the part
of the sureties only; and the plaintiff can not, by its pleading,
change their liability from that which they assumed. The cnse
of Conirnonwealth v. McNeil! {·mpm, was scfre facias upon
recognizance taken in a criminal proceeding as in the case at bar,
hut against only one of three who had severally recognized. In
that case as in this, one of the recognizors was named as princi..
pal and the other two as sureties, and all recognised in the same
sum. One of the objections ruised at the trial related to an
alleged variance between the allegations and the proof. iion
l'eferencc to the recognizance," says SHAW, C. J., (1it appears
that tbe parties were severally bound, and therefore it was a
several recognizance hy each ; though as all were joined in one
recognizance, they might have been proceeded against jointly."
No intimation is given by the court that they were liable except
jointly or severally.
,
Attention has been ca11ed to R. S. ,' c. 133, § 20, which pro ...
vi des that t: when a person, under recognizance in a criminal case,
fails to perform its condition, his default shall be recorded, and
process shall be issued against such of the conusors as the prosecuting o:fficel' directs," etc.
"\Vhether the (( proces8" mentioned is such as has been
commenced in this case, it is unnecessary to determine at this
time, and with the facts as they exist in relation to the proceeding
before us; for, even if this is such process as the statute contemplates, we can not believe it was the intention of the legislature
to give the prnsecuting officer authority to violate well settled
rules of pleading. Full efficacy can ue given to the statute
·without any such violation. vV ere it otherwise, then there might
be reason in giving the statute such a construdion as would
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accomplish the object sought to be attained in its enactment.
Whether or not an amendment would be proper, and if so,
upon what terms, is a matter to be considered by the court
below.

Exceptions sustained.
PETERS,

C. J.,

WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY

and

HASKELL,

J J., concurred.
GEORGE

E.

WALLACE,

in equity,

vs.
RoBERT HAWES

Waldo.
A

and others.

Opinion February 28, 1887.

Will. Devise.
woman, in the first clause of her ·will, devised her farm to
her husband, absolutely; in the second clause, she provided a life support for him on the farm; in the next clause, she declared that another
man shall receive his support out of the farm, "in accord with former
agreement," when there was no such agreement; in tlre next, it may
be conjectured she had in her mind some provision about monuments
for herself ancl husband, but she failed to fully express it; and finally she
" orders" that still another person, "if he proves faithful and .remains on
the farm" until the death of the before named persons, shall have the residue
of her estate, and that, if he does not so behave, the same shall be divided
.among certain other persons. Held: That the wife having first given the
whole estate to her husband, and using afterwards no appropriate language
to cut clown the estate or take it from him, he takes a fee therein subject
only to her debts and last expenses.

Bill in equity by the administrator, with the will annexed of
the estate of Jane II. Hawes, brought to obtain a construction
of the will, which was as follows:
11
I, Jane H. ILnve8, of Searsmont, in the county of Wnldo and
state of Maine, being weak in body, but of a sound mind and
memory (blessed be Almighty God for the same), do make,
publish and declare this my last will and testament, in manner
and form following, viz. :
i i 1.
I give and devise to my beloved hushancl, Robert Htnves,
the farm on which I now live, it being the same as deeded to me
VOL.

LXXIX.

12
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by Sully B. Muzzy on February 22, 18-, and recorded at the
register's office in Book No. 141, page 404, for a full description
of said premises.
'' 2. And I further declare that the said Robert Hawes, my
husband, is to have his support out of said property, heing
provided with clothing and food, good and sufficient as heretofore, and all nursing and medical attendance needful in sickness,
so long as he may live.
H 3.
I also declare that Ebenezer Robbins shall have hi&
support out of said property, in being provided with food and
clothing as heretofore, so long as he may live, in accord unto
former agreement.
'' 4. I also order that after paying all my just debts and
burial expenses of Robert, my husband, and of myself, and
erecting suitable white marble grave stones, to the value of about
twenty-five dollars for each of us.
'' 5. I also order that John Frank Wood, that now lives with
us, if he proves fitithful and remains on the farm above described
and works to carry on the same, until the death of the above
named persons, the residue of my estate shall fall to him, as the
legal heir. But if be, the said John, leaves and goes away from
said premises to look out for himself, then this last provision is
null and void, and the residue as above named, whatever it may
be, shall go one-half to John E. Hart, and the other half to Ward
Butler and his wife, Lucinda.
H 6.
And I also make choice of Nathan P. Bean of Searsmont,
my sole executor, of this my last will and testament, whose
duty it shall be to see thnt the provisions of this instrument are
faithfully carried out, so far as to have a watchful care over my
husband, Robert Hawes, and Ebenezer Robbins, to see that they
are provided with all the above named benefib, as described.
"7. In witness ·whereof I have hereunto set my hand this
thirteenth day of August, eighteen hundred and eighty-one."
(Duly executed.)
George E. Wallace, for the plaintiff.
L. 1lf. Staples, for the defendant, Robert Hawes.
William, H. Fogle1·, for the defendant, John Frank Wood.
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PETERS, C. J. The instrument which calls for an interpretation under this bill, is an illustration of the confusion of ideas
which prevails among unskilful persons ·who write their own or
their neighbors' wills. While the idea of this testatrix might be
conjectured to be one thing, the language used so clearly and
absolutely expresses a different thing, we can only follow the
general rules of construction which appertain to such ca8es.
In the first clause of the will, she gives to her husband an'.
absolute estate in her farm, valued at six hundred dollars, her
principal or only property. By R. S., c. 74, § 16, a devise of·
land conveys all the estate of the devisor therein, unless it
appears by the will that he intended to convey a less estate. If·
the other portions of the will had the effect to prevent a fee·
passing to the husband, he would take no estate at all, but only·
a life support.
In the second clause, the testatrix does not cut the fee down,
to a life estate or otherwise qualify it, but ''declares" the husband
is to have his support out of the farm as long as he lives. In
the next item she also declares that another person shall receive·
his support out of the same farm, "in accord unto former agreement,>' when, as the case finds, there never was any agreement
about such a matter.
In the next item, she undertook to provide for the erection of·
grave stones for her husband and herself, but fails to make a:
sensible provision.
She, then, in the next item,'' orders" that still another person,.
'' if he proves faithful and remains on the farm" until the death,
of the before named persons, shall have the residue of her estate,
and that, if he does not so' behave himself, the same shall be~
divided among several other persons.
The wife, having first given the whole estate to her husband,.
and using afterwards no appropriate language to cut it down or·
take it away from him, the interpretation of the wi11 must he
that he takes a fee in the farm, subject to her debts and last
expenses. Mitclzell v . .Morse, 77 Maine, 423.
Decree accordingly.
"\\.,. ALTON, DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY, FosTER and HASKELL,
JJ., concurred.
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ELISHA W. SHAW and others vs. GEORGE WATERHOUSE.
Penobscot.
Contract.

Opinion February 28, 1887.
Sunday law.

Burden of proof.

'lI'he burden is upon the defendant to prove that a bond, on which he is sued
as obligor, was delivered on Sunday, instead of on Monday, the day of its
date, if he sets up the Sunday-law in defense of the action. The party
:affirming fraud or illegality, must prove it.

ON exceptions .
.Debt on a bond.

Powers and Sanborn and Davis and Bailey for plaintiffs,
,cited: 10 Gray, 68 ; 10 Cush. 37 4; Powers v. Russell, 13
Pick. 77; Davis v. Jenney, l Met. 224; Bayley v. Taber, 6
.Mass. 451.

F. H. Appleton and John Vamey for defendant.
Upon the instruction especially excepted to, we cite as con•dusive, Small v. Olewley, 62 Maine, 159; Heinemann v. Heard,
•62 N. Y. 448.
Plaintiffs cite Pullen v. 1-Iutchinson, 25 Maine, 24 7, and 5
Grtw, 400. An examination of both cases will disclose them to
be favorable to the position of the court in this case. In the
.first case, SHEPLEY, J., expressly says: '' if the instrument be
the foundation of the party's claim, or if he be privy to it, or if
it purport to be executed by his adversary, there may be good
;reason for holding him to strict proof of its execution."
Hilton v. Smith, 5 Gray, 400, was not a suit between the
·original parties, and recognizes the distinction between it and
Burnhmn v. Allen, l Gray, 496, where the contracting parties
were the parties litigant.
The instruction complained of relates rather to the weight of
evidence than to the burden of proof, but as a proposition of
law, is clearly correct. Small v. Clewley, 62 Maine, 155; Burnham v. Allen, l Gray, 496.
In the 6 Mass. 452 and 25 Maine, 241, cited by the plaintiffs,
there was neither a denial of the execution of the instrument
declared on, nor any brief statement filed as in this case.
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PETERS, C. J. The defendant is sued upon a written contract
bearing date on a week-day; the defense is that it was rea1ly
signed and delivered on Sunday; the ruling was that, while the
plaintiff is aided by the presumption arising from the date of the
paper, there being evidence on both sides of the issue, the burden of proof was upon him to show that the instrument was
delivered on some lawful day for business and not on Sunday.
This was not correct. The burden of proving the illegal transaction rested on the defendant.
The general rule is, that the burden of proof lies upon the
party who takes an affirmative. Here the defendant affirms the
illegality. It was not necessary that the plaintiff declare that
the contract was not made on Sunday, or that it was not illegal.
This rule affects defenses generally where fraud or illegality is
set up. Where a transaction is not on its face unfair or illegal,
the burden is on the party who assails its fairness or legality to
substantiate his objection.
Whar. Ev. § 366, and cases.
Blaisdell v. Gowell, 14 Maine, 370; Winslow v. Gilbreth, 50
Maine, 90.
The usual test employed to determine on which side the burden of proof lies, meets the present case. Which party would
be entitled to a verdict if no evidence be offered on either side
of the issue? Here the plaintiff asserts a contract, and produces
it. Nothing unlawful appears on its face. The defendant
alleges that it was unlawfully made. If no proof be exhibited
either way, the defense fails.
The case of Sniall v. Olewley, 62 Maine, 155, relied on by
the defendant, does not sustain the defendant's position. It was
there held that the burden of proof was on the plaintiff to show
that a note sued by him was given for consideration. It was
necessary for him to allege consideration. He did allege it.
An independent defense was not relied on. The defendant
merely denied one of the substantive averments which the
plaintiffs made. It is argued, however, that when a plaintiff
comes into court he necessarily affirms that he is presenting a1.
legal contract. It may be implied that he does so. And that is.
the difference between this case and the case cited. Affirmations;
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merely implied, not expressed, do not require proof. When a
note or other contract is declared upon, there may be some sort
of implied or silent affirmation by the plaintiff that the instrume·nt produced in evidence was not fraudulently obtained; or
that it was not an usurious contract ; or given for an illegal
consideration ; or that the maker was not a minor or insane ; or
laboring under other disqualification. Still, if any one of such
defenses be alleged, it is to be proved by the defendant, and is
not to be disproved by the plaintiff. In the case before us, date
is not an essential matter of allegation or proof, except to
correctly identify the paper declared upon.
In Pullen v. Hutchinson, 25 Maine, 249, it is said: "The
party producing it ( a written contract) is not required to proceed
further upon a mere suggestion of a false date, where there are
no indications of falsity found upon the paper, and prove that
it was actually made on the day of its date." In Bayley v.
Taber, 6 Mas·s. 451, certain notes declared upon were valid if
issued before a certain date and invalid if issued after such date.
They were dated before. '''Vhen," said PARSONS, C. J., "the
defendants would avoid their promise by availing themselves of
the statute, it is incumbent on them to prove that the notes are
within the statute; and the plaintiffs are not obliged to show
that the notes are without the statute." In Nason v. Dinsmore,
34 Maine, 391, where the defense was that a bond was made on
the Lord's day, the court said : "The defendants alJege an
infirmity in the bond, which does not appear on its face, and the
burden of proof is on them to show its existence."
WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY,

Exceptions sustained.
FosTER and HASKELL, JJ.,

..concurred.

CITY OF BATH

Sagadahoc.
Taxes.

Suit for taxes.

vs.

PARKER

M.

,vmTMORE.

Opinion February 28, 1887.

Assessment.

Interest.

R. S., c. 6, § § 100, 122, 175.

'The only remedy which a person, who is a taxable inhabitant in the place
where he is assessed, has for obtaining relief from an assessment for personal
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property which he does not own, is by a petition to the assessors with the
right of appeal frorn them to the county commissioners; if sued for the
taxes, under R. S., c. 6, § 175, and he has obtained no abatement from
assessors or commissioners, the defense is not open to hirn.
Where a person is sued for his taxes, he cannot defeat the suit upon 'the
ground that the recorded list of assessments, upon which his assessment
appears, is not signed by the assessors ; the papers in the collector's hands
are sufficient proof of the assessments.
The neglect of assessors to certify an assessment of the state tax, as required
by R. S., c. 6, § 122, is merely an omission to observe a directory order
which the law may overlook without injury to any one; it does not render
an assessment void; it may be supplied by amendment, if necessary.
It is a general rule that an illegal provision in a warrant, separable from its
other provisions, will not vitiate the instrument, unless the direction is
acted upon. An unauthorized mandate in the warrant to a collector to
collect interest on the assessments, not enforced or attempted to he, does
not affect in other respects the validity of the warrant.

ON exceptions.
The opinion states the case.

W. Gilbert and W. E. Hogan, for plaintiffs, cited: Norridgewock v. fJTalker, 71 Maine, 181; Lowe v. Weld, 52 Maine,
588 ; Johnson v. Goodridge, 15 Maine, 29; 21 Pick. 67.
G. W. Larrabee and J. W. Spaulding, for defendant.
The action is under R. S., c. 6, § 175, which in its amended
form reads: '' In addition to the other provisions for the collection
of tax:es legally assessed, the mayor and treasurer of any city,
the selectmen of any town, and the assessors of any plantation
to which a tax is due, may in writing direct an action of debt to
be commenced in the name of such city, or of the inhabitants of
such town or plantation, against the party liable." This statute
was originally enacted in 1874.
It is claimedthat the language "taxes legally assessed," relates
only to matters of form or of record in the assessment and commitment of the taxes, and in the election and qualification of
assessors, as in Dresden v. Goud, 75 Maine, 298.
It is said that the question here presented has never been
considered by the court. If that is so, it is difficult to understand how the court could have made the order of "plaintiffs
nonsuit" in Bucksport v. Woodman, 68 Maine, 33. That case
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was under this same statute, and the tax sought to be recovered
was assessed upon a judgment of the first Court of Commissioners
of Alabama Claims; the defence was that such an award or
judgment was not taxable, and the court sustained that defence,
in that action.
In Camden v. Camden Village Corporation, 77 Maine, 538,
the tax sought to be recovered was upon a building containing
the lockup, offices, etc., of the village corporation. The action
was under this same statute. The defence was that the property
was not taxable, and the court sustained that defence in that
action.
It seems to us that those two actions were decided · exactly
right, and in compliance with the statute unde1· which they were
brought. That the '' condition precedent to the maintenance
of the action, that the tax should be legally assessed," was not
fulfilled if the property was not taxable. A tax can not be
"legally assessed" when it is assessed upon property which is
not taxable.
What was the purpose of the legislature in the act of 1874?
At that time there was in vogue the following methods of collecting taxes, for convenience we cite present statut~s :
1. Distrain the goods and chattels. H. S., c. 6, § 132.
2. Arrest of the tax-payer on the warrant. R. S., c. 6,.
§ "134.
3. Sale of real estate. R. S., c. 6, § 193 et seq.
4. An action of debt in the name of the collector. R. S.,
c. 6, § 141.
In no one of these methods cou Id the party ::tssessed successfully defend, or interfere and stop proceedings on the ground
sustained in Bucksport v. Woodman, supra.
t~ Pay your tax" the law said, as construed by the court, and
if you are injured bring an action to recovei· it back. And it
was specifically held in Waite v. Princeton, 66 Muine, 226', in
an action in the name of the collector, that the remedy of the
defendant in an action like the one at bar, was by application
for abatement.
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• But there is an important difference between the statute
authorizing an action in the name of the collector and the statute
authorizing this action.
Prior to 1874, if a person was improperly taxed, as was this
defendant by the City of Bath, he must apply to the assessors
for abatement, § 95 ; if their decision was adverse, he must
apply to the county commissioners, § 96; if their decision was
adverse, he must appeal to this court, and he thus, in that roundabout way, after the expense and trouble to all parties of two
hearings, gets before a competent tribunal to hear and determine
a question of law.
The legislature undoubtedly considered all that circumlocution
unnecessary and burdensome to both parties. And they enacted
this short cut to the court of last resort, that towns and -cities
could adopt in cases, like the present, where there was an honest
difference of opinion.
In order that the taxes shall be legally assessed, the list of
assessments must be signed by the assessors. Norridgewock v.
Walker, 71 Maine, 181.
The warrant, in so many words, required the collector to
collect interest,. when no interest could be collected. Snow v.
Weeks, 77 Maine, 429.
We are told that these provisions are directory only; et ergo
of no consequence. And SHAW, C. J., in Torrey v. Millbury,
21 Pick. 67, is cited to sustain this point. We submit that the
opinion of the learned jurist has been unjustly treated before
now, and that the paragraph preceding the one quoted by
plaintiff.,,' counsel contains the rule for distinguishing between
conditions and directions only. '' All those measures which are
intended for the security of the citizen .
,are conditions
precedent, and if they are not observed he is not legally taxed."
In Thurston v. Little, 3 Mass. 429, which is the first case we
find, where the point was specially discussed, the court say,
'' the statute expressly requires assessors to make and lodge in
the clerk's office, or in their own, if they have one, an invoice
of valuation from which the rates of assessment shall have been
made."
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If the opinion of the court in Thurston v. Little, supra, is
good law and worthy of consideration, then apply the rule given
by SHAW, C. J., in Tm·rey v . .ZJ1.illbury, supra, and the point. is
settled.
Statutes are to be construed in reference to the principles of
the common law. 1 Kent, 463.
PETERS, C. J.
The defendant, having a taxable residence in
Bath, and being assessed there for a supposed ownership in
several vessels, the taxes upon which he refused to pay, is sued
for the taxes by the collector, in the name of the city, by virtue
of authority given in the R. S., c. 6, § 17 5.
The branch of defense most strongly urged against the suit is,
that the defendant was only a mortgagee of the vessels and not
as8essable therefor. If he had not been at the time of the
assessment an inhabitant of Bath, and thereby not subject to the
jurisdiction of its assessors, the defense would be open to him.
Ware v. Percival, 61 Maine, 391; McCrillis v. Mansfield, 64
Maine, 198. As it is, he cannot u·rge such defense to the suit.
If vessels which he did not own were taxed to him, it was merely
an over-valuation of his property, a hardship which could be
avoided in only one way, and that would be by petition to the
assessors for an abatement, and, if unsuccessful before them, by
an appeal to the county commi8sioners. An over-valuation may
consist in assessing to a person property which he does not own,
as well as in es_timating too highly that which he does own. In
neither class of over-valuation is an excess of jurisdiction assumed
by the assessors, and in each case the remedy can be only by
appeal from the assessors to the commissioners. Stickney v.
Bangor, 30 Maine, 404; Hemingway v . .1.Vac/;ias, 33 Maine,
445; Gilpatrick v. Saco, 57 Maine, 277; Waite v. Princeton,
66 Maine, 225.
We do not mean to say that assessors have an unlimited
discretion in assessing taxes. Fraudulent action on their part
may be corrected in equity; and there may possibly be other
remedy for fraudulent valuation. Cool. Taxation, (2d ed.)
784, 792.
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In behalf of the defendant it is contended that, while a taxpayer may be shut off from all redress for overvaluation, except by
petition to the assessors and appeal from them to county commissioners, in cases where the body is arrested or chattels are
dis trained by the collector, the rule does not prevail when a suit
is instituted to collect taxes. vVe do not feel any force in the
distinction. Public policy invokes the rule as strongly in one
case as in any other. Juries are not the most competent tribunal
for such questions. Assessors and commi1,sioners have better
judgments on values, more opportunity to make comparisons
between properties, and act much more speedily than courts can.
Stress is placed on the language of the statute that the remedy
by an action is allowed for the collection of taxes "legally
assessed." But this requirement applies just as much in the
remedy by arrest or by seizure as in a remedy by suit. In
either case, there must be a legal assessment. The answer is,
so far as the point of over-valuation affects the question, that the
assessment is presumed to be legal, and that the defendant is not
permitted to deny its legality, except in the way pointed out by
statute for that purpose. It would seem to be unreasonable and
inconsistent to allow the defendant greater opportunities to
escape taxation when sued than when arrested by the collector.
It has been held, in cases above cited, that an overrated taxpayer cannot pay the tax under protest and afterwards recover
it of the town or its collector. The principle must be the same
whether he be plaintiff or defendant in the litigation. In
Camden v. Village Oo·rporation, 77 Maine, 530, and Bucksport
v. Woodman, 68 Maine, 33, cases relied on by the defendant,
the point now made did not appear. Those were cases of facts
agreed to by the parties for the purpose of presenting certain
questions of law to the court.
It does not strike us, as contended by counsel, that there
would be any dilemma in the possible chance, if this doctrine be
established, that a collector might be prosecuting a suit and the
defendant be, at the same time, pros"ecuting a petition, the one
to collect, and the other to abate the same tax. It would be
like any suit on a judgment, where there can be no defense
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against the suit until the judgment be somehow annulled or
reversed.
Other points of alleged illegality in the proceedings nre relied
upon by the defense, where the principle of estoppel cannot
apply, and the most important one is that the recorded list of
assessments is not signed by the assessors. How much force
the objection would possess if it were sought to produce the
forfeiture of an entire estate for the non-payment of an ordinary
tax upon it, would be another question. As was said in Cressey
v. Parks, 76 Maine, 534, where a marked distinction is made
hetween collecting taxes by suit and proceedings to create a
forfeiture : '' To prevent forfeitures strict constructions are not
unreasonable. But, where forfeitures are not involved, proceedings for the collection of taxes should be construed practically and liberally."
The papers committed to the collector are complete in themselves, and are original papers. The law requires the assessors
to make a record of their assessment more for the general
convenience than for the establishment of any individual right.
It is for the perpetuation of proof more than all else. From
these recorded proofs the assessors can furnish a new commitment to the collector, if his be lost or destroyed. § 124, c. 6,
R. S. The records are useful as a test in case the collector's
list need be confirmed in any way, and are necessary to make
settlements by with the collector. The absence of a perfected
record cannot excuse the defendant's resistance against paying
his taxes which are clearly and regularly inscribed upon official
papers possessed by the collector. The necessary proof, if not
upon record, is in the hands of the collector. Norridgewock v.
Walker, 71 Maine, 181.
The defense, however, goes to the extent of assailing the
regularity of the warrant in the collector's hands, because it
contains a demand to collect interest on the assessments after a
prescribed date. There has been no attempt to enforce this
admittedly unauthorized mandate in the warrant, and it is independent of and separable from all other parts of the instrument
which contains it. Not fusing with the other requirements of
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the warrant, it does not corrupt them. If it destroys the legality
of the tax against the defendant, it must for the same reason
destroy all the assessments on the list, and none are collectible.
That cannot be.
It is a general rule that an illegal provision in a warrant,
separable from its other provisions, will not vitiate the instrument, nor become material, unless the direction is acted upon.
No objection can be raised thereto by the person against whom
there is no attempt to enforce it. Barnard v. Chaves, 13 Met.
85; Walker v. Miner, 32 Vt. 769; see, also, numerous cases
cited in Cooley's Taxation, 426, in suppor.t of the principle
approved by the author in his text.
Finally, it is submitted in behalf of the defense, that the case
omits to show that the assessors made the certificate of the
assessment of the state tax as required by R. S., c ti, § 122.
This is a mere irregularity, if it be a8 much as that, which very
little concerns the individual tax-payer, a neglect to obey for the
time being a directory order of the law. This the law easily
overlooks. The omission may be supplied by an amendment.
The certificate may be added. Black. Tax. Tit. 397 ; Cool.
Tax. 314, et seq. and cases.
Exceptions overruled.
DANFORTH, VmmN, EMERY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.
BENJAMIN LINCOLN

Washington.

vs.

DANIEL GALLAGHER.

Opinion February 28, 1887.

Sales. Delivery. Shipping.
An owner who, at a place distant from Portland, sells a vessel to be delivered
at Portland, should deliver the vessel in some reasonable and suitable place
at wharf or dock in Portland, provided such place, after notice to him, be
indicated by th~ purchaser. But if the purchaser refuse to provide such
place, a delivery may be tendered at safe and usual anchorage in the
harbor.
The seller would be obliged to afford the purchaser an opportunity to examine
the vessel before acceptance, but not to incur such an unusual expense to
himself as would be involved in hauling the vessel into dry dock and making
a delivery there.

ON exceptions .

•
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This was an action of assumpsit for damages on a breach of
contract for the purchase and sale of thirty-five sixty-fourths of
the schooner Annie Gus of Dennysville, Maine.
The defence was that the schooner was not delivered by
plaintiff to defendant in a reasonable time, and that the defendant had no opportunity to examine the vessel in order to see that
she was in good order as stipulated in the contract.
Writ was dated March 20, 1885.
The case was tried at the January term, A. D., 1886, in and
for the county of
ashington, and a verdict rendered for the
plaintiff.

"r

Thomas L. Talbot, for the plaintiff cited: Benj. Sales, (2
Am. ed.) § 645; Isherwood v. Whitmore, 11 M. & W. 347.
John J?. Lynch, for defendant.
The plaintiff was bound to give the defendant an opportunity
to examine the vessel so that the defendant could satisfy himself
whether she was in good order and condition in accordance with
the terms of sale. No valid delivery could be made until such
opportunity was given. See Benj. on Sales, p. 650, § 695.
There can be no acceptance and actual receipt of goods within
the statute unless the vendee has had an opportunity of judging
whether the goods sent corresponds with the order. Hunt v.
Hecht, 8 Exch. 814.
PETERS, C. J.
It was said in Howard v. Miner, 20 Maine,
330, that on a contract for the delivery of specific articles which
are ponderous or cumbrous, when it is not designated in the
contract, and there is nothing in the condition and situation of
the parties to determine the place of delivery, it is the privilege
of the creditor to name a reasonable and suitable one; that the
debtor should request the creditor to select the place, and if the
creditor fails to do so, the debtor may appoint the place.
In the case at bar a vessel was purchased on the eastern coast
somewhere, to be delivered to the buyer in Portland. Had the
defendant provided a suitable pfoce at some dock or wharf, which
could have been reached by the use of reasonable exertion, the
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delivery should have been made there. The purchaser, after
notice, failing to provide a place, we think the seller would be
justified in tendering a delivery at safe anchorage in the harbor.
He should not be required to go to special expenses to himself
to obtain a place at the wharf or upon the shore.
By the bill of exceptions, examined with the judge's charge,
we find that a controversy arose between the parties over the
requirement of the purchaser that the seller should go to the
expense himself of placing the vessel in a dry dock in order that
the seller could there examine her. There was some reason to
suspect that the vessel had been ashore on her voyage to Portland, and the purchaser desired an inspection to see whether she
had escaped injury or not.
There can be no doubt that, in offering delivery, the seller
was under obligation to afford an opportunity to the purchaser
to make the examination. But any expenses to he incurred
thereby, beyond what would be necessary in putting the vessel
in a proper place for delivery, would fall upon the buyer and
not upon him. The seller was under no obligation to incur any
unusual expense. He could not be called upon to place the
vessel in a dry dock.
He tenders the property as sound,
according to the agreement under which he acted. The buyer
must accept or reject it at his risk. Benj. Sales, § 695.
Oroninger v. Crocker, 62 N. Y. 151.
Exceptions overruled.
WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY, FOSTER and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.
JoHN WINSLOW JONES, Appellant,

vs.
FrnsT NATIONAL BANK and others.
Cumberland.

Opinion March 1, 1887.

Insolvent Law. Discharge. Fraud. R. S., c. 70, § 46.
To entitle a merchant or trader to a discharge in insolvency, he must have
kept, for the period material to the inquiry, as the statute was prior to 1885,
"a cash book and other proper books of account," as the statute now is,
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"proper books of account." No matter what the motive may have been in
not keeping them.
' False swearing by the insolvent, in material matters, before the insolvent
court, deprives him of a discharge; the presumption is conclusive that the
intent is to defraud.

ON motion to set aside the verdict and for new trial.

The opinion states the case.

Harvey D. Hadlock, for appellant.
Keeping proper books of account, within the meaning of the
bankrupt law, consists in keeping and preserving an intelligent
record of the merchant's or tradesman's affairs with such reasonable accuracy and care as may properly be expected from a man
in that business. An a9cidcntal failure to make a proper entry
will not vitiate. Re JiVinsor, 16 Bank. Reg. 152.
The requirement thut the bankrupt shall keep proper books of
account is satisfied if his creditors can gather from the book as
kept, a correct understanding of his business and financial
condition. Re Antisdel, 18 Bank. Reg. 289.
A business connection with a corporation, as stockholders and
officers, will not constitute one a merchant or trader where such
corporation is not itself in b:mkruptcy. Re Stickney, 17 Bank.
Reg. 305.
The word trader should not be deemed to extend to a person
whose principal and proper vocation is that of a farmer, though
he has sometimes bought stock, produce, etc., to sell again.
This provision being penal, should be limited to the persons
clearly within its object and policy, those who are habitually in the
business of buying and selling to such an extent that by usage
they may be expected to keep systematic hook8 of account.
Re Cote, 14 Bank. Reg. 503.
Occnsional buying and selling will not necessarily mnke one
a trader under bankrupt and insolvent Jaws; to make one such,
he must buy and sell as a business. Groves v. l{ilgore, 72
Muine, 489.
A person who sells his own products is not a trader.
Sylvester v. Edgecom,b, 76 Maine, 500.
A bankrupt must have his discharge unless some of the
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grounds of the t,pposition specified can he estnhHshed hy it. In
the matter of Glark v. Clark, 2 Bis:--. 73.
A specification of opposition to th·e dischm·ge of a bankrupt
~tlleging that he has destroyed, mutilated and falsified his do-cuments and papers showing his business and financial transaction'-3,
hut not averring that the acts were done with intent tu defraud
his creditors, is defoctiv:e. Mater v. ]Jfar:3ton, 5 Ben. 3 l3; Re
Freeman, 4 Ben. 245.
Specifications in oppoeition to n discharge must be precise and
definite - as precise, even, as a charge in an indictment.
Ile Butterfield, 5 miss. 120; 14 Bank. Reg. 147.
Discharge can be refused only on the ground specine(l in this
section. R. S., sec. 46, c. 70.
In order to har a discharge ·on the giround that the bankrupt
swore falsely in the afil<lavit accompanying his schedule that he
was indebted to a creditor named th-erein, or that he did not
disclose to the assignee that the claim was false and fictitious, it
must appear that he knew that the claim was false :rnd fictitious.
Re Blumenthal, 18 Bank. Reg. 555 .

.Symonds and Libby, for appellee.
PETERS, C. J.
This case is before us on a motion to set
:aside the verdict of a jury upon certain issues submitted to
them, which have been found adversely to tlte appellant, and
in substance d.eny him a discharge in insolvency. It was brought
up by appeal from the Judge of Insolvency, Cumberland county,
refusing the :appellant a discharge, undet th:e provisions uf the
insolvent act, for the reasons set forth in the decree. The
proceedings in th-e insolvent court were hegun by creditors'
petition, filed May 17, 1884.
The issues fo11nd by the jury, in this court, ag:tinst the
appellant, are sh.own in. questions seven, nine an(l ten, as
follows!( 7.) ~Did said 1nsot vent, being a merchant ancl trnde1· at said
Portland, from the first day of January, A. D., 1883, to the
VOL. LXXIX.
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t-Jixteenth day of :M:iy, A. D., 1884-, fail during said period, or
any part thereof, to keep n ca&h hook or othel' propm· books of
account? Answer. Y es.i1
(9.) (~Did said insolvent knowingly and falsely swear in his•
said examination, in a material matt.et, that he had no private
hmiiness of his own from the time of the failure of said J,
,vinslow Jones & Co. Limited, namely, on or about the first
day of .January, A. D., 1882, to the time of the commencement
of these proceedings, namely, on the sixteenth day of May, A.
D., 1884? Answer. Yes."
( 10.) ffDid said insolvent falsely and knowingly swear, in a
material matter in the course of said examination, that during
the years 1882 and 1883, and that part of the year 1884, which
was prior to the commencement of said proceedings in insolvency, he had no letter hooks, in which he kept letter-press
copies of letters written by him, or copies of such letters?
Answer. Yes."
The case is not affected by chapter 326 of the act approved
March 4, 1885, amending section 46 of chapter 70 of the
revi~ed statutes-, by which a merchant or trader is required to
keep a cash hook or other proper books of account. It is provided by the second section of the amendatory act that . it shall
not apply to pending proceedings.
These issues passed upon by the jury relate to the nature an~
extent of the insolvent's lmsincss- transactions, and were materinl
matters of inve:-3tigation by his assignee and creditors·, for the
proper administration of. his estate. The failure by a merchant
or tr~tder to keep a cash book, 01· other proper books of account,
and false swearing, are m·ule by the statute ( § 4G c. 70, R. S.)
causes for refusing an insolvent's discharge. The right of an
insolvent dehto1· to a di<:;-charge from his debts depends upon
whether or not he f(bas in all things conformed to his duty
under this chapter." (Chap. 70, R. S.)
We have carefully examined and con:-:1idered the testimony
adduced at the trial before the jury on the issues submitted to
them, and are of the opinion that it is not a case where the
evidence will permit of our interference.
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Appellant, on his examination, and at the jury trial, testified
that he hn,d carried on no private business, and admitted that he·
kept no cash book,-no books whatever-and this is a sufficient
ground for refusing him a discharge. Appellant's counsel claims
in his argument that he was not then doing business on his,
own account, and therefore, not heing a merchant or trader,.
that he is not amenable to the statute interdiction. To this it is
sufficient to say that the finding is otherwise.
Nor do we think the case one of an accidental failure to make·
proper entries, which courts have not considered fatal to a,
discharge. Appellant's counsel contends that there must be a1
finding that the commissions and omissions, charged against
the insolvent, were perpetrated by him ' 1for the purpose of'
defrauding creditors," before he can be convicted of any wrong
which will prevent his discharge under section forty-six of chapter
seventy, revised statutes. That phrase in that section applies
to matters different from these. If an insolvent swears falsely·
in material matters, the presumption is conclusive that the intent
is to defraud. Nor does it make any difference what the motive·
may be in not keeping books - books must be kept-the,
requirement is absolute.
A failure to keep a cash book or other proper books of'
account at any time ' 1since March 23, 1878," is within the·
statute. ~'Since" means any time after the passage of the act,
though the neglect may not cover the whole period. In Re·
Ro.r;;enfield, 1 Bank. Reg. 57 5.
Motion overruled.
and EMERY," .JJ., concurred.
J., having been of counsel, did not sit.

vVALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY
HASKELL,

JOHN

N.

KNAPP, JR.,

Penobscot.

in equity,

V8. CHARLES

A.

BAILEY.

Opinion March 1, 1887.

Equitable mortgage. Evidence. R. S., c. 73, § 12. Notice. Actual notice.
A grantee who conveys the land conveyed to him, to another, is a competent
witness to testify against his own grantee that the absolute conveyance to
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himself was but an equit'.tble mortgage. He can testify where any other
witness could, to impeach the title.
While the general rule is that the effect of a. deed cannot be controlled by oral
evidence, there is this exception, recently established, that, in equity, where
,the oral proof is clear and convincing, a deed absolute on its face may be
,construed to be a mortgage.
:Section 12, ch. 73, R. S., which declares that the title of one who purchases
property for a valuable consideration, cannot be defeated by a trust affecting
the property, unless the purchaser has notice of the trust, while it may in
_peculiar instances mean constructive notice, in cases generally, including a
case where the trust reduces an absolute deed to a mortgage, means actual
notice.
Actual notice, as applicable to conveyances, docs not necessarily mean actual
knowledge; it may be express or implied; it may be proved by direct
evidence, or may be implied (in that way proved) from indirect or circum~
stantial evidence; a per~on may have notice or its equivalent; may be
,estoppecl to deny notice;- in fine, the statutory actual notice is a conclusion
of fact capable of being established by all grades of legitimate evidence.
''.J'he doctrine of actual notice implied by circumstances supports the rule, that,
if a party has knowledge of such facts as would lead a fair and prudent man,
using ordinary caution, to make further inquiries, and he avoids inquiry, he
is chargeable with notice of the facts ·which, by ordinary diligence, he would
ha Ye ascertained. Actual notice of facts which, to a prudent man, can only
indicate notice - is proof of notice .
.As to what would be a sufficiency of facts to excite inquiry, is too difficult
of definition to admit of' any definite rule, each case depending on its peculiar
facts.
In this case the g-rantor, under whose deed the defendant claims, was out of
possession, and never had been in possession; the defendant knew that
others had controlled the property for many years; he examined the Registry,
where he must have seen evidence inconsistent with the validity of his
grantor's deed; he gave an insignificant price, taking a quitclaim deed; he
made no inquiry of the grantor of the circumstances of his title, but on the
other hand contended with him that be had no valuable title. These facts
are held to amount to proof' of' actual notice.
Spo,fford v. Weston, 29 Maine, 140, modified.

ON appeal from the judgment and decree of a single judge.

The opinion states the case.

A. W. Paine and Charles P. Stetson, for plaintiff, cited :
I-Tarn v. Harn, 14 Maine, 351; Hains v. Gm·dner, 10 .Maine,
383; Fox v. Wid9ery, 4 Maine, 214; 1 Greenl. Ev. § 25;
Nourse \', Nourse, 116. ::\foss. 101; TVeed v. Enierson, 115
Mass. 554; Sanford v. Sanfm·d, Ia5 Mass. 314; Reed v.
Reed, 75 Maine, 265 ; Perry, Trusts, § 243 ; 4 Kent's Com. §
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179; Patten v. Moore, 32 N. H. 385; Woods v. Farniere, 7
vVatts, 382; Brush v. Ware, 15 Pet. 93; Kent v. Plum_mer,
7 Maine, 464; Evans v. Ohisrn, 18 Maine, 220; Daniels v.
Davi·son, ·17 Ves. 433; Hanly v. Sprague, 20 Maine, 431;
Hill, Trustees, § § 510, 515, 516; Perry, Trusts, 219-223;
George v. Kent, 7 Allen, 16; Van Horne v. Fonda, 5 Johns.
Ch. 407.
D. F. Davis and Charles A. Ba-iley, for defendant.
In 1 Perry on Trusts, § 352, it is stated: '' If the estate was
originally conveyed to trustee for some particular purpose, as by
way of security or idemnity, or to raise an annuity or portion,
or for any other purpose, as soon as the purpose is accomplished,
the trustees become mere dry trustees, and it is their duty to
convey the estate to the beneficial owners. When, from lapse
of time joined with other circumstances, there is a moral certainty
that the purposes of the trust have all been accomplished, the
court will act upon the certainty and presume a reconveyance,
although there is no direct proof of the fact."
A conveyance may be presumed where the estate has been
dealt with by the beneficial owner in a manner in which reasonable men do not deal with their estates unless they are legal as
well as beneficial owners. 1 Perry on Trusts, § 354.
It is open to respondent upon this appeal to claim that upon
the allegations in the bill, the plaintiff, as matter of law, is not
entitled to the relief awarded, even though the objection appearing upon the face of the pleadings might have been taken by
demurrer to the hill. Smith v. Townsend, 109 Mas:-,. 500.
In Flagg v. Mann, 2 Sumner, 560-1, Judge STORY fully
expresses the character and effect of a deed like this. And our
own court say in Farrar v. Eastman, 10 Maine, 1H6, "The
possession being by construction of law in the true owner, the·
terms of the deed, although it contains no covenants and although.
the consideration may have been merely nominal, were sufficient
to transfer and convey the land."
"By this deed one-third of the land is conveyed absolutely,
and the grantor cannot be heard to aver the contrary." Weld'.
v. Madden, 2 Cliff. 588; Gilmer v. Poindexter, 10 Howard,.
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(U. S.) 267; Vcrn, Rensselaer v. Keanwy, 11 Howard, 322;
Mcildmney v. Williams, 28 Pa. St. 492; Wilkinson v. Scott,
17 Mass. 256; see also 3 Wash. R. P. 4th Ed. 97; and in
Davenport v . .ftiason, 15 :Mass. 90, held, 11 Any evidence repugnant to the deed is inadmissible."
"The acts and admission of a grantor after the execution of
his deed cannot be received in disparagement of the title already.
vested in his grantee." Fa1·well v. Rogen.;, 99 Mass. 35 ;
Padgett v. Lawrence, 10 Paige, 170; Jackson v. Gilchrist, 15
Johns. 106.
The principle upon which testimony is admissible between the
parties to the transaction to prove a conveyance absolute on its
face, a mortgage, goes upon the ground that it is an element of
the consideration upon which the deed is given. Campbell v.
Dearborn, 109 Ma~s. 130, 142.
But it is at once apparent that this doctrine has no application
to a case of this kind. He may convey without right, but he is
estopped by his <lced all the same. Currier v. Earl, 13 Maine,
224. The question here presented was raised in the case of
Taylor v. Luthe1·, 2 Sumner, 234.
In Cole v. Lee, 30 Maine, 397, the court say, ee The defendant
did not intend to convey a title which would be indefeasible
against all, nor did he so agree ; but only against claims and
titles caused by him or those claiming under him."
Upon both principle and authority, he is estopped from giving
evidence the very effect of which must be to make him liable on
his covenants, lVillianison v. W~illicunson, 71 Maine, 442, unless
it shall be held that this trust here set up is nothing for which
he is any way responsible.

It has been held in a suit in equity that

11

a <leed absolute on
its face which purports to be given for a good and valuable
consideration, carries with it the presumption that the grantee
holds the land conveyed, to his own use, and this presumption
,cannot be rebutted hy parol evidence. Philbrook v. Delano,
.29 Maine, 410.
ee If the consideration be valuable, it need not be adequate;
.mere inadequacy of consideration will not defeat a purchase for
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a valuable consideration without notice." 1 Perry on Trusts,
§ 220; Bassett v. _1_Vosworthy, 2 Lead. Cases, Eq. 103.
The change of Stat. 1821, c. 36, § l, by R. S. of 1841, gave
rise to a series of decisions of which, perh:ips, that in Spofford
v. Weston, 29 Maine, 140, is as comprehensive as any, as a
judicial der.laration of the rights and obligations of parties under
this statute as amended, and it refers to and quotes from a similar
<lecision in Masstiehusetts, the case of Pomroy v. Stevens, 11
Met. 244.
It has been held in a series of decisions that the (~ actual
notice" of the statute is actual knowledge that a deed has been
executed, not merely that a sale has been made. Larnb v.
Pierce, 113 Mass. 72, and cases cited.
Observe that the two sections of the old revision are condensed
into one, and the words~( shall be considered to be a.dual notice,"
are now made to appear as "that is to be regarded as such
notice," the two expressions representing· the same legislative
idea, unless the purpose to change the statute is made clearly to
appear. Hughes v. Parrar, 45 Maine, 72.
In Pla,gg v. 1Wann, 2 Sumner, 554, Judge STORY says,
"' Indeed, the American courts seem indisposed to give effect to
this doctrine of constructive possession in its most limited form.
Thus in Scott v. Gallaghe1·, 14 Serg. & R. 33, the court held
that a possession of a cestui que frust and the exercise by him of
.:1ets of ownership were not constructive notice to a purchaser of
the legal title from the trustee, but there should he direct,
express and positive notfoe of the trust. This doctrine was
probably enforced by considerations growing out of our registration acts which are designed, and with great justice, to protect
purchasers against latent equities."
This subject is also extensively discussed in Ilarris v. A1·1wl.d,
1 R. I. 139.
It is contended by respondent that there cnn be no possession
of such land as this, that will in any case afford constructive
notice. Patten v. Moore, 32 N. H. 383; Holmes v. Stout, 10
N. ~T. Eq. 419; Coleman v. Bw·lclew, 3 Dutch. 357; McMechan
v. Griffing, 3 Pick. 149; Brown v. Volkeniny, 64 N. Y. 82;
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Pope v. Allen~ 90 N. Y. 298; Grimestone v. Omtter, 3 Paige,.
425.
Possession must be open, manifest,. unequivocal anu apparently
by virtue of an unrecorded deed to be equivalent to registry.
Atwood v. Bea1's, 47 Mich. 72. Must he open, notorious and
exclusive. Stafford Bank v. Sprague, 17 Fe<l. Rep. 784.
Should be inconsistent with the title upon which the plaintiff
relies. Staples v. Fenton, 5 Hun. 172; Cook v. Trw.:i's, 20
N. Y. 400; Li'ncoln v. Tlwmpson, 75 Mo. 613; Han·J'.s v.
Arnold, l R. I. 139; 2 Pornero_y's Eq. ,Tur. § 620, and note;
Hilliard on Vendors, 412; Ti'lton v. Hunter, 24 Maine, 29 ;
Bate.<:;. v . .lvorcross, 14 Piek. 22.4; Hm-ris v. Arnold~ .,;upra.,.
135; 2 Pomeroy's Eq. Jur. § 658.
The notice that is to break in upon the registry acts must he
such as will, with the attending circmnst:rnces, affect the party
with fraud. Dey v. Dunham, 2 John. Ch. 190 ; Bell v.
Twilight, 18 N. H. 164; Fort v. Burell, 6 Ba1·b. 78; 2
Pomeroy's Eq. J ur. § 602.
It is claimed that respondent, heing tenant in common with
the orator at the time of the purchase of the Chapi·n arnl Gleason
one-third, is precluded from setting it up against him. But this
prit1ciple is not a pplieable to cases like this. This rule is.
generally applied either where the co-tenants dedve title from a
common source, as in Vcrn I-Jorne v. Fonda, 5 John. Uh. 407,.
or where the incumhr<lnce is one in which all are alike interested
in its removal ; ns, fo1· example. a tax title upon the entire
common property. 1 Was,h. R. P. (4-th ed.) 687.
But persons acquiring unconnected interests in tho same·
subject, hy distinct purchases, are not bound to any greater
protection of one :mother's interests than would be required
between strangers. See note to I1een v. Sandfm·d, l Lead.
Cas. in Eq. 74, 75 .

...

PETERS, C. J.
This bill seeks to remove a cloud overhanging
complainant's title to an undivided parcel of land-in effect, to
redeem the land from an equitable mortgage, the allegation
being that the deht has heen paid. w· e can have no reasonable
doubt of the facts thus far alleged.
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The defendant's grantor was called as a witness hy the complainant. The defendant contends that his testimony was inadmissible, and cites cases which susb:dn the ordinary principle,
that a grantor cannot dispute with his grantee the title which he
has assumed to convey. The objection goes to the testimony,
and not to the witness personally. The principle of estoppel,
which is invoked, is aimed not against the witness because he is
a grantor, but against any oral testimony to contradict the terms
of a deed. As said by Judge CURTIS, in answer to the same
objection, "the facts to he proved were dehors the record, and
one witness was as competent, in point of law (to prove them),
as Hllother." vVhere a grantor is allowed to prove a fact hy
another, he may do so by himself. Holbrook v. Bank, 2
Curtis, 246.
It is true, as a general rule, that the effect of a deed cannot
be controlled by oral evidence. But among the exceptions to
the rule is, that, in equity, where the proof is clear and convincing, r., deed absolute on its face may be construed to be an
equitable mortgage. In Rowell v. Jewett, 69 Maine, 293, this
exceptional doctrine was first allowed to have operation in this
state. It was fully accepted in Stinchfield v. Milliken, 71
Maine, 567, where the opinion says: ~~ But the transaction was
in equity a mortgage-an equitahle mortgage. The criterion is
the intention of the parties. In equity, this intention may be
ascertained from all pertinent facts, either within or without the
written parts of the transaction. Where the intention is clear
that an absolute conveyance is taken as a security for a debt, it
is in equity u mortgnge. The real intent.ion governs." In Lewis
v. Small, 71 Maine, 552, the same doctrine is admitted. It has
since been affirmed in uther cases, receiving an able discussion
in the late case of Reed v. Reed, 75 Mnine, 264. The effect of
many of the older cases in this state has been swept nway by
this new principle in our legal system, a product of the growth
of the law, very greatly promoted by legislative stimulation.
The present case must he governed by the equitable rule declared
in the later decisions.
Another question prese.nted by the case, is, whether the
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statutory provision (R. S., c. 73·, § 12) which declares that a
title of a purcha~er for a valuable consideration cannot be defeated
by a trust, unless the purchaser had notice thereof, means aetual
or constructive noti~e. Section 8 of the same chapter requires
"actual notice" of an unrecorded deed, to defeat a subsequent
purchaser's title from the same grantor. The two sections were
incorporated in our statutory system at the same time,-in the
revision of 1841. One requires ,: notice," the other '' actual
notice."
'\\Te think the difference in phraseology may be accounted for
partly on the idea that section 8 would be applicable more to law
cases, and section 12 more to questions in equity. '\Ve can have
no doubt that there may be cases of constructive trusts where
section 12 would apply. At the same time, where the facts
present questions analogous to those ordinarily arising under the
other section, we think nctual notice would be required; that
under either section, in cases generally, actual notice, as we
understand the meaning of the term, would be the rule;· and that
actual notice applies in the present case.
There is a conflict in the cases and among writers as to what
is actual notice. Much of the difference is said to be verbal
only, more apparent than real. Certain propositions, hmvever,
are quite well agreed upon by a majority of the authorities.
Notice does not mean knowledge,-actual knowledge is not
required. Mr. Wade describes the modes of proving actual
notice as of two kinds. One he denominates express notice, nnd
the other implied. "Implied, which imputes knowledge to the
party because· he is shown to be conscious of having the means
of knowledge, though he does not use them. In other words,
where he chooses to remain voluntarily ignorant of the fact, or
is grossly negligent in not following up the inquiry which the
known facts suggest." '\Vnde Not. (2d ed.) § 5. Some writers
use the word implied as meaning construetive, and would regard
what is here described to he implied actual notice as constructive
notice merely. As applicable to actual notice, such as is required
by the sections of the statute under consideration, we think the
classification of the author, whom we quote, is satisfactory.
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The author further explains the distinction by adding that
'' notice by implication differs from constructive notice, with
which it is frequently confounded, and which i~ greatly·resembles,
with respect to the character of the inference upon which it rests;
constructive notice being the creature of positive ]aw, or resting
upon strictly legal inference, while implied notice arises from
inference of fact."
It amounts substantially to this, that actual notice may be
proved by direct evidence, or it may he inferred, or implied,
(that is, proved) as a fact from indirect evidence - by circumstantial evidence. A man may have notice or its legal equivalent. He may be so situated ns to be estopped to deny that he
had actual notice. We are speaking of the statutory notice
required under the conveyances act. A higher grade of evidence
may be neceRsary to prove actual notice appertaining to commercial paper. Kellogg v. Curtis, 69 Maine, 212.
The same facts may sometimes be such as to prove both constructive and actual notice, that is, a court might infer constructive notice and a jury infer actual notice from the facts.
There may be cases where the facts show actual, when they do
not warrant the inference of constructive notice; as where a deed
is not regularly recorded, and not giving com,tructive notice,
but a second purchaser sees it on the records, thereby receiving
actual notice. Hastin_qs v. Cutfor, 24 N. H. 481.
Mr. Pomeroy ( 2 Eq. Jur. 596, note) summarizes the effect of
the American cases on the point under discussion in the following
words: ''
a few of the states the courts have interpreted the
intention of the legislature ns demanding that the personal
information of the unrecorded instrument should he proved by
direct evidence, and as excluding all instances of actual notice
established by circumstantial evidence. In most of the states,
however, where this statutory clause it, found, the courts have
defined the 'actual notice' required by the legislature as embracing all instances of that species in contradistinction from constructive notice,-that is, all kinds of actual notice, whether
proved by direct evidence or inferred as a legitimate conclusion
from circumstances."

In
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The doctrine of actual notice implied by circumstances ( actual
notice in the second degree) necessarily involves the rule that
a purchaser before buying should clear up the doubts which
apparently hang upon the title, by making due inquiry and
investigation. If a party has knowledge of such facts as wou]d
lead a fair and prudent man, using ordinary caution, to make
further inquiries, and he a voids the inquiry, he is chargeable
with notice of the facts which hy ordinary diligence he would
have ascertained. He has no right to shut his eyes against the
light before him. He does a wrong not to hee<l the signs and
signals" seen by him. It may he well concluded that he is
avoi<ling notice of that which he in reality believes or knows.
Actual notice of facts which, to the mind of a prudent man,
indicate notice - is proof of notice. 3 Wash. Real Prop. 3d
ed. 335.
It must be admitted that our present views are not fully
supported hy the case of Spofford v. lVeston, 29 Maine, 140, a
decision made forty years ago. But the doctrine has grown
liberally since that <lay, and the correctness of some things
pronounced in that opinion is virtually denied in subsequent
cases. Porter v. Sevey, 43 Maine, 519; Hull v . ..LVoble, 40
Maine, 459; Jones v. McNa1'rin, 68 Maine, 334. Muny cases
which affirm the doetrine contended for by the complainant, as
well as many opposing cases, are cited by the text writers.
Wade, Notice, § § 10, 11, et seq. and cases in notes. 2 Pom.
Eq. lur. § 603, and notes. The decided preponderance of
authority supports the position that the statutory ' 1 actual notice"
is a conclusion of fact capable of being estabfo,hed by aJl grades
of legitimate evidence.
As to what would he a sufficiency of facts to excite inquiry
no rule can very well establish; each case depends upon its own
facts. There is a great inconsistency in the cases upon this
point. But we nre satisfied that in the case before us, the
defendant must be charged with notice that his grantor held tit le
by what equity must declare to be an invalid deed. He saw that
the grantor was out of possession. He could have easily ascertained that he never had possession He knew that others had
11
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controlled the property in many ways for many years. He
examined the registry, wlrnre he diseovered the deed in qutstion,
und there must have seen evidence of other conveyanees inconsistent with itt:- full validity. He purchased the property for forty
dollars, while worth, had the title been perfect, nearer one
thousand dollars. He took a quitclaim deed, and it is held by
some c mrts that such an instrunient of conveyance does not make
him a bona fide purchaser without notice. Balcer v. 1-Iurnpltrey,
101 U. S. 484. Although in our system it is a circumstance
only, hearing on the question. 2J1ansfield v. Dyer, 131 :Mass.
200. More than all ebe perhaps, the defendant made no inquiry
of the grantor whether he had any real title or not, asking no
explanations, but insiHting to him that he had no valuable title.
It is impossible for us to say, in the light of the:-:;e impressive,
illuminating proofa, that the defendant purchased without
n'otiee. He purchased on the basis of a merely ,nominal title.
vV e would not say that he did not believe he could legally
purdrnse, encouraged as he wa:-:; by the doctrine of the earlier
cases, now ahl'ogated; nor do we impute more than a want of
caution and diligence. Men's interests spur their judgments to
one-sided conclusions oftentimes. The great dramatist makes a
character, reluctant to acknowledge the situation, say, ~, I cannot
dare to know that which I know;" while another, more quicksighted, because anxious to believe, exclaims, H Seems, madam !
Nay, it is. I know not seems." One rejects proof on the
clearest facts ; the other acceptR it on the slightest.
1

vVALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY,

FosTER

Judgment aifirnied.
and HASKELL, JJ.,

concurred.
CnAuLEs

A.

BArLEY

Penobscot.

vs.

JonN

N.

KNAPP, JR.

Opinion Murch 1, 1887.

Pattition. Practice. Law and equity. Deed.
A petition for partition, is a legal and not equitable proceeding, and the
respondent is not entitled to plead or prove that an ab3olute deed, under
which petitioner claims a part of his title, was given as an equitable mort~
gage, and that the debt secured thereby has been paid.
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A conveyed to D an undivided half of a tract of land, identifying it as a half
coming from certain particular conveyances, A at the time owning the·
other half. B cannot, by his deed, take the second half because the first
half turns out to be encumbered by mortgage.

ON exceptions.
Petition for partition.

In 1863, Adam Blackman, while seized of the one undivided
half part of said tract under the Pinhorn mortgage, gave a quitclaim deed to George V. Blackman, mentic,ned in the opinion,
ns follows :
••one undivided half part of a certain tract of land
containing 1772 acres more or less, same known as· the: Eaton
Tract;' intending hereby to release and convey all right nnd
title to all that undivided half part of said premises which were
conveyed in mortgage by Luke P. Rand to Amasa Stetson. hy
deed bearing date Aug. 8, 1857, r.ecorded in Penobscot Regi:-,try
book 280; page 160, and since assigned to said George, which I
derived hy deed Charles D. Gilmore Sheriff to me, dated .Feb.
26, 1861i nnd recorded as aforesaid, book 310, page G2, and all
title to said half which I have hy virtue of uny and all deech, for
taxes, and especially hy the two deeds from Edwin Eddy, one
dated Jan. 18, 1861, recorded book 309, page 119, and the
other dated Jan. 11, 1862; also including all other title which
J have to said half part, reference to said deeds to he had."
Other material facts stated in the opinion.

Charles A. Bailey, for plaintiff.
A. W. Paine, for defendant.
PETERS, C. .J. This is a petition for partition, and is to he
governed by legal and not equitable principles.
The respondent contested a portion of the petitioner's apparently legal title, upon the ground that one of the deeds under
which he claimed his portion of the land was no more than an
equitable mortgage, and that the debt lrnd been paid. The
judge correctly ruled that the attempted defense was inadmissible
in this proceeding. The question whether the deed is an equitable mortgage or not belongs to the equitable jurisdiction to
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determine; cnnnot be determined at law. Jewett v. 11fitchell,
72 Maine, 28.
Adam Blackman, while owner of one half of n tract of land
conveyed to his son all his right and title in the half of the land
which was mortgaged hy one Rand to Amasa Stetson - which
was the other half. The respondent contended that by the deed
the son took a moiety of the land, whether it was the Rand half
or any other half; that he could take an unencumbered half.
The very statement is its own refutation.

Excepti'ons overruled.
and HASKELL, JJ.,

WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY, FOSTER

concurred.

CHARLES

E. \VmTE, in equity,
vs.

VVESTON THOMPSON,

Penobscot.

administrator.

Opinion March 1, 1887.

R. S., c. 87, § 19. Executors and administrators. Promissory notes.
The design of the statute (R. S., c. 87, § 19), which allows a creditor of the
estate of a deceased person to muintain a bill in equity to recover his debt,
was not to create the relation of creditor and debtor, where such relation
does not already exist, but to assiBt, in certain emergencies, those who are
creditors, but who failed to :.;easonably present or prosecute their claims
without culpable negligence on their part.
A person who, il1 the lifetime of one cleceasecl, indorsed his note for his accom•
modation, and after his death indorsed his administrator's note given in
exchange for his note, and indorsed several renewals of the administrator's
note, and finally paid the last note in the series himself, does not thereby
become a creditor of the estate of the deceased, although the administrator's
note was in each instance worded as the note of the estate and not his own
note. The administrator's notes bound him personally, but would not bind
the estate.

ON report.
Bill in equity, heard on bill, answer and proof.

A. N. Williams, for plaintiff.
It seems that a promise of an administrator to pay, or to
become responsible for, the debt of his decedent, to render him
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personally liable thereo11, must not only be in_ wi'iting, hut must
also be founded on u sufficient cousidemtion. Schouler's Ex't·
{tnd A<lm'rs, 255; vVms. Exrs. 1776; Davi,s v. FJ·ench, 20
Mnine, 21; fllalkt:?1· v. Patterson, 3G ~foiue, 273. But in this
case the administrator did not undertake to become responsible
individually to pluintiff for his claim for reimbursement from the
estate; and if he had he would not be holden, it being a bare
promise without eonsideration. Ten Eyck v. Vanderpoel, 8
Johns. 120; Davis v. French, supra. That being so, nll the
other notes given in renewnl to the First Kat. Bank were in the
same category as between plaintiff nnd H. P. Thompson .
.1Vutter v. Stover, 48 Maine, rn3. But assuming that there was
u sufficient ·consideration for H. P. Thompson signing the notes
in rene,val and that he was holden thel'eon to plaintiff, that would
not extinguish plaintiff's claim against the estate. Schouler's
Exrs. & Admrs. 441; Davis v. Frencli, 20 Maine, 21.

lYeston T!wmpson, for defendant.
The plaintiff's claim for reimhutsement is ngainst the former
administrator, and not against this defendant in any capacity.
Davis v. French, 20 Maine, 21; Baker v. 1.lfoor, 63 :Maine,
443 ; McEldery v. ~McKenzie, 2 Porter, (Ala.) 33 ( 27 Am.
Dec. 643); Harding v. Evans, 3 Porter, 221 (29 Am. Dec.
255) ; Fitzkugh v. Fitzhugh, 11 Gratt. 300 ( 62 Am. Dec. 653) ;
Luscmnb v. Ballard, 5 Grny, 403; Kingman v. Soule, 132
Mass. 288; Mel'chant's Bank v. ·weeks, .53 Vt. 118; Jvlay v.
May, 7 :Fla. 207 (68 Am. Dec. 431); Shepherd v. Young, 8
Gray, 152; Lucht v. Behrens, 28 Ohio St. 231 ( 22 Am. R.
378); SumneJ· v. lYilliams, 8 Mass. 199; Fndwll v. Farhall,
L. R. 7 Ch. 123 ; Dowse v. Uox, 3 Bing. 20.
PETERS, C. J.
The complainant seeks to obtain, under R. S.,
c. 87, § 19, an allowance and payment of his claim against the
estate of Charles W. Thompson, deceased.
Shortly befol'e Thompson's death, the petitioner indorsed a
note for him, upon whieh Thompson obtained money at a bank,
Thompson, the maker, d_ying before the note matured. After
his death, his administrator, H. \V. Thorups~n, renewed the
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to the bank, signing it as maker in his capacity as adminis-

trator, and the petitioner renewed his indorsement, the ne"v note
being given for the old one. This note was in turn renewed
once or twice in the same way, when the bank refused to continue
the renewals longer. A new note was then made of the same
tenor as before, upon which the money was procured elsewhere,
the bank receiving payment of its note from the proceeds. This
last note became due on March 7, 1884, and, the admini:::itrator
failing to pay it., the complainant paid it in October afterwards.
The first note in the series was made on April 5, 1880. In
June, 1884, the administrator resigned, and the present administrator ( de bards non) was appointed in his place. In December,
1884, the estate was represented insolvent, and commissioners
were appointed, before whom the complainant submitted his
daim. But tho claim was rejected as barred by the special
limitation act of two year::; and six months. Not having any
legal remedy, the complainant asks equity to lend its helping
hand. ·we think equity cannot afford the necessary relief.
The design of the statute was not to create the relation of
creditor and dehtor where not ah-eady existing, but to assist,
in certain emergencies, those who are already creditors., but who
have failed to seasonably present or prosecute their claims without culpable negligence on their part.
Here the petitionei· is not to he considered a creditor of the
estate. He may be a creditor of its former ttdministrator, whose
note he indorsed. A note given by an administrator, although
worded as the promise of the estat~, binds the administrator only.
The original note given by the intestate was long since paid.
The note paid by the petitioner cannot be regarded otlrnr than
a different and independent transaction.
\Vhat claim the former administrator may have against the
estate, and whether now available or not, ,ve cannot consider.
Kingrnan v. Soule, 132 Mass·. 285.
DANFORTH,

VmmN,

concurred.
VOL.

LXXIX.

14

LIBBEY,

Bill d1:sraissed ·with co.<:.ts.
FOSTER ttnd HASKELL, ,T,T.,
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LEMUEL

Q.

TYLElt

Penobscot.

vs. J.

HERBERT CARLISLE' ..

Opinion March 1, 1887.

Gambling. Money loaned for.
If money is lent with an understanding and intention on the part of the lender'
that it is to be used for gambling purposes, and it is so used, it cannot be
tecoverecl by the lertder from the borrower.

ON exceptions, which were as follows:
i

~This was an action of assumpsit, to recover one hundred and
fifty dollars, which plaintiff clai1ned he loaned and delivbred to
the defendant in money, while defendant was engaged in a game
of poker. Defendant claimed that the one hundred and fifty
dollars was a poker or gambling debt, and was the amount he
was indebted to the piaintiff at the end of the game,. The
verdict was for the defendant. The presiding judge instructed
the jury as fo1lows;
~That if the lender of money knows that the borrower wants
it to gamble with, and lends it to bim, with the express understanding and intention that it shall be so used, and it is sp used,
the debt thereby created is not recoverable. The law 'i'ill not
lend its aid to enforce such a contract. I do not mean to say
that the mere belief on the part of the lender that the hJrrower
intends to gamble with the money, or a knowledge, even, that
he will so use it will defeat a recovery. I do not so understand
the law. vVhat I mean to say is, that if knowing of the illegal
use which the borrower intei1ds to make of it, the lender
furnishes the money for the very purpose of enabllng the
borrower to g,tmble with it, and it is so used, the debt thereby
created cannot he recovered.
'To which instruction the plaintiff excepts, and prays that his
exceptions may be allowed."
I

O. E. Littlefield, for plaintiff.
R. S., sec. 10, furnishes no justification for the ruling complained of.
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The necessary implication arising from this statute is that
money loaned at the time and place may he recovered. The·
statutes are not to be extended by construction. They are to be·
strictly construed. Abbott v. Wood, 22 Maine, 546; Corn. &'
W. & N. R. R., 124 Mass 563 ; Cleveland & al. v Norton, 6
Cush. 383.
It has therefore been held that a similar statute did not affect
the loan itself, but that the money might be recovered. Peck:
v. Briggs, 3 Denio, 107.
vVe say that the last clause of the instruction, or the last'.
proposition is clearly erroneous, that it not only misled the jury
but that a careful analysis demonstrates that it has no legal
foundation upon ,vhich it can stand.
We think we are able to show that the origin of this language·
was such as does not justify ib, application to the case at bar,
and has been carried down through the authorities by reason of"
an incorrect apprehension of the original precedent.
The 68 Maine case relies for authority upon Cannan v. Bryce,
3 Barn. & Ald. 179 ; McKinnell v. Robinson, 3M. & W. 434.
and Tracy v. Talmage~ 14 N. Y. 162.
An examination of the Maine case discloses the fact that the·
proposition in that case was nothing but a dictum, as the court
there said: 'There is no claim in this case for money lent." The,
same is true of the 14 N. Y. case, Cannan v. B1·yce, and,
_._~cii:innell v. Robinson, which were there cited as authority for·
the language. llfcB~innell v. Robinson cites and expressly relies.
upon Cannan v. Bryce, and a statute of George 3, which goes.
much farther than our own ease.
Now the case of Cannan v. B1·yce, instead of being against
the case at bar, makes a distinction that is decisive against the·
second proposition.

J.E. Hanley, for the defendant, cited: R. S., c. 125, §§ 2,.
10; Franklin Co. v. Lewiston Sav. Bank, 68 Me. 4 7; Flagg
v. Baldwin (38 N. J. Eq. [11 Stew.] 219); 48 Am. Rep. 308;
Whitesides v. Hunt, (97 Ind. 191) M} Am. Rep. 441;
Cunningham, v . .National Bank, .Augusta, (71 Ga. 400) 51
Am. Rep. 266.
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PETERS, C. J. The plaintiff claims to recover a sum ofwoney
1oaned by him while the defendant was engaged in playing at
,cards. The ruling, at the trial, was that, if the plaintiff let the
,money with an express understanding, intention and purpose
.that it was to be used to gamble with, and it was so used, the
,,debt so created cannot be recovered; but otherwise, if the
plaintiff had merely kno"vledge that the money was to be so
used. Upon authority and principle the ruling was correct.
Any different doctrine would in most instances, be impracticable and unjust. It does not follow that a lender · has a guilty
purpc)se merely because he knows or believes that the borrower
has. There may be a visible line between the motives of the
two. If it were not so men would have great responsibilities for
.the motives and acts of others. A person may loan money to
his friend,-to the man, nnd not to his purpose. He may at
the same time disapprove his purpose. He may not be willing
to deny his friend, however much di .. approving his acts.
In order to find the lender in fault, he must himself have an
intention that the money shall be illegally used. There must
he a combination of intention between lender and borrrowera union of purposes. The lender must in some manner be a
:confederate or participator in the borrower's act, be himself
implicated in it. He must loan his money for the express purpose of promoting the illegal design of the borrower; not intend
merely to serve or accommodate the man. In support of this
view many cases might be adduced. A few prominent ones will
suffice. Green v. Collins, 3 Cliff. 494; Gay lo I'd v. 8orar7en,
32 Vt. 110; Ilill v. Spea1', 50 N. H. 252; Peck v. Bri,qgs, 3
Denio, 107 ; McIntyre v. Parks, 3 Met. 207 ; Banclwr v.
JJfansel, 47 Maine, 58. (See G8 Maine, p. 47.)
Nor was the lmmch of the ruling wrong, that plaintiff, even
though a participator, could recover his money back, if it had
not been actually used for illegal purposes. In minor offences,
the locus penitentiw continues until the money has been actually
co1werted to the illegal use. The law encourages a repudiation
of the illegal contract, even by a guilty participator, as long as
it remains an executory contract or the illegal purpose has not
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been put in operation. The lender can cease his own criminal
design and reclaim his money. "The reason is," says Wharton
''the plaintiff's claim is not to enforce, but to repudiate, an illegal
contract." ,vhar. Con. § 354 and cases there cited. The
object of the law is to protect the public - not the parties. "It
best comports with public policy, to arrest the illegal transaction
before it is consummated," says the court in Stacy v. Foss,
19 Maine, 335; see White v. Bank, 22 Pick. 181. ·
The rule allowing a recovery back doe3 not apply where the
lender knows that some infamous crime is to be committed with
the means which he furnishes. It applies only where the minor
offences are involved.
Exceptions overruled.
DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.
JAMES

w.

TUFTS vs. ALONZO SYLVESTER.

Franklin.

Opinion March 1, 1887.

Stoppage in transitu. Insolvency. Messenger.
An insolvency messenger cannot, before an assignee is appointed, prevent a
seller's right of stoppage in transitu by accepting goods from a carrier,
after the insolvent purchaser had himself refused to receive the goods in
order that they might be reclaimed by the seller.
A messenger in insolvency is merely a middleman, like the carrier himself,
on whom no such responsibility rests as to accept or refuse title for the
estate.

ON report upon agreed statement of facts.
Trover by a seller of goods against the messenger in insolvency.
The facts are stated in the opinion.

S. Clifford Belcher, for the plaintiff cited: 1 Benj. Sales, ( 4
Am. ed.) § § 490, 500, 501; Same. American notes by Charles
L. Corbin, § § 782, 783, 784, 785, note8 w, and x; Lane v.
Jackson, 5 Mass. 156; Grout v. Hill, 4 Gray, 361; Scholfield'
v. Bell, 14 Mass. 39 ; Seed v. Lord, 66 Maine, 580; 29 Am.
Dec. 392 note; Harris v. Pratt, 17 N. Y. 249; Sutro v. Hoile,.
2 Neb. 186.
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H. L. Whitcomb for defendant.
Inasmuch as the right of stoppage in transitu can be exercised
only in case of the insolvency of the vendee, it follows that the
vendee can never exercise that right; because such an act would
amount to an unwarrantable preference in favor of the vendor,
over the other creditors of the insolvent, who have an equal right
to the goods as assets. }Veate v. Ball, 2 East. 117 ; Barnes v.
Freeland, 6 T. R. *81; Bartram v. Farebrother, 4 Bing. 579;
Story on Sales, § 324.
The right of stoppage must be exercised before the rights of
any third parties intervene. Story on Sales, § 324 and cases
cited in note. Benj. on Sales, (Bennett's Ed.) § 500. And
notice must be given to the party who actually has the goods in
possession at the time. Benj. on Sales, § 1276; Story on
Sales, § 325.
The purchaser having become an insolvent and the messenger
being vested with all his rights, the delivery to the messenger,
or into the store of Wards, put an end to the transitus, and
determined the right of stoppage. Benj. on Sales, § 1275.
The case of Grout v. Hill, 4 Gruy, 361, has no parallel to thi.s.
But in the note Hause v. Judson, 29 Am. Dec. (3 77, on page
392) the reporter in speaking of (}rout v. Hill, ( 4 Gray, ·361)
and other kindred case.s says, '' Perhaps, however, this is more
properly speaking, rescission of the contract, if the vendor
assents to the refusal by retaking the goods," and cites Sturtevant
v. Orser, 24 N. Y. 538.
PETERS, C. J. The plaintiff sold a bill of goods to be shipped
at Boston to the buyer at Farmington in this state. The buyer,
becoming insolvent after the purchase 1 countermanded the order,
but not in season to stop the goods. Before the goods came he
had gone into insolvency, and a messenger had taken possession
of his property. An express company, bringing the goods,
tendered them to the buyer, who refused to receive them, but the
messenger accepted the goods from the carrier, paying his
,charges thereon. After this, but before an assignee was
.appointed, the seller made a demand upon both the carrier and
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the messenger, attempting to reclaim his goods. The question,
upon these facts, is whether the goods were seasonably stopped
in transitu to preserve the plaintiff's lien thereon. We think
they were. The right of stopp~ge in transitu is favored by the
law.
It is clear that the goods did not go into the buyer's possession.
He refused to receive them. He had a moral and legal right to
do so. Such an act is commended by jurists and judges. He in
this way makes reparation to a confiding vendor. "He may
refuse to take possession," says Mr. Benjamin, ((and thus leave
unimpaired the right of stoppage in transitu, unless the vendor
be anticipated in getting possession by the assignees of the
buyer." Benj. Sales, § 858. In Grout v. Hill, 4 Gray, 361,
SHAW, C. J., says: (' where a purchaser of goods on credit, finds
that he shall not be able to pay for them, and gives notice thereof to the vendor, and leaves the goods in possession of any
person, when ·they arrive, for the use of the vendor, and the
vendor, on such notice, expressly or tacitly assents to it, it is a
good stoppage in transitu, although the bankruptcy of the
vendee intervene." See same case at p. 369. 1 Pars_. Con.
*596, and cases.
The decision of the case, then, turns upon the question
whether the messenger could accept the goods and terminate the
lien of the vendor. We do not find any authority for it. A
bankruptcy messenger acts in a passive capacity - is intrusted
with no discretionary powers - acts under mandate of court, or
does certain things partichlarly prescribed by the law which
creates the office - is mostly a keeper or defender of property,
a custodian until an assignee comes - and he can neither add to
or take from the bankrupt's estate. He is to take possession of
the '(estate" of the insolvent. These goods had not become a
part of the estate. He was not at liberty to affirm or disaffirm
any act of the insolvent. The law irnpo~es on him no such
responsibility. Clmncellor Kent says, that the transit is not
ended while the goods are in the hands of a carrier or middleman. A messenger has no grettter authority, ex o.fficio, than a
middleman, excepting as the insolvent law expressly prescribes.

•
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In Hilliard's Bankruptcy, p. 101, the office of a messenger is
likened to that of a sheriff under a writ ; he becomes merely the
recipient of property. The title of the assignee, when appointed,
dates back of the appointment of a messenger. Until appointment of assignee, the bankrupt himself is a proper person to
tender money for the redemption of lands sold for taxes.
Ha.,mpton v. Rouse, 22 Wall. 213. See Stevens v. Pabner,
12 Mete. 464. The case cited hy the plaintiff, (-}ates v. Hoile,.
2 Neb. 186, supports bis contention.
Defendant defanlted.
vVAL'fON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.
WALDO G. BROWN and another vs. THOMAS MooRE and trustee.
Aroostook.

Opinion March 3, 1887.

Superior Court, Aroostook. New trial.
The justice of the superior court for the county of Aroostook has the power
to set aside the verdict, and grant a new trial, in a case tried before him~
when in his opinion the case demands it.

ON exceptions from superior court.
Assumpsit on an account annexed. The verdict was for the
plaintiff for the sum of one cent. The presiding justice, on
motion of the plaintiff set the verdict aside and granted a new
trial, and the defendant alleged exceptions on the ground that
the justice was not authorized to set a.side a verdict in that
court.

Powers and .Powe-rs, for the plaintiff.
John P. Donwor·th, for the defendant.
The power to set aside verdicts does not exist unless $0
expressed in totidem verbis, for an act conferring such power is
in derogation of the common law, and cannot be extended by
construction so as to embrace causes not fairly within the scope
of the language used. See 46 Maine, 377.
The superior court in Aroostook court was not created hy
force of a general law, so that sec. 40 of c. 82 of the Revised
Statutes does not apply. Stat. 1885, c. 324, establishing that
court does not confer the power of setting aside a verdict.
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PETERS, C. J.
The question is whether the judge of the
superior court for Aroostook county, has the power to set aside
a verdict, and grant a new trial, in a case tried before him, when
in his opinion the eyiclence demands it. We have no doubt that
he has.
The language of § 40, c. 82, R. S., is comprehensive enough
to admit such construction.
~~Any justice
of a superior
court" may do so. The argument on the other side of the
question is that it cannot be so, because the Aroostook county
court was not in existence when the statute referred to was
passed, and that the extent of jurisdiction granted to the local
court must be found only in the act creating it. We are not
strongly impressed with this argument. The statutory provision
pertaining to the subject is found in a chapter of rules regulating
proceedings in courts generally, most of which are as applicable
to one court of record as to another. Before the last revised
. statutes the provision applied specifically to superior courts in
Cumberlnnd and Kennebec counties. Acts of 1881, c. 44.
But the idea of the revising committee, adopted by the legislature, was that the power better be general, and apply to present
or future superior courts. There is no good reason why the
Aroostook court should not possess such power while other
courts have it. In fact, it is a power usually belonging to
courts exercising common law jurisdiction, and the new trial
was in early times granted only by the trial judge or judges. It
remained so until statutory provisions supervened altering the
practice. The statutes rather take from than add to the powers
of a single judge in this re::,pect.
The historical aspect of the question in this state is fully stated
in the case of State v. Hill, 48 Maine, 241. The origin of the
practice of granting new trial is of extremely ancient date.
Blackstone gives an interesting and satisfactory account of it.
3 Bl. Com. 387, 388; Bou. Law Die. New trial.
.Exceptions overruled.
WALTON, DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY and FOSTER, JJ.,
concurred.
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GEORGE

w.

Aroostook.

COLLINS

vs.

CALVIN BLAKE.

Opinion March 3; 1887.

Liens on animals. R. S., c. 91 § 41.
The statute giving a lien for feeding and sheltering animals provided that it
should be enforced "as liens on goods and personal baggage by inn-holders or
keepers of boarding houses." Held: That repealing the mode of remedy in
the latter case did not repeal or change the remedy applicable to the
former.*

ON report upon agreed statement of facts.
Trespass, for taking and converting to the deiendant's own
use three colts. The colts were taken by the defendant, then a
deputy sheriff of the county of Somerset, April 21, 1883, and
were sold by him by virtue of an execution issued on a decree
for lien on the colts and for sale of the same, made at the
Supreme ,Judicial Court for Somerset county, March term, 1883,
on a petition for lien for keeping the colts, by Frank Lord of
Ripley, in the county of Somerset, entered in said court December term, 1882. In that petition Charles F. Collins is alleged
to be the owner of the animals, and in the decree and execution
Charles F. Collins is stated to be the owner of the animals. The
keeping of the colts by Frank Lord was by and with the consent
of George '\,\T. Collins, plaintiff in the present suit.
The
plaintiff in this suit was the owner of the colts at the time they
were taken by the defendant and sold. If this action can be
maintained, judgment to be for the plaintiff and damages to be
assessed by the jury, otherwise plaintiff to become nonsuit.

Wilson and Lumbert, for plaintiff.

It is well settled that an officer is protected only when he
proceeds under a precept regular on its face and issued
from a tribunal having jurisdiction of the subject matter.
Nowell v. Tripp, 61 Maine, 430, citing 14 Wallace, 613.

* Liens on animals are now enforced in the same manner as liens on goods and choses
in action. See Stat. 1887, c. 1, enacted after the opinion in this case was written.
REPORTER.
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See also Elsemore v. Longfellow, 7G Maine, 128; Wilmarth v.
Burt, 7 Met. 259; Olm·k v. ~May, 2 Gray, 413; Donahoe
v. Shed, 8 Met. 326; Hilliard on Torts, 4th ed. vol. 2, p. 126.
Now in this case these two necessary facts do not exist.
The petition was dated Nov. 22, 1882, an<l was to enforce a
lien for feeding and sheltering the colts from and including the
winter season of 1880-81, to the date of the petition. The case
is the same which is referred to in Lord v. Collins, 76 Maine,
443.
The Supreme Judicial Court at that time had no jurisdiction
of such liens. The remedy provided for innhoMers and keepers
of boarding houses at that time was a sale at auction under
chapter 99 of the public laws of 1876.
'fLiens are in derogation of the common law and the court is
not authorized to extend the law beyond the objects specifically
provi<led for or enforce a remedy by statute except in accordance
with the items thereof." Lord v. Collins, 76 Maine, 444. His
precept was issued by virtue of a proceeding not according to
the course of the common law and although the court was one
of general jurisdiction there was no presumption of jurisdiction.
Prentiss v. Parks, 65 Maine, 562; Penobscot R. R. Go v.
Weeks, 52 Maine, 456 ; Com. v. Blood, 97 Mass. 538 ; Mm·se
v. Presby, 5 Foster, 302.
Everybody is bound to know the law and what is authorized.
Vinton v. Weaver, 41 Maine, 430.
The execution was therefore illegal on its face and was issued
by a court having no jurisdiction of the subject matter. Fisher
v. J}JcGirr & als. 1 Gray, 45; Greene v. Hriygs, 1 Curtis, U. C.
R. 335; Com. v. Orotty, 10 Allen, 405; Smith v. Keniston,
100 Mass. 173.
"It is well settled that a warrant issuing from a court or
magistrate having no jurisdiction of the case confers no authority
on the officer who executes it." Bowker v. Lowell, 49 Maine,
430, opinion of Judge GooDNOW; Hillard on Torts 4th ed. vol.
2,p.125.
Every fact essential to the special jurisdiction must appear
upon the record. 65 Maine, -562, and 52 Maine, 456.
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'' It is held that where the subject matter of the suit is not
within the jurisdiction of a court all the proceedings are
absolutely void and the officer is a trespasser."
Hillal'd on
Torts, 4th ed. vol. 2, p. 130, sec. 3.

J. 0. Bradbury, for the defendant, cited: Guptill v. Rz'.cliardson, 62 Maine, 237: Gray v. Kimball, 42 Maine, 307;
Horton v. Auchmoody, 7 Wend, 200; Fisher v. 11fcG£crr, 1
Gray, 1; State v. McNally, 34 Maine, 210; Gurney v. Tufts,
37 Maine, 130; Wilton Mf'g Co. v. Butler, 34 Maine, 431.
PETERS, C. tT.
We think the in rem, judgment which is
attacked by the plaintiff in this case, w,ts not erroneously
granted. The statute gave a lien on animals for feeding and
sheltering them, the lien ''to be enforced in the same manner as
liens on goods and personal baggage by inn-keepers or keepers
of boarding houses."
·
That meant enforcement in the manner then existing,- not as
it might be· in the future by a new enactment. A reference was
the readiest way to describe the process to be employed for
enforcement. The repeal of the process in the one case does
not repeal the process in the other, there being no words in the
act of repeal including the latter. Suppose the inn-holders' lien
had been wholl_y abrogated, would it be pretended that the Jien
on animals would fall with it? There is no depenJency between
the two classes of liens or their enforcement. The case of Lord
v. Collins, 76 Maine, 443, by implication, so settles the question.
The act affecting this case was passed before the present
revised statutes; which retain, on this subject, a reference to a
law after it has been changed or repealed. The complication
needs the notice of the legislative department, to prevent
misadventure.

Plaintiff nonsuit.
WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY, FosTER

concurred.

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,
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EDWARD T.

DUGAN

vs. CHARLES E. THOMAS and another.

Piscataquis.
Exceptions.
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Opinion Murch 3, 1887.

Practice.

Entry for condition broken. Agreements to oust courts
of jurisdiction. '
An exception does not lie to a judge's saying the burden of proof was on the
plaintiff, when he meant to say on the defendant, if the mistake was so
obvious that no one concerned in the trial could be misled by it.
It is unimportant that a witness, called to notice a person making a re-entry
upon land, did not at the time· know the purpose of the act, where the person
making the entry for condition broken took and kept actual possession for
that purpose, ousting the defendant. The act speaks for itself.
A father is not legally bound by an agreement, in his deed to his son, that, if
any controversy arise between them about the father's support provided for
in the deed, it shall be settled by an arbiter mutually agreed upon; they
might not be able to agree on a person for arbiter.
The right to free access to the courts a man cannot deprive himself of by his
own agreement, in matters that go to the substance of the principal claim
or cause of action; though he may impose conditions on himself with
respect to preliminary and collateral matters which do not go to the root of·
the action; courts cannot be ousted of their jurisdiction by agreements
between the parties.

ON exceptions and motion to set aside the verdict by the
plaintiff.
·writ of entry to obtain possession of certain real estate in
Medford. Plea, geneml issue.
The opinion states the case presented by the exceptions.

Peaks and Everett for pluintiff.
Forfeitures for condition broken arc not favored by the law.
1 Washburn, Real Property, title ~Estate upon condition."
Conditions subsequent, especially when relied upon to work a
forfeitm·e, must he created by express terms or clear implication,
and are construed strictly. Jlfentfield v. Ooblei,qh, 4 Cush.
178 ; Bmdstreet v. Olarlc, 21 Pick. 38D ; Ludlow v. Harlern, R.
12 Barb. 440.
One of the conditions of thi::, deed, is that there shall be no
forfeiture without arbitration if either party desire::, it. This
plaintiff did desire it.
This plaintiff had taken a conditional deed. Under it he had
1
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supported his father and mother nine years. He hnd put into
the conditions a stipulation that there should be no forfeiture
until there had been an arbitration. He had a right to have his
deed construed strictly. 4 Cush. 178, supra; 21 Pick. 38U,

supra.
Ephraim Flint, ( Jo~iah Crosby with him) for the defendants.
The mis-statement by the presiding justice should have been
called to his attention before the jury retired. Stephenson v.
Thaye1·, 63 Maine, 143; Gilbe,·t v. Woodbury, 22 Maine, 24G;
Frankfort Bank v. Johnson, 24 Maine, 500; Dyer v. Greene,
23 Maine, 464; Loud v. Pforce, 25 Maine, 233 ; Eaton v.
Tel. Co. 68 Maine, (j9; Oxnard v. Swanton, 39 l\Iaine, 125;
Lynian v. Redm,an, 23 Maine, 289.
The entry for condition broken in this case was sufficient.
Jenks v. Walton, 64 Maine, 100; Brickett v. Spofford, 14
Gray, 519.
PETERS, C. ,T. This is a real action between a son and father,
another defendant being coupled with the father, where the
question involves the right of possessing a homestead which the
father conveyed by a conditional deed to the son to secure a life
support. The son claims that he hiis by hiti deed a right to the
possession, nn<l the father claims that the right which the son
had bas been forfeited for condition broken.
An exception is taken, that the judge said to the jury tlrnt
the burden to show forfeiture was on the plaintiff (the son),
when he meant to say defendant instead of plaintiff. It is too
lat~ for the plaintiff to urge an objection. He should have
called for a correction at the moment or before the jury retired.
It muBt have been understood to be an inadvertence. The
judge was describing the duties imposed on the plaintiff, and
accidentally said, 1'The burden is upon the plaintiff ( meaning
defendant), to show that he has failed to do it." No one could
suppose the plaintiff was require<l to show his own default.
Besides, the judge afterwards said that the burden was on the
defendant, and such must have been the drift of the whole
charge.
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An objection is urged upon the exceptions and motion, that n.
sufficient re-entry was not effected hy the defendant, because a
witness called to observe the act did not know the vurpose of
it. But his presence was not at all necessary. The plaintiff
moved away from the premise:-,, virtually abandoning them, and
the defendants' agent took re-possession for condition broken. The
grantor took possession of the farm and held it until his conveyance to the other defendant. The evidence upon that point is
plenary.
The deed from the father to son contains a clause providing
that, if a controversy arise, '~the parties or either of them may
submit" the mutter to arbitration, the ''arbiter to be mutually
agreed upon." The judge instructed the jury that this would
not bar the defendant from sitting up forfeiture unless the
plaintiff asked for a reference and was refused. The plaintiff
cannot justly complain of a ruling more favorable to himself
than he was entitled to. If the defendant could not justify a
re-entry until an arbiter had so a.warded, he might be forever
deprived of his right, because an arbiter might never be "mutunlly agreed upon."
Such a clause of arbitration cannot bind parties. The right
of free access to courts is inalienable.
Whar. Con. § 416.
Parties may 'by agreement impose conditions precedent with
respect to preliminary and collateral matters, such as do not go
to the root of the action. But men cannot be compelled, even
by their own agreements, to mutually agree upon arbiters whose
duties would, as in this case, go to the root of the principal
claim or cause of action, and oust courts of their jurisdiction.
Robinson v. Insurance Co. 17 Maine, 131 ; Hill v. More, 40
Maine, 515; Pearl v. Harris, 121 Mass. 390.
The motion has no meritorious grounds to stand upon.

Excepti'ons and motion overruled.
WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY, FmtTER

concurred.

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,
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WEBB

SETH VVEBB

vs.

Hancock.

v. mwss.

loANNA

H. GROSS and another.

Opinion March 3, 1887.

Executors and administrators. Insoll)ent estates. R. S., c. 66 § 21. Damages,
An action lies on an administrator's bond for failure to present an account
for settlement within six mouths after a report is made by commissioners
of insolvency.
If the defense relied upon in such an action is, that the estate was not
sufficient to pay for more than the expenses of administration and claims
of the privileged classes, it cannot prevail, when the case does not disclose
that there would be nothing for the common creditors after converting
the real estate into assets.
Unless some actual injury has been sustained only nominal damages can be
recovereu. in such an action.
The rule that there has been no breach of an administrator's bond until he
has been cited to render an account does not apply to insolvent estates.
Dickinson v. Bean, 11 Maine, 50, modified.

ON

REPORT.

This is an action, brought by the judge of probate for Seth
Webb, of debt on the bond of the administratrix upon the estate of
William Whitmore. The report says that, 1~ The inventory
showed real estate appraised at $125, but no personal property.
The estate was represented insolvent, and commissioners were
appointed, who allowed Seth Webb's claim of $1198.96. This
report was accepted at the December term, 1882.
The
administratrix did not settle, nor file any account within six
months thereafter, nor did she obtain any order of allowance of
further time from the judge. At the April term, 1885, after this
suit had been entered in court, she settled an account before the
judge of probate, which account shows a balance due her of
$29, the assets, according to her account not being sufficient to
pay the costs of the administration. Webb duly demanded of
the administratrix his dividend or claim."

IIale and Hamlin for phtintiff.
Failure to render an account within six months after the
commissioners' report was made, was a breach of defendant's
bond. R. S., c. G6, § 21.
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Judgment should be for the penalty of the bond and execution
should issue for the amount of debt and costs. This was squarely
decided in Dickinson v. Bean, 11 Maine, 51, and never
overruled.
The decision of J)ickinso·n v. Bean i~ supported by Oony,
Judge, v. Williams 9 Mass. 114.

George J.11. Warren for defendant.
The representation of insolvency and appointment of commissioners was unnecessary as there were no assets to pay creditors
of the fifth class. It was mere surplusage in the administration.
The plaintiff was not injured by it and the administratrix is not
liable on her bond. R. S., c. 66, § 2; 4 Mass. 625.
The whole estate consisted of real property, and that being so
the administratrix wns not liable for not settling or filing an
account within six months from acceptance of report of
comm1ss10ners. That liability pertains to personal estate only.
Butler v. Ricker, 6 Maine, 268; Eaton v. Brnwn, 8 Maine, 22.
The administration hond does not cover real estate, and real
estate is all there is in this case. Action cannot be maintained.
See form of bond, Waterman's Probate Practice, p. 50.
PETERS, C. J.
The principal defendant is an administratrix
on an insolvent estate, ·which had not personal property enough to
pay the expenses of administration. The inventory showed no
personal assets, but returned real estate valued at $125. The
inquiry is whether an action can be maintained on the bond of
the administratrix for her failure to settle an account within six
months after u report was made by the commissioners of
insolvency.
The administratrix contends that she is protected from liability
by the statute (R. S., c. 66 § 2,) which provides that, where an
estate is not sufficient to pay more than the expenses of
administration and claims of the privileged classes, an administrator is exonerated from making a representation of insolvency.
The statute relied on is not quite applicable to the facts of the
present case. It was necessary to render an account or report
VOL.
LXXIX.
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of some kind, from which to ascertain whether the real estate
should or not be sold for the payment of debts. The case does
not disclose that there would be nothing for the common creditors
after converting the real estate into assets.
The next ground taken in defense is that no action can be
maintained on the bond until the administratrix had been cited
by the probate court to render an account; the defendants, in
support of this position, relying on R. S., c. 72, § 16, and on
several reported cases among which is that of Gilbert v. Duncan,
65 Maine, 469. An examination of the cases referred to discloses
that all of them involved the settlement of solvent estates, - not
insolvent estates. It may not be easy to appreciate any reason
for the distinction, but it was one of the rigors of the old
common law, and finds a survival in § 21, c. 66, R. S., which
declares that it shall be a breach of his bond for an administrator
to neglect to settle his account for more than six months after
the report on claims is made. The terms of the statute are
absolute. Dickinson v. Bean, 11 Maine, 50.
What must the damages be? The plaintiff contends that his
whole debt is recoverable, about $1200, and cites the case of
Dickinson v. Bean, ante, in support of his contention. Such
would, no doubt, be the result if the doctrine of that case held
good at this late day. But that case was determined under the
statute of 1821, whic~ is worded very differently from the
statute of to-day. That statute, founded on the older
Massachusetts enactments, relentlessly demanded payment of a
creditor's whole debt for what might be no more than a technical
shortcoming of the administrator. This terrible penalty was,
however, abolished by an act passed on February 26, 1833. The
present statute merely prescribes the duty but affixes no penalties
for a breach .
. In the present instance the damages must be nominal. No
one sustains any real injury. It is a technical default only. The
judgment must be for the amount of the penalty of the bond;
execution to issue for one dollar damages.

Defendants defaulted.
WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY, FOSTER AND HASKELL,

concurred.

JJ.,
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FRANK LORD

Somerset.

vs.

CHARLES

F.

COLLINS.

Opinion March 3, 1887.

Liens on animals. Proceeds of sale to enforce lien. Equity.
The complainant procuring a sale of horses under a lien upon them for their
keeping, an officer paid an excess which the horses sold for, above the
amount of complainant's lien-judgment, into court, as provided by statute.
The complainant, having a claim for keeping the horses from the date of his,
petition for sale to the date of sale, seeks to recover it from the money in,
possession of the court. Held: That the process cannot be maintained.

ON exceptions to the ruling of the court in sustaining a.
demurrer to the following bill in equity :
'' Somerset, ss.
H To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court:
1
' Frank Lord, of Ripley, in the county of Somerset, complains
against Charles F. Collins, last of Ashland, in the stute of'
Massachusetts, now of residence unknown, and says: That on
the sixteenth day of October, 1880, he made a verbal contract.
with said Collins, then a resident of Dexter, Maine, to feed and
shelter three colts, then owned by said Collins, for a certain
time, at a price agreed. _That after the expiration of the agreed
time the animals remained in possession of said Lord, said Collins.
neither taking them away or paying the sums due for keeping.
That on the 22d day of November, A. D. 1882, said Lord, to•
enforce his lien fol' payment for keeping against said property,.
filed in this court, in this county, his petition for decree for
enforcement of his lien for agreed price and reasonable charges.
of keeping to that time, and for his reasonable charges for keep-·
ing said unimal5 pending said prncess and for his costs therein,
which said petition was heard at the March term, A. D. 1883,
and he was adjudged a lien on said animals for the sum of one·
hundred and ninety-eight dollars and forty cents, for amount due·
for said feeding and shelter at date of his said petition, and
twenty-two dollurs and thirty-one cents, costs of said suit, and
decree was made for the sale of said animals to satis(y said lien.
Under this decree the animals were sold by the officer, and from
said sale a surplus amounting to the sum of one hundred and
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:sixteen dollars and thirty cents was Tealizcd, over and above the
:amount of said lien, costs and charges of sale, and the same was
~paid over to the clerk of court of said county of Somerset, as
_prescribed by statute, and in his hands said sum still remains.
'That from the date of said petition of lien to the time the officer
,took said animals for the purposes of said sale, said Lord kept,
·fed and sheltered said animals, viz. : From said 22d day of
November, A. D. 1882, to April 18th, 1883, at great expense,
viz.:
For keeping largest colt during that time,
$35.00
60.00
"
"
2 smaller colts, ( $30 each)
Total,
$95.00
.,, That the above expenses of keeping were not allowed to him
fo the petition to enforce the lien, as they arose after the date of
,said petition and were not within the scope of the statute
..authorizing such liens.
"That by reason of such necessary expense in keeping said
animals for said Collins pending said process, said Lord became
,a creditor of said Collins for that amount, and still remains a
-creditor therefor as no part of the same has ever been paid or
tendered him by nny person. That saia Collins has absconded,
his residence being now unknown, and he has no property that
your petitioner is aware of that can be come at to be attached to
satisfy his claim. Thnt the amount of said surplus arising from
sale of said property and now in the hands of the court, or its
.clerk, cannot be co1110 at to be attached or taken in execution,
wherefore he prays in this matter to be heard in equity and that
.the decree may be made in his behalf under the provision of
,chap. 77, section 6, article 10, of the Revised Statutes, applying
the said surplus in payment of hi:-: said debt, and also allowing
him his cost herein nnd satis(ying the same from said funds, and
that such further relief shall be granted him herein as under the
practice in equity he shall be found entitled.
(Sworn to.)
Frunk Lord."

Tlw,nas H. B. Pierce, for the plaintiff.
Our bill is brought under c. 77, § n, cl. X, R. S.

The
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point urged by counsel in the court below was that the lien
proceedings were illegal because the remedy had been repealed.
Hence the money was not in the hands of court, but in the hands
of the clerk as a private individual, and he should have been
made a party ; conceding in express terms, as I understood his
words, that if the law or remedy was not repealed by the law of
1876, then it was lawfully in the hands of the court, and the bill
was a proper remedy. I understood the reason upon which the
demurrer was sustained to be that in proceedings under this
statute a third person must be made a party, under the decision
in Donnell v. Railroad Company, 73 Maine, 567, in order to
maintain a bill ;-that the clerk was not made a party, hence the
bill was demurrable.
I assume, for the purpose of arguing this question, that the
lien proceedings were vu lid - that the money claimed was legally
in the hands of the court and subject to its order. It is property
not exempt from attachment or seizure, but so situated in the
possession of the court that it cannot be come at to be attached
or seized. Defendant is out of the jurisdiction of the court, and
as there is no other property, complainant can have no remedy
against him personally or in rent, because of the situation of the
thing. HiR sole remedy is in equity to have the fund applied to
the payment of his debt. The court has it- not the clerk
personally. The court cannot or need not appear hefore itself.
It can protect its rights. It can direct the disposition of what it
hol<ls in its possession. Now to say. in a case of this kind.
when there can reasonably he no third party but the court itself,
which is the equitable trustee, that because the court is not trnulc
a party, the complainant is without any right to the use of the
power of the court in his behalf, is, to say the least, unjust.

D. D. Stewart, for the defendant, cited : Webster v. Clark,
25 Maine, 314; Jones v. Ureen, 1 Wall. 330; Webster v.
Withey, 25 Maine, 326; Caswell v. Caswell, 28 Maine, 232;
Lorcl v. Collins, 76 Maine, 443.
PETERS, C. ,J.
No view that can be taken of this case, on its
merits, makes the bill maintainable.
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It is professedly a bill in the nature of an equitable trustee
process, brought under R. S., c. 77, § 6, Art. 10. It has been
decided that, in such a proceeding, there must be some third
party summoned in - an equitable trustee. If it were not for
this necessity, creditors might too much embarrass debtors,
before obtaining execution against them, against the policy of
the law. Donnell v. Railroad, 73 Maine, 567.
In this case there is no third party,- no equitable trustee.
And from the facts alleged, we do not see how there can be any.
If the clerk were made such party, evidently he could not be
holden. He has been acting merely as the hand of the court,
and not for himself. He should not be subjected to the risk and
expens·e of a litigation. Nor does it follow that he would be
holden even if acting in an individual capacity merely. We
have judicial notice, from another case* before us, that a person
other than the respondent claims to be a mortgage-owner of the
animals which were sold. Even if the respondent's possession
of the property might have invested him with authority to create
a lien on the animals for their keeping, that lien cannot subsist
upon the funds in question. Lord v. Collins, 76 Maine, 443.
It is impossible to make the court itself a party by its being
an official depositary of the fund. The statute relied on as
furnishing a remedy, cannot possibly accomplish such a thingand was never intended to.
The result of the matter simply is, that the court has in its
official possession an amount of money which can be surrendered
only when the court is satisfied upon proper process, affecting
proper parties, who the true owner may be. Upon no facts
indicated in the case can this complainant obtain it. The complainant prohahly missed his own interests in procuring a sale of
the property before its full value was absorbed by the lien; or,
in selling more of it than was necessary to protect himself at the
time of the sale - more in value than the amount of his lien.
Exceptions overruled.
WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY, FosTEH. and HASKELL, ,JJ.,
,concurred.

* Collins

v. Blake, ante page 218.
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CITY OF PORTLAND

vs.
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

Cumberland.

Opinion March 4, 1887.

Tax. Union Mut. Life Ins. Co. R. S., c. 6, §§ 13 and 14. Stat. 1885, c. 329.
Prior to the enactment of Stat. 1885, c. 329, the Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company was taxable in Portland for its national bank stocks, bonds,
securities and other personal property under provisions of R. S., c, 6, § 13.
The personal property of a life insurance company, in which its annual
earnings and premiums, received from policy holders, are invested, are not
"personal property placed in the hands of any corporation as an accumulating fund for the future benefit of heirs or other persons," within the meaning
of the seventh clause of R. S., c. 6, § 14.

ON report.
This was an action to recover a tax assessed by the city of
Portland upon personal property of the defendant for each of
the years 1882 and 1883 and was submitted to the law court
upon an agreed statement of facts. The material facts are stated
in the opinion.

Joseph W. Symonds, city solicitor, for plaintiff, cited : Davis v.
1.lfacy, 124 Mass. 195.
The class of cases to which the seventh clause R. S., c. 6, §
14, applies may be seen by examination of Hathaway v. Fish,
13 Allen, 267; Freetown v. Fish, 123 Mass. 355; Davis v.
Macy, supra.
Bion Bradbury, also for plaintiff, cited : Augusta Bank v.
Augusta, 36 Maine, 255; Baldwin v. Trustees, &c. 37 Maine,
372; Redf. Railways, c. 30, § 228, c. 5; Otis v. Ware, 8 Gray,
509; P. S. & P.R. R. Co. v. Saco, 60 Maine, 200; Judkins v.
Reed, 48 Maine, 386 ~ Hilliard, Taxation, c. 9, § 9 et seq. ;
Bl'itish v. Comm·issioners, 31 N. Y. 32; Salerµ Iron Factory
v. Danvers, 10 Mass. 514; Arnesbw·y W. & C. M'j'g Co. v.
Amesbury, 17 Mass. 461; Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v. Hartford,
3 Conn. 15; Sim. Ins. Co. v. New York, 4 Seld. 241; People
Board,16 N. Y.424.

,r.
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Drummond and Drummond, for defendant.
As matter of fact, the personal property held by corporations
has been taxable by the municipalities in comparatively few
cases. And yet if the construction claimed by the plaintiff's
counsel in this case is correct, every one of them should be
taxed. Take for example the case cited by counsel for plaintiff,
.Augusta Bank v. Augusta, 36 Maine, 255. The tax in question
in that case was assessed under chapter 159 of the laws of 1_845,
and is almost exactly the same as the law was when the tax in
this case was assessed.
In this case we invoke and rely upon the precise principle
decided in that Augusta case. The law requires the policy-holder
to be taxed for the value of his policy as in th·at case it required
the shareholder to be taxed for the value of his share; and in
neither case can the corporation be taxed.
The fact is that the law favors life insurance as it does deposits
in savings banks, and even more as is seen by the provisions in
relation to exempting them from attachment; and it certainly
cannot be held to subject them to double taxation.
Our funds are property placed in our hands as an accumulating
fund for the future benefit of widows and orphans, whose rights
are sedulously protected by the law, so that neither the person
placing the funds nor his creditors can divert them. The provision in the law was evidently made for this very case, as well
as for savings banks. So our funds are expressly excepted from
the provisions of R. S., c. 6, § 13.
LIBBEY, J. The only question in this case that need be decided
is, whether the defMdant corporation, a mutual life insurance
company, was legally taxable for its personal property, in Portland, in 1882 and 1883. It owned stocks in national banks, in
this state of an assessable value sufficient to produce the tax
assessed against it and claimed in this action,_ besides a large
amount of other personal property, in which its funds and annual
earnings had been invested. It is a, corporation organized under
the law of this state and had its principal place of business in
Portland, so that it wa~ taxable there if legally taxable.
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By R. S., c. 6, § 13, ''all personal property within or without
the state, except in cases enumerated in the following section,
shall he assessed to the owner in the town where he is an inhabitant, on the first day of each April."
This language embraces corporations as well as persons. The
defendant being the owner of the property in this state, was.·
taxable unless within one of the exceptions in § 14, or exempt
by some other provision of the statute. It is claimed and
strenuously maintained by its counsel that it is within the seventh
exception enumerated in § 14, which reads as follows: "Personal property placed in the hands of any corporation as an
accumulating fund for the future benefit of heirs or other
persons; shall be assessed to the person for whose benefit it is
accumulating, if within the state, otherwise to the person so
placing it, or his executors, or administrators, until a trustee is
appointed to take charge of it or its income, and then to such
trustee."
The deposit so placed may be of a kind of property, such as
stocks, to be retured in individuo, with its income, or it may be
money to be invested at interest and a like sum with its accumulations returned at the time stipulated. In either case the
obligation is absolute.
Hathaway v. Fish, 13 Allen, 267;
Davi's v. JJfacy, 124Mass. 193.
Are the premiums paid as the consideration for the contract of
life insurance, personal property placed in the hands of the
insurance company as an accumulating fund for the future benefit
of heirs or other persons within the meaning of this statute r
We think not. The premiums are paid absolutely to the corporation as the consideration for the policy of insurance. They,
with their accumulations are not to be paid to heirs or other
persons at some future day ; hut the sum to be paid by the
special contract on the happening of the death of the insured is
fixed and absolute, having no regard to the amount of premiums
paid or their accumulations. The insurance may become payable
by the death of the insured within the first year, before a second
premium becomes due, or it may not become due and payable
till the premiums paid, with their accumulations are double or
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triple the sum of the insurance; or it may never become payable
by reason of a failure to pay the premiums, or a violation of
some other condition of the contract by the insured, and if the
insurance is payable in case of the death of the insured, to his
legal representatives, and he dies leaving no widow or issue, the
insurance is not for the ''benefit of heirs or other persons," but
goes into his general estate to be administered as other personal
assets, R. S., c. 64, § 48, and c. 75, § 10. If anything is left
after payment of debts the heirs take hy descent and not by
purchase as when the fund is placed in the hands of a corporation to accumulate for their future benefit. The contract of life
insurance is not a deposit of the premiums to be paid to some
person with their accumulations at some future time, but a
special contract of hazard for the payment of a· sum stipulated
without regard to the amount paid in premiums before the
happening of the contingency.
It is claimed that the construction which we feel compelled to
give to the statute ca$b, upon mutual life insurance companies an
unjust burden.
If so it is a question addm;sed to the legislature, and not to the court; and since this action was commenced
the legislature has acted upon it by providing a new mode of
taxing all life insurance companies, so the question is no longer
of practical importance. Act of 1885, c. 329.
Judgment for plaintiffs.
PETERS, C. J., "rALTON, VIRGIN, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.

LEWIS PIERCE, administrator,

vs.
CATHERINE A. STID"WORTHY and others.
Cumberland.

Opinion March 4, 1887.

Wills. Legacies. Alabarna clainis. Bonds.
A claim for the loss of a vessel by capture by confederate cruiser, Sumpter,
which was allowed and paid under the Act of Congress of June 5, 1882, to
the administrator of the owner, was such a property right as passed under
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the residuary clause of the will· of the owner though he died in April, 1875.
A testator who died in April, 1875, provided in his will "All the residue of my

estate, real, personal and mixed, of which I shall die possessed, or which I
may be entitled to at my decease, I give, devise and bequeath to my faithful
wife Katherine A. Stidworthy for the term of her life, with the right and
power to use and dispose of the income, rents, profits and interest of the
same, and with the further right to apply to her use if needed, any part of
the principal of the personal property, making her sole judge of the need of
so doing; and after her death I give and devise the same, or what shall then
be left unapplied and unconsumed, to my children to be divided equally
between them, the children of any deceased child to take the share of their
parent; if all my children and grandchildren should die in the lifetime of
my said wife, then I will that the property shall go and belong to her
absolutely, to dispose of at her pleasure, and if she does not dispose of it
by gift or otherwise in her lifetime to descend to her lawful heirs." Held,
that a claim allowed the acltninistrator with the will annexed, by the court
of commissioners of Alabama claims, under the Act of Congress of June
5, 1882, passed by the .will to the use of the widow; and that she was
entitled to the custody of the fund arising therefrom upon giving bond to
the judge of probate, with sureties, for the faithful management and preservation of the fund according to the terms of the will.

ON report.
Bill in equity by the administrator, with the will annexed, of
the estate of John Stidworthy against the widow and heirs of
the testator, to obtain a construction of the will.

Lewis Pierce, prose.
Woodman and Thompson, for the widow, cited : Comegys
v. Vasse, 1 Peters, 210; Erwin v. U. S. 7 Otto, 392; Phelps
v. McDonald, 9 Otto, 298; Leonard v. Nye, 125 Mass. 455;
Bacon v. •Woodward, 12 Gray, 376; McCarty v. Cosgrove,
101 Mass. 124; Gifford v. Choate, 100 Mass. 343; Sampson
v. Randall, 72 Maine, 109.
Nathan and Henry B. Cleaves, for the heirs.
In the present case no valid claim existed against Great
Britain, no claim growing out of and adhering to the property
which would pass by general bequest. In speaking of the
treaty with Spain the court say, in Cornegy8 v. Vasse, l Peters,
212, "The object of the treaty was to invest the commissioners
with full power and authority to receive, examine and decide
upon the amount and validity of the asserted claims upon Spain,
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for damages and injuries. Their decision within the scope of
this authority, is conclusive and final. If they pronounce the
claim valid or invalid, if they ascertain the amount, their award
in the premises is not re-examinable. The parties must abide
by it as a decree of a competent tribunal of exclusive jurisdiction. A rejected claim cannot he brought again· under review
in any judicial tribunal."
The claim of John Stidworthy against Great Britain was
passed upon by the tribunal of arbitration, a competent tribunal
and their decision was conclusive. The case of Randall v.
Cochran, 1 Ves. 98, holds, that the right of indemnity travels
with the right of property and that there can be no doubt that if
the party injured dies before or after a treaty is made and compensation is subsequently made, it would he assets distributable
as such in the bands of his executors. The decision however is
based upon an existing recognized right t'o compensation under
the treaty. A claim demanded by our government, and as such
granted, not refused as in the case of the testator.
It has been held that money paid by the United States,
according to a decision of the Court of Commissioners of
Alabama Claims, under the statute of June 23, 187 4, to the
owner of a cargo destroyed by one of the insurgent cruisers,
with respect to which it was determined by the tribunal of
arbitration at Geneva, constituted by the treaty of ,vashington
of 1871, that Great Britain had failed to fulfil her duties as a
neutral government, belongs to an assignee of such owner,
appointed under the bankrupt act of 1867.
Leonard,
Assignee, v. Nye, 125 Mass. 455.
In the case fast cited the court held that the bankrupt had a
claim against Great Britain, through her violation of international duty, that he was justly entitled to compensation from
Great Britain, though he could not obtain his rights in the
ordinary course of judicial proceedings, but only by petition to
the British government or through the interposiLion of his own
government. His own government demanded compensation for
his loss as a matter of right and it was awarded under the treaty
by the tribunal of arbitration. The act of congress for the
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adjudication and disposition of the moneys received from Great
Britain, provided for their application to the payment of claims
directly resulting from the damages caused by these insurgent
cruisers, and the sum awarded the bankrupt by the court was
upon such a claim. It was awarded by reason of his right to
compernmtion established by the tribunal of arbitration, and it
was a right capable of passing by assignment.
'The claim of the defendants was one for which compensation
was justly due to them from Great Britain; was demanded by
the United States from Great Britain as a matter of right; as
such was awarded to be paid and was paid by Great Britain to
the United States, in accordance with the provisions of the treaty
between the two nations, and with the determination of the
tribunal of arbitration created by that treaty; and was paid by
the United States to the defendants out of the money received
from Great Britain.
The money so demanded and
received hy the United States from Great Britian, and paid by
tbe United States to the defendants, was money collected on the
claim described in the agreement." Baclwian et als. v. Lawson
et al. 109 U. S. 659.
In the case cited, it will be observed that the claim is identified
as one of the class embraced in the award. In the case at bar,
no money was received from Great Britain on account of the
destruction of the schooner Arcade, no compensation was due
from Great Britain, no claim existed.
If it is found that the alleged claim for the loss of the schooner
Arcade was of wch nature and in such condition at the decease
of the testator, that it would be capable of passing under the
general clttu8e contained in thb wilJ, then the intention of the
testator 11 is to be ascertained from the terms of the will itself,
eluuidated it may be, by the light of the circumstances under
which it was made, the state of his property, hi::, kindred and
the like." Dunlap et als. app. v. · J;Junlap et als. 74 Maine,
402 ; Blaisdell v. Hight, 69 .Maine, 306.
If it is said that this supposed claim for the loss of the Arcade
was constantly on his mind, the fact that no allusion is made to
the claim is only additional evidence that he did not intend that
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it should pass by the terms of his will. Webste1· et als. executors,
v. Mary Ann Weirs et als. 51 Conn. 569.
LIBBEY, J. This is a bill in equity to obtain the true construction of the will of John Stidworthy, who died in April, 1875.
By the second clause in his will he gave small legacies to each
of his children. The third clause is as follows: ''All the residue
of my estate, real, personal and mixed, of which I shall die
possessed, or which I may be entitled to at my decease, I give,
devise and bequeath to my faithful wife, Katharine A. Stidworthy,
for the term of her life, with the right and power to dispose of
the income, rents, profitR and interest of the same, and with the
further right to apply to her use if needed, any part of the
principal of the personal property, making her sole judge of the
need of 80 doing; and after her death I give and devise the
same, or what may be left unapplied and unconsumed to my
children to be divided equally between them, the children of any
deceased child to take the share of their parent; if all my
children and grandchildren should die in the lifetime of my ~aid
wife, then I will it shall go and belong to her absolutely, to dispose
of at her pleasure, and if she does not dispose of it by gift or
otherwh,e during her lifetime, to descend to her lawful heirs."
In 1861 Stidworthy owned one half of the schooner Arcade,
which was destroyed by the confederate cruiser, Sumpter, in
November of that year. Under the act of congress of June 5,
1882, the complainant, as administrator with the will annexed
filed his application for the damage sustained by said Stidworthy
by reason of the destruction of the schooner, before the court
of commissioners of Alabama claims, re-established by said act,
which awarded him, in his said capacity thereon $2,255.21, with
interest, amounting in all to $3,639.54, which was paid him,
September first, 1884. After settling his account in probate
there remained in his hands•$2,595.52. Said Stidworthy left a
widow and two daughters, ·named in his will, who nre parties to
this bill.
Two questions are propounded to the court.
1. "Is the widow of ,Tohn Stid worthy entitled to the use of the
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above mentioned balance of money paid by the United States
for the loss of his share of the schooner Arcade, or does it belong
to his heirs?"
2 11 If the widow is entitled to the benefit and use of said
balance, is she entitled to its custody?"
By the third clause in the will of Stidworthy his intention is
clearly exp·ressed that all the residue of his estate, both real and
personal of which he :::;hould die posses8ed, or which he might be
entitled to at his decease should go to his wife 11 for the term of
her life, with right and power to dispose of the income, rents,
profits nnd interest of the same, and with further right to apply
to her use any part of the principal of the personal property,
making her the sole judge of the need of so doing." 1 Under
this clause all the residue of his property and rights, or claims
to property, which he had the power to dispose of, by conveyance or assignment, passed to his widow to hold as therein
specified. In support of this conclnsion, authorities need not
he cited af; the same question has just been decided by thi~
court in Grant, Appl. v. Bodwell, 78 Maine, 460. The cm;e is
~n]ike Dunlap v. Dunlap, 7 4 Maine, 402.
This brings us to the question whether the damage sustained
by Stidwol'thy by the destruction of the Arcade by the Sumpter,
was a right or claim to personal property before it was recognized
by the United States by the aet of 1882, which was the subject
of assignment by him. It was a claim for damage to property
by a wrong doer and partook of the nature of the thing
destroyed. The claim existed in equity and justice against
some one as soon as the damage was sustained. True the testator had no legal claim which he could enforce against any one,
because the claim had not been recognized by the government,
but admitting responsibility for it and providing for its payment
did not create it. It was a property right existing before. It
was not a claim created by congress, but its existence was
admitted by it. It was a claim which would pass to the assignee
in bankruptcy before it was recognized by congress. It has long
been so settled by the Supreme Court of the United States,
Comegys v. Vcisse, 1 Pet. 193; Erwin v. United States, 97
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U. S. 392. It is so held in Massachusetts; Leonard v. Nye,
125 Mass. 455; and so decided in this state in Gmnt v.

Bodwell, supm.
The question is so thoroughly and ably dh;cussed hy Mr.
Justice STORY in Comegys v. Vasse; and by GRAY, C. J., in
Leonard v. Nye, that an extended discussion of it here seems
unnecessary.
If the claim existed and was assignable hefore it was recog~
nized and provided for by congress, it would certainly pass by
devise as a claim to personal estate.
But it is claimed by the learned counsel for the heirs that sums
allowed, awarded and paid, under the act of congress of ,Tune
5, 1882, ,vere not in payment of any claims against the United
States for damages done by the confederate cruisers during the
war of the rebellion, but mere donations or gratuities; that the
sum of $15,500,000 awnrded against Great Brita.in by the
Tribunal of Arbitration under the treaty of vVashington, was
a warded for damages done by the confederate cruisers Alabama,
Florida and Shenandoah and their tenders, and tbut the tribunal
determined and adjudged that Great Britain was not responsible
fot· the damages done by the other confederate cruisers. ·while
this is so the _claims presented to the tribunal embraced the
damages done by ull the confederate cruisers, and the tribunal
awarded the gross sum of $15,500,000 "for the satisfaction of
all eluims referred to the ·consideration of the tribunal, conformably to the provisions contained in Article VII, of the aforesaid
treaty" and declared that ''all the claims referred to in the treaty as
submitted to the tribunal are hereby fully, perfectly, and finally
settled," and the United States received that sum in full settlement and bar of all the claims submitted.
The fund was then
in the United States treasury, and it was exclusively within the
power and discretion of congress to determine how it should be
distributed. By the net of June 23, 1874, congress prnvided
for the allowance and payment of claims f<H damages done by
the Alabama, Florida and Shenandoah, and after all such claims
were paid, it was found that a large part of said fund still
remained in the treasury; and by the act of June 5, 1882, it
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provided for the allowance and payment out of said fund of
claims for damages done by other confederate cruisers during
the late rebellion, "including vessels and cargoes attacked on
the high seas," and therein prescribe<l the rules by which the
<lamages done to property should be measured. This act provides for the allowance and payment of claims for damages to
p1·operty to the persons damaged, and only to the extent of their
net damages, deducting what might have been received from
other sources to be proved in the manner provided therein. Is
it in the nature of a donation or gratuity, to those \vho had no
claim? or is it a recognition of claims for damages to property,
already existing? Upon this point we deem a quotation from the
opinion of Mr. Justice STORY in Gome,r;ys v. Vasse, supra,
appropriate.
In discussing the question whether the claim
before it is admitted as a right to property he says : ''The theory,
too, that indemnification for unjust captures is to be deemed, if
not a mere donation, as in the nature of a donation as contrasted
with right, is not admissible." 'The very ground of the treaty
is, that the municipal remedy is inadequate, and that the party
has a right to compensation for illegal captures, by an appeal to
the justice of the government. It was never understood that
the case was one to which the doctrine of donation applied.
The right to compensation, in the eye of the law, was just as
perfect, though the remedy was merely by petition, as tbe right
to compensation for an illegal conversion of property, in a
municipal court of justice." ''It recognized an existing right to
compensation, in the aggrieved parties, and did not, in the most
remote degree, turn upon the notion of a donation or gratuity."
And so in this case, the idea of a donation or gratuity is nowhere
to be found in_ the act. The United States had the money in its
treasury which it had no equitable right to retain and sought to
distribute it to those justly entitled to it in payment of their
claims for damages to their property.
The will giving the widow the use and income of the fund
during her life, with the right to apply to her use, if needed,
any part of the principal, making her the sole judge of the need
VOL. LXXIX.
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of so doing, we are of opinion that she is entitled to the possession and management of it ; hut as she will be charged with the
trust of managing and preserving it for the heirs who are to take
what may be left at her death as we11 as for herself, we think it
but reasonable, under the peculiar circumstances of this case,
that, before it is paid over to her, she be required to give a bond
to the judge of probate in the sum of $5000 with suretie~ to be
approved by him, conditioned for the faithful management and
preservation of the fund according to the terms of the will.
The court answers the questions as follows:
1. The balance in the hands of the complainant as administrator passed to the widow by the third clause of the will.
2. The widow is entitled to its possession and management
upon giving bond as herein :required.

Bill sustained. Costs for complainant
to be paid out of the estate. Decree
in accordance with this opinion.
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, FosTER and HASKELL,
J J. , concurred.

BIDDEFORD SAVINGS BANK vs. MARYE. M. MosHER and trustee.
York.

Opinion March 5, 1887.

Trustee process. Pleadings. Abatement.
A plea in abatement to a trustee writ, founded upon the fact that the alleged
trustee was not a resident of the county, is bad if it does not allege the
non-residence at the time of the commencement of the action.

ON EXCEPTIONS to the ruling of the court in overruling a
demurrer to the following plea in abatement.
''And now the said defendant, Mary E. M. Mosher, comes and
defends the wrong and injury, etc., and prays judgment of the
plaintiff's writ, and that the same may be quashed, because she
says that the Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York,
named in said writ as trustee of the said defendant, Mary E.
M. Mosher and the only trustee named in saicl writ, is a foreign
corporation existing under the laws of the State of New York,
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and at the time of the service of said writ upon Benjamin F.,
Chadbourne, the alleged agent. to wit, on the fifteenth day of'
April, 1886, at said Biddeford, had no estahfo,hed or usual place·
of business at Biddeford, within the County of York, as alleged
in said writ, or at any place within said County of York; nor
did it hold its last annual meeting in said County of York ; nor·
did it usually, or ever hitherto hold any meetings in said County·
of York; nor was the said Benjamin F. Chadbourne at the time·
of the service of said writ upon him, to wit, on the fifteenth day
of April, 1886, the agent of :.-mid Mutual Life Insurance Company·
of New York, to wit, at said Biddeford ; bi1t the said MutuaL
Life Insurance Company at the time of the service of said, writ,
to wit, ou the fifteenth day of April, 1886, did have an established and usual pince of bu~iness in the County of Cumberland, in
said State of Maine, to wit, at Portland, in said County.
·wrniam D. Little of said Portland then, and long before, and
ever since, being their duly authorized agent for the transaction
of their business in said County of Cumberland, and in said.
State of Maine, and this, she, the said Mary E. M. Mosher; 1s
ready to verify.
~~ Wherefore, inasmuch as the said writ of the said plaintiff is,
brought in the Supreme Judicial Court for and within the Countyof York, in which the said supposed sole trustee has no residence,.
instead of being brought in the Supreme J udiciul Court for and!
within the County of Cumberland, in which the said supposed:

sole trustee had an established and usual pluce of business, long·
before and at the time of the service of said writ, to wit: on-,
the fifteenth day of April, 1886, at Portland, aforesaid, in the·
County of Cumberland aforesaid, the said defendant prays
judgment of said writ and that the same may be quashed and for·
her costs.
Mary E. M. Mosher, ,
By Hiram Knowlton, her attorney and agent."'
'~State of Maine, York, ss.
.May 18, 1886.
''Personally came Hiram Knowlton, above named, on this
eighteenth day of May, A. D. 188G, and made oath that the
foregoing plea is true in substance and in fact, before me,
G. C. Yeaton, Justice of the peace."
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R. P. Tapley, for plaintiff, cited: Burnham v. Iloward, 31
"Maine, 5G9 ; A(.larn-; v. Hoclsrlon, 33 :\laine, 225 ; TtDeed v.
Libbey, 37 Maine, 49; Getchell v. Boyd, 44 Maine, 482;
Bellmny v. Oliue1·, (35. Maine, 108; 1 Chitty's Pl. 457; Sevuy
v. 1Vye, 58 Maine, 246 ; Sw·gent y. Hampclen, 38 Maine, 581 ;
It S., c. 81, § 95.
Edwin Stone, also for plaintiff.

JI. and U,. . . J. /{nowlton, for the defend:mt.
The <Ill:estion raised by the pleadings is the sufficiency of the
;plea in abatement. The Revised Statute::,, chapter 8fi, § 5,
provides that when a foreign corporation is summone<l as trustee.
the suit shall he brought and the Wl'it made returnable in a
,county where the corporation 11 has an established 01· usual place
,of business, held its last annual meeting or usually holds its
.meetings." The Statute pres<~ribes in what county the writ t1hall
he returned, if returned elsewhere it is abatabio. Greenwood v.
Fales and Tr. G Greenleaf 405; Scuclde1' v. Davis, crnd al. and
~fr. 33 Maine, 57G; Jacobs and another v. Mellen and T1·. 14
Mass. 133.
The plea is proper in form, free from duplicity, contains but
,one matter sufficient to answer plaintiff's writ, being to the
jurisdiction, shows what court has jurisdiction and contains the
,proper affidavit. Hooper, Jr. v. Jellison and Tr. 22 Pick.250;
Atwood v. Higgins, 76 Maine, 423.
By demurring plaintiff admits the statement in the plea thnt
trustee has no residence as defined in chapter 86, § 5, R. S., in
York county. The plea is filed by the proper party. Any
defendant may file a plea in ~1batement in such suits. Scudde1·
v. Davis and T1·. 33 Maine, 576; J.lfansur v. Coffin and T1·.
54 Maine, 314.
HAsKr~LL, J. The writ describes the plaintiff and defendant
to be residents of York county where the writ is returnable, ·~rnd
the only trnstee as a corporation doing business hy its agents in
York ancl Cumberland counties respectively.
The defendant season1thly interposed a plea in abatement of
the writ, because the only trustee, at the time of the service of
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the writ upon its alleged agent, was not a resident of the county
of York, but was then a re:-iident of the county of Cumberlund.
Pleas in abatement must be certain to every intent. Bella,ny
v. Oliver, 65 Maine, 108; GPtchell v. Boyd, 44 Maine, 482;
Tweed v. Libbey, 37 Maine, 49; Adams v. Hodsdon, 33 Maine,
225; Burnhmn v. ·Howanl, 31 Maine, 569.
Revised Statutes, chapter 86, section 5, provides that '' if all
the trustees live in the same county, the action shall he brought
there. An action not so brought is ahatahle,'' Seuclder v.
Davis, 33 Maine, 576, even though plaintiff discontinues as
to trustee upon the entry of the· action in court. Greenwood
v. Fales, 6 Maine, 405. '' ·when a court once acquires jurisdiction over a cnuse, it cannot be devested of it by a change in
residence of any of thP. parties." Dorr v. Davis, 76 Maine,
301.
The plea interposed does not aver that the only trustee was
not a resident of York county when the action was 1' brought.'
For all that is said in the plea, the trustee may have re:-iided in
York county when the action was brought, and removed before
the writ wns served; and 111 such case the action ,vould not be
abatahle for that cause. An action is brought when the writ is
sued ont with un intention of service. R. S., c. 81, § 95.
Johnson v. Farwell, 7 Maine, 370; Haskell v. Brewer, 11
Maine, 258. The date of a writ is presumed to he the time when
the aetion is brought. Johnson v. 81nJth, 2 Burr. 950; B1·onson
v. Earl, 17 Johns. 65; Johnson v. Farwell, supra. "A writ
may he considered as purchased at any moment of tho day of its
date which will most accord with the truth and justice of the
case.' Bad_ge1' v. Phinney, 15 Mass. 3.59; O'Neil v. Bailey, 68
Maine, 429.

Exceptions and demurrer sustained~.
Plea adjudged bad. Defendant
to answer ove1·.

C. J., WALTON,
JJ., concurred.

PETERS,
FosTER,

VIRGIN,

LIBBEY,

EMERY

anct
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VESTA I. BROMLEY and others

vs.
LORINDA GARDNER and others.
Kennebec.

Opinion March 5, 1887.

Wills Devises. L{fe-estate. Evidence.
Prior to the Revised Statutes of 1841, a devise of land, in this state, without
words of inheritance, carried only a life.'.estate, unless it could be collected
from the whole will that a fee was intended by the testator. That rule
governs all testamentary instruments made before that date.
Where, in a will ante-elating 1841, a father gave his daughter half his estate
outright, consisting of real and personal property, and the other half subject
to a life-estate to his wife therein, using no words of inheritance in his
devises,- but limiting an estate to his wife in appropriate words - and
declaring that he was disposing of his " estate "- making no general residuary clause - and in the devises to his wife and daughter using the phrase,
"one-half of all my real and personal estate"- naming all his heirs in his
will and making small gifts to them,- and where from these provisions the
daughter might never take the second half of the estate unless she took a
fee, because she might die before the mother,- it is manifest that the testator
intended to devise to the daughter an absolute estate, less the limited estate
to the mother - a full fee.
Although a devise on its face may import an absolute gift to the devisee in her
own right, it is competent to show by her written admissions, that she was
to take the property in trust for herself and others ; hut such proof could not
affect the right of a· third party purchasing the property without notice of
any trust.

ON report.
Bill in equity hy the heirs of Jacob Stevens, narned in the
·opinion, to sustain and quiet their title to the homestead farm of
the testator, in Vassalboro'. The title of the defendant, Lorinda
Gardner, was by deed from the administrator on the estate of
Jacob Stevens' daughter, Lucy. Other materi:tl facts stated in
.the opinion .

.Robert B. Cavel'ly, (John L. Hunt with him) for plaintiffs.
The will (as of course) is in writing by the testator, and its
intent in creating the trust is confessed in a writing signed by
the trustee herself, who, also, has sanctioned it by a part performance. Barr·ell v. Joy, 16 Mass. 221. In this the court
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say: "But though the conveyance be absolute, any declnration
in writing made by the grantee or assignee, at any time after the
conveyance, is competent proof of the trust." Also see Bates
v. Hurd, 65 Maine, 180, 181.
Again, the trust is fortified by the implications of law, which
arise from the words and obvious intent of the will itself, apparent
upon its face. Baker v, Bridge, 12 Pick. 31. In this case
Chief Justice SHAW says: "It is not enough that the court may
conjecture that the testator intended to pass a fee, and failed to
do so from ignorance of the rules of law, or otherwise ; but it
must appear affirmatively that such was the intention from the
will itself, and 'that in putting such construction upon any
particular clause, it is allowable to consider any other part of the
will in order to ascertain the testator's intent.'" See also Cook
v. Holmes, 11 Mass. 531.
In 21 Maine, 340, TENNEY, Justice, says: "If the intent be
wanting no fee passes.'' This was the law of Massachusetts and
Maine when this will was made, on January 13, 1838. And
this law is the law which, as we submit, is to settle this question
of intent. There is a statute since passed (in 1841) to the
reverse of the above, which provides that '' a devise of land is to
be construed to convey all of the estate of the devisee therein,
unless it appears by the will that a less estate was intended.
Revised Statutes, c. 92, § 26. But plaintiffs submit that neither
this act nor the decisions under it, can in any way affect this will
made in 1838. A trust being established, and a breach of it
being thus fully proved and confessed, this court has the power
to grant to these heirs, adequate relief - just what justice
requires. l Story's Equity, c. 4, § 98; 2 Story's Equity, c. 18,
§ 781.
That this court has jurisdiction in cases of partition is, as we
submit, very clear. Be this as it may, it is enough that this is
a court of law as well as a court of equity. 1 Story's Equity,
c. 14, § § 646-658; 59 Maine, 482.

E. W. Whitehouse, for defendant.
The law was the same before the enactment of 1840. Butle1·
v. Little, 3 Maine, 239 ; Ranisdell v. Ramsdell, 21 Maine, 288;
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Godf1·ey v. IIurnplzrey, 18 Pick. 537; Carter v. Horner, 4Mod. 89; S. C. 1 Eg. Ca~. Abr. 177.
A fee passes by use of the word estate when all the estate is
devised. Baker v. Bridge, 12 Pick. 31; Murry v. Wyse,
Finch's Pree. Ch. 264; S. C. 2 Vernon, 564-, notes; Kello,rJ.(J
v. Blai1·, 6 Met. 322; Putnam v. Emerson, 7 Met. 333;
Randall v. 1~uchin, 6 Taunt. 410; Brown v. Wood, 17 Mass.
73; 55 Maine, 287; 107 Mass. 590; 3 Cush. 557; 21 N. Y.
423; 5 Cowp. 221 ; 18 Vesey, 193; 2 Jarman, Wills, 326; 1
,Jarman, \Vills, 33, and note; 2 Redf. Wills, 327, 323-4:; I
Wash. R. P. 59; White v. Wkite, 21; The Reporter, 578;
Shepherds, Touch. 439, n. 1 (1803) ; Fogg v. Clark, l N. H.
163 ; Leland v. Adams, 9 Gray, 1 71 ; Josselyn v. Hutchinson,
21 Maine, 339; Doe v. Snellin,q, 5 East. 87 ;· iWathews v.
Windsor, 2 Kay & J. 406.
C. J. Jacob Stevens, in 1838, made his will in
which he gave to his wife the use of one undivided half of his
estate, to be held during her widowhood. He then makes this
provision~ ~~ I give, devise and bequeath unto my daughter,
Lucy Stevens, one undivided half of all my estate, hoth real and
personal, of every description~ consbting of the farm on which I
now live, stock, farming tools, money, debts due, etc. ; und I
also give to her, the said Lucy, the other half of my said real
and personal estate, when my said wife ceases to he my widmv.'"
One question of tho case is, whether Lucy Stevens received a
fee or only a life-estate in the real estate.
By n statute passed in 184-1 (R. S.., c. 9,2, § 20), it was provided that a devise of land shall he construed to convey all of
the estate of the deviser therein, unless it appears by the will thnt
a Jess estate was intended. Prior to that time the rule was the
reverse. A devise of land, without \Yords of inheritance, conveyed a life-estate only, unless from the whole will it affirmatively
appeared that a fee was intended by the testator. The will,.
therefore, is to he construed as the law stood before the net of
1841.
e think the meaning of Jacob Stevens~ as manifested from
PETERR,
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the whole will, was to give his daughter a fee, in half the farm
at hi:-; own death, and in the other half upon the death or marriage
of his wife. Several features of the will, taken singly, have
much force, and, taken together, are of abundant authority, to
,varrnnt such a conclusion.
The testator proposes to make a disposition of his ''estate,"
meaning his whole estate. He fails to do so unless his daughter
takes a fee. There is no general residuary clause. In many
cases the word H estate" implies a fee. J.ltcLellan v. Tunier,
15 Maine, 436; Josselyn v. Hutchinson, 21 Maine, 339;
Leland v. Adam,s, 9 Gray, 171. It is a striking evidence of the
intention of the testator to give a fee when in clauses two and
three of his will he uses the phrase. '' all of my estate, real and
personal, of every description." Inasmuch as the widow takes
a life-interest in half the estate, the daughter might never obtain
any interest in that half, unless she took a fee. She might die
while the mother remained a widow.
It appears that the testator appreciated the nature of a lifeestate, as he limited an estate to his wife in appropriate terms;
and he could have devised a limited estate to his daughter had
he designed to do so. And he no doubt understood the nature
of u residuary clause, making a particular one to the daughter,
and none for the benefit of his heirs generally, although not
omitting any of his heirs from some benefit under the will, naming
them all. He pl'ovides for them out of the estate which he first
devises to his wife and daughter, n significant fact in collecting
the inten'tion of the testator. Butle1· v. Little, 3 Maine, 239.
The complainant further contends that, if the devisee took a
fee, she took it under an oral trust for the benefit of all the heirs,
and that she has sufficiently confessed the trust by her conduct
and by a writing signed by her.
If the question were between the complainants and Lucy
Stevens alive, there would be much force in the complainants'
position. But as between her heirs and her father's heirs it is
doubtful if equity should interfere, since she has made equitable
provision for the complainants by her own will. And, certainly,
as between the complainants and the principal defendant, equity
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cannot afford the relief asked for. She purchased the premises
for a, fair consideration, without notice of any trust. R. S., c.
73, § 12, protects her as an innocent purchaser. The will on
its face funishes no indication of any trust. Its whole drift is
the other way.
Bill dismissed.
DANFORTH,

VIRGIN,

LIBBEY, FosTER

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.

MAsONIC TEMPLE AssoCIATION

Waldo.

vs.

ARNOLD HARRIS.

Opinion March 7, 1887.

Waters. Streams. Drains. Prescription. Nuisance. Injunction.
The city of Belfast has, for a long period, maintained an underground or
covered drain, running through an ancient brook which, in its natural state,
carried a considerable volume of water through the city to the sea. For
many years the drain has served to carry off waste water and foulings from
the houses and stores situated in its vicinity. The complainant and
respondent have adjoining premises through which the drain runs. Lately
the city diverted the drain at a point just above complainant's premises,
carrying it around the premises of both parties, and. uniting tl,e new link
with the old drain below respondent's land. Thereupon, the respondent
threatened to stop up the old drain on his own land, thereby preventing the
complainant using it, alleging that its occupation is wrongful and
injurious to him - the complainant denying it. And the complainant
claims not only the right to have the benefit of the natural brook for its
waste, but also the right to a greater enjoyment of it, acquired by the public
by user.
Held, that the complainant is not answerable for any consequences of the
diversion caused by the city. But their privileges may be curtailed thereby,
as next stated.
Held, also, that the respondent should not have any increased burdens or
inconveniences put upon his premises by the change; and that his burdens
should not be augmented, to his injury, by the act of the city, or of the complainant, or of both combined. The respondent is not to be a loser, if not
a gainer, thereby.
Held, further, that, if the complainant, by this rule, suffers from the act of the
city in making the diversion, the city will be answerable to it for any
damages sustained, unless the complainant assented to the change, and the
evidence is that it did assent to it.
The right to pollute a stream to a greater extent than is permissible of common
right, may be acquired by the public or by individuals by prescription.
If the complainant has a prescriptive right to maintain, or have maintained 1
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a close underground drain across respondent's land, it may continue
using it to any extent which will not affect respondent more injuriously than
as heretofore used. In such case it is not perceivable that it would make
any difference whether the amount of foulings sent through the drain be
more or less.
If, however, the complainant has only the prescriptive right of having a
drain maintained, over respondent's land, which shall be subject to openings
to be made in it for the private uses of the respondent, the complainant
must be confined to a more restricted use of the drain, if a more restricted
use be necessary to save any annoyance, to the respondent, more than existed
before the diversion.
An abuse of a prescriptive right does not create a forfeiture of the right, to
use it lawfully.
If a person feels aggrieved at the acts of another in over-using or abusing a
prescriptive or natural rig-ht in a drain in which he is interested, he may sue
him for damages, or procure an indictment against him, or move in equity
for an injunction. But he would not be justified in entirely cutting off the
drain in which the encroaching party has some right of use, and where the
. summary act would strike a blow at both individual and public privilege.
Such a threatened act is restrainable by injunction.

William H. Fogle1· and R. F. Dunton, for the plaintiff,
cited : Ashley v. Wolcott, 11 Cush. 195 ; Luther v. Winisimmet Co. IO Cush. 17 4; 1lforrison v. R. R. Co. 67 Maine,
356; Gould, Waters, § § 204, 210,270; Angell, Watercmm,es,
§ § 115, 123, 200, 444; Wash. Real. Prop. 67; Murchie v.
Gates, 78 Maine, 300; Bigelcny, Estoppel, § § 369, 509, 512;
Story~ Eq. Jur. § 927; High, Injunctions, § § 545, 556.
George E. Johnson, for defendant.
,vhen the object for which an easement is created no longer
exists, the easement is at :tn end.
ash. on Eas. 700; 1st Add.
on Torts, 160, 161.
The same rule applies in this case as to a right of way. A
way by necessity is commensurate only with the existence of
such necessity, so that when the necessity ceases the right of
way also ceases. Id. 165 ; Angell on Watercourses, § § 165,
166 (5th ed.).
If the act which prevents the servitude be incompatible with
the nature or exercise of it, and he by the party to whom the
servitude is due, it is sufficient to extinguish it; and if it be
extinguished for a moment it is gone forever. Id.§ 247.
Where a right is suspended by the act of God, as by the

,v
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drying up of the spring, it will revive again if the spring chance
to flow; but if it be suspended by the act of the party, as by
building a house or wall, it woulcl not be restored, even though
the obstacle should be removed by a stroke from heaven. Id.
§ 248.
If the owner of an easement, by permanent erections, obstruct
and render it useless, the easement is extinguished, especially in
favor of a bona fide purchaser. 16 Wend. 531.
This watercourse was built for the purpose of cnrrying off the
surplus water which accumulated above High street, and was so
used until complainant stoppecl the flow of water in 1878, and
connected eight water closets and several sink pipes therewith,
thus increasing the burden upon the servient estate. Either of
these acts of complainant would destroy its right to the use of
this sewer. First, it destroyed the sewer itself; secondly, it
bas appropriated that part remaining for a radically different
purpose from that for which it was originally designed. Wash.
on Eas. 64, 175, 176, 700; 2d Wash. on Real Prop. 342 (3d
ed.) In Steei·e v. T(lfany, 13 R. l. 568, i i vVhere a way hnd
been laid out for the common use of lots bounded on it, and A,
the owner of one of these lots, had appropriated to his own use
the part of the way opposite his lot, it wus held that A ha9abandoned his enscment and could not maintain an action against
the owner of another of the lot~ for obstructing the way."
'ro authorize an injunction, there should he not only a clenr
and pa]pable violation of the plaintiff's rights, but the rights
themselves should be certain, nnd such as are capable of heing
ascertained and measured. Olmsted v. Loomis, 6 Barb. 152.
Complainant had no l-egal right to connect its pipes with this
sewer, even if it should be held that it is a public sewer. R. S.,
c. 16.
The sewer extending down Spring street has been substituted
by the city for this old one, and that is the one which cotuplainnnt should connect pipes with. Doll{ff v. Boston & Maine
R. R. 68 .Maine, 177.
PETERS, C. J.
The respondent threatened to obstruct a drain
running through his land from the complainants' premises down-
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ward into Belfast bay. The evidence shows that the route
traveled by the drain was an ancient natural brook, in former
times carrying a considerable volume of water, during the wet
sea~ons of the year, through the city of Belfast into the sea;
that for many year::; the city has supported an underground or
covered drain in the place of the brook, extending through the
brook its whole length, from an upper part of the city to the
bay ; and that this drain has served to carry off waste and foul
materials from ::;hops, store::; and houses situated upon it. The
complainants own a large block, lately erected, containing stores,
offices and hall::;, titted with water closets, the contributions from
which, together with a large volume of water collected in ci::;terns
for flushing purposes, are emptied into this drain.
The respondent justifies his threatened violence upon the drain,
upon the grouml, as he alleges, that, while the complainants'
building wa::; in process of erection, the municipal officers of the
city diverted the drain at a point immediately above the building,
canying it around the land of both the complainants and the
respondent, and connecting the new link with the old drain below
them; the etl'eet being to le::::;sen the water-power of the watercourse, although increasing its burdens; and in consequence
thereof bringing upon the respondent's premises odors which
1:ender such altered und increased use of the drain a nuisance to
him.
The complainants deny such ai;sertions. While admitting the
diversion, they disclaim all respon::;ibility of it, and contend that,
as matter of fact, more water goes into the drain, in proportion
to the waste and tilth passing through it, than before the diversion. Thej' further claim that, besides a natural right of using
the original \vatercour::,e, they have acquired, in common with
others, an easement for a more extended enjoyment, by long
continued u::;er. Their position is that as a part of the public,
they were entitled to have maintained over the respondent's land
an underground, elosely covered drain, from which no odors
would be emitted, and no annoyance felt by the respondent, if
he had not wrongfully, in an improper manner, opened the drnin
on his land for his own purposes. The complainants do not
regard the proof as establishing much of a nuisance, if any.
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The evidence of the case is not of a very definite character in
all respects. It is enough for present purpose8, upon which to
predicate some legal propositions for the guidance of the parties,
if the legal controversy be continued between them. It does not
with certainty appear when and how the drain became a covered
drain on respondent's premises, nor how tightly it has been
heretofore maintained there and elsewhere. It does not appear
that any drain has been laid out under Htatutory authority,
though it seems that the city has for a long period exercised care
over it- and perhaps built it. Evidently, the waters of the
brook, for more than a half century, have only heen useful for
carrying off waste of various kinds.
Whether the complainants are to he affected by the act of the
city in causing a diversion, and, if so, to what extent, depends
on circumstances. They are not directly answerable for the aet.
They are not to be cut off below because eut off above. Thefr
own hand has not done it. They have a natural right to use the
original brook- the natural watercour8e. No one can prevent
the exercise of that right. Ashley v. Ashley, 6 Cush. 70.
Nor can the complainants' easement greater than the natural right
be thus taken from them; and it is evident enough that they had
an easement in the brook or drain, acquired by user.
Still, it is our opinion that the respondent should not suffer
any injury by the change. · His burdens and inconveniences
should not be increased thereby any more than the complainants'
should. The complainants are entitled to use the drain in its
changed condition, precisely to an extent which will not inflict
more annoyance or injury upon the defend.ant than he was legally
obliged to endure before the change. The respondent is not to
be a loser - nor a gainer - by the change. The change cannot
add to the burdens of easement upon his land,- nor lessen the
legal burdens already resting upon it. The respondent's burdens
should not be augmented, to his injury, either by the consequences of the act of the city, or of the complainants, or of the
acts of the city and complainants combined.
We are using the drain to no greater an extent now, say the
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complainants, than we were hefore,-than we ever did. The
answer is, but your former use and enjoyment of the drain were
only relative - dependent -conditional. It was a right to send
down your share of the accustomed pollution, provided water
came from above interfused with it. Suppose the city had
blocked up the drain just below the respondent's land,- could
the complainants be permitted to fill the watercourse with foulings from their buildings to the injury of the respondent? In
principle, where is the difference whether the obstruction is made
above or below, if it renders the drain a nuisance? It necessarily
follows that, if the city has cut off a natural watercourse or an
acquired easement from the complainants, the city would be
answerable to them for any hurtful consequences, unless the
change was assented to by them, and then the act as affecting
them would he daninum absque injuria; and there is evidence
in the case that they did assent to the change, and that they even
induced the city to make the change.
Upon the facts presented, certain propositions are derivable,
in addition to those already stated, and growing out of them,
which may further explain the relative rights of the parties.
There is no doubt that the right to pollute a stream to a
greater extent than is permissible of common right, may be
acquired by prescription. Gould, \Vaters, § 345, and cases in
note. We need not now define a prescriptive easement or
explain how one may be acquired.
If the complainants hnve a prescriptive right to maintain, or
to have maintained for their benefit, a close underground drain
across the respondent's land, they may continue using it to any
extent which will not affect the respondent more injuriously than
when heretofore used as a close and covered drain. In such
case, we do not perceive that it would make any difference to
the respondent whether the amount of pollution passing through
and under his land be more or less. "re all know that in the
large towns and cities drains are laid under houses, stores, and
along the streets, and are unobjectionable as long as properly
constructed and properly maintained. In such case, if the
respondent uncovers the drain in order to locate privies upon it,
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thereby creating a nuisance in the neighborhood, he must submit
to the consequences of his own act. Few dmins will admit such
openings without the presence of nuisance. Filth may be carried
into the channels provided for it in a manner more recommendable. Of course, if there be a covered drain, those who maintain it should keep it in good repair.
If, on the other hand, the complainants are not entitled to
maintain a close drain over the respondent's land, hut only a
drain subject to openings such a~ the respondent made in it for
private use~ of his own, then the complainants would he entitled,
us before described, to no use of the drain that will inflict grnater
annoyance or injury than was imposed on him by such prescriptive easement as existed before the diversion. Gould,
Waters, § § 342, 344, 345, 346, and cases. And, in such case,
it might make a <.liffcrence to the respondent whether the amount
of foulings contributed by the occupation of complainants' buildings be one quantity or another.
Under the evidence, this bill must be sustained, whatever the
rights of the parties may be in any future litigation. In any
view, the complainants had a right to use the drain for some
purposes - to some extent. They have never lost or abandoned
such right. Even an abuse of the right does not deprive them
of it. Gould, "\iYaters, § 348. .Locks and Canals v. Railroad,
104 Mass. 8. The re'::lpondent was intent upon a total destruction
of the water pa8suge, preventing any use whatever of the drain
by complainants. The result, had he been unopposed,· would
have been a wanton blow against both individual and public
privilege. The respondent's lot, through which the drain rnns,
is not of much value and from its situation never can be, costing
him fifty dollars to obtain title to it some years ago.
Th·e respondent mistook his remedy. If aggrieved, he can sue
the complainants for damages; or procure an indictment against
them ; or, the most titting remedy, can move for an injunction
in equity, a jurisdietion whose door is al ways open for the
reception of complaints and early action on them. The respondent was bent on a swifter remedy than equity would accord, for
equity, acting by injunction, withholds the blow in such case
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until those interested can make preparation for both private and
the public needs. Boston Rolling 1.lfills v. Oambrid,qe, 117
Mass. at p. 401, and citations there.

Bill sustained with co8ts .

,vALTON,

•

DANFORTH, EMERY, FOSTER and HASKELL, ,TJ.,

concurred.
CATHERINE McGRAW vs. FRANK MtGRA"\V and others.
Washington.

Opinion March 7, 1887.
Deeds.

Delivery .

.M deeded his homestead to a minor son; the son, on same day, deeded to M's
wifi; M recorded both deeds and kept them many years in a trunk in his
bedroom, where they were when he died; no consideration was paid; M's
motive was to avoid payment of fines in liquor prosecutions; the wife, a witness, says the deed is hers and was in her possession, but swears to no act or
word of her husband about the deed; she first had the trunk after his death;
she applied for dower out of the same land; the husband conveyed an adjoining parcel to another, bounding it upon the land, in question, as his wife's
land. Held, between her and his (not her) children a delivery of the deed
to her is not proved.

ON report.
Real action for the possession of certain premises in Eastport.
The opinion states the facts.

H. M. Heath, (with him E. E. Livennor-e,) for the plaintiff,
In some respects· the case is similar to Bean v. Boothby, 57
Maine, 295, one of instantaneous seizin, where Frank was the
mere conduit through whom his father's title passed to the
plaintiff. See p. 303 of that case, citing, Hazleton v. Lesure,
9 Allen, 24; King v. Stetson, 11 Allen, 407; Ohickering v.
Lovejoy, 13 Mass. 51; Webster v. Oarnpbell, l Allen 313; see
also, Hubbard v. Cummings, l Maine, 11.
That both deeds were made at the same time, and constituted
throughout but one transaction is not in controversy.
In such a case no estate vests in the intermediary, and be
acquires no beneficial interest, 4 Mass. 566 ; Haynes v. Jones,
5 Met. 292; Hazleton v. Le~ure, 9 Allen, 24.
VOL.
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That an infant m:1y be a trustee is well settled. Perry on
Trusts, § 54, and cases. Tucke,· v. Bean, 65 Maine, 352;
Walcefielcl v. 1WmT, 65 Maine, 341; ~WcOlellan v. 1lfc0lellan,
65 Maine, 500.
In Talbot v. Bowen, 1 A. K. Marshall, (Ky.) 436; S. C. 10
Am. Dec. 74 7, a fi1ther by parol constituted his minor son his
agent to sell a parcel of land. The son made a contract to sell,
and on his refusal to perform, the court in chancery decreed
specific performance, holding that an infant may be an agent, and
his contracts as such, otherwise unexceptionable will bind his
principal. See further, Prouty v. Edwards, 6 Iowa, 353; Elliott
v. Horn,, 10 Ala. 348; S. C. 44 Am. Dec. 488; citing Co.
Litt. 172 a; Zouch v. Parsons, 3 Burr. 1801; Tucker v.
1l1oreland, 10 Pet. 58 ~ U. S. v. Bainbridge, l .Mason, 82 ;
Whitney v. Dutch, 14 .Mass. 457; Bingham on Infancy, c. 2.
The settled rule in chancery in ca:::;es where the infant trustee
also has an interest in the estate is to afford him six months after
attaining majority to show cause against the decree. Coffin v.
Heatli,6 Met. 76. But the final decree will be made during his
minority, if he hns no beneficial interest. Sec. 2, c. 19, statute
7 Anne, (given in 65 Maine, 508) expressly provides for this.
Following by Lord Ch. King in Ex parte Vernon, 2 P. ·wms.
549, and by Lord Ch. Talbot in Goodwin v. Lester, 3 P. Wms.
387. ''Generally whatsoever an infant is bound to do by law,
the same shall bind him, albeit he doth it without suit at law."
Co. Litt. 172 a. Embodied to some extent, in statute 7 Anne,
c. 1D § § 1, 2, the principal was applied in the famous of Zouch
v. Parsons; 3 Burr. 1801, where an infant mortgagee, in whom
the title vested, upon payment of the mortgage made a
reconveyance of the land, which was sustained. This case and
its principles, Justice Story uphold::! in Taclcer v. Moreland-, 10
Pet. 67, upon the ground that the infant was the trustee of the
mortgagor. Ch. Kent, to same affect, in Livingston v.
Li'.v1'.ngston, 2 Johns. Ch. 541. The general principle is stated
by Perry in his work on Trusts, § 54. Akin to this is same
work, § 52, that an infant is capable of executing a naked power,
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unaccompanied with any interest or not requiring any discretion ..
4 Kent, 324.
Such trusts ns in case at bar were executed hy infants in the
following cases, cited above: Prouty v. Edwards, fj Iowa, 353;
Elliot v. Hom, 10 Ala. 34~; Zouclt v. Parsons, 3 Burr. 1801.
Plaintiff introduced in evidence the deed James McGt·aw to
Frank McGraw, duly acknowledged and properly recorded;.
such a deed is presumed to have been duly executed and.
delivered, and the adverse party must overcome such presumption,
with sufficient proof.
Webster v. Calden, 55 Maine, 165.
The only delivery necessary would be the delivery to the·
cestui que trust. This would be true upon principle, and it was,
so held in Chickering v. Lovejoy, 13 Mass. 51; cited approvingly
in Bean v. Boothby, 57 Maine, 295. See also, Hayne.,; v.
Jones, 5 Met. 592; Hazleton v. Lesure, 9 Allen, 24.
In Gould v. Day, 94 U.S. 405, the court say, ~~subsequent.
conduct of the parties to the action recognizing the title as.
transferred is competent to show ratification of a delivery shown.
only by record."
In Oorley v. Codey, 2 Coldw. (Tenn.) 520, held, !!If the
grnntor of a deed of gift acknowledges the execution of a deed,.
and directs it to be regbtered, and subsequently recognizes· the
title of the grantee under it, that, although not a delivery, is.
equivalent to a delivery."
~~ vVhere a deed i:-:, first delivered to a grantee after it bus been
recorded by the grantor, the grantee takes the deed the same as.
if the delivery had been before record. Jone8 v. Roberts, 65,
.Maine, 273.
In Ke1-r v. Birnie, 25 Ark. 225, the court hold that if the·
grantor in a deed not delivered cause the same to be recorded
this is a sufficient delivery to enable the grantee to hold the land·
a-., against the grantor. In Bent v. Cassely, 12 Ala. 734, a deed
of land was drawn by an attorney hy direction of vendor and
left with the attorney fo1· purpose of registration, the vendee not
being present. Held a sufficient delivery. A much stronger ease is
found in Elsbery v. Boy lei,;, 65 Ala. 336, where a mortgagor
acknowledged a deed on the day of its date before the pt;obate
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judge and left it with him for registration and it was duly
.recorded; this wns held sufficient to perfect the delivery. And
:..in 1.lloor·e v. Gile8, 49 Conn. 570, the court hold that placing a
,deed on record with the intent that it should puss the title to the
:grantee constitutes a valid delivery.
The rule is stated in Rucknian v. Ruckman, 32 N. J. Eq.
:259, '' Where the circumstances show unmistakably that one
party intended to divest himself of the title and to invest the
-other wHh it, delivery will be considered complete though the .
.instrument still remains in the hand:, of the grnntor.
"Delivery may be made by leaving it with the recording officer,
·and if once delivered, retention of the deed uy the grantor does
not effect the title." Burkholder v. Casad, 47 Ind. 418.
A similar case is reported in Cecil v. Beaver, 28 Iowa, 241,
.where a father executed a deed to his child, absolute in form and
1beneficial in effect, and caused it to be recorded; the court held
that such an act was in law a sufficient delivery to the infant.
Defendant's position upon the joint control of the trunk is
,overthrown by Le Sauliner v. Loew, 53 Wis. 207.
A want of consideration as between the original parties is not
admissible to defeat the deed. Goodspeed v. Fulle,·, 4G Maine,
141 ; Bassett v. Bassett, 55 Maine, 127 ; Laberee v. Carleton,
53 Maine, 211. Such a position would be open only to creditors,
IIatch v. Bates, 54 Maine, 136.
E. B. Harvey, for the defendants, cited: Brown v. Bmwn,
66 Maine, 361 : Patterson v. Snell, 67 Maine, 559 ; Parker v.
Hill, 8 Met. 44 7 ; Hawkes v. Pike, 105 Mass. 560; iWaynm·d
v. Maynard, 10 Muss. 455; .Hatch v. Haskins, 17 Maine, 391;
Stilwell v. Hubbard. 20 Wend. 44; .L1larshall v. Jaquith, 134
Mass. 138; Langdon v. Clouse, Cent. L. J. January 28, 1886.
1 Perry, Trusts§ 52; Coventry v. Coventry, 2 P. Wms. 229;
. Sugden, Powers, 213, 220.
1

U. J. James McGraw, by deed dated May 15, 1876,
conveyed a homestead to his minor son, who by deed <lated May
rn, 1876, conveyed the same to Catherine McGraw, the wife of
James, and both deeds ,vere recorded on the twenty-second day
PETERS,
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of the same month. If the deed to the plaintiff, Catherine
McGraw, was never delivered to her, she cannot recover. \Ve
think a delivery is not proved.
The further facts are these: The deeds, having been sent for
record by the husband, were recorded at his expense and
returned to him. He then placed them in a small hand-trunk, in
his bed-room, in a file of other papers of his, where they
remained till his death, when by the consent of the plnintitf they
fell into the hands of the son ·wrniam. No consideration was
paid by the wife. The conveyance was not as an advancement
or as security for any debt. The deeds were merely a form to
shield the husband against the recovery of fines which were at
the date of the transaction likely to be adjudged against him by
the state. A very strong fact ngainst the plaintiff is that,
although a witness and an intelligent person, she does not disclose
a word ever said by the husband to her about the transaction in
all his lifetime. She says on cross-examination that the deed
was in her possession and i8 hers, and that is all she says about
it. What she means by po8session is that she took the trunk at
one time. Had there been a delivery she would be enabled to
disclose more conversation and details about the deed. It also
. greatly make:, against her, that she applied for an assignment of
dower out of her husband':, real estate when he left none but this.
It is contended hy the plaintiff that she has her hu8hand's
confe8sion of a delivery, hy his executing another deed afterwards
in which he describes land as hounded on one side by the plaintiff's
real e:-.tate, meaning the property in question. That act has its force, no doubt, but we think it is explainable. She was
the owner of record - the apparent owner - and the hu8hand's
purpose was to have the world believe that she was the owner.
It would be natural and convenient to hound the land in this way.
Frank McGraw testifies that he never delivered any deed to the
plaintiff, though her title comes through him. It al:so appears
that the plaintiff got more personal allowance upon a representation to the court of probate that she had no real estate. These
facts are much stronger against her than any that make in her·
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behalf. The controversy is between her and her husband's heirs,
who are not her children.
Judgm.ent for defendants.
WALTON, DANFORTH, EMgRY, FosTER mid HASKELL, ,TJ.,
concurred.
JOHN R. HORNE
vs.
C. P. STEVENS, AND LEWISTON STEAM MILL CoMPANY, trustee.
PARCHAL

M.

MORGAN V8. SAME.

CHARLES C. GERRISH and another vs. SAME.
Androscoggin.

Opinion March 8, 1887.

Trustee process. Assignment of pa1't of the fund.
Equity recognizes the validity of an assignment of a part of a claim, and the
assignee may avail himself of the equitable principle, in a trustee process, in
which he appears as claimant of a part of the fund.
Bank v. McLoon, 78 Maine, 498, affirmed.

ON exceptions by Charlotte Rmvell, the claimant of part of
the fund in the possession of the trustee.
The presiding justice found the following facts:
Stevens, the principal defendant, had a claim ngainst the
trustee prior to September 10, 1883, of twelve hundred dollars.
About that time Stevens wished to take up two notes he had
negotiated to the claimant, Rowell, amounting to some over two
hundred dollars, nnd to obtain money of her to make up the
whole amount to three hundred dollars. He thereupon made
the following assignment:
(Assignment.)

'' Lunenburg, Sept. 10, 1883.
"For a valuable consideration I sell, assign and transfer all
the account I hn ve or hold against the Lewiston Steam Mill
Company, of Lewiston, Maine, the same I bought of George M.
Smith of Stark, Coos county, that is now in suit in the Coos
•county court, reserving the right to prosecute and carry on the
.said suit and to bring it to a. close as quick and as cheap as
,possible.
C. P. Stevens."
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(Inclorsements.)

"The transfer of C. P. Stevens. September 10, 1883.
Received three hundred dollars of Charlotte Rowell.
C. P. Stevens."
No notice was given the trustee of any such assignment until
· after the attachment, but notice was given before the disclosure.
The assignment was, in the opinion of the judge, not made for
security, but was an outright sale, if anything, of three hundred
dollars, out of the claim against the trustee. The judge thereupon ruled that the claimant could not hold any part of the fund
against the plaintiffs.
To which ruling the claimant alleged exceptions.

R. N. Chamberlain, for plaintiff.
This court have decided that an assignment of part of an entire
ebose in action cannot be upheld in a court at law, against the
consent of the person owing the demand assigned. Mandeville
v. Welch, 5 ·wheat. 277 ; Tiernan v. Jackson, 5 Pet. 580;
Gibson v. Cooke, 20 Pick. 15·; Robbin8 v. Bacon, 3 Maine, 346.
And that an assignment of part of an entire chose in action
will be upheld in a court of equity. Bank v. McLoon, 73
Maine, 498.
In Bartlett v . .Pearson8, the case finds that the debtor had
t10tice of the assignment. The court say : " The assignment
made by Lawrence to his creditor, conveyed the equitable title
to the balance due from defendant to Lawrence, at the time when
<lefendant had notice of the assignment." 29 Maine, 15. In
Hardy v. Colby, the administratrix had notice of the assignment
before the service of the trustee process upon her, 42 Maine,
.382; also Pollord v. Insurance Co. 42 Maine, 224. In last
case, defendant had notice and assented to the a~signment.
Garnsey v. Gardner, 49 Maine, 167, is not in point, as this
was un action between assignor and assignee.
There are some cases that hold that an equitable assignment
of a fund is good against the assent of the debtor, and as we
read the case of Bank v. McLoon, ( the case relied on by
claimant's counsel) that is all the court decides. There are
many cases in the different states that support our view, and we
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respectfu1ly ask the attention of the court to the following:
Conway v. Cutting, 51 N. H. 407; Gar·land v. Elarrington,
51 N. H. 409; Farniers' Bank v. Drury, 35 Vt. 469; Peck
v. Walton, 25 Vt. 33; Webster v. 1J1oranville, 30 Vt. 701;
Dale v. Kfrnpton, 46 Vt. 76; IIobnes v. Clm·k, Idem,. 22;
Austin v. Ryan, 51 Vt. 113; Vanbuskirk v. Hartford Ins. Co.
14 Conn. 144; see also Hawley v. Bri;:;tol, 39 Conn. 27;
Foster v. Mix, 20 Conn. 400; Peters v. Goodrich, 3 Conn.
146; Woodbridge v. Perkins, 3 Day, 364; .,__tfanwaring v.
Griffing, 5 Day, 561; Judah v. Judd, Idem,. 534; St. John
v. Sniith, 1 Root, 157.
We think the court must have had this distinction in mind
when considering the case of Bank v. 1lfr:Loon, as in all the cases
cited in support of the doctrine in Bank v. McLoon, both
English and American, which we have had an opportunity to
examine, notice of assignment was given, a,lthough the debtor in
some refused to he bound by the assignment. Brice v. Bannister, 3 Q. B. Div. 569, is a case in point.
We have examined 1~1illiken v. Loring, 37 Maine, 408, cited
by claimant's counsel, and cannot see how it is authority as
claimed. The court simply decide that if the trustee have
notice of any claim, hy third parties, it is hi.s duty to disclose it
to the court to protect himself.

Twitchell and Abbott, also for plaintiff.
W. and H. Heywood, for claimant, cited: Bartlett v. Pem·son~
29 Maine, 9; Hm·dy v. Colby, 42 Maine, 381; Pollard v.
Som. ins. Co. 42 Maine, 221; Garnsey v. Gardner, 49 Maine,
167; Bank v. McLoon, 73 Maine, 498; Milliken v. Loring,
37 Maine, 408; Bunker v. Gilmore, 40 Maine, 88; Larrabee
v. Knight, 69 Maine, 320; R. S., c. 86, § 32.
PETERS, C. J. This case is governed by the case of Bank
v. McLoon, 73 Maine, 498. The judge who heard the evidence
decided, as matter of fact, that the principal defendant had
assigned a part of his debt against the trustee to the claimant.
Precisely that fact existed in the case referred to. Notice of
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the assignment was given to the trustee before his disclosure,
which in our practice was seasonable.
Exceptions sw;tained.
v\,r ALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.
BEN.JAMIN

M.

ROYAL

Androscoggin.

vs.

CYRUS CHANDLER.

Opinion March 8, 1887.

Evidence. Declarations of grantor.
Evidence of a grantor's declaration in disparagement of his title, made while
he was owner of the land granted by him, introduced by a party claiming
adversely to the grantee, cannot be contradicted by evidence of such
grantor's declarations mad" subsequently and in relation to the same title.

ON exceptions by the defendant.
The opinion states the case.

John P. Swasey and Richard Dresse1·, for the plaintiff.
N. and J. A. Morrill, for the defendant.
C. J. This, a real action, involves the location of the
line between the plaintiff's and defendant's premises.
A person, now deceased, who was once an owner in plaintiff's
land, while an owner and upon the land, made declarations
respecting the line favorable to the defendant's claim. These
admissions in disparagement of his own title were properly
proved at the trial by the defendant. To detract from the force
of this evidence, the plaintiff was allowed to prove later and
contradictory statements mnde hy the same person under other
circumstances when he was· not upon the land. The last declarations were not admitted as original, primary evidence, but to
contradict the first declaration. vVhat the former owner said for
himself was admitted to impeach what he had previously said
againt,t himself. The last declarations were not admissible. It
was not a legal contradiction. It was unsworn evidence.
The fallacy of the idea allowing the testimony to be received,
consists in looking upon the former owner as a witness in the.
cause. The first declarations were made by him while standing
PETERS,
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in a condition the same as if a party to the present suit. His
admissions against his own title were of the same quality of
evidence as if spoken by the plaintiff himself. If a man's
conversation in his favor he admitted against what he has said
against his interest, then he would certainly be allowed to
corroberate one statement by con~istent statements made at
other times, and no limit could be fixed in respect to such
evidence. Opening the door so widely would lead to mischievous
results.
The question in the ruling does not appear to have received
attention in our own state. It has been several times considered
in Massachusetts, and is there in each instance disposed of
unfavorably to the plaintiff here.
The case of Baxter v.
Knowles, 12 Allen, 114, meets the point exactly, where it is
said: "The declnrntions of the defendant's testator, from whom
he claimed title, were not made admissible in his favor by the
fact that bis declarntions at other times were given in evidence
by the plaintiff as admissions." Pickering v. Reynolds, 119,
Mass. 111, is also precisely in point.

Exceptions sustained.
WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ., concurred.
HASKELL, J., did not sit.

ALBION S. Buntn~ss

vs.
DENISON PAPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Oxford.

Opinion March 8, 1887.

Accord and satisfaction.
The defense of accord and satisfaction is not made out, by showing that the
plaintiff promised to accept, for labor already performed by him, a deed of
land from a third person in satisfaction of his claim, it appearing that the
deed was executed but not delivered nor tendered.

ON exceptions and motion to set aside the verdict and for a new
trial.
Assumpsit for labor performed.
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The verdict was for plaintiff for one hundred and six dollars
and twenty-three cents.
The opinion states the point raised by the exceptions and
material facts.

JI. A. Randall, for the plaintiff.

John P. Swasey, for the defendant.
PETERS, C. J.
The plaintiff has a claim against the defendants for labor. The defendants rely on an alleged accord and
satisfaction, contending that the plaintiff agreed to take a deed
from a third party in satisfaction of his claim. The defendants
obtained the deed but did not deliver it, relying on tbe plaintiff
to call for it. 'The accord is the agreement for the reception of
the thing in discharge of the debt; the satisfuction is the actual
reception of the thing." vVhar. Con. § 996; Bragg v. Pierce
53 Maine, 65. Here there was accord hut not satisfaction. The
deed was not received. Nothing short of an actunl reception of
the deed would constitute a defense.

Exceptions overruled.
WALTON,

VIRGIN,

LIBBEY,

EMERY

and

HASKELL,

J J.,

concurred.

AARON

B.

CHAPMAN

and others

vs.
COUNTY COMl\'lISSIONERS OF

York.

y ORK

COUNTY.

Opinion March 8, 1887.

County Commissioners. Certiorari. Ways. Practice.
One county commissioner may act with his associates in a part of the proceedings of laying out a way, and another (his successor) act afterwards in his
place in completing the proceedings, where the acts of the former are
separable from those of the latter.
County commissioners are a court which is not dissolved by one going out
and another coming in.
In a hearing under petition for certiorari, the sworn answer of the commissioners, as far as containing conclusions of fact, is regarded as having
the same effect as if their record were amended according to the answer.
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If, however, the answer should be indefinite, or equivocal, the court may
require an amended answer, or the production of an amended record.
The commissioners should file their report at the next regular session after
the hearing, and may return it to any day of such session.

ON report.
Petition for certiorari to quash the proceedings of the county
commissioners in laying out a highway from Limerick village to
Newfield.

R. P. Tapley, for plaintiff.
The action of the new commissioner infuses into the judgment an illegal and foreign element, viz. : the judgment of a
stranger; and this vitiates the whole judgment.
The introduction of this foreign element is not unlike a
stranger acting with a grand· jury. In such case it is held the
indictment found is void although twelve and more of the persons legally qualified concurred in the finding. Com v. Parker,
2 Pick. 560 and cases cited.
The petitioners were in fact cut off from appealing at the
October session, by the suspension of action and as soon as the
certificate was filed the proceedings were clm;ed; so they have
been prevented from making an appeal and compelled to submit
to the action and judgment of a pen.;on who did not hear them.
In the case of Inlt. of Windham, Petr's. 32 Maine, 452,
SHEPLEY, C. .J., person; injured have a right to the same
available length of time to make their applications as if no
appeal had been taken.
The case of Levant v. Co. Com. 67 Maine, 429, does not, it
seems to me, hold that matters which should appenr of record
can be proved by evidence aliunde. It specifically declares that
''if the ot'iginal record he defective it may be amended hy the
tribunal in accordance with the facts at any regular session."
No evidence aliunde is received except upon (he question of
discretionary action. an<l when necessary to show what certain
rulings complained of were founded upon.

L. S. Mo()re, for the respondents, cited: 30 Maine, 351; 31
Maine, 578; 32 Maine, 450; 36 Mnine, 74; 65 Maine, 160;
Levant v. Co. Com. 67 Maine, 429.
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PETEits, C. J.
Can a county commissioner act with his
associates in receiving a petition, ordering notice upon it, taking
a view under it, adjudicating in favor of a road nsked for by the
petition, nnd his successor in the office act afterwards in his
place in completing the proceedings to a finality-and the record
be legal? This inquiry might perhaps be avoide<;l in the case
before us, by force of the fact that two other commissioners, a
quomm of the board, concurred in the steps taken throughout,
thus rendering their action valid. But as the same question may
occur ut most any time ngain, from the pi·esent election law
requiring eommissioners to be cho1-:<en singly in consecutive
years, instead of all of them in the same year, we are disposed
to put the question at rest at this opportunity. \Ve see no
irregularity in such proceedings.
Tlie hoard are a court und the court is not dissolved by one
commissioner going out and another eoming in. It continues to
be the same eourt though its personality be ehanged. One
commissioner pnrticipates in the earlier questions arising in the
proceedingt:i, and helps decide them. Those questions are then
disposed of. We see no need of going over that ground again,
any more than in any other court where one judge at one term
settles a preliminary question and another judge nt another term
tries the case in its subsequent stages. Of course, the first
action must be in its nature, separable from the later acts.
Counsel for the petitioners contend that the record does not
show specifically what part of the proceedings each commissioner
participated in, and that it must appear from the record, and
cannot be supplied by th~ ans\ver of the respondents. His
point is that the adjudication that the road is demanded by
public convenience and necessity is merely a legal conclusion not a fact - and that legal conelusions can appear only of record.
\V c think it to be a fact that an adjudication was made, and
that what the adjudication was would be a fact. Its legal effect
would be another thing.
But we abo think the doctrine of the case of Levant v.
Com.,missione1·s, 67 .Maine, 429, does not admit of so illiberal an
interpretation as counsel puts on it. On the hearing of a peti-
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tion the oath of the respondents, in matters officially k1iown to
them, is as good as a record, to supply mere deficiencies. The
inference is that they would amend their record, which they
could do, in accoL'<lance with their sworn statement, and, as that
is regarded as certain which can be made certain, the record, for
the purposes of the hearing is regarded with the same effect as
if it were amended accordingly. If the court should suspect
evasion or prevarication, it could no doubt require further
nnswer, or that an amended record be produced for its examination. Commil:lsioners do not keep exact joumals of all minor
nnd preliminary proceedings, and they rely upon covering
all necessary points when they file their repor·t at length. It
would not be expedient to view county commissioners' record-:,
with as much circurm;pection as would be ruhtble in niminal
and even in some civil matters. The rules prescribed in Levant
v. Oom1nissioner.-.;, supm, have had an excellent practical influence in preventing unwise and wearioome litigations.
It is contended that the commissioners' report ·was not filed at
the next regular tel'm after the view was had, becau:::ie date<l in
June and the court commenced its session in April. But the
record produced declares it to have been returned at the regular
April ter·m, and the commissioners swear to the fact. Counsel
for the present petitioners conceiveo the answer to be equivocal
in that respect. He could have required a more certain an:::iwer,
if needed. The objection cannot avail.
It is further objected that a report cannot he filed at sn late a
day of a regular term as this report was. That is :t matter to
he regulated by the rules of procedure of that court. It is
hardly pretended that the filing must be on the fir::it day of their
meeting, and no rule of law can determine on what day it shall
or shall not be done.
Nor did the commissioner::, make any mistake in makjng their
report to the April term, the first regular session after the
hearing~ Other older statutes may have been susceptible of
some uncertainty on this point; the present statute is clear.
There are no merits in the case requiring our discretionary
intervention to defeat the contemplated road. The question has
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run the gauntlet of the commissioners, of a committee on appeal,
and of this court at nisi prius. All possible means of opposition have been expended to prevent the road.

Petition deni'ed.
\VALTON,

VIRGIN,

LIBBEY,

EMERY

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.

JOHN

HEALD

Somerset.

vs.

HIRAM

MooRE and others.

Opinion March 8, 1887.

Ways. Openings. Boundaries. Fences. R. S., c. 18, § § 36, 95.
A town way, three rods wide, was enlarged, by a new county location, to a
width of four rods, one-half rod having been added on each side. But the
fences had remained in place on the olcl road for thirty-seven years after the
new location before the town officers interfered with them, when they
removed the plaintiff's fence, on one side of the way, from the old to the
new line.
Held, that the statute provision, that a way duly laid out shall be considered as
discontinued unless opened within six years from the time allowed therefor,
does not literally apply; the new width is merely an incident of the old;
traveling upon the old way is traveling upon the new; it accepts the added
width and secures it to the public use.
Held, also, that the statutory rule, which provides that a fence, which has
continued in the same place on a road for forty years, shall conclusively
indicate the line of the road, does not apply, since the forty years do not
begin until the last road was laid out.

ON exceptions.
Trespass against certain of the municipal officers of the town
of Madison, and their employees, for removing .plaintiff's fence
from the limits of a way in that town.

Walton and Walton, for plaintiff.
We claim that if there be nothing done by the town for six
years to indicate a purpose to take that additional rod, that it
cannot be done afterwards. R. S., c. 18, § 36.
The land owner is to have damages when the land is taken
and not till then. R. S., c. 18, § 7.
"\Ve ask, then, how there is any taking if the road as used
is exactly as before the location, and the land owners still
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occupying up to the fences which mark the bounds of the three
l'Od road.
The real facts in this case nre that the road was never legally
located. That portion in Cornville was proceeded agninst by
certiorari, that fact asce·rtained, and every one thereupon eupposed it would not do to build the four rod highway,-to go
outside of the old three rod road. Cornville v. Uo. Com,. 33
Maine, 237; State v. Cornville, 43 Maine, 427; State v •
.Ll1.adison, 59 Maine, 538; S. C., 63 Maine, 546.
So far as the opening of the four rod road is concerned, we
sny, in the language of TENNEY, C. J., in State v. (}ornville,
43 Maine, 428, "It cannot be said, with propriety, that the road
has been opened as a whole when nothing at all has been done
to that portion which constitutes three-fourths of it, (in this case
one-fourth) and the remainder was a road open and used before
as such."
The same rule applies to land taken at the side of a road as
that taken at the end of the same. There is no difference in
principle. The only question is one of fact. Has the location
been abandoned? The mere use of the old road, continued as
before, does not, necessarily, constitute an opening- such as
entering upon and taking possession of that outside the old road
for the purpose of construction and use - so far as the new
portion is concerned, whetheL' that new portion lies along side
or either end of the old road. Pet. of Mt. Vernon, 37 N. H. 515.
Such a construction should be given the statute as will protect
the rights of owners of real estate, who have purchased property
by the side of the highways, the bounds of which are so uncertain
that they have actually bought and paid for land which is really
within the limits of the highway. Danvers v. Essex Oo. Cornrs.
6 Pick. 20.

ffierrill and Coffin, for the defendants.
Exceptions do not lie because the plaintiff was not aggrieved
by the ruling complained of. State v. Pike, 65 Maine, 111;
Soule v. JVinslow, 66 Maine, 451; Webber v. Read, 65 Maine,
565 ; Kilpatrick v. Hall, 67 Maine, 543; Boot!tby v. Woodman,
66 Maine, 387; Decker v. S01nerset Ins. Co. 66 Maine, 406.
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A highway differs from a town way. Wateiford v. Co. ·
Cmn. 59 Maine. 453 ; State v. Bigelow, 34 Maine, 246; R. S.,
c. 18, § § 1, 14.
Trespass cannot be maintained. Whittier v. McIntyre, 59
Maine, 145; Kimball v. Rockland, 11 Maine, 140; Perley v.
Ohandle1·, 6 Mass. 454; Angell, Highways, 398; State v.
I1ittery, 5 Maine, 259.
C. A. Harrington, also for defendants.
PETERS, C. J.
Only one question in this case needs to be
discussed, the findings of the jury having disposed of all others.
And that question must be determined against the plaintiff, even
accepting the interpretation of the facts as claimed by him. Let
it he admitted that the case finds that, in 1804, a town road was
laid out, three rods wide, the centre line of which was the
southerly boundary of plaintiff's land; that he built a fence on
his side of the road and on his line; that there was also at the
same time a fence on the other side of the road, the located road
being three rods in width between fences; that the same fences
have been continued on the same lines ever since they were built;
that, in 1846, the county commissioners laid out the road anew
over the old location, but widening it on each side a half rod,
thereby making it a four rods road instead of three ; and that a
half rod in width of the located road on each side has been within
the fences of the coterminous proprietors for thfrty-seven years,
the fences having existed more than forty years.
The plaintiff invokes certain statutory provisions as sustaining
his claim. R. S.,-c. 18, § § 36, 95. One section provides that
a high way which has been duly laid out shall be considered as
discontinued unless actually opened within six years from the
time allowed therefor. The other provides that a fence which
has continued in the same place on a road for forty years, will
be justified in remaining thereon,- shall indicate conclusively
the true line of the road.
It would seem to be a strange result, if a forty years' continuance of a fence is to dictate the line of a road laid out less than
VOL.
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· forty years ago. Such cannot be the policy or implication of
the statute. The widened road became a new road. Plaintiff's
fence did not exist on this roa<l before 1846, because that was
the beginning of this road's existence. Prior to that time the
fence was upon another road,- a road of other dimensions. It
is to be presumed that, when the road was widened in 1846, the
plaintiff received damages for so much of his land as was taken,
including compensation for the expense which a removal of his
fence ·would impose on him. Suppose the fence had been maintained for a full forty years prior to the proceedings of 1846.
ould that fact have prevented the widening? Or, suppose the
forty years had expired in a week after the latter proceedings.
Would the public right he lost if the fence were allowed to
continue for a week? The principle would be the same whether
the time be a week or many years.
But the new road or new part of it has never been opened, it
is argued. The statutory requirement about opening a road,
from the nature of things, would not literally apply to a case like
this,- would have an application different from what it has where
an entirely new road i::, to be constructed. There was no need
of any opening more than to use the general road. There was
no occasion for making the traveled path wider than it was.
Using any part of the three rods was in effect using the four
rods. Opening a part opened all - using a part was using all.
The principal roild was already 011ened,-the incident went with
it. The public took the plaintiff's lund- paid for it - and the
moment the traveler passed over the usual traveled track afterwards, the new road, all of the road, became dedicated to the
public use. But the fences were not removed within the six
years, it is replied. The town neither builds nor maintains
fences. The owner should have removed them. The officers of
the town attempt to remove them to prevent a forty years' user,
and are sued for it in this action. The case relied on by the
plaintiff, State v. Cornville, 43 Maine, 427, does not aid his
argument. In that case the addition was in length and not in
width of road- was an extension of new road. The case of
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Baker v. Runnels, 3 Fair. 235, is much more like the case at
bar, and strongly opposes the plaintiff's propositions.
Exceptions overruled.
DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ.,.
concurred.
THE NATIONAL BANK OF DERBY LINE
vs.
FRED N .• Dow and others.
Cumberland.

Opinion March 8, ~887.

Promissory notes. Endorsers. Extension to maker.
The maker of an over-due note, on which the defendants are accommodation
indorsers, applied to the plaintiffs for a renewal. Plaintiffs refused to renew,.
writing the maker January 27, 1885, that they prefer to hold the note, but
would carry it thirty to sixty clays, "as it is, if nothing materially transpires.
· to change the status of the security and the names;" upon the condition
that the maker remit at once interest on the note to January 15, 1885. The·
maker remitted three months interest at seven per cent per annum, the legal
rate being six per cent, writing that he sent the interest at the rate of seven
per cent, "which you ask," It was the maker's inference from previous
transactions that the plaintiffs asked seven per cent interest. The plaintiffs
retained the money, indorsing three months interest on the note, not naming
the amount indorsed. At six per cent there was more due for interest on the
note than the amount sent, and the law of Vermont, which governs the·
transaction, applies all excess above six per cent iuterest on the contract on.
which it is received.
Held, that the transaction was not a contract to extend the note, such as will
discharge the defendants from their liability as indorsers.

ON exceptions from the superior court.
Assumpsit against Fred N. Dow, Ossian Ray and Charles E ..
Benton, on the following promissory note.

''$7,000.
Lancaster, N. H. Oct. 12, 1883.
''One year after date I promise to pay to the order of myself
seven thousand dollars, at the National Bank of Derby Line, Vt ..
"Value received.
$416.50
$6,583.50
Jacob Benton."

''No. 3286.

Due Oct. 12-15.
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(Indorsed on back.)

''Pay to the order of Charles E. Benton, Ossian Ray and Fred
'"N. Dow, jointly.
Jacob Benton.
Charles E. Benton.
Ossian Ray.
Fred Nt Dow."
'"Rec'd Sept. 30, 1884. One hundred and forty-one and 30100 dollars by 0. Ray, $141.30.
"Rec'd Jan'y 31, 1885. Int. to Jan'y 15, 1885."
.Duly protested .
.Ardon W. Coombs, for the plaintiff, cited: Story, Prom .
.Notes § 419, note 2; Williams v. Smith, 48 Maine, 138; Berry
w. Pullen, 69 Maine, 103; Mm·iners' Bank v. Abbott, 28
:Maine, 280; Page v. Webster, 15 Maine, 249; Bank v. Rollins,
'13 Maine, 207; Bank v. Ives, 17 Wend. 501 ; Oreath's Adm 'r
v. Sims, 5 How. 207; Potter v. Green, 6 Allen, 444; Reynolds
''V. Ward, 5 Wend. 501; McLemore v. Powell, 12 Wheat. 554;
.Halstead v. Brown, 17 Ind. 202; Oxfm·d Bank v. Lewis, 8
Pick. 457; Blackstone Bank v. Hill, 10 Pick. 132; Whitney
·v. So. Paris MJ',q. Oo. 39 Maine, 316; Nightingale v .
.Meginnis, 34 N. J. (5 Vroom,) 461; Bank v. Par·sons, 138
Mass. 53; Norris v.· 01'1.tmney, 2 Rand. 328; Sohier v. Lo1'ing,
r6 Cush. 538; Hutchins v. Nichols, 10 Cush. 300; Morse v.
,Huntington, 40 Vt. 488; Bank v. Goss, 31 Vt. 315; Dixon v .
.Dixon, 31 Vt. 450.
Clarence Hale, for the defendant.
It cannot be that the bank intended to say, "we will extend
provided the extension is illegal and inoperative and of no effect
upon the parties to the note ;" the bank very well knew the
law; as every one is presumed to know it. It unrlerstood that
such extension without the consent of the indorsers would
opemte as a discharge; and that if it chose to make such
extension without the consent of the indorsers it took its chances
of being able to recover from the indorsers. It is clear that the
word "transpires" refers to some future event or fact which
should effect the financial standing of those whose names were
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on the note ; the word "transpires" being used in its popular,
although incorrect significance. The letter does not say "provided
• to affect our rights on the
nothing in this shall be construed
indorsers," but it refers to an event to f' transpire." . It cannot
be argued that anything hus actually f' transpired" to affect such
credit or financial standing ; the bank waited the thirty days and
even more than sixty days. It cannot be reasonably argued that
the language •or the letter reserved the rights of the bank against
the indorser.
The language cannot he construed into an
agreement to reserve rights, such as is shown in the following
cases where the court held that a discharge was not effected.
Potter v. Green, 6 Allen, 44:2; Hutchins v. Nichols, 10 Cushing,
299; Sohier v. Loring, 6 Cushing, 537.
The law expressly declares that if any reservation of rights
against the sureties is made it must be in "clear and unambiguous
terms." Boultbee v. Stubbs, 18 Ves. 20; Rees v. Berrington,
Leading Cas. in Eq. p. 717.
The bank should not be excused from the legal consequences
of the extension they suggested and granted. When the bank
officers took the responsibility of enlarging the time of payment
they altered the contract; they changed the liability of the surety;
and that surety has a right to say that this is not the contract
into which he entered. Greely v. Dow, 2 Met. 178. Byles on
Bills, 55, § § 24 7, 250, 253, and notes and cases cited.
The promise to extend wns based upon a legal consideration.
That consideration consisted in the usurious interest paid. The
interest due up to Jan. 15, 1885, was about $102, and that sum
is acknowledged by the indorsement of interest on the back of
the note; but at least $17 more waR paid. That overplus is
clearly a legal consideration for the extension of time. There
can be no doubt but that the actual payment of usurious interest,
as in thi8 case, constitutes a consideration. This is assumed in
Be1'ry v. Pullen, 69 Maine, 101, and shown in cases therein
cited; of course an executory contract to pay such interest would
not he a consideration·; but in tpis case the interest was actually
paid, but was not endorsed on the note; only the legal "interest
to Jan. 15, 1885," appears on the back of the note. It is no,
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answer to say that the $17 may be recovered back under the laws
of Vermont and that it has been tendered back in this suit.
It may be argued in behalf of the plaintiff bank that the recent
case Haydenville Bank v. Parson, 138 Mass. page 53, is a case
of import in their favor; and it is true that the court has gone as
far in that case as it has ever gone in that direction. But it must
be remembered that the usury law of Vermont is entirely
different from the interest law of Massachusetts, any rate being
allowed in Massachusetts if expressed in the contract, whereas in
Vermont any sum over six per cent may be recovered hack. The
case at bar shows the payment of money not due ; and such payment
is clearly a benefit to the creditor and an inconvenience to the
debtor; and in both respects is a good consideration for a
promise. Greely v. Dow, supra; Rees v. Ber1·ington, supra.
De Golyar on Guarantees, p. 407, et seq., and cases cited. Story
on Prom. Notes, § § 413-421, and cases cited.
The subject of usury as a corn,ideration for an extension of
time is fully considered in Vary v. Norton by the U. S. C. C.,
Michigan, 6 Federal Reporter, 808; this decision fully appears
in Myer's Federal Decisions, vol. 3, page 614, § 552. See also
Turrill v. Boynton, 23 Vt. 142; Burgess v. Dewey, 33 Vt.
619; see also Gardiner v. Gw·diner, (23 S. C.) 25 Am. L.
Reg. 412.
l

PETERS, C. J. The defendant, an accommodation indorser of
a note, contends that he is released from liability by an
agreement between the maker and holder to extend the time of
payment of the note without his as.sent.
The principle involved in such a defense, while clearly logical,
is subtle and refined, so much so that persons unlearned in the
law rarely suspect the legal consequences that may follow their
giving time for the payment of over-due notes. It is the unseen,
sunken rock on which thousands of commercial obligations have
been wrecked, to the utter dismay of the losers and sometimes
to their ruin. vVhile the situation of a surety must he carefully
scrutinized, so should that of a holder be, who is to lose, if he
loses at all, about seven thousand dollars for unwittingly
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receiving the merest pittance of consideration for extending a
note.
Applying to the present case the definition of liability as
declared by VIRGIN, J. in Berry v. Pullen, 69 Maine, 101, we
are convinced that the facts, affected as they are by the finding
of the judge, fail to prove any contract of extension which can
release this indorser from liability on the note. It is in that
case said: '~But before a surety, whose name was deliberately
and understandingly placed upon a note to give it credit, can be
thus absolved from liability, the law, as well as justice and equity,
requires that there shall be a valid, binding contract- one
founded on a sufficient consideration, and the effect of which
shall be to give further definite time to the principle, without the
consent of the surety." We think this plaintiff has escaped from
the risk of any such contract; the facts fall short of it.
The maker of the note in a letter dated January 24, 1885,
offers to renew his then over-due paper, asking that the name
of one endorser be omitted from the new note. The plaintiffs
do not accept the proposition, they are unwilling to lose an
indorser. They answer, on January 27, 1885, in these words:
~
e prefer to hold the note we now have to taking a new one,
but will carry it for thirty to sixty days as it is, if nothing
materially transpires to change th~ status of the security and
the names; this, however, is only on condition that you remit
immediately the interest on the note for three months, to
January 15.''
All the phrases of this letter are freighted with the idea that the
hank was unwilling to lose an indorser from the note. It is the
language of caution and self-protection. They were willing to
grant indulgence, hut at no risk to themselves. They prefer to
('hold the note" - "as it is" - ''will carry it," not change it- not
for any fixed, definite time - but "for thirty to sixty days." The
very indefiniteness of the indulgence shows merely promise not to
press, and not a contr3:ct to be bound by.
The maker'~ reply indicates that he was craving indulgence
merely, flnd not expecting to make any legal contract for delay.
(~ I trust you ,vill give me sixty days," he writes. But the bank
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was not disposed to grant any indulgence, if thereby anything
transpires to change materially the status of the security or of
the names. ,vhat, from their standpoint, can this mean, unless
it be that they would be bound to do nothing which would expose
to risk any rights then held by them. They were in any event
to retain their status both as to the security and the names. And
still the defendant assumes the position, that, while the plaintiffs
were repelling all idea of a contract, they were really making
one. We can have no doubt that the plaintiffs intended to
reserve to themselves the right to enforce the note or not at their
discretion. The learned counsel for the defendant suggests that the
bank and its legal advisers well understood the law of the case,
and intended to obtain the consent of the indorsers. We do not
believe that they intended to do any act which would require
their assent. The paper may not be in all respects worded with
exact verbal propriety. But as a whole we think it strongly and
impressively expresses a protest against the very misinterpretation now endeavored to be put upon it ;-the intention shines
through it.
vVe do not say, of course, that there may not be some force
in the ingenious argument submitted in behalf of the defendant's
position. Truth mixes with error in many cases, the alliance
making error only the more difficult to contend against. We do
say that the plaintiffs' position is much the most satisfactory.
The plaintiffs asked for nothing as a legal consideration for an
extension. Over-due interest, and not all of that, only was
required. They did not write for extra interest- it was
''interest" that was wanted. The contention of the defense is
that interest at seven per centum per annum was intended,while there is not evidence in the case to show any such thing.
When a settlement was to be made, out of which this note grew,
the president of the bank wrote that they would accept notes
with interest in advance at "six per cent." At another time a
bank official offered to settle this note, by new notes which they
would discount at seven per cent; which would be a legal
transaction. The record of the case shows no other instance
when interest of any kind was mentioned by the bank.
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But interest for three months at seven per cent was remitted
by the maker, he supposing, no doubt, that on that account his
appeal for lenity would be more likely to prevail. "Which you
ask," writes the maker. The plaintiffs had asked of him ''interest,"
and no more,- presumptively, legal and not illegal interest.
The whole amount was kept. Why should it not be? More of
1egal interest was then due than the amount sent. It was a pro
tanto protection to the indorser to keep it. The bank indorsed
three months interest, not naming the amount of it. But if they
did not appropriate the excess over six per cent, the law of
Vermont appropriated it, upon the note, at the moment it was
received. It could not be retained for an illegal purpose. It was
never asked for for any purpose. There is not satisfactory
evidence that the bank designed to use the excess illegally,
in view of the finding of the judge, upon both law and
fact, in favor of the plaintiffs. The judge ruled as a matter
of law that the correspondence and the conduct of the
parties did not operate to discharge the defendant. His decision
of fact implies that the conduct was not incompatible with such
finding. The case ie before us on exceptions, and not on report
of evidence or an appeal from the whole record. The finding at
nisi prfus gives all favorable intendments, which the facts can
allow, to the plaintiffs. If it be necessary to find as a fact that
the extra was not accepted as a consideration for extending the
note, the finding below makes it so. And here it may forcibly be
asked how the extra interest could be regarded. as the consideration for the promise of the hank, when the promise was made
without such consideration - before it was received.
The question, a doubtful one, whether the payment of usury
would be a valid consideration for such an agreement as the
defendant depends upon, never decided either in Vermont or
Maine, need not now be entertained by us.
There may be stronger ground, possibly, for contending that
the time of payment was not extended to the indorsers than there
is that it was not extended to the maker - and this action is
against an indorser only. Some distinction of the kind might
appear, upon the face of the principal letter, to some persons.
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It is a well settled principle, recognized by most courts, the
doctrine of reservation, that a holder may agree with the maker to
extend the contract as to him, and at the same time, as a part of
the same agreement, reserve the right of action against
all indorsers or sureties - and in such case those parties
are not absolved from liability. Such reservation might prevent
much of the expected benefit of an extention to the creditor, but
that would not lessen the validity of the qualification annexed to
it. In Big. on Bills and Notes, 598 to 607, the leading cases on
this subject are reviewed and an abundance of authorities cited.
See also Bank v. Parsons, 138 Mass. 53; a case bearing upon
the point arising in the case at bar.
\
Exceptions overruled.
WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ., concurred.
HASKELL, J., concurred in the result.

-----

HENRY F. FARNHAM vs. HORACE F. DAVIS and dwelling house.
Cumberland.

Opinion March 10, 1887.

Liens on buildings. R. S., c. 91, § § 32, 34, 45.
To enforce a lien claim on a building there must be a suit against the party
promising.
R. S., c, 91, § 45, does not dispense with the suit against the contracting
party.
When a lien arising from one contract has been dissolved it cannot be revived
by tacking on a new lien arising under a new contract.

ON report.
Assumpsit on account an.nexed brought to enforce a lien on a
dwelling house and lot on Oak street at Stevens' Plains in the
town of Deering.
The opinion states the facts as found by the court from the
evidence and admissions.

Symonds and Libby, for the plaintiff.
This is a case of a definite lien and ~for a particular work"
within the decision of Baker v. Fessenden, 71 Maine, 292.
Under the act of 1879, which enlarges materially the rights of
lien claimants, Hjudgment may be rendered against the defendant
1
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and the property covered by the lien, or against either, for so
much as is found due by virtue of the lien." The intent of the
statute is clear, and should be liberally construed.
A lien judgment need not be strictly a judgment in rern
against the whole world. It must respect prior mortgagees'
rights-if such exist, as has been held by the court in Mor·se v.
Dole, 73 Maine, 351. An action to enforce a mechanic's lien is
''essentially a suit in equity," as declared by Mr. ,Justice FIELD
in Davis v. Alvord, 94 U. S. 546, and he further says that
statutes giving such liens are "to be liberally construed."
It is well known, as it is apparent upon examination, that the
act of 1879, ch. 136, (R. S., ch. 91, secs. 44, 45) was passed
to remedy the defects which previous decisions, especially Byard
v. Parker, 65 Maine, 577, had shown to exist in the process for
enforcing liens on buildings.
R. S., ch. 91, sec. 44, provides for notice to the owner, and
the mode in which he may be made a party, where he is not the
defendant in the action, or does not voluntarily appear. Section
45, of the same chapter, manifestly from its terms, refers to
cases in which the owner is the defendant, as well as to the class
of cases mentioned in the previous section.
Now, in this case, if the defendant is not holden personally
for the whole debt-as we claim he should be,-we respectfully
urge that we are entitled to a personal judgment against him to
the extent of his personal liability, and a lien-judgment against
the property, which will be valid against all his interest in the
property, and against all other interest therein, which is not
such as by law to take precedence over plaintiff's lien.
To give us less than this in a case where the defendant is
admitted to be the owner, and where all the materials were
delivered under circumstances which give the lien, seems to us
to be a forced and unnecessary limitation upon the remedy which
the legislature intended to give.
These views as to the nature of a lien-judgment are sustained
by the large number of cases cited in the last edition (1882) of
Phillips on Mechanics' Lien-,, in the chapters treating of the
procedure and judgment in lien actions. § § 320, 395, 397,
399, 447, 449, 458.
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If the court, however, still holds in face of the statute that it
is not sufficient to make the "owner" a party to the suit but
that a general notice must be given, then we ask that the case
may be remitted to the court at nisi prius to give such notice,
as was done in Sheridan v. Irnland, 61 Maine, 486.

Woodman and Thompson, for the defendant, cited: R. S.,
c. 91 § 43; Frost v. Ilsley, 54 Maine, 345; Hayford v.
Cunningham, 72 Maine, 128; She1'inan v. Ireland, 66 Maine,
70; Oliver v; Woodman, 66 Maine, 59 ; Ames v. Swett, 33
Maine, 479.
EMERY, J.
The evidence and the admissions establish the
following facts : One Chase made a contract with the defendant
to furnish the labor and materials in the construction of defendant's house. Chase procured of the plaintiff certain material
whieh he put into the construction of the house under his contract. This material was sold to Chase upon his credit, but
with knowledge of whose house it was intended for. It was so
furnished Chase, for said construction December 16, 1884. The
contract between Chase and the defendant was afterward
cancelled, and subsequently in May and July, 1885, the defendant upon his own credit purchased of the plaintiff other material
for the construction of the house. The plaintiff filed the proper
lien claim August 6, 1885, and began this suit by attachment
September 15, 1885, to recover of the defendant and to enforce
a lien for all the material.
There was a sufficient tender for the second lot of material,
that purchased by the defendant in person, followed by the
timely payment of the money into the court, hence we have only
to consider the first bill of material, that purchased by Chase, the
contractor, December 16, 1884.
I. The evidence does not satisfy us, that the defendant was
an original promisor for that bill. That material was not furnished upon his credit. If he did afterward promise to see it
paid, it was a collateral verbal promise, not enforceable. We
think the evidence does not warrant any personal judgment
against the defendant.
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II. Should there be a judgment against the house? To obtain
such a judgment for material so furnished, the plaintiff should
have filed his lien claim within thirty days after he ceased to
furnish material, and have attached the house within ninety· days
after the last material furnished by him. R. S., c. 91, § § 32,
34. If this bill of December 16, 1884, were the only material
furnished by the plaintiff for this house, then of course, his lien
was lost long before he moved to enforce it. In May following
however, he began again to furnish material for the house, and
this time, his last furnishing was within thirty days before filing
the lien-claim, and within ninety days before the attachment.
Here were two distinct periods of furnishing material. One
began and ended in December. The other began in May and
ended in July. They were distinct transactions, under distinct
and different contracts. The first was under a contract with
Chase. The last was under a contract with the defendant. Each
bill was a separate cause of action, to be enforced in a separate
suit against a different person. The lien for each was a separate
lien to be separately enforced. Our statute so far as liens on
buildings are concerned, does not provide for a process in rem,
regardless of any personal defendant or any contract. There
must be a suit against the party promising, upon which the
property benefitted may be attached. The contract, whether
express or implied, is the principal. The lien is the incident.
The lien must be enforced along with the contract. When a
lien arising from one contract bus been dissolved, it cannot be
restored by tacking on a new lien arising under a new contract.
Philips on Mechanics' Liens, § 324 and cases cited. Ames v.
Swett, 33 Maine, 479; Frost v. Ilsley, 54 Maine, 345; Oliver
v. Woodman, 66 Maine, 59.
The plaintiff urges, that however it may have been under
former statutes, there may now under § 45, c. 91, be a judgment
against the property alone, without any against the defendant.
There may be cases, where judgment sh~uld not be rendered
again:::t the defendunt personally, for the reason of his discharge
in insolvency or for some other reason, although his promise
is established. In such case, the judgment may be against the
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property alone. This statute however does not change the
nature of the lien as an incident of the contract. It does not
dispense with a suit against the contracting party. It does not
authorize a suit directly against the owner of the property, if he
was not the contracting party. If no contract express or implied
is proved against the defendant the suit must fall, and the
annexed lien falls with it.
Judgment for defendant.
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and HASKELL,
JJ., concurred.

ELLEN THOMPSON

Knox.

vs.

HENRY THOMPSON.

Opinion March 10, 1887.

Divorce.

Declarations of agent. Practice. Cross-examination. Medicine.
Support. New trial.
The declarations of an agent of a husband, when persuading a wife to return,
may be admissible at the hearing upon the wife's libel for divorce; upon the
question of condonation, as showing the inducements held out, and the conditions upon which she returned.
Cross-examination of libellee, upon acts of cruelty not set out in the libel, is
within the discretion of the presiding justice.
Medicine, when needed, is a part of a proper support, and evidence of failure
to supply needed medicine is admissible under an allegation of not providing
proper support.
A motion for a new trial in a divorce case, heard by a single justice, cannot be
granted. The law court cannot revise the decision of the presiding justice
on the facts-nor upon the law, otherwise than on exceptions.

ON exceptions and motion for new trial.
Libel for divorce. The opinion states the points and material
facts.

J. E. Moore, for the plaintiff, cited: Pord v. Ford, 104
Mass. 198; Mayhew v. Sullivan M. Go. 76 Maine, 100; Com.
v. Bean, 137 Mass. 570; Oakland Ice Go. v. Maxcy, 74 Maine,
294; Tarr v. Srnith, 68 Maine, 97; Harriman v. Sanger, 67
Maine, 442; Millett y. Marston, 62 Maine, 477; 2 vVhar. Ev.
§ 1173; Story, Agency, § 451; Robbins v. Robbins, 100
Mass. 150; Gardner v. Gardner, 2 Gray, 434; Abbott's Trial
Ev. 747; Fai1:field v. Oldtown, 73 Maine, 573; Haskell v.
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Hervey, 74 Maine, 192; Maglathlin v. Maglathlin, 138 Mass.
299 ; Sparhawk v. Sparhawk, 120 Mass. 390; Edmundson v.
Bric, 136 Mass. 189; Mason's Mass. Pr. 429.

C. E. Littlefield, for the defendant.
We believe that the declaration of the agent, '' I know that he
has illtreated you,'' etc., comes within the rule established by
the following authorities and is clearly inadmissible : By Hyland
v. Sherman, 2 E. D. Smith, (N. Y.) 234, where the court held
that an agent to receive money only, has no authority to make
any declaration in relation thereto which could affect his principal,
and Bynurn v. Southem Pump, &c. Co. 63 Ala. 462, where
the court held in an action of detinue to recover a mule, that the
defendant could not introduce as evidence admissions or declarations of a party who was the plaintiff's agent merely, to demand
and get the mule, in disparagement of the plaintiff's rights to the
mule.
All of the evidence excepted to was prejudicial to the defendant
and he is entitled to the benefit of his exceptions in their full
weight, as though the case had been tried to the jury. Slade
v. Slade, 58 Maine, 157.
The evidence as to a pretended refusal by Mr. Thompson to
procure medicine and exercise proper care toward the libellant
when she was suffering from the effect of a fall, as given by the
libellant and the witness, Marshall, is inadmissible, as there was
no allegation in either the libel or bill of particulars, under which
such evidence could be introduced. No allegation contains any
hint that the libellee would need to be prepared to meet such a
charge. .Ford v. Ford, 104 Mass. 198.
This court has distinctly held that when a statute has received
a judicial construction of the court in the state where it was in
force, and the same statute has been enacted in this state with
the same provision which has been the subject of judicial <liscussion and decision, the legislature are understood to have
adopted the construction given. 111yrick v. Hasey, 27 Maine,
17; Gregory v. Gregory, 76 Maine, 535.
This is precisely in point, and we must look to the Massachusetts decisions for the construction or definition of " extreme
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cruelty" and "cruel and abusive treatment." This is the rule,
"a reasonable construction of the statute requires that it shall
appear to be at leiu.. t such cruelty as shall cause injury to life,
limb or health, or create danger of such injury, or a reasonable
apprehension of such danger, upon the parties continuing to live
together. This is broad enough to inclucle mere words if they
create a reasonable apprehension of personal violence, or tend to
wound the feelings to such a degree as to affect the health of the
party or create a reasonable apprehension that it may be affected."
Bailey v. Bailey, 97 Mass. 380.

J.

This is a libel for divorce and comes before
the court upon exceptions and a motion.
1. The first exception is to the declarations of one Pinkham,
claimed to be admissible as an agent of the defendant. What
particular declarations were objected to does not appear from the
exceptions, but the objection covers all. Therefore, by a well
known rule of practice, if any of them were admissible, the
exception must be overruled. '\\re learn from the testimony
reported, which is made a.part of the exceptions, that the libellant
had left her husband on account of alleged cruelty, the result of
personal violence, and that the declarations in question were
made by Pinkham to her during a negotiation be~ween them to
induce her to return to her husband. In this negotiation he
assumed to act for and in behalf of the husband, and there is
evidence in the case tending to prove such authority.
It further appears that an important question involved in the
issue was whether the previous alleged violence had been condoned by her return. Hence the circumstances under which she
returned and the inducements held out to secure that return,
were material npon this question of condonation, and upon this
question such declaratio11s as were a part uf the act were admissible, though not for the purpose of proving the previous acts of
the defendant. The particular declaration objected to in the
. urgument, standing by itself, was of no use whatever, and would
undoubtedly have been excluded. But it was a part of a
transaction which was material and could not easily be separated
DANFORTH,
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from it, nor was the presiding justice asked to do so. The
motion made was to strike oat all the declarations.
The agency of Pinkham was both asserted and denied, and
there was evidence on both sides. It was a question of fact for
the court to decide, and what that decision was nowhere appears.
It may, therefore, he that the decision was such that the testimony was rejected and no use made of it. So that in any
event, the libellee fails to show that he was aggrieved by the
doings of the presiding justice in this respect.
2. The libellee was examined on cross-examination ns to
certain acts of alleged cruelty, not found in the libel or bill of
particulars. These acts could not he proved as an independent
cause of divorce. The divorce, if granted, must be for some
cause alleged in the libel. Other acts can only be considered
so far as they tend to prove such as are alleged. But this comes
from a cross-examination of the defendant for the purpose of
showing his disposition and feeling, and thus testing his credibility as a witness. Its limits, therefore, even in matters collateral, are within the discretion of the court and not subject to
exception. Ford v. Ford, 104 Mass. 138. But the ,evidence
here objected to would be admissible as tending to prove the
cruelty charged as the foundation for the divorce, even if drawn
out in the direct examination. It would render such a charge
more probable and gives force to sueh other testimony as may
bear upon the cause alleged. This practice is allowable even in
criminal cases. State v. Plunkett, 64 Maine, 534; State v.
Neagle, 65 Maine, 468.
In this libel, there are three causes of divorce, and three only,
set out, such as the law now recognizes as such, viz: Extreme
cruelty, cruel and abusive treatment, and being of sufficient
ability., a gross, wanton and cruel refusal to provide for the
wife. Whether these causes are sufficiently set out is not a
question raised by any pleadings in this case. After these
allegations under another complaint, the libel sets out a series of
acts which may or may not be cruel, according to the circumstances connected with them, and the bill of particulars is of a
VOL. LXXIX.
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similar character. It is not clear whether these acts were set
out as distinct causes of divorce, or as the foundation for the
three charges. If the latter, it would be necessary to prove a
sufficient number of them, connected with such circumstances as
would sustain one or more of the three charges alleged. If the
former, it would certainly be very doubtful if they are sufficiently
set out to authorize a decree of divorce. But in either case we
cannot consider these specifications as details of the evidence to
be relied upon and to which the party is to be confined in her
proof. To sustain her libel, she must prove at least one of the
sufficient causes of divorce therein alleged. This she may do by
any competent evidence she may have.
3. The pbintiff under objection was allowed to prove a refusal
on the part of the lihellee, without cause, to furnish medicine
when needed. The suggestions under the last head will apply
to this. But in addition to that, this clearly comes within the
specification both in the libel and bill of particulars. The supplying of proper and needful medicine is as much required for
a proper support ,rnd comfortable home, as any other article of
maintenance.
4. The plaintiff was allowed to prove the improbability that
the parties would ever again live together, under objection.
The exceptions do not show what this testimony was. All we
can find in the report of the evidence comes from the crossexamination of· the defendant, and is in substance an opinion
expressed by him that it would be of little use for them to try to
live together again. This, too, was a matter of cross-examination·
and within the discretion of the court. It may have been of
some use as expres~ing the present state of the defendant's
feeling, or it may have turned out, like the most of testimony
elicited upon cross-examination, of no use whatever; or harmful
to the party calling it out. It could only be used as bearing
upon the past, or in some way throwing light upon testimony
the witness had previously given. The casual remark made by
the judge that it might influence his decision, might be true in a
proper sense, as it might very properly have some influence in
interpreting the other testimony. As the law allows no dis-
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cretion outside of a judicial judgment in granting divorces, the·
court could not legally consider the evidence as bearing upon
the future. There is not the slightest evidence that it di<l so,
and we cannot infet· that an error was committed. Besides,
the remark was not a ruling and is not subject to exception.
There is also a motion for a new trial for various causes set.
out, both of fact and of law. This is somewhat of a novel pro-ceeding in divorce, or any other cases tried by a single judge ..
It has usually been considered in such cases that the .findings in,
matters of fact are conclusive, and that. errors of law must be·
presented by exceptions. Our attention has not been called to,
any case in which such a motion has been entertained. In,
Starbird v. Henderson, 64 Maine, 570, the court refused to•
entertain such a motion, holding that '' the evidence cannot
properly be reported for the revision of the law court as to the·
correctness of his decision upon the facts. His adjudication'
upon them is final." In Haskell v. Hervey, 74 Maine, on page·
195, the same doctrine is announced. In Sparhawk v. Sparhawk, 120 Mass. on page 392, GRAY, C. J., says: '' But we are
unwilling
to imply that in any case of divorce or·
alimony, a party has the right to have the evidence reported, or·
the decision of a single justice revised in matters of fact." In,
Erbnundson v. Bric, 136 Mass. on page 191, is is said: '' ,vhat.
was the real transaction
was a question of fact, to be
determined by the judge, upon his view of the cPedihility of the
witnesses, the consistency of their testimony as to the transaction!.
with their subsequent dealings with the property, and all the·
evidence in the case ; and we have no right to revise his finding."·
Sheffield v. Otis, 107 Mass. 282; Backus v. Clzapnian, llL
Mass. 386.
In matters of law the proper practice is to take the case up by·
exceptions, even though the objection is to the final ruling '
granting the divorce. In which case the presiding justice reports.
the facts as he finds them, or in some cases the testimony upon
which he grounds his conclusion, and thus is distinctly presented
the question whether, as a matter of law, he hns committed an
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-error. Robbins v. Robbins, 100 Mass. 150; Maglathlin v .
.Maglathlin, 138 Mass. 299.
In this case we have no report of the facts found by the judge,
:and no report of the testimony upon which he relied; nor is
there any exception to his ruling in granting the divorce, or in
.:fixing the alimony. vVe have no means of ascertaining any
.farther than the exceptions go, whether he has made any error
,,of law in his final ndjudication. Nor can we from the report of
the evidence revise his findings to ascertain whether he has made
an error in fact. But from a somewhat careful examination of
the testimony, applying that to the law as interpreted in Holyoke
v. Holyoke, 78 Maine, 404-, we perceive no error either in law
,or fact in his conclusions.

Exceptions and motion overruled.
PETERS, C. J ., VVALTON,

VIRGIN,

LIBBEY and HASKELL,

. ,JJ., concurred.

CARRIE M. GILLEY vs. FRANK E. GILLEY, and Trustee.
Kennebec.

Opinion March 10, 1887.

Support of children. Husband and wife. Divorce.
Irrespective of any statutory provision relating thereto, a father is bound by
law to support his minor children; but it is otherwise with the mother
during the life of the father.
The mother may maintain against the father an action for the necessary sup~
port of their minor children, furnished by her after a divorce a vinculo
decreed to her for "desertion and want of support," no decree for custody
or alimony having been made.

ON exceptions from superior court.
Assumpsit on account annexed.
The defendant did not
appear, but Charles vV. Hilton, a suhsequent attaching creditor,
appeared by leave of court and defended.

Baker, Baker and Cornish, for the plaintiff.
A father is bound to support his infant children. 2 Ken.
Com. *191~ 1 Chitty, Contr. 213; 1 Parsons, Contr. 307; 2
Bish. Mar. and Div. § 528; Stanton v. JVilson's Bxrs. 3 Day,
37 (3 Am. Dec. 255); Benson v. Remington, 2 Mass. 115;
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Whipple v. Dow, 2 Mass. 419; Nightingale v. ·Withington,
15 Mass. 27 4; Dennis v. Clark, 2 Cush. 352 ; Reynolds v.
Sweetser, 15 Gray, 78; Brow v. Brightman, 136 Mass. 187;
State v. Smith, '3 Maine, 462; Garland v. Dover, 19 Maine,
441.
Divorced wife may recover for support of children when their
custody is not decreed to her. Finch v. Finch, 22 Conn. 411;
Hancock v. Merrick, 10 Cush. 41 ; Brow v. Brightman, 136
Mass. 107; Husband v. Husband, 67 Ind. 583 ( 33 Am. R.
107) ; Burritt v. Burritt, 29 Barb. 124; 2 Bish. Mar. and
Div. § 557; Schoul. Dom. Rel. 322; see Carlton v. Carlton,
72 Maine,_ 115; Webster v. Webster, 58 Maine, 139; Blake v.
Blake, 64 Maine, 177. Some courts hold the father liable for support of his minor children after their custody has been decreed
to the mother. See Holt v. Holt, 42 Ark. 495; Courtwright
v. Courtwright, 40 Mich. 633; Plaster v. Plaster, 47 Ill. 290.
S. and L. Titcomb, for subsequent attaching creditor.
In J.lfortirnore v. Wri,ght, cited in 8 Law Reporter, 222, the
court say, "In point of law a father who gives no authority and
enters into no contract is not liable for goods supplied to his son
while under age any more than an uncle, a brother or a stranger
would be."
The later view according to Tyler on Infancy, pp. 107-8-9-11
is that the liability of a father even for necessaries is a matter
depending wholly upon contract.
The statutes provide a way in which a parent can be made
liable and third parties by the later cases are restricted to that.
Tyler on Infancy above; 60 N. H. 197; 1 Add. on Con.
(Smith'ii ed.) 202.
:There appears to be no responsibility on the part of a father
even for necessary goods supplied to his son unless there be
some proof of a contract express or implied; and that theremust be a prior authority or a subsequent recognition of theclaim." Chitty on Con. (Perkins' ed.) 117.
To the same effect, Raym,o~d v. Loyl, IO Barb. R. 483.
This case contains no allegation which can bring it under R.
S., c. 24, § 16, ( case of paupers) and if it did by that sectioni
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the U1other herself is liable.
Nor can it come under R.
S., c. 59, § 30, which authorizes towns only to recover.
The law raises no promise of payment where a child is supported by its mother. Ournmings v. Oumrnings, 8 w·atts,
(Pa.) 366. And in Duffey v. Duffey 44 Pa .. St. 399, it was
held that the relationship excludes the implication of a promise,
a grandparent cannot recover for the maintenance of grandchildren.
In Pawling v. Willson, 13 Johns. 192, the mother is under
equal natural obligation with the father to support her children.
There is no legal ground to authorize the recovery by the mother
against the father for the maintenance of children, at most she
could have right to sue for contribution only. Doctrine something
like this in Harris v. Harris, 5 Kansas, 46. A later Conn.
case, Finch v. Finch, 22 Conn. 411.
The court refuse to
sustain an action of book account brought by wife after divorce
against the father for cost of maintaining children.
J.
Assumpsit by the mother against the father for
their young childrnn's necessary support furnished after a divorce
a vinculo decreed to her for his ~1desertion and failure to support," he having been absent from the. state several years prior
to the decree and never having returned or furnished any support
whatever during the time, and no decree for alimony or custody
of the children having been made.
It is a matter of common knowledge that a father is entitled
by law to the services and earnings of his minor children. It is
equally well known that this right is founded upon the obligation
which the law imposes upon him to nurture, support and
educate them during infancy and early youth, and it continues
until their maturity, when the law determines that they are
capable of providing for themselves. Benson v. Remington,
2 Mass. 113; Dawes v. Howard, 4 Mass. ·98; Nightingale v.
Withington, 15 Mass. 274; State v. Sniith, 6 Maine, 462,
-464; Dennis v. Clark, 2 Cush. 352-3; Reynolds v. Sweetser,
15 Gray, 80; Garland v. Dover, 19 Maine, 441, Van
.Valkinbwrgh v. 1Yatson~ 13 Johns. 480; Furman v. Van Sise,
VIRGIN,
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56 N. Y. 435, 439, 445, 446; 2 Kent's Com. *190 et seq.
Schoul. Dom. Rel. 321.
In Dennis v. Cla1·k, sup1·a, the court said: "By the common
law of Massachusetts, and without reference to any statute, a
father if of sufficient ability is as much bound to support and
provide for his infant children, in sickness and in health, as a
husband is bound by the same law and by the common law of
England to support and provide for his wife. And if a husband desert his wife or wrongfully expel her from his house and
make no provision for her support, one who furnishes her with
necessai:y supplies may compel the husband by an action at law
to pay for such supplies. And our law is the same, we have
no doubt, in the case of a father who deserts or wrongfully
discards his infant children." This upon the ground of agency.
Reynolds v. Sweetser, supra; Hall v. Wefr, 1 Allen, 261;
Came1'lin v. Palrne1' Co. 10 Allen, 539. But a minor, who
voluntarily abandons his father's house, without any fault of the
latter, carries with him no credit on his father's account even for
necessaries.
Weeks v. Merrow, 40 Maine, 151; Angel v.
McLellan, 16 Mass. 27. Otherwise a child impatient of parental
control while in his minority, would be encouraged to resist the
reasonable control of his father and afford the latter little means to
secure his own legal rights beyond the exercise of physical
restraint, White v. Henry, 24 Maine, 533.
Moreover in actions for seduction, whereof loss of service is
the technical foundation, the loss need not be proved but will
be presumed in favor of the father who has not parted with his
1·ight to reclaim his minor daughter's service, although she is
temporarily employed elsewhere. Emery v. Gowen, 4 Maine,
33. ''And this rule results from the legal obligation imposed
upon him to provide for her support and education which gives
him the right to the profits of her labor." Blanchard v. Ilsley,
120 Mass. 489; Kennedy v. Shea, 110 Mass. 147; Emery v.
Gowan, supra; Furman v. Van Sise, 56 N. Y. 435, 444.
So also in that large class of cases wherein needed supplies,
furnished by the town to minor children between whom and
their father, though they lived apart, the parental and filial
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relations stiH subsisted, are considered in law supplies indirectly
furnished the father-the reason is because he was bound in law
to support them. Garland v. Dover, 19 Maine, 441.
We are aware that courts of the highest respectability,
especially those of New Hampshire and Vermont, hold that a
parent is under no legal obligation, independent of statutory
provision, to maintain his minor child, and that in the absence of
any contract on the part of the father, be cannot be held except
under the pauper laws of those states which are substantially like
our own. Kelley v. Davis, 49 N. H. 187; Gordon v. Potter,
17 Vt. 348.
But as before seen the law was settled otherwise in this state
before the separation and has been frequently recognized in both
states since; and we deem it the more consistent and humane
doctrine.
It is also settled that at least during the life of the father, the
mother, in the absence of any statutory provision, or decree
relating thereto, not being entitled to the services of their minor
children, is not bound by law to support them. Whipple v.
Dow, 2 Mass. 415; Dawes v. Howard, 4 Mass. 97; 2 Kent's
Com. *192; Weeks v. Merrow, 40 Maine, 151; Gray v.
Durland, 50 Barb. 100; Furman v. Van Sise, supra, both
opm10ns. R. S., c. 59, § 24.
This leads to an inquiry into the effect of the divorce a vinculo
alone, unaccompanied by any decree committing the !custody of
the children to the mother. For when such a decitee is made
then the father would have no right, either to take th~m into his
custody and support them or employ any one else l to do so,
without the consent of the mother. I-Iancock v. IV/.errick, 10
Cush. 41; Brow v. Brightman, 136 Mass. 187 ;\ Finch v.
Finch, 22 Conn. 410. Although it is held otherwile in some
jurisdictions. Holt v. Holt, 42 Ark. 495, and othe cases on
plaintiff's brief.
But a decree of custody to the mother is predic ted of its
primarily belonging by right to the father, and the ]ranting of
it implies that such action on the part of the court is absolutely
essential to imposing upon her tho legal ohlig-ation of upporting
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their minor children. So long as the father lives, the mother,
in the absence of any decree of custody in her behalf, cannot of
right claim, as against him, their services, provided he is a
suitable person to have the care of them. He may on hab.
corp. obtain custody as against their mother, on satisfying the
court that he is a fit custodian. Gorn. v. Br·ig,qs, 16 Pick, 203.
It would seem to follow that the divorce alone while it dissolved the matrimonial relation between the parties thereto, did
not affect in any wise the parental relation between them and
their children. vVhen the divorce was decreed in behalf of his
wife the defendant thereupon ceased to be her husband, but he
still remained the father of the children which had been born to
him during his conjugal relation with the plaintiff, with all the
father's duties and legal obligations full upon him.
The cases which hold that in case of a decree for custody, the
father is not holden, impliedly hold that in the absence of any
such decree, he is liable. Brnw v. Brightman, supra.
When the bond of matrimony was dissolved, these parties
became as good as strangers ; and the plaintiff may then maintain an action against the defendant for any cause of action
which at least subsequently accrued. Oarlton v. Carlton, 72
Maine, 115; Webster v. Webster·, 58 Maine, 139.
"\\re are of opinion therefore that this action is maintainable on
the implied promise of the defendant resulting from the circumstances and the law applicable thereto.
Exceptions overruled.
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.
GEORGE H. BENNETT vs. ROXANNA BENNETT.
Oxford. Opinion March 10, 1887.
Contract.
An action cannot be maintained upon a written promise to pay a certain sum
of money on demand, or guarantee the payee the use of a certain farm during
the life-time of the promisor, when it appears that the payee voluntarily left
the farm without cause.

ON exceptions.
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Assurnpsit upon the writing, ( which had been duly assigned to
the plaintiff,) recited in the opinion. At the trial the presiding
justice directed the ju1·y to return a verdict for the defendant.
To this direction the plaintiff alleged exceptions.

S. F. Gibson, for plaintiff.
Choses in action '' are such as the owner has not in possession
but merely a right of action for their pos::-;ession." Chitty defines
choses in actions to be rights to receive or recover a debt, money
or damages for breach of contract, or for a tort connected with
contract but which cannot be enforced without action and therefore termed choses or things in action. Bouvier's Law Die.
under '' chose." Are they assignable? see R. S., c. 82, § 130;
66 Maine, 542 ·; 69 Maine, 99.
In order for the defendants to have the right to question the
validity of the assignment or its sufficiency she should have done
so by plea or brief statement. 66 Maine, 545 ; 54 Maine, 196.
Husbands may sue and maintain actions at law against their
wives, on any contract or agreement signed hy the wife given for
any lawful purpose. 64 Maine, 181 and cases there cited,
decisive on that point also. 57 Maine, 547; 65 Maine, 222.
R. A. Frye and A. E. IIe1Tick, for the defendant, cited:
Dennett v. Goodwin, 32 Maine, 44; Bunker v. At/team, 35
Maine, 364; Mathews v. Houghton, 11 Maine, 377; Allen v.
Hooper, 50 Maine, 371; 2 Add. Cont. 789; Bryant v. En;kine,
55 Maine, 153; Big. Estoppel, 503, 507; Tlwnipson v. Hoop,
6 Ohio St. 480; ·waterman, Con. § § 131, 73, 74; Stevens v.
Adarns, 45 Maine, 611; Bethlehem v. Anrds, 40 N. H. 44;
Emerson v. Fisk, 6 Maine, 205; Eastrnan v. Batchelder, 36
N. H. 141; Clinton v. Fly, 10 Maine, 292; Heath v. Jaquith,
68 Maine, 433; Beaulieu v. Po1·tland Go. 48 Maine, 291;
White v. Bradley, 66 Maine, 254.
EMERY, J. The evidence for the plaintiff makes out the
following case. In June, 1880, Daniel P. Bennett conveyed his
farm to the defendant, and in the following August, married her.
He lived on this farm with the defendant, his wife, till March,
1884. In May, 1883, while thus living on the farm, he gave her
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his hank-book, and took back from her this instrument, written
by himself and signed by her at his request.
'' May 11, 1883.
"On demand I promif,e to pay to the order of Daniel P.
Bennett, eight hundred and seventy two dollars, value received,
or guarantee to said Bennett, the use of the farm, my life-timeDeeded to me by said Bennett.
Roxanna Bennett."
The only question of law is the construction of this instrument.
There was no loan to the defendant. Daniel wanted the use of
the farm. He transferred the bank-book to obtain such use.
He himself framed such instrument as he desired her to execute
for that purpose. He asked for no other assurance or guarantee.
He accepted this. There is no sug,gestion that any other was
contemplated. This memorandum was to be his evidence of right
to the use of the farm. It is evidence of her promise to permit
him to use the farm. It provides a penalty for a breach of such
promise. She was to allow Daniel the use of the farm or pay
him the sum named. She had the option, not he. 1 Add. on
Con. 319; 2 Par. Cont. 651, 657.
Daniel could not recover the money, so long as there was no
interference with his use of the farm. There is no evidence of
any such interference. So far as the evidence shows, he left the
farm in March, 1884, of his own accord, without cause, and he
may go back when he will. He cannot by his own action fix
upon her a liability to pay the penalty, the money. All the
evidence fo,ils to show any such liability. It would not sustain
a verdict for plaintiff. The court properly instructed the jury to
that effect.
Exceptions overruled.
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.
LUTHER HE1''1MENWAY V8. GEORGE A. LYNDE and another.
Knox. Opinion March 10, 1887.
Executors and administrators. Mortgages. R. S., c. 65, § § 32, 35.
The title to lands held by a decedent in mortgage passes to the administrator,
and remains in the administrator, under R, S., c. 65, § § 32, 35, until redemption, sale or distribution among those entitled to the personal estate.
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ON report.
The opinion states the case and facts.

Lindley M. Staples, for the plaintiff.
The real estate of a person intestate descends, being subject
to the payment of debts, in equal shares to his children, and to
the lawful issue of a deceased child, by right of representation.
R. S., c. 75, § 1 ; Kirnball v. Sumner, 62 Maine, p. 305 ;
Heald, Administrator, v. Heald, 5 Maine, 387.
'\tVas Joseph Tolman, by virtue of the mortgage, possessed of
real estate in said farm? What is real estate? R. S., c. 1, § 6,
is as foJlows: "Land or lands, and the word real estate includes
lands and all tenements and hereditaments connected therewith,
and rights thereto and interest therein."
A. P. Oould, for the defendant, cited: Smith v. Po rter, 35
Maine, 287; Ramsdell v. Tewksbury, 73 Maine, 197; Vose v.
Handy, 2 Maine, 322; Robbins v. Bacon, 3 Maine, 346;
Crain v. Paine, 4 Cush. 483; Prout v. Root, 116 Mass. 410;
Middlesex F1'eeholde1·s v. State Bank, 11 Stew. (N. J. Eq.)
36; Cutler v. Haven, 8 Pick. 490; 2 Hill. Mort. 222; Hatch
v. Bates, 54 Maine, 136; Carter v. Nat. Bank, 71 Maine, 450;
Moore v. Ware, 38 Maine, 496 ; Douglass v. Durin, 51 Maine,
121.
0

E~IERY, J.
This is a real action. From the admissions and
the admissible evidence, the following facts appear: There was
a mortgage of the demanded land, conditioned for the support
of the mortgagee. He began a real action for the land for a
breach of the condition, pending which suit he died. His
administrator, with the will annexed, prosecuted the action and
recovered the usual conditional judgment in case of m.ortgages.
He afterward received seizin and possession of the land by himself or attorney. He afterward died, and an administrator de
bonis non was appointed. There was no foreclosure upon the
judgment, and the right of redemption is not barred. The
mortgage has never been redeemed, and the administrator has
made no sale of the land. The estate of the mortgagee has never
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been finally settled in the probate court, and there has been no
decree of distribution.
The demandant has acquired the title of the mortgagor, and
also has quitclaim deeds of the land, and deeds of release of the
mortgage and the judgment from the heirs and residuary
legatees of the mortgagee. The tenant is in possession under
the administrator.
The demandant contend$ that the legal title was in the mortgagee, and that he had the legal estate according to the Maine
doctrine of mortgages,-that consequently upon his death the
legal estate and the land passed to his heirs or residuary legatees,
and by their deed to the demandant, subject to the contingency
of its being required for the payment of the decedent's debts,
etc. The demandant contends that until the administrator shall
obtain the proper special license to sell, etc., the legal estate is
in him, the demandant, and he is entitled to the possession.
This contention cannot prevail against the language of our
statutes, even if it otherwise could. R. S., c. 90, § 12, declares
that the executor of the mortgagee shall hold the mortgaged
lands as assets,-have the control of them as a personal pledge,
recover seizin and possession of them for the use of such person
as may be entitled to them upon the settlement of the estate.
Chap. 65, § 32, declares that such lands shall be deemed personal
assets so long as there remains a right of redemption,-shall be
held by the executor in trust for the persons who would be
entitled to the money, if redeemed ; ::ind if not redeemed, he
may sell the lands as he would personal property. Section 35
declares that if not redeemed nor sold, the lands shall be distributed among those entitled to the personal estate.
It is quite apparent from these statutes that mortgnged lands
do not pass upon the death of the mortgagee to his heirs. ThP,y
pass to the executor as fully as personal property passes to him.
He administers them as he does personal property. His dee<l
will convey them. Crooker v. Jewell, 31 Maine, 306. The
deed of the heirs will not convey them. Douglass v. Durin,
51 Maine, 121. An entry upon them by the heirs would be
trespass against the executor. Palmer v. Stevens, 11 Cush. 148.

\
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The demandant, however, further contends that the case
sufficiently shows there are no valid debts against the estate,
and there can he none by reason of the statute of limitations.
He claims that thus the estate is practically settled, _and the title
to these lands has thus passed to him as the grantee of the heirs.
He also clairns that in this state of affairs, there being no debts,
the release of the condition of the mortgage by the heirs and
residuary legatees becomes effectual, as the lands must come to
them.
The case of Webber v. Webber, 6 Maine, 127, which might
be thought to sustain this contention of the demandant, cannot
be considered as an applicable authority. The language of the
statutes has been much changed since the opinion in that case,
and the present statutes are much more explicit than that of
1821. We think the title to lands held by a decedent in mortgage, passes upon his death to his executor, and remains in the
executor and his successors until redemption, sale, foreclosure
or distribution. The heirs only acquire title by purchase or
distribution. Boylston v. Oar·ver, 4 Mass. 598; Taft v.
Stevens, 3 Gray, 504 ; Schouler on Ex'rs, 214 ; Bfrd v. l1eller,
77 Maine, 270. Not having acquired the legal estate, the
demandant cannot maintain a real action. Whatever rights he
has acquired from the heirs or legatees, he must enforce against
the administrator de bonis non, in the probate court or upon his
bond.

Demandant nonsuit.
PETERS, C. J., VVALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and HASKELL, ,JJ.,
concurred.
SAMUEL F. GIBSON vs. ROXANNA BENNETT.
Oxford.

Opinion March 10, 1887.

J.1farriage, a consideration for a deed. Fraud.
Marriage is a good and valuable consideration for a conveyance of land.
The grantee under such a conveyance is not affected by any fraudulent intent
of the grantor, of which she was ignorant.
A levying creditor of the husband must in such case show the grantee's notice.

ON motion to set aside the verdict.
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Real ar.tion to recover one hundred and fifty acres of land in
Bethel. 'fhe opinion states the facts.

S. F. Gibson, for plaintiff.
A valuable consideration ~1 is either money or something that
is money's worth.'' 2 Washburn on Real Prop. 103 ( 2d ed.) ;
also see 4 Kent's Com. 518 ( 8th ed.).
The date of the deed is not intended to express the hour and
minute when executed, but rather the time of its delivery. 33
Maine, 67. The actual time of delivery may be proved by
parol. 33 Maine, 44G ; 58 Maine, 543 ; 18 Maine, 190; 63
Maine, 245 ; 56 Maine, 45. What is a delivery of a deed? 30
Maine, 110; 66 Maine, 316. The record is not conclusive. 67
Maine, 559. The record cannot supersede the necessity of
proof of delivery. 67 Maine, 559, supra. If the delivery be
conditional, so as not to constitute a present obligation, it is an
escrow and no title thereby passes to the grantee. 22 Maine,
569 ; 65 Maine, 27 3.
Where a deed, though containing the name of the person who
paid the consideration and with whom covenants were made, did
not express the name of any grantee, nothing passed by the deed.
7 Maine, 455.
The plaintiff was a prior creditor. 61 Maine, 13 ; 60 Maine,
208, and 524; 53 Maine, 53; 56 Maine, 158; 18 Maine, 249;
19 Maine, 358; 5 Maine, 172; 2 Maine, 121 ; 61 Maine, 425;
12 Maine, 418; Smith's Leading Cases, 439, &c. ; 68 Maine,
232; 71 Maine, 501 ; 70 Maine, 56; 72 Maine, 173.
If he had other property wherewith to satisfy plaintiff's claim,
he, plaintiff, had the right to elect which to take. 65 Maine,
439 ; 57 Maine, 558; 62 Maine, 268.
R. A. Frye and A. E. Herriclc, for the defendant, cited upon
the question of fraud : Rollins v. Mooers, 25 Maine, 192 ;
Webster v. Withey, 25 Maine, 326; Hall v. Sands, 52 Maine,
355; Stevens v. Robinson, 72 Maine, 381; Chandler v. Von
Roeder, 24 How. 224; French v. Holmes, 67 Maine, 189;
Randall v. Vi·oom, 30 N. J; Eq. 353; Brown v. Lunt, 37
Maine, 435 ; Jordan v. Dobson, 2 Abb. U. S. 398; Thompson
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Wharton, 7 Bush. 563; lllein v. Hm·in, 47 Ill. 430;
Beatty v. Fishel, 100 Mass. 448; Ewing v. Gray, 12 Ind.
64; 2 Add. Contr. 768, note 1; Downing v. Freenian, 13 Maine,
90; Best, Ev. § 24.
Marriage is a good consideration. Derry v. Derry, 74 Ind.
560; Magniac v. Tltompson, 7 Pet. 348 ; 4 Kent's Com. 463 ;
1 Add. Cont. 15, note 1; Vance v. Vance, 21 Maine, 376;
Stevens v. Moore, 73 Maine, 564; Anderson v. (heen, J. J.
Marsh, 448 ; Wciters v. Howard, 8 Gill. 222 ; Whelan v.
Whelan, 3 Cow. 537; Wood v. Jackson, 8 ·wend. 9; Gm·vin
v. Cmmartie, 11 Ind. 17 4; Chichester v. Vass, l Mumf. 98;
Rainbolt v. East, 56 Ind. 538; McCole v. Loelu·, 9 C. L. J.
436; Verplank v. Sten·y, 12 Johns. 536; Smith v. Allen, 5
Allen, 454; Herring v. Wickham, 29 Gratt. 628; Prewit v.
Wilson, 103 U. S. 22; Kevan v. Crawford, 6 Ch. D. 29.

v.

EMERY, ,J.
The tenant was a witness and told substantially
the following story: 'While she was a widow, Mr. Bennett
proposed marriage to her, and offered to give her in consideration
for such marriage, a deed of the demanded land. After some
reflection, she accepted the offer and promised marriage to .Mr.
Bennett, as proposed by him. Thereupon, Mr. Bennett delivered
to her the deed under which she now claims. Soon afterward
she married him in pursuance of the agreement and to fulfill it
on her part. She was not aware that Mr. Bennett was in debt
at the time of the deed, or of the marriage. She was not aware
that the deed would hinder or delay any creditor of Mr. Bennett.
It is clear that upon sueh a state of facts, no creditor of the
hm,band can take the land by a subsequent attachment and levy.
Marriage is a valmthle consideration for a deed, and if the
marriage afterward take place, the deed is valid so far as con~
sideration is concerned. Any fraud intended by the grantor
upon his creditors woul<l not avoid the deed, if the grantee was
innocent. "\Vait on Fr. Con. 199, 212; Verplank v. Sterry,
12 Johns. 536; Pl'ewit v. Wilson, 103 U. S. 22; Sniitlt v.
Allen, 5 Allen, 454; Vance v. Vance, 21 Maine, 370; lVentworth v. Wentwortlt, 69 Maine, 253.
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Mrs. Bennett's story is contradicted by her husband. They
had separated and there was much feeling. The truth of either
story was for the jury to ascertain and declare. It has declared
the wife's story to be the true one. We think we should leave
the case upon the jury's finding of the truth.
Motion overruled. Judgment on the ve1·dict.
PETERS, C. J., vVALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.

GEORGE

w.

BROWN

Penobscot.

vs.

INHABITANTS OF \VINTERPORT.

Opinion March 10, 1887.

Towns. Note given by selectmrn. Town meeting. Warrant.
To entitle one to recover of the town money borrowed by a majority of the
selectmen without prior express authority, for which a town note was
given, the plaintiff must show that the money was paid into the town treasury, or applied to the payment of legal liabilities of the town, and that the
town had ratified the action of the selectmen.
An article in a warrant for a town meeting, to see if the town would vote to
pay a number of town notes, specifying each note by giving name of the
payee, amount and date, is sufficient.
Where all the voters and officers of a town meeting by unanimous consent,
but without a vote, go out into the open air, in front of the place of
meeting, where they could more conveniently vote upon a proposition, and
there vote without objection on the part of any person, the action is legal.
Where a town has in town meeting by vote ratified the doings of the selectmen in borrowing money and giving a note therefor, in behalf of the town
it cannot at a subsequent meeting rescind such a ratification.

ON report.
The case is stated in the opinion.

Barker, Vose and Barker, for the plaintiff, cited: 21 Howard,
42; 51 Arn. Rep. 88; 78 Ill. 170; 4 7 Miss. 24; 51 Miss. 305;
82 Penn. 297; 59 Arn. Dec. 451; Hodge v . .Li'nn, 100 Ill.; 25
Alb. L. J. 37; State v. Rogers, 8(:> N. C.; 26 Alb. L. J. 336;
4 Cowen, 297; 8 Cowen, 102; 20 Wend. 14; 3 Hill, 42; 5
Denio, 409; 20 Pick. 484; 7 Pick. 18; 116 Mass. 172; 122
Mass. 270; 40 Vt. 171; 41 Vt. 28, 418; Hunnernan v.
VOL.

LXXIX.
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Grafton, 10 Met. 454; 42 Vt. 48,5; 44 Vt. 87; 8 Mich. 100;
Lawrence v. Tayl01·, 5 Hilli 107; Angell and Ames, Corp. 9
(ed.) § 304; 1 Potter, Corp. 211 ; 1 Dill. Mun. Corp. 385.
W. H. Fogler, for defendants.
The right of town::,; to grant or raise money, so as to bind the
property of the inhabitants, or subject their persons to arrest
for non-payment, is derived solely from statute. They have no
authority to grant or raise money except for the purpose provided by the statute of the State. Bussey v. Gi'.lmore, 3
:Maine, 191; I-loope1· v. Eme1·y, 14 Maine, 375; Opinion of the
Justices, 52 Maine, 598; Westb1'0ok v. Deering, 63 Maine,
231; Lincoln v. Stockton, 15 Maine, 145; Luqup,s v. Dresden,
77 Maine, 186; Stetson v. I1empton, 13 Mass. 272; Parsons v.
Goshen, 11 Pick. 3!.:JG; Anthony v. Adams, l Met. 284;
Minot v. - West Roxbm·y, 112 Ma.Hs. 1; Van Sicklen v.
Burlington, 27 Vt. 70.
A vote of a town to raise or pay money for any purpose not
authorized by the statute is void. As stated in Anthony v.
Adams, 2 Met. supra, 286, ~~For it is now well settled that a
town, in its corporate capacity, will not be bound, even by the
express vote of a majority, to the performance of contracts, or
other legal duties, not coming within the scope of the objects
and purposes for which they are incorporated."
The warrant calling a town meeting shall specify the place at
which the meeting shall be bad. R. S., c. 3, § 5.
The place appc1inted for holding this meeting was at Union
hall basement. This means within the walls of said basement.
It could not meet and organize at any other place. Chamberlain v. Dovel', 13 Maine, 466; Sherwin v. Bugbee, 16 Vt.
439; Dillon's Municipal Corp. 3rd ed. 267.
Even if all the voters of the town assent to and are present
at a place other than that at which the meeting is called, the
doings will have no validity. 11{oor v. Newfield, 4 Maine, 44;
Jordan v. School Dist. 38 Maine, 170; Sherwin v. Bugbee,
17 Vt. 337; Dillon, § 266, 7nd. ed.
Dillon § 269, says that the majority may adjourn to another
place within the corporate limits :1if fairly done."
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In Chamberlain v. Dover, supra, it is said,
e do not say·
that they may not have the right to adjourn to another place.
But there should be limitations to the exercise of such discretion.
''The law is strictly held as to the important particulars of time
and place." Dillon, § 267.
fhat a town may, at any time before the rights of third,
parties have intervened, lawfully rescind previous votes is too•
well settled to requfre argument. Dillon, § 290 and notes 2 and,
3; I-Iunnenian v. Grafton, 10 Met. 456; Withington v.
Harvm·d, 8 Cush. 68; Getchell v. Wells, 55 Maine, 433; B •.
& Jli. L. R.R. Oo. v. Unity, 62 Maine, 148.
A vote by a municipal or other corporation to ratify the·
unauthorized acts of its officers must be as explicit and clearly
expressed as would be required. in a vote granting previous.
authority to the officers to perform such acts. Salem Barde v.
Gloucester Bank, 17 Mass. 28. The cases in which a vote of a
town to pay or refund money has been held not revocable, are
not applicable to the case at bar. The vote in that class of'
cases are, like that in Nelson v. Milford, 7 Pick. 18, to indem-nify officers of the town, who acting illegally hut in good,
faith, or like that in Hall v. Holden, 11G Mass. 172, to pay·
money which, through the acts of its agents, has been paid•.
wrongfully into the treasury of the town.
If the plaintiff has the right under the vote to rely upon the·
original transaction between Arey and Ritchie and the len<1er or
the money, and upon the disposition of the money borrowed,
the fact~ <li::,closed by the testimony are not sufficient in law to,
render the town liable, even if the vote of December 6, shall he·
regarded as a ratification of the act of the selectmen in borrowing the money. Assuming that the parties to that trunsactiom
have testified truthfully in relation thereto, it appears that the·
mining company through Mr. Fernald, its treasurer, loaned to•
Arey and Ritchie, the selectmen of the defondant town, the·
sum of $550, upon the supposed credit of the town, but without
the authority of the town. Such loan is the basis of the
plaintiff's suit.
His case come~ precisely within the decisions of several recent
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,cases in this state, in which the law applicable to such a state of
facts has been so thoroughly discussed, and so explicitly, decid•e<lly and deliberately stated by this court as to hardly require
further discussion or citation of authorities. Parsons v . ..._~Ionnio'Uth, 70 Maine, 2fi2; Billings v. Monmouth, 72 Maine, 174;
I"
Belfast Nat. Bank v. Stockton, 72 Maine, 522; Lincoln v.
Stockton, 75 Maine, 141; Otis v. Stockton, 76 Maine, 50fi;
Atkinson v. J.l1inot, 7 5 Maine, 189.
1
' An absolute excess of authority by the officers of the corporation, in violation of law, cannot be upheld." Dillon, § 4G3.
'Transactions which are absolutely illegal or ultra vires cannot
,be ratified." Green's Brice's Ultra Vires, 550.
"No sort of ratification can make good an act without the
:scope of the corporate authority." .Peterson v. The "JJiayor,
17 N. Y. 449.
EMERY, J.
This action, though in the name of nominal
assignee, Brown, is in fact brought by the Mineral Hill Mining
•Company, to recover of the town of Winterport, money alleged
to have been loaned to the town by that company. Two of the
three selectmen of the town, Arey, (chairman) and Ritchie,
assuming to act in behalf of the town, borrowed of the plaintiff
company $550 as for the town, imd gave what purported to be a
town note therefor, signed by them as selectmen. This was
May 31, 1881.
This transaction alone of course does not imply a promise by
the town to repay the money. To imply such a promise, the
plaintiff must establish by evidence two other propositions of
fact. 1. Th:it the money so obtained was either paid into
the town treasury or was applied in fact to the discharge of
lawful liabilities of the town to that extent. 2d. That the town
ratified the action of the selectmen in so borrowing and applying
the money.
Lincoln Y. Stockton, 75 Maine, 141; Otis v.
Stockton, 76 Maine, 50G.
I. Ritchie, one of said selectmen, testified that all the money
thus borrowed was at once used to pay off and take up outstanding town orders, previously given for and representing legal
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liabilities of the town for ordinary municipal purposes, such as
schools, streets, the poor, &c. He does not now profess to
remember the dates, numbers, amounts, or payees of each,_ or
many of these orders nor for what purpose each was given. He
does state quite fully as to some of them. He testifies however,
that all the orders were produced at the time by Mr. Arey, the
chairman, that he and Mr. Arey examined them, that he was satisfied at the time of their authenticity, and that they were regularly
issued for the usual municipal purposes,- that they were
recorded with dates, numbers and amounts, &c., upon the book
used by the town officers to record paid town orders. The
amount was $553. He says that after being thus recorded,
they were cancelled on the spot by burning. The book was left
with Arey, the chairman, and it is claimed it was afterward
burned in the fire that consumed Arey's store.
Ritchie further testifies, that a list or memorandum of all
these orders was read to the town meeting held Dec. 6 1884, a
meeting called to consider the question of re-paying this money
and which Yoted to do so. Mr. Ritchie is not contradided, and
although the evidence is not wholly satisfactory, and is not so
clear and full as we could wish, we think it fairly sustains the
proposition, that the money was in fact applied to the discharge
of the town's legal indebtedness to that extent.
Mr. Arey was the holder of these orders, and the defendanb
urged, that the money could not lawfully be applied to the orders
held by him, as he was, (as the defendants say) indebted to the
to,vn at the time, in a much larger sum ; indebted not simply as
a debtor, but as a town officer for money of the town wrongfully
appropriated to his own use. :Much evidence is in the case upon
this question of Arey's in<lehtedness to the town. W c do not
think it matters, whether an<l how he was indebted. The plnintiff,
in the absence of fraud, ( and no fraud upon his part iJ
sugg-csted,) would not he affected by the state of the accounts
between Arey and the to,.vn.
If Arey waf: indebted
to the town even for the money wrongfully appropriated,
the town was also indebte<l to him.
Each indebtedness
was distinct, and of a different nature. Each was outstand-
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ing. Neither had been applied toward liquidating the other. He
was the holder of certain audited claims against the town, and the
plaintiff's money extinguished them. The town thus had the
benefit of the money.
II. Two of the selectmen for the year 1884, gave the plaintiff
company a town order for $618.13, dated July 7, 1884, to take
up the original note, that sum being the amount with interest.
They afterward called a town meeting, to see if the town would
vote to pay this order among others. At thi~ meeting held Dec.
6, 1884, it was voted that the treasurer hire money to pay the
various notes and orders named in the warrant, including the
order to the phintiff company. This official vote, if valid,
would seem to be an effedual ratification of the act of the selectmen in borrowing the money and giving the town order.
The defendants contend that the article in the warrnnt was too
indefinite and general to authorize such a vote. Instead of a
separate article for each note or order to be submitted to the
town, there was one article naming distinctly and separately all
the notes and orders to be acted upon. This particular order
was named in the urtiele by date, amount and name of payee.
We think the warrant gave a notice sufficiently specific.
The defendants further contend that the vote was illegal, for
the reason that it was not passed within the walls of the room
named in the warrant as "Union Hall basement;" but was passed
just outside, in the open air, in front of the building. It seems
there was by reason of the crowd, considerable difficulty in
ascertaining the will of the meeting, while within the room, and
calls were made from the floor that the di vision be had outside
the building. These suggestions seem to have met with general
approval and no opprn:i.ition. The people at once all passed out
of doors, the moderator and clerk with them. The meeting
then divided, and the count was made in the open air close to
the building. There was no formal adjournment from the room
to the open air, but what ,vas done, seems to have been done
spontaneously and by ·un:mirnous consent.
There was no
abridgement of freedom of speech, or of vote. No person was
tmisled. No person was prejudiced. The effort was to obtain
;greater freedom, and more certain expression of the real will of
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the meeting. The act complained of now, was not complained
of then. It was not the omission of any necessary step in the
procedure, nor the interpolation of any illegal restrictive step,
but simply the well doing outside the walls, what could not have
been well done inside the walls. It is a maxim of parliamentary
law that anything, as to the mode of action, may be done by
unanimous consent.
It will be seen upon a careful examination of the cases cited
by the defendants to this point, that they do not conflict with our
reasoning. In those cases it appeared that some persons' rights
were abridged, or that the meeting itself was unauthorized. The
following authorities cited by the plaintiff sustain the vote
Dole v. Irwin, 78 Ill. 170; People v. Kniffin, 21 How. Pr. 42.
The defendants again claim, that if we find there was a valid
ratification, it was effectually rescinded by a subsequent vote at a
legal meeting. Aug. 15, 1885, passed hefore the treasurer had
obeyed the former vote.
The act ratified however was the
borrowing the plaintiff's money by the then selectmen. Thtit
act hau been done. The vote of ratification at once applied to
the act, and adopted it as the act of the town. The act was
then as binding on the town, as if the vote were prior in time to
the net. It was then the town's act. The town had borrowed
the plaintiff's money. A ratification nJter the act i8 as potent as
authority before the act. The act is equally lJinding upon the
principal in either case, and in neither cnse can the principal,
after the act, relieve himself by a simple declaration of his
change of mind. The cases cited by the defendants do not hold
to the contrary.
°"re think the evidence fairly establishes the propositions:
that the money was borrowed for the town,- that it was used by
the town in payment of proper municipal charges,- that the
town has rntified the borrowing, and has ratified the giving the
order declared upon.
Judgment for plaintiff for $618.13,

with interest from Dece1nber 9,
1884, the date of demand.
PETERS,

concurred.

C. J.,

WALTON,

LIBREY,

,T., concurred in the result.

VIRGIN

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,
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w.

BRYANT

Franklin.
Derd.

vs.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY.

Opinion March 14, 1887.
Boundary.

Record.

Notice.

When one accepts a deed bounding him by another's land, the land referred to
becomes a monument which will control distances, and the grantee can hold
no portion of the other's land, although his deed of it is not recorded.
The plaintiff' was bounded by the" east bound of the Maine Central Railroad."
To give him the quantity of lan,d described in his deed, he must overlap the
railroad just half a rod. The deed to the railroad was not acknowledged,
although actually recorded, and the plaintiff had no actual notice of' the true
location of' the east side line of the railroad when he took his deed. IIeld,
in an action to recover tliat half a rod strip from the railroad company, that
judgment must be entered for the defendant.

ON report upon agreed statement.
Writ of entry to recover a strip of land half a rod in width
across the Lorenzo Keyes farm in Jay, from the easterly side of
the railroad.
J. G. Holman and S. G. Belcher, for the plaintiff.
This case is to be distinguished from Bonney ,v. i.l1.orrill, 52
Maine, 252. In that case, the grantor bounds his grantee by
"land now or formerly owned hy Isaac Bonney,'' without in :my
way stating or, suggesting where said Bonney's boundary line
was. The gmntec was put on his guard, by the language used,
to inquire and learn for himself \vhere ~~ the land now or formerly
owned by Isaac Bonney" was situated. The court have good
reason to say that they cannot presume the grantor intended a
fraud upon his grantee.
In this case, however, the grantor expressly points out the
line of the defendant's land by establishing a monument which
he says is twelve feet from the easterly line of defendant's land.
Plaintiff had no occasion to make further inquiries. He relied,
and had a right to rely, upon the statement of his grantor, who
had full knowledge of the boundaries. In Bonney v. Morrill.,
there was some ambiguity in the deseription. There were two
monuments, either of which would answer the ca11 in the deed.
In this case there is no ambiguity. The plaintiff's deed embraces
without question, in fact the case so finds, the land in contro-
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versy. The only question is whether or not he can hold all the
land described in his deed. '\\re contend that he can.

Frye, Cotton and White, for the defendant, cited : Bonney
v. 111orrill, 52 Maine, 256; White v. Jones, 67 Maine, 20;
Wiswell v. lYiarston, 54 Maine, 270; WelUngton v. Fuller,
38 Maine, 63; 2 Porn. Eq. Jur. § 600.
"\V ALTON, J. "\Ve think judgment must be rendered for the
railroad company. It appears that in 1856, Lorenzo Keyes
conveyed a strip of land five rods wide for a railroad. That
strip of land is now held by the Maine Central Railroad. In
1879 he conveyed another parcel of land to the plaintiff, bounding him on the west by the ~~ east bound of the Maine Central
Railroad." Two stone monuments are mentioned in his deed.
One of them is described as standing ten feet, and the other
twelve feet, from the east bound of the railroad. And if these
distances are adhered to, the plaintiff's land will overlap the land
of the railroad just half a rod ; for the land of the railroad is
just half a rod nearer to these stone monuments than the distances
named in the plaintiff's deed. And this half rod is the land in
dispute. The plaintiff had no actual notice of the location of the
side lines of the railroad, and he says that he supposed the east
bound to be where his deed indicated. And he says that he is
not chargeable with constructive notice, because the deed to the
railroad, although actually recorded,. was not legally recorded,
it not having been acknowledged. And for these reasons, he
insists that he should be allowed to hold to the full extent of the
distances named in his deed. To this the defendant replies that
when one accepts a deed bounding him by another's land, the
land referred to becomes a monument which controls distances,
and that the law will not allow him to overlap and hold any
portion of the other's land, whether the latter's deed of it is or is
not recorded. We think the defendant's position is correct.
It is sustained by the decision in Bonney v. Morrill, 52 Maine,
256; and upon principle we think such ought to be the law.
Judgment for the defendant.
PETERS, C. J., VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.
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STATE vs. "WILLIAM BEATON.
Lincoln.

Opinion March 14, 1887.

Complaint. Pleading.
Neither a complaint nor an indictment for a criminal offense is sufficient unless
it states the day, as well as the month and year, on which the offense was
committed.

ON exceptions to the ruling of the court in overruling the
defendant's demurrer to the complaint.
An appeal from the decision of a trial justice on a complaint
:rnd warrant for fishing for and catching lobsters in violation of
law.

Roswell S. Partridge, county attorney, for the state.
Hilton and Eiuston, for the defendant, cited : State v. Baker,
34 Maine, 52; Moody v. Hinkley, 34 Maine, 200; State v.
Hanson, 39 Maine, 337.
WALTON, tT. Neither a complaint nor an indictment for a
criminal offense is sufficient in lnw, unless it states the day, as
well as the month and year, on which the supposed offense was
committed. In this particular, the complaint in this cuse is
fatally defective. It avers that "on sundry and divers days
and times between the twenty-third day of September, A. D.
1885, and the thirtieth day of September, A. D. 1885," the
defendant did the acts complained of. But it does not state any
particular day on which any one of the acts named was committed. Such an averment of time is not sufficient. State v.
Baker, 34 Maine, 52; State v. Hanson, 39 Maine, 337, and
authorities there cited .

.Exceptions sustained.

Oomplaint quashed.

PETERS, C. J., VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.
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JOSEPH TITCOMB

vs.
KENNEBUNK MUTUAL FnnJ INSURANCE COMPANY.
York.

Opinion March 14, 1887.

Corporations. Mutual insurance cornpanies. Assets. Dissoliition.
When a corporation, which, like a mutual insurance company, has no stockholders, is dissolved, its personal property, if any, which remains after discharging all liabilities against. the company, vests in the state.

ON report.

Bill in equity to dissolve the defendant corporation and obtain
an order for distribution of the fund remaining on hand.

Walter L. Dane, for plaintiff.

R. P. Tapley, for the corporators.
Bourne and Son, for policy holders.
In Carlton v. Southern JWut. Ins.

Uo., decided by the

Supreme Court of Georgia, June 10, 1884, reported in the
Reporter ,July 16, 1885, the court hold, i i That a mutual insurance
company is based on the idea that each of the assured becomes
one of the assurers, and thereby becomes interestell in the
profits, and liable for the losses. That such an organization,
without a charter, would be governed by the general law regulating partnerships, and except as governed by the charter.
Equity will apply the law of partnership in respect to the interest
in and division of profits.''
1VALTON, J. The Kennebunk Mutual Fire Insurance Company
was incorporated in 1856~ It has issued no policies since 1877. ·
In 1884, its last policy having expired, the company voted to
close up its affairs and to do no more business. A decree has
been obtained at nisi prius dissolving the corporation, from
which no appeal has been taken or claimed; and the only
question before the law court is to determine what shall be done
with the assets of the company. Our statutes contain ample
provisions for the disposition of the assets of stock companies.
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R. S., c. 46, § § 25, 26, 27 and 54. But this is a mutual
company and has no stockholders, and the provisions cited do
not apply. According to the old settled law of the land, says
Chancellor KENT, upon the civil death of a corporation, when
there is no special statute to the contrary, all its real estate
reverts to the grantors and their heirs, and a11 its personal estate
vests in the people. 2 Kent, ( 10th ed.) 385-G. To the same
effect is Angell nnd Ames on Cor. c. 22, § 6_ (2d ed.).
But it is said that in this class of cases the corporators named
in the act of incorporation should be regarded as stockholders.
They are not stockholders; and to hold that they are would be
a fiction, and fictions are not favored, and are never resorted to
except to work out some strong and inherent equity; and there
is no such equity in favor of the corporators of a mutual insurance
company. They contribute nothing towards its assets, and we
think it would be against public policy to allow them to have a
pecuniary interest in them. Such an interest would inevitably
tend to create a temptation to fix the rates of insurance higher
than would be necessary to meet losses; and then, ·when a
surplus had been thus obtained, to divide it among themselves,
and thus reap n profit from a business in which they had invested
no capital and hnd taken no risks; and this at the expense of the
policy holders. We think there is a much stonger equity in
favor of the former policy holders, whose money has contributed
to produce the a::,sets. But we do not think they can be regarded
as stockholders after their policies have expired and their
premium notes have been cancelled or given up to them. They
have then received in full the benefits for which they contracted,
and are no longer members of the company ; and to distribute
among them a small amount of assets, and to determine what
each former policy holder's share ought in equity to be, would
be attended with difficulties and an amount of labor which the
end would not justi(y. When a man dies leaving no wife or
kindred, his property descends to the state. And when a
corporation, which, like a mutual insurance company, has no
stockholders, ceases to exist, we are not prepared to say that the
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rule of the common law, which gives its surplus assets to the
state, is not a wise one.
But it is sai<l that unless the corporators can be regarded as
stockholders, the court has no authority to decree a dissolution
of the corporation. It is a sufficient answer to this argument to
say that the question of dissolution is not before the law court.
The court at ni8i priw; decreed a dissolution in May, 1885.
From that decree n? appeal was taken or claimed. It was made
at the request of the corporators; and so far as appear:-,, no
objection was made by nny one. Thereupon a receiver was
appointed and the case ,ms sent to a ma::stcr; and it ,vas upon
the coming in of the master's report that .the question, and the
only question now before the law court, was first raised. It is
now too late to object to ~he dissolution of the corporation.
The only que:::;tion is what shall be done with the small amount
of as:5ets now in the possession of the receiver. They amount
to only one thousand four hundred and three dollars and twenty~
three cents, and a safe.
It is the opinion of the court, and it is accordingly ordered
and decreed that the receiver pay the costs of this suit, including
reasonable counsel fees, and that he pay the balance, if any shall
remain, to the state treasurer for the use of the state.
PETERS,

C. J.,

VmmN, LIBBEY, EMERY

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.

CHARLES

L.

GORHAM

Cumberland.
Lease of piano.

vs.

AARON

B.

HOLDEN.

Opinion March 22, 1~87.
Conclitional sale.

Waiver.

By a written agreement between G and B dated December 5, 1872, G agreed
to lease to B a piano for two hundred dollars in advance, and fifty dollars
thereafter quarterly, with interest at seven and three-tenths per cent; and G
further agreed that when five hundred dollars had thus been paid for the use
of the piano, he would give B a bill of sale of it. The agreement gave G
authority to enter any dwelling of B and take and carry away the piano upon
failure of any payments. The advance payment was then made and the
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piano delivered. After that payments were made from time to time
until October 9, 1874, when all the payments aggregated five hundred dollars.
B continued in the undisturbed possession of the piano until her death in
June, 1884. No claim of title nor demand for further payment was ever
made upon her by G.
Held in an action of trover by G again:St B's executor that the pretended lease
was a conditional sale, and if it was a sale upon a condition precedent, the
condition had been waived in B's lifetime.

ON report from superior court.

E. S. Ridlon for plaintiff.
The sum an<l substance of defendant's brief is based upon the
assumption, that the performance of the condition of the sale was
waived by the vendor. We say assumption, because there is
nothing in the case upon which to base a waiver, unless indeed,
it be that plaintiff's indulgence to Mrs. Barnes, permitting her to
continue in posses~;ion of the piano, ,vithout having paid for it,
for so long a time operates as a waiver of all his rights under the
agreement. But does that alone amount to a waiver? Waiver is
the intentional relinquishment of a known right.
Dey v.
Martin, 16 Reporter, 443; 32 Conn. 21.
Mere silent acquiescence does not amount to a waiver. Adams
v. One Knob 0:Jpper Go. U. S. C. C. 12 Reporter, 16n.
A party shall not be allowed to insist upon a forfeiture arising
from non-performance which is the result of his own acts.
Haynes v. Fuller, 40 .Maine, 169.
Symonds and Libby and A. B. Holden, for the defendant,
v. JVrig!tt, 46 Ill. 487; Hervey v. R. I.
Loconwtive Worlcs, 93 U. S. 664; Benjamin, Sales, § 566;
Carleton v. Sumner, 4 Pick. 516; Upton v. Sturbrid_qe Ootton
J.lfills, 111 Mass. 44 6.
cited: Jlfurch

J.

Trover for a piano.
The plaintiff pretended to lease to the defendant's testatrix a
piano of the stated value of five hundred dollars; for the term of
three months upon a cash payment of two hundred dollars, and
so long thereafter as payments of tiny dollar.;, should be made at
the end of each ensuing three monthtl, until the full snm of five
hundred dollars should be paid with interest at seven and threeHASKELL,
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tenths per cent, when the testratrix should receive a conveyance
of the piano.
The testatrix, at the date of the preten<le<l lease Dec. 15, 1872,
paid two hundred dollars and received the piano. lnstallments
were endorsed upon the pretended lease until Oct. 9, 18 74, when
together with the first payment they aggregated five hundred
dollars. The testatrix retained the piano until her death in June,
1884, nearly ten years, without any request by the plaintiff, either
for payments of interest, or for surrender of the piano. That
came to the defendant as executor of the :::upposed vendee, and
after demand for the same by the plaintiff, the defendant sold it
for one hundred twenty-five dollars.
The pretended lease contains all the necessary stipulations of
a conditional sale. The price and when and in what installments
the same was to be paid are all stipulated, and the property sold
was delivered to the vendee to become hers when she had fully
paid for the same. The sale may have been upon condition
precedent, hut that the plaintiff could waive, if he saw fit;
whether he has done so is a question of fact to be determined
from the evidence in the case; Farlow v. Ellis, 15 Gray, 229;
and if the condition has been waived, the title has passed to the
vendee. Seed v. Lord, 66 Maine, 580; Stone v. Pe1·ry, 60
Maine, 48; Whitney v. Eaton, 15 Gray, 225.
For nearly ten years after the plaintiff had received the full
price for his piano, he allowed the vendee to retain it without
requesting the payment of interest, or pretending any title to it,
and not until after the death of the vendee, did he make any
claim to the same. Considering that indorsements were made
by the parties upon the agreement between them without any
mention of interest, and that the stipulated price of the piano
had been fully paid for so long a period prior to the vendee's
death, during which time she was allowed to retain it without
any suggestion from the plaintiff that it was not hers, the
conclusion is irresistible, that both parties must have understood
that any condition in the agreement requiring payments to vest
the title to the pumo in the vendee had been waived by the
plaintiff; and the court is satisfied that the waiver has been
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· proved, and that the title to the piano came to the defendant as
executor of the vendee.
Judgrnent for defendant.
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ.,
concurred.

SAMUEL

B.

HINCKLEY

Penobscot.

vs.

DANIEL HINCKLEY

and another.

Opinion March 23, 1887.

Witness. R. S., c. 82, § 98. Equity. Trust. Conveyance.
The plaintiff in a suit in equity cannot be a witness where the defendants are
"made parties as heirs of a deceased party."
It would be a fraud in equity to convert into an absolute sale that which was
intended for a different purpose.
A son conveyed to his mother all the estate which he inherited from his father
and received from her an agreement to reconvey when he paid her an indebtedness of a specified amount. She thereafter kept a strict and detailed
account of the property and its income and regularly paid her son the net
income. She repeatedly spoke of it in her letters to him as his property.
She willed it to another to hold in trust for her son. There was no account
of any indebtedness of the son to his mother and no evidence of any save
the paper she gave him when she received from him the conveyance. Held,
that the mother held the property in trust for the son and that the trust
terminated at her death.

ON report.
Bill in equity.

John Varney, F. H. Appleton and Huglt R. Chaplin, for
the plaintiff, cited: Gerrish v. Towne, 3 Gray, 82; Btearns v.
Hall, 9 Cush. 31; Blood v. Hardy, 15 Maine, 61; JJfcClellan v.
McClellan, 65 Maine, 500; 1 Perry, Trusts, § § 86, 81, 82;
Brown, Stat. of Frauds, § § 97, 111 ; Lewin, Trusts, 201;
Rogan v. Walker, l Wis. 527; Faxon v. Falvey, 110 Mass.
392; Haskell v. Hervey, 74 Maine, 196; Jones, Mortgages, §
248; Kerr v. Gilmore, 6 Watts, 405; J.11urplty v. Calley, 1
Allen, 107; Campbell v. Dearborn, 109 Mass. 140; Jones,
Mortguges, § 265; Kent's Com. *144 note d (12 ed); Henry
v. Davis, 7 Johns. Ch. 40; Bti'.ncbjield v. Milliken, 71 Maine,
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5157 ; Oorvell v. Hall, 22 Mfoh. 377; Truck v. Lindsey, 18
Iowa, 504; Peugh v. Davis,_ 96 U. S. 332.
Wils0n and WoGclard, for the defendants.
Up to the time of the procluction of the papers hy Mr.
M-cCriUis, defendant's counsel had reg:trded thie transaction
between the mother and son as similar to the transactions in the
case lfanneweU v. Lane, l l Met. Hi3, where a daughter had
been persuaded by her father to plac>e in his hands some thous;mrls of dollars worth of property to protect it ngainst her
inability to take care of it, and upon the death of the father,
and his estate being represented insolvent, a bm was brought by
the daughter for a eonvey:mce, and it was decree<l.
The letters of Mrs, Hinekley to Sumuel, are largely relied
upon to maintain the hill. vVe submit that there is nothing in
them inconsistent with our view of trust for the '8eeurity of
property fot· the sou, and nn equitahle mortgage for the security
of the <lebt due from the son to the mother.
It is not denied that in case of an instrument absolute upon
its face, with no instrument of defom,ance back, parol testimony
might be admissible to prove, that it was really intended as
security for a debt, but, when, as in the case 11t bat·, there is an
instrument of <.lefeasance, free from nny imputation of fraud,
accident or mistake, unambiguous in its terms, parol evidence
cunnot he adm•itted to vury, add to or contradict the written
instrument.
This doctrine is fully discussed in Campbell v. Dea'rborn, 109
Mass. 140. Likewise in Elder v. Elder, 10 Maine, -80, also Glass
v. Bu1/iu-rt, 102 Mass. 24; Oltaclwick v. Perkins, 3 Maine, 399.
The ca8e Woolen v, Hem·n, reported in White and Tudor's
Leu ding Cases in Equity, vol. 2, part. 1, p. 920, l11ys down the
doctrine, which seems to he founded on good reason that ''though
a defendant, resisting a specific performance, may go into parol
evidence to show that by fraud the written ngreement does not
express the real terms, a plaintiff cannot do so, for the purpose
of obtaining :t specific performance with a variation."
VOL.

LXXIX.

21
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The testimony of Samuel B. Hinckley is not admissible under
the first of the statutes of this state relating to evidence in
cases in which an executor or administrator is a party. R. S. 1
c. 82, § 98, sub. § 11; Hall v. Otis, 77 Maine, 122; Dwarris
on Statutes, p. 199.
The control of the question of the costs of these proceedings
is wholly with the court. ~re cite 2 Perry on Trusts, § 892,
899,928; 1 Perry on Trusts,§ 245; Stilson v. Lee1nan, 75
Maine, 412.

,1.

Bill to reg:iin an estate, partly real and partly
personal, of the approximate value of $100,000, conYeyed by
the orator to his mother in her lifetime to be held by her, either
as a per::3onal trust for his benefit, or in equitable mortgage to
secure advances made to the orator, or for his benefit, and interest upon the same.
The answer admits, that on January 8, 1868, the orutoi· conveyed the real estate to his mother and received from her a
writing, promising to reconvey the same upon payment of all
sums of money then due to her from the orator within one year,
and that on June 3d of the same year, he conveyed to her the
personal estate, but avers, that he then l'eceived a writing from
her in place of, und ns a substitute for, the writing of January
8. whereby she promised to reeonvey both the real and personal
estate to the om tor upon condition only, that he should pay her
$12,817 .5G, with interest, one half in two months, and the other
half in six months, when the writing should become void, and
thnt the orator has not paid any part of the sum mentioned, but
has forfeited all right to reclaim his estate, and that his mother
in her lifetime acquired the absolute title to the same, and by a
codicil to her will, that bus been proved and allowed in the probate court, devised the same to the respondent, Dnniel, in trust
nevertheless for the orator during his life, and at his death to
descend to his children if any, if not then to be divided among
her heirs, and that the respondent, Daniel, at the death of the
mother took the estate, and hns since held the same pursuant to
the trust created by the mother's will as he has a legal right to do.
HASKELL,
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It appears that the orator had been improvident, and hadincurred debts, and was inclined to be wasteful of property that
he had recently inherited from his father, and had expensive, if
not dissolute habits, and that his mother, desirous to preserve
the property for him and to prevent its waste, induced him to
convey the same to her upon the terms mentioned in the writings
between them ; that she took pof.session of the property and
managed and controlled it until her death, July 10, 1883, meantime paying to the orator the net income as it accrued, of which.
she kept a strict and detailed account; that she left no account
showing the indebtedness of $12,817.56, or any writing explain-ing the same or its origin, or any credit or writing showing that
any part of the same had been paid.
The cause comes up on report, with a stipulation that objection to the competency of witnesses, or to the admissibility of·
evidence, may be made at the trial.
Objection is well taken to the competency of the orator ns a.
witness, inasmuch as the respondents are ''made parties as heirs.
of a deceased party," and his testimony must he laid out of t_he·
case. R. S., c. 82, § 98.
Simmons v. Moulton, 27 Maine,
496; Burleigh v. White, 64 Maine, 23; Wentworth v. Went-worth, 71 Maine, 72 ; Higgins v. Butler, 78 Maine, 520.
The respective legal rights of the mother and of the orator
fl.ow from the written instruments between them; but extraneous
evidence is adruissible to prove every material fact known to the,
parties when the writings were executed. Conway v. Alexan-der, 7 Cranch, 218; Morris v. Nixon, l How. 118; Bus8ell v ..
Soutlwrd, 12 How. 139.
The deed and memorandum of June 3d, do indicate an abso-lute sale; but the question recurs, whether the ''terms were not
adopted to veil a transaction" widely differing from the appear-ance that it assumed? It would be fraud in equity to convert into
an absolute sale that which was intended for a different purpose.
Whittick v. l{ane, 1 Paige, 202; Taylor v. Luther, 2' Sumner,
228; Flagg v. Mann, 2 Smnner, 486; Jenkins v. Eldredge,
3 Story, 181; Wyman v. Babcock, 2 Curtis, 386; s. c. 19
How. 289; Campbell v. Dearborn, 109 Mass. 130; and to
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,determine this, the court mw,t look through the cloak that con\ceals the real truth, and consider from the light thrown upon the
itrnnsaction by all the circumstances surrounding it what the real
;purpose and intent of the parties must have been. Peugh v .
.Davis, 96 U. S. 332,
In this case, a mother saw her son improvident, wasteful of
ihis sub::;tance, and it may be, of dissolute habits; she knew that
,he had incurred dehts, and was likely to incm other liabilities
:nnd indulge in expenditures that not only threatened his pen;onal
welfare, but as well the co1wuming 'Of a lnrge estate, recently
inherited from his father, her husband. She first took from him
.a conveyance of all his real estate, and gave in return a writing
that she would reconvey the same upon payment within one year
,of nll the sums he owe<l her and interest. Six months later she
received all his personal property, and gave in return a writing
;to reconvey both the real aud personal estate upon payment to
,her within six months of nearly thirteen thousand dollars with
interest. The security exceeded the supposed debt nearly or
,qujte eight fold. She must have known that he had no means to
pay so large a debt, save from the property she had received.
How the debt arose, the evidence does not show. She left
nothing to show it. V\That then can be the true interpretation
,of the contract between the mother and son, unless it be,
that she acquired his property to preserve it, and incidentally to
secure her from loss for advances made for his benefit?
The bill is framed in a double aspect; either that the mother
was an equitable mortgagee, or held the estate as a trust, voluntarily created by the orator for his own benefit; and it may be
of little practical consequence in which capacity she held the
estate. That the transaction of June 3, might well be held to
create an equitable mortgage, if the debt named in it was real,
there can be little doubt; but the evidence, touching the mother's
treatment of the property for the sixteen years that she held it
prior to her death, and her written declarations to the orator
concerning it, may as well be held to prove, that she did not claim
to hold the property simply in mortgage, but rather that she held
the property by what she considered "a sacred trust for her son."
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An express trust concerning lands can only be crented, or
declared, by some writing signed by the party or his attorney.
R. S., 1857 ; 1883, c. 73, § 11 ; and the writing need not he
made at the time of the principal tmnsaction ; it may be made
subsequently; and it is sufficient. though it be informal, if the
terms of the trust can be understood from it. McClellan v.
J.1fc0lellan, 65 Maine, 500 and cases cited. Faxon v. Falvey,
110 Mass. 392.
So soon as the mother acquired the property, she began a
detailed account of its income; and as long as she lived, caused
a strict account of income and expenditure to be kept touching
it, and promptly paid to the orator the net income as it accrued,
without deducting a farthing in payment of any supposed deht
of her own, or of interest upon it, or for her own 8ervices in
the management of the property. Her letters to the orator show
how tenderly her affections followed him in sickness and in health,
and how solicitous she was, that the income from his property
should be as large as possible. In one letter she says, "You
seem to feel, and have no confidence in me, when I have written
you repeatedly, that I considered your property in my hands, as
sacred as my own heart's blood. I have done the very best for
you that I could. I have wished many, many times, that you
had never put your property into my hands, for it has caused
me so much care and trouble, but it has been mueh better, for
you have received your income regular, without any trouble or
expense." .
I shall do right by you. You say you
have nothing to show in case I am taken away. You have my
letter;; besides, there is plenty of evidence among my papers
that your property is all right." Again she writes, '' You may
rest assured, I shall always send you all of your interest, except
enough to pay your taxes.
I think yours is invested'
as well as it can be these times." Again she writes, "Your
income is a little more this year. I send you $200 this month,
and shall continue to send you the same amount every month as,
long as your property yiel~s it."
These letters plainly enough declare, that she held the orator's:
property in trust for his benefit, and her own conduct conformedi
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to the declarations of her pen. She writes the orator, ~11 shall
always send you all of your interest except enough to pay your
taxes." And at her death she left a will, providing that all of
the orator's estate should be held in trust, the income to be paid
to him during life, and the principal to be distributed among his
heirs at his death.
The memoranda of ,January 8, and of June 3, are evidence
of the relation of debtor and creditor; and that of June 3, is
the only evidence in the case of the amount of the mother's supposed debt. It is not signed by the orator, nor is it made the
basis of his claim by any averment in his bill. The respondents
set it up in their answer as containing a condition, for the breach
of which, the orator ha::; forfeited all right to regain the property
conveyed to his mother, and the orator replies that the debt
named in it is wholly fictitious, and stoutly contends that the
circumstances under which it was given, and the conduct of the
mother for sixteen years while she held, managed and paid over
to him the income of his property, without ever suggesting that
it was burdened with a debt of nearly $13,000, or making any
charge or entry of the same in her book of account with him,
outweigh all evidence of the debt from the writing itself.
The accounts of the mother show that she has been repaid all
sums that she had charged to the orator, and that at her death
she held a cash balance of income from his estate of $2,242.50.
The court is constrained to believe, that the $12,817.56 mentioned in the writing of June 3d is not due from the orator, but
that it is a fictitious sum written for the appearance of a debt when no
debt existed. She charged the orator for payments of money made
for him during the year prior to June 3, 1868, and on the 31st
of July, 1868, charged him with $2,172, paid upon her note
given June 2d, the day before the date of the writing of June
3d, in payment of sundry executions against him, but made no
charge of the $12,817.56 mentioned in that writing.
It is
improbable that she could have kept so detailed and strict an
.account with the orator and not have charged him with all that
he owed her.
Moreover, if she had advanced so large a sum,
.is it possible that for sixteen years she would not have men-
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tioned it to some of her relatives, or friends, or counsellors, or have
referred to it in some of her numerous letters to the orator? On
the contrary, her letters clearly show that she considered all the
property that she bad received from the orator as his, and so
treated it as Jong as she lived. Her con'cluct and her letters
repudiate any claim for the $12,817.56 now sought to be charged
upon the orator's estate, and must be held to overcome the
writing of June 3d in that particular.
The trust as8ume<l by the mother was personal, and terminated
with her own life. Hunnewell v. Lane, 11 Met. 163; she could
not delegate it, or by devise continue it. It follows, therefore,
that the respondent Daniel, the executor of the trustee, should
account for the per8onal estate that his testatrix held belonging
to the orator, and should pay over the same to him. The
respondents, heirs of the testatrix, should release their interest
to the orator in the real estate that he conveyed to her by deed
of ~January 8, l868, and neither party should recover costs. In
<m8e of disagreement about performing the final decree, either
party may apply for relief by written application in this cause.
Decroo accordingly.
PETERS, C. J.,
JJ., concurred.

WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY

WILLIAM

F.

ALLEN

and FosTER,

and another

vs.
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD Co MPANY.

Cumberland.
Carriers.

Opinion March 24, 1887.
Stoppage in tr<tnsitu..

A notice by the shipper to the carrier, not to deliver goods in transit, to the

consignee, need not state the reason.
Upon receiving such a notice the carrier replied that the shipper would have
to prove property, and thereupon the shipper forwarded his affidavit that he
was the shipper and annexed to it an invoice of the goods. Before receiving
the affidavit the carrier delivered the goods to the consignee. Held, that the
carrier was liable to the shipper for the value of the goods.

ON report, upon agreed statement of facts, from the superior
court.
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Case for the value of four bales of woolen rags. of the value of
of $176.41, shipped by William F. Allen and Co. of Philadelphia,
to ·William Beatty of Gray,. Maine.
Soon after Allen and Co. parted with the goods they learned
that Beatty was irn,olvent, and notified the station agent of
defendant company who had charge of receipts and delivery of
freight at Gray, Maine, to stop the transit of the goods. They
gave this notice by the following telegram received at quarter
past three of the afternoon of its elate. ((Philadelphia, March
24th, 1884. Stop and return four hales rags- consigned to
William Beatty, No. Gray,. Maine, marked Diamond P. ·with B.
outside.
W. F. Allen & Co."
They also at the same date, March 24th, 1884, instructed the
agent of the steamship company, the ,vinsor Line, to have the
stock returned, and wrote a letter in addition to their telegram
to the said station agent of the Maine Cen.tml Railroad, at Gray,
Maine, of which the following is a copy :
tt William F. Allen & Co., "\Voolen Rags, Wool and Hair, No.
132 North S.t., Phildelphia, March 24, 1884.
" To F 't Agt. Maine Central R. R., Gray, Maine Dear sir:
We telegraphed you to stop and return four bales rags consigned
to William Beatty, No. Gray, Maine, marked Diamond P. with
B. outside, we now write to confirm same, inclosed you will find
a postal card, please make us an early reply and oblige
Yours truly,
W. F. Allen & Co."
A postal card was inclosed, with their printed address upon
. it, for an answer. In answer to the letter and telegTa m,.
A. H. Perley, the station agent at Gray, on Murch 26, 1884,
sent the following message upon the postal card which had been
forwarded to him by plaintiffs, to wit ~
~(Gray, March 26, 1884. Your rags are in freight-house at
Gray. Mr. Beatty claims that he can take the rags if he pays
the freight. I will do as the company says. A. H. Perley.''
This postal card was received by phtintil.fs, us appears by the
post stamp upon it, March 27th, 1884; and upon the same day
plaintiffs sent another letter to Perley, as follows :
"' Dear sir : Your postal at hand ; we are very much obliged
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to you for the information in reference to rags consigned to
Beatty; we have instructed the agent of the Steamship Co. here
to have the stock returned, which we trust wm be successful;
and if we do get them back it is all due to your kindness in
notifying us.
e inclose you a postal which, if not too much
trouble, would like you to write and state whether the rags have
been shipped hack or not. Awaiting your reply, we remain,
Respectfully yours,
W. F. A."
Before receiving the last letter Perley, under date of March,
27th~ wrote Allen & Co. as follows:
'' You will have to prove that those rags are yours before I can
send them; Mr. Beatty claims them. A. H. Perley, Agent."
On March 28th, in answer to postal of Perley, of March 27th,
just quoted, plaintiffs wrote to Perley as follows:
"Dear sir: Your postal at hand; we have forwarded through
the ,vinsor Line agent our affidavit proving our claim to the
goods which will probably arrive at your end of the line in due
time. Our attorney advises this course, although our telegram
to you would relieve you of any responsibility, but of course
you are the judge of that. As soon as our affidavit arrives please
return stock. Thanking you for your promptness in answering
our cornmunication, we remain,
Respectfully you~s,
W. F. A. & Co."
On April 1, the general freight agent at Portland received the
following letter inclosing an affidavit a copy of which follows:
"Office of the Boston & Phildelphia Steamships, E. B.
Sampson, Agent. 70 Long ,vharf, Boston, March 31, 1884.
p' Mr. W. S. Eaton, General Agent Maine Central R. R.
Portland.
,e Dear sir: Referring again to the four bales rags consigned to
Wm. Beatty, North Gray, Maine, our agents in Philadelphia
send me a copy of bill and desposition of shippers which I herewith inclose to you, they further say, 'from what we know of
the firm we believe the goods belong to them ( the shippers) and
that their request to have them returned should be complied with
unless there are some legal proceedings to prevent it.' ·Please
advise me result.
Yours truly,
E. B. Sampson, Agent."

,v
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The bill nnd deposition are as follows:
"Philadelphia, March, 15, 1884.
,~ Mr. "-rm. Beatty, Bought of Wm. F. Allen & Co.,
Wholesale Dealer:-, of
oolen Rags, Wool and Hair, No. 132
North Front Street.
493 4 Bales Soft Woolens,
467
1,857
9~
$176.41
456
441 Marked Diamond P. with B. outside.
Shipped to North Gray, Maine, via ,vinsor Line."
"State of Pennsylvania. County of Philadelphia, ss. Before
me, the subscriber, a Notary Pnblic, personally appeared "'illiam
F. Allen, who being duly sworn according to law, doth depose
and say that he is a memhPr of the firm of ,vm. F. Allen & Co.
and that said firm of Wm. F. Allen & Co. shipped four hales of
soft woolen rags, as is set out on the invoice hereto attached,
marked A. J. R. M. N. P., to Wm. Beatty of North Gray,
Maine, by the ·winsor Line, via Maine Central Railroad.
William F. Allen."
"Sworn to and subscribed before me the 28th dny of March,
A. D. 1884.
Joshua R. Morgan, Notury Public."
In afternoon of March 31, the station agent at Gray, under
threat of immediate suit by Beatty, delivered the goods to him.

"r

Clarence Hale, for the plaintiff.
The notice was sufficient. Benjamin on Sales, (4 Am. ed.)
859 ; Holst v. Pownal, l Esp. 240; Northey v. Field, 2 Esp.
613; Litt v. Cowley, 7 Taunt. 169; .Newhall v. Vm·gas, 13
Maine, 93; Mills v. Ball, 2 Bos. & Pul. 457; Reynolds v. B.
& M. R. R. Go. 43 N. H. 580; Mottram v. Heye1·, 5 Den. 633;
Rucker v. Donovan, 13 Kan. 251; s. c. 19 Am. Rep. 85; Ex
parte Falk, 14 Ch. D. 446. Notice was given proper party.
Whitehead v. Anderson, 9 M. & W. 518; Litt v. Cowley,
supra. Carrier liable. 2 Kent's Com. (12 ed.) 605; Benj.
Sales, § 861, and cases cited.
Drummond and Drummond, for the defendants.
In the first case of this character at law, the consignee's claim
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was not allowed, but in a case in equity, the cfaim wns allowed,
"As a matter of equity based upon the equitable lien of the
vendor for the price of the goods." 2 Rorer on Railways, 1335.
· At first the doctrine was that this claim could he exercised
only where the consignee became insolvent after the purchase of the
goods; but it was soon extended to cases in which he was
insolvent at the time of the purchase, but the fact not known to
the consignor till afterwards. 2 Rorer on Railroads, 1337 ~ 3.
We invite examination of some text-book law, founded upon
dicta of courts. It is said that the consignor, must "serve a notice
upon the carrier, describing and identifying the goods, the nature
of his claim, the evidence thereof and of his own identity as
consignor, and notifying the carrier not to deliver the same to the
consignee." 2 Rorer on R. R. 1337, 1338.
The author adds: "After the service of such notice on the
carrier, he cannot deliver the· goods to the consignee, without
rendering himself liable to the consignor, in case it turns
out that consignor is entitled to the possession of the goods and
incurs a loss by rea8on of their being delivered to the consignee."
I bid. 1338.
But suppose they are not delivered to the consignee, and ''it
turns out" that the consignor is not entitled to the possession?
If so delivered, the consignor may maintain trover, to enforce
his right, "if well founded." I bid, 1338
If not "well founded" cannot consignee maintain trover, if they
are not delivered to him? The same author says further, "After
notice, it becomes the duty of the carrier to hold the goods, and
not deliver them to the consignee. The law will then afford the
parties, consignor and consignee, or the assigns of the latter,
such opportunity of asserting or enforcing their rights to the
property as will effectually guard the interests of the carrier from
the responsibility of delivering to either when not entitled to
receive the same. We do not conceive it to be the duty of the
carrier to decide between them, and actually deliver the goods to
the alleged consignor, or that it is required by law, forasmuch as
the carrier can seldom, if ever, know, and is not made the judge
to decide, whether or not the circumstances exist which reinvest
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the property in the consignor, or, indeed, whether the person
claiming to he the consignor be, in fact, such or not; and
especially on long lines of railways, is personal knowlellge the
morn impracticable. After notice, he occupies the position of ·a
stake-holder between the .parties."
And ngain: "In short, the duty of the carrier, raised by the
notice, is a negative one. It requires him to not deliver the
goods to the consignee, thereby placing him in the light of a
stake-holder of the property for those who may, by legal prncess,
prove themselves entitled to it. It does not make the carrier a
judge to decide who is entitled to the property, nor is he hound
to take on himself the responsibility of determining that que:;;tion ;
but it becomes his duty to hold it, and let the parties assert their
rights by judicial process, as in cases of other disputes about
property in the hands of a third person, and if need be the
parties may be compelled, on general principles, at his application,
to interplead. with each other as to the ownership or right of
possession."
With all deference to the learned author and the other authors
whom he quotes, except the etatement relating to a hill of interpleader, the whole extract is "a delusion and a snare," legally and
practically. It is not htw and never has been Jaw. No ciecided
case can be found which holds that a carrier can legally defend
an action brought by a consignee for refusal to make instant
delivery of goods, on the ground that he had been notified that
the consignor claims to stop them in transitu, unless he goes
further and shows the right of the consignor to stop them.
Ben.;amin in his work on Sales says: "The usual mode is a
simple notice to the carrier, stating the vendor's claim, forbidding
delivery to the vendee, or requiring that the goods shall be held
subject to the vendor's orders." § 1276.
In a note he says, ''If the party in possession is clearly informed
that it is the intention and desire of the vendor to exercise his
right of stoppage in transitu, the notice is sufficient."§ 121>7, note.
EMERY, J.
The only mooted question in this case is, whether
the plaintiffs effectually exercised against the carrier their clear
right of stopping the goods in transitu.
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The plaintiffs seasonably telegraphed and wrote the proper
officer of the defendant company, ( the carrier) to stop, and
return the goods. The defendant company contend the notice
wa8 insufficient, because there was no ~tntement of the nature or
basis of the claim, to have the goods stopped. While such a statement is probably usual, it does not seem necessary in this case.
The carrier is presumed to know the lnw, and by such a notice
as was given here, is effectually npprised of a claim adverse to
the consignee, as well as of a claim upon himself. In Benj. on
Sales, 1276, while it is said that the usual mode is a simple
notice to the carrier, stating the vendor's elaim, &c., it is also
stated, that, ('all that is require.cl is some act, 01· declaration of
the vendor countermanding the delivery." BREWim, J., in Rucke1·
v. Donovan, 13 Kan. 251, (19 Am. R. 84) said, ('a notice to
the c,uder to stop the goods is ::mfficient. No particular form of
notice is required." In Oleminston v. G. T. Ry. Go. 42 U.
C. Q. B. 42, while it was held that the notice was faulty in not
identifying the goods, iL was said that a specification of the basis
of the claim was not necessary.
The tlefendant further contends, that the plaintiffs' omission
to afterward prove to the carrier their right to stop the goods,
when requested by the carrier to do so, has vacated their claim,
and released the carrier from liability. But the carrier is not the
tribunal, to determine the rights of the consignor and consignee.
Neither of these parties can be required to plead or make proof
before the carrier. No man need prove his case to his adversary.
It is sufficient if he prove it to the court. The carri~r cannot
conclusively adjudicate upon his own obligations to either party.
He is in the same position as is any man, against whom conflicting
claims are made. If, as is alleged here, the circumstances a1 e
such, thiJ.t he cannot compel them to interplead, he must inquire
for himself, tind resi8t, or yield at his peril.
It is reasonable however, that the person assuming the right to
stop goods in transit, should act in good faith toward the carrier.
He should, if requested, furnish him in due time, with reasonable
evidence of the validity of his claim, though it may not amount
to proof. Should the consignor refuse such reasonable informa-
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tion as he may possess, such refusal might be construed ·as a
waiver of his peculiar right, and might justify the carrier after a
reasonable time, in no longer detaining the goods from the
consignee. But there was no such refusal here. The plaintiffs
sent forward the invoice and their affidavit within a reasonable
time.
The plaintiffs have now proved their right to stop the goods,
and the defendant company havi'ng denied that right without
good reason, must respond in damages.

Judgment/or plaintUf~for $176.41, w,ith
interestfrorn the date of the writ.
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and HASKELL,
JJ., concurred.
LUCILLIUS A.

EMERY,

Executor,

V8.

UNION SocIETY OF SAVANNAH and others.
Hancock.

Opinion March 30, 1887.

Wills. De1Jises.
When a testator devises real estate and subsequently conveys it to a person
other than the devisee, the devise thereby becomes impliedly revoked.
In such case, the proceeds of the sale, in the ab,ence of any specific provision
in the will therefor, do not go to that devisee, or, next of kin, but to the
residuary legatee or devisee.

ON report.
Bill in equity by the executor of the will of William F.
Howland, late of Eden, Maine, to obtain a construction of the
will, against the Union Society of Savannah, Ga., and Anna
Marion Wirgman, John Myers Durborrow, Richard Newtqn
Durborrow and Savannah Struthers, all of Philadelphia.

Hale and Hamlin, for the plaintiff.
Holmes and Payson, for Union Society of Savannah.
The devise was adeemed. 1 Redf. Wills, *339, *336; 1
Jarman, Wills, ( 5 Am. ed.) 309; 1 Williams, Executors, 241;
Powell, Devises (3 Am. ed.) 376-7; 1 Toller, Executors, (3 Am.
ed.) 19, 20, 22; Garter v. Thomas, 4 Maine, 341; Hawes v.
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llwnphrey, 9 Pick. 350; JVard v. Wm·d, 15 Pick. 511;
Wiggin v. Swett, 6 Met. 194; Webster v. Webster, 105 Mass.
538; He1-rington v. Budd, 5 Denio. 321; Walton v Walton,
7 Johns. Ch. 258; Arthur v. Arthur, 10 Barb. 9; Skerrett v.
Burd, 1 Wharton, 246; Brush v. Brush, 11 Ohio, 287 ; Bowen
v. Johnson, 6 Ind. 110 (61 Am. Dec. 110); Epps v. Dean, 28
Ga. 533; Jll"ells v. Wells, 35 Miss. 638; Tanner v. Van Bibber,
2 Dur. (Ky.) 550; Admns v. Winne, 7 Paige, 97: Philson v.
111.oore, 23 Hun. 152 ; Beck v. Mc Gillis, 9 Barb. 35 ; Rose v.
Rose, 7 Barb. 174; Arthur v . .A1·th:ur, 10 Barb. 9; Brown v.
Brown, 16 Barb. 569.
The proceeds of the sale ·go to the residuary fund. Farrar v.
Winterton, 5 Beav. 1 ; Moor v. Raisbeck, 12 Sim. 123; Ex
parte Hawkins, 13 8im. 569 ; Clin,qan v. 1lfichelfree, 31 Pa. St.
25; 1 Jarman, Wills, 326; Donohoo v. Lea, 1 Swan. (Tenn.)
199 (55 Am. Dec. 725); Bosley v. Bosley, 14 How. 391;
Atwood v. Weems, 99 U.S. 183; Ornmmny v. Butcher, 1 Turn.
and Russ. 260 ; 2 \Villiams, Executors, 1565 ; Webster v.
Webster, 105 Mass. 538; Drew v. Wakefield, 54 Maine, 291;
Thayer v. Wellin,qton, 9 Allen, 283; 1 Redfield, Wills, 336;
2 Redfield, Wills, 17 4; llciyden v. Stoughton, 5 Pick. 537 ;
Adams v. Winne, supra; Arthur v. Artkur, supra; Beck v.
ll1cGillis, supra; Rose v. Rose, supra; I1i'ng v. Strong, 9
Paige, 94; James v. ,lmnes, 4 Paige, 114; Philson v. 111.oore,
supra; Kennell v. Abbott, 4 Ves. 802; Bfrch v. Baker,
Mosely, 374; Gale v. Gale, 21 Beav. 349; Frazier v. Frazier
2 Leigh, 642; Clark v. Pack,;ird, 9 Gray, 417; Prop'rs of
Church v. Grant, 3 Gray, 142. Intention of testator cannot
overcome fixed rules of law. See Bosley v. Bosley, and two
cases last cited above, also Smith v. Bell, 6 Pet. 68 ; Ramsdell
v. Ram~dell, 21 Mttine, 288; Fisk v. Keene, 35 Maine, 349;
.1.lfalcolm, v. Malcolm,, 3 Cush. 472 ; Warren v. Webb, 68 Maine,
135; Nash v. Simpson, 78 Maine, 142; Powell, Devises, 376.
Toller, Executors, 21; Brown v. Brown, supra; 4 Kent's, Com.
*528; Thomas v. Carter, 4 Maine, 341. The laws of Maine,
control, Gilman v. Gilman, 52 Maine, ln5.
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Symonds and Libby, for the other respondents.
As was suid in Mm·ey v. Solder, in an opinion announced by
the New Hampshire Supreme Court, in March, 188G, and cited
in the Albany Law Journal for July 10th, 1886: ''In this. state
many of the conditions upon which the doctrine of implied
re.vocation was formerly bai::led in England no longer exist. Under
this alteration of the common la ,v any form of wol'(b showing
the intent of the testator to devise all the estate which he should
own at the time of his decease, passes all his prnperty, real and
personal, whether owned at the time of making the will or acquired afterward. If a testator after executing his will makes
a conveyance of lands specifically devised, and subsequently
becoming re-vested with the title, is the owner of the same land
at his decease, it passes hy the ,viii as if there had been no
ulienation."
In 1 Redfield on Wills, 338, it is said: ff.According to the present
English statute, and thm,e of most of the American states, it is
only neces:;ary that the will be :-,o expressed, in ol'der to opel'ate
upon such e8tate as the testator- may have at his decease, and it
i!:i not material, even as to real estate, that he should be seized
of the same estate at the time of executing the will, since the
instrnment will operate upon any estate, coming fairly within its
terms, in which the testator is seized of a disposable interest at
the time of his death."
Now we submit that under our present statutes and under the
establi::,hed rules for the construction of wills, in which the great
ohject i:;ought to be attained is to arrive at the intention expressed
.by the testator, it would not be a forced construction of this will
to hold that whatever interest in real estate in Savannah, the
testator had at the <late of his death hy virtue of the mortgage,
as well as the debt which said mortgage was given to secure,
passed under the devise to the nephews and nieces, for whom the
trustee was directed to reserve such real estate unle8s a strong
nece:-,sity to sell it should nri::,e, and this construction is muc-h
more rea':lonable and more in accordance with the testator's
intention, than one which would substantially exclude the heirs
from the benefit of their inheritance, and after very tritling
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bequests give the whole estate under the last clause in the will to
.the Union Society of Savannah. See Dunlap v. Dunlap, 74
.Maine, 402.
A testator devised to his cla'.'ughter H. one-third part of a certain
farm, "but if my executor shall think best to sell said farm, then
I give to her one-third part of the proceeds of the sale of said
farm;" to his daughter S. one-third part of the same farm, ''or
if said farm is sold, then one-third part of the proceeds of the
sale of said farm;'' and after a devise to his daughter A. in the
same words as to S. added, "And I hereby authorize my executor
to sell and pass deeds to convey said farm in such manner as he
may think best for all concerned; and divide the proceeds as
above directed; but if he should think best not to sell the same
then they may take the farm." After the making of his will,
the testator in his lifetime sold the farm. Held, that S. was
entitlecl to one-third of the proceeds of such sale. Clark v.
Packard, 9 Gray, 417.
If it be held in this state, Drew v. Wakefield, 54 Maine, 296,
that. the distinction has been abolished between a lapsed devise
of real estate, and a lapsed legacy of personal estate, and that
both now pass by the residuary clause, the same is not true of
the law· of Georgia.
See 1 Jarman on vVills, p. 635, note 8, in which it is said, n1n
the absence of all statutory provisions the rule of the common
Jaw has been adopted in many states, that void and lapsed
legncies go to the residuary legatee, but void and lapsed devises
to the heir," citing Hughes v. Allen, 31 Georgia, 489; Wird v.
Mitchell, 32 Georgia, 623; Thweatt v. Redd, 50 Georgia, 181.
Undoubtedly if it had heen the intention of the testator for
the bequest and devise to Anna Marion Wirgman et als. or for
the bequest and devise to the Union Society, to take effect upon
the death of the testator's wife at any time, the effect of her
death in the lifetime of the testator would simply he to accelerate
the enjoyment of such legacies and devises by removing the prior
life-estate out of the way, but in each of these case we submit
that the whole context and purport of the will and the conduct of
VOL.
LXXIX.
22
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the testator, so far as it appears as a fact in the present case 1
tend to show that he did not intend either of these legacies or
devises to take effect at all except upon the death of his widow
or her re-marriage. The event of her death and of her re-marriage are referred to the same period of time, namely, that
succeeding his own decease. See Tuckm· v. Tucker, 5 N. Y.,
420; Rand.field v. Rand.field, 2 De Gex & J. 59.
The argument of the learned couni;e} for the Union Society
wholly misconceives the position which we take in this case. vVe
claim no revocation of the will. vY e do not deny that the will
is to take effect preci8ely according to the intent expressed in it;
nor do we claim that there is any rule of law which prevents the
gift over to the Union Society from taking effect in any event in
which the testator so designed. If the meaning of this will is
that the gift over to the Union Society is to be effective in the
event of the decease of the testator's wife in bis own life, as well
as in the event of her decease after his own death, we do not
urge that there is any technical rule of law which prevents that
result. We do not deny anything stated by the court in the case
cited on the other side, Morton v. Barrett, 22 Maine, 257. The
gift over to the Union Society is just as valid in the event ( which
· happened) of the death of the wife before, as it would have been
in the event of the death of the wife after, the testator's own
decease, provided that is the testator's intent expressed in the
will. What we do deny is, that the will so intends, and we do
not see how a doubt arises upon the proposition that the testator
was framing the trust in this residuary clause solely with
reference to his own death during the lifetime of his wife, and
provided only for that event.
It is the aim of all our highest courts - and of none is this more
true than of this court - to adopt that construction which reproduces from the will the real intent which the testator himself
expressed in it, and for this purpo:,e to consider the man himself,
his relations to others, the position in which he stood, the
circumstances surrounding him, and to declare what such a man,
so placed, meant by the language he used.
· \Ve appeal with confidence to all general rules of construction
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as in our favor in this case, but general rules hold only when
special facts do not control them, and we respectfully submit
that the more carefully the precise language of this will is studied
in the light of the situation itself and of the testator's manifest
feeling and desire, the stronger the conviction becomes that the
will intended what the man himself intended, and is as far from
attempting the wrong which the Union Society would impute toit, as the testator would be, if he could now declare his intention
to the court. Compare Corbyn v. French, 4 Vesey, 435 ;'.
Stewart v. Jones, 3 De Gex & J. 532; Tilson v. Jone8, 1
Russell & Mylne, 553; Cowley v. Knapp, 13 Vroom, 302-3 ;:
Randfl.eld v. Rand.field, 2 De Gex & J. 57; Nash v. Simpson,.
78 Maine, 147.
VIRGIN, J. The testator, a resident in this state, executed his
will February 3, 1883, died April 23, 1885, and his will wasprobated the succeeding June.
At the date of his will he had a wife and five nephews and,
nieces - children of his only sister, residents in Philadelphia.
He also owned one moiety of certain real estate in Savannah,
Georgia - which was all he owned there - and his nephews.
named, owned the other moiety.
After giving certain specific legacies to various persons, th0!
testator bequeathed and devised to the plaintiff as his trustee, all
the residue of his estate real and personal upon certain tru8ts,.
and authorized him to lease, exchange, sell and convey any or all
of his estate for the purpose of executing the provisions of his.
wil1.
The trusts specified were: to hold, manage, care for and invest
all the residue of his estate real and personal according to his
best discretion and judgment, pay the annual income thereof to
his wife so long as she shall remain his widow; should that not
suffice, then the trustee should add thereto, irrespective of any
other source of income possessed by her, such a sum out of the
principal as would suffice - but that he should not sell the real
estate in Savannah, ''until a strong necessity should arise therefor," and'' to divide so much of his estate, as may be remaining
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upon the death or re-marriage of his wife, among his residuary
legatees as provided in this will."
He then bequeathed and devised upon the death or re-marriage
of his wife, unto four of his Philadelphia nephews and nieces .Anna M. Wirgman, John M. Durborrow, Richard N. Durborrow
:and W. F. H. Durborrow-" to hold in equal shares, all his real
estate in Savannah."
He then bequeathed and devised 'tupon the death or re-marriage
,of his wife, all the residue of his estate real and personal, to the
Union Society of Savannah," a society duly incorporated for
-charitable purposes.
After the execution of the will but before the decease of the
testator, his wife died. Thereafter, on July 31, 1884, the
testator sold and conveyed his real estate in Savannah, for the
sum of fifteen thousand dollars - five thousand dollars cash, and
two notes of five thousand dollars each payable in one and two
years respectively with interest, secured by a mortgage on the
premises. The notes were entrusted by the testator to the
husband of one of the devisees for collection, who after the
decease of the testator collected the first note and internst on
both to July 31, 1885, and remitted the same to the plaintiff ns
executor, and the second note still remains unpaid in the custody
of him to whom it was entrusted.
Not only the surviving nephews and nieces, but the Union
Society claim the proceeds of the Savannah property. In their
arn,wer the former claimed them and ." the interest of the
testator therein, by virtue of the mortgage as belonging to them
under the will." At the argument the claim is that the trust
declared ·was based on ·the . contingency that his wife would
survive the testator, in which event the residuum was to go to
the trustee ; but that in the event which actually happened of his
wife's death preceding his own, the will is silent an<l tl~ut such
property remains undisposed of by the will and is to go according to the rules of inheritance under the law of the state of
Georgia.
The testator's domicile having been in this state the construe-
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tion of his will and its effect depend upon the law here. CJ-ilnian
v. Gilman, 52 Maine, 165.
It is settled law that whether searching for the meaning of the
whole, or of any particuhtr clause of a will, the intention of the
testator as collected from all of its provisions and its general
scope is the criterion for its interpretation ; und when that intention
is ascertained full latitude can be given to it provided it conforms
to those settled rules of law which estabfo;h and secure the
rights of property. Anderson v. Parsons, 4 Maine, 423,425;
J.11orton v. Barrett, 22 Maine, 257; 4 Kent's, Com. *535.
Doubtless the provisions of the will in controversy establishing
the trust are based on the testator's expectation thnt his wife
would survive him, and that her death and re-marriage referred
to :1 time subsequent to his own decease. It is equally _certain
that when he executed his will, he intended that the four children
of his only sister mentioned by name therein as devisees, should
after his decease have his moiety of the Savannah real estate, or
so much thereof as should not he needed for the maintenance of
his widow in "that style and station to which she had been
accustomed as his wife." And if the title to that property had
been in the testator at his decease probably no question would
have arisen in regard to the devisees' title.
But his own sale tind conveyance of it after the death of his
wife, when it was no longer possibly needed for her support
under the will, took it away from the provisions of the will so
far as it related to the trust and the <levise to his nephews andnieces, and thus revoked pro tanto those devises.
Garter v.
Tlwm.a.,;;, 4 .Maine, 341; Hawes v. Humphrey, 9 Pick. 350, 361;
Webster v. Webster, 105 Mass. 542. · In Brydges v. Duchess
Ohandos, 2 Ves. p. 417, the Chancellor declared this to be a:
principle of the common law not to be shaken in point of
authority. It is the rule laid down in all of the elementary
works on Wills and Devises as well as in a multitude of judicated'
cases.
And the fact that the testator took back a mortgage which
passed no title, but simply cr;ated a lien upon the· property for
security of a part of the purchase money, does not prevent the,
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partial revocation. Adam8 v. Winne, 7 Paige, 97 ; Beck v.
Mc Gillis. 9 Barb. 35; 111cNaughton v. McNaughton, 35 N. Y.
201.
'' Conveying a part of the estate upon which the will would
otherwise operate," said ,VESTON, J., "indicates a change of
purpose in the testator as to that part; and suffering the will to
remain uncanceled, evinces that his intention is unchanged with
respect to other property bequeathed or devised therein." Carter
v. Thomas, tmpra. Kent's Com. (12th ed.) *529. And implied
revocation is recognized in R. S., c. 74, § 3.
The proceeds of the sale of the Savannah property cannot go
under the will to the nephews and nieces as devisees, for the will
contains no such provision, as did the wills in Clark v. Packard,
9 Gray, 417; Atwood v. U7..eems, 99 U. S. 183; McNaughton v.

McNaughton, supra.
If after the decease of his wife the testator still intended that
the real estate which he had devised to his nephews and nieces,
should go to them, why did he sell and convey it to a
stranger - why not convey it to them and thus execute his own
will in that respect; and if he intended they . should have
proceeds of the sale, why did he take the cash and entrust the
notes to the husbund of one of them for collection instead of
passing them over as their property?
If the proceeds do not go by the will to the devisec_s of the
land to whom do the,v go? The nephews and nieces contend that
they are not di<:iposed of in any manner by the will, but are
intestate property and hence go by descent to the next of kin;
while the Union Society claims that they fall to it through the
residuary clause. And this result we think is in accordance with
the rules of law. Rules of law are necessarily general, and
sometimes operate harshly, but still they are land-marks which
must be observed.
It is not to he disputed that a general legatee as distinguished
from a particular legHtee is entitled to everything which "turns
-out not to be disposed of," 2 ·w ms. Ex'rs, ( 6Am. ed.) 1567 and
,notes. 2 Jar. Wills, *762; Bosley v. Bosley, 14 How. 391 ;
·_Drew v. Wakefield, 54 Maine, 291; Thayer v. Wellington,· 9
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Allen, 283, 29,5. ''Because the testator is supposed to take the
particular legncy from the residuary legatee only for the sHke of
the particular legatee; so that upon the failure of the particular
intent, the court gives effect to the general intent." 2 Wms.
Ex'rs, 1569; 2 Jar. Wills, *762.
To he ·sum, the testator may by the terms of the bequest
narrow the title of the residuary legatee so as to exclude lnpsed
legacies. Dunlap v. Dunlap, 7 4 Maine, 402 : 2
ms. Ex'rs,
( 6 Am. ed.) 1571. 2 Jar. Wills. *762: Bullard v. Goffe, 20
Pick. 252; Tindall v. Tindall, 9 C. E. Gr. 512, and cases cited.
In this will. however, we find no such language as would seem to
bring the residuary clause - whereby ''upon the death of his
wife all the residlle of the testator's estate real and personal'.
was to go to the Union Society- within this rule.
The result is, the proceeds of the sale of the Savannah real
estnte falls into the general residuary clause in behalf of the
Union Society.

,v

Bill sustained. Oosts of both parties
to be paid by the executor, including
reasonable counsel fee~~PETERS,

C.

J.i

WALTON,

LIBBEY

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.

WILLIAM

F.

SEELE

Cumberland.

vs.

INHABITANTS OF DEERING.

Opinion April 5, 1887.

Town. Nuisance.
A town is not liable for acts which result in creating a nuisance to the property of one of its citizens, when the acts complained or are not within the
scope of its corporate powers.

ON exceptions from the superior court.
An action on the case for creating a nuisance. At the return
term the defendants filed a demurrer to the declaration, which
was joined. The presiding justice sustained the demurrer and
adjudged the declaration had.
To this ruling the plaintiff
allege<l exceptions.
The opinion states the point.
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John ti, Perry and D. A. Meaher, for plaintiff.
A demurrer admits all such matters of fact as are sufficiently
pleaded. .Lowell v. J.11.orse, 1 Met. 475; T. & G. Raifroad v.
Newton, 1 Gray, 544.
A general demurrer to a declaration containing several counts
will be overruled if one of the counts is good. Dole v. Weeks,
4 Mass. 451; Swett v. Patrick, 11 Maine, 181; Blanchcrrd v.
Hoxie, 34 Maine, 376; _._V. E. Bank v. Abell, 63 Maine, 346.
wrhe causing or suffering any offal, filth, noisome substance to
collect, or remain in any place to the prejudice of others;
the corrupting or rendering unwholesome or impure the
water of a river, stream or pond; the unlawfully diverting it from
its natural course or state, to the injury or prejudice of others
are nuisances." R. S., c. 17, § 5.
Any person injured in his comfort, property or the enjoyment
· of his estate by a common and pub1ic,-()r by a private nuisance,
may maintain against the offender an action on the case for his
damages, unless otherwise specially provided. R. S., e. 17, § 12.
There has been a series of cases in this state in which the
court has decided that cities and towns are not liable for the,
unlawful acts of health officers in providing for t~small pox'
patients, and further guarding against the spread of the diseat-e.
Mitchell v. Rockland, 52 Maine, 118 ; B·rown & ells v. Vinalhaven, 65 Maine, 402 ; Lynde v. Rockland, 66 Maine, 309 ;
Barb01.t1· v. EllswDrtli, 67 Maine, 294. A careful exnmination of
these cases will show, that there was no question of law involved,
applicable to the case.
This court has decided at least in one case, a town is liable
for the ''unauthorized" acts of its officers.. Dover v. Robinson &
al. 64 Maine, 183.
And where a street commissioner in removing a fence, appropriated land outside of the limits of the street, it was held that
the city under whose authority and by whose direction he wns
acting, was liable for damages to the owner. Woodcock v.
Calais, 66 Maine, 234.
And in Massachusetts, where the agent of a town in repairing
a highway entered a close without the consent of the owner and
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took away stone to repair a bridge, it ,vas held that the town
wus liable in tort to the owner of the close. ~Hawks v. Charlemont, 107 Mass. 414.
These qum;i corporations are liable for an act done by the
officers having qompetent authority. 1st, either by express vote
of the city government; or 2nd, by the nature of the duties
and functions hy which they are charged by their offices to act
upon the general subject matter; or 3rd, if the act was done,
with an honest view to obtain for the public some lawful benefit or ad vantage; an<l 4th, if their acts were ratified by the
towns or cities for whom they were neting. Thaye1· v. Boston,
19 Piel\, 511; Dayton v. Pease, 4 Ohio, 80.
An action of tort lies against a city by the owner of land,
through which its ngents have unlawfully made a sewer.
Hildreth v. Lowell, 11 Gray, 345.
A municipal corporation which creates a private nuisance is
prima facie liable for its continuance. Pennoyer v. Sa,qinaw, 8
Mich. 534.
''If a city or town negligently constructs or maintains
culverts in a high wny
across a, natural watercourse so as
to cause the water to flow back upon and injure the land of
another it i:::; liable to an action of tort to the same extent that
any corporation or irnlividual would be liable for doing similar
acts." Antlwny v. Adams, 1 .Met. 284; Lawrence v. Fairhaven, 5 Gray, 110; Perry v. Worceste:r, H Gray, 544;
Parker v. Lowell, 11 Gray, 353; Wheeler v. Wor·cester, 10
Allen, 591.
So if a city hy its agents, with(?ut authority of law mnkes or
empties a common se-wer on the property of another to his injury
it is Jiahle to him in nn action of tort. Locks, &c. v. Lowell, 7
Gray, 223 ; Hildreth v. Lowell, 11 Gray, 345 ; Ha._-:kell v.
New Bedford, 108 Mass. 208.
For neglect jn the c<>nstruction or repair of ~\ny particular
sewer whereby private property is injured an action may he
maintained ngainst a city or town. Child v. Boston, 4 Allen,
41; Eniery v. Lowell, 104 Mass. 13; ]Merrifield v. Worcester,
110 Mass. 216; Hill v. Boston, 122 Mass. 344.
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Taking the decisions of the courts in this and other states
already cited, it settles the question of liability of the defendant
town. See Woodcock v. Calais, H6 Maine 234; Hawks v.
Charlemont, 107 Mass. 414; Tlwye1· v. Boston, 19 Pick. 511;
Hild1·eth v. Lowell, 11 Gray, 345 .

..,_7\lathan and Henry B. Cleaves and Drummond and Drummond, for the defendants cited: Hooper v. Covington, 6
Supreme Court Reporter, 1026; Cole v. Sp-r·owl, 35 Maine, 161 ;
No,rcross v. Thoms, 51, Maine, 504; Brayton v. Fall River,
113 Mass. 229; Hooper v. Emery, 14 Maine, 375; Lemon v .
. ZVewton, 134 ~lass. 479; Davis v. Ban,qor, 42 Maine, 522;
Small v. Danville, 51 Maine, 359 ; Lynde v. Rockland, 66
Maine, 309 ; Cushing v. Bedford, l 25 Mass. 526; Kean v.
Stetson, 5 Pick. 492; Anthony v. Adams, l Met. 284; l-Valcott
v. Swampscot, 1 Allen, 102 ; White v. Phillipston, 10 Met.
110; Woodcock v. Calais, 66 Maine, 234; Hawks Oharle1nont, 107 Mass. 418 ; Johnston v. District Columbia., 22
Reporter, 80.
VIRGIN, J.
Assuming-what the demurrer admits - the
allegations in the declaration to he true, it is obvious thut a most
unmitigated nuisnnce hns been created on nnd about the premises
of the plaintiff to his great injury; and were the defendant an
incorporated city, its alleged acts would constitute prima facie
such a cause of action as might render it liable in the absence of
any justification ( Ounib. & Oxf. Oan. Co. v. Portland, 62
Maine, 505) ; but we have looked in vain through both counts
for any allegations which in o~u· view render the defendant town
liable for the alleged acts which have resulted so injuriously to
the plaintiff's property.
The authority and liability of our quasi public corporations
known as towns as distinguished from municipal corporations
incorporated under Rpecial clmrters, nre generally only such as
are defined and prescribed by general statutory provisions.
Some things they may lawfully do and others they have no
authority for doing. To create a liability on the part of a town
not connected with its private advantage, the act complained of
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must he within the scope of its corporate powers as defined by
the statute. If the particular act relied on a3 the cause of action
he whqlly outside of the general powers conferred on towns, they
can in no event be liable therefor whether the performance of
the act was expressly directed by a majority vote or was suhsequent ly ratified. Morrison v. Lawrence, 98 Mass. 219.
So a town is not liuhle for the unauthorized and illegal acts of
its officers even when acting within the scope of their duties.
Brown v. Vinalhaven, 65 Maine, 402; Sniall v. Danville, 51
Maine, 359 ; but it may become so when the acts complained of
were illegal but done under its direct authority previously conferred or tiUbsequently ratified. Woodcock v. Calais, H6 Maine,
234 and cases there cited.
The difficulty with the counts is that the allegations therein
do not bring the acts complained of within the scope of the corporate powers of the town, or aver that they were performed by
its officers in t_he execution of any corporate duty imposed by
law upon the town. Anthony v. Adarru;, 1 Met. 284. There
is no intimation that the acts were done in connection with the
making or repairing of any highway or town-way which the luw
imposed up.on the town, or in relation to any drain or sewer laid
out or attempted to he laid out by the town authorities under R.
S., c. 16, for which it might under certain circumstances become
liable. E.-,tes v. China, 5G Maine, 407 ; Franklin Wlzmf Co. v.
Portland, 67 Maine, 46 ; or in emptying a common sewer upon
the property of the plaintiff outside of the puhlic works, as in
Propr'.-; L. & 0. v. Lowell, 7 Grny, 223. But the principal
allegations are that the defendants ''wrongfully opened and dug a
ditch across the main road
in Deering and into an artificial ditch in the rear of a tripe and bone boiling establisl,mient
from which a cess-pool of stagnant and filthy water wus then
and there collected and then and there continued said ditch
across the land of Samuel Jordan two hundred feet in the llirection of the plaintiff's land and out of the natural course of said
water and on to the plaintiff's land and along through the same
into his mill pond."
It is quite evident that a town, imlependent of any statutory
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authority, has no corporate power to dig ditches across another's
land. Such an act is ultra vfres; and any express maj<>rity vote
base<l on n proper article in a warrant calling a meeting of the
defendants directing such acts, would create no liability on the
part of the tnwn.
Oushin,q v. Bedford, 125 Mass. 526 ;
Lenwn v. lvewton. 134 Mass. 47G.
\Vhether or not the declaration can he amended so as to make
the town liable, we cunnot in the absence of a knowledge of
the facts now determine.
Excepti'ons overruled.
PETERS, C. ,J., LIBBEY,

EMERY

and HASKELL, JJ., concurred.

WALTON, J., did not sit.
ALBERT H. THAXTER and others vs. MELVILLE JOHNSON.
Penobscot.
Insol'vent law.

Opinion April 14, 1887._

Composition.

Dischar·ge.

R. S., c. 70, § 62.

In composition pro~eeclings under the insolvent law, a discharge granted to
a debtor is not valid if any m'.lterial statement contained in the affidavit or
schecble of the debtor named in R. S., c. 70, § 62 is false, and known to be so
to the debtor.
In such c:1se the discharge is no bar to a recovery of any balance which a
creditor may show to be due him from the debtor, in an action brought
within the two years named in that section.

ON report.
Assumpsit on an account annexed.

· It was agreed that there was <lue the plaintiffs the sum of nine
hundred and eleven dollars and ninety-one cents and interest
from .May 22, 1884, the date of the writ, unless the claim sued
upon was harred by the discharge in insolvency.
The facts affecting the discharge in insolvency are sufficiently
stated in the opinion.

Wilson and Woodward, for the plaintiffs cited: R. S., c. 70 §
62; H()pkins v. Ellis, 1 Salk. 110; Oollcett v. Freenuin, 2
T. R. 59; Hilliard, Bankruptcy, 24; Robinson, Bankruptcy, 95;
Blod_qett v. Hildt·eth, 11 Cush. 311 ; Pai_qe v. Lorin_q, 1
Holmes, 275; In re Gold8clnnidt, 3 Bank. Reg. IG4.
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Barlcer, Vose and Barker, for defendant.
The oath required of the debtor before he can receive his
discharge under composition proceedings is ns follows, viz. : "I
solemnly swear that I have not removed, concealed or secreted
any money, paper, securities, effects or property, real or personal with intent, purpose or expectation of receiving, directly
or indirectly, any benefit or ad vantage to myself, and that I
have not changed or falsified any of my hooks of account, deeds
or paper::; relating to my estate, and that I have not sold,
pledged, conveyed or tran::;fened any of my property or estate
in anticipittion of insolvency, 01· made any conveyance, mortgage,
pledge, transfer or payment to any creditor or caused or procured any attachment of my property for preferring any of my
creditors; and that I have not directly or indirectly, given to
any creditor or other person, any compensation 01· promise of
reward, except reasonable counsel fees for services or influence
in effecting a comprombe with my creditors, and that my assets
and liabilities are correctly stated in the schedule hereto annexed
an<l signed hy me." R. S., c. 70, §62.
Upon taking this oath the debtor, if he produce the composition paper required by the same ::;ection, receives his discharge,
but, '\mch di8charge is not valid if the signatui:e of any creditor
has been obtained by fraud, or if any material statement contained in such affidavit or i:;chedule is false, to the knowledge of
the debtor making the same, and any creditor may within two
years, sue t<.n· and recover the balance of his claim or debt
against such debtor." R. S., c. 70, § 62.
\Ve claim that the reasons which might be applicable to a
discharge obtained in the regular course of im;olvency, as set
forth in § 46, c. 70, are not applicable to this case, as the
method of proceeding to get the discharge annulled is entirely
different. Ex pal'te Haines; In re Hoyt, 7G Maine, 394.
There was no secretion or concealment. The legal title
remains in the insolvent until the assignment is made. Hampton
v. Rouse, 22 Wall. 21i3.
The term "concealment" in the insolvent law implies something
wilfully intentional. In re Wil.son, 6 Law Rep. 272; Dres~er
v. Brooks, 3 Barb. 429.
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It was the evident deslgn of the insolvent law of

this state that all creditors of the same class shoulcl fare alike
in the distribution of' the debtor's property, and that no Hecret
arrangement should be made wherehy one creditor should obtain
an ad vantage over another.
Fraud, in its various forms and under its different guises,
appears to have been carefully guarded against by express enactment. And while by § 62, relating to composition proceedings,
the process is one specially provided by statute, and essentially
different from ordinary proceedings, neverthelesss the object of
these provisions is to guard the rights of creditors in matters
of composition, and to see that there is a full and fair ~ettlement,
that nobody is deceived or defrauded, and that all fare equally.
The affidavit which is required of the debtor before he ean
receive his discharge under these proceedings, among other
stringent provisions ngainst fraudulent transactions or preferences, prohibits the making of any payment to any creditor for
the pm·pose of preference, or the giving, directly or indirectly,
to any creditor or other person any compensation or promise of
reward, except reasonable counsel fees for services or influence
in effecting a compromise with his creditors. For such services
reasonable couns.el fees alone are excepted, and payments for
other services 01· to other persons are forbi<lden. The intent
of the law being that the remainder of the insolvent's property
shall be distributed among his creditors, and that no inducements
shall be offered to some of' the creditors to sign away the rights
of others. Upon complying with the conditions pertaining to
composition proceedings the debtor may receive his discharge,
but it is expressly provided that ''such discharge is not valid if
the signature of any creditor has been obtained by fraud, or if
any material statement contained in such affidavit or schedule is
false, to the knowledge of the debtor making the same, and any
creditor may within two years, sue for nnd recover the balance
of his claim or debt agairn,t such debtor."
This suit is brought by a creditor within the two years named
to recover the balance of his claim. However stringent this
remedy may appear, it is one provided by the special provisions
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of the insolvent law pertaining to composition proceedings, and
is allowed to any creditor who deems himself defrauded, ( Ex
parte Haines, 76 Mnine, 394) or who may be able to show that
any material statement contained in the affidavit or schedule of
the debtor is false and known by him to he so. In such case
the discharge is not valid. It is no bar to a recovery of any balance
which the creditor may show to be due him from the debtor.
In this case a full report of the evidence is before us. The
creditors were each to receive thirty-five per cent of their
demands provided for by the composition. The evidence is
plenary that in~tead of that one creditor actually received the
sum of three hundred dollurs and another the promise of one
hundred and eighty-three dollars, in addition to the thirty-five
per cent, as a compromise settlement, and that this was known
by the debtor and acquiesced in by him. Nor were these the only
parties who had or were to receive sums additional to the amount
named in the compt>::,ition agree111ent, as the testimony diseloses.
Here was a preferenee. as well as a promise of reward, prohibited by the special provisions of the law invoked in behalf
of the debtor. The statement under oath of the debtor in his
affi<lavit was that he had not directly or indirectly given to any
creditor or other person any compensation or promise of reward,
except reasonable counsel foes for services or influence in effecting a compromise with his eredito1·s.
This statement was
material and fabe to the knowledge of the debtor bim1,elf.

Judgment for plaintiff for the surn
of $911.91, together with i'nlerest
thereon from the date of tlze writ.
PETERS, C. J.,
JJ., concurred.

WALTON, DANFORTH, EJ\,IERY

LUTHER DAVIS

Somerset.

vs.

NANCY

A.

and

HASKELL,

SMITH.

Opinion April 14, 1887.

Contract. Indemnity. .Judgment. Docket entries. Money paid.
Where a person. either by operation of law or by express contract, is responsible over to another against whom a judgment is rendered, and notice has
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been given him of the pendency of the suit and he has had an opportunity
of appearing and taking upon himself the defence of it, such judgment, if
obtained without fraud or collusion, will be conclusive against him, whether
he appeared or not.
The notice in such a case may be implied from his knowledge of the pendency
of the action, and his participation in its defence.
Where the record of the judgment is not fully extended, the docket entries
therein are the only proper evidence of the judgment.
Where there is an express contract of indemnity, not uncler seal, and by its
terms it contains nothing more than the law would imply, it is optional
with the plaintiff to declare in general indebitatus assumpsit for money paid
or upon the special contract.
When the action for money paid will lie.

ON report.

The opinion states the case.

Merrill and Cojfin, for the plaintiff.
The judgment was conclusive upon the defendant. Oooly v.
Pattenwn, 52 Maine, 472; Dorr v. Davi:;;, 76 Maine, 301;
Olwm,berlain v. Preble, 93 Mass. 3 73 ; Boston v. Worthington,
10 Gray. 498 ; Train v. Gold, 5 Pick. 380 ; .Littleton v. llichard8on, 34 N. H. 187; Stone v. Hooker, 9 Cowen, 154; Lowell
v. Parke1', 10 :Wet. 315.
The docket entries nre evider1t:e of the judgment. Read v.
Sutton, 2 Cu::ih. 123; .Leather8 v. Gooley, 49 Maine, 342;
Pruden v. Alden, 23 Pick. 184; Longley v. Vo8e, 27 Mnine,
179 ; Central Bridge Corp. v. Lowell, 15 Gray, 122 ; Benedict
Cutting, 13 Met. 18G; Tillot8on v. Warner, 3 Gray, 577.
The notice was sufficient. 1..1Hne1· v. Olai·lc, 15 Wend. 426 ;
Ro,qers v. I1neeland, 13 W en<l. 123 ; Stone v. Hooker, 9
Cowen, 154; Hamilton v. Clltts, 4 .Ma::,s, 352 .
\

1

•

.D. D. Stewart, for defendant.
In Prop8. Brattle Square Churclt v. Bullanl, 2 :Met. 36G, the
court :-my: wl'he plaintiffs are hound to prove that ~mch a title has
been established, by legal evidence. To do this, they must give in
evidence the common proofs of title, or, a judgment to which
the defen<lant was party or privy. It comeo hack thet·efore to
the sa111e queotion, whether this wn;:; such a judgment."
In [fall v. Thayer, 12 Met. 130, the court say: ~The defendant::; promised and agreed to indemnity and save harmless the
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said committee (the plaintiffs) in proportion to the numher
of shares for 'which they had re8pectively subscribed. Upon
the contract no cause of action arose against the defendant. at
least until an action was in~tituted and a judgment rendered
thereon against the committee; and no substantial cause of
action, that is, no right to recover the amount of such notes
would exist, until those notes were actually paid."
Recovery of judgment and execution, without actual payment
no breach of a contract to indemnity and save harmless. Hussey
v. Collins, 30 Maine, 190; Wiclce1' v. Hoppoclc, 6 \Vall. 9D.
The only part of that count which could possibly h~ive any
application to the case at bar is that t for money paid by the
plaintiff for the use of said (lefendant at her request." Can such
a count be maintained upon a written contract of indemnity?
We submit that it cannot. No money paid by the party holding
a written indemnity from a third person, can be considered as
paid at the request of such third person. That is the very thing he
does not want done; and the very thing he indemnifies the other
fo1· not doing. But if compelled to do it by an 9utstanding
hette1· title, then his indemnity comes in to protect him. The
very word inJemnity" excludes ex vi termini, the idea of nn
implied promise on the part of the party. indemnifying. And
the party indemni~ying cannot recover upon a count for money
paid and rely upon an implied request, but must declare special1y
upon his written contract of indemnity. These questions are
fully considered and so decided in Brown v. Fales, 139 Mass.
21 ; Toussaint v. Martinnant, 2 Term R. 101.
But for want of the proper papers and vouchers which the
plaintiff in that action should have filed in court but never did,
that court could not, and never did enter any judgment whatever in the suit of John Dorr v. Luther Davis, referred to in
this rescript. Rockland Water Go. v. Pillsbury, 60 Maine.
425 ; Leathe1·s v. Cooley, 49 Maine, 337.
nA record," said the court in 8ayles v. Briggs, 4 Met. 423,
"is a memorial or history of the judicial proceedings in a case
commencing with the writ, or complaint, and terminating with
1
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the judgment; and it rnus-t, therefore, be precise and clear,.
containing proof within itself of every important fact on which
the judgment rests, and it cannot exist partly in writing and
partly in parol. Its allegations and facts are not the subject of
contrndiction."
nThe record," said SHEPLEY, C .•J., in delivering the opinion of
this court in Holden v. Barmws,. 39 Maine, 136, ''is not liable
to he explained or contradicted by parol testimony, or by
extraneous documents. And a copy of the record regularly
authenticated, is the legal and best evidence of it." S. P. in
Central Brid,qe v. Lowell, 15 Gmy, 107.
Exeluding, therefore, under the stipulations of this report all
evidence offered not legally admissible, and the only proof of
any alleged judgment against this plaintiff must be confined to
the extended record. That not only fail::, to prove any judgment,
hut proves affirmatively that none was eve1· recovered. Rockland Water Oo. v. Pillt,;bury, 60 Maine, 425, before cited;
.J...Voyes v. 1Vewrnarch, 1 Allen, 51.
There being no proof of any juLlgment against this plaintiff
in favor of a third party having a better title than the defendant
and neither allegation nor proof that such third party had in
fact a better title, this action cannot be maintained under any
form of declaration.
Poster v. Pierson, 4 D. &. E. 61 7 ;
Hamilton v. Uatts, 4 Mnss. 3.:19 ; Props. of Brattle Square
Church v. Bullm·d, 2 Met. 363; Hall v. Thayer, 12 MfJt. 131;
Kelly v. Duteh Olmrch, 2 Hill, 105. And it de8erves consideration whether the defendant docs not clearly show affirmatively
the better title in herself. Somerville v. Hamilton, 4 ·wheat.
230; Lathrop v. G1·osvenor, 10 Gray. 52.

PosTER, J. This action, brought upon a contract of indemnity, comes to this court upon a full report of the evidence,
with the stipulation that the court i~ authorized to draw such
inferences therefrom as a jury might legally do.
It appears that the plaintiff, on January 24, 1871, gave his
negotiable promissory note for two hundred and nine dollars, to
Harrison Dorr, guardian of Rosetta Dorr, niece of the defend-
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:mt, payable on the first day of January, 18 74. The defendant
had obtained letters of guardianship in an adjoining county in·
which she resided, and with whom Rosetta was at that time·
living, and soon after the note heeame due represented to the·
plaintiff that she was the lawful guardian of Rosetta Dorr, and:
ns such was legally authorized to collect said note. VVhereupon,
the plaintiff paid the defendant the sum of two hundred and:
thirty-one dollars and twenty-one cents, the amount then.
estimated to be due upon the note. At the same ti me and in,
consideration thereof the defendant agreed in writing to folly·
indemnify and save the plaintiff harmless in consequence of his
paying the note to her. Suit was afterwards commenced by the·
indorsee of the nute; the case was tried and carried to the full
court; finally judgment was rendered :1gainst this plaintiff for·
the amount of the note and interest thereon from date. Dorr v~
Davis, 76 Maine, 301.
After judgement was rendered against him, this plaintiff paid;
the amount of it, together with costs of suit, to the plaintiff in1
that action, and now seeks to recover the sum thus pa.id, amount.;.
ing to four hundred and seventy-nine dollars, from the dc~fendant.
in this smt.
To entitle him to a recovery he must show that some other·
person has established a better title to the money upon that note·
than the defendant herself hn<l, and that he has been compelled~
to pay it to such person. This he may do in one of two ways::
( 1) By ordinary proof of an outstanding better title in such•
third person, to which he yielded and paid; or ( 2), by a judgment against him by such third person, to which the defendantwas party or privy, and which judgment he has been compelled_
to pay. Hall v. Thayer, 12 Met. 136.
The plaintiff does not base his claim upon the ordinary proof
of an outstanding supel'ior title in some third person to which
he yielded and paid, but upon the recovery of a judgment
against him, payment of the same, and for which the defendant
was bound to indemnify nnd save him harmless.
The defendant was not a party to the action upon which that
judgment was rendered. P1'irna facie she was not bound by
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the judgment, and to make it evidence against her and in favor
of hi1m,elf the plaintiff must show that it was rendered against him
in favor of the indorsee of the note, upon a transaction against
which the defendant was bound to inclemni(y him. If such was the
fact it would be legitimate and competent evidence; otherwise it
would not. And evidence aliunde is admissible for such purpose. Littleton v. Richardson, 34 N. H. 189.
From an examination of the evidence it is apparent that the
,cause of action in the other suit was the identical note which
this defendant had induced the plaintiff to pay over to her-the
amount of which she acknO\vle<lges she received from the plaintiff
.at the time of agreeing to indemnify him in consequence of such
payment. vVith this connecting parol evidence, together with
the copy of the declaration and of the note in questioi1, ati well
.as with what nppearti from the other evidence in the case, the
identity of the cause of action in that suit with the subject
matter to whi~h the indemn.ity relates i-, sufficiently established.
Was the judgment therein rendered against this plaintiff, conclusive against the defendant in this action? It was, provided
she had due notice of the pendency of the action in which that
judgment was rendered and had an opportunity to defend it.
The rule seems to be estuhlished, that when a pel'son i:,; responsible over to another, either by operation of law or by express
contract, :m<l notice has been given him of the pendency of the
suit, and he has been requested to take upon himself the defence
of it, he is no longer regarded as a stranger to the judgment
that may be recovered, because he has the right to appear and
defend the action, equally as if he were a party to the record.
,vhen notice is thus given, the judgment, if obtained without
fraud or collusion, will be conclusive ugainst him, whether he
has appeared or not. Veazie v. ll. R. Oo. 49 Maine, 124;
Hardy v. Nelson, 27 Maine, 530; Boston v. Wortltington, 10
Gray, 498; .Littleton v Richardson, 34 N. H. 187.
We are of the opinion, from the evidence before us, and with
the inferences legitimately to be drawn from it, that the defendant had such notice of the pendency of the suit as renders the
judgment recovered therein conclusive against her.
She
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employed and paid the counsel who tried the case. She went in
company with the plaintiff twice to Dover to have the case tried
-it being continued the first time because the other side was
not ready. She was present at the trial, testified in the case,
and paid all the expenses of this plaintiff and his witnesses. If
the evidence reported is to be taken as true, she appears to have
regarded the case as her own until the decision rendered from
the law court. The facts shown are sufficient to render the
judgment conclusive against her, although the plaintiff had not
in terms requested her to take upon herself the defence of that
action. 'This was not necessary," say the court in Boston v.
Worthington, supra, "to render the judgment conclusive against
them as to the facts thereby established." And this principle is
established by the great weight of authority, that where one
stands in the position of indemnitor to another who is liable over
to a third party, his liability may be fixed and determined in the
action brought against such third party, by notice of the
pendency of such action and an opportunity offered him to defend
it. Aberdeen v. Blackmar, G Hill, 324; City of Chica,qo v.
Robbins, 2 Black, (U. S.) 423. In such case the authorities
hold that notice in writing, or even express notice, is unnecessary
hut that notice may be implied from his knowledge of the pendency of the action, and a participation in its defence. 01'.ty of
Chica90 v. Robbins, supra; Robbins v. The City of Chicago,
4 \Vnll. ()57; Port Jerm'..-: v. Bank, 96 N. Y. 557; Ban1ey v.
Deu;ey, 13 Johns. 226; Beers v. Pinney, 12 Wend. 30B;
Warner v. iltcGary, 4 Vt. 508; Boston v. Worthin,qton, supra;
Chconherlafo v. Preble, 11 Allen, 374; Veazie v. R. R. Co. 49
Maine, 119-20. "It cannot he material to the person agreeing
to irnlenmi(y, that he should have a formal notice served upon
him. The law requires that he should have notice before the,
judgment can be used against him, because he is the real party
in interest. But any notice which will enable him to present
any defence which he muy have either in law or on fact, is all
that can be useful to him, and the law requires no vain or useless,
ceremonies in such cases." Holbrook v. Holbrook, 15 Maine,.,
12. In such case the judgment binds the party whose duty it
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is to indemnify, and becomes legitimate evidence in favor of the
plaintiff and against the defendant.
Train v. Gold, 5
Pick. 379; B~ip v. B1·£gluwi, 6 .Johns. ] 59 ; Ryerson v. Ohaprnan, 66 Maine, 563.
But the defendant contends that there is no sufficient legal
evidence introduced of any judgment such as the plaintiff has
alleged in the several counts of his writ-that there is a fatal
variance between the allegations and the proof-and consequently the plaintiff is not entitled to recover.
At the time the order for judgment was sent down from the
law court an entry was made upon the docket of the county
where the action was pending, for hearing in costs by the defendant. No vouchers have ever been filed by the plaintiff in that
action, and no hearing had hy the defendant therein in relution
to costs. Consequently no extended record of the judgment
has ever been made, as appears from the testimony of the clerk.
True, a record was commenced, but it was niqver completed.
That portion of the record which the clerk had commenced,
a copy of which was introduced, shows affirmatively that it is
incomplete, never having been made up and attested by the
clerk. When the record is once made up, however, it becomes
conclusive upon all parties until altered or set aside by a court
of competent juri:-,diction, and the stntements contained in it
must be regurded as importing absolute verity, und not suhject
to explanation or contradiction hy any evidence outside of such
record. But until the record is in fact fully extended, it is well
settled that the docket is the record, and the entries therein are
the only proper evidence of the judgment. Willard v. Whitney
49 Maine, 238; Leathen; v. Gooley, id. 342.
The fact that there may be no fully extended record does not
affect the judgment. That is the principal thing-the recor<l is
only evidence of it. Here the certified copies of the docket
,entries were introdqce<l, and they show that judgment was
rendered against this plaintiff for the sum of two hundred and
nine dollars, with interest from January 24, 1871-the foll
.amount of the note-( 1 as per certificate from clerk of law court
fl.'eceived and filed June 10, 1884." By R. S., c. 77, § 45, it
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hecame the duty of the elerk to '(enter judgment as of the
preceding term," and the judgment when entered up should have
been as of the February term preceding. "But for most purposes," remarks BARROWS, J., in Huntress v. Hurd, 72 Maine,
454, "the order of the law court to the clerk of the Supreme
tTudicial Court to enter up judgment, or directing such a disposition of all pending questions as leaves nothing to be done but
to make up the judgment, must be deemed a judgment. For
all purposes when it is necessary in order to sustain legal and
equitable rights, the court so regards it.''
ere this an action of debt brought upon the judgment itself
it. would necessarily be against the party defendant therein named
and the plaintiff might therefore, meet with serious difficulty in
the introduction of a judgment in evidence, in support of his
allegations, differing so widely as to the time of its rendition
from the time alleged in the first three counts of the plaintiff's
writ, viz. : June 9, 1884.
But the basis of the plaintiff's claim is assumpsit ttnd not debt
-it is founded on a promise of indemnity and not on a contract
of record. His claim is to recover in assumpsit for the money
which he has been compelled to pay by force of that judgment.
In addition to the special counts in his writ he has deelarecl upon
the general count for money puid,-and we think he is entitled
to maintain this action under that count. The judgment therefore becomes admissible and competent evidence between these
partie::,. Hardy v. Nelson, 27 Maine, 530 ; Holbrook v.
Holbrook, 15 Maine, 11.
Nor do we think that the objection of the defendant is tenable, that there being a written contract of indemnity the plaintiff
must declare specially upon such contract, and will not be allowed
to introduce proof in support of his claim under the general
count for money paid. The objection is one of form and does
not touch the real merits of the case. Still if it rests on sound
legal principles it is the duty of the court to give effect to it.
It i::, undoubtedly the general rule of law, that where the parties
have made an express contract the law will not imply one. But
this rule is not inflexible, and like most general rules is subject
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to exceptions. Thus it has been held that when the special
contract is not under seal the plaintiff has his option, under
some circumstances, either to declare on the implied promise, or
to set out the special contract in his declaration. Tousey v.
P1·eston, l Conn. 17 5. An action for money had and received
will lie on a promissory note, or bill of exchange; and yet
they are express contracts. Pitkin v. Frink, 8 Met. 12;
Henschel v. Malzler, 3 Denio, 428.
It is also a reasonable and well recognized · principle of law
settled by numerous decided cases, that where there is an
express contract of indemnity, and by its terms it contains nothing more than the law would imply, it is optional with the
plaintiff to declare in general indebitatus assumpsit for money
paid, or upon the special contract.
This question arose in Gibbs v. Bryant, l Pick. 118, where a
written promise of indemnity had been given to the plaintiff by
the defendant, nnd upon objection by the defendant that there
was a special agreement which ought to have been declared on,
the court say : ~~This objection cannot arnil the defendant,
because the written contract produced contained nothing more
than what the Jaw would imply. The right of action rests upon
the payment of money for the use of the defendant. The law
raises a promise, and the plaintiff may make use of his written
contract or not, as he pleas0s. If there is anything in the
written promise to contradict the implication of law, the defondant may show it."
Precisely the same doctrine was laid down in Sanborn v.
Emenwn. 12 N. H. 58, where the declaration contained a general
count for money paid. laid out and expended for the use of the
defondan_t. There the plaintiff had receipted for the property
of the defendant, attached in sundry suits commenced against
him, and had the actual custody of it, and at the request of the
defendant the plaintiff delivered the property to him, the
defendant expressly agreeing that the plaintiff should be indemnified and saved harmles::i on account of the obligation resting
upon him in consequence of his having receipted the property
attached. Judgments were afterwards recovered in the several
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suits, and the plaintiff being unable to surrender the property
was compelled to pay the amount of the several judgments.
The court there say that the case comes ~~directly within the
principle of the deci::,ion in Gibbs v. Bryant,-the special contract, as it appears, containing nothing more than the law would
imply. On this branch of the case, then, we hold that the action
is well maintainer, notwithstanding the existence of the special
contract of indemnity and the omission to set it out in the declaration; and the objection that the action should have been
brought on the express contract, is therefore overruled." The
following cases sustain the same principle. Oolbur·n v. Porneroy, 44 N. H. 23; Rushworth v. Moore, 36 N. H. 195; White
v. Le1·oux, l M. & M. 347 (22 E. C. L. 331); Williamson v.
Henley, 6 Bing. 299, (19 E. C. L. 89); Pownal v. Ferrand,
6 B. & C. 439, (13 E. C. L. 232-3); Keyes v. Stone, 5 Mass.
394.
The relation of the present parties in reference to the note
upon which the indemnity was given, was such as would in law
raise an implied duty or obligation of indemnity as strong as
where a receiptor upon request, had delivered up property to
the owner against whom suits had been commenced.
The
defendant in the one case had no right to the property-in the
other, no right to the money or note, and the contract of indemnity in both cases contained no more than the Jaw would imply.
The plnintiff a1leges that he has paid so much money for the
use of the defendant.
To sustain this allegation it is necessary
for him to show that the money was paid at the defendant's
request, either express or implied. ''The request to pay, and
the payment according to it, constitute the debt, and whether the
request be direct, as where the patty is expressly desired by the
defendant to pay, or indirect where he is placed by him under a
liability to pay, and does pay, makes no difference. .
. In
every case, therefore, in which there has been a payment of
money by the plaintiff to a third party, at the request of the
defendant, express or implied, on a promise, express or implied,
to repay the amount, this form of action is maintainable."
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Brittain v. Lloyd, 1.4 Mee:,. & W els. 773. And the doctrine of
the courts is, that when the plaintiff shows that he, either by
compuhdon of law, or to relieve himself from liability, has paid
money which the defendant ought to have paid, this count will
be sustained. 2 Gr. Ev.§ 114. Niclzol8 v. Bucknam, 117
Mass. 491. In such case, said Lord TENTERDEN, C. ~J.: "I am
of the opinion that he is entitled to recover upon the general
principle, that one man, who is compelled to pay money which
another is bound by law to pay, is entitled to he reimbursed by
the latter, arnl I think that money paid under such circumstances
may be considered as money p:1i d to the use of the person
who is so hound to pay it." Pownal v. Fe1-rand, 6 B. & C. 439

(13 E. C. L. 231 ).
The only remaining question relates to the measure of clamages
under the particular faets and circumstances of this case. What
is the defendant's liability under this branch of the case? She
was notified of the pendency of the action against this plaintiff
in which the title to the note in question and the validity of
payment to her were put in issue. She appeared and participated in the defence, and has paid the counsel fees. It was
her duty thus to appear and if possible save this plaintiff harmless on account of his paying, upon her representations, the note
to her when in fact she had neither the legal title to it, nor the
lawful right to the money upon it. Judgment being rendered
against this plaintiff, the defendant was called upon and requested
by him to settle the same, and this she refused to do. After
such refusal the plaintiff was not obliged to wait until his property
was seized on execution issued upon that judgment before being
authorized in law to pay the same.
The amount he paid to relieve him.:.;elf from the judgment
against him, as appears by the evidence, was no more than the
judgment rendered and costs legally taxable against him in that
suit and incident to that judgment. This the plaintiff has paid
in good faith. He is entitled to recover it as the measure of his
damages. Coolidge v. Bri,qham, 5 Met. 72; B. & A. R. R.
Co. v. Richard~on, 135 Mass. 4 77 ; Ryerson v. Chapnian,
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66 Maine, 562 ; Kingsbu1·y v. Smith, 13 N. H. 125 ; Veazie v ."
Penob. R. R. Go. 49 Maine, 127.

Jud,qment for plaint{ff for $4 79. 00 and
interest thereon from the date of writ.
PETERS, C. .J., WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY and HASKELL,
JJ., concurred.

ELLEN F. BRIGGS
vs.
LEWISTON AND AUBURN HqRSE RAILROAD COMPANY.
Androscoggin.

Opinion April 14, 1887.

Ways. Street railroad. Change of grade. Location. Trespass.
The legislature and the city council can lawfully empower a street railroad
company to locate and maintain its railroad in the streets of a city, without
providing for additional compensation to the owner of the land.
If the company. acting under the authority of the city council, change the
grade of the street, it commits no trespass against the land owner.

ON report.
The opinion states the case.

Savage and Oakes, for plaintiff.
Where land is bounded by a highway, the center line of the
way is the boundary. 3 Wash. Real Prop. 635; ,Iohnson v.
Anderson, 18 Maine, 76; Bangor House v. Brown, 33 Maine,
309; Id. 502; Warren v. Blake, 54 Maine, 283; TVebber v.
Overlock, 66 Maine, 177 ; Oxton v. Gmves, 68 Maine, 3 71 ;
45 Maine, 9 ; 59 Maine, 105 ; 13 N. H. 584; 45 Maine, 13;
Hunt v. Rich, 38 Maine, 195.
If the plaintiff owns to the center of the highway, including
the land upon ·which the acts of the defendant complained of were
done, she can maintain tn~spass for the injury unless the
defendant can in some way ju~tify. Angell on Highways, § § 301
to 309; Waterman on Trespass, Vol. 2. § 392; 28 Am. Dec.
300 and notes; Robbins v. Borman and al. 1 Pick. 122;
Stackpole v. Healy, 16 Mass. 33; Hunt v. Rich, 38 Maine, 195.
The only effect the grant or license from the city can have is
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to protect tlie company from any prosecution for disturbing the
public rights. 2 Dillon, 548; 25 Conn. 19; 69 Am. Dec. G62,
n. 1; 67 Ill. 445; GS N. Y. 397; Green v. Gitl/ of Portland,
32 Maine, 431.
The purpose (horse railroad,) becomes one which will accommodate the public presumahly, and the privilege is one which
the legislature has power to grant, upon one condition, - that
provision shall be made for compensation for any private property
taken for such purpose. Con:-it. of Maine, Art. 1, § 21 ; Cooley
Const. Lim. 5G0; Dillon Mun. Corp. § 477; 1 Redf. on
Railways, 248; 2 Kent's. Corn. 248; 2 Johns. 167; 7 Am. Dec.
526; 24 Am. Dec. 550; 45 Am. Dec. 61; 61 Am. Dec. 283;
11 Pet. G58; 13 Wall. 178; 51 N. H. 521; 33 Conn. 548.
In some stntes, when the owner is held to part with the fee of
his land, where the highway is laid out, there is no question that
the legislature may authorize the use of the street for the
purpose, either of a horse or steam railroad, without any
provision for payment of damages. Dillon Mun. Corp. 57 4 and
notes.
As to the rule in stntes where the c,wner does not part with
the fee, we find TVilliams v. N. Y. Oentml R. R. Go. to be a
leading and carefully considered case, overruling the position
previously taken hy the court of that state (New York). 16 N.
Y. 97; 69 Am. Dec. 663 and note.
We are a ware that this is opposed to the decisions in Massachusetts and some other states, hut it is followed by the courts
of many states, nnd we think the reasoning by which the result
is reached is sound.
ti The right of the public in a highway is an ea8ement, and one
that is vested in the whole pu hlic. Is not the right of the
railroad company, if it has a right to construct its track upon the
road, also an easement? This cannot be denied; nor that the
latter easement is enjoyed, not by the public at large, but by a
corporation."
This case arose in reference to a steam railroad, and at first an
attempt was made to confine its application to these, but in
Craig v. Roclzester, &c. R. R. Uo. 39 Barb. 494, overruling
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the case Brooklyn, &c. R. R. Go. v. Brooklyn 01'.ty R. R. Uo.
33 Barb. 420, it was held to apply alike to horse railroads. See
also 39 N. Y. 407.
1
~ The feature ,vhich most widely distinguishes a railroad
from
an ordinary highway is, that the former is a t5tl'iet monopoly,
excluding all idea of competition." Davis v. _,,_~Iayo1·, &c. of
N. Y; _14 N. Y. 506; 33 Am. Dec. 51':L
11
The uses to which streets in towns and cities may legitimately
be put, are greater and more numerous than with respect to
ordinary roads or highways in the country." 2 Dillon Mun.
Corp. § 544 and note; 1 Redf. Railways, 315 n.; 11 Barb. 414;
12 Iowa, 246.
\Vhere the public have only an easement in a street or highway the use of the street or high way for a steam railroad is an
additional burden which cannot be i°mposed without compensation
to the proprietor for such new servitude. Dillon Mun. Corp.
557, and cases cited: Cooley Const. Limitations, 549; Redf. on
Railways, § 76, p. 316; 16 N. Y. 97; 25 N. Y. 52G; 14 Ohio,
523; 22 Conn. 74; 34 Conn. 57B; 20 N. J. Eq. Gl; 1G Wis.
640; 3 Foster, 83; 6 Foster, 266; 21 Mo. 580; 9 Ind. 433,
467; 5 Dutcher, 393; 31 Am. Dec. 313; 56 Am. Dec. 396;
136 Mass. and cases cited in the dissenting opinion of ALLEN, J.

Frank W. Dana and Willm·d F. Estey, for defendant.
The city had a right to authorize the company to grade the
street. R. S., c. 18 § 7 5; City ordinances, c. 3, § 5; Callender v.
Marsh, 1 Pick. 417 ; Uy1· v. Dufo'Ur, 68 Maine, 501; Cool v.
Cronunet, 13 Maine, 255; Fitz v. Boston, 4 Cush. 3ti5; Cooley's
Const. Lim. 235 et seq. Ang. and Ames, Corp. § § 111, 239;
State v. Fe1·guson, 33 N. H. 430; Hovey v. Mayo, 43 Maine,
335 ; Green v. Portland, 32 Maine, 434.
A horse railroad is not a new use of a way ; Cooley's Const.
Lim. 682, 687, 700; Oorn. v. Wilkinson, 16 Pick. 175;
Murray v. Go. Com. 12 Met. 455; Benedict v. Goit, 3 Barb.
459; Wri,qht v. Garter, 27 N. tT. 76; State v. Laveraclc, 34 N.
J. 201; 0. F. &c. Plank Road Co. v. Gane, 2 Ohio (N. S.)
418; Douglass v. Tu1"npike Uo, 22 Md. 219; Wood's Railway
Law, 721, 724; Elliott v. F. and W. R. R. Go. 32 Conn. 57~;
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Dillon Mun. Corp. (2 ed.) § 573; ..Attorney General v .
.Mettopolitian R. R. Co. 125 Mass. 515; Oitizens' Coach Co.
v. Camden Horse R.R. 33 N .•J. Eq. 2G7; C1.tshin,q v. Boston,
122 Mass. 175; Porte1' v. R. R. Co. 33 :Mo. 128; Hobart v.
Jfilwaukee City R. R. Co. 27 Wis. 194; Street Railway v.
Cunirnin1wille 14 Ohio St. 523; I-Ja,milton v. _N. Y. and Ilarleni
R. Co. 9 Paige, 170; ..Adanis v. Sanito_qa and Wash. R.R. Co. 11
Barb. 414; Plant v. Lon_q Island R. R. Co. 10 Barb. 26;
Chapman v. Albany, &c. 10 Barb. 360.

J.

A strip of the plaintiff's land in Auburn, had been
lawfully taken by public authority for a public highway. and just
compensation had been made to the owner therefor.
The
defendant company had subsequently constructed a street raiiroad,
( commonly called a 11 horse railroad") in this highway and over
the strip of land, thus taken from the plaintiff's land. Early in
1885, the company lowered the grade of their rails on this :-,trip.
whereupon the plaintiff brought this action, alleging said acts
of the defendant company to he a trespass on her land.
All these acts of the defendant were within the limits of the
highway, and were done under express license· from the city
council of Auburn, and from the Legislature. They would not
therefore constitute any trespa8s on the plaintiff's land, if such
license conferred lawfnl authority. The plaintiff contends however ,that the license invoked in this case, has no validity and
confers no authority because it undertakes to make a new and
different use of her land, without providing a just compensation
therefor.
·we do not think the construction and operation of a street
railroad in a street, is a new and different use of the land from it_s
use as a high way. The modes of using a highway strictly as a
highway are almost innumerable, and they vary and widen with
the progress of the community. ,\rhen a highway is first established in some u_nfrequented locality, it may exist for a time us a
rude road, with ·a narrow track, and only occasionally used. ,vith
the growth of population and business, and the transformation
of the lonely neighborhood into a thriving, increasing city, the
EMERY,
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highway may also go through the transformations of being
turnpiked, planked, macadamized, and paved for its entire width.
From bearing an occasional rude cart, it may come to sustain an
endless succession of wagons, drays, coaches, omnibuses and
other vehicles of travel and traffic. There is a continual march
of improvement in streets and in vehicles. It cannot be that the
land owner must be compensated anew, nt each new improvement
in street, or vehicle, or with every increase of traffic. All the
land originally taken, was taken for a highway, and for all time,
if needed, and the compensation was estimated on that basis.
The takinJ and the payment were once for all. The public, at
the first taking, acquired an untrammeled right of way over
every part of the land taken, with full right t,> do all things upon
the land to facilitate its use as a highway, and make it sufficient
at any time for the increasing need of the public for a highway.
There is in such cases no stipulation limiting the public to any
particular kind of road or vehicle.
The laying down rnih, in the street, and the running street
cars over them, for the accommodation of persons desiring to
travel on the street, is only a later mode of using the land as a
way, using it for the very purpose for which it was originally
taken. It may be a change in the mode, but it is not a change
in the use. The land is still used for a highway. The weight
of authority is so manifestly in favor of this proposition, it is
unnecessary to cite particular decisions.
Our attention is called to the fact that this defendant company
is authorized to use steam as a motor, on this same railrmtd, and
we are cited to decisions of courts, holding that the ordinary
steam railroad companies must make additional compensation to
land owners - before taking a street for their railroads. The
argument is, that however it may be as to horse railroads, steam
railroads must make compensation.
We do not think the motor is the criterion. It is rather the
use of the street. If the railroad company exclusively occupy
the land - shut off the street from it, deprive it of its character
of bearing the easement of a street- use it, not for street traffic,
but for what is known as railway traffic, the company may
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perhaps be said to make a new an<l different use of the land.
But we have no _occasion now to express any opinion on that
question. This defendant comp.my is using the land a8 a street.
Its railrnad is a street railroad. Its cars are use<l hy those who
wish to pass from place to place on the street. A change in the
motor is not a change in the use.
If public authority can lawfully authorize the construction and
operation of a street railway in a public street, without providing
for additional compensation to the land owner ( as we think it
can), it can also lawfully authorize a change of grade for that
purpose, without committing a trnspa::is upon the land owner.
The officeN of municipalities, charged with the duty of making
the streets safe and convenient, for the use of an increasing traffic,
have large authority, and wide discretion in all matters of construction and improvement, including grades. It has been held,
that the lo,vering the grade of a street by a person acting under
municipal authority, and in good faith, without wantonness, is not
a tre::ipass against the land owner. Hovey v. 111ayo, 43 Maine,
332. In this case the lowering of the grade was done under the
authority of the city council, and of the commissioner of streets.
There is no ::;uggestion of want of good faith.
We think the plaintiff is confined to the remedy provided by
statute, § 16 of city charter of Auburn - and § 68, of chap. l8
of R. S. These statute provisions will afford a remedy, if she
be entitled to any compensation. She cannot maintain this action
of trespass.
Juclgrnent for clejenclant.
PETERS,

C. J.,

WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.

JosEPH B. BABSON v~~- SAMUEL

Hancock.
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Opinion April 14, 1887.

Deed. Waters. Flats. Island. Colonial ord'inance, 1641-7.
Calls in a deed, which describe a parcel of seashore as running ''to the water
and thence by the water," carry the grant to low water mark.
An island consisting of 'about two acres of rocks and ledges, although unfit
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for habitation, may be of extent and importance enough to admit a title
thereto to be acquired by adverse possession.
"£he title to an island, situated within one hundred rods from the opposite up land, there being no channel between the island and the mainland at low water,
does not extend, as between the island and the mainland, unless by special
grant, to any fiats circling the island, except such as lie on the seaside of the
island, between the island and the receded sea.
'The rule is not val'ied "by proof that there had been, anciently, a channel, at
low water, between the mainland and the island, which had become filled
up by the slow processes of accretion.

ON exceptions.

This was an action of trespass wherein the plaintiff claimed
damages for the erection of a weir by defendant on the flats
connecting defendant's island with plaintiff's land on the main .
.It was contended by the defendant, and there was evidence tending to show it, that at the time of the original conveyances of
the main land and the island under which plaintiff and defendant
now hold, from a common grantor, that there was a channel at
low water next the mainlnnd.
The presiding justice instructed the jury as follows:
1st. t:That by the gradual filling up of the channel under the
principle of accretion, the bar would belong to the owner of the
shore of the mainland."
2d. "That the bar would belong to the mainland by accretion,
and would extend ns far as the bar extended if southerly of high
water mark ut the southerly end of the island, and within one
hundred rods:'
3d. 'That if that bar is southerly of the island, so far as it
may he material in this case, and, is within the one hundred rods
adjacent to the upland, whether title to the island be acquired
by deed or by possession, it would belong to the plaintiff."
To all of these instructions the defendant alleged exceptions.

Wiswell and King, for the plaintiff.
George

P.

Dutton and Charles A.

Spojf01·d, for the

defendant.
PETERS, C. J.
The plaintiff mvns a parcel of the main
shore, while the defendant owns or possesses ,,~hat he culls a
VOL. LXXIX.
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small island opposite the shore, within· one hundred rods from
the plaintiff's upland, and the mainland and island are connected
at low water by flats extending from shore to shore. A dispute
arises between the opposite proprietors over the ownership of
the flats between their properties.
The questions presented involve the construction, as applicable
to present facts, of that portion of the :Massachusetts colony
ordinance of 1641-7, wherein filt is declared, that in all creeks,
coves, and other places about and upon salt water, where the sea
ebbs and flows, the proprietol', or the land adjoining, shall have
propriety to the low water mark, where the sea doth not ebb
above a hundred rods, and not more wheresoever it ebbs further."
In the present case there is no water at low tide between the two
ownerships.
The parties claim their holdings under the same grantor, who
conveyed mainland to one and island to 'another. The plaintiff
suggests that, ns his deed was dated and recorded first, and
hounds him ''to the water" and '~hy the water," the island itself or
8ome part of it, comes ·within his boundaries. That description
no doubt carries the plaintiff's line to low water mark, and
includes whatever lies above it on the shore. The wofds ' 1 to
the water" would have the same significance to carry a boundary
to low water mark that other worJs have been decided to have,
such as ''by the sea,',' 11 tide water," 1'salt water," ' 1 the harbor,"
"bay," 1'cove," "creek," 11 river," ''stream," or other· tantamount
expression. Gould, Waters, § 195; and cases.
But the
plaintiff is deprived of the benefit of this principle upon this hill
of exceptions, because it does not appear that the jury may not
have concluded that the defendant won his title by adverse
possession.
To foil the effect of this answer to his proposition, the
plnintiff resorts to the position that the defendant's territory is
too insignificant in size to be regarded an island, or such an
island :1s would be subject to the principle of adverse possession.
It is generally conceded that it is not everything w_~ich rises
above high water mark that can be called island. There may be
reefs and rocks and accumulations that are not such in any
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essential sense. Thatch growths mny not be.
Tlwmton v.
Foss, 26 Maine, 402. Elevations of muscle bed have been
declared not to he. King v. Young, 76 Maine, 76. Sand
heaps and bars may not be,-or it may be a question of fact
whether they are or not, when separated from the mainland only
by narrow channels or sloughs. Railroad v. Schurmeier, 7.
Wall. 272; S. C. 10 Minn. 82.
Here the parcel is described'
as containing about two acres, and, though it consists mostly of·
rocks and ledges, and is unfit for the habitation of man, it must
be considered as having size and permanency enough to entitle·
it to the appellation of island-a right to which, might be obtained·
upon the principles of adverse possession. It must be of some·
importance. The colonial ordinance applies to islands. Hill v.
Lord, 48 Maine, 83.
This decision of the previous questions brings up another,.
more essential inquiry, whether the fiats between the mainland.
and island belong to the one or to the other or to both.
What right in flats, islands, situated within the one hundredl
rods from high water mark at the shore, shall have, when not.
regulated by the special terms of any grant, seems not to have·
been very much considered in the cases. The ordinance is in,
very general terms. The colonial government of the mother·
commonwealth granted the great boon to landholders without
much thought or intimation about the manner of dividing the,
flats among its grantees. No rule can compass all cases. The~
M:.issachusetts court has adopted different rules for different.
classes of cases, and has frequently had occasion to remark upon,
the difficulty and embarrassment attending a practical application,
of any construction of the ordinance.
Gray v. Deluce, 5,
Cush. 9 ; Rust v. Mill Corporation, 6 Pick. 158 ; Corn. v .
.Alger, 7 Cush. 53-69. In our own state a rule was agreedi
upon, not as dominating all cases, but as fitting the early
settlers' lots which extended comparatively long distances upon
the rivers or shores. But our own rule has not received much
commendation from other courts. Emerson v. Taylor, 9 Maine,
42; S. tJ. with note, 23 Am. Dec. 531-537. StocMarn v.
· Browning, 18 N.. J. Eq. p. 396; Treat v. Chiprnan, 35 Maine,
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:34; Gall v. Carroll, 40 Maine, 31. The effort of the juJicial
,department has evidently been to give to each upland proprietor
:a share of flats as nearly proportionate to his length of line on
.the river or sea as circumstance:::s permit, meting out as just and
•equitable results in all cases as possible.
Our opinion is that the flats in dispute in the present case
belong wholly to lhe plaintiff, and that the island takes no share
fo them. It would seem that they must go wholly to the island
,or wholly to the main,-they are a continuous, unbroken
,embankment between the two ''proprieties." lf the island takes
them, the mainland frontage has no flats for that extent. It is certain that the island cannot take the flats surrounding it on aH
.sides. :For, if it did, it would not only appropriate to itself,
those lying between itself and . the shore, ( northerly of the
itisland), hut would take a great extent of flats along the shore,
1lying easterly and westerly of itself.
In this way a
,diminutive island might be so situated as to absorb into its
ownership an immem,e area of flats at the expense of the opposite
iUplands. It was virtually held in Thornton v. Foss, 26 Maine,
4Q2, s1.pra, that an island within the one hundred rods, owned
separately from the ownership of the shore, did not include flats
on its easterly and westerly sides along the shores in front of the
mainland, nor flats extending northerly from itself to the main.land, but that the title extended to such flats as were on its
•f!outherly side between itself and the receded sea. Judge ,v1LDE
:-says, in Rust v. Mill Corporation, supra,_ ''If the demandant
were entitled to the flats, he could claim them only in the direction to low water mark. This is the obvious meaning of the
language of the ordinance." We think such a rule would he
thoroughly equitable,-to give the island no collateral flat1S,
when that would interfere with flats of proprietors on the main,to give to owners on the main the flats, so far as continuous and
unbroken, over to the island in the direction towards the ebbing
sea,-and to allow to the i81and all flats on its opposite side
between itself and the sea. In such .case the island has as much
front:.-i.ge of flats on its sea side as the main shore htts for the
same distance f:.-tcing the sea. Of course, this rule would not
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divest an island of property in flats entirely encircling the island,
if it be wholly surrounded by water at low tide.
But the defendant relies upon another element of the case as
so far qualifying the application of the principles above stated,
that he, as he contends, may still be the lawful possessor of a
portion of the sand har or flats in dispute,-and this presents
another important question. It seems that many years ago
there was, according to some of the evidence, a channel, even
at the lowest tide, between the island and the main. In such
case, the island would take the flats bordering about it down to
the channel. The defendant contends that, once including such
flats, the island must always include them, and that the then
existing line of division would not be lost by the channel gradually filling up from the process of accretion afterwards; that
the natural annexation does not take away a right once obtained.
"-Te do not concur with the defendant in this view-the
doctrine of the authorities lead us to an opposite conclusion. It
may seem odd that nature may, without any act of man, transfer
one person's property to another. But she may do it, when her
work is accomplished hy movements so slowly and silently
operating as not to be seen while they are going on.
The true
answer to this proposition of the defendant is, that an owner of
flats has no fixed and absolute title thereto. It is a shifting,
ambulatory, dependent, or conditional ownership. The owner
of the island might own flats appended to the island until those
flats became affixed to the opposite shore. The elements might
operate· favorably to the one proprietor or the other. They
might make and keep the channel near the mainland or near the
island-or might from time to time change and remove it-or
might fill it up-and might open it again. But wherever natural
causes place the channel they interpose a ruling boundary. If
they altogether remove the channel other principles settle the
boundary.
In Dunlap v. Stetson, 4 Mason, p. 36G, Judge STORY says of
a proprietorship of the kind: i 1He ( owner) takes the title,
subject to those common jncidents which may diminish or increase·
the extent of his boundaries." An owner may gain or lose. Tbe)
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consideration for the gain is that he might have lost-may in the
future lose-by the operation of natural causes. The doctrine
of accretion, as applied to extending or lessening an area of
flats was recognized as early as the case of Adams v. Frothin,qham, 3 Mass. 353. The present case merely requires a new
appljcation of an old principle. In a New Jersey case touching
a similar question (45 N. J. L. 40,5), it is said, ''It" (a shoreownership) "cannot be taken as an absolute, a fixed, boundary.
It must be treated as relative, as having relation to the things
as they are from time to time.'' The general question is exhaustively examined and clearly illustrated in the late case of Mulry
v. Norton, 100 N. Y. 426; and that case is reproduced in 53
Am. R. 206, with an instructive note citing all the principal
pertinent cases. The following are pointed authorities upon the
question. Uom. v Roxbury, 9 Gray, 451, and note p. 503. In
re Hull, &c. 5 M. & W. 327 ; The King v. Lord Yarborough, 3
B. & C. 91; see 4 B. & C. 485; see also 25 Alb. Law Jour. 90.
The conclusion arrived at by us does not clash with the principle, well settled, that, where the right to the soil under the
water belongs to a subject, he is entitled to all increments
coming thereon, 2 Bl. Corn. 262. This applies to growths upon
and above flats. Should the bar in this case come up above high
water mark, and become solid land, it would be an incident ofa part of-the island or of the main, according as it grew up
from the shore to the island, or vice versa. If an island increase
itself• by accretion, the increment-the enlargement-is a part
of the island. If the main increase itself, the increase is a part
-0f the main. The flats in question are a part of neither island
or main, but are between the two, incident to the main and in a
sense belonging- to it.
Nor does the rule which governs the present case apply to
flats ( circling an island), which have been reclaimed from the
sea. It affects, not what may have been flats, but what are such
at the time of their annexation to the main. A littoral proprie·tor takes flats which become by accretion attached to his shore,
but he does not in the same way take upland, whether naturally
,or artificially created. Flats reclaimed by occupancy and fi1ling
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up partake the character of permanent property, be_come integral
parts of the adjoining land.
It is the ''unimproved" and
"unenclosed" flats that may be subject to transition of ownership.
And the right of reclamation and of wharfage is general. One
of the chief purposes of the ordinance was to confer such
privileges. Every occupier of the shore was to be enabled to
reach the sea at all periods of the tide.
Lockwood v. New
York R. R. Oo. 37 Conn. 387. St01·er v. Freeman, 6 Mass
435; Com. v. Alger, 7 Cush. 53; Montgomery v. Reed, 69
Maine, 510, 515. Kean v. Stetson, 5 Pick. 492, 495; Gould,
Waters, § 169. Of course, wharves and storehouses and the
filling of flats must be such as not to materially impair the
navigable right.
The rule of the p~esent case, evidently, would not be fitting,
as between opposite owners on a cove or creek, the channel of
which has become filled up, where each is as equal and dominant
an owner as the other in the interjacent flats. If it does not
apply, however, to the flats involved in the present dispute, the
plaintiff will be to a great extent cut off from access to the sea
at low water, the result being that he is a loser, instead of a
gainer, by the disappearance of the channel. And he will be thus
restricted, by oral proof that an ancient, uncertain and indefinite
intercepting track of water once existed somewhere at low water
between the main shore and the island. That cannot be. The
theory or fiction of the law is that flats, brought into existence
by the slow and imperceptible process of accretion, are presumed
to be a natural condition a.lways existing, or as having the same
effect as if they had always so existed. It matters not, in
applying the doctrine, whether the nucleus of the flats which
finally extend from the upland, commences at the shore or at a
distance in the sea from the shore and separable from it. 11ing
v. Young, 76 Maine, 76, ante.
After retaining and considering the case a long time, we are
unable to satisfy ourselves with any other determination of the
questions presented.
Exceptions overruled.
vVALTON, DANFORTH, VrnGIN, LIBBEY, FosTER and HASKELL,
JJ., concurred.
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CASCO NATIONAL BANK

Cumberland.

vs.

FAYETTE SHAW

and others.

Opinion April 19, 1887.

Promissory notes. lvotice of protest. Indorsers, notice to, when insolvent.
Mailing notice.in street letter boxes. Practice.
Notice of the dishonor of a note indorsed by an insolvent firm is sufficient ff
addressed to the firm at its former place of business, where its affairs are
being settled by a trustee to whom the firm has made an assignment for the
benefit of its creditors and is received by the trustee.
Depositing such a notice, properly addressed, in a street letter box, put up by
the Post Office Department is as truly mailed as if deposited in the letter box
within the post office building itself.
Money received by the holder of a note, upon a contract to assign the note to
the person paying such money, is not a payment on the note, which the
indorser may have applied in a suit by the holder against the indorser.
When the defendant in a pending action is in insolvency, the continuance of
the action until the termination of the insolvency proceedings is within the
discretion of the court,and can not be claimed by the defendant as a matter
of right.

ON report.
Four actiqns between the same parties were submitted by the
report on the same facts. The first action· was assumpsit on five
promissory notes of ten thousand dollars each, signed by John
F. Mills, and indorsed by the defendants; the second action was
assumpsit on two promissory notes of forty-six hundred and
thirty-nine dollars each, signed by W. E. Plummer, and indorsed
by the defendants, and on three promissory notes of $4,659.78,
$4,675.31 and $4,658.61, respectively, signed by Chas. W.
Clement and indorsed by the defendants; the third action was
assumpsit on seven promissory notes of $4,867.50, $4,754.63,
$4,516.96, $3,996.59, $4,439.40, $4,713.61 and $4,916.84,
respectively, signed by W. E. Plummer and indorsed by the
defendants, and on three promissory notes of$4,411.21, $4,362.19,
and $4,409.60, respectively, signed by John F. Mills & Co.
and indorsed by the defendants; the fourth action was assumpsit
on three promissory notes of $4,137.15, $4,205 and $4.115.20,
respectively, signed by Charles H. Ward, and. indorsed by the
defendants, and on four promissory notes of$2,997.87, $4,481.96,
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$4,694.83 and $5,897.43, respectively, signed by Charles W.
Clement, and indorsed by the defendants, and also on two other
promissory notes of $5,316.29 and $5,132.26, respectively, signed
by L. J. Orcott and indorsed by the defendants.

William L. Putman, for the plaintiff, on the validity of the
protest, cited: Pattee v. lYicCrillis, 53 Maine, 410; Mass. Stat.
1882, c. 77, § § 8-22; Daniel, Neg. Instruments, § 1017;
Malden Bank v. Baldwin, 13 Gray, 154; Allen v. Avery, 47
Maine, 287; McGoun v. Walker, 49 Maine, 419; Bradley v.
Davis, 26 Maine, 51; King v. Crowell, 61 Maine, 244; Gilbert
v. Dennis, 3 Met. 495; Warren v. Gilman, 17 Maine, 360;
Freeman's Bank v. Perkins, 18 Maine, 292; Flint v. Ro,qers.,
15 Maine, 67 ; Lor-d v. Appleton, 15 Maine, 270; Lambert v.
Chisel in, 9 How. 552; Saco Nat. Bank v. Sanborn, 63 Maine,
340; Grafton Bank v. Cox, 13 Gray, 503; Requa v. Collins,
51 N. Y. 144; Banlc of Uti'ca v. Phillips, 3 Wend. 408; 1
Greenl. Ev. § 40; 33 Alb. L. J. 478; Abb. Trial Ev. 433,
434; Bank v. DeG1·oot, 7 Hun, 210; Pearce v. Lang.fit, 100
Penn. St. 507; Wood v. Callaghan, 28 N. W. Rep. 162;
Berridge v. Fi'tzgemld, L. R. 4 Q. B. 639 ; Eastern Bank v.
Br·own, 356; Han·ison v. Bailey, 99 Mass. 620; Keyes v.
Winter, 54 Maine, 401; Cornor v. Pratt, 138 Mass. 446;
Byles, Bills, (7 Am. ed.) 304; Bank of Com. v. Law, 127 Mass.
72; Fuller v. Hooper, 3 Gray, 334.
No protest was required since the notes were for the
accommodation of the indorsers. Daniel, Neg. Inst. § 1086 et
seq.; Blenn v. Lyford, 70 Maine, 149.
Continuance is :t matter of discretion. R. S., c. 70, § 51; c.
82, § 54; Schwartz v. Drinkwater, 70 Maine, 409; Barker v.
Haskell, 9 Cush. 222.
Geor,qe W. Morse and N. and H. B. Cleaves, for defendants.
Notice mailed to the defendants at 268 Purchase Street, Boston,
after they had made an assig-nment of all their property to F. A.
Wyman, and abandoned the premises to him, was an insufficient
notice to charge the defendants as indorsers of the -plaintiff's notes.
Because it is held that notice to the voluntary assignee of an
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indorser is insufficient to charge the indorser with liability.
House, Assignee, v. Vinton Co. Nat. Bank, (Sup. Court of
Ohio, January 16, 1885,) Reporter, August 26, 1885, p. 247.
It was likewise held that demand made at the maker's place of
business, then occupied by his assignee, was insufficient in
Armstrong v. Thurston, 11 :Md. 148, and Benedict v. Gaffe, 5
Duer, N. Y. Superior Court, 226.
In Granite Banlc v. Ayers, 16 Pick. 392, the court nonsuited
the plaintiffs, on the ground that no proper demand had been
made upon the makers, and intimated that no proper notice had
been given to the indorsers.
In the case of the Bank of America v. The Shaws, 142 Mass.
290, the decision in the appellate court was upon the facts as
already found, and they differed materially from the facts in the
case at bar. ·
Deposit in street letter boxes was, under the circumstances,
insufficient notice to charge the defendants as indorsers. The
ordinary rule is, that where personal notice is given at an
indorser's place of business, it must be given in business hours,
and, t'if left after these hours, it will not be deemed sufficient,''
&c., &c. Story on Prom. Notes, § 315.
The rules in the United States Courts, to stay all suits, whether
such as would be barred or not by discharge (unless in cases of
inexcusable laches of the debtors), is imperative . .R. S., U.S.,
§ 5106; In re Rosenber,q, 3 Benedict, 14; In re Chfrardelli, 1
Sawyer, 343; Ray v. Wight, 119 Mass. 428.
At the conclusion of the bankruptcy proceedings, if the claim
was secured by a prior attachment or other lien, the courts under
the United States practice render, in case the debtor was
discharged, only a special judgment to be satisfied out of the
debtor's estate. Doe v. Childress, 21 Wall. 642; Peck v.
Jenness, 7 How. 612; Bowman v. Harding, 56 Maine, 559;
Leighton v. Kelsey, 57 Maine, 85; Franklin Bank v. Batchelder, 23 Maine, 60; Kittred,qe v. Wa1·ren, 14 N. H. 509;
Matter of Rowell, 21 Verm. 620; Johnson v. Collins, 116 .Mass.
392; Stockwell v. Silloway, 113 Mass. 382; Davenport v.
Tilton, 10 Met. 320; Bates v. Tappan, 99 Mass. 376._
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In the state insolvency courts· of Maine, although customary
to stay suits pending insolvency, the rule is not imperative, but
discretionary; hence, in case of claim which would not be barred,
the Supreme Court rightfully refused to stay proceedings, because
no damage could ensue to ::tny parties thereby. Schwartz v.
Drinkwater, 70 Maine, 409.
In those cases, under the insolvency laws where plaintiff's
claims are such as would not be barren by the debtor's discharge,
it is held that his person is exempt from arrest, the court rendering a special judgment only. Choteau v. Richardson, 12 Allen,
365.
The reason why special judgments are allowed after the
debtor's discharge, is thus stated by TENNEY, J., in Franklin
Bank v. Batchelder, 23 Maine, 65.
, If the judgment is rendered in this case pending the insolvency
proceedings, it will create a new debt which will not be barred
by the defendants' discharge therein. Woodburv v. Perkins, 5
Cush. 86; Faxon v. Baxter, 11 Cush. 35.
The contract by Wyman for the purchase of these notes, made
without the consent of the defendants, with condition of forfeiture both of agreement and of payments, was not within the
purview of his powers as general assignee.
Contracts by parties having limited powers in excess thereof
are void. Wi'.lliams v. Evans, L. R. 1 Q. B. 352.
In Smead v. Wiggins, 3 Ga. 94, which was a case of an
agreement by plaintiff providing for payment in certain instalments, the second instalment not being made at the stipulated
time, the court held the agreement forfeited (time being of the
essence of the contract), but the plaintiff credited the payments
upon his judgment.
WALTON, J. We think the defendants had due notice of the
dishonor of the notes declared on. Notices were addressed to
them at their former place of business, where their affairs were
being settled up by a trustee, to whom they had made an assignment for the benefit of their creditors, and we have no doubt
that the notices were received by the trustee. Notices so sent
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and received are sufficient. Bank of Ame1·ica v. Shaw, 142
Mass. 290. Better reported in 2 New Eng. Rep. 572. In
the case cited the notice was to the same firm and under
substantially the same circumstances as in the cases now before
us, and the notice was held good, ~~because it was sent to what
had been the place of business of the firm, where its affairs were
actually in process of settlement under the trust."
It is objected that the notices were not properly mailed,
because they were dropped into a street letter box. ~... e' think
this is not a valid objection. Street letter boxes are authorized
by an act of Congress (R. S., U. S., § 3868), and are as
completely and as exclusively under the care and control of the
postoffice department as boxes provided for the reception of
letters within the post.office buildings themselves; and we think
a letter deposited in a street letter box, which has been put up
by the postoffice department, is as truly mailed, within the
meaning of the law, as if it were deposited in a letter box within the postoffice building itself. It has been held that a delivery
to a letter carrier is sufficient. Pearce v. Lang.fit, 101 Penn.
St. 507.
Payments are claimed. Since the commencement of these
actions the bank has received $44,398.17 from F. A. Wyman,
which the defendants claim should be credited to them. The
. credit can not be allowed. The money was not delivered or
received as payments on the notes in suit. It was received on
a contract by which the bank agreed to assign to Wyman, the
notes in suit, and the actions thereon, "with all benefit of
attachments, if any, made in said suits," and this contract has
been assigned by Wyman to a third party. It is clear therefore
that the defendants are not entitled to the benefit of these
payments. So far as appears they have neither a legal nor an
equitable right to the benefit of them.
Payments to the amount of $11,720.52 have been made by C.
W. Clement and C. H. Ward, on such of the notes in suit as are
signed by them, which will ofcourse be allowed, and the defendants
will have the benefit of them.
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The court is asked to continue these actions to await the result
of insolvency proceedings which they aver are pending against
them in this state. We are not satisfied that this request ought
to be granted. The petitions have been pending since November,
1883, and yet no adjudication has been had upon them; and we
doubt if there is any intention to prosecute them further; for
the petitioning creditors appear to have been settled with and
their claims assigned to the defendants' trustee, Wyman.
Continuances for such a cause are discretionary with the court;
th~y can not be claimed as a matter of right; and they will only
be granted when the court is satisfied that justice will be
thereby promoted. Schwartz v. Drinkwater, 70 Maine, 409.
"\Ve are not satisfied that justice would be thereby promoted in
these actions. The request is therefore denied .
.Four actions between the same parties have been submitted to
the law court upon one report of evidence; and the parties have
agreed that the court shall render such judgment in each case as
the legal rights of the parties may require. It is the opinion of
the court that the plaintiff is entitled to judgment in each of the
four actions, and such judgments will accordingly be entered.
PETERS, C. J., VIRGIN, LIBBEY tmd EMERY, JJ., concurred.
HASKELL, J., did not sit, having been of counseL

LIZZIE

M.

,v ATSON vs.

Cumberland.
Deed.

DANIEL

CRESSEY.

Opinion April 20, 1887.

Vested 1·ernainder.

Life-estate.

A deed from a father to two sons contained the following provisions - the

grantees "to come into possession of said property after the decease of me
and my wife Margaret and not before ; . . . this deed is to take effect
and go into operation on the decease of me and my wife, and not before."
Held, that the deed conveyed a vested remainder to the grantees, which they
could convey, even before the termination of the life-estate.

ON report on agreed statement of facts.
Writ of entry by which the plaintiff demands the homestead
farm of the late James McIntosh in Gorham.
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George F. Mc Quillan, for the plaintiff.
F. M. Ray, for the defendant.
°"TALTON, J.
The facts agreed upon and reported to the law
court do not sustain the plaintiff's tit]e. They show title in the
defendant.
A grantor may lawfully convey his real estate reserving to
himself, or to himself and wife, a life-estate in the premises.
Such a conveyance vests an estate in remainder in the grantee
immecfottely. His estate is not postponed till the termination of
the life estate. His right of possession or enjoyment is postponed,
but his estate, such as it is, vest1:: immediately. In other words,
he takes a vested remainder. Such an estate is transferable.
The owner may convey or mortgage it; and he can do this
before as well as after the termination of the life-estate. Of
course the estate of the grautee or mortgagee will be no greater
than that of the grantor or mortgagor. He will hold subject to
the life-estate. But, with this limitation upon it, a vested
remainder may he conveyed or mortgaged as well as any other
interest in real estate.
These principles are decisive of the case now before us. James
MGintosh conveyed his real estate to his two sons, Stephen and
George, reserving to himself and wife a life-estate. The language
of the deed is this: ''Said Stephen and George to come into
possession of said property after the decease of me and my wife
Margaret and not before." And again: 'This deed is to take
effect and go into operation on the decease of me and my wife
and not before.
My wife is to have the place while she
lives after my death." The intention of the grantor was to
reserve an estate for the life of himself and wife, and to convey
the remainder to his two sons. Of this there can be no doubt.
And the law will give effect to this intention. The demanded
premises are a portion of what was conveyed to George. James
McIntosh and his wife are now both dead and the life-estate
ended. The dernandant claims title through the heirs of James
McIntosh. Her title can be maintained only upon the ground
that the deed abo.ve referred to was ip.operative and void; or,
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in other words, that it did not convey a vested remainder to the
grantees.
We think it did convey a vested remainder to the grantees.
The conveyance was conditional; but the conditions were all
subsequent, not precedent; they would not prevent the vesting
of the estate; and it is agreed that the conditions have all
been performed, and can never, therefore, devest it. The plaintiff
claims through the heirs of James McIntosh, the father and
grnntor of George, nnd the defendant through the grantees of
George. The defendant has the better title .. Wyman v. Brown,
50 Maine, 139; Drown v. Smith, 52 Maine, 141.
Judgmentfor tlte clPfendant.
PETERS, C. J., VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ.,
concurred.

ALBERT P. GouLD vs. NATHANIEL M. WHITMORE, Administrator.
Knox.

Opinion May 28, 1887.

Executors and administrators, actions against. Limitations of actions. Practice.
Costs. R. S., c. 87, § 12.
Under R. S., c. 87, § 12, one having a claim against a deceased party may
maintain an action thereon against the administrator, if commenced within
two years and six months after notice of the appointment of the adminis~
trator is given, without a presentation of his claim in writing to the
administrator and demand of payment within two years after such notice.
But by so doing he subjects himself to the burden of having his action
continued, at his cost, to the next term of court and for such further time
and on such other terms as the court shall order ; ''and a tender of payment,
or offer thereof filed in the case, during the time of such continuance shall
bar the same and the defendant shall recover his costs."
When by the plaintiff's declaration some of the items in his account annexed are
alleged to be for services rendered within six years of the date of the writ,
the action does not appear ''on the face of the papers" to be barred by the
general limitation of six years.

ON exceptions.
Assumpsit against the administrator of the estate of Jason M.
Carlton, deceased, on an account annexed for professional services
from May, 18fi5, to May, 1882, amounting to $3639.
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The decedent died August 1, 1882. The administrator gave
notice of his appointme11t October 31, 1882. The writ \Vas
dated February 28, 1885. The plea was the general issue and
brief statement alleging that no demand was made on the
administrator before commencing the action, and setting up the
statute of limitations.

A. P. Gould, for the plaintiff.

S. U. Wlzitnwre, for the defendant.
By R. S., ch. 87, § 12, and statute 1883, ch. 243, a demand
must be made on the administrator, in writing, within two years
after notice of his appointment in order to bring and maintain an
action within the six months next following.
In the laws of 1872, c. 85, the words, "or within the six
months next following," are first found in our statutes and the
purpose the legislature had in fir::;t enacting the same, is made
clear. The maintenanee of an action, before the law of 1883, wns
absolutely contingent upon demand being made within the two
years. Those words cannot be construed as extending the time
of making a demand, but extending the time only of bringing
an action, and making the maintenance of it so brought, contingent upon a demand being made within the two years in writing.
This court so held in Fowler v. True, 7G Maine, 43.
In the law of 1883, nothing is said about a penalty if plaintiff
does not prove a demand within the two years, showing that the
legislature only amended the law of 1872, so far as it referred to
the thirty days' notice.
Two years is the limit in other sections of the statute and
reasoning from analogy, it is the limit in section 12 of e. 87, R.
S. Chap. 87, § § 13, 14 & 16.
His honor, Judge WESTON, says in Davi.-; v. Sniith, 4 Greenl.
33 7, •: ·when mutual promises nre relied upon to repel the
operation of the statute of limitation, it is upon the principle of
a new promise, of which the acknowledgment of an unsettled
account, implied from new items of credit within six years, is
evidence."
The receipts, showing that the payments were made for spe-
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cific services, are not on the general account. In BcnJmnin v.
Webster, 65 Maine, 170, hi:-i honor, Chief Justice PETERS, says
that ''where an item of charge in a plaintiff's uccount, in eases
where there are several items, and not us a pay1nent upon the
account generally, such payments ,voul<l not have the effect to
take the whole account out of the operation of the statute.''
See also Perry v. Ollesley, 77 Maine, 393.
LIBBEY, ,T.
This is an action of assumpsit to recovet for
professional services and disbursements according to the account
annexed to the wdt. Two grnunds of defence were pleaded by
the defendant.
First. That the action was barred by R. S., c. 87, § 12.
Second. That it was barred by the general limitation of six
years ; and it was claimed that these limitations were apparent
upon the face of the papers; but this contention was not
sustained by the justice presiding.
We think the ruling correct. By the act of 18 72, chapter
85, no action could be maintained against an administrator on a
claim against the estate unless such claim was first presented in
writing and payment demanded at least thirty days before the
action was commenced, and within two years after notice was
given by him of his appointment; and the right to commence
such action was limited to two years and six months from the
time such notice was given.
This act was amended by act of 1883, ch. 243, incorporated
into the R. S., of 1883, ch. 87, § 12. By this statute the
plaintiff is not required to present his claim in writing, and
demand payment at least thirty days before commencing his
action and within two years after notice of his appointment is
given; but if he commences his action without so presenting his
claim and demanding payment, he takes upon himself the burden
of having his action continued at his cost to the next term of
court, and such further time and on such other terms as the court
shall order; and "a tender of payment, or offer thereof filed in the
VOL.
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case during the time of such continuance shan bar the same, and
the defendant shall recover his costs." The same limitation of the
right to commence the action to two years and six months is
retained. The language used is not felicitous, but its meaning
is plain. The fact that the plaintiff did not present his claim in
writing, and demand payment before commencing his action is
no defense to its maintenance. The statute treats the commencement of the action as a pmsentution of the plaintiff's,
claim aµ<l a sufficient demand of payment, and gives the
administrator sufficient time to investigate the validity of the
claim, and tender or offer payment of it as n defense. Nor is it
barred by not having been commenced within two years from
the giving of notice.
Upon the second point it is sufficient to say that the action is
not barred ~'on the face of the papers," as a portion of the itemsin the account appear to be for services performed within six
years before the action was commenced.
By the agreement of the parties the case must go to the
assessor agreed upon to asses·s the damages and he must determine upon the evidence submitted how much is due and what
items in the account, if any, are barred by limitation.

Exceptions overruled.
PETERS,

C. J.,

WALTON, VIRGIN, EMERY

and

HASKELL,

J,J.,

concurred.

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD COMPANY

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
OLD ORCHARD BEACH RAILROAD COMPANY

York.
Constitutional law.

vs. Same.

Opinion June 2, 1887.

Railroads.

Crossings. R. S., c. 18, § 27. Police power.
Damages.
The provisions of R. S., c. 18, § 27, requiring that the expense of building and
maintaining so much of a town way or highway as is within the limits of
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the railroad, where such way crosses a track at grade, shall be borne by
the railroad company, are constitutional.
Those provisions are applicable to a company though its charter provides that
it is not to be altered, amended or repealed, and they do not impair the
obligation of any contract with such company.
The power of the legislature to impose such burdens for the general safety is
fundamental. It is the police power, which must be sufficiently extensive
to protect all persons and property.
Police power defined. State v. Noyes, 47 Maine, 18\l, considered too narrow.
In estimating the damages of a railroad company for land taken in laying out.
a way across its track the jury are not to take into account any damages for·
expenses in defending itself against claims for accidents at such a crossing ..

ON exceptions, and motion to set aside the verdict and for new
trial.
These two cases were appeals to this court from Mvards of·
land damages, made by the county commissioners, to the corporations for the takiug of a portion <Jf their lands, and crossing
their railroads at grade, by the location of a county way three·
rods in width.
Both were tried together.
Appellants asked the court to give the jury the following·
instructions as applicable to the claim of the Boston and .Maine
Railroad, viz. :
( 1.) 1~A railroad corporation across whose road another rail-·
road or H highway is laid out, has the like right, as all individuals
or bodies corporate, owning lands or eai:-ements, to recover·
damages for the injury occasioned to its title or right in the land
occupied by its rmid, taking into consideration any fences or·
structures on the land, 01· changes in its surface, absolutely·
required by law, or in fact necessary to be made by the corpora-•
tion injured in order to accommodate its own land to new·
condition."
( 2.) "The appellant is entitled to recover damages for taking·
its land for the purposes of a highway, subject, however, to its.
use for a railroad; for the expense of erecting and maintaining
signs required by law at the crossing, for making and maintaining cattle guards at the crossing if necessary, and for the expense
of flooring the crossing and keeping the planks in repair.''
( 3.) ' 1In as much as the charter of the Boston and Maine
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:railroad is not subject to legislative power to 'amend, alter or
irepeal' acts of incorporation since March 17, 1831, appellant is
1not subject to the provi8ion of R. S., c. 18, § 27, imposing on
.it the duty of bearing the expense of building and maintaining so
,much of this way as is within its limits without being entitled to
:recover as l:md damages a sum sufficient to indemni(y it for the
:additional expense, thus by law put upon it by the location of
this way."
( 4.) ,iWhile no damages for increase risk of accidents by
reason of the crossing can be given, yet if the present and actual
·value of the entire property be diminished because of the expense
reasonably to be apprehended as inevitably incidental to such
·accidents and claims arising therefrom, and the adjustment of,
1or defence against such claims, this is an element of damages
:which you may take into acc~rnnt."
The court declined to give any of the four, except as may be
\contained in the charge to the jury.
The points thus presented are concisely stated in the opinion.

G. C. Yeaton, for the plaintiff.
Instructions numbered ( 1) and ( 2) are quoted directly from
.Massachusetts Oentml Railroad Uompany v. Boston, Olinton
.and Fitchbw·y Railroad Company, 121 Mm,s. 124,126; and
·Old Colony and Fall River Railroad Compan,c; v. County of
Plymouth, 14 Gray, 155, 1G3, (with such verbal changes as fits
the language to the cases at bar,) and ·we as:mme will be
conceded sound and applicable to the cases at bar, except so far
as they may be affected by so much of the provisions of R. S.,
,c. 18, § 27, as embodies the provisions originating in c. 214 of
J.87 4, and modified by chap. 43 of 1878, that ''when such way
crosses the track at grade, the expense of building and maintaining so much of such way as is within the limits of such
railroad shall be borne by the railroad company whose. track is
so crossed."
It wa8 claimed nt nisi prius, tmd may he ch~irned here, that
this statutory provision has received full and final construction
by thi::, court in the late c:u,e, Portland and Rochester Jla,ilroad
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Company v. Inhabitants of Deering, Eastern Reporter, Mnrch
13, 1886, p. 98; 78 Maine, 61; and that the opinion in that case
entirely covers the ground taken by appellants in these cases.
,virntever may be conceded, so far as the appeal of the Orchard
Beach Railroad Company is concerned, it is not admitted that
this statute applies to the Boston and Maine Railroad.
The statute was held valid, because that corporation (the
Portland and Rochester Railroad) was admitted to be within the
scope of the provisions of R. S., c. 46, § 23, originating Marc'h
17, 1831, subjecting all acts of incorporation subsequent to the
lust mentioned date to legislative alteration and amendment,
''unless they contain an express limitation," as also subsequent to
the consdtutional amendment above referred to.
Exactly this limitation the original charter of the Boston and
Maine Railroad does contain. The act of March 30, 1836, c.
179, § 17, provides, 'That an act enHtled 'an act concerning
corporations,' passed March seventeenth, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and thirty-one, shall not extend or
apply to the company hereby incorporated." vVebb's Railroad
Laws of Maine, 86.
The spirit, and, in part, the scope, of the protection afforded
by this exemption, as well as the entire constitutionality of this,
and similar statutory provisions, this court has declared in State
v. Dexter and Newport Railroad Company, 69 Maine, 44. Nor
will it be claimed that this exemption was lost by the corporution, in any way, until the act of 1871, c. 630. Webb, Id. pp.
90, ~1.
Some of the marks of distinction between an act or incorporation and a grant of additional power to an existing corporation,
are pointed out in State v. Maine Central Railroad, 66 Maine,.
488.
It follows, then, the act of 1871 not being an act of incorporntion, but merely an additional gmnt to an already existing·
corporation, that the question is not whether this act confers the•
exemption from the legislative power to "amend, alter, or·
repeal," but whether this exemption, already one of appellant's;
powers or privileges, is, by the act of 1871, taken from it. It,
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is not a qaestion of grant but of repeal. Vide State of Tennessee
v. Whitworth, Tr. etc. 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 649, citing a line of twelve
decisions of the same court from Philadelphia and Wilmington
Railroad Company v. J1£aryland, 10 How. 394, to Chesapeake
and Ohio Railroad Company v. Miller, 114 US. 185.
As to the difficulties of any repeal of specific legislation by
general, or of special provisions by general language, vide Webb
v. Ridgeley, 38 Md. 364; Pitzgemld v. Champneys, ;l0 L. J.
Ch. 782; Wilberforce on Stats. 318, 330, 331, 334; Maxwell
on Interp. of Stats. 66 ; Dwarris on Stats. 530, 532.
The power of the legislature to subsequently require a railroad
corporation to construct any portion of a way not in e~istence at
the date of its charter, can only be supported as an exercise of
what has been termed the police power, which, being inalienable
in its nature, the legislature must forever retain.
One of the plain limitations it can never transgress, is the
boundary line which surrounds vested property rights. Cooley,
Constitutional Limitations, p. 572; Morawetz, Private Corporations, p. 443; Railroad v. Richmond, 96 U. S. 521, 528.
Illustrations of the rightful exercise of this povrnr, and
impliedly, if not of its exact limit, certainly of a field clearly
beyond this limit, quoad regulation of railroads at their intersection with public ways, may be found cited by Mr. Morawetz, in
Private Corporatfons, § 443, et seq., including two domestic
decisions; viz.: Norris v. And1·oscoygin Railroad, 39 Maine,
273; Inhabitants of Veazie v. Mayo, 45 Maine, 5p0.
A very full discussion of tho nature and limits of the police
power is found in Philadelphia, Wilrnington, and Baltinwre
Railroad Company v. Bowers, 4 Houst. 506, 537. See also
State v. Commissioners, 37 N. J. L. 240. Unless the land owner
is paid such sum as leaves him in as good condition as he was
before the taking, no sophistry can reconcile the process with
the constitutional provision protecting private property against
,confiscation.
Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph Company v.
Ohica,qo Rock Lr;land and Pacific Railroad Company, 6 Bissell,
158, 161; Moruwetz Private Corporations, 436.

R. P. Tapley, for defendants, cited: State v. Bunker, 59
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Maine, 366; B1·owne v. Bowdoinham, 71 Maine, 144; Bigelow v.
HUlinan, 37 Maine, 52; Estes v. Troy, 5 Maine, 368; Com v.
Coupe, 128 Mass. 66; Fitchburg Railroad v. Page, 131 Mass.
385 ; Lawrence v. Mt. Vernon, 35 Maine, 100; Sprague v.
Waite, 17 Pick. 309; Hannu.rn v. Belchertown, 19 Pick. 312;
Walker. v. Pierce, 38 Vt. 98 ; Richardson v. Pond, 15 Gray.
390; Curtis v. Keesler; 14 Barb. 511; vVebb's Railroad Laws,
90, 87; · Stetson v. Bangor, 60 Maine, 315; S. C. 73 Maine,
357; Meniplds Railroad v. Cornr's, 112 U. S. 609; 10 How.
416; 13 How. 71; l Blackf. 360, 436; 8 How. 569; Ohio and
~V_. Railroad v. Wheeler, 1 Blackf. 286; Muller- v. Dows, 94
U. S. 444; New Jersey v. Yard, 95 U. S. 104.
EMERY, .J.
The county commissioners of York eounty laid
out and established a county road, crossing at grade, the tracks
of both the appellant railroad companies, and made an appraisal
of the damages sustained by each company from the necessary
appropriation of its land within the limits of its location. The
railroad companies appealecl. and the question of damages was
tried before a jury in this court.
The bill of exceptions presents practically only two questions,
one raised by the first three exceptions, and the other by the
fourth exception. The solution of these two questions will
dispose of all the exceptions.
The legislature had ordered by R. S., c. 18, § 27, that in such
cases, the railroad company shall at its own expense build and
maintain so much of said county road as is within the limits of
the railroad. This court held in P. & R. R. R. Co. v. Deering,
78 Maine, 61; that this statute duty of the railroad company did
not entitle it to :my extra compensation for the taking of its
land-that the expense thus put upon the railroad company was
not to be considered in appraising their damages. The result in
the .case cited is decisive against the claim of the Orchard Beach
railroad comptrny on this point, as its charter is expressly subject
to legislative control.
The Boston and Maine railroad company, however claims that
its charter is not subject to ~~amendment, altemtion or repeal,"
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the state having therein stipulated against such aetion. VV-e
do not think it necessary to express any opinion on this claim.
The company further claims, that by reason of such stipulation in its charter, the legislature cannot lawfully require this.
company to bear such burdens without providing pecuniary
compensati1>n, since such requirement would impair the obligation of the contract between the state and the company contained
in the charter. \Ye do not think such a result necessarily
follows from the assumed premises.
Perhaps the question of the legislative authority over this
company in this particular cannot strictly arise until the company
refuse to comply with the statute, but as the company intimate
their wish to obey the statute, and only claim that the burden
imposed hy it, is an important element in the appraisal of their
damages, we may properly pass upon the question in this
proceeding.
The question can perhaps be more directly
presented, if stated in this way.
Could the legislature
lawfully impose this burden on this company, in the case
of a pre-existing county road r Could the legislature lawfully
require this company to assume the care of county roadR ( within
its location) existing and crossing its track before the enactment
of the statute? If the legislature could impose this duty as to
pre-existing roads without compensation, it certainly could do
so, as to future roads. There must be the same answer to either
statement of the question.
In determining whether a statute is within the powers of the
legislature, or whether it ~'amends, alters, or repeals" a charter
contrary to stipulation, it is important to ascertain the intent or
purpose of t~rn statute. The purpose of this statute was
evidently to promote the safety of travelers both upon the railroad and the county way. In view of the nature of the ordinary
steam railroad, and the dangers necessarily attending its operation, and the onerous liability of the railroad company to its
patrons and the public, it is clear that the company should have
the whole control of all things necessary to be done within its
location, for any purpose, whether for the benefit of the company,.
or that of the public. It must practically have the exclusive
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possession of the land within the lines of its location. Hayden
v. Skillings, 78 ~1aine, 413. An independent and possibly
antagonistic interest or authority should not be admitted within
those lines.
Still, that part of the county way within the lines of the railroad location must be kept safe and convenient for travelers
upon it. It must also be so constructed and maintained as not
to endanger safety in operating the railroad. The one need
combines with the other. The county way is as necessary as the
railro~td. To ensure such construction and maintenance, to ensure
such safety upon both roads at the point of intersection, fo
protect traveler::, upon both roads, to provide for the better
security of persons and property, the legislature has put this
whole matter of construction and maintenance of both roads
within the railroad limits, upon the railroad company. The
company is required to do this for its own protection and that of
citizens generally.
This power of the legislature to impose uncompensated duties
and even burdens, upon individuals and corporations for the
general safety, is fundamental. It is the ''police power." Its
proper exercise is the highest duty of government. The state
may in some cases forego the right to taxation, but it can never
relieve itself of the dut_y of providing for the safety of its
citizern,. This duty, and consequent power, override all statute
or contmct exemptions. The state cannot free any person or
corporation from subjection to this power. All personal as well
as property rights must be held subject to the police power of
the state. Beer Co. v. 1Wassackusetts, 97 U. S. 25 ; Stone v.
J.lfississippi, 101 U. S. 814; Butchers' Union Co. v. Cres(:ent
City Co. 111 U. S. 746.
This important power must be extensive enough to protect the
most retiring citizen in the most obscure walks, and to control
the greatest and wealthiest corporations.
Its exercise must
become wider, more varied and frequent, with the progress of
society. ' 1This police power of the state extends to the protection
of the lives, limbs, health, comfort and quiet of all persons and
the protection of all property within the state." Tlw1pe v.
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Rutland .Railmad Go. 27 Vt. 150. ~~n extends to the protection
of the lives, health and property of the citizens and the preservation of good order and public morals.'' Beer Go. case, 97 U.
S. 33. Its wide extent can be illustrated by instances of its
actual exercise ,vhhout direct compensation. Many of these
instances are too familiar to need citations of authorities.
The sale of provisions has heen regulated and abridged. The
sale of intoxicating liquors hns been prohibited. Licenses to
manufacture liquors, have been recalled, and the mnnufocture
prohibited, after much expenditure by the licencees. Beer Go.
case, 97 U. S. 33. Lotteries chartered for a. consideration paid,
have been suppressed. Stone's cmie, 101 U. S. 814. Dealers
in many articles of merchandise, ate required to submit them to
inspection by a public officer and pay the cost of inspection.
Dealers using weights and measures must have them approved
by a public officer, and pay the expense. The builder of
buildings is often compelled to use more expensive material and
adopt more expensive appliances, than he otherwise would.
Safety for others may require it. The blameless sufferer from
a contagious disease, is often compelled to leave home and friends
and bear his pain in some place of quarantine. The infected
places are disinfected nnd the infected clothing destroyed, all at
the expense of the unfortunate owner. In the emergency of
danger frot"n fire, this power can tear down private buildings and
otherwise destroy private property without compensation, to
prevent a greater destruction from the conflagration~ 2 Kent's
Com. 339, notes. An instance something like the requirement
of this statute, is the compelling the owners or occupants of
buildings to keep the public sidewalks, in front of the building,
clear from snow. Dillon on Mun. Corp. sec. 394.
'When the party or property affected, though private in its
character, yet has a public relation, the operation of the police
power is still more extensive nnd frequent. The ovmers of
theatres and halls are required to provide ample means of exit
though to do so may involve expensive changes in the building.
Hotel proprietors are compelled to provide fire-alarms, fire
escapes, watchmen, &c. Carriers of passengers are peculiarly
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subject to the exercise of this power. Steamboats must submit
to inspections and pay the costs thereof. They must use such
boilers and engines and carry such boats, etc., as may be prescribed. Tgey may be required from time to time to discard
old appliances and adopt and use new and more expensive
appliances for safety. Railroads are constantly paving imposed
upon them additional duties with reference to safety of persons
and property. The use of new inventions, in brakes, platforms,
switches, signals, heating, lighting, etc., is often commanded,
even though former expenditure is thereby ma(le useless. ~The
state in the exercise of its police power may require reports, the
numbering of the cars, the fixing and posting of rates, a slow
rate of movement, the disuse of steam in cities, the ringing of
a hell and the blowing of a whistle on approaching highways, the
stationing of a flagman at a highway crossing, the lighting of the
railroad in cities and villages." Pierce on Railroads, 462.
Although the charter may have prescribed one kind of fence to
be built by the railroad company, the legislature may afterward
lawfolly require another kind of fence. Pierce on Railroads,
463.
Neither is this police power confined to saving life or limb.
It may protect business interests by prohibiting discriminations,
by regulating tariffs, by enforcing facilities for the public.
Munn's case, 94 U. S. 113. The interstate commerce act
of congress, illustrates this proposition.
The case 8tate v. Noyes, 47 Maine, 189, decided in 1859, is
now generally considered too narrow and strict an interpretation.
Broader views have prevailed since then.
From the above instances of the application of the police
power, the Maine statute requiring the railroad company to ~are
for and maintain highway crossings within its location, seems to
be a moderate and ordinary exercise of a constitutional power.
Corporations derive their existence from the state and hence
are subject to the state even more completely than individuals.
Corporations created for public purposes and invested with large
powers as railroad corporations are, can properly be required to
do any reasonable thing and to assume permanently any reason-
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able duty, which shall promise greater security from the danger::;
attendant upon the exereise of their powers. rrhere must needs
he a highway. The crossing at the railroad must be kept in
repair. To permit any divided authority or respon~ibility as to
the crossing would be dangerous. The railroad company would
loudly remonstrate if the municipality were given the power to
manage the crossing. The company needs the entire control for
its own protection as well a8 that of its passengers. By operating
its road it occasions the danger. It is not unreasonable that the
railroa<lcompany should provide against the danger so occasioned.
Such a requirement does not seem to he an ''alteration, amendment or repeal" of the charter of the Boston and Maine Railroad
Company. The company exercises all the powers and privileges
it had before the enactment of the statute requiring this duty of
maintaining crossings. The statute simply requires more care
and greater security in such exercise. However the statute may
affect the company or its charter, we think the company is
subject to it. It follows that the principles announced in the
case of the P. & R. R. R. Co. v. Deering, above cited,
govern the case of the Boston and Maine Railroad Company as
well as that of Orchard Beach Railroad Company.
The fourth exception is not urged; we have found no authority
for the requested instruction. Such an apprehension of expense
which may never be incurred, is too uncertain and indefinite to
to be an element in estimating the damage to the company's
property. There may be no accidents. There may be no
unfounded claims made. None cun be certainly anticipated. If
the company cannot have compensation for increased liability to
accidents, it should not have it for mere apprehension of expense
in defending against groundless claims.
It will be seen that our answers to the questions raised by the
exceptions, requires the exceptions to be overruled.
The motion to set aside the verdict as against evidence, has
also been fully considered. It may be that the special findings
particularly as to the width of the prescriptive way, are not
according to the weight of the evidence on those points. However
that may be, the majority of the court is of the opinion that
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upon the whole evidence there is no reason to expect tt larger
award of damages, from another trial, and that the general
verdict should stand.

Exceptions and motion overr·uled.
PETERS,

C. J.,

\VALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.

SYLVES'l'ER
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\V ORMELL

'i'S.

:\LuNI◄:: CENTRAL RAILROAD Cm1PANY,

Kennebec.
Railroads.

Negligence.

Opinion June 4, 1887.
Due care.

Master and se1·vant.

New trial.

'l'hough an employee, at the time of receiving an injury, is in the performance of
duties outside of his r0gular employment (here, a wotkman in the car shops
was in the yard shackling cars, by direction of the foreman,) he cannot
recover from the employer the damages sustained, if a want of clue care on
his own part contributed to produce the injury.
'l'he law requires the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care on the part of
each - the master in providing and maintaining suitable means and instru~
mentalities with which to conduct the business in which the servant is
engaged; and the servant in providing for his own safety from such clangers
as are known to him or cfo;coverable by the exercise of ordinary care on his
own part.
'l'he question of care is one of fact for the jury, ordinarily; but it is for the
court to determine whether there is sufficient evidence of due care on the
part of the plaintiff' to sustain a verdict in his favor. Evidence so slight as
not to have leg~! weight is insufficient.
:Facts stated in the opinion which were held insufficient to show clue care.

ON motion to set aside the verdiet and exceptions from superior
court.
The verdict was for four thousand dollars.
The facts are fully stated in the opinion.

Walton and W~alton, for plaintiff.
The evidence relating to the custom of sending men out of the
shop to do work, elsewhere, was properly admitted. "\\roods'
Railway Law, Vol. 3, page 1488; Ohio& M1~ssissippiRy. Go. v.
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Collarn, 73 Ind. 2'H ; Pennsylvania Co. v. Stoelke, 104 Ill. 201.
Whether the plaintiff should have done as ordered was n question
of fact for the jury, as stated in the charge. Pattenwn v. P. &
C. Ry. Co. 76 Penn. St. 389; w· oods on Master and Servant,
p. 760.
There is no question thut the drawhar in the case at bar was
not in proper condition, hecause the buffer did hit the deadwood
nnd erushed plaintiff's arm against it. The defendants are liable
if this was the case, as their agent Philbrick, whose duty it was
to provide and repair the machinery, could have known hy
reasonable diligence the fact of iii-, improper condition. Slwrrny
v. And1·oscoggin 1.Wz'lls, 66 Maine, 420; Gilnian v. Eastern R.
R. Co. 13 Allen, 433; Ford v. Fitchbu,r,g R. R. Co. 1 t0
Mass. 240; Holden v. Fitchbltry, R. R. Co. 12H Mass. 2G8;
Warden v. Old Colony R. R. Oo. 137 Mass. 204; Gormley
v. Vulcan Iron Works, Gl Mo. 492; Dowlz'ng v. Allen, 74 Mo.
13; Brobbets v. Chi'cago Ry. Co. 38 Wis. 289; Stmldendmf
v. Rosenthml, 30 Wis. 674; Dobbin v. Richmond Ry. Go. 81
N. C. 446; Uorcomn v. Holbrook, 5D N. Y. 517; Sheelwn v.
J.V. Y. Gent. Ry. Oo. 91 N. Y. 332; Mitchell v. Robinson, 80
Ind. 281.
While the plaintiff's attention was intent upon his right hand,
with which he was guiding the shackle, is it any wonder that his
left hand was not held safely, was brought forw:ml and caught h y
the buffer and crushed? Snow v. Housatonic 1-l. R. Oo. 8 Allen,
441. Is he to blame that he did not know which way to face?
Hackett v. J.lliddlesex Man. Oo. 101 Mass. 101; Plummer v.
Railroad, 73 Maine, 591.
He was not in fault in obeying orders and relJ ing upon
Philbrick's direction. Negligence should not be attributed to
him therefor. Howard Oil Go. v. Farmer, 56 Texas, 301;
Connolly v. Poillon, 41 Barb. 36G; l{eegan v. Kavanaugh, 62
Mo. 230; Luelka v. Chic. Mil. & St. P. Ry. Go. 59 Wis.
127; \Voods on Master and Servant, pp. 720 to 733, 760.
Thom. on Neg. Vol. 2, p. 974, 971.
The jury were justified in finding that Mr. Wormell, was not
in fault but there was negligence on the part of Philbrick in
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sending plaintiff out to do the shackling without informing him of
the peril to which he wc~uld thereby be exposed, irrespective of the
question of the suitableness of the coupling, drawbar nncl buffer
attachment. Whart. Neg.§§ 216 to 220. . O'Connor v . .Admns,
120 Mass. 427; Parkhurst v. Johnson, 50 Mich. 70; Kee,qan
v. Kavanaugh, 62 .Mo. 230; Dowling v. Allen, 74 Mo. 13;
Hill v. Gust, 55 Ind. 45; Hoioard Oil Co. v. Farnier, 56 Tex.
301; Lalor v. C. B. & Q. Ry. Go. 52 Il1. 401; Woods Ry.
Law, Vol. 3, p. 1487; ,,~ oods, Maf.ter & Servant, p. 723, § 354.
It is only where the servant with full notice of_ the risk he
assumes, chooses to enter the employment, that the master is
relieved from liability. Coonibs v. New Bedfm·d Uorda,qe Uo.
102 Mass. 572; Rorer on Railroads, Vol. 2, p. 83G; Woods,
Master and Servant, 17, § 353.
So far as the case considered as a whole fa concerned, it was
one manifestly for the jury particularly when the jury had an
opportunity to examine an engine an~ car for themselves. Brown
v. ilfomn, 42 Maine, 44: Lawless v. Conn. River R. R. Co.
136 Mass. 1 ; Arkerson v. Dennison, 117 Mass. 407 ; Avilla
v. Nash, 117 Mass. 318; Huddleston v. Lowell . ZJ{achine Shop,
106 Mass. 282; Meesel Y. Lynn & Boston R. R. Co. 8 Allen,
234; Snow v. Housatonic R. R. Go. 8 Allen, 441; Reed v.
Deerfield, 8 Allen, 522; Bigelow v. Rutland, 4 Cush. 247;
Plumrner v. R. R. Co. 73 Maine, 594; Spofford v. Harlow, 3
Allen, 176; Qufrlc v. Holt, 99 Mass. 164; Gaynor v. Old
Colony & N. Ry. Go. 100 Mass. 208; Shapleigh v. Wyman,
134 Mass. 118; Tyler v .. N. Y. & N. E. Ry. Go. 137 ..Mass.
238; Johnson v. Bruner, 61 Penn. St. 58; Penn. R. R. Go. v.
O,qier, 35 Penn. St. 60; Fay v. Minn. & St. La. Ry. Co. 30
Minn. 231; Sheehy v. Burger, 62 N. Y. 558; 1lfcintfre v. N. Y.
Oen. Ry. Go. 37 N. Y. 287; Hawley v. Same, 82 N. Y. 370;
Hanley v. N. Y. Oen., Ry Go. 17 Hun, 115 ; J.l!larslt v.
Oltickering, 25 Hun, 405; Howard Oil Go. v. Fanner, 56 Tex..
301 ; Snoboda v. Ward, 40 Mich. 420; Hill v. Gust, 55 Ind.
45 ; and the other cases before cited in this argument.

F. A Waldron, also for plaintiff.

In Lawless v. Oonn. River R. R. Co. 136 Mass. 1, the court
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says! ''It is the duty of the defendant to furnish a locomotive
engine suitable for the work whieh it required the plaintiff to
perform with it, and to exercise ordinary care in the performance
of this duty and it wns responsible to the plaintiff if he was
using due care i<:H' an injury resulting from its negligence or want
of ordinary care in this respect." 110 Mass. 240; 129 Mass.
268; 100 U. S. 213; 139 .Mass. 584.
The decided cases adopt th.is rule. ''It is the duty of a master
to notify his servant of peculiar dangers which are not known
or obvious to them, but known to the defendant, its officers or
agents. And the notice and in:;;tructions must be adapted to the
immaturity and inexperience of the servant." 102 :Mass. 572 ;
120 Mass. 427; 29 Conn. 548; 30 \-Yis. 674; 31 Ohio, 479;
37 Mich. 205 ; 25 Ala. 659; 21 Hun, 396; Prince on Master
and Servant, 376.
If it be said that a man in the exercise of ordinary cnre could
have avoided the danger to which he was exposed, we answer in
the language of the court in IIawks v. Locke, 139 Mass. 209.
''We are to regard ( consider) not only that which may prnve to
have been necessary upon a review of the situation in cool blood
but what would naturally seem so in the hurry and excitement of
the moment when the parties had to act."
In O' Conner v. Adauu;, 120 Mass. 427, the evidence showed
that defendant's agent ordered the plaintiff tu vvork in a place of
peculiar danger of which he had no knowledge or experience without informing him of the risks or instmcting him how to avoid the
danger. And the court held the defendant responsible for the
injury sustained b.y the plaintiff.
In Lalor v. 0. B. & Q. R. R. Go. 52 Ill. 401~ a laborer employed in loading and unloading freight cars was ordered to
couple cars by defendant's superintendent who knew him to be
inexperienced and unacquainted with the manner of doing such
work when he ordered him to do it. The laborer did not
appreciate the danger to which he wa~ exposed and the court held
the defendant responsible in damages for the injury sustained.
The standard i:::; different in each case and as the facts and
cil'cumstances are developed at the trial it cannot be determined
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by the court but must he submitted to the determination of the
jury. This position is supported by an unbroken line of
authorities of which I will cite a few. 4 Cush. 247; lO Allen,
159; 6 Allen, 87; 12 Allen, 58; 8 Allen, 234, 522; 32 Vt.
612; 28 Conn. 264; 101 Mass. 101; 102 Mass. 572; 11 Allen,
419; 136 Mass. l; Eastern Rep. Vol. 4, No. 11, p. :8?1.

Baker, Baker and Cornish, for the defendant.
If the duty commanded is glaringly perilolls then lte servant
who attempts is guilty of contributory negligence. Lalm· v.
Railroad, 52 Ill. 401 ( 4 Am. R. 616); Railroad v. Bayfield,
8 7 Mich. 205 ; Railroad v. Adams, 5 No. East. Rep. 600;
Jones v. Railroad, 49 Mich . .573; Swiith v. Gar Woi·ks, 27 N.
W. Rep. 662; Railroad v. Fort, l'i Wall. 553; Miller v. U.
P. R. R. 12 Fed. Rep. 600; Same v. Same, 17 Fed. Re.p. 67 ;
Thomp~ort v. Railroad, 14 Fed. Rep. 564; Gr-ew v. Railroad, 20
Fed. Rep. 93; English v. Railroad, 24 Fed. Rep. 906.
His employer COLiid not require it, if not within the scope of
his contract. Wallm;e v. De Young, 98 Ill. 638 (38 Am. R.
109); Oassidy v. Railroad, rn Maine, 4-89; Griffith8 v.
London, &e.. Dock Oo. 12 Q. B. Div. 495; S. C. 13 Q. B. Div.
259; Nason v. West, ,3 Atl. Rep. 911; Leary v~ B. & A~ R.R.
1-39 Mass. !},80.
Master is not bound to notify the servant of obvious danger.
Goolbroth v~ M. 0. R. R: 77 Maine, 165; Wood, .Master and
Serv. § 326; Woodley v. Railway Go . .21 Moak's Eng. R~p.
5l9, note; Gibson v. Railroad, 46 Mo. 163; Beach, Con. Neg.
§ 138; Wheeler v. Wason M'fg Go. 135 Mass. 296; Hathaway v. Mich. Oen. R.R. 51 Mich. 253 (47 Am. R. 569);
Railr0ad v. Smithson, 45 Mich. 212; Cummings v. Rollins,
61 .Mo. 523.
FOSTER~ J~
The plaintiff was ut work as a locomotive
m~tchinist in the car shops of the defendant corporation at
Waterville. On the day the injury was received he was directed
by the foreman of the car shops to go out with an engineer and
VOL.

LXXIX.

26
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move an engine from the paint shop near by to the repair shop
where the plaintiff worked. The engine with which the moving
wai:, to be done was then etanding on the turn~tahle in the
machine shop. In order to move the engine from the paint shop
to the repair shop it became necessary ,first to remove certain
cars wh!ch were on the truck in the yard. The plaintiff went
out, and while waiting for the switches to he turned, Philbrick,
the maste• mechanic of the road, came out and asked him if he.
knew how to shackle the passenger car that stood upon the paint
shop tracks, and the plaintiff replied that he did not know how
to shackle any cars. Thereupon the ·master mechanic took him
to the car and explained the peculiar danger that might arise
from the shackling of a passenger car, no special instruction&
being given in relation to shackling flat cars, but told him he
must not get in line of the drawhars, and finally told him that he
guessed he could get along by being careful. The flat c~rs stood
next to the engine anct hnd to he coupled first. In attempting to
couple the tender to the first flat car he made several efforts 1 but
failed, as he claimed, because the shack Tes were too short. Finally,
when the engine and tender backed the' third time, standing as
be had stood before between the tender and the flat car, with
the· tender on his right and the flat car on his left, while adjusting
the shackle with his right hand, he allowed the wrist of his left
hand to l'est over the edge of the. deadwood 'of the flat car
directly over its dritwbar, and directly in front of the buffer upon
the tender, which is a projecting arm out of which the shackle
extends, and failing to connect the shackle with the dra wbar of
the car, the buffer came back against and crushed bis left hand,
necessitating its' arnputation.
The plaintiff bases a recovety against the defendnnt corporntion
upon two grounds - that the implements and means furnished
were not proper and suitable for the work which the plaintiff was
directed to do,- and that Philbrick, representing the corporation
as a vice-principal, pluce<l him in a position of peculiar peril
without notifying him of the danger.
The latter position is the one most strenuously urged and
relied on by the plaintiff who recovered a verdict against the
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defendant, and the case is now before this court on motion to set
aside the verdict, and also on exceptions.
With the view which the court has taken of the case, it does:
not become necessary to determine in what capacity Philbrick
was acting, whether as vice-principal or as a fellow-servant with1
the plaintiff, inasmuch as it is the opinion of the court .that the:
verdict cannot, be upheld upon other grounds.
The action set forth is founded upon the charge of negligence ..
It is the gist of the action. To entitle the plaintiff to recover,.
he must prove such negligence, the omission of some duty, or.·
the commh,sion of such negligent acts on the part of the defendant.
as occasioned the injury to the plaintiff.
If the injury was occasioned through his own neglect and want
of ordinary care, or was the result of accident solely, the·
defendant being without fault, the action is not maintainable.
"The negligence is the gist of the action, but the absence ofi'
negligence contributing to the injury, on the part of the plaintiff,
is equally important." Brown v. E. & N. A. Railway Oo. 58,
Muine, 387; Osborne v. Knox & Lin. Raifroad, 68 Maine, 51..
There is no presumption of negligence on the part of the·
defendant from the fact alone that an accident ha8 happened, orr
that the plaintiff has received an injury while in the employment.
of the defendant. In the long line of decisions both in thi:s.
country and in England from Priestley v. Fowler, 3 Mees. &,
\\' ek 1, to the p1'e.sent time, it has been held that the mere foct .
of the relationship of master to servant, without a neglect or·
duty, does not impo1,e upon the master, a guarantee of the,
servant'8 safety but that the servant of sufficient age and.
intelligen_ce to under1,tand the nature of the risks to which he is,.
exposed, engaging for compen1,ation in the employment of the,.
nm1,ter, taket:s upon himself the natural, ordinary and apparent
risks and peril8 incident to such employment. Ooolbroth v.
Maine Central R. R. Uo. 77 Maine, 167; .Na~on v. We.st, 7~,,
.Maine, 257.
The relationship of master and servant may and most
frequently doe1, exist by simple mutual agreement that the
servant is to labor in the service of the master. In :meh case the
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]aw holds that the terms of the contract are not fully expressed,
.and that there exists hy implication reciprocal rights and obligaitions on the part of each which it will protect and enforce equally
:as if expressed by the parties. Among other things it implies
·,that each is to exercbe ordinary and reasonable care. It implies
,that the master i8 to use ordinary care in providing and maintaindng suitable means an<l instrumentalities with which to conduct
,the business in which the servant is engaged, so that the servant,
.being himself in the exercise of due care, may be enabled to
1perform his duty without exposui·e to dangers not falling within
,the obvious scope of his employment. The implied duty of the
1master in thi.s respect is measured by the standard of ordinary
,care. Hull v. Hall, 78 Maine, 117. The law holds him to no
,higher obligation than thiti.
Nor is the employer bound to furnish the safest machinery,
instrumentalities or appliances with which to carry on his business,
ilWr to provide the best methods for their operation, in order to
:save himself from responsibility resulting from their use. If
;they are of an ordinary character and such as can with reasonable
-care be used without danger, except such as may be reasonably
.incident to the business, it is all that the law requires. Railroad
-Go. v. Sentmeyer, 92 Penn. St. 276.
Thus it has been held that where an injury happens to a servant
while using an instrument, an engine or a machine in the course
,of his employment, the nature of which he is as much aware as
.his master, and in the use of which he receives an injury, he
cannot, at all events if the evidence is consistent with hi:-, own
_negligence in the use of it as the cause of the injury, recover
against his master, there being no evidence that the injury arose
through the personal negligence of the master; and that it was
no evidence of such personal negligence of the master, that he
had in use in his business an engine or machine less safe than
some other in general use. Dynen v. Leach, 26 L. J. ( N. S.)
Exch. 221.
And in accordance with the same principle it was held in
Indianapolis B. & W. Railway v. Flanigan, 77 Ill. 365, that
a railroad company was not liable for an injury received by an
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employee, while coupling cars having double buffers, simply
because a higher degree of ca1;e is required in using them than
in those differently constructed.
So in Fort Wayne, &c. Railroad v. Gildersleeve, 33 Mich.
133, it was decided that a railroad company which used in one
of its trains an old mail car which was lower than others,
was not liable to its servant, who knowingly incurred the risk,
for an injury resulting from the coupling of such old car with
another, though the danger was greater than with cars of eqmil
height.
Every employer has the right to judge for himself in what
manner he will carry on his hu~iness, as between himself and those
whom he employs, and the servant having knowledge of the
circumstances, must judge for himself whether he will enter his
service, or, having entered, whether he will remain. Eiayden v.
Smithville, 29 Conn. 548; Buzzell v. Laconia .LW'j'g Co. 48
Maine, 121; Shanny v. Androsco,qgin Mills, fi6 Maine, 427;
Coomb8 v. New Bedfm·d Gm·dage Go. 102 Mass. 585 ; Ladd v.
New Bedford R. R. Go. 119 Mass. 413.
Moreover, the law implies that where there are special risks
in an employment of which the servant is not cognizant, or which
are not patent in the work, it is the duty of the master to noti(y
him of such risks; and on failure of such notice, if the servant,
being in the exercise of due care himself, receives injury by exposure to such risks, he i::-1 entitled to recover from the master
whenever the master knew or ought to have known of such risks.
It is unquestionably the duty of the master to communicate a
danger of which he has knowledge and the servant has not. But
there are corresponding duties on the part of the servant; and
it is held that the master is not liable to a servant who is
capable of contracting for himself, and knows the danger attending the business in the manner in which it is conducted, for an
injury resulting therefrom. Lovefoy v. Boston & Lowell Railroad, 125 Mass. 82 ; Ladd v. New Bedford R. R. Go. supra;
Priestley v. Fowler, supra. It is his duty to use ordinary care
to avoid injuries to himself. He is under as great obligation tQprovide for his own safety, from such dangers as are known to,
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him, or discoverable by the exercise of ordinary care on his part,
as the master is to provide it for him. He may by the want of
ordinary care so contribute to nn injury sustained by himself as
to destroy any right of action that might under other circumstances be available to him.
These rules are elementary and fundamental, and are everywhere recognized. They grow out of the necessities of the
relation of master and servant, and are founded and sustained by
public policy. Though dressed in language differing somewhat
in style of expression, it will he found that the decisions generally
are in acconf with the principles herein expressed. One \Vriter
has thus summed up the doctrine in the following language: ''As
we have seen it to be the duty of the muster to point out such
dangers as are not patent, so it is the duty of the employee to go
about hi:S work with his eyes open. He cannot wait to be told, 1:~ut
must act affirmatively. He must take ordinary care to learn the
dangers which are likely to beset him in the service. He must not
go blindly to his work when there is danger. He must inform
himself. This is the bw everywhere." Beach, Contrib. Neg.
§ 138. Russel v. Tillotson, 140 Mass. 201.
In speaking of the respective duties and obligations between
master and servant in reference to dangers which are concealed
and those which are obvious~ the court, in Cununin,qs v. Goll ins,
61 "Mo. ~23, say : "The defendants arc not liable for any injury
resulting from causes open to the observation of the plaintiff,
and which it required no special skill or training to foresee were
Jikely to occasion him harm, although he was at the time engaged
in the performance of a service which he had not contracted to
render."
Upon a careful examination of the evidence in the case under
·consideration, we are satisfied that the verdict cannot stand.
There is not sufficient evidence upon which a jury could properly
found a verdict that the plaintiff himself ,~as in the exercise of
-due care at the time he received his injury. This is an affirmative
proposition which, in this state and many of the others, it is in·cumbent on the plaintiff to make out by proof before he could be
.entitled to recover. Dickey v. Jlfaine Telegraph Go. 43 Maine,
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492; Lesan v. M. 0. R. Co. 77 Maine, 87; State v. Same,
77 Maine, 541; Grafts v. Boston, 109 Mass. 521; Taylor v.
Oarew M'f'g Co. 140 Mass. 151. Nor will' this pt·oposition he
sustained where the evidence in reference to it is too slight to be
considered and· acted on by a jury. It must be evidence having
some legal weight. Such is the general doctrine of the decisions.
A mere scintilla of evidence is not sufficient. Connor v. Giles,
76 Maine, 134; Riley v. Connecticut River Railroad, 135 Mass.
292; Cm-coran v. Boston & Albany Railroad, 133 Mass. 509;
Na.-;on v. West, 78 Maine, 256, and cases there cited: Oormnan
v_: Ea.~tern Counties Railway Oo. 4 Hurl. & Nor. 784.
It is not denied, as contended for by the learned counsel for the
plaintiff, that the question of due care is ordinarily ohe offactfot·
the jury. But the question oftentimes becomes one of law
whether there are such facts or circumstance$ upon which the
jury can properly base their determination in favor of such care.
If not, it is within the province of the court, in the due administration of justice according to well settled legal principles, to
revise their findings.
And in this case the evidence uncontrarlicted from the plaintiff
himself as to the manner of the accident is conclusive against the
verdict upon this point. Not only do the faets as dP-tailed by
him, and about which there appears to be no controversy, fail to
show the exercit:le of due care, but rather that degree of carelessness and neglect on his part which must be held to have very
largely if not wholly contributed to the injury complained of.
He was a man forty-five years of age, and ha<l been for many years
fomilinr with engines of all constructions; had been a locomotive
machinist for twelve years, repairing them constantly, :mrl six
years in the employ of the defendant corporation. For five
years prior to the accident engines with buffers had been in
common use upon the road, and he had worked on every pattern
of engine that came into the shops where he wa~ employed. He
testifies that the engine with which he was injured came that
morning from the repair shop where he was working, and that it
might have been there four or five weeks, and he might have
worked on it. He had received a general warning from Philbrick
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to he careful, and wus specially warned of the danger in reference
to shackling passenger cars. It also appears from the testimony
that he stood there watching the clearing of the tracks from
fifteen to thirty minutes. He had full leisure to examine and
inform himself of all the common dangers incident to shackling.
It appears that be attempted three times to do the shackling, and
the third time he received his injury. The first time he stood
with the engine backing down upon his right, himself facing the
·engine and shackling apparatus on its reur, of which the buffer
was the most prominent part. The shackle itself which he took
hold of projected from the buffer, and he could not see one
without seeing the other. Every thing was in plain sight. It
was in broad day light. At the first attempt he failed to connect
the shackle with the drawbar. Consequently the tender brought
up against the deadwood of the car on his left. As the shackle
did not connect, the contact between the tender and. the flat car
could only have been caused by the buffer striking against the
deadwood of the car precisely in the spot where he afterwards
placed his left hand and received his injury. He then tried a
new shackle, repeating the same process. The second time the
shackle failed to connect~ and the engine and car came together
again in precisely the snme manner as at first - the buffer again
striking the car at the very point where afterwards he placed his
hand. After these two attempts, immediately under his eye, he
tried a third shackle. and the engine a third time backed down
towar<is him, ngain giving him full opportunity for observation he facing the buffer as before and necessarily looking right into
the shackling apparatus of which the buffer was a part. and this
time hung his left wrist over the front edge of the center of the
deadwood, directly in front of the approaching buffer, in
precisely the same place where the buffer had just struck the
deadwood twice before. It was, as the evidence shows, the only
place upon the car where he could not have placed his hand with
perfect safety. Placing it where he did the injury was inevitable.
It required no speci~il skill or training to know that such an act
would necessarily result in injury. This was not an extraordinary
or concealed danger which required to he specially pointed out
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to a person of mature years and ordinary intelligence. He bad
been employed, as he himself testifies, for twelve years solely in
work about and upon all manner of engines and cars including
engines with buffers precisely as this one was equipped. No man
needs a printed placard to announce a yawning abyss when he
stands before it in broad day light. Yeaton v. Boston & Lowell
Railroad, 135 Mass. 418; Coolbroth v. Maine Central Railroad
Co. 77 Maine 165; Railroad Co. v. Keenan, 103 Penn. St.
124; Osborne v. Knox & Lincoln Railroad, 68 Maine, 51.
And it was held in JVheeler v. Wason M'f'g Co. 135 Mass.
298, that where the servant is as well acquainted as thP. master
with the 'dangerous nature of the machinery or instrument used,
or of the service in which he is engaged, he cannot recover.
Beach, Cont. Neg. § 140.
Very similur were the facts in the case of Hathaway v. Rail'road, 51 Mich. 253 ( 4 7 Am. Rep. 569), to these in the case
before us. There, the plaintiff, an inexperienced brakeman, was
called upon by the conductor in the night time to couple two
cars of the Erie road which were made specially dangerous by
having double deadwoods which the plaintiff had never seen
before. In that case, as in the present, one of the real grounds
set up by the plaintiff, was that he had not been sufficiently instructed in what was required of him by the company to enable
him to disrover and appreciate the danger, and that some notice
thereof should have been given him by the company other than
the general one which he received. The court say : "The
plaintiff had the full opportunity of examining the one by which
he stood some moments before the cars came together; its size,
shape and the location of the draw bar were before him. He had
only to look at it to be informed of any perils surrounding it.
The moving car at n distance of twenty feet with its deadwood
and drawbar in plain view slowly approached the one where the
plaintiff was standing. It does not appear that there was any
hurry about the business. How could the plaintiff have been
better warned? He could see the deadwoods and drawbar thereon as well as if he had made the coupling of them a thousand
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times before. He could not fail to see if he looked at all.'' See
also Taylor v. Oarew M'f'rl 0(). 140 Mass. 151.
If the plaintiff, as is contended, was at the time of this unfortunate occurrence, in the performance of duties outside of his
regular employment, he will nevertheless be held to have assumed
the risks incident to those duties. This principle is settled by
numerous decisions. Woodley v. Metropolitan District Railway Oo. 2 Exch. Div. 389; Railroad v. Fort, 17 Wall. 553;
Rummill v. Dillworth, 111 Penn. St. 343 ; Buzzell v. Laconia
J_ll'f'g Oo. 48 Maine, 121; Hayden v. Smithville, 29 Conn. 548:
Wright v. N. Y. Oenfral Railroad 25 N. Y. 570; Leary v.
Boston & Albany Railroad, 139 Mass. 587.
In the last case cited where the question is fully discussed, the
court say: "Where one has assumed an employment, if an
additional or more dangerous duty is added to his original labor,
he may accept or refuse it. If he has an existing contract for the
original service, he may refuse the additional and more dangerous service ; and, if for that reason he is discharged. he may
avail himself of his remedy on his contract. If he has no succ
contract, and knowingly, although unwillingly, accepts the
additional aqd more dangerous employment, he accepts its
incidental risks; and, while he may require the employer to
perform his duty, he cannot recover for an injury which occurs
only from his own inexperience."
From the disposition of the case already made, it becomes
unnecessary to consider the defendant's exceptions. The law
pertaining to the case in order to cover it fully at the time of
the trial was necessarily somewhat complicated ; and it is very
questionable whether the numerous abstract propositions appearing in the charge, and following each other in quick succession,
could be readily comprehended .by a jury unaccustomed to
grapple with· abstruse and intricate leg,tl propositions. While
the charge may have been correct in the abstract, we are of the
opinion that several of the defendant's reque:-,ted instrnctions were
proper to a full understanding of the principles involved, and
their application to the questions at issue, and should have been
given.
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As the ca::,e i::5 disposed of however, on other grounds, nothing
further need be said in relation to the exceptions.

Motion sustained.
granted.
PETERS, C.

J.,

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY

New trial

and HASKELL, JJ.,

concurred.

CHARLES

B.

HAZELTINE

and others

vs.
BELFAST

and

MoosEHEAD LAKE RAILROAD COMPANY

Waldo.
Railroad corporations.

and others.

Opinion June 6, 1887.

Dividends. Net earnings. Preferred stock, when court
will order dividends upon.
Holders of preferred stock in the Belfast and 1\foosehead Lake Railroad Company are entitled to a dividend from net profits each year during which they
are earned, but not, under the terms of their subscription, to cumulative
dividends; the arrearages of one year are not payable out of the earnings
of subsequent years; the inquiry is, whether earned during the particular
year for which they are demanded.
While the prospective wants and liabilities of a railroad corporation may be
taken into account in ascertaining whether net profits have been earned
from which the corporation can afford to declare a dividend, directors are
not justified in refusing to declare a dividend to preferred sto.ckholders from
earnings on hand, merely because the corporation cannot pay all of its
funded mortgage indebtedness at maturity if dividends be paid; other
conditions are to be con_sidered.
The court will compel a corporation to declare and pay dividends on preferred
stock, when the question becomes one more of right to be determined by
the law than of discret.ion to be determined by the directors, and the
directors refuse to perform their legal duty.
The defendant corporation owes nothing but a bonded mortgage debt of
$150,000, to mature in 1890; the common stock is $380,400, and the preferred $267,700; the road cost $1,050,000; the earnings of the road have
paid off an indebtedness of $251,900, which entered into its construction,
the reduction commencing in 1871, and terminating in 1885, leaving in the
latter year $22,412.32 cash assets on hand; the expenses of the corporation
are trifling beyond the payment of $9,000 annually as interest on the bonded
debt; the road is under lease until 1921, at an assured rent of $36,000 per
year, the lessee running the road at its own risk and expense, and keeping
it in repair and paying all taxes thereon ; the corporation has the ability,
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upon the strength of the lease, or on the value of the road, to renew a portion of the debt, or all of it, upon advantageous terms; and the preferred
shareholders have been for many years deprived of dividends to enable the
corporation to consummate the payment of its debts.
Held, under these and other less important facts, that the preferred stock is
entitled to a full annual dividend from the balance of e:1rnings remaining on
hand at the expiration of the year 1885.

ON report.

Bill in equity, heard on bill, answer and agreed statement.
The opinion states the tacts.

William H. Fogler, for the plaintiffs, cited: Belfast & 1.lf. H.
L. R. R. Co. v. Belfast, 77 Maine, 445 ; Morawetz, Corp.
(2 ed.) § § 440, 441, 459; Green's Brice's Ultra Vires, 164;
Richardson v. Raifroad Co. 44 Vt. 613; Kent v. Quick Silver
Mining Co. 12 Hun. 53; Barnard v. Railroad Co. 7 Allen,
521; Boardrnan v. Railroad Co. 84 N. Y. 157; Tlwmpson, v.
Railroad Go. 45 N. Y. 468; Prouty v. Railroad Oo. 1 Hun,
655 ; Beers v. Bridgeport Go. 42 Conn. 17 ; Pratt v. Pratt,
33 Conn. 446; Scott v. Eagle Fire. Go. 7 Paige, 203; Jermain
v. Railroad Go. 91 N. Y. 483; 1 Story, Eq. Jur. § 28; 1
Porn. Eq. Jur. § 109; Nickals v. R. R. Go. 15 Fed. Rep. 575.
Drummond and Drummond, for defendants.
The condition was that no assessment ( except for preliminary
survey and locution) should he made, nor any work he commenced
"until the full amount be secured for its completion to Newport."
The design of this provision and the result expected from it are
expressly stated ( as if to avoid any possible question) ''thereby
avoiding the necessity of any mortgage or incumbrance being
ever contracted by this corporation."
To prevent the violation of such a contract, a single stockholder may maintain a hill in equity against the directors, the
corporation, or the other stockholders.
Wood's Field on
Corporations, § 361.
"The holder of a certificate does not thereby become a creditor
of the corporation, and cannot maintain an action at law against
the corporation for a failure to declare and pay dividends."
Wood's Field on Corporations, § 107.
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We admit however, a distinction between the two classes of
stoek as stated by the 1mme author. Id. § 108.
In a recent case in the N_ew York Court of Appeals, in which
a stockholder brought a suit to compel it to declare a dividend,
the corporation hu<l thirty-six thousand dollars on hand ; it owed
seventy-five thousand dollars due in seventeen years; the corporation had no immediate need of the surplus on hand, or of
its earnings, except to pay the current expenses, which including
interest on the debt were about ten thousand dollars a year; the
court say : ''The property of every corporation, including ull its
earnings and profits, belongs, primarily, to such corporation,
exclusively, and not to itH stoekholder8, individually or co1lectively. They have a certain claim, it is true, hut their elaims are
always subordinate to the claims of creditor8, and the latter
approach much nearer to the condition of ownership thnn the
former. No stockholder can entitle himself to any dividend, or
to any portion of the capital stoek, until all debts are paid. The
funds on hand, which the plaintiff asks to have divided and
distributed among the stockholders, are only about half sufficient
to pay the indebtedness of the defendant. It is no sort of
consequence, in a legal point of view, that the debt is not yet
due, and has a number of years to run before it matures. The
creditors still have the better right to the funds, which th·e
defendant holds for them in trust. The court cannot undertake
to say, judicially, that the future business of the corporation will
be prosperous, nor has it any right to po~tpone the rights and
claims of creditors to future earnings and accumulations, even if
it could be certain they would accrue. The board of directors,
in their discretion and in view of all the facts within their
knowledge, might do this, but no court, I apprehend, \Vould
ever undertake to deal in such a manner with the funds of the
corporation which was indebted to an amount, at least double
the fund sought to be distributed. [1arnes v. Roche8ter Rail1"oad Go. 4 Abb. Pr. (N. S.) 109, cited by Wood, § 93.
But it is snid that the object of the directors is to help the
non-preferred stockholders; to this we reply that it is their duty
to promote the rights of those stockholders; but beyond that,
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if the directors are performing their duty and acting within the
scope of their rights, it matters nc,t what their motive may be.
Counsel claims that this is res ad,judicata, covered by Belfast,
&c. R. R. Go. v. Belfast, 77 Maine, 445. But so far
as the decision in that case goes, it sustains our position
fo every respect. It is the settled rule both ut luw and
in equity that the property of the corporation is held primarily
for the payment of the debts of the corporation. See Wood's
Field on Corp. § 365. It is often said that dividends cannot
properly be made until the debts have been paid. Ibid and
cases cited. Our statute, chapter 46, § § 4G, 47, recognizes this
principle, and the payment of dividends when a debt of such
magnitude is so soon to become due is in violation of its spirit,
if not of its terms.
PETERS, C. J. The facts of this case and moi:;t of its questions
were before the court in the case of Belfust, &c. R. R. Go. v.
Belfast, 77 Maine, 445. The preferred stockholders of the
company are now complainants against the company and its
,directori:;, seeking to obtain through a court of equity dividends
on their stock.
On March 20, 1886, when this bill was brought, the following
facts existed: The road wus, and since May 10, 1871, had been
leased to the Maine Central Railroad Company, the lease to run
until Mny 10, 19:21, the lessee to operate the road during the
intervening period at its own risk and expense, to keep it in re.pair and pay ull taxes thereon, and pay a rent of $36,000 per year.
The common stock amounts to $380,400, and the preferred to
$267,700, all paid in, amounting at par value to $648,100.
The road cost $1,050,000.
The means expended for its
con~truction, besides stock paid in, consisted of a bonded
debt of $150,000, a floating debt of $150,000, and an
indebtedness to the city of Belfast, the principal stockholder, of $101,900 for· borrowed money.
The bonded
debt is secured hy mortgage on the road, the principal of which
will mature May 15, 1890, having existed in the same form
since May 15, 1870, the interest thereon having been regularly
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paid semi~annnally. It is the only debt existing ''against the
company, nor is it pretended that any other can arise against the
compa_ny from this time to the end of the lease in 1921. The
company's expenses are trifling, being only such as are necessary
to keep up n formal corporate organization. The floating debt
had been wholly extinguished, the borrowed moneJT paid, and
there were in the treasury $22,412.32 of cash asset:-,, all from
rents received under the lease, at the date of this complaint.
At that time the directors had laid aside out of money on
hand $19,900 which, with future rents, might be available as a
reserve fund wherewith to pay the bonded debt when it matures
in 1890. But before this appropriation, which can easily be
recalled, the complainants had used due diligence, in the way of
demands, notices, motions and other movements, to obtain from
the directors a recognition of their equitable right to a dividend.
Three questions arise on the facts. First: Are· the preferred
stockholders entitled to annual dividends, if earned? Second:
At the date of the hill had dividends been earned? Third: Is
this a case authorizing the court to require the directors to declare
u dividend?
While all of these questions were hardly before the court in
the former case, to be directly adjudicated, r:,till they were
necessari]y involved in it, and we then considered them carefully, hoping the pa dies would be satisfied with the results which
were foreshadowed, without prnceeding with further litigation.
We then indicated that we were of the opinion that the preferred
stockholders would be entitled to dividends after the floating
debt became paid, and, after considering the questions anew, we
at this time see nothing to require us to change that opinion.
There can be· no possible doubt that the obligation of .the
company to the privilege<l shares rests on by-law 18, and that
the by-Jaw establishes the termR of a contract between
company and stockho]ders. We have already so decided~
The by-law runs thus: ~1Dividends on the preferred stock shall
first be made semi-annually from the net earnings of the road,
not exceeding six per centum per annum, after which dividend,
· if there shall remain a surplus, a dividend shall be made on the non-
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preferred stock up to a like per cent per annum ; and should lt
surplus then remain of net earnings, after both of said dividends,
in any one year, the same shall he divided pro rata on all the
stock."
The construction which we gave to this contract in the previous
cuse, was certainly very liberal towards the holders of the
common stock, and all the doubts were weighed in their behalf,
in the decision that the preferred stock was non-cumulative.
Harl the by-law merely provided that the preferred shares should
be entitled to a dividend of six per cent annually when earned,
the arrearagesof one year would have been payable out of the earnings of subsequent years, and there would have been no occasion
for the present controversy between the two classes of stockholders.
There is no question among the authorities on this point. Jones,
Railway, § 620. Mora wet~, Cor. 2d ed. § 458. Cook, Stock
and Stockholders § 272. The latter author, in a note to § 269
of his work, published in 1887, cites .Belfast, &c. R. R Go. v.
Belfa8t, 77 Maine, 445, supra, as inconsistent with the general
rule, but states the ground for the variance; that, inasmuch as
the by-law implies that the entire net earnings of each year
should be paid out in dividends, a deficiency of preferred
dividend in any year, could not be made up in subsequent years.
The next question is whether the money on hand shall be
regarded as net earnings out of which a preferred dividend
should be paid; and the question has been di,scussed, secondarily,
as to what extent future earnings under the lease will come
under the same head. This point depends usually on several
considerations-is a relative question-not always susceptible of
clear d,emonstration-and is a matter to a considerable extent of
good jt1dgment in conducting the company's business and of good
faith in upholding its contracts on the patt of directors.
All the cases in which an inquiry has al'isen concerning the
propriety or legality of paying preferred dividends, where the
contract is to pay as often as annually if there are annual
earning:,, concur in this, that the inquiry must be whether net profits
have been earned in the particular year at the expiration of which
dividends are demanded. The future wants and liabilities of
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the company may, no doubt, he taken into the calculation to a
certain extent, as will be more fully explained hereafter.
We think that under any of the approved definitions of net
earnings, meaning such net earnings as are applicable to
dividends, the compluinants make out a case.
Certainly, in a literal view, there must he net earnings each
year till 1890, if not up to the end of the lease. For the bills
payable are $9,000 per annum, a trifle only more, and bills
receivable are $36,000, leaving $27,000 balance on hand each
year. The preferred dividend would be $16,062 per annum,
leaving about $11,000 in the treasury annualJy. This balance
cannot now possibly be paid on any debt of the company. It is
only claimed by the respondents that in the future it may be so
used.
In Hill v. Supervi8ors, 4 Hill, 20, it is said, (1Profits generally
tnean the gain which comes in or is received from nny business
or investment where both receipts and payments are to be taken
into account." The case of Dent v. London T1·amway Uo. L. R.
16 Ch. Div. 344, strongly resembles the present case on this point.
There, as here, the preference dividends were dependent upon
the profits of the particular year only. JESSEL, M. R., says,
~(That means this, that the preferred shareholders only take a
dividend if there are profits of the year sufficient to pay their
dividend. They are co-adventurers for each particular year, and
can only look to the profits of that year. If they are lost for
that year, they are lost forever. Profits for the year mean the
surplus receipts after paying expenses and restoring the capital
to the position it was in on the first day of January of that
year." Elkin8 v. Camden and Atlantic Railroad Co. 36 N.
J., Eq. decided in 1882, presents questions similar to the
present, and announces the rule that the preferred stockholders'
1
' rights are to
be governed and regulated each year by the
pecuniary condition of the corporation at the close of the year."
In Morawetz on Corporations, 2d ed. § 45~), an approved
work, the doctrine is stated: ''The directon; of a corporation
have a discretionary power to withhold profits from the holders
VOL.
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of common shares in order to accumulate a surplus, etc. ; but
it is the duty of the directors to pay the preferred shareholders
their promised or guaranteed dividends, whenever the comp;my
has acquired funds which may rightfully be used for the payment
of dividends. This rule applies with peculiar strictness where
the preferred shareholders are entitled to receive their dividends
annually out of profits earned during the current year only, and
a deficit in any year does not become payable out of subsequent
profits.~,
But apply to the question the definition of net profits which
would be regarded as the most liberal to the company, or the
holders of the common stock; allow that there must be net
profits such as should be applied to dividends; and that fonds
may be kept on hand sufficient to make reasonable provision for
both the present and future necessities of the company. A very
much quote·d definition, as applicable to railroad corporations, is
that formulated by Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD in St. John v.
Erie Railroad Company, 10 Blatch. 271, ~'Net earnings are,
properly, the gross receipts less the expenses of operating the
road to earn such receipts. Interest on debts is paid out of what
thus remains, that is, out of net earnings. Many other liabilities
nre paid out of the net earnings. When nll liabilities are paid,
either out of the gross receipts or out of the net earnings, the
remainder is the profit of the shareholders to go toward dividends
which in that wny are paid out of the net earnings." This
definition was substantially repeated in Warren v. King, 108
U. S. 389, Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD, upon another bench,
delivering the opinion, and asserting that, "while the rights of a
preferred stockholder are not to he superior to the rights of
creditors, they are nevertheless enforceable against the company
according to the terms of the contract made by them." vVe
refer to the views to which ·we committed ourselves upon this
branch of the case in 77 Maine, p. 452, before cited.
It will be noticed that the definition of net profits, in the case
of railroad corporations, which are generally more heavily in
debt than other kinds of business corporations, calls for the
payment of interest on the company debt, but not necessarily
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for payment of any portion of the 1~rincipal. At this poi~t the·
parties come to a closer issue and really to the turning point of
the controversy. And that is; whether the bonded. deht of
$150,000, due in 1890, must be first wholly paid before any
declaration of dividends. The respondents so contend. ';{.'he·
complainants contend that, in ascertaining net profits, a portion,
only of the earnings should be reserved for the payment of the·
debt, and that the debt, or some portion. of it, when it comes:
due, should be extended in some form.
•
The authorities, on the subject of a8certaining what are the·
annual net profits or earnings of a railroad cQrporation, perhaps.
without exception, make a distinction between the payment of its.
floating debt and the payment of its permanent or bonded debt,.
-between ordinary and extraordinary indebtedness. It is notr.
indispensible, however, that the company be free from the,
pressure of floating debt before it may lawfully pay dividends
even to holders of its non preferred stock. It may, even, .under-·
some circum:-;tances, borrow money to pay dividends. Moi·awetz,
Cor. 2d ed. § 438, and cases.
In many cases there is difficulty in ascertaining what the actual 1
condition of a company _may be. None exists here. There·
could not well he an instance of less complicated affairs. · The·
business of the company is guaranteed, its amount of income·
fixed, its expenses are nominal_, and its freedom from all . the·
liabilities and risks usually incident to the management of m
railroad is assured, for the next thirty-three years.
In every sense this last debt of $150,000 is a permanent debt.
It is a bonded, mortgage and interest-bearing debt. The lease·
secures it many times over. The road itself is an absolute·
security for it, and undeniably for much more. It is a perma-•
nent debt for another reason. It entered into the construction•
of the road and is represented in its permanent property. A
distinction between expenses for constmction and ordinary
expenses is maintained in the leading cases on this subject. The
argument is that capital paid in and capital borrowed unitedly
produced the earnings, and that a proportionate share of the
earnings should be accorded to each. 77 Maine, before cited,
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lP· 453. In that view the bondP.d debt earns but $9,000 per
.annum of the $36,000 earned in all.
It will be readily seen that there are special reasons for
,deeming the complainants' claim equitable. They have been
required to remain in waiting for dividends for many years, in
•order that a large amount of the company's indebtedness, say
$250,000, should be first paid, quite an exacting constmction
.against them being required to produce such result.
The company or its common shareholders would have suffered no injustice
had the d~bt to the city of Belfast, been placed in a permanent
fonded form. Another thing, before spoken of, which favors
..the complainants, is, tlmt by our former opinion their dividends
. were held to be non-cumulative, and if lost now are forever lost.
Still another thing may be of importance enough to be taken
'into account, and that is that the corporation is paying six per
seent interest on its bonds, and receives 'about one-third interest
,on the sums which it proposes to keep on hand.
The respondents go further than to deny that net profits have
:been or will be earned ; they contend that they should not be
divided even if they have been earned. Of course all the net
earnings of an indebted company should not always be devoted
to dividends, We think a company should have a right to base
,its calculations upon a final payment of its debts at some
time. But steps in that direction are not to be untimely, or
oppressive to other interests, and should be such as not to
unreas0na.bly interfere with the expectations or interests of
stockholders, and such as will not prevent a reasonable performance of all other obligations which have been assumed by the
company. The more practical question is, as to how far the
earnings shall be reserved and how far divided. But it comes
round to the primary question, which is, have net profits been
earned, such as are reasonably applicable to dividends? The
argument of the learned counsel for the respondents seems to
proceed upon the idea that the complainants have a prior right
to receive dividends only whenever they have been actually
declared, but that the company has the right to refuse to declare
dividends, whether they have been earned or not. Such is not
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the letter or spirit of the contract entered into. The promise of
the company was, that dividends semi-annually from net earnings
'~shall be made."
But when the present mortgage debt of $150,000 was established it was to be paid in twenty years, and shall it not be paid
at the end of that time, asks counsel? It may have been supposed
that twenty years would be long enough for the debt to run
without a renewal. But if it was even supposed that the debt
could be conveniently paid at maturity without renewal, was it
not calculated by the parties that dividends would be in the
meantime distributed to the preferred stockholders? The result
only proves a miscalculation by the company of its ability to
literally perform its obligations. Is it an excuse for not declar-.
ing dividends out of net earnings, provided there are net
earnings, merely that a company cannot pay an entire bonded
debt at maturity without creating a new debt or borrowing again?
Is it not reasonable to require the company to keep all its
obligations, when they can easily do so? If the company
bad no means or credit which would enable them to place a new
obligation on the market there would be force in the position.
But no such inability is or possibly can be pretended. Can it
be said that a railroad company makes no net profits in a year in
which it gains $36,000 and has only $9,000 to pay out, because
it owes $150,000, payable in four years, abundantly secured upon
its property, when the company has a perfect credit and abundant
means to enable it to replace the old with a new loan on advantageous terms? Does a merchant who carries on business partly
on borrowed capital, earn no profit$ in a year at the end of"
which, besides retaining his capital, he has received $27,000
more than all he has paid out, simply because he owes a debt for
his borrowed capital which he has abundant ability to pay, but not
without further borrowing? Says l\forawetz, (Cor. § 439): '~In
ascertaining whether a company has a surplus which may be
divided among the shareholders, permanent improvements made
by means of borrowed money may often be valued as counter-balancing the liability of the company for the money used to,
construct them."
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Two cases are relied on for the respondents neither of which
appears to us as having any tendency to support their general
position. One is ·Karnes v. Rochester Railway Co. 4 .Abb. Pr.
N. S. 107. That case shows that two sets of railroad directors
were chosen, and· a controversy was going on between them as
to which was the legitimate board. Pendmg that litigation a
common shareholder-there was no preferred stock-brought a
bill to have all the moneyed assets of the corporation distributed
amorrg the stockhohlers. There were $36,009 in government
bonds on hand, the debt was $70,000, due in seventeen years,
the annual expenses were about $10,000, and the bill, which was
demurred to, did not allege whether there was any annual balance
of p1:ofits or not. The court, amongst other grounds of decision,
sai~, that no breach of any obligation on th~ part of the company to the stockholders, nor :my omission of duty, was alleged;
that. the nets of directors should not be interfered with by courts
except to prevent injustice; that the corporation could make no
dividends, and the directors were not a party to the bill; that
· there was nothing to indicate that the money on hand w~s not
needful fot· the security of the creditors·· of the company; that
it was not even alleged that the directors had refused to make a
dividend, nor stated that one, in justice, ought to he made;
and. the bill was dismissed.
The other case is New York, Lake Erie & Western Railroad
Co. v. Nichals, lately determined in the Supreme Court of the
United States, reported in 15 Fed. R.' 575. The case was first
decided in the circuit court, 21 Blatch. 177, where it was held
that the company could not, against the interests of preferred
.stockholders, divert a large quantity of funds from then1 to
other uses of the company. The decree was reversed in the
upper court, not for any difference between the two tribunals as
to the law of the case, as stated ~y the judge below, but upon
.a difference of opinion in making an application of the law to
the .facts. The points of the case are correctly represented by
the head-notes which are as follows: "The holder of preferred
stock is not entitled absolutely to a dividend, even if there be
•tnet ea_rnings' from which such dividend might be paid. The
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directors may use the 'net earnings' for the improvement of the
road, where such improvement is shown to be imperatively
necessary to the preservation of the corporate property, and the
continuance of the corporate business." The court were deeply
impressed with the uncontradicted testimony of the president of
the company, that ''but for using the funds in question in that
case, the company could not have paid its fixed charges, but
would have again gone into b::mkruptcy, and the entire interest
of the stockholders been destroyed." That is unquestionable
doctrine. Preferred stockholders are not to be protected to the
extent of endangering the rights of creditors, or of wrecking or
crippling the enterprise of the road.
Clark Stock._ § 271.
Uulver v. Reno, &c. Oo. 91 Penn. St. 367.
The condition of the railroad above alluded to, the Erie
system, illustrates the fallacy of the -claim that all the earnings
of a railroad corporation should be withheld from stockholders
until its debts am paid. That company has a capital of over
seventy-seven million of common and preferred stock, and an
indebtedness exceeding one hundred million of dollars, secured ·
and unsecured.
The court need not have troubled itsel(
over the difficulties presented in that case, if it had had the
courage to assume that the preferred stockholders were not
entitled to dividends until the one hundred million dollars of
debt were paid. There is hai·tlly a railroad company in the world
that bas not a funded debt. Such a rule would work an injustice
amounting to cruelty in many cases. Sec. 100, c. 42, R. S.,
provides that savings banks may invest their deposits in the
stocks of any dividend paying railrond in New England. How
would the rule contended for work with savings bank deposits
invested in Maine Central Railroad stock, a company having
$3,600,000 stock and $11,000,000 of indebtedness; or in the
Boston and Maine, with a debt of $7,000,000; or in the Boston
& Albany, with a debt of $10,000,000; or, if we look out of
New England, in the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad
Co., one of the most reputable companies in our country, having
more than $80,000,000, of funded indebtedness? What would
annnuities and life estates be practieally worth to the holders of
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them in railroad companies, under a rule which allowed no
dividends until all debts are paid. The history of railroad
enterprises teaches us that the old liabilities of companies :~re
well nigh habitually paid by the creation of new ones, the
general design being to lessen the liabilities, which are represented in the construction, by gradual processes.
The last point which the case presents is whether the court can
interfere in behalf
the complainants. We think it can and
should. The directors refuse to perform a duty. They ignore
a contract. They are chosen by the holder::; of the common
stock, who are the majority, and are hostile to the interest of
the complainants. ,v e asserted the right of the court in the
former case, and there cited authorities in support of it. Says
Morawetz (Cor. § 280) : ''Where certain shareholders are entitled
to privileges which do not belong to the other members of the
company, the court will provide a remedy for an infringement of
these privileges by the other shareholders of the company's
agents." See Cook, before cited, § 541, and cases. Says
WHEELER, J., in Lake Brie, &c. Railroad Co. v. Nickals,
supra, ''when it comes to the question of using the profits which
would go to one set of stockholders for the benefit of another
set, a more rigid rule should be upheld. The question becomes
more one of right to be determined by the law, than one of
policy to he determined by the dh;cretion of the directors.''
VVhen the resolution of directors makes an alteration in the
priorities and payments provided · in the rnemornndum of
association, it is beyond their power, and may be interfered with
by the court. Asltbury v. Watson, L. R. 30 Ch. Div. 376.
Even an action at law was allowed on a contract to make a
dividend of earnings. Bates v. Railroad Co. 49 Maine, 491.
But has the court the power, asks the learned counsel, to
prevent a company paying its debt when it becomes due? Not
at all. On the contrary, the court would compel the company
to pay its debts to the letter. It will also exercise its power in
a legitimate case to l'equire the company to keep its other
obligations, legal or equitable. While the company does not
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owe a clebt to the preferred shareholders, it does owe them an
obligation, founded upon a contract which is as sacred as any
other contract. If the company had not sufficient means or
credit with which to pay its debts without applying upon them
the funds in question, the funds should be so used. But no
creditor makes opposition to complainants' claim, nor have they
any occasion to. The creditors must be protected, and so must
the different classes of stockholders, according to their respective
rights. If the preferred stock is in the way of an earlier enjoyment of dividends by the holders of the common stock, than
otherwise would have been, it is an impediment of the company's
own creation. The contract to pay dividends on preferred
stock, was upon the sole condition that net enrnings are possessed
by the company. New conditions cannot be imposed by the
company nlone. Good faith forbids it.
Finally, what shall the decree be? The complainants, admitting that the mortgage debt should be paid within some reasonable time, which must from necessity be somewhat arbitrarily
fixed, and adopting the scheme suggested by the court in the
former case, ask that a decree be passed allowing dividends for
the present and the future for such an amount semi-annually as
will not deprive the company of an opportunity of extinguishing
its debt within the life of the lease, if it desires to, and of paying
dividends to the preferred stockholders during the same period.
That would require a calculation which a master, and not the
court, should make, and we are inclined to the view that such an
extensive decree may not be expedient, all things considered, at
the pre-,ent juncture. The future action of the company may
make such a comprehensive proceeding avoidable.
The limited and more direct inquiry is whether on January 1,
1886, the company should have declared a dividend on the
preferred stock, requiring therefor the payment of $16,062.
We think, as between itself and that class of stockholders, it
was possessed of net earnings enough, which by its agreement
it had pledged for that purpose. It had $22,412.32 in its
treasury; it received $18,000 in addition on May 10, 1886; it
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had nothing to pay until a half year's interest, $4,500, became
due on May 15, 1886.

Bill sustained with costs. Decree
according to the opinion.
WALTON, DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and FOSTER,
concurred.

JJ.,

JOHN FRENCH vs. DAVID Cow AN and others.
Androscoggin.

Opinion June 9, 1887.

Lewiston city marshal.

Mandamus. Practice. Special Stat. 1880, c. 293.
Quo warranto.
Chapter 293 of the private and special laws of 1880, entitled ".An act to promote the efficiency of the police force of the city of Lewiston," is to be
regarded as amendatory of the original act of incorporation, and is to be
construed in accordance with the true intent and meaning of the legislature
as evidenced not only from the language of the particular act, but also from
the act of incorporation which it sought to amend.
One of the objects sought to be attained by the amendment, besides a modification in the manner of appointment, was, that the terms of office of city
marshal were to consist of consecutive periods of two years each, commencing with the beginning of the municipal year as provided in the city
ordinances, and following each other in regular order, the one commencing
when the other ends, instead of annual terms of one year each as before the
passage of the act.
Mandamus is not an appropriate remedy to try the title to an office as against
one actually in possession under color of law.
Where a person is in the actual possession of an office under an election or a
commission, and is thus exercising its duties under color of right, the
validity of his election or commission cannot, in general, be tried or tested
on mandamus to admit another, but only by an information in the nature of
quo warranto.

William L. Putnam and George G. Wing, for plaintiff.
,ve regard this case as fully covered by the opinion of the
Justices in 61 Maine, 601. There is no question as to any officer
of the United States holding for a term of years, whether his
term commences at the expiration of a previous term, or at the
death of a previous incumbent, or on his removal. In either
case the successor holds for the full term named in the statute.
This is the settled practice, and the law was so expressed in the
case of the navy agent. Opinions .Attorney General, Vol. 2,
p. 333.
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The relations between them are in no way in the nature of
contract. Even the salary could not be recovered on that theory,
and can be sued for in assumpsit only on the ground of an implied
ast-iumpsit. Farwell v. Roc~land, 62 Maine, 296.
It is said in And1·ew8 v. King, 77 Maine, 230, that the city
marshal '' has other than municipal duties." See Oo11unonwealth
v. Swa8ey, 133 Mass. 538; Shaw v. Macon, 21 Ga. 283.
In Philadelphia v. Rink, 4 Eastern Rep. 642, an action for
salary brought by an officer who had heen "counted out," the
court said: '' It is no answer to say that he did not then take the
ottth or give the bond." He was denied the privilege of doing
either.
It is stated that mandamus will not lie except where there is
a clear, legal right, and the court in Towne8 v. Nichols, 73
Maine, 517, has used very effective language on this point.
It was long ago determined in Commonwealth v. Dennison,
24 Howard, 66, as follows: "It is equally well settled that a
mandamus in modern practice is nothing more than an action at
law between the parties, and it is now regarded as a prerogative
writ." This was reaffirmed in Hartman v. Green/tow, 102
u. s. 675.
"\Ve are unable to understand the full applicability and force
in Maine and Miu,sachusetts of the language so commonly used,
that mandamus only lies where there is a clear, legal right, in
view of the fact of the elaborate and difficult questions of luw
which were settled in Strong's case, 20 Pick. 484. Putnam. v.
Langley, 133 Mass.· 204; Williams v. Go . . C01n. 35 Maine,
345; Bake1· v. Johnson, 41 Maine, 15; Smyth v. Titconib,
31 Maine, 272, and other cases which we might cite.
Moreover, while it is doubted whether mandamus is the proper
remedy for a person claiming office, who has never been in office,
it is held that it is the proper remedy, under the circumstances
like those at bar, in High on Extraordinary Remedies, § § 46
and 49, and Dillon on Municipal Corporations,§ 847.
It seems not improper in closing to cite the following from the
expressions of Lord MANSFIELD in Rex v. Barker, Burrow's
Reports, p. 1267: "Mandamus," he says, '' ought to be used on
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all occasic',ns where the law has established no specific remedy,
and where in justice and good government there ought to be one.
Within the last century it has been liberally interposed for the
benefit of the subject and advancement of justice."

John B. Cotton, lVUliam ll. _,J_Vewell and Wilbur H. Judkins,
city solicitor, for defendants, cited upon the first point considered
in the opinion: 1 Dillon, Mun. Corp. § 87; Cooley's Con. Lim.
194; Mason v. McOlave, 99 N. Y. 89; State v. Pem·cy, 44
Mo. 159; Lande1·s v. Smith, 4 East, Rep. 933 (78 Maine,
212) ; Holrnes v. Paris, 75 Maine, 561 ; Baker v. Kfrk, 33
Ind. 521; Trustees v. Erie, 31 Pa. St. 515; Goodwin v.
Thoman, 10 Kansas, 191; People v. Weller, 11 Cal. 87; State
v. Mebling, 6 Ohio St. 43; Ohalmm·s v. Cook, 20 Ohio St.
253; 16 Fla. 842, and cases cited; 50 Maine, 607; 61 Maine,
601; Blankley v. Winstanley, 3 T. R. 28; Rex v. Osborne,
4 East, 337; Mayor v. Long, 1 Camp. 22; Rex v. Bellringer,
4 T. R. 316; Rex v. Headley, 7 B. & C. 496; 1 M. & R. 345;
Sherwin v. Bugbee, 16 Vt. 439.
FoSII.'ER, J. The controversy in this case arises in relation to
the title to office of city marshal of the city of Lewiston, and a
petition for mandamus is instituted against the mayor and aldermen, and Daniel Guptil, the present incumbent of said office.
The petitioner claims under an appointment made by the mayor
by and with the advice and consent of the aldermen, March 12,
1885. The defendant, Guptil, claims under a similar appointment made April 1, 1886. It being conceded that both appointments were made by the proper authorities, the controversy
arises by reason of the contention of the petitioner that his
appointment, although expressly purporting to extend only to
April 1, 1886, was by operation of law for the term of two
years from the date of such appointment and would not expire
till March 12, 1887, and that consequently the appointment of
Guptil during that time was unauthorized and void. Guptil, at
the time of his appointment, took pm;::;ession of the office and
was recognized as the lawful city marshal, and has ever since
been acting as such.
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Inasmuch as the question presented, if we are to decide it
upon its merits, becomes one of statutory construction, it will be
necessary briefly to examine the act of incorporation of the city,
as well as the subsequent enactment of 1880, entitled 1~ An act
to promote the efficiency of the police force of the city of
Lewiston."
By an examination of section four of the city charter, it will
he found that all subordinate officers were to be elected and
appointed annually by the city council for the ensuing year, on
the third Monday of March or as soon thereafter as might be
convenient; that all officers should be chosen and vacancies
supplied for the current year, except as therein otherwise
provided; and that all the subordinate offieers and agents of the
city should hold their offices during the ensuing year, and till
others should be elected and qualified in their stead, unless sooner
removed by the city council.
Thus the tenure of office provided by this section lVHS for the
_.current year.
Section eighteen authorized the appointment of a city marshal
by the mayor and aldermen in the manner provided in the section
before named; constituted such marshal chief of police, and
specified his duties.
It is also provided by said charter that the city may ordain
and publish such acts, laws and regulations, not inconsistent
with the constitution nnd laws of this state, as shall be needful to
the good order of the city.
In accordance with the express authority with which the city
was thus invested, certain ordinances were duly ordained and
puhlished,-the twenty-first section of which provided that all
police officers should hold their office until the last day of March
next succeeding their appointment.
And here it may be stated as a fact about which there is no
dispute., that since the incorporation of the city it has been the
custom pertaining to the administration of police for the term of
office of city marshal to expire on the last day of March and to
begin on the first day of April in the respective years in which
terms of said office expire and begin, not only under the original
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act of incorporation, but also since the special act in relation to
promoting the efficiency of the police went into operation in the
spring of 1880.
Inasmuch, therefore, as that act provided that the city marshal
should hold his office for the term of two years, the subsequent
appointments were made on April 1, 1880, 1882 and 1884.
Although several appointments were made from April l, 1884,
to the time when the petitioner was appointed, none of them
received the advice and consent of the aldermen till the appointment of the petitioner, March 12, 1885.
It is at this point that the present controversy arises. It is
insisted hy the petitioner that a city marshal duly appointed in
accordance with said act to succeed one whose term has fully
expired, has by the express provisions of the act a definite and
individual term of office of two full years from such appointment
which cannot be abridged either by the uct of the mayor or of
the aldermen, and whether made at the commencement of the
municipal year or any time thereafter.
On the other hand, it is claimed in defence that by a proper
legal interpretation of the act when read along with the uet of
incorporation, as necessarily it must be, the term of a city
marshal appointed to succeed one whose term has expired, is to
be reckoned, for the purpose of ascertaining its duration, from
the first day of April next succeeding the prior term, and that
the person thus appointed is entitled to hold his office only to
the expiration of two years from that date, notwithstanding there
may have been an interval of time of greater or" less extent
between the expiration of the prior term and the date of his
appointment.
In arriving at a correct conclusion in determining which of the
foregoing positions is correct, we must be guided by the established rules pertaining to the construction of statutes - that like
a will or contract it is to b~ read and construed as a whole,
recourse being had to all its parts rather than to any particular
clause where the meaning is doubtful, or where by giving a
particular clause full effect it would conflict with other clauses.
And in the construction of statutes it is held to be the duty of
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courts to execute all laws according to their true intent and
meaning; that intent, when collected from the whole and every
part of a statute, must prevail, even over the literal import of
terms, and control the strict letter of the law, when the latter
would lead to pos::;ible injustice and contradictions. State v.
J.Wayor of Laporte, 28 Ind. 248; Holrnes v. Paris, 75 Maine,
561, and cases there cited.
Hence, the act of 1880 is to be read and construed not as
standing alone, but in the light of the instrument which it sought
to amend. That instrument is the act of incorporation ; and
only so much thereof is altered or repealed as is inconsistent
with the act in question. This act in express terms changes the
manner of appointment of the city marshal, deputy nrnrshal and
policemen. Formerly the appointment was the joint act of the
mayor and aldermen : by the amendment, these appointments
are vested in the mayor, the confirmation in the aldermen. The
tenure of certain offices is changed. The act provides that '' the
city marshal shall hold his office for the term of two years, and
the reniaindel' of the police force shall hold their office for the
term of three years, providing, however, that the first year after
this act shall take effect, one-third in number, as near as may he,
of said police force, shall he appointed for the term of one year;
one-third in number, as near as may be, shall be appointed for
the term of two year:,, and one-third in number, as near as may
be, shall be appointed for the term of three years, and there shall
he appointed each year thereafter one-third in number, as near
as may be, of said police force."
It is evident, when we consider the language of the amendment
in connection with the act of incorporation, that one of the
objects to be attained, besides a modification in the manner of
appointment, was that the terms of office of city marshal were
to consist of consecutive periods of two years following each
other in regular order, the one commencing when the other ends,
instead of annual terms of one year each as before .the passage
of this act.
The purport of the statute in question is to promote the
efficiency of the police force of the city. That force consists of

•
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the marshal, deputy marshal und policemen. It was also the
design of the statute that the terms of the policemen should
consist of periods of three years, following ench other in like
consecutive order as those of the city marshal. The tenure of
their office was so arranged that one-third of their number, as
near as may be, were to be appointed each year, thus preserving
the efficiency of the force. It is admitte<l that the police year
in practice ever since the adoption of the city charter, has begun
on the first day of April, anct that since the passage of this
statute the office of city marshal has been filled in separate and
distinct terms of two years each, these terms commencing on the
same day in April as the police year. The same paragraph
which designates the terms of office of the remainder of the
police al:50 specifies the tenure of office of the city marshal.
That office is intimately associated with and forms a part of the
police department, the marshal being chief of police and possessing all the powers and exercising all the duties appertaining
to constables of towns. It partakes more of the character of a
municipal office commencing at the beginning of the municipal
year, than of those offices which, like judges and registers of
probate and judicial officers, are entirely independent of municipal
affairs. In the latter class the terms are fixed an<l positive to he
sure, when no vacancy occurs, but in case of any vacancy the
constitution provides otherwise for the commencement of such
termg. The constitution in express terms provides that all
judicial officers shall hold their respective offices for a definite
term "from the time of their respective appointments." The
rule applicable in such cases cannot properly be applied in the
construction of a statute the provisions of which may he controlled
by the true intent and meaning of the law makers, as evidenced
from all its parts and the object sought to be attained. Opinion
of the Justices, 61 Maine, 602; 50 Maine, 608; Hale v. Brown,
59 N. H. 555; People v. McOlave, 99 N. Y. 89.
If we were to give any other construction to this statute in
relation to the commencement and duration of the terms of office
of the marshal and the policemen, the terms of service of the
appointees might soon become such as to entirely destroy the
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force nf the provision that one-third, as near as may b~, should
be appointed each year. The results of any other construction
may properly be anticipated, and if those results should be found
to be anomalous, unjust, or even inconvenient, it is a legitimate
and strong argument against such construction, and it might well
be presumed that the legislature did not intend nny swch results.
Lander.-; v. Smith, 78 Maine, 213.
Thus the 'case of State v. 1r1ayor of Lapm·te, 28 Ind. 248, was
a proceeding to determine the right to nn office. The city
charter provided that only one councilman, of the two from each
ward, should be elected every two years, for a t~mn of four
years. It was contended that the terms were four years whether
from a general election or tt spedal election, and that they were
not neces:-::;arily distinct and ~onsecutive with periods of two years
intervening. But the court hel<l otherwise, saying! ,~ If the
provision that 'all officers elected at any special election shall
hold their offices until the next general election on the first
Tues<lay in May,' is held to include councilmen, it must result,
that from special elections to fill vacancies occuning in that
office, the two councilmen from the same ward will often he
·elected. at the same general election, for the full term of four
years, and regularly thereafter at the same date, thus defeating
the objtct of the legislatuni, which was to avoid .an entire change
in the representation of any ward at nny regular election."
In the case befoi·e us, the statute, it is true, does not designate
any definite point of time from which the tenns of the several
offices therein mentioned shall commence. Yet the evident
purpose of the sta,tute requires, for the police force at least, that
a definite time be fixed from which the several terms shall begin
to run, and when so fixed that the indiddu.ality of such terms be
adhered to, and that, us in the case last cite<l, they follow each
other in consecutive or<ler. The act of incorporation expressly
provides when the terms in relation to :dl su hordinate officers
shall begin. It provides that the city council shall annually, on
the third Monday in March or as soon therenfter as convenient,
elect and appoint for "the ensuiug year." It provides that ,. all
VOL. LXXIX.
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officers shrtll be chosen and vacancies supplied, for the current
year." And may not this be fairly understood as meaning the
year commencing with the ~~ third Monday in March or as soon
thereafter as convenient?" Here, then, is a time designated for
the commencement of the municipal year. The statute of 1880
does not, either expressly or by implication, change the commencement of that year. An ordinance, moreover, was existing
at the date of the passage of the statute, providing that all police
officers should hold their office until the last day of March next
succeeding their appointment.
We cannot presume that the legislature intended to disturb,
further than ,vas necessary, the exh,ting order of things, or to
change the already cxi~ting provisions in regard to the beginning
of the terms of service in force when this act was passed, and in
no way repealed by it. Not only the ordinances ordained and
published prior, as well as subsequent to this enactment, recognize
the commencement of the municipal year as we have stated, and
definitely fix the first dny of April ns such commencement.
These ordinances do not appear to he inconsistent with the constitution and laws of the state, or with the charter which contains
a general grant of power to pass all such by-laws as may be
necessary to the well being and good order of' the city. Cooley,
Cons. Lim. 194; Dillon, ~Iunic. Corp. ( 2d ed.) § 250.
The .construction we have here given in relation to the commencement an<l duration of the terms of these offices, has been
received and acted on hy all parties interested, from the adoption
of this statute to the time when this controversy arose. Such,
also, appears to have been the unden,tanding of the petitioner,
as well as those who made and confirmed the appointment, as is
shown not only by the records pf the board of mayor and aldei·men, wherein his nomination and confirmation are Htated to he
1
' for two years from April 1, 1884, to April 1, 1886," but also
from the language of the petitioner in his official bond, in which
he states that he has been appointed and elected city marshal
of the city of Lewiston for the term of two years, beginning on
the first day of April, A. D. 1884, and ending April 1, A. D.
1886."
11
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,vhile such understanding or custom can have no room for·
operation where the language of the enactment is plain and the
legislative intent is clear upon the face of it, yet it may not be
without its importance h1 aid of a proper construction of a
charter or statute if the language be uncertain or doubtful.
'' In construing statutes applicable to public corporations/'·
remarks REDFIELD, J., in Sherwin v. Bugbee, 16 Vt. 444,
1
'
courts will attach no slight weight to the uniform practice under
them, if this practice has continued for a considerable period of'
time." It was upon this principle that the court in State v ..
Sevemnce, 49 Mo. 401, held" that the cotemporaneous con-•
struction of a city ordinance adopted by all parties interested ini
its enforcement, although not controlling, is, in doubtful cases,
entitled to great weight." State v. Gook, 20 Ohio St. 259.
In the examination of the question before us, we have looked
directly to the legal merits of the case. But there is another·
ground which is deci:::;ive. against the petitioner and brings us to.
the same conclusion.
The office to which the petitioner seeks to be restored is.
actually filled by another, claiming under a legal appointment,
admitted and sworn and exercising the functions of the office
under color of right. In such case, the appropriate remedy of"
the petitioner in the first instance, if entitled to any, is by quo
warranto, and not by rnandamus alone. In this case, the peti- ·
tioner is virtually attempting to oust an actual incumbent, nnd to•
place himself in an office the title to which is in controversy and.
which cannot be tried in a proceeding of thi:::; kind. The general.
and well nigh universal rule is that mandamus is not an appro-.
priate remedy to try the title to an office as agtiinst one actually·
in possession under color of law .. The decided weight of authority,.
both in the English and American courts, is in support of this.
doctrine.
In Dane's Abridgement, the rule is thus stated : '' But if the·
office be already full by the possession of an office1· de facto, no
writ will be granted to proceed to a new election, until the
person in possession has been ousted on proceedings in quo
wm-ranto."
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,Tudge DILLON, in his work on municipal corporations, after
'.stating the English rule as above given, and that the same is
;generally reeognize<l to be the luw in this country, says: n We
ihave before seen that it is the doetrine of the Engli1,h law, quite
:generally ndopted in this country, that where a person is in the
actual posse::,sion of an office under nu election or a commission,
:and is thus exercising its duties under color of right, that the
validity of his election or commission mmnot, in general, be tried
,or teste<l on a inandamu8 to admit another, but only by nn
information in the nature of quo 'WCUTanto. 1' § § 674, 678, G79,
H80, 716. The same doctrine is more emphatically laid down
-in High on Ex. Leg. Rem. § 4H, and he asserts that the mle is
•established by an overwhelming eunent of authority that man,dam,us will not lie to compel the udrnission of another claimant
r11or to determine the disputed question of title to an office, where
;-it is already filled by an actual incumbent who is exercising the
functions of the office de facto nnd under color of right. In ::;uch
cases, the party complaining and desil'Ous of an adjudication
•upon his alleged title und right of possession, must assert his
Tights by the only proper, efficacious and speedy remedy, and
that is an information in the nature of a quo wmTanto.
A careful examination of the decisions both of the English
and American courts ·will not fail to convince the most doubting
mind that the general current of authority runs in the same
direction, and that the exceptions to the rule are rare and not
well founded. A few of the very many authorities bearing
directly upon this rule are given,- enough when examined to
authenticate the assertion that the rule is too well settled to be
denied. Ki·ng v. The ~Mayor of lVincheste1·, 7 A. & E. ( 34 E.
C. L. 81); 11/te Queen v. The 111ayor of Derby, 7 A. & E.
( 34 E. C. L. 135) ; King v. The 111ayor of Oxford, 6 A. &
E. 348 (33 E. C. L. 89); P1·ost v. The 1l1ayor of Chester, 5 E. &
B. 538, (85 E. C. L. 536), COLERIDGE, J: iiA mandamus
goes only on the supposition that there is no one in office, for
the purpose of restoring a, party to office or to cause an election
to be held." The Kin,g v. The Mayor of Colchester, 2 T. R.
259 ; The Queen v. Phippen, 7 A. & E. 966 ( 34 E. C. L. 263) ;
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People v. New York, 3 Johns. cases, 79; in this case the court
held: ''Where the office i,-, already filled by a person who has
been admitted and sworn, and is in by color of right, a mandamus
is never issued to admit another person," and it is there laid
down that the proper remedy, in the first instance, is by information in the nature of a quo warranto hy which the rights of the
parties may he tried. People v. Stevem~, 5 Hill, (N. Y.) 629;
People v. Lane, 55 N. Y. 219; In 1·e Gardner, 68 N. Y. 467;
Duane v. McDonald, 41 Conn. 517; Wood v. Fitzgemld, 3
Oregon, 568 ; Underwood v. Wylie, 5 Ark. 248 ; Bonner v.
T!ie State, 7 Ga. 4 73 ; People v. Detroit, 18 Mich. 338 ; Brown
v. Turner, 70 N. C. 93; Denver v. Hobart, 10 Nev. 28;
Merideth v. Supervisors, 50 Cal. 433. ''Mandamus will not be
issued to admit a person to an office while another is in under
color of right," State v. Auditor, 36 Mo. 70; "Mandamus will
not lie to turn out one officer and to admit another in his place,"
People v. Matteson, 17 Ill. 167; People v. Head, 25 Ill. 325;
Hill v. Goodwin, 56 N. H. 456; Exparte Har1·is, (Alabama),
14 Am. Law Reg. (N. S.) 646; McGee v. State, l West.
Reporter, 467, (Indhma); Ellison v. Raleigh, 89 N. C. 125.
"By quo warranto the intruder is ejected. By mandamus the
legal officer is put in his place," Prince v. Skillin, 71 Maine, 366.
That there have been exceptions to the rule is trne. But upon
what principle the exceptions have been founded, where there
has been an actual incumbent, exercising the functions of the
office, and being in under color of right, the decisions themselves
fail to afford any satisfactory answer. In Maryland and Virginia,
the courts have held that in such cases mandamus would lie.
Thus in Dew v. The Judges of the Sweet Springs Dist. Cow·t,
3 Hen. & Munf. 1, it was held that mandamus was the best remedy.
So in Harwood v. Marshall, 9 Md. 83, the court of appeals of'
Maryland, came to the conclusion that resort to quo wan·anto
as preliminary to mandamus was not necessary on the grounds
of delay growing out of the use of the process, citing in support of"
its decision the case of Strong. Pet. 20 Pick. 484. a case moregenerally referred to as an exception to the rule than any other·
authority. But an examination of that case shows the fact that it.,
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was mandamus to the board of examiners to issue a certificate of
apparent election to the petitioner, although, as the court there
say, he might then be obliged to resort to quo wa;·ranto to test
the title to the office. A distinction iFi there made between the
cases where applications had been made to be admitted to an
office by proceedings on mandamus, and the case there decided,
where the petitioner only sought for a certificate of his election,
like the case of Marbury v. Madison, l Cranch, 168-9, and The
King v. The 1.1fayor of Oxford, 6 A. & E. 349 ( 33 E. C. L.
89), where it was said that the certificate was only one step
towards the completion of the title. The court also in Strong's
case admitted that the two processes might he nece8sary to enable
the petitioner to get po~session of the office,- the one to establish
the legality of his election, the other to set aside that of the
incumbent', and that although they were independent of each
other, they might have been applied for at the same time and
proceeded pari passu. The court arguendo claimed that there
are authol'itie8 in support of the doctrine that mandamus is the
appropriate remedy where there is an actual incumbent acting de
facto, but the decision of the court is not based upon that ground,
and is not authority to the extent claimed in Conlin v. Aldrich,
98 Mass. 558, where it is referrecl to. The general tenor of the
decisions .from Ma8sachusetts recognize and adopt the rule
rather than the exception to it. Attorney General v. Simonds,
111 Mass. 256. It is a fundamental principle that mandamus
can be used only to compel the respondent to perform some duty
which he owes to the petitioner, and can be maintained only on
the ground that the petitioner has a present, clear, legal right to
the thing claimed, and that there is a corresponding duty on the
part of the respondent to render it to him. If therefore, as in
the case at bar, the two persons are claiming the title to office
adversely to each· other, the respondent being in possession and
•-exercising the duties pertaining to that office defacto under color
,of right, mandamus will not lie to compel the admission of the
,petitioner, or to determine the disputed question of title.
It is the opinion of the court upon the best reflection we have
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been able to give to the questions presented in this case, that
upon neither branch is the petitioner entitled to prevail.

Writ denied, with only one bill
of costs for respondents.
PETERS,

C. J.,

WALTON,

DANFORTH

and

LIBBEY,

JJ.,

concurred.

HASKELL, J.
I dissent from the reasoning of the opm10n.
The act of March 16, 1880, provides that the city marshal of
Lewiston shall be appointed by the mayor, by and with the
ndvice and consent of the aldermen, and "shall hold his office for
the term of two years," and that ''all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act are hereby repealed."
The language of this act, touching the tenure of the marshal,
i8 substantially the same as that in the constitution, declaring
the tenure of various state officers. Art. VI, Sec. 4, provides,
that ~'all judicial officers shall hold their respective offices for the
term of seven years from the time of their re~pective appointments." Sec. 5, ''Justice of the peace and notaries public shall hold
their offices during seven years~ if they so long behave themselves
well." Sec. 7, "Judges and Registers of Probate shall hold
their offices for four years commencing on the first day of January
next after their election." Sec. 8, "Judges of Police and

municipal courts shall hold their offices for the term of four years."

In case of vacancy in any of these offices, it has been the
custom for the new officer to hold for a full term.
This court declared, that a person, elected to the office of
Register of Probate made vacant during the term, should hold
for the full term of fot1r years. Opinion of the Justices 61 Maine,
602.
The act of 1880 is "clear and unambiguous," and provides
that "the marshal shall hold his office for the term of two years."
No good reason exists for departing from the plain meaning of
the statute, especially, when it expressly repeals all acts inconsistent with its provisions.
Its title purports '~to promote
the eflidency of the police force," which is not likely to fl.ow
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from short terms and frequent changes. The marshal neither
appoints his deputies, nor any part of the police force, and
when appointed, he should hold the foll term of two years.
I concur in the result, upon the ground that mandamus does
not lie to eject an officer de facto, performing his duties under
color of right.

ELLSWORTH '\VooLEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

vs.
,v1LLIAM FAUNCE

Hancock.

and others.

Opinion June 10, 1887.

Corp01·ations. Meetings. Quorum. Capital stock. Directors. Officers de facto.
The hy-laws of the plaintiff corporation provided that "the capital stock of the
company shall be $10,000, divided into 400 shares of $25 each;" and that
''no business shall be transacted at any meeting of the stockholders unless
a majority of the stock is represented, except to organize the meeting and
adjourn to some future time."
Held, That it would take 201 shares to constitute a majority of the stock.
Held, also, That no meeting at which a less number than 201 shares were
represented would be legal for the transaction of business.
A board of directors claiming an election at such meeting cannot, as against
another board holding over from a previous election about which no question
is raised, be regarded as officers de facto. That doctrine is not applicable
where other individuals, as the defendants in this suit, are claiming to hold
the title to the offices and the right to act in that capacity, and to have been
legally elected to snch office.
In what cases a court of equity, upon proper proceedings, will grant relief
against the fraudulent acts of the directors of a corporation.

ON report on agreed statement.
The opinion states the case.

Wiswell and King, for plaintiff.
t'Cnpital stock" is defined as follows in the books. Rapalje &
Lawrence's Law Diet. gives it in this way: ''Capital stock, The
aggregate sum represented by the shares of stock in a company
or corporation; the amount subscribed to the stock by the
promoters and members, upon which assessments or calls may he
made and dividends paid; the corporate fund as distinguished
from other property of the corporation." Bouvier's Law Diet.
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defines it in this way: ''Capital stock, The sum divided into
shares, which is raised by mutual subscription of the members
of the corporation."
In Bocme on the Law of Corporations it is said page 105 : ''In
reference to a corporation the word capital for most purposes
signifies the aggregate of the sums subscribed and paid in, oisecured to be paid in by the shareholders." ''The term stock
when not employed to denote the same thing as capital has reference to the interests of the shareholders or individuals. Field
on Corporations, § 123, says, in defining stock, ''It is the money
or capital invested in the business," &c.
The R. S., c. 48, § 17, in giving the powers of persons who
associate themselves together, provides, among other things, that
they may ''fix the amount of the capital stock," this does not
mean that they may create it but fix the amount of the limits
just as was done in this case.
The power of a corporation to make by-laws •is always subject
to the restriction that such by-laws must be reasonable and not
oppressive, vexatious or unequal. Boerne on Corporations,§ 58.
Under the circumstances of this case the directors are certainly
officers de facto under the rule laid down in the books, and the
rule holds good as to officers of a corporation as much as to
public officers. IIooper v. Goodwin, 48 Maine, 80; Boone on
Corporations, § 135 and cases cited; Bliss v. Day, 68 Maine,
201; Simpson v. Garland, 76 Maine, 203.

TVilson and }Voodard, for the defendants cited: R. S., c. 46, §
6; Dodge v. Woolsey, 18 How. 331; Hm·sey v. Veazie, 24
Maine, 9; Hawes v. Oakland, 104 U.S. 450; Brown v. Lunt,
37 Maine, 423; Woodside v. Wagg, 71 Maine, 207.
FosTER, J. Bill in equity for the redemption of a mortgage
given by the plaintiff corporation upon its real estate to one Lewis
Friend, and by him assigned to the defendants, who were at the
date of the nssignment, and still claim to be, a majority of the
hoard nf directors of said corporation. Fourteen days after
the assignment, the defendnnts commence<l foreclosure proeeedings by publication, the mortgage containing the ordinary one
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year foreclosure clause. Before the time for redemption had
expired, an annual meeting of the company was held, and, as it is
claimed, a new board of directors was elected. The defendants
being in possession an account under the statute was demanded,
which the defendants refused to render on the ground that no
authority existed in the board, or either of its members, to
demand an account.
Whereupon, four days before the expiration of the year for
redemption, this suit was brought.
On the first day of the return term, the defendants duly filed
a motion to dismiss the bill for want of authority to commence
or prosecute the same. The motion being seasonably filed brings
the question properly before the court. B. 0. & M. R. R. Co.
v. Smith, 4 7 Mnine. 44. The president of a manufacturing
corporation, as such, has no authority to commence an action in
the name of the corporation. Asliuelot JJ,J'j'g Co. v. ·Marsh,
1 Cush. 507; Mahone v. R.R. Co. 111 Mass. 75, and cases cited.
Here are two sets of officers, each claiming to be the legal
hoard of directors - the defendants, as the hoard elected at a
prior annual meeting of the company and as such with authority by
its by-laws to hold their office for one year or until their successors
should be chosen ; the other hoard, as that elected at the subsequent annual meeting in 1885.
The question presented for our consideration then, iH whether
the hoard of directors claiming an election at the annual meeting
in 1885, and commencing this suit, was legally authorized to act
so far as this proceeding is concerned.
The answer to this depends upon the validity of their election.
It is admitted that the company was legally organized, and its
by-laws duly adopted. The second by-law provides that "the
capital ~ck of the company shall he $10,000, divided into 400
shares of $25 each;" and by the thirteenth by-law, ''no business
shall be transacted at any meeting of the stockholders unless a
a, majority of the stock is represented, except to organize the
meeting and adjourn to some future time."
At the organization of the company 243 out of the 400 shares
of the capital stock were subscribed for, and this number has
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remained substantially without change during the time involved
in this case,- no more than that number· ever having been
subscribe<l for.
,vlmt should constitute a. quorum for the transaction of business
at their meetings, was a question which the stockholders had a
right to determine, (R. S., c. 46, § 6,) and this they did by the
adoption of the foregoing by-law providing that unless a majority
of the stock was represented, no business should be transacted
at any meeting, except to organize and adjourn to some future
time.
At the annual meeting of June 8, 188.5, at which it is claimed
the new honrd was elected, 138 shares of the capital stock were
represented and no more. vVas there a majority of the stock
represented at that meeting? If not, there could be no legal
election of officers at that meeting.
vVe think a fair and reasonable as well as proper construction
of the by-laws leaves no room for doubt as to what was intended
by a ''majority" of the stock. It ·was divided into 400 shares,
and it would take 201 shares to constitute a majority of that
stock. The language of the by-law is plain and susceptible of
no ambiguity. If we turn from the language of the by-law to
the action of the stockholders themselves who were the authors
of it we shall find that such seems to have been their understanding from the time when the company was first organized, and the
by-laws adopted.
The fi.r::;t annual meeting was held June 12, 1881, at which
meeting only 133 shares were represented. And the question
being raised at that time whet~er the meeting was one at which
business could be legally transacted, the record shows that
another meeting was called. At that meeting a majority of all
the stock was represented, and the stockholders proceeded to the
transaction of business. Moreover, in the call for that meeting,
was the following: "2d. To see if the corporation will amend
by-law thirteen by adding the word 'subscribed' after the word
'stock' in the second line." The records do not show that any
action was taken in reference to that article in the call. The
question being thus brought squarely before the stockholders at a
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meetjng in which a majority of the whole stock was represented,
they chose to take no action upon it, and left the by-1:tw as it was.
Furthermore, the report shows that :mnual meetings were
regularly called each year thereafter, hut at every meeting less
than 201 shares of the capital stock were represented - and at
every meeting until that of June 8, 1885, no business was done
except to adjourn. At that meeting, however, a resolution was
adopted and recorded, declaring 138 shares to be represented,
and that the same constituted a legal quorum for the transaction
of business.
But inasmuch as there was not, in fact, a majority of stock
represented at that meeting, there could be no legal business
transacted, except to organize and adjourn to some future time.
Such was the language as well as the evident intent and meaning
of the by-law, duly adopted for the government of the corporation. Consequently it was not in the power of a minority to do
that which only a majority could legally accomplish. Hence, it
cannot be held that the board which now represents thi:::; plaintiff
corporation, and which claims the right. to commence and
prosecute this action, was legally elected.
The consequence is that the old· board of directors, about
whose election no question is raised, continued in office hy virtue
of the by-laws of the company, and were the only legal board of
directors at the time this suit was commenced.
Nor do we think that the other position of the plaintiff can be
sustained - that the new board of directors were officers de facto,
if not de jure, arnl thereby authorized to commence and maintain
this suit for redemption. Here were two hoards of directors claiming title to the same offices. Were there no other persons claiming
to hold these offices and to have been legally elected to them, then
it might be that, acting under color of an election, the acts of
such new board might be valid as to the public or third persons
affected thereby or interet,ted therein. But we do not understand
that the principle applies in a case like the present where other
individuals - the defendants themselves - are claiming to hold
the offices and the right to act in that capacity, and to ha vc been
legally elected to such offices.
Uhm·itable Association v.
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Baldwin, 1 Met. 359 ; Cooper v. Curtis, 30 Maine, 488 ; Ang.
& Am. Corp. § 286; Wood8ide v. Wagg, 71 Maine, 210.
The case comes before this court on report. From the
stipulations therein contained we are only to determine ,vhether,
from the fact::, as stated, the hill can be nrnintainect. If it cannot,
then it is ngreed that it is to be dismisHed. The plaintiff
corporation, aeting through a board of diredors, elected not in
accordance with the by-laws of the corporation, and consequently,
as against the defendants, having no authority to act, seek to
maintain this bill as a lnll for the redemption of a mortgage held
by the defendants. There is no allegation of fraud, nor is there
sufficient to warrant the court in assuming that the defendants are
acting in violation of their tru::,t. The court will not assume
that there was fraud when none is alleged. It does not appear
that the defendants have refused or neglected to do nnd act for.
the interest of the corporation, or that they have not, in doing
·what they have, acted according to their best judgment for the corporation. vVhenever the contrary may appear, and it can he
shown that the defendants have been acting in violation of their
trust, or have combined to injure the property of the corporation,
or have fraudulently misappropriated the corporate property for
their own benefit or for the benefit of third persons, or have
obtained undue ad vantage, benefit, or pro tit for themselves by
purchase, sale or other dealings with the same, then undoubtedly,
upon proper proceedings, this court as a court of equity bus
power to grant relief, and the rights of the corporation, when
violated, may be enforced by equitable remedies. Porn. Eq. §
1094. But in this suit, which is in its na.ture a statutory pro~
ceeding for redemption of mortgaged premises, no authority is
shown whereby the plaintiff can maintain this bill.

Bill dismissed.
PETERS,

C. J.,

~rALTON,

concurred.
E.1\-IERY,

J., did not sit.

DANFORTH

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,
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Penob~cot.
.Jfortgages.

JONES

vs.

ELIJAH, SMITH.

Opinion June 10, 1887 .

llfurtgagor and moi·tgagee.

Trespass.

The plaintiff, a:s mortgagor, had yielded possession to the mortgagee, and
afterwards brought a bill in equity and obtained a decree authorizing her to
redeem upon the payment of the amount found to be clue within three months
from the date of the decree. Thereupon, as by the decree, the premises
were to be surrendered, and a deed was to be executed and delivered to the
plaintiff within five days from the time of .such payment "conforming to
this decree, and therein reciting the decree, and in proper terms discharging
said mortgages, and releasing and freeing saill mortgaged premises from any
and all incumbrances created or made by said mortgages," etc. The money
was paid within the three months named in the decree. I-Ield, That defendant
is not foible in trespass for acts done upon the premises, while in
possession thereof, between the time of the payment of the money and. the
time when the deed was delivered to the plaintiff, and within the five days
named in the decree in which the deed was to be executed and delivered.
Until the execution and delivery of the deed, during such time, the dcfend,_rnt
was in the lawful possession of the premises, and trespass would not lie
against him by the mortgagor.
As between mortgagor and mortgagee, the mortgage vests the legal title
and seizin of the estate in the mortgagee immediately upon delivery of the
mortgage.
The gist of trespass to personal property is the injury to the plaintiff's
possession.
There must be either title, or possession, or the right to immediate possession,
in order to entitle a vlaintitt' to recover in an action of trespass to persona
property.

ON report of an action of trespass.
material facts.

The opinion states the

Jasper Hutckings, for plaintiff.
Upon the payment into court of the amount decreed to be due
upon the Bowler mortgages the legal title revested at once in
plaintiff. H. S., c. 90, § 31.
The statute, enacted in 1870, was intended to do away wholly
with the distinction that had existed before that time, according
to Stewart v. Grosby, 50 Maine, 130, decided by a divided
court, between payment of a mortgage debt before and paymenL
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nfter a breach of the condition of the mortgage, in its effect upon
the legal title.
Says Jones on Mortgnges, § 690, '' the mortgagee has no right
of action after payment. If the mortgagee purchase the mortgaged pl'emises at the foreclosure sale for the full amount then
due on the mortgage, he has no claim to logs previously cut
upon the premises. When he has been paid his debt, his right
of action is gone, although the trespass upon the property was
committed before the payment."
The cases of Davis v . ..1.Vash, 32 Maine, 411, and Seavey v.
Preble, G4 Maine, 121, are authorities in support of trespass
quare clauswn without actual pm,session by plaintiffs. Furthermore, so soon as the vegetables, apples, etc., were severed
from the soil and buildings, they at once became personal
property- the personal property of the plaintiff- and upon
familiar principles of law she is entitled to recover for them
under her counts of trespass de bards without having had
possession. Free?nan v. Rankins, 21 Maine, 446; Staplei:; v.
Sniitlt, 48 Maine, 470.
Between mortgagor and mortgagee and their tenants, there is
no right to emblements. Wash. on Real Prop. Title Emblements.
Jones on Mortgages, § § 6n, 780.

Davis and Bailey, for the defendant, cited: Chase v.
Wingate, 68 Maine, :!04; Stewart v. Crosby, 50 Maine, 133;
Jone~, Mortgage:,, § § G!:J7, 780; Gilnian v. Wills, 66 Maine,
273; Fanw· v. Smith, 64 Maine, 74; Burges v. Southe1·, 5
East Rep. 168.
FOSTER, J.
The plaintiff was the owner of the premises in
question, and mortgaged the same to Lorenzo A. Bowler. The
interest of the mortgagee passed by sundry conveyances to
Sandford C. Smith, son of this defendant, and under whose
authority the defendant claims to have been acting.
The plaintiff had yie]ded possession to the mortgagee in 1881,
and afterwards brought a bill in equity, ( Jones v. Bowler, 7 4
Maine, 310) and obtained a decree authorizing her to redeem
upon payment of the amount found to be due within three
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months from the sixteenth day of June, 1884. Thereupon, the
premises were to be surrendered, and a deed was to be executed
and delivered to the plaintiff within five days from the time of
such payment, ' 1 conforming to this decree, and therein reciting
the decree, and in proper terms discharging said mortgngcs, and
releasing and freeing _said mortgnged premises from any and all
incumbrances created or· made by said mortgages," etc.
Within the three months named in the decree, viz., September
6th, the money was paid in accordance therewith ; and whatever
acts were done by this defendant of whieh the plaintiff complains,
were done between that date and September 10th, the time when
the plaintiff received the deed of reletise, mentioned in the
decree, and possession of the premises.
During that time the premises remained in the possession of
the assignee, 01· those acting under his authority.
The defendant, therefore, cnn be holden for no acts which, if
done by the mortgngee in possession or his assignee, they
would not have been legally answerable for in an action like the
one before us.
There is no evidence connecting the defendant with several of
the acts alleged to have been committed by him, and no further
mention need be made of them. The remaining act~ are such as
indicate that the plaintiff is looking more to the gratification of
her will than for any pecuniary gain in the prosecution of this
suit, and l'elate to the gathering of a few beets, cabbages, tomatoes
and cucumbers planted by the assig1rne that season - to the
gathering of about a dozen bushels of apples from the orchardand to hauling a small load of manure from the premises.
The plaintiff, by her learned counsel, admits the settled
doctrine of the common law, that paynlent of the mortgage debt
after condition broken would not divest the mortgagee of his
legal title, and that the legal estate would remain in the mortgagee until it was released. ( Stewart v. Omsby, 50 Maine,
130.) But she claims that since the provisions of J~. S., c. 90,
§ 31, such payment operates as an extinguishment of the
mortguge, and at once revests the legal title in the mortgagor,
who may forthwith treat the mortgagee in possession, or any one
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daiming under him, as wrongfully in possession ~nd liable not
only in an action of ejectment, hut abo in trespass.
However this may be in a case where the principle can be
properly applied, it must certainly be recefred with some modifi(:Htion in the case now before us. In this case, there was a
decree from a court of equity, to which the plaintiff had seen fit
to resort hy bill, pntying for an account of the rents and profits
and for red-emption. By that decree, intrnduced in evidence,
the rights of both parties in this action are, to a certain extent,
to be determined. It affects parties and privies. True, by that
decree, the plaintiff, upon payment of the amount due upon the
mortgage debt, was to have possession of the premises. But
that deci-ee also provided that the mortgagee in possession, or
the party claiming under him, was to h~ffe five duys from the
time of such payment, in which to execute and deliver a suitable
deed confm·ming to that decree, therein reciting the same, and
in propei· terms discharging 8aid mortgages, and releasing and
freeing the mortgaged pretnijE-es from auy nnd nil incumbrances
created or made by them. \Vithin the time named. the deed
was executed and delivered. 'VVe cannot sny that the party who
was lawfully in possession of the premises had no rights there
during the time specified in which a deed WM::. to be executed.
e think his possession was such as it was contemplated might
lawfully continue until the delivery of the deed within th~ time
named, otherwise we should be doing violence to the language
of the decree upon which the plaintiff's right:-- in this action to a
great extent are based. By that, the plaintiff was authorized,
within such time as the court in its discretion saw .th to grant, to
make tender m· payment of the mortgage debt. The . court, as
it undoubtedly had the right to do, gave the other party a
reasonable time in which to execute a release of sµl·h incumbrances as may have existed upon the property «n~l been discharged hy such payment. lt would not. he r~nsonable to
suppose that one should he entitled to th~ \~'.ho1e,.tirne thus
allowed hy the court for the performance, of that which it was
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optional with her whether she would perform or not, and that
the other party should have none.
\Vhen the acts complained of were done, the mortgagee had
not execnted the release. Possession had not been surrendered
to or taken by the plaintiff. That possession, to the time the
deed was executed and delivered in accordance with the decree,
must be held to he a legal possersLm. Taylm· v. TownMnd, 8
Mass. 415.
The case to which we have referred was where an action
of trespass was brought by the mortgagor against the
assignee of the mortgagee, in possession, anc1 the trespass
complained of was the taking down and removal of a barn and
shed erected by him. The plaintiff there had by a bill in equity
previously obtained a decree for possession, the mortgage having
been redeemed, and for a deed of release of the mortgaged
premises. (Taylor v. Weld, 5 Mass. 124.) ''Now in the
case at bar," says PARK ER, J., 11 Townsend was not only in
possession, but was la-ufully so, :rnd that under the plaintiff
hirmelf until the judgment of the court against him. And when
the act complained of was done, he had not been amoved, nor
had he released, or otherwi:::.B surrendered his possession. It is
impossible, therefore, to consider him a trespasser; and if the
act done by him was wrongful, the proper remedy is by action
in the nature of waste, considering him a tenant at will after
the rendition of the judgment, for an injury done to the reversion."
While thus in the lawful pos:-::ession, the mortgagee, or his
assignee, is not liable in trespass for the occupancy of the
premises. He is entitled by bis possession to the rents and
profits, and is accountable for them to the mortgagor if the
premises are redeemed.
As between mortgagor and mortgagee, the mortgage vests the
legal title and seizin of the e::,tate in the mortgagee immediately
upon the delivery of the mortgage; and the mortgagee i.., regarded
as having all the rights of a grantee in fee, subject to defeasance.
GiZ.inan v. fVill8, 66 Maine, 275.
Consequently, it has been held that an action of trespass quaTe
cla,usum will not lie in favor of the mortgagor against the
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mortgagee, or his assignee, for entering peaceably upon the,
mortgaged premises and digging up and carrying away and,
converting to his own use portions of the soil. Furbush v ..
Goodwin, 29 N. H. 321. Nor for removing fixtures belonging:
to the real estate. ClteZZ.is v. Stearns, 22 N. H. 312.
The defendant's acts upon the premises, as the evidence shows,.
were by authority of the son, who was the assignee of themortgages, and who carried on the place that season. vVith the·
exception of the removal of the manure which belonged to the,
farm, ( Chase v. Wingate, 68 Maine, 204; Vehue v. J11oslwr,.
76 Maine, 4 70) the evidence is not sufficient to warrant the·
court in saying that anything was done by him which could beconsidered as an injury to the freehold.
It is plain that this action cannot he maintained upon the·
count in the plaintiff's writ for breaking and entering. The right
of entry and possession at the time was in the son, and in law
the defendant stands in his place in reference to any acts done
by him.
Nor can the plaintiff prevail upon the other counts of de bonis;
asportatis. At the time of the alleged taking, the title and.
possession were rightfully in the defendant or those under whom.
he claims. There was neither title nor possession, nor the right.
to immediate possession, in the plaintiff. Carlisle v. Weston,,
1 Met. 26; Codman v. Freeman, 3 Cush. 310; Staples v ..
Smith, 48 Maine, 470; Butman v. Wright, 16 N. H. 220 ;;
Lunt v. Brown, 13 Maine, 236.
'' The gist of trespass to personal property is the injury donei
to the plaintiff's possession. The substance of the declaratiolli
is, that the defendant has forcibly and wrongfully injured property
in the possession of the plaintiff. To maintain the action, it is.
absolutely essential that the plaintiff should have had, at the
time of the alleged injury, either actual or constructive possession
of the property injured." Wilson v. Jlfartin, 40 N. H. 91;
Lunt v. Brown, supra; Muggridge v. Eveleth, 9 Met. 235;
Wade v. Mason, 12 Gray, 335.
And an action of trespass cannot be supported against one
coming to the possession of goods lawfully, for a subsequent
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iunlawful conversion of them.
.Butman v. Wright, supra.

V.

SMITH,

Bradley v. Davis, 14 Maine, 44;
Judgment for defendant.

PETERS,

C. J.,

VIRGIN,

DANFORTH, EMERY and HASKELL,

.JJ., concurred.

ELLEN D. JoNES vs. ELIJAH SMITH and others.
Penobscot.

Opinion June 10, 1887.

Replevin. Bond. Damages.
'The failure to enter a replevin writ in court and to prosecute the same to
judgment, when due service has been made upon the defendant, constitutes
a breach of the replevin bond.
.In a suit upon the replevin bond the defendant may show title to the property
replevied, in mitigation of damages, when there has been no judgment in
the replevin suit determining the title to the property.

ON report.
Debt on a replevin bond.
facts.

The opinion states the material

Jasper Hutchings, for the plaintiff.
The plaintiff is entitled to maintain her action and recover
:nominal damages at any rate. Smith v. Whiting, 97 Mass.
316; S. C. 100 Mass. 122 ..
The case at bar is unlike Pettygmve v. Hoyt, 11 Maine, 66.
Davis and Bailey, for defendants.
The plaintiff has sustained no damage by the non entry of the
replevin writ. In fact if we are correct in our view of the case,
.she is the gainer thereby. We respectfully call the attention of
the court to the authorities cited by the plaintiff's attorney, to
the effect that plaintiff has suffered no damage and cannot
maintain the action. See Pettygrove v. Hoyt, 11 Maine, 66;
Smallwood v. ..LVorton, 20 Maine, 83 ; also see Gilman v.
Wills, 66 Maine, 273.
FosTER, J.
Debt on a replevin bond. The principal parties
are the same as in the preceding action ( Jones v. Smith).
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The replevin suit in which the bond was given was for ten
tons of hay in the barn upon the premises named in that aetion,
a part of ·which was grown and cut on the premises in 1884, and
for one ton of unthreshed peas also grown thereon the same
season, harvested and lying in heaps in the field at the time the
replevin suit was commenced.
This defendant had cut the hay and harvested the peas under
an arrangement with the assignee of the mortgagee in possession,
and was the undoubted owner of the property replevied. To
obtain possession of the same after this plaintiff had redeemed
the m,tate mortgaged and came int<) possession thereof under a
decree for redemption, this defendant brought his writ of replevin,
returnable at the October term of court, 1884, for Penobscot
county.
The writ was duly served upon this plaintiff, as appears by
the officer's return thereon; but it was never entered in court,
and no judgment has been rendered in the replevin suit.
This was a breach of the bond-one of the conditions of
which was, that the party should prosecute the said replevin to
final judgment, and which has not been done. Pettygrove v.
Hoyt, 11 Maine, 69; Tuck v. Moses, 54 Maine, 121-2; Srnitli
v. WMtin,q, 97 Mass. 316, 318; Persse v. Watrous, 30
Conn. 139; Perreau v. Bevan, 5 B. & C. 284 (11 E. C. L. 237).
In J.11.organ v. G1'f(fith, 7 Modern, 380, it was said by LEE,
C. ,T., that ''in all replevin bonds thern are several independent
conditions; one to prosecute, another to return the goods
rep levied, and a third to indemnify the sheriff; and a breach
may be assigned upon any of these distinct parts of condition. H
Dias v . .F'reenwn, 5 T. R. 1 D5, was an action upon a replevin
bond, the declaration alleging that the plaintiff in replevin did'
not appear at the county court next after giving the bond according to the condition ; and did not then and there, or in any
manner, or at any place or time prosecute his suit with effect
against the defendant in said snit. On special demurrer thedeclaration was adjudged good, and the plaintiff had judgment
thereon, although it did not appear that the suit in replevin was:
legally determined, or "vhat the judgment was, if any, that was.
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given therein, or whether there was tmy judgment for return or
not.
This question came before the court in Connecticut in Allen
v. Woodford, 36 Conn. 143, and it was there held that a breach
of the bond may occur in consequence of a failure to return the
writ through negligence of the officer or the plaintiff. But that
the title of the plaintiff in replevin may he shown in such case
in mitigation of damages in an action upon the bond.
And in Sniit!t v. lVhitin_q, 100 Muss. 122, the precise question
was presented, and it was there held that if the plaintiff in
replevin fails to prosecute the replevin to final judgment in
conformity with the condition of his bond, it will constitute a
breach thereof and entitle the defendant in replevin to judgment
for nominal damages in an action on the bond, even if he had no
title to the property replevied.
What damages is the plaintiff entitled to recover? The bond
is given as an indemnity for whatever loss 01· damage the plaintiff
muy have suffered. There haH been no judgment in the replevin
suit determining the tit le to the property, and the question of
property has in no way been passed upon. The question of
damages, so far as it has not been settled by any judgment, is
therefore open to the defendants. Tuck v. Moses, 58 Maine,
476; Buck v. Collins, 69 Maine, 448. There can be no valid
objection in permitting q1e defendant, in a suit like the present,
to show anything in mitigation of damages, where it is not
inconsistent with any judgn~ent in the replevin suit. Thus in
.an action upon the replevin bond it has been held competent
for the defendants to show in mitigation of damages that since
the taking by the replevin writ, the plaintiff's interest in whole
,or in part has ceased to exist, and that the actual damages sustained by the plaintiff wa8 the simple question involved, Tuclc
·v. Moses, 58 Maine, 4n2 ; so in an action on the bond by one of
the owners of the property held in common, it has been held
that his interest may be shown in mitigation of damages and as
limiting the amount to be recovered, Ba1·tlett v. J[idder, 14
Gray, 449; or, that the suit wHs prematurely brought, and that
ithe action of replevin failed solely upon that account, Davis v.
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Harding, 3 Allen, 302; or, that the goods have been delivered
nnd accepted pending the suit, and in such case that only nominal
damages could be recovered, unless perhaps the plaintiff might
he entitled to interest on the value, Uonroy v. PUnt, 5 Cal. 327.
In these eases there had been n judgment fot· return, and yet
the court held the evidence admissible as not being inconsistent
with the judgment, nor impeaching it, in reference to the right
of property whieh had not been determined in the progress of
the replevin suit. Of course if it has been sc, determined, it
can not be opened anew in the suit on the replevin bond. Thi:-;
is the doctrine of all the authorities. Tuck v. 11foses, supra;
Buck v. ()ollins, 69 Maine, 44 7-8; Glapharn v. Crabfree, 7 2
Mnine. 477; Davis v. Harding, 3 Allen, 30H.
Consequently in mitigation of the plaintiff's damages, it has
been held that in a suit on the replevin bond the defendant may
show that the plaintiff had no title to the property, on the
ground that the judgment in the replevin suit was not necessarily
conclusive upon tlut question. Wallace v. Clark, 7 Blackf.
(Ind.) 298; Allen v. Woodfm·d, 36 Conn. 143; 8rnith v.
Wldtin,q, 100 Mass. 122; Sedgwick on Dam. 503. * Field on
Dam. § 838; 1WcJi'adden v. Ross, (Ind.) 5 West~rn Rep. 693.
1
' Such is
the reasonable doctrine," remarks DANFORTH J., in
Tuck v. 1W.oses, supra, "fo1· it is simply u question of actual
damage to the plaintiff or those he represented. It could be no
damage to him to withhold that which he had no right to receive.
or having received he would be under legal obligation to return."
And in Paniltam v. 11/001·, 21 Maine, 509, in a i:,uit on a
replevin bond, "judgment is to be rendered upon default,"
remarks ,vHrTMAN, C. ,J., "for the plaintiff, for as much as he
is in equity and good conscience entitled to recover."
This is
the prineiple by which the courts have been governed in their
determination of cases like the one now before us. Miller v.
1lfoses, 5G :Maine, 128, Leonard v. Whitne!J, 10n Mai:-s. 265;
Claggett v. Richm·cls, 45 N. H. 3'14; lVitham v. Withi'.m, 57
Maine, 449, and Clapham v. Crabtree, 72 Maine, 473, are all
in harmony with thi:-; equitable position of the courts which will
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not he found to militate in the lenst agninst the wholesome
doctrine of estoppel by judgment.
This ease is before the court on report. The defendants by
their pleadings, and by wny of mitigation of damages, assert
title to the property at the time the replcvin suit was commenced
to have been in Elijah Smith, the plaintiff in that suit-now one
of the defendants in this. The evidence satisfies us that this b
true. ·while it is not u complete defence to thi::s action, the
plaintiff, however, will he entitled to recover only nominn l
damages, as that is the extent of the damage disclosed hy the
evidence.
Judgment must therefore he forthe plaintiff for the amount of
the penalty named in the bond, (Davis v. I-Iardin/Ji 3 Allen,
302 ; ITT·ight v. Qufrlc, 105 l\tfass. 48) but executicm is to is::rne
for only one dollar as nominal damages.

Judgment ac<.:OJ·d/ngly.
PETERS,

C. J.,

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY

and

HASKELL,

J,T.,.

concurred.
,JOHN

F. ,vooDMAN

V8.

Penobscot.
1Vaters.

,vooDMAN C.

PlT:\L\N

and others.

Opinion June 1 G, 1887.

Ice. Right.~ of ice cutters on tida:l rivers. Tra11eler-s on tlte ice.
Law. Legislative and judicial fwnctions. Ne[!ligence.
Neither the right of traveling upon the ice of a river, affected by the tide, nor
the right of taking ice therefrom, is an absolute property right in any
person. Both are natural or common rights belonging to the people
generally.
Though such rights are theoretically open to all - are for the equal enjoyment
of all - those persons who first take possession of them are entitled to their
enjoyment without interference from other persons; such rigllts are the
subjects of qualified property by occupation.
Each right is relative or comparative, when con1licting with the exercise of
the other right, to be itself exercised reasonably; and ,vhat would be a
reasonable exercise of the one or' the other, at any particular plac~, must
depend largely upon the benefits which the people at large are to receive
therefrom.
These and all other public rights, and the relation that shall subsist between
them, may be regulated by the legislature as a trustee of the rights for the
people.
In the absence of legislative regulation of conflicting public interests, such
matters necessarily become the subjects of judicial interpretation; the scope
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of the judicial, though less than the legislative, authority permitting courts
to determine the manner in which such public privileges may be best enjoyed
by the public, provided that any judicial regulation shall do no violence to
existing legal principles.
The law is constantly subject to gradual growth and development, and when,
in the ever changing conditions and relations of society, new questions
arise, it has within itself elastic and creative force enough to adapt itself to
such questions.
The general right of traveling on the ice in all parts of our public rivers, is not
invested with the same degree of importance as that which attaches to the
right of passage for vessels in navigable waters; is a less dominant right;
and is the superior right or not, according to circumstances of place and
situation.
The right of passage over the ice for general travel is not the paramount right
at such a place as the Penobscot river at Bangor, and for some distance
below, where the great body of the ice is annually taken from the river, for
the purposes of trade, both domestic and foreign, constituting an enterprise
of vast value to the public :it large, and the traveler is there provided with a
passage over roads on the banks of the river, and at ferries across the river,
at the public expense; the traveler's privilege at such place being of trifling
consequence, compared with other interests conflicting with it, and beset
with difficulty and danger during the ice cutting season.
Those who appropriate to their use portions of a public river for ice fields,
shonld guard their occupations, after they have been cut into, so as not to
expose to danger any persons who may be likely innocently to intrude upon
the fields .
.Although a defendant may have been in fault in leaving an ice field unprotected
against accident, a plaintiff who afterwards got injured at such place, cannot
recover, if he had a clear opportunity of avoiding the accident, notwithstanding the negligence of his opponent. In a legal sense, the plaintiff's
negligence is the controlling cause of the accident, and the defendant's act
does not even contribute to it.

ON exceptions and motion to set aside the verdict, and for
new trial.

An action of the case for damages sustained by the loss of the
plaintiff's two-horse team, while being driven by his driver
across the ice field of the defendants, on the Penobscot river,
near Bangor. The team was driven upon a place where the
thick ice had been cut and removed by the defendants and the
new ice had not attained sufficient thickness and strength to
sustain such a weight.
The verdict wns for the pl:tintiff for the sum of six hundred
and twenty-one dollars.
The opinion states other facts.
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Charles P. Stetson, for plaintiff.
The instructions as to right of plaintiff to travel on the ice,
and the duty of the defendant in cutting ice to guard the place
cut with suitable harriers to warn the traveler, were correct.
French v. Oarnp, 18 Maine, 433 ; State v. Wilson, 42 Maine,
25 ; Angell on Watercourses, § 538.
'' The rights of the riparian proprietor were not changed in
the least, when the surface of the river was covered with ice, all
the citizens had still a right to traverse the river in that state at
pleasure." 42 Maine, 25.
Wilson and Woodard, for defe1-1dants.
PETERS, C. ,J.
This case largely depends for its solution upon
what may he the extent of the right to h~uvest ice from our large
rivers, compared with the conflicting right of traveling upon such
rivers during the winter season. This is an interesting topic of
inquiry, in view of the importance which ice hus lately assumed
as a merchantable commodity, and is a branch upon which the
law has as yet hardly passed beyond a formative period. The
inexhaustible and ever-changing complications in human affairs
are constantly presenting new questions and new conditions
which the law must provide for as they arise; and the law has
expansive and adaptive force enough to respond to the demands
thus made of it; not by subverting, but by forming new combinations 1:1nd making new applications out of, its already estnblished principles,-the result produced being only" the new corn
that cometh out of the old fields."
Neither of the rights which seem in conflict in the present case,
that of harvesting ice and that of traveling upon the ice, is
absolute in any person. No one has any absolute property in
either. They are derived from a natural right which nll have,
to enjoy the benefit of the elements, such as air, light and water,
and are common or public rights which belong to the whole community. In the Roman law they were classified as "imperfect
rights." Not that all persons can or do enjoy the boon alike.
Much depends upon first appropriation. One man's possession
may exclude others from it. Says Blackstone (2 Com. 14):
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"These things, so long as they remain in possession, every man
has a right to enjoy without disturbance; but if once they escape
from his custody, or he voluntarily abandons the use of them,
they return to the common stock, and any man else has an equal
right to seize and enjoy them afterwards." They are the subjects
of qualified property by occupation. 2 Kent's Com. 348.
Each right is in theory, speaking generally, relative or comparative. Each recognizes other rights that may come in its
way. Each must be exercised reasonably. And what would be
a reasonable exercise of the one or the other at any particular
place, for, dearly, there woul1 he a difference in the relative
importance of the different rights in different localities, depends
in a large degree upon the benefits which the community derive
therefrom. The public wants and necessities are to be considered.
The two kinds of franchise belong to the people at large, are
owned in common, and the common good of all must have a
decisive weight on the question of individual enjoyment.
These, and all other public rightR, and the relation that shall
subsist between them, when not thereby trenching upon congressional jurisdiction, may be vegulated by the legislature. The
legislature is the trustee of the public rights for the people.
And, as such agent or tru8tee, the legislature of this state has
gone a great way in abridging an individual enjoyment of some
of the common right~ and privileges possessed by society, when
the legislation has presumably inured to the common good. It
authorized the changing of the channel of Saco river, although
the effect of the diven,ion was to impair the value of a good deal
of private property. Spring v. Russell, 7 Maine, 273. Has
allowed private interest~ to be subserved to the injury of other
private interests, hy permitting dams and mills to be erected
which prevented the flow and ebb of the tide, upon the ground
that the public, as a whole, were to he benefitted thereby.
Parker v. Outler Milldarn Go. 20 Maine, 353. Has granted to
a single individual the exclusive i-ight of navigating Penobscot
river above the tide with steamers for a period of twenty years,
for the consideration of improvements to be made in the navigation of the river by the grantee. Moor v. Veazie, 31 Maine,
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360; S. C. 32 Maine, 343; S. C. 14 How. 568. These are
i1lustrations of the legislative power in such matters.
The legislature has the constitutional authority, no doubt, to
provide rules regulating the possession and cultivation of the ice
fields upon our navigable rivers, where the tide ehbs and flows,
at all events so far as the business is carried on below low water
line; and for the adjustment of conflicting interests which may
affect that privilege. If it omits to do so, such matters necessarily become the subjects of judicial interpretation. While the
judicial is not co-extensive with the legislative jurisdiction upon
the questions, there can be no doubt that it is within the scope
of judicial authority to determine· the manner in which i;:uch
public privileges may be best enjoyed by the public, provided
that any judicial regulation which may be attempted shall do no
violence to existing law.
The law is subject to slow and gradual growth. A remarkable
instance of the development of the Ia w is seen in the doctrine
unanimously adopted by the courts in this country, that a river
may be corn;idered navigable, although not affected by a flow of
the tides from the sea. The common law was otherwise. Lord
HALE, the great publicist, knew no such doctrine.
Legislation
did not create it. The courts felt obliged to adopt the interpretation, as a new npplication of an old rule, from an irre1:,istible
public necessity. The court of no state has probably ventured
so far as this court has, in maintaining that small streams have
:floatable properties belonging to the public use. Our climate
and forests, together with the interests and wants of the community, make the doctrine here re:umnah_le- a reasonable interpretation of the law. "\Vhile in some of the states, where less
necessity for the <loctrine exists, it is com,idered by their courts
to be untenable us subversive of private rights. So, in handling
the somewhat novel and important questions now pending hefore
us, we are certainly at liberty to construct out of admitted legal
principles, such rea~onable rules as will meet the requirements
of the case.
The importance to the public, of the ice privileges within the
territory before named, is incomparably greater than is that of
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traveling on the ice. Winter river-roads are of much less
consequence at the pre::,ent day than formerly. In the earlier
days, the natural ways were the only ways for travel, and upon
the large pond:::; and lakes and upon the rivers in remote places,
the same nec.essity may even now exist. But at Bangor, and for
some distance below, the principal area of Penobscot river from.
which the ice cuttings have been for some years customarily
taken, the public have no need of a way on the ice. The travele1·
receives much more than an equivalent for any deprivation of the
natural passage, in the use of the roads on the banks of the river,
at all timm; kept passable at the public expense. Roads over the
foe are rarely suitable and passable - only occasioually so. The
access to them from the shores is difficult if not dangerous, where
the tide, as it does here, ebbs and flows. Permission must be
had of the riparian proprietor to cross his land, to enable one to
get to the river without being a trespasser. The inconvenience::,
render the privilege nearly, if not quite, worthless. Nor i::, any
considerable use of the river for such purpose proved or suggested.
On the other hand, the business of gathering ice for merchantable purposes has assumed extraordinary importance on our
rivers. Large amounts of capital are invested; thousands of
men and of teams are employed at a season of the year when
other employment cannot be obtained by them ; the outlay is
mostly in bills for labor, widely circulated; a crop of immen8e
value is annually produced from an exhaustless soil without
sowing; the shipping business is materially aided by it; the
wealth of the state is greatly increased by it; it is eminently a
business of the people. It would seem unreasonable to emharrm;s
such an important enterprise by according to the traveling public
a paramount right of passnge, when such right, even to its
possessor, is scarcely good for anything.
It is an error, we think, to invest the right of passing on the
ice in all places with the same degree of importance as that which
attaches to the right of vessels in navigable waters. It may be
an offshoot of the navigable right - something akin to it - but
a right of a secondary or inferior degree. The idea of roads
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over the frozen surface of rivers was never broached in the old
common law - it has grown up since - and should he the
superior right or not, according to circumstances.
e know of
only one judicial decision touching the subject, that in our own
state ( French v. Oanp, 18 Nlaine, 433), and that does not
-contradict the views we express in this discussion. There the
plaintiff's injury came from the defendant's carelessness in cutting
a hole through the ice, and leaving it exposed, upon or near a
plnce where there had been a winter road for more than twenty
years.
ESTON, C. J., the_re says:
Assuming that the defendant has as good a right to the use of the water, as the plaintiff
or the public generally had to the right of passage, the use of a
common privilege should be such as may be most beneficial and
least injurious to all who have occasion to avail themselves of it."
In the present case, it must be remembered, the defendants are
not defending themselves as riparian owners, for that would
justi(y their possession only to low water line, but as a portion
of the public, partaking of a common and public right. Brastow
v. Rockport Ice Go. 77 Maine, 100.
An unlawful obstruction to navigation, being a common
nuisance, is remedial by indictment, or by abatement; or a court
of equity may take jurisdiction upon nn information filed by an
attorney general. Gould, Waters. § 121. It would seem
strange to see the ice harvesters accused of nuisance. But
nuisance exists, in lawful business, only where actual injury is
sustained. It must be some essential injury and damage. ' People
living in cities and large towns must submit to some annoyance,
to some inconvenience, to some injury and damage; must even
yield a portion of their rights to the necessities of business."
,vood, Nuisance, 11. In an English case it was said: "Where
great works are carried on, which are the means of developing
the national wealth, persons must not stand on extreme rights,
and bring actions for every petty annoyance." St. Helen's Snielting Oo. v. Tipping, 11 ,Tur. 785, reported in 116, E. U. L. 1093.
In Rhoades v. Otis, 33 Ala. 538, a much quoted case, the test
of the floatability of a stream was· held to be, whether fit for
valuable floatage and useful to important public interests. In
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Wethersfield v. llurnplaey, 20 Conn. 217, it was held that, in
order to make a stream navigable, iithere must be some commerce
and navigation upon it which i::i essentially valuable." Same
decision in 22 Conn. Hl8. Navigators must endure inconveniences for the greater general good. Brown v. Town of
Preston, 38 Conn. 219. To constitute nuisance, the obstructions
must niate1·ially interrnpt general navigation. State v. Wilson,
42 Maine, ~,. In Rowe v. Granite Brid_qe Oo. 21 Pick. 344,
347, SHAW, C. J., said; i~But in order to have this character it
must be navigable to some purpose useful to trade or agriculture."
In Attorney General v. Wood8, 108 Mass. 436, it is said that
thhi language is applied to the capacity of the stream rather than
to its m,es. But the last wus a case where the officers of the
Commonwealth were endeavoring to prevent an act supposed to
injuriou::,ly affect the harbor of Boston.
It 18 our opinion, that :my occupation of the Penobscot river,
within the limits now receiving our attention, for the purpm,e of
a winter way would he, at this day, of such insignificant
importance, so useless and valueless in comparison with other
public interests, that it cannot he, set up to prevent or abridge
the taking of ice within those limits to any extent whatever.
,ve do not, however, apply the rule stated to any place where
a lyay is commonly used across the river, connecting town or
county roads, or where a ferry is established by law. R. S., c.
20 § 7.
The traveler's right, even if existing theoretically, does not,
under the circumstances, assert itself. Reasonable use is
practically no use. The same public possessing both rights
prefer to abandon the use of the one for the much more valuable
use of the other.
We are aware that the law, in facilitating the enjoyment of
public rights,- and no private right is involved in this controversy,- scans closely the grounds upon which it admits the
advantnge of one person to be set off against the disadvantage of
another. In an early English case, Rex v. Russell, 6 B. &
C. 566, an extreme rule was promulgated, in later cases not fully
assented to, that. staiths erected in the river Tyne, should not be
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regarded as a public nuisance, if the public benefit produced by
them countervailed the prejudice done to individuals,- the
supposed public benefit being that in consequence of the erections
coals would he brought to the London market in better condition or
for lesser price. In subsequent cases it has hcen maintained
that the henefit to be derived from tolerating any impairment of
the navigable convenience, must be direct, and that the staitlu:; in
the Tyne, were a remote and indirect benefit merely, and not
computable as a public benefit in the sense of the term in which
it should he used when considering the question of nuisance;
and it has been explained that the benetit must be a public
benefit to the same public; that the same public or same part of
the public which suffers the inconvenience, must also receive the
benefit; th::tt it must he both beneficial and injurious to the public
using the same waters.
A satisfactory explanation of the doetrine appears in a discussion by HESSEL, M. R., in Attorney Geneml v. Ter1·y, L. R.
9 Ch. 4:l3, where he says; 1~Then it may be asked, what is a
public benefit? In my view it is a benefit of a similar nature,
showing that on a balance of convenience and inconvenience the
public at tlwt place not only lose nothing, but gain something by
the erection." In that case it was decided that any benefit in the
way of gaining trade, to a single individual erecting a whar( in
navigable waters, was too remote to be held to he for the advantage of the public generally, when the channel intruded upon
was so narrow that every foot of it ·was wanted for navigation.
In the opinion an illustration of public hcnefit is given, by
supposing the piers of a bridge to be pl:iced in the middle of a
navigable river, thereby Hto some extent, to a more or less
material extent, obstructing the navigation," but the necesi,ity is
great and the injury trifling. In that case, says the opinion,
"it would be a benefit that would counterbalance the public
injury."
Applying the doctrine as carefully as it is guarded in the cases
most widely differing from the case of Rex v. Russell, above
cited, we feel ~issurnd that our conelusions are correct in sustaining the contention of the pl'Csent defendants. Here the iee-
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gatherer and the traveler belong to the same public; have
presumably interests alike; were using the same river - the
same waters~ though in different ways. The ice-takeni were
occupying the river under the natLiral right of dipping water
therefrom, and it is as if thousan(b1 of men were simultaneously
exercising the right together The enterprise directly fosters
, the interests of navigation on the river. On the other hand, as
we have hefore said, the right of the traveler, so far as pertaining
to the navigation of the river, is, under the circumstances, at
most a secondary, theoretical right and of no real and essential
value. Even private property may he taken f<,r public use
by affording compensation. Here, if the traveler is not allowed
the use of the river, it is because more than compensation is
supplied to him in other roads provided for his use.
We think the trial wus conducted upon a too literal application
of the principles which govern the use of navigahle streams, and
that the jury were thereby preju<liced against the defendants to
their injury.
These views being tlCcepted, it necessarily follows that this
portion of the river should be considered as virtually closed
during the winter against general traveling. The whole tract cut
over must be constantly heset with danger to a traveler who does
not keep up an especial ac<.1uaintance with the condition of the
ice. Besides, the ice fields, after they have been staked and
fenced and scraped, and in some instances connecting fields extend
across the river, have so far become the property of the appropriator that an action would lie ngainst one who disturhs his
possession. People's Ice Co. v. Steamer 11/xcelsior, 44 Mich. 229.
At the same time the appropriators should hy suitable means
l'easonahly guard their fields against exposing to danger persons
who may be likely to innocently intrude upon them, if such
likelihood may he seen to exist. It is not necessary, in the
present case, to inquire whether the defendants sufficiently
observed such caution or not, inasmuch as we are clearly of the
belief that the plaintiff~s servant in charge of his team, was
guilty of an act of carelessness which caused the 'plaintiff's loss.
VOL.

LXXIX.

30
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Even if the defendants were in fault, their delinquency would
be a prior act, while the servant's was a subsequent, di-,tinct,
indepen<lent act. The defendants had no reason to suppose the
servant would go in ·the direction he did, or he heedless in hilj
course if he were to go there. As some judge said; ::One man
is not required to take another man's discretion in his keeping."
At nll events, the defendants' act or omis::iion was not
negligence against the plaintiff- not an act which the plaintiff
can complain of. The idea is clearly expressed in 2 Law Quar.
.. _Rev. (London) p. 507 :
wrhe party who last has a cleas
opportunity of avoiding the accident, notwithstanding the
negligence of his opponent, is considered solely responsible for
it." In sn~h c,tse defendants are not even guilty of contributory
negligence ; that is, their negligence does not in a legal sense
contribute to it or participate in it. It is merely a passive agency,
or condition, or ~ituation, through or by which the accident
happened - hut no pal't of its real and controlling cause.
O'Brfon v. McGlinchy, 68 Maine, 552, 557.
The servant was hardly even a traveler on the river in the
ordinary sense of the term. He was himself an operative at the
ice fields. He came with his team upon the ice by crossing
defendantt-i' land, striking a tmveled way which led upon the ice,
along the shore, up to the field of operations he was to engage
in. From a freak of his own, instead of keeping the road, as
properly he should, he crossed one of defendant:::1' fields, as
properly he should not, nnd while attempting to go across or
around another field of theirs, his team broke through the ice
and wus lost.
The pretense is set up that the defendants had no fence as a
protective harrier at the end of the field extremest from the west
bank of tho river, to prevent foe traveler from going upon the
thin ice. None was needed. The exercise of ordinary care by
the servant was all that was needed. There was a large ridge of
snow and ice at the easterly encl of the field, several feet high,
thrown up by scraping the field from west to east in preparation
for ice-cutting. It seems that the ice was left uncut and solid
for a space of twelve or fifteen feet in width inside of the piles
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or ridge, in order to afford space wide enough for a pair of horses
to trnvel upon while cutting out and handling the cakes of ice.
It is a risky track for any horses, but what dangers there are
upon the track is incidental to the business. The servant
confesses that he was acquainted with the mode of the business,that he knew that the ice bud been scraped up to the ridge of
snow,- knew that there might be holes and thin ice where the
field had been scraped,- knew that he was going upon the
scraped ice,- and still he recklessly undertook to conduct his
team on the inside of the ridge, when there was an abundance of'
room to drive safely outside of it. By his carelessness, fr>r which,
there seems to be no rational explanation, the plaintiff\; prnperty·
was lost.
Jlfotion sustained.
WALTON,

DANFOUTH,

VnwIN,

LIBBEY

and

FosTER,

JJ.,.

concurred.

HASKELL, ,T.
I concur in the result, but I cannot agree to the·
reasoning of the opinion of the court for the following reasons:
The right of n~tvigation in public waters is paramount, although
they may be subjected to any other useful purpose, even' though,
~uch use may temporarily impede the paramount right; hut
when a use blocks navigation, it must cease until the necessities-.
of navigation be served.
A vessel may lawfully be at ancho1· in and completely obstrnct
a roadstead so long as it is not needed for passage by other vessels ;:
but ,vhen needed, the channel must be left open. The rights of'
passage and of anchorage are common rights, but the former·
from necessity i:::i paramount, that both rights mn_y he reasonably
enjoyed. Both may be exercised, but neither cun lawfully be·
destroyed.
A sailing vessel in ascending a river may occupy the whole·
channel if necessary, and a steamer astern must so remain unless
it may pass her safely; but when the former comes to anchor,
the steamer has the paramount right of passage, and the channel
must be left open if possible.
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So a traveler upon a highway has the paramount right to pass
:along, and teams standing and obstructing the way must move to
igive reasonable chance for passage.
Frozen navigable rivers are public bighwa_ys, and the traveler
,ordinarily has the paramount right of passage as necessarily
ijncident to the reasonable enjoyment of his right, but it must be
,exercised in common with such uses as the frozen surface of the
· river is adapted to. One such use is the harvesting of ice, a use
.that may impede travel. Both are common rights, and both may
he lawfully exercised; but both cannot be enjoyed at the'. same
.spot at the same time, because the one may be there destructive
,of the other, so that it may be reasonable for that m~e g-iving the
Jnrger public benefit to restrict other uses to a narrower compass,
but it cannot lawfully monopolize the whole right to the utter
,destruction of all other rights.
Ice gathering has become a remunerative and useful industry,
:and is of great benefit to the public. The nature of the business
necessarily requires that it should not be subjected to a paramount
right of travel that may destroy its reasonable enjoyment. Both
iice gatherers and travelers are partakers in a common right.
Neither has such a paramount right as to permanently and entirely
-extinguish that of the other; but both may exercise their right
,reasonably under all the circumstances surrounding their conduct.
If the public has appropriated a particular portion of the ice
,of a stream or pond, and has worn a well beaten track upon the
same, would it be reasonable for the ice gatherer to interrupt
such use? So if the ice gatherer has appropriated and marked his
ice fields, leaving the traveler room for pas~age, would it be
reasonable for the traveler to go upon it and defile it? Both
uses of the ice are lawful, but neither may wholly exclude the
other. Both cannot have the possession and use of the same ice
for different purposes, although both have a common right to it
so long as it remains unappropriated by either. The taker of
water from a stream may not interfere with the navigation of it;
hut the harvester of ice obstructs the public highway at that
place, so the one can no more take the whole ice and destroy the
public highway, than the other without legislative authority could
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divert the stream and leave its bed dry and unnavigable. Courts
may declare the relative rights of persons, but they cannot
extinguish them.
The plaintiff's servant had no need to enter upon the defendants' ice field, and he is chargeable with notice of the dangerous
character of the spot, and for his imprudence in so doing the
plaintiff is not entitled to recover.

JOHN

w.

MITCHELL

Waldo.

vs.

EMERY BOARDMAN.

Opinion June 29, 1887.

Mandamus.
,Tudge police court. Search and seizure.
Intoxicating liquors.
The court will not grant a writ of mandamus on the petition of a private
citizen to compel a judge of a police court, having jurisdiction, to issue a
search warrant upon the complaint of such citizen.
The court will not issue mandamus when it is too late to be an available
remedy, as when the thing commanded to be done would be an idle and useless ceremony.

ON report.

The case i~ stated in the opinion.

R. W. Rogers, for plaintiff.
It was agreed between the parties before the drnwing of the
petition, that no question as to the right of a private citizen to
petition in a public matter would he raised, and it is presumed
that no such contention will he made. For the convenience of
the court, however, in case any doubt of its authority to issue
the writ prayed for, should arise in connection ,vith that question,
the following cases are cited. Harnilton, Auditor v. The State,
3 Ind. 452; The People v. Collins et al. 19 Wend. 56; Union
Pacffic R. R. Co. v. Hall, 91 U. S. 355, and cases cited;
Williams, Petitioner, v. Uo. Cmnr's, 35 Maine 34 7; State v.
Gorham, 37 Maine, 461; Dane v. Derby, 54 Maine, 95, and!
Walton v. Greenwood, 60 Maine, 363.
1
~ On a summary hearing on a petition for mandamus, this court
will not determine the question of the con~titutionality of the·
Ia,v, involving the rights of' third persons, but will leave that.
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question to he settled, when properly presented by parties to an
action.'' Smyth v. Titcomb, 31 Maine, 285.
The contention, however, that the statute is in conflict with
§ 5, Art. 1, of the Constitution of Mame, is without any foundation.
The constitution neither delegates, nor requires the
· legislature to delegate to magistrates the power of passing
upon the question of probable caw:ie.
It has the right
to withhol<l that power, if it sees fit, and prescribe instead the
rules an<l conditions upon which they shall issue their warrants.
That is prP;cisely whftt the legislature has done in § 40, and this
court has at least twice directly arnl explicitly declared its action
to he constitutional. Gray v. Ilimball, 42 Maine, 307 ; State v.
Miller, 48 Maine, 57G.
And the law has often been indirectly sustained by the court,
the last time in the recent case of State v. Dunphy, (Maine) 3
'New England Rep. 827.

W~. P. Thorrq;;,;on and R. F. Dunton, for the defendant,
cited: R. S., c. 132, § § 6, 11, 12; State v. Nephla, 35 La.
365; 2 Greenl. Ev. 452; .Munns v. Dupont, 3 Wnsh. C. C.
31 ; Foshay v. Furguson, 2 Denio, 617 ; Ulnie1· v. Leland, 1
Greenl. 135; Stone v. 01·ocker, 24 Pick. 81; Flahm·ty v.
Longley, 62 Maine, 420; State v. Miller, 48 Maine, 580; State
v. Bartlett, 4 7 Maine, 392; State v. Wheeler, 64 Maine, 532;
Harris v. Niagara Go. Sup. 33 Hun, (N. Y.) 279; Van/tome's
Lessee v. Dorrance, 2 Dallas, 304; Dam·s v. Go. Uo1nr·'s, 63
Maine, 398; High, Ex. Leg. Rem. § § 42, 156; U. S. v. Seaman, 17 How. 225 ; U. S. v. The 001n. 5 Wall. 563 ;
Secretary v. 11fcGarrahcm, 9 ,vnll. 298; Ex parte Neimnan, 14
Wall, 165; Ins. Co. v. lVilson, 8 Pet. 302; U. S. v. Peters,
.5 Crunch, 135 ; Ex parte Braclsfreet, 7 Pct. 648 ; Ex parte
Mmty, 14 How. 24; Com. v. }Vhiteley, 4 '\Vall. 522; Ins. Go.
v. Adams, 9 Pet. 602; Sanger v. Go. Oornr's, 25 Maine, 294.
DANFORTH, J.
In this ease the petitioner in hi::; individual
capacity applieH for a writ of mandamus to compel the respond,ent, the judge of the police court of the city of Belfast, to issue
:a warrant of search and $eizure upon hi~ complaint in due form
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under oath. It has for a very long time been well settled law
in this state that "a private individual can apply for this remedy
only in those cases, where he has some private or particular
interest to be subserved, or some particular right to be pursued
or prntected by the aid of this process, independent of that
which he holds in common with the public at large. It is for
the public officers, exclusively to apply when public rights are
to be subserved." Sangel' v. Co. Com. 25 Maine, 291-6. No
private right, distinct from that of the public, is involved here.
It is the refusal of a public officer to act in a public matter; an
officer of the government in a matter which relates to the
enforcement of a puhHc law, and if he has violated hi::, duty or
refuses to perform it, there is other remedy more nppropriate and
efficient than this. The cases cited by counsel are unlike this,
and in those cited from our own state this question was not
rniscd.
vV ere it otherwise, in this case no available remedy would result
from granting the writ. The warrant asked for, if issued, could
•only be against such liquors as were in the building described at
the date of the complaint. If the officer were to levy it upon
any other, he woulcl do so at his peril, and so long a time has
elapsed since the complaint was m1Hle and must in cases of this
kind always elapse l;>efore a judgment can be obtained, that the
issuing of the wanant would he a useless act, and more especially in this case n':-l the building described in the complaint has
been destroyed by fire, a historical fact of which the court will
take judicial cognizance. Under these facts the court will not
grant a mandamus even if the petitioner were otherwise entitl~d.
It would be an idle and useless ceremony. Williarns, Petr. v.
Uo. Com. 35 Maine, 349 ; Woodbu1·y v. Oo. Corn. 45 id. 304;
Dane, Pet. v. Derby, :54 id. 102.

tVrit denied.
PETERS,

concurred.

C. J.,

\VALTON,.LIBBEY, EMERY

and

HAsimLL,

JJ.,
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INHABITANTS OF 0RNEVILLE

Piscataquis.

vs.

CALEB

o.

PALMER.

Opinion June 29, 1887.

Tax. Qualification of assessors.
A tax as-sessed by assessors who took the oath of office before the moderator
of the to"'11 meeting at which they were elected is not valid.
A moderator is not authorized to administer oaths in such cases.

ON report.
Debt to recover a tax assessed upon the defendant in Omville
for the ye-<1r 1884.
By the town clerk's record of the annual town meeting, that
year, it appears that Bela L. Fowles was elected and qualified
as moderator, and Bela L. Fowles, Asa Parker, 2nd, and J. S.
Morgan were elected assessors and thereupon Fowles was- sworn
by a justice of the peace, and Parker and Morgan were sworn
by the moderator. The tax sought to be 1tecovered was assessed
by that boa1·d of assessors.

George W. Hawe, for plaintiff.
Where forfeitures are not involved, proceedings for the coriection of taxes should he construed practically and liberally.
Cressey v. Parks, 76 Maine, 53'4.
The oath taken by the assessors was sufficient and in conformity with the provisions of the R. S. ► c. 1, § 6. (-J'reene v ~
Lunt, 58 Maine, 532.
G . .A. Everett, for the defendant.
HASKELL, J.
1t is settled law in this state that assessors
must qualify by taking the oath of office in the manner prescribed
by statute before they can assess a legal tax. R. S. ~ c. 3, § 24;
Dresden v. Goud, 75 Maine, 298.
The statute provides. that assessors may be sworn '~hy the
town or parish clerk, or by any person authorized by law." R.
S., c. 3, § 24. Two of the assessors attempted to qualify by
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taking the oath of office before the moderator, who was not
authorized by law to administer oaths in such cases, and therefore these assessors were not legally qualified to perform the
duties of office, and could not assess a legal tax.

Plaintiff nonsuit.
PETERS, C. J.,
JJ., concurred.

'\iVALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY

and

EMERY,

INHABITANTS OF LIBERTY VS. INHABITANTS OF PALERMO.

Waldo.

Opinion July 1, 1887.

Pauper. Settlement. Minor. Emancipation.
Pauper supplies furnished to a minor child will not be considered as supplies
indirectly furnished the father when there is a destruction of the parental
and filial relations, and the father has deliberately abandoned such child, and
has taken up his residence in another town, emancipating the child from all
duty to him, and renouncing all obligation to it.
Supplies furnished under such circumstances, even with the knowledge of the
father, will not be considered as supplies furnished to him so as to prevent
his gaining a settlement in his new place of residence.

ON report.

The opinion states the case and material facts.

W. P. Thompson and R. F. Dunton, for plaintiffs.
Emancipation is never to he presumed but must always be
proved. Lowell v. Newport, 66 Maine, 78; Oldtown v. Falnwuth, 40 Maine, 106.
The court in Sanford v. Lebanon, 31 Maine, 124, say, ''The
test to he applied is thnt of the preservation or destruction of
the parental and filial relations."
In Monroe v. Jackson, 55 Maine, 59, the court say in speaking of a similar case: ''Poverty even culminating in absolute
pauperism of the parent and resulting in a binding out to service
of the child by the selectmen until he is twenty-one years of
age, does not affect it."
In Clinton v. York, 26 Maine, 167, the settlement of John
Beal was the question, and where supplies furnished his daughter
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while living apart from his family were claimed to have prevented
the father from gaining a settlement, and it appeared that the
daughter had lived round in· a good many places since her childhood, and that her father would not have her in his house, the
court held that the daughter was not thereby emancipated.
The court in Lowell v. Newport, 66 Maine, 90, in reviewing
the reported cases upon the question of emancipation, say,
"From these cases as well as others in hnrmony ,vith them, the
principle to be deduced is that emancipation such as will effect
a settlement under the pauper laws, however it may be in other
cases, must he an absolute and entire surrender on the part of the
parent, of_ all right to care and custody of the child, as well as
to its earnings, with a renunciation of all duties arising from
such a position.

William, H. Fo,qler, for the defendants, cited: L(J'Well v.
Newport, 66 Maine, 90; Green v. Buckfield, 3. Maine, 136 ;
Hallowell v. Saco, 5 Maine, 143 ; Raymond v . .lian·ison, 11 Maine,
190; Manchester v. West Gardiner, 53 Maine, 525; Garland
v. Dover, 19 Maine, 441; Sanf01·d v. Lebanon, 31 :Maine, 124;
Hampden v. Troy, 70 Maine, 485.

J.

This action is brought to recover for supplies
furnished Harris Bailey and family, paupers residing in the
plaintiff town.
It is agreed that Bailey formerly had a settlement in the
defendant town, and that before the supplies for which this
action is brought had been furnished he had acquired a legal
settlement in the plaintiff town by having his home therein for
five successive years, unless prevented by the fact that supplies
had been furnished by the defendant town to Evilla May Bailey,
a minor daughter by a former wife from whom he was divorced
in 1869.
It was admitted that this daughter has received pauper supplies
from the defendant town every year since her birth, which was
in April, 1867, to within four years last past; and the plaintiffs
claim that said supplies were indirectly furnished to Harris
FOSTER,
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Bailey, and thus prevented him from gaining a settlement in the
plaintiff town.
The defendants, while admitting the support to have been thus
furnishecl to the daughter, contend that it had no effect upon the
father's settlement, because as they claim, the child was during
all said time totally abandoned ancl emancipated by the father.
This is the only controvel'ted que:;;tion in the case-the
only one we need consider, and the one decisive of the rights of
the parties.
The evidence satisfies us that the chi Id was emancipated by
abandonment.
At the time the child was born Bailey and his wifo w.ere living
npart from each other, having separated two months before. He
first saw the child when she was six weeks old, his wife carrying
her to hini where he was at work in an adjoining town. He
then refused to take the child ; utterly refused to furnish anything for her, \rnd denied tha~ she belonged to him. He repeatedly thereafter declared that the child was not his. and that he
should not support her, or have anything to do with her. The
next time he snw the child wns about a year.after that when she
was again cahied to him, and he then refused to take any notice
of her, still denying her paternity, and swearing that he would
never support her. With one possible exception, and about
which the eviden0e is conflicting, the father did not again see the
girl for a period of about ten year:'.', when he happened to meet
her at a neighbor's house, hut did not know who she Wtls. VVhen
informed he manifested no interest whatever in her, and
according to hh,_testimony, does not recollect that he even spoke
to her. The child was then eleven years old, and his home had
been in the plaintiff town for more than six years.
In 1880, the girl, then heing thirteen years of age, by invitation ·went to his house and remained four days. :From that
time to the present the father has had nothing to do with her,
and it does not appear that he has even seen her. vVhile there
is some evidence that at one time he bought the child two yards
of print, his own testimony is, ''I never helped her uny that I
know of;'' and he does not rec~ollect of ever furnishing the c~ild
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anything in her life except just what food she ate while Hhe was
at his house.
The father was a m,rn of sound health, able bodied, and
received good wages. Divorced from the mother of this child
in 1869, when it was two years of age, he again married in 1871,
and has reared and supported a family of four children, having
received assistance but once, and that only to the amount of five
dollars in the town of Somerville, previous to the hill for which
this suit is instituted.
The separation of the child from the father was not occasioned
through poverty, nor in other respects did the parental and filial
relation continue, as in Garland v. Dover, 19 Maine, 44G;
Clinton v. York, 26 Maine, 170; Sanford v. Lebanon, 31
Maine, 124; or .Eastport v. Lubec, 64 Maine 244, cited by the
plaintiffs. Here, from the testimony of the father it appears
that he could have supported this child if he had wanted to, but
he 'tdidn't want to."
In the cases to which we have referred it will be found that
the mere fact that the child was not residing in the family of the
parent was not satisfactory proof of abandonment or emancipation. And the more satisfactory criterion of whether or not,
there had been such abandonment or emancipation, was found to
be that of ''the preservation or destruction of the parental and
filial relations."
It is in accordance with this principle that the decisions of our
court have uniformly held, in cases where the parental and filial
relation no longer continues to subsist, and the father has
"deliberately abandoned his family and taken up his residence in
another town, emancipating them from all duty to him, and
renouncing all obligation to them, that supplies furnished, even
under such circumstances as imply a knowledge of the fact upon
his part, will not he considered as supplies furnished to him, so
as to prevent his gaining n, settlement in his new place of
residence." Eastport v. Lubec, 64 Maine, 246; Rayrnond v.
Harrison, 11 Maine, 190; Hallowell v. Saco, 5 Maine, 143 ;
Lowell v . .2Vewport, 66 Maine, 87.
During the entire lifetime of thi:::; child, now more than twenty
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yenrs of age, the father has best<nved upon her no parental care.
Neither has he exercised or attempted to exercise over her any
parental control, and has required of her no filial obedience or
duty. In no sense can it he said that she has been under her
father's care and protection. There was such a voluntary and
ahsol ute renunciation of all duties arising from the parental and
filial relation that, according to the established tei4s in such
cases, emancipation would inevitably result.
In ..Zl-1unroe v. Jcwkson, 55 Maine, 59, it is said by R<\mwws, J.
that it occurs not only by the act of God in depriving the child
of his natural protector by death, but also '~by the voluntary act
of the parent in surrendering the rights nnd renouncing the
dutie::, of his position, or in some way conducting in relation
thereto, in a manner which is inconsistent with any further
performance of them.''
And in Lou:ell v. Newport, (56 Maine, 90, after an examination
of many decided cases wherein the question of emancipation
has a-risen, the court say : ''Indeed, the best test which can be
applied is the separation and resulting freedom from parental
and filial ties and duties, which the law ordinarily be::itows at the
age of majority."
·what more potent evidence of deliberate abandonment, of
freedom from parental and filial ties, and the renunciation of
all parental obligation and duty is required than appears in this
case? It is sufficient, we think, to establish a defence to this
suit.
Judgrnent for defendants.
\VALTON, DANFORTH,

LIBBEY, EMERY

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.

J.

EmVIN EATON

vs.

Waldo.

HUMPHREY

N.

LANCASTER

and another.

Opinion July 19, 1887.

Stable-keeper,

1Vegligence.

Bailrnent.

The owner of a stable is liable to the owner of a horse boarding therein, for
any damage occasioned to the horse through the negligence of' his employees
and watchmen therein, within the scope of their employment.
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hether it is negligence for the watchman in a livery and boarding stable to
allow three men, known to him to he smokers and under the influence of
liquor, to go into the hay loft at midnight to pass the remainder of the night,
is a question of fact for the jury.
Facts stated upon which a jury would be authorized to find negligence.

"

· ON exceptions.
The opinion states the facts and case.

J. E. Hanley, for the plaintiff, cited: Shear. & Red. Ncgli~
genee, § § 2, 20, 21, 59, 65, 79, li()l, 5U4, 14; Add. Torts, § §
600, 585, 577, 5})2; Little v. Fossett, 34 Maine, 545 ; Healey
v. Gray, 68 Maine, 489; il1ason v. Thompson, 20 Am. Dec.
471; Beardslee v. Richm·dson, 25 Am. Dec. 596; Jfm·latt ,,.
Levee, &c. Go. 29 Am. Dec. 468 ; Hill v. Ou:en, 35 Am. Dec.
124; Shaw v. Berry, 31 Maine, 478; Nezcson v. Axon, 10
Am. Dec. 685 ; Noyes v. Shepherd, 30 Maine, 179; Dickerson
v. Rogers, 40 Am. Dec. 642; Savage _,M'fy Uo. v. Arnu,trong,
17 Maine, 34; Foste1· v. Dz'.xfield, 18 Maine, 380; Lake v.
Milliken, o2 Maine, 240; Hiclcer v. Freerncrn, 50 N. H: 420.

W. H. Fogle1·, for defendants.
The defendants were bailees for plaintiff, nnd as such, were
bound to ordinary diligence and responsible for ordinary negligence. They were bound to take only common and reasonable
care of the pl:tintitf's team. Story on Bailments, § 442, et seq.;
.Jiealey v. Gray, 68 Maine, 48~; B1.m1ham v. Young, 72
Maine, 273; Foster v. Bssex Bank, 17 Mass. 501; llfaynarcl
v. Buck, 100 Mass. 47.
"Ordinary care" means such care ns men of ordinary sense,
prudence and capacity would take, under like circumstances, in
the conduct and the management of their own affairs. Shrewsbury v. Smith, 12 Cush. 177; Shaw v. B. & W. R. R. 8
Gray, 45.
(( Ordinary care" has relation to the f,ituation of the parties
arnl the business in which they arc engaged. Fletclie1' v. B. &
M. R. R. 1 Allen, V ; Gunning/tam v . .Hall, 4 Allen, 268.
In the case at bar it cannot be contended that there was any
want of ordinary care on the part of the defendants persom1 lly,
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for neither of them did any act in connection with the plaintiff's.
team.
The master is not responsible if the wrong done by the servant
is done without his authority, and not fen· the purpose of
executing his orders, or doing his work. Shearman & R. on
Negligence, § § 62, 63; JYic1Vlarms v. Crickett, l East. 106;
Lynch v. Nurdin, l Ad. & Ell. N. S. 29; TVilson v. Pei-erly,
2 N. H. 548; Howe v. Newniarch, 12 Allen, 57.
The net was not only not authorized by the defendants, nor
in performing any duties in the defendants' business, hut was
done against the reasonable rules of the defendants, and in
defiance of the protest of their authorized employee. Johnson
v. Barber, (Ill.) 50 Am. Dec. 416.
11
Negligence is not actionable unless it is the proximate cause
of the injury complained of." Shearman & R. § 9.
11
The true inquiry is whether the injury sustained was such
as, according to common experience, and the usual course of
events, might reasonably be anticipated." Derry v. Flitner,
118 Mass. 134.

LrnmJY, J. ..\..fter the plaintiff's evidence was all out, the
presiding justice ordered a nonsuit, to which the plaintiff
excepted. If there v11as any evidence which, if believed by the
jury, would authorize a verdict for the plaintiff, a nonsuit should
not have been ordered. The following facts are not controverted.
On the e]eventh day of July, 1885, the defendants were livery
stable keepers in Belfast, and on that day the plaintiff's horse
and harness were delivered to them at their stable to be kept for
hire for an indefinite time. In the night of that day the stable
took fire from some cause, and with the plaintiff's horse and all the
horses in it but one, was burned. About one o'clock in the night,
three men, McCabe, Twombly and Casey, drove into the stable .
a team belonging to the defendants which they had been using.
They were to some extent intoxicated. After the team was put
up they went into the loft of the stable, which was full of dry
hay, to stay during the night. About half an hour after, the
stable was on fire in the loft and Twombly and Casey were burnt
in it, McCabe escaping 8lightly burned. McCabe and Twombly
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were servants of the defendants, employed in their stable during
the day, but were not on duty that night, and were not doing
any act for the defendants. One McIntosh was a servant of the
defendants, and that night was charged with the duties of night
watch and the general care of the stable. One of the regulations
of the defendants for the care and management of the stable
was that no one should be permitted to sleep in the loft during ·
the night. McIntosh knew that the three men were smokers,
smoking pipes, and were in the habit of carrying their pipes and
matches with them.
The plaintiff claims that he made out his right to recover on
two grounds: First, that the fire was set to the stable carelessly
by the three intoxicated men, two of whom were then in the
employ of the defendants. Second, that the three intoxicated
men were permitted by McIntosh, the night watch, to go into
the loft to sleep, and that that act was not the exercise of due
care over the plaintiff's property, and that by reason of that
careless act the stable was burned and the plaintiff's horse and
harness were destroyed.
By the contrHct of bailment, the defendants were bound to
exercise ordinary care over the plaintiff's property, that degree
of cure which prudent and careful men would exercise over their
own property under like circumstances. They were liable for
the negligence of their servants in the performance of any duty
in regard to the care and custody of the plaintiff's property
within the general scope of their own employment.
As to the first ground of the plaintiff's claim, we think it
entirely fails, as neither of the three men were in the performance
of any act for the defendants during that night, but were acting
as they pleased for their own pleaf:mre.
Upon the second ground of the plaintiff's claim there is more
doubt. The plaintiff's claim is that McIntosh permitted the
intoxicated men to go into the loft for the night; that this was
within the scope of his general employment and in the performance of hi:, duty as night watch; that it was a careless, negligent
act on his part, for which the defendants are responsible, and
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Wt\S tho proximate cause of the loss of plaintiff's property.
These propo.sitions are all contL·overted.
The first fact embraced in this ground of claim is that McIntosh
permitted the three intoxicated men to go into the loft to sleep
for the night. The burden is on the plaintiff to prove it. The
only direct evidence in regard to it comes from l\folntosh. He
says the men went up in his presence. '' They came into the
office "vhere I was going up to lie down up stairs, they then
stepped out of the office and went acrnss the barn floor to go up
into the loft, and did go up into the loft, a hay loft, loose hay in
it; should say the loft wat:i sixty to seventy-five feet long and
perhaps thirty-five feet wide. It was full of dry hay." r, Q.
Diel you. make any objections to their going up in the loft r"
~, A. I did. I told them I should not go up there, says I, boys,
,you better go up and lie down with rne, there is plenty of room
up stairs." He further said he never knew them to go up there
to lie down before; he knew it was against the rules .
.McCahe, one of the three men who went up, was a witness,
hut did not testify upon this point. Th.is was all of the evidence
us to what McIntosh did to prevent their going. Might the jury
infer his consent from his testimony and the surrounding circumstances? We think they might. True, h.e says he objected;
but when he states what be said to them, it appeai·s more like
advice feebly expres:-ied. He does not state their answer. He
did not tell them they mu.st not go, it was against the rules;
nor did he interpose, nor H.ttempt to interpose nny force to stop
them. Th.ey aprrnar to have heen friendly to him, two of them
fellow ~erva,nts, working with him hy day, and it is fair to
presmne that they would have heedecl any vigorou:::; objections
on his part; but as soon as they went into tbe loft, he went to
his sleeping place uud went to sleep. He was not a willing
witness against the defendants, was still in their employ and
testifying to sw,tain his own conduct. The jury might well
infer that, if he ohjected at all, his ohjection ,va.::; of the character
whicb is equivalent to consent.
vVas permitting them to go iuto the hay loft in their then
VOL.

LXXIX.
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condition, knowing that they were smokers and carried their
pipes and matches with them, to stay during the night, a want
of due care? This was a question of fact for the jury, and we
think that they might properly so find. It may be assumed
that the defendants thought so, as, by one of their rules, they
had forbidden it.
Are the defendants responsible for this negligent act of their
servant, McIntosh? We think so. It wus an act directly in the
line of his duty as a night watch, in charge of the stable. The
fact that his negligence was in violation of the defendant's orders,
if it was within the general scope of his duties, does not relieve
the defendants from responsibility. The case is not like Williams
v. Jones, Ex. Ch. 3 H. & C. 356, 602; L. ,J. Ex. 297, to which
our attention is called, where a carpenter was employed by A.
with B's permission, to work for him in a ijhed belonging to B,
and the carpenter set fire to the shed in lighting his pipe with a
shaving. His act, though negligent, had nothing to do with his
employment n::, A's servant, and wa::, not within the general scope
of his duties. Here, the negligent act is directly within the line
and purpose of McIntosh's employment. It is more like
Whatman v. Pem·:wn, L. R. 3 C. P. 422, where a carter having
an allowance of an hour's time for his dinner in his day's work,
but also having orders not to leave his horse and cart or place
where he was employed, happened to live hard by, and contrary
to his instructions, he went home to dinner and left the horse
and cart unattended at his door. The horse ran away and did
damage to the plaintiff's railings, and the master was held li:tble.
The remaining inquiry is, was the negligence of McIntosh the
proximate cause of the loss? The rule as claimed by the counsel
for the defendants is, that the injury must he such as, according
to common experience and the ordinary course of events, might
reasonably be anticipated. Admitted; and then it is a question
for the jury.
e think the jury would have been authorized to
so find. To what extent the men were intoxicated was a fact
for the jury. If to the extent to deprive them, substantially, of
the use of their mental and physical powers, and they were in
the habit of smoking, carrying matches for a light, might not

,v
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what in fact occurred, have been ~1 reasonably anticipated?" If
it was negligent to let them go into the loft to stay, under the
circumstances, it must have been on account of danger from fire.
There appears to have been no other danger to be apprehended. The negligence involved was permitting them to go
into the loft to sleep If, in their condition, they were a
dangerous element there, the defendants mu--t be held responsible
for their acts. The case is the same in principle as where a
railroad company, through its agents or servants, knowingly or·
negligently permits an intoxicated man to enter its cars among·
the general pas::;engers, and from his intoxication, he commits an
assault upon a peaceable passenger; in such case, the company·
is liable. True, the degree of care required in the two cases is.
different, but so far as the test of proximate cause is involved,.
the principle is the same.

Exceptions sustained.
WALTON, VIRGIN, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ., concurred.

JoHN P. SwASF.Y, Administrator,

vs.
HEZEKIAH AMES and another.
Oxford.

Opinion August 2, 1887.

Executors and administrators. Parties as witnesses. Deceased parties.
Although one party to a suit be the representative of a deceased person, the·
other party may be a witness in his own behalf as to matters happening·
after the death of such deceased person.

ON exceptions.
Trover by the administrator of the estate of Mellen T. S..
Ames for two pail's of steers and a shoat, all of the value of two,
hundred dollars. The writ was dated September 1, 1883. The·
plea was the general issue. The verdict was for one hundred'
and seventy-nine dollars and four cents.
At the trial the defendants' counsel called Deborah B. Ames,
one of the defendants, to testify to facts happening after the
death of the intestate. The court ruled that, only when, the
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rrepresentative party takes the stand and testifies to facts hap1pening after the intestate's death, is the door opened to the
,,opposite party to testify to such facts. To this ruling the
,defendants alleged exceptions .

.John P. Swasey, for plaintiff.
,George D. Bisbee, for defendants.
C. J. The fact that one of the parties to a suit is
1tbe representative of a person deceased, does not preclude the
other party from the privilege of being a witness in his own
behalf respecting matters that have happened after the death of
such deceased person, whether the representative party testifies
•o:r not.
Formerly the rule was otherwise, the stntutory
_provision having been amended since the decision in Helton v.
Hill, 59 Maine, 260. Laws 1873, ch. 145; R. S., ch. 82, § 98.
'The legislature deemed it re:tsonable to alfow the living party to
.l;>e a witnest,; in relation to matters of which the deceased in his
,lifetime could have known nothing, and about which some one
,other than the living party may be supposed to be in a position
.to testify.
PETERS,

Exceptions sustained.
WALTON,

VIRGIN,

LIBBEY,

FosTER

and

HASKELL,

JJ-.,

concurred.

BENJAMIN

F.

ANDREWS

Cumberland.

vs.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Opinion August 2, 1887.

City marshal, Po'rtland. Salary. Officer de facto.
The person who holds the legal title to the office of city marshal of Portland,
has the legal right to the salary.
It is no defense to an action against the city to recover a salary to which the
plaintiff has a legal title, to prove that the city had paid the salary to
another-an officer de facto -the city having notice of the plaintiff's claim
before payment.
In such an action by the city marshal of Portland, for his salary, the city has
no legal right to have deducted a sum earned by the plaintiff from other
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sources during the same time for which he is entitled to recover for his
salary.

ON exceptions.
The facts are stated in the opinion.
William L. Putnam and C. W. Godda1'd, for plaintiff.
Plaintiff is entitled to interest. Swett v. Hooper, 62 Maine,
54; People v . .New York, 5 Cowen, 331; Philadelphia v.
Rink, 4 Eastern Rep. 642.
The plaintiff is entitled to the whole salary without deduction.
U. S. v. Addison, 6 Wall. 291; Costigan v. Mohawk, &c. R.
R. Co. 2 Denio, 609; Allen v. Mcl1een, l Sumner, 315;
People v . .LMiller, 24 Mich. 458; (9 Am. H.. 131 ) ; Dillon, Mun.
Corp. § 235 ; May__field v. Mom·e, 53 Ill. 428 ( 5 Am. R. 52) ; Nichols v. MacLean, 4 East. R. 294; 8aUne Co. v. Anderson, 20
Kansas, 298 (27 Am. R. 171) ; Pettitt v. Rousharn, 15 La. An.
239 ; 8in.qer v. CreHshaw, 10 Ln. An. 297 ; J.11ajor Herod, 13
Opinions Attorney Genera]. Fraze1· v. U. S. 16 Court of
Claims, 507; 8tuhr v. Curran, 15 Vroom, 181 ( 43 Am. R.
353).
Officer de facto not entitled to salary. Pooler v. Reed,
73 Maine, 129; State v. Carroll, 38 Conn. 449; Mc Veany v .
.Mayor, 80 N. Y. 192; Dolan. v. J.11ayor, 68 N. Y. 274; McUue
v. County Wapello, 56 Iowa, 698 ( 41 Am. R. 134); People
v. Potter, 63 Cal. 127 (15 Reporter, 646); Phi'ladelplzia. v.
Giv~n, 16 Penn. St. 136; _Jfathews v. Copiah Co. 53 Miss. 715
(24 Am. R. 718); Carroll v. Sieben Thaler, 27 Cal. 193;
Douglass v. State, 31 Ind. 429; Jl:feniphi"s v. Woodward, 12
Heisk. 499 (27 Am. R. 750). Coun~el abo cited: rJ-oddard v.
G. T. Ry. 57 Maine, 228. Opinion of Justices, 70 Maine, 596.
Freeman, Judgments, § 481.
Joseph W. 8ymonds, city ~mlicitor, for defendant.

In Farwell v. Rockland, G2 Maine, 296, it is hel<l that

•ta·.

public officer has no proprietary interest in his office, nor property
in the future compensation attached to it." "There is no contractexpress or implied, between a public officer and the governmentwhose agent he is. The latter enters into no agreement that hei
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shall receive any particulnr compensation for the time he shall
hold office; nor, in the case of statutory office, that the office
itself shall continue any definite period."
''A policeman of the city of Bridgeport, is an arm of the law;
he bolds an office as a trust from the state ; he is a preserver of
the public peace; he is not the hired servant of a master; no
contract relation exists between him and the city by which he is
bound to its service; he can lay down his truRt at any time according to his pleasure without exposing himself tn an nction for
damages for breach of contract. As a rule, so far forth us public
officers are concerned those· only are entitled to the salary who
both obtain and exercise their offices. Payment follows the
actual discharge of duty, and not the formal offer to do it, no
matter how honestly or persistently made." Fcm·ell v. Brid,qepo1·t, 45 Connecticut, 195; J11arden v. Port8moutlt, 59 N. H. 18.
"A was illegally removed from the office of assessor and tux
collector by the hoard of county comrnissioners, who appointed
B in his stead. B performed the duty, and was compensated
therefor. Subsequently A was restored to office. Held, that he
could not recover from the county the fees to wliich he would
have been entitled hut for his illegal suspension." Gorham v.
Boise Go. Com. 1 Idaho, N. S. 655, cited in 13 U. S. Digest,
N. S. 692, Par. 3H, 1883.
"B and M were opposing candidate:;; for county treasurer. M
was declared elected by the county canvassers and entered upon
the duties of the office. The election wns contested, and B was
finally declared entitled to the office by the judgment of the
Supreme Court. The county anditor in settling with M allowed
him the salary for the time he held the office. Held, that B
,could not exact salary for the time M was actually in office."
Wayne Go. v. Benoit, 20 Mich. 176 ( 4 Am. Rep. 382).
"County commissioners paid to the county clerk de far:to,
,claiming de Jure, the salary of his office. The title to the office
was then in litigation to the knowledge of the commissioners,
nrnl the clerk de facto was insolvent. Held, that the clerk de
.Jure, whose title was affirmed, had no cause of action for such
.salary." Saline Go. v. Anderson, 20 Kuns. 298 (27 Am. R. 171).
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In Stubenville v. Culp, 38 Ohio St. is, (43 Am. Rep. 417,)
it w.:1s held that ,ia police officer suspended hy the mayor of a
city under authority of the city charter, 'for sufficient causes,'
is not entitled to wages during the period of suspension although
the city council afterward declared the cause of suspension
insufficient." Compare Regina v. Oarnbridge, 12 Ad. & El.
713 & 714.
''Disbursing officers charged with the duty of paying official
salaries have, in the discharge of that duty, a right to rely upon
the apparent title of an officer de facto, and to treat him as an
officer de jure without inquir_ing whether another has the better
right." Dolan v. 1lfayor, 68 New York, 274, 278-283.
A municipal corporation, whose disbursing officer has once
made payment of the compensation given by law to an office,
to one actually in the office, discharging its duties, with color of
title, and with his right thereto not determined against him by
a competent tribunal, is protected from a second payment."
McVeany v. Mayo1', 80 New York, 185, 193-194.
In Terhune v. Maym·, 88 New York, 247, it appeared that
"the plaintiff was appointed inspector of combustibles hy the
Fire Commissioners; he was removed, and S appointed in his
pince; but under n decision of the Supreme Court determining
that his removal was unauthorized and illegal, the plaintiff was
reinstated. S performed the duties and received the salary of
the office from the time of his appointment. Held, that plaintiff
could not maintain an action against the city to recover the
salary during the time he was kept out of office."
And in this case the court, after referring to it as no longer an
open question that payment to a de facto officer, while he is
holding the office and discharging its duties, is a defence to an
action brought hy the de jure officer to recover the same salary,
proceeds to say, ,iBut the plaintiff claims that his action may he
treated as one to recover of the city damages for his wrongfol
dismissal from office. It is a sufficient answer to this claim that
the city did not. dismiss him from his office. The fire cornmissioner:5 were public officers and not agents of the city. The city
is no more liable for their wrong in dismissing the plaintiff than
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it would have heen if they had committed an assault and battery
upon him;" thus putting the case in this respect upon precisely
the same ground taken by this court in the case of Andrews v.
King, 7.7 Maine, 224, that the removal of the plaintiff from his
office hy the order of the mayor and nldermen, was a judgment
of court, and in no sense the act of the city.
It may be said in argument that these cases which have been
cited to the effect that disbursing officers of cities and counties
may pay the de facto officer in possession without being subject
to liability themselves, and without_ subjecting the municipality
or the county to danger of being obliged to make double paymtnt, proceed upon the ground that the de Jure officer in sueh
case hag his remedy against the de facto officer to recover of him
the salary which he has received from the disbursing officer. It
is undoubtedly true that many ot these cases assume, argumentatively, that such remedy against the officer de facto exists. Thus
in iJiayfield v. Moore, 53 Ill. 428, (5 Am. Rep. 52) it was held
that the legal right to an office confers the right to receive and
nppropriate the fees and emoluments legally incident to the place.
So, if a person without legal right assumes to perform the duties
of an office and receives the fees and emoluments thereof, he will
be liable, in an action for money had and received, to him who ho]ds
the legal title for the amount so received, deducting therefrom
the reasonable expenses of earning the same, where the person
receiving the fees acted under an apparent right and in good faith.
The same was substantially held in Benoit v. Miller, 24Michigan, 458 (9 Am. Rep. 131). But the opposite was held
in an elaborate opinion in Stuhr v. Curran, 15 Vroom, 18l,
( 43 Am. Rep. 353,) and the whole subject is considered in a
note to this case in 43 Am. Rep. 361-365.
We do not understand that the theory, that the officer de jurecan
recover of the officer de facto the salary of the office during the time
that he held the title but performed no service, forms any essential
part of the doct1·ine that the municipality or the county mny
safely pay to the officer de facto in possession, without liability
to make second payment. That doctrine proceeds upon entirely
different grounds, namely, upon the generul prineiples of law
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applicahle to officers de facto, that, so far as the public and third
per~ons are concerned, their actions are valid, and they are in
fact the incumbents of the office which they hold. The disbursing officers of the county or municipality are just as much under
the necessity, and therefore have just as much right to treat them
as incumbents of the office as the public or any other persons
who have occasion to have dealings with such officers de facto.

.J.

The plaintiff wns duly appointed city marshal of
Portland, March 31, 1883, was duly qualified April 2, 1883, and
performed the duties of the office till May 1, 1884, when by proceedings had before the mayor and aldermen of said city, he was
formally removed. May 14, 1884, one Decelle was appointed
by the mayor, with the advice and consent of the board of
aldermen, to said office, to fill the assumed vacancy. He
performed the duties of the office under that appointment till
March '3, 1885.
The salary of the city marshal was fixed by the city council of
Portland, at $1,300 a year, payable quarterly, on the first days
of January, April, July and October, and he was required to
provide at his own expense a horse and caniage for his official use.
On May 6, 1884, the plaintiff protested to the board of aldermfm against his removal, claimed the right and offered to continue
to perform the duties of the office.
He refused to surrender the keys to the marshal's office, held
himself ready to perform the duties of marshal, keeping his team
therefor till he was reinstated.
During t~e time of his
suspension he earned by his rrnrsonal labor $495.
May 17, 1884, the plnintiff filed his petition for a writ of
certforari to quash the proceedings of his removal, and on proceedings duly had thereon, this court held that the proceedings
were not in conformity to law and void, and that the phtintiff
was legally entitled to the office of marshal. This decision was
announced May 1, 1885. Andrews v. King & als. 77 Maine, 224.
From May 14, 1884, to March 7, 1885, the salary was paid
by the city to Decelle.
The question in contention in this action is, whether the
LIBBEY,
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plaintiff can recover of the city his salary from May 14, 1884,
to March 7, 1885, while the duties of the office were performed
by Decelle, and the salary paid to him. "re think he can.
The plaintiff was marshal de Jure. Hi-s salary was fixed by
law. The legal right to the office carried with it the right to the
salary or emoluments of the office. The salary follows the legal
title. This doctrine is so generally held by the courts, that
authorities hardly need he cited. Dolan v. The Ma.7101·, 68 N.
Y. 274; McVeany v. The Mayor, 80 N. Y. 185; Fitzsimrnons
v. Brooklyn, 102 N. Y. 536.
A de facto officer has no legal right to the emoluments of the
office, the duties of which he performs under color of an appointment, but without legal title. He cannot maintain an action for
the salary. His action puts in issue his legal title to the office,
and he cannot recover by showing merely that he was an officer
defcicto. In N£clwls v. i~1.cLean, 101 N. Y. 526, the court says:
''It is abundantly settled by authority, that an officer de facto can
as a general rule assert no right of property, and that his acts
are void as to himself unless he is also an officer de Jw·e." In
Cro. Eliz. 699, the doctrine is tersely stated as follows: ''The
act of an officer de facto, when it is for his own benefit, is void;
because he shall not take advantage of his own want of title
which he must be conusant of; but where it is for the benefit of
strangers, or the public, who are presumed to be ignorant of
such defect of title. it is good." Pooler v. Reed, 73 Maine, 129;
State v. Om·roll, 38 Conn, 449; ""-We Veany v. 1.lfayor, 80 N. Y.
192; Dolan v. The Mayor, 68 N. Y. 274; Nichols v. Maclean,
101 N. Y. 52G; .1tfcOue v. County of Wapello, 56 Iowa, 698;
The People v. Potter, 63 Cal. 127. Hence it was held in Nichols
v. 11faclean, supra, after a careful examination of authorities,
that the de jtu-e officer, who was prevented from performing the
duties of the office by an illegal removal, might recover of the
de facto officer who performed the duties under color of an
appointment, the salary which he had drawn while performing
them. This result can he reached only on the ground that the
de facto officer has no right to the emoluments of the office.
But it is contended by the learned counsel for the defendant
that, admitting the foregoing propositions to be well founded, still
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Decelle was exercising the duties of the office in fact, under color
of title upon which the defendant might well act, hefore his legal
right was decided, nnd he legally protected in paying the salary
to him. We think this contention, when tested by the facts of
the case and well established legal principles is unsupported hy
logic or sound reason. The city had full notice of the plaintiff's
claim as the legal officer, and that the title to the office was in
litigation. It must be held that it knew that the legal title to
the office would drnw with it the salary. May it assume to
determine the question -of legal right between the parties before
decided by the court, pay to the one having no legal title, and
then .successfully set up its net.ion in defence of the claim of the
one having the legal right? May A, who holds a fund claimed by
Band by C, with full notice of the claim of each, elect to determine
between them, and pay to B, who has a prinia facie right, and
set up the payment as a defence to the claim of C, who has the
legal title? It is perfectly well settled that he cannot. If he
elect~ it is at his peril. He is not required to do so. He may
await nn action at law and then bring both claimants into court
by bill of interpleader to litigate their title; or he may bring the
bill at once without waiting for the commencment of an action at
law. Here the city was in no peril. It might have refused to
pay to either till the title to the office was determined; or by bill
of interpleader, it might have brought the parties into court
to litigate their title to the snlury.
It i::, well settled that an office which has attached to it

emoluments, has a pecuniary value although primarily it is an
agency for public purposes, and that the right to the emoluments
follows the legal title to the office. Nichols v. McLean, .mp1·a;
Anrlrew8 v. l{in,q, 77 Maine, 231. The officer cannot be
deprived of his office without due process of law. Can it be,
that, while the action of the mayor and aldermen of Portland,
in the attempted removal of the plaintiff, was illegal and void as
effecting his title to his office, it deprives him of his salary,
all that was of pecuniary value to him? Such a contention has
no support in well established legal principles. It would give
the mayor, having the power of removal for cause, by the consent
of the aldermen, the opportunity by unauthorized proceedings, to
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deprive the legal officer of his salary, and bestow it upon a favorite.
We are aware that courts of high authority have i:mstained the
doctrine contended for by the defendant. The doctrine of the
court ,of appeals of N cw York, now seems to he that a payment
of the salary by the city to the officer de facto, before the title
to the office is determined, is a good defence to a claim by the
legal officer: but that the legal officer may recover all of the
salary not, in fact, paid before the right to the office is detem1ined,
although it accrued hefore the determination of the title. We
do not fin<l that that court has noticed the element of notice to
the city by the legal officer of his claim before payment. Courts
in some other states have followed the New York doctrine.
Courts of high authority in several of the states have held tlrnt
the officer, having a leg-al title to the office, may recover of the
city the salary, notwithstanding it has been paid to the officer de
facto. We have not attempted to analyze the cases and to try to
reconcile them. They appe:~r irreconcilable. Our court is uncommitted and we have come to the conclusion which seems to
us best supported by reason and sound legal principles.
There is another question involved in the case, although not
before us on the exceptions, arising on the special finding of the
jury of the amount earned by the plaintiff by his personal labor
during the time involved.· It is claimed that the defendant has
the right to recoup and have that amount deducted from the
salary. The right of recoupment exists when the plaintiff claims
damages for the breach of a contract; nn<l then the sum to be
recouped must arise out of the contract or the execution of it.
The right to a salary, fixed by law, is not by contract. It is by
statute, and unless there is some inhibition of the power, the
tribunal establishing it, may change it at pleasure. Farwell v.
Rockland, 62 Maine, 301. This precise question was settled in
Fitzsimmons v. Brooklyn, 102 N. Y. 536.
The result is that the plaintiff is entitled to recover his salary
as claimed, with interest from the time of demand.

Exception8 su8tained.
PETERS,

concurred.

0. J.,

WALTON, VIRGIN, EMEiff

and

HASKELL,

,TJ.,
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WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY,

Penobscot.

Opinion August 24, 1887.

Telegraph companies. .Negligence. Void stipulation limiting liability.
The dropping of an important word in the transmission of a message b,Y'
telegraph is prim,a facie evidence of negligence on the part of the telegraph
corr{pany, unless explained or accounted for.
The usual stipulation upon telegraph blanks that the company shall not be
liable for the negligence of itself or any of its servants, in case of a mistake
or omi;;sion in transmitting the message, unless the message is repeated at
the expense of the sender, is void, being against public policy.
As between the sender and receiver of a message by telegraph, any loss
occasioned by a change of the terms of the message during transmission,
must fall upon the party who elected that means of communication for that
message.
Such party has his remedy over against the telegraph company, in case the
error resulted from its negligence.

o_N" report.
An action to recover damages sustained by the plaintiff by the
negligence of the defendant in transmitting his telegrarhic
me:-;sage to A. W. Von Utassy, Philadelphia.
The opinion 1:,tates the facts.
Wil11on and Woodard, for the plaintiff cited: Bartlett \f.
We.stern Union Tel. Go. G2 Maine, 209; True v. International
Tel. Go. 60 Maine, 9 ; Gray, Communication by Telegraph, §
105 ; Llfay v. JVeston Union Tel. Oo. 112 Mus:;;. 90; Boston
ancl Albany R. R. Co. v. Richardson, 135 Mass. 472.

Baker. Balcer and Oornisli, for the defendant, contended that
there was no contract between the plaintiff and the person to
whom the message was sent. A1:,suming that the telegraph
company wa1:, the agent of the plaintiff, it is well settled that
the principal is not responsible when the agent acts beyond the
scope of his authority; it matters not whether the agency be
general or special. Ro8.site1· v. Rossiter, 8 Wend. 496; Johnson v. Wingate, 29 Maine, 404; Hazeltine v. 1.llille1·, 44 Maine,
177.
The limitation of the power of a special agent is universally

.
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recognized. Blaine v. Proud.fit, 3 Call. 207 : 1lfunn. v. Com,.
Oo. 15 J obns. 44; Beals v. Allen, 18 J obns. 363 ; Thompson v.
Stewm·t, 3 Conn. 171; Moore v. Lockett, 2 Bibb. fi7; Mm·tin's
Admr. v. T!te Unitecl States, 2 T. B. Mon. 89; Banorgee v.
Hovey, 5 Mass. 11; Starbird v. Curtis, 43 :Maine, 352; School
Dist. v. _}Etna Ins. Co. 62 Maine, 330.
Now, if a telegraph company can be deemed the agent of the
sender in any sense, its power is closely restrieted, and
the authority conferred upon it is extremely limited. Thnt
authority is simply to deliver a particular message in exact nnd
unvarying terms.
Applying the principles of law to the facts of this ease, it is
evident that the plaintiff was not bound to deliver the laths at
two dollar~ per thou::;and.
The question arose in Enghrnd in 1870, in the case of 1-lenlcel
v. Pape, Law Rep. 6 Ex. 7; S. C. Allen's Tel. Cases. p. 567.
The same questilm arose in Scotland in 18 71, in Verdin v.
Robertson, 10 Court of Sess. Cas. 35 ; S. C. Allen's Telegraph
Cases, p. 697.
''If the pen;on sought to he charged under the rule, n;;,
employer did not contract with the party committing the wrongful act for his labo1· or services, and is not directly liable to him
for compensation for such labor or services. and has no such
control over him us will enable the employer to direct the
manner of performing the labor or services, he is not liable for
the wrongful act of the agent 01· servant." Calahan v. B. &
.1..l1.. R. R. Co. 23 Iowa, 562, and see 11/cCart!ty v. Second
Parish of Pottland, 71 Maine, 318; 1Jfayhew v. Sullivan
Mining Co. 76 Maine, 100.
And the same principle flows through all · the authorities~
Fletcher v. Braddich, 5 Bos. & Pul. 182; Sproul v. Hemrningway, 14 Pick. 1; Clark v. V't. & Can. R. R. Go. 28 Vt. 103;
Pawlet v. Rutland & Wash. R. R. Co. 28 Vt. 297 ; Eaton v.
E. & N. A. Ry. Co. 59 Maine, 520; vVood, Ma~ter & Serv.
§ § 279, 311, 314.
"Unless the relation of master and servant exists, the party
contracting is not responsible for the negligent or tortious acts
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of the person with whom the contract is made, especially if those
acts are outside of the contract." · Eaton v. E & 1.V. A. Ry.
Co. 59 Maine, 520.
The condition, printe<l at the top of the blank upon which the
plaintiff wrote the message, limiting the liability of the defendant
where the message was not repeated, was valid and binding.
In 1866 the question came before the. Supreme Court of
Massachusetts in the leading case of Ellis v. Amer. Tel. Go.
13 Allen, 226.
Mr. Chief Justice BIGELOW held the condition valid in a most
elaborate opinion, making its reasonableness the test of its
validity.
This decision has been followed in Massachu.setts in Redpath
v. Wes. Uri. Tel. Go. llt Mnss. 71; Grinnell v. Smne, 113
Mass. 29U; Clement v. Sarne, 137 Mass. 463.
The error in the case at bar was such as would have been
remedied by repetition. The counsel for the plaintiff says the
defendant was bound to show this, and that there is no evidence
upon the point. It is evident from the very nature of the case
that such a fact cannot be proved by positive te8timony. Nor is
it required. It is enough if (to use the language of the court in
True v. International Tel. Co. 60 Maine, at 18,) the errnr,
causing the injury, ~\vould have been manifestly prevented or
avoided by repeating."
Without quoting further we will simply cite a few of the
authorities supporting the validity of this condition as to repetition. Camp. v. Wes. Un. Tel. Go. 1 Met. (Ky.) 164; De
Rutte v. N. Y. Tel. Co. 1 Daly, 547; Breese v. Tel. Co. 48
N. Y. 132; Wes. Un. Tel. Co. · v. Cm·ew, 15 Mich. 525;
Wann. v. Tel. Co. 37 Mo. 432; Passmore v. Tel. Co. 78 Pa.
St. 238 ; Becke1· v. Tel. Oo. 11 Neb. 8 7 ; Kinghorne v. Sanie,
18 U. C. Rep. 60; J.11acAndrew v. Same, 17 C. B. 3; Lassiter
v. Same, 89 N. C. 334; Tel. Go. v. Neill, 57 Tex. 283;
Womac v. Tel. Go. 58 Tex. 176; Tel. Oo. v. Gildersleeve, 29
Md. 232.
EMERY, J.
On report. The defendant telegraph company
was engaged in the business of transmitting messages by
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telegraph between Bangor and Philadelphia, and other points.
The plaintiff, tt lumber dealer in Bnngor, delivered to the
defendnnt cornpnny in Bangor, to be transmitted to his corres~
pondent in Philadelphia, the following message: ''\Yill sell
800.M. laths, delivered at your wharf, two ten net cash. July
shipment. Answer quick." The regular tariff rate was pre..
paid lJy the plaintiff for such transmission.
The message
delivered by the defendant company, to the Philndelphia corres•
pondent was as follows: "VVill sell 800.M laths delivered at your
wharf two net cash. July shipment. Answer quick." It will
be seen that the important word "ten," in the statement of price
was omitted.
The Philadelphia party immediately returned by telegraph,
the following answer: ''Accept your telegraphic otl~r on laths.
Cannot increase price spruce." Letters afterward passed between
the parties which disclosed the error in the transmission of the
plaintiff's message. About two weeks after the discovery of the
error, the plaintiff shipped the luths, as per the message received
by his correspondent to wit, at $2.00 per M. He testified that
his correspondent insisted he wns entitled to the laths at that
price, and they were shipped accordingly.
The defendant telegraph company offered no evidence what-ever, and did not undertake to account for, or explain the mistake
in the transmission of the message. The presumption therefore
is, that the mistake resulted from the fault of the telegraph
company. ,re cannot consider the possibility that it may have
resulted from causes beyond the control of the company. In
the absence of evidence on that pofr1t we must assume that for
such an error the company was in firnlt. Bartlett v. Tel. Oo. 62
Maine, 221.
The fault and consequent liability of the defendant company
being thus established, the only remaining question is the extent
of that liability in this case. The plaintiff claims, it extends to
the difference between the market price of the laths, and the
price at which they were shipped. The defendant claims its
liability is limited to the amount paid for the transmh,sion of the
message. It claims this limitation on two grounds.
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I. The company relies upon a stipulation made hy it with the
plaintiff, as follows: "All messages taken by this company are
subject to the following terms: To guard against mbtakes or
delays, the sender of a message should order it repeated; that
is, telegl'aphed hack to the m·iginating office for comparison.
For this, one-half the regular rate is charged in addition. It is
ugreed between the sender of tlrn following message, and this
company, that said company shall not he liable for mistakes or
delays in the transmission, or delivery, or for non-delivery of
any unrepeated message, whether happening hy negligence of its
servants or otherwise, beyond the amount received for sending
the same." This is the usual stipulation printed on telegraph
blanks, and "ms known to the plaintiff, and was printed at the
top of the paper upon which he wrote and signed his message.
He did not :tsk to have tbe message repeated.
Is such a stipulation, in the contract of transmission, vttlid,
:as a matter of contract assented to by the pai-ties, or is it void
as against public policy? ~re think it is void.
Telegraph companies are quasi public servants. Tbey receive
from the public valuable franchi::,es. They owe the public, cat·e
and diligence. Their business intimately concerns the public.
Many and various interests are practically dependent upon it.
Nearly all interests may be affected by it. Theil- negligence in
it may often work irreparable mi$chief to individuals and communities. It is essential for the public good, that their duty of
using care and diligence be rigidly enforced. They should no
more lle allowed to effectually stipulate for exemption from this
duty! than should a carrier of passengers, or any other party
engaged in a public business.
Thi:, rule does not make telegraph companies insurers. It
does not make them answer for errors not resulting from their
negligence. It only requires the performance of their plain
duty. It is no bardship upon them. They engage in the business voluntarily. They have the entire control of their servants
and instruments. -They invite the public to entrust messages to
them for transmission. They may insist on their compensation
VOL.

LXXIX,
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in advance. Why then, should they refuse t.o perfin·m the
common duty of care and diligence? Why should they make
conditions for such performance? Having taken the message and
the pay. why should they not do all things ( including the repeating) necessary for correct tr.msmission? Why should they insist
on special compensation for using any particular mode or instrumentality, as a guard against their own negligence? It seems
clear to us, that having undertaken the business, they ought
without qualification, to do it carefully, or be responsible for
their want of care.
It is true there are numerous cases in other state::i holding
otherwise, but we think the doctrine above stated. is the true
one, and in harmony with the previous decisions of this court.
True v. Tel. Go. 60 Maine, 1 ; Ba1·tlett v. Tel. Go. 62 Maine,
221.

IL The defendant company also claims that the plaintiff was
not in fact damaged to a greater extent than the price paid by
him for the transmission. It contends that the plaintiff was not
bound by the erroneou::; message delivered by the company to
the Philadelphia party, and hence need not have shipped the
laths at the lesser price. This ntise:s the question, whether the
message written by the sender and entrusted to the telegraph
company for transmission, or the messnge written out and
delivered by the company to the receiver at the other end of the
line, as and for the message intended to be sent, is the better
evidence of the rights of the receiver agairn,t the sender.
The question is important and not easy of solution. It would
be hard, that the negligence of the telegraph company, or an
error in transmission resulting from uncontrollable cau::ies, should
impose upon the innocent sender of a message, a liability he
never authorized, nor contemplated. It would be equally hard
that the innocent receiver, acting in good faith upon the message
as received by him, should, through such errnr lose all claim
upon the sender. If one, owning merchandise, write a message
offering to sell at a certain price, it would seem unjust that the
telegmph company could bind him to sell at a less price, by
making that error in the transmission. On the other hand, the
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receiver of the offer, may in good faith, upon the strength of the
telegram as received by him, have sold all the merchandise to
arrive, perhaps at the s~1me rate. It would seem unjust that he
should have no claim for the merchandise. If an agent receive
instructions by telegraph from his principal, and in good faith
act upon them as expressed in the mes:sage delivered him by the
company, it would seem he ought to be held justified, though.
there were an error in the transmission.
It is evident that in case of an error in the transmission of a .
telegram, either the sender or receiver mu::,t often suffer loss. As.
between the two, upon whom should the loss finally fall? \Ve
think the safer and more equitable rule, and the rule the public·
can most easily adapt itself to, is, that, as between sender and
receiver, the party, who selects the telegraph as the means of'
communication, shall bear the loss caused hy the errors of the
telegraph. The first propoRer can select one of many modes of
communication, both for the proposal and the answer. The
receiver has no such choice, except as to his answer. If he,
cannot safely act upon the message, he receives through the
agency selected by the proposer, business must be seriously
hampered and delayed. The use of the telegraph has become·
so general, nnd so many transactions are based on the words of
the telegram received, any other rule would now be impracticable.
Of cour:,e the rnle above stated, pre:,upposes the innocence of
the receiver, and that there is nothing to cause him to suspect an:
error. If there be anything in the mes13age, or in the attendant.
circumstances, or in the prior dealings of the parties, or in.
anything else, indicating a probable errnr in the transmission,
good faith on the part of the receiver, may require him to,
investigate before acting. Neither does the rnle include forged
messages, for in such case, the supposed sender did not make
any use of the telegraph.
The authorities are few and somewhat conflicting, but there
are several in harmony with our conclusion npon this point. In
Durkee v. Vt. G. R. ll. Go. 29 Vt. 137, it was held that
where the sender himself elected to communicate hy telegraph
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the message received by the other party is the original evidence
In SavPland v. Green, 40 \\~is. 431, the
,message received from the telegraph company was a(~rnitted as
--the original and best evidence of a contract, binding on the
:sender. In Morgan v. Pe(ple, 59 Ill. 58, it was ::,aid that the
,telegram received was the original and it was held that the
:sheriff receiving such a telegram from the judgment creditor,
was hound to follow it, as it reacl. There are dicta to the same
etfect, in Wilson v. M. & N. Ry. Go. 31 Minn. 481, and Howley
v. Whipple, 48 N. H. 488.
'Tel. Go. v. Sclwtte,·, 71 Ga. 760, is almost a parallel case.
'The sender wrote his message, ''Can deliver hundred turpentine
at sixty-four." As received from the telegraph company it read,
'"can deliver hundred turpentine at sixty," the word "four"
,being omitted.
The receiver immediately telegraphed an
.acceptance. The sender shipped the turpentine, and drew for
the price at sixty-four. The receiver refused to pay more than
,sixty. The sender accepted the sixty, and sued the telegraph
•company for the difference between sixty and the market.
It was urged, as here, that the sender ,vas not bound to accept
the sixty as that was not his offer.· The court held, however,
that there was a completed contract at sixty-that the sender
imust fulfill it, and could recover his consequent loss of the
telegraph company.
It follows, that the plaintiff in thi8 case is entitled to recover
the difference between the two dollars and the market, as to
laths. The evidence shows that the difference was ten cents
per M.

·of any contract.

1

Judgment for plaintiff for eighty
dollars with interest fJ'mn the
date of the writ.
P1<JTERS,
FusTER,

and

C. J.,

VVALTON,

HASKELL,

DANFORTH,

JJ., concurred.
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STATE OF MAINE V8. REUBEN

Kennebec.

C.

HALL.

Opinion October 27, 1887.

Intoxicating liquors. Nuisance. Indictment. Exceptions. Evidence. Records.
Where the indictment for maintaining a liquor nuisance describes the building
as "a certain building occupied by the said [defendant] as a saloon, situated
at the corner of depot square in said Gardiner," it is sufficient.
An order of the court committing a witness,· for contempt, for refusing to
answer when directed by the court, affords the defendant no ground for
exception.
A copy of the record of the collector of internal revenue, sworn to in court by
a competent witness, is admissible.
On the trial of an indictment for maintaining a liquor nuisance the record of a
previous conviction for a like offence is admissible in evidence only when it
appears that the building described in the record is the same as that described in the indictment.

ON exceptions from the superior court.
Indictment charging that the defendant ''a certain building
occupied by the said Reuben C. Hall, as a saloon, situated at the
corner of depot square in said Gardiner, unlawfully did use for
the illegal keeping and sale of intoxicating liquors."
At the trial a witness was called by the government, who
testified that he was a deputy collector of internal revenue, and
he refused to produce certain records, or memoranda called for.
His last answer was "I think it is possible that if Mr. Hall has
paid the United States tax as a retail liquor dealer his name
would appear on the memorandum I keep. I refuse to produce
that under instructions of my superior officer. I do not desire
an opportunity to refer to my memoranda to refresh my
recollection."
The witness was committed for contempt.
The defendant excepted to that order of court "that fact having·
occurred during trial."
Other points and material facts stated in the opinion.

L. T. Carleton, county attorney, for the state.
The indictment i8 sufficient. 13 Pick. 359 ; Chitty's Crim ..
Law, 294; 48 Maine, 237; 63 Maine, 552; Bish. on Crim. Law,.
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Vol. 1, § 810, and cases there cited. 13 Pick. 363; 3 Starkie's
Evidence, 1527.
As to the admission of the "examined copy" from the internal
revenue department. I cite, 65 Maine, 270; 77 Maine, 561.

H. M. Heath and G. W. Heselton, for defendant, cited:
Constitution Art. 1, § 6; Com v. Au.~tin, 97 Mass. 595; 8tate
v. Plunkett, 64 Maine, 534; State v. Noble, 15 Maine, 476.

J.

The motion in arrest of judgment in this case
was properly overruled. The building is sufficiently described in
the indictment, and whether in fact it corresponded with that
description was a question for the jury.
The controversy with the collector and his deputy with the
proceedings against the latter for contempt affords the respondent
no ground for exception.
The copy of the collector's record having been taken and sworn
to by a competent witness was admissible. State v. .Lynde,
77 Maine, 561. The fact that the building is not described in
the same language as in the indictment, if material, could only
make it necessary to show that it was the same by other
testimony. Com v. Austin, 97 Mass. 597. The certificate of
the witness attached to the record was not sufficient to authorize
its admission and might have been objectionable but for the oral
testimony in court; with that it became in_l!naterial.
The record of the former conviction was admissible for certain
purposes. The situation of the building is more particularly
described in the present indictment than in the former; but the
two descriptions are not incon!Sistent. It was then permissible
to show by other testimony that both referred to the same building.
But we think the instruction to the jur,v in regard to the use
to be made of this evidence was erroneous. After giving the
-correct instruction the justice added, "and I say to you further
that if you find that he (the defendant) maintained another
place in the city of Gardiner, for the illegal keeping, or illegal
sale of intoxicating liquors, although it was not located in this
precise place, you have a right to consider that in determining
with what intent he maintained the premises in the condition in
DANFORTH,
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which the officer described them in this case." The jury must
have understood that if they found that the building referred to
in the record was not the same as that in the indictment, still
they might consider the record of the former conviction as having
some tendency to show the intent of the defendant in maintaining the building de8cribed in the indictment. This was evidently
giving the record much too broad an application. It is very
much like admitting the proof of one crime to sustain the charge
of another. This would he in violation of a rule to which
though there may
an apparent, there is no real exception. It
is not unlike proving a defendant's bad character before he has
opened the door by offering evidence to prove his good.
There was no prior conviction alleged in the indictment, so there
was no ~cc:tsion to offer the record to prove such an allegation.
It could only be competent so far as it tended to prove any fact
material to the issue in the case at bar; and for that purpose it
derives no efficacy from the fact that it was the record of a conviction except it may be more reliable testimony. It is conclusive
between the parties like the judgment in a civil suit, as to the
facts in issue; and this is true whether the judgment is founded
upon a plea of guilty, or is ~he result of a trial and verdict.
State v. Lang, 63 Maine, 220. Hence no facts can properly be
proved by such a record except such as from their relevancy to
the issues involved in the case on trial, might well be proved by
any other competent testimony.
The indictment in this case is for maintaining a certain building
and using it for the illegal keeping and illegal sale of intoxicating
liquors, whereby it became a nuisance. The facts in issue and
which the defendant was called upon to answe1·, were the keeping
and use of that particular building. It was competent for the
government as tending to sustain this charge, to show a similar
maintaining and illegal use of this building prior to the time
alleged 1n the indictment. Corn. v. Kelley, 116 Mass. 341 ;·
Com,. v. 1llcPike, 3 Cush. 184; State v. Plunlcett, 64: Maine,
534. If the building des~ribed in the record were the same as
that in issue in the cuse at bar, the facts then involved would
under these authorities, be pertinent to the present case. But if
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the building were not the same, it is evident that the facts then
settled would not be competent and the record should have been
so restricted in the instructions. The application and limitation
of this kind of testimony is fully illustrated in Gorn. v.
Tuckerman, 10 Gray, 197, and in a note to The King v.
Wylie, 2 Heard's Crim. Cases, 32.
For this error only must the exceptions be sustained.
Exceptions sustained.
PETEr::s. C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, EMERY and FosTER,
JJ., concurred.

STATE OF MAINE

Kennebec.
Intoxicatin{l liquors.

vs.

LEVI LASHUS.

Opinion October 27, 1887.
Former conviction.

Record.

Law cmilfccct.

A record is admissible to show prior conviction which says, '' Indictment for
being a common seller of intoxicating liquors . . . being presented to a
jury duly impanneled, they find a verdict of guilty," etc.
The identity of the respondent with the person named in such record is a
question of fact for the jury.

ON exceptions from superior court.
In<lictment as a common seller of intoxicating liquors, alleging
a former conviction for same offence.
To show former conviction the foJ.lowing record was introduced
in evidence, omitting formal parts :
''State v. · Levi Laslws. Indictment for being a common
seller of intoxicating liquors, found at the Ma1·ch term. 1871,
when and where the defendant being arraigned pleads not guilty,
thereupon, the issue being presented to the jury duly impanneled,
they find a verdict of guilty, thence the action was continued to
this term for sentence. Sentence, first day of this term. Fine,
one hundred dollars and costs. Monday, August 7 ~ 18 71, committed fin· non-payment."
Other facts st:1ted in the opinion.

L. T. Carleton, county attorney, for the state.
The allegation of a prior conviction was properly set out in
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the indictment. R. S., c. 27, § § 63, 57, 52; 65 Maine, 234
and 270.
Docket entries may be read to a jury when a more extended
record has not been made. State v. Nea,qle, 65 .Maine, 468 ;
Leathers v. Gooley, 49 Maine, 337; Pierce v. Goodi·1:ch, 47
Maine, 173; Lonqley v. Vose, 27 Maine, 179; Rearl v.
Sutton, 2 Cush. 115; Pruden v. Alden, 23 Pick. 184.

S. S. Brown, for defendant.

In this record which was intro.ducecl into this case at bar,
there is nothing but a mere unauthorized statement of the clerk,
that the alleged previous conviction was for being a common
seller of intoxicating liquors. We refer to the following
· authorities bearing upon the validity and effect of such statements hy a recording officer, viz. : 2JfcGuire v. Sayward, 22
Maine, 230; Owen v. Boyle, 15 Maine, 147; Oakes v. Hill, 14
Pick. 442.
In the case of St2te v. Hines, 68 Maine, 202, the county
attorney put in the docket entries as in this case, and also the
indictment in the former case. By means of said indictment, it
was made plain what the previous charge was, hut nothing of
the sort was done here, and hence, we say all the record introduced proves nothing. We cannot see how this court can
possibly hold otherwise. \Ve contended in our argument to the
jury, and we contend now, that this record proves nothing and
should have been disregarded by the jury, and that a general
verdict of guilty under this indictment was unwarranted by tho
evidence. We cite the following strong and decisive authorities
on this quei-tion : State v. Weclgwood, 8 Maine, 7 5 ; Oonunonwealth v. Bri_qgs, 5 Pick. 429; also see, near close of the
opinion in the case of Oommonwealth v. NorcJ'Oss, 9 Mass. 492,
the statement of the court as to the necessity of proving the
identity of the parties; also, 1 Bishop, Crim. Procedure, § 816.
DANFORTH, J.
The record of the prior conviction alleged in
the indictment was properly admitted. None more extended
had heen, or is usually, made. The addition of the indictment
would have given no more information as to the nature of the
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offence charged than is obtained from the record. In each, it is
described in the ~ame language, using the words of the statute,
viz. : '' A common seller of intoxicating liquors." The issue
tried and conviction following, is ~o clearly set out as to leave no
room for mistake.
The error is in the instruction to the jury in which they were
told "that if they were satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt. from
all the evidence introduced before them, that the defendant had,
during any portion of the time named in the indictment, been
engaged in selling intoxicating liquors as a business, they should
return a verdict of guilty." Thus the jury were required to, and
did render a verdict of guilty of the higher offence charged, upon
testimony sufficient only to convict of the lower.
It may be true that so far as the sufficiency and legal effect of
the record are involved, a question of law only is presented.
But the identity of the defendant on trial, with the person named
in the record, is a question of fact. The identity of name is
some evidence of identity of person, more or less potent, according to the connecting circumstances, but it i::;' not, certainly in
this case, sufficiently conclusive to authorize the court to take it
from the jury and treat it as a question of law.
But neither of the rulings objected to in any way affects the
verdict so far as it relates to the lower offence charged. Upon
that, it rests on evidence and instructions not objected to. The
prosecuting officer may therefore enter a nol. pros. as to the
allegation in the indictment of a prior conviction, and let there
be judgment for the state, otherwise the exceptions mm;t be
sustained.
PETERS, C. J., "\\TALTON, VrnmN, EMERY and FosTER, JJ.,
concurred.

STATE OF MAINE

Hancock.

vs.

ALANSON

M.

PHILLIPS.

Opinion November 22, 1887.

Election of assessors by board of aldermrn.

Qno warranto.
After an assessor has been elected by a board of aldermen, and the ballot
declared and recorded the board cannot at an adjourned session, held the
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next day, reconsider the election of such assessor and elect another person
to that office.

ON exceptions.
An information of the attorney general in the nature of quo
warranto. The facts are sufficiently stated in the opinion.

A. P. Wiswell, for the state, upon the question considered in
the opinion, cited: City charter of Ellsworth, § 4; R. S., c. 3,
§ § 12, 13; Mussey v. White, 3 Maine, 290; Dillon, Mnn.
Corp. § § 288, 254-256; Putnam v. Langley, 133 Mass. 204;
Baker v. Cushman, 127 Mass. 105.
John B. Redman, for the defendant.
LIBBEY, J.
At a meeting of the aldermen of the city of
Ellsworth, held on the 15th of March, 1887, for the purpose of
electing city officers, a ballot was taken for second assessor of
taxes; and Albert G. Blaisdell, was declared elected and his
election was entered of record. The meeting then took a recess
till the next day, March 16, when, on motion therefor it was
voted to reconsider the election of second assessor, and a new
hallut was taken, and the respondent was declared elected.
Blaisdell took the necessary oath of office on the first day of April,
1887.
On the foregoing facts the court held that Blaisdell was duly
elected, and that the election of Phillips, the respondent, was void,
and ordered judgment of ouster against him. To which rulings
exception was taken.
We think the rulings of the court below correct. The election
of a:.,sessors was required to be by ballot. While a municipal body
having the power of election may set aside a ballot by which it
appear8 that an election is made, for some irregularity or illegality
before the election is declared, ( Baker v. Cushman, 127 Mass.
105,) we are aware of no authority which holds that, when the
election by ballot is declared and entered of record, it may be
reconsidered at an adjourned meeting on a subsequent day, and
a new election had. When the aldermen balloted and declared
the election of Blaisdell, and it was recorded, their power over
the election to that office was exhausted unless he should decline
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to accept it. He did not decline to aecept and the aldermen
could not deprive him of the office except by removal in the
manner provided by law. There being no vacancy in the office
when the respondent was elected, his election was void.

Exceptions overruled.
of ouster ajjfrnwd.

Judgment

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY and HASKELL,
JJ., concurred.

HENRY N. FosTER and another

vs.
SEARSPORT SPOOL AND BLOCK COMPANY.
Penobscot.

Opinion November 19, 188 7.

Waters. Mill-owners. Mill-dams. Logs.
The owners of mill-clams on floatable streams are required to furnish reasonably convenient facilities for the passage of logs. It would not be reasonable
to require them to furnish such expensive locks or sluices as would enable
large and loosely constructed rafts of logs to pass without being broken up.
The owners of mill-dams are not required to provide the same facilities for
the passage of logs as existed before the erection of the clam.

ON motion to set aside the verdict. There were also exceptions in the case, which were not considered, a new trial having
been granted on the motion.
An action of the case for damages caused by the breaking up
of rafts of logs owned by the plaintiffs while passing through
the defendant's dam across Piscataquis river at Howlnnd.
The verdict was for plaintiff.-, for $84 7. 99.

John Viirney and John A. Blanchlo-d, for plaintiffs.
The court will not disturb the verdict of the jury in cases of
conflicting testimony, unless the result is so manifestly erroneous
as to make it appear that it was produced by prejudice, t>ias or
some improper influence or by mistake of the facts or law of the
case. 36 Maine, 252; 40 Maine, 28 ; 59 Maine, 418 ; 58
Maine, 454; 67 Maine, 314.
Defendant in erecting that dam was hound to give the public
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ns good a channel for running rafts as there had been in its natural
condition. Parks v. Jl1orse, 52 Maine, 260; Rolfe v. Pearrwn,
76 Maine, 383; Gould on Waters, 138, 196, 765, and cases
there cited.

Win. If. McOrilli,'i and Olwrles P. Stetson, for defendant.
WALTON, J. \Ve regard this as a very important case; for
if the law is as claimed by the plaintiff, it impoties upon mill
owners a duty which it will be very difficult indeed if not
impossible for them to perform.
It is claimed that the owner of a mill dam upon a floatable
stream is obligeLl to provide a sluice through which large and
loosely constructed rafts of logs may be run without being
broken up.
\Ve doubt whether the construction of such a sluice is practi..
cable. The evidence shows that when one of these rafts enters
a sluice, the more rapid current of the water in the sluice draws
the front logs away from the rear logs, and that when the front
logs reach the less rapid current at the outlet of the sluice, thefr
speed is suddenly cheeked, and the rear logs, which are then
passing through the more rapid current of the sluice above, are
driven against the front logs with such force that they will either
go under or over them, and the raft be thus doubled up and
broken to pieces. \Ve doubt whether it is practicable to construct a sluice that will avoid these results. Unquestionably a
lock may be so constructed. But how an ordinary sluice, open
ut both ends, can be constructed that will uvoid them, we ure
unable to understand. The water in the sluice must inevitably
flow more rapidly than the water in the pond above. And when
the front end of u long raft enters this more rapid current, what
can prevent its being pulled away from that portion of the raft
which still remains in the more sluggish water of the pond
above? And when the front end of the raft strikes the more
sluggish current nt the outlet of the sluice, and its speed is
thereby suddenly checked, what can prevent the more rapidly
moving logs behind from being driven under or over the logs in
front? \Ye fhil to see. Certainly such a sluice can be constructed,
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if constructed at all, only at very great expense, an expense, we
believe, out of all reasonable proportion to any benefit that
would be conferred upon the log driver.
It has never been decided in this state that such u responsibility rests upon the mill owner. It has been decided that he
must furnish the log driver with reasonably convenient facilities
for running his logt-i. But it has never been decided that he is
obliged to furnish locks or sluices through which large and loosely
constructed rafts of logs can he run without being broken up or
the logs displaced. And we decline to place such an obligation
upon him. vVe believe it would be unreasonable to do so.
That to do so would place upon the mill owner a burden out of
all proportion to any benefit that would he conferred upon the
log driver.
The proof in this cnse is that for the express purpose of
accommodating log drivers, the defendants had constructed in
their dam u good and substnntial sluice, thirty feet and four
inches wide, and sixty-one feet and nine inches long, the de:scent
in its whole length being only three feet and three inches. And
it is admitted that the facilities thus provided are legally sufficient
for running unrafted logs. But the plaintiff undertook to run
his logs in rafts. These mft:s were from twenty to twenty-twd
feet wide, and from one hundred to one hundred and fifteen feet
long. And they were loosely constructed. Some of the logs
had no fastenings, and were held in place only by the logs by
which they were surrounded.
The result was that in their
passage the rafts were more or less broken up. The witnesses
say that when the front logs entered the sluice they would be
pulled away from the hind logs, and that when the front logs
reached the outlet of the sluice, they would be driven to the
bottom of the river, and their speed being thus suddenly checked,
the hind logs would be forced on top of them ; and in this way
the fastenings would he loosened and the rafts more or less
broken up. And it is for the delay and the cost of reconstructing the rafts that the plaintiff claims compensation from the
defendants.
In support of this claim it is contended that a log driver is
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entitled to the ::;ume facilities for running his logs after the erection of a dam as he had before; that if before the erection
of a dam he could run rafts of logs without their being
broken up, he is entitled to the snme facilities after the dam is
erected.
We can not sustain this proposition to its full extent. The
right to erect a dam upon a non-tidal Btream (and ·we are speaking of no others) is a clear statutory right. The legislature in
creating it must lrnve foreseen that its exercise would to some
extent necessarily interfere with the use of such streams us
highw:iys. It is impossible to believe that the legiHlature intended
that this newly created right sh,Juld be burdened with the
expensive if not the impossible obligation of providing for log
drivers the same facilities for running their logs as they had
before. If the legislature had so int.ended it would have said
so. The statute imposes no such obligation. It is silent upon
the subject. The court hus by judicial construction engrafted
upon the statute a condition in favor of log drivers to the extent
of requiring mill owners to fumi:sh reasonaLle facilities for the
passage of logs; but it has never determined that it would be
reasonable to require them to furnish locks or sluices through
which large and loosely constructed rafts of logs may be flouted
without being broken up. \\Te do not mean to say that it wus
not the duty of the defendants to prepare a sluice through which
the plaintiffs' rafts of logs could be run. What we mean to say
is that, in the opinion of the court, the sluice prepared by the
defendants was all that could reasonably be required of them,
and that they were not responsible for the breaking up of the
rafts; and that the verdict against them, which holds otherwise,
is clearly wrong.
In support of this conclusion, and for a more full discussion of
the relative rights and duties of mill owners and log drivers, and
the rules by which they are to be measured and adjusted, see
Pearson v. Rolfe, 76 Maine, 380.

Motion sustained, verdict set aside,
and a new trial granted.
PETERS, C. J.,
J J. , concurred.

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, FOSTER

and

HASKELL,
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~ESSER V. STORER,

and another
vs.
P. STOREH ttnd others.

FREDERICK

Ho RACE
Cumberland.
Insolvency.

Composition.

G.

MESSER

Opinion November 21, 1887.
Examination of debtor.

Equity pleadil,,gs,

R. S., c. 70, § § 42, 62,

After oomposition papers are filed in a court of' insolvency, a creditor has not
a right to examine the debtor generally upon all matters relating to his
insolvency under R. S., c. 70, § 4'3. An examination at such a time is limited
to the questions, whether the agreement was signed by the requisite pro~
portion of the creditors, and whether the debtor had secured to his creditors
the percentage agreed upon.
It is not sufficient in a bill in equity to allege that the complainant "had been
informed and believed " that the facts set out were true. He should allege
the facts on information and belief.
,vhere an insolvent debtor makes false statements in his affidavit, filed in
composition proceedings which are perfected, and a discharge is granted
thereunder, any creditor who is aggrieved has a plain and adequate remedy
at law under H. s., c. 70, § 62.

ON report. Bill in equity. Heard on bill, answer and proof.
The bill, after setting out the proceedings in the court of
insolvency, sufficiently stated in the opinion, contained the following al1egation :
"Tenth. That your orators are informed and be]ieve that the
affidavit filed by said insolvents applying for said composition
under said proceedings for composition as provided by section
62, chapter 70, of the Revised Statutes of this state, are not true,
but that they had, and ever since have concealed and secreted
money, secudties, effects and property, real and personal,
belonging to them individually and to said firm, with intent,
purpm;e and expectation to receive, directly and indirectly, the
benefit or advantage thereof to themselves; that they have
changed and falsified the books of said firm; that they had sold,
pledged, conveyed and transferred property and estate belonging
to them individually and to said firm, in anticipation'of insolvency,
and had made conveynnces, mortgagrn,, pledges and transfers
and payments to sundry of their creditors, for the purpose of
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preferring said creditors; that they had given to sundry of their
creditors and other persons, compensation and promise or reward,
besides reasonable counsel fees for services in effecting a compromise with their creditors, and that the assets and liabilities of
said Storer Brothers and Co. and the individual members
thereof, were not correctly stated in the schedules annexed to
said affidavits and signed by them; that in said schedules large
amounts of property were omitted, and the material statements
contained in said affidavits and schedules were false to the
knowledge of the debtors making the same; that the signatures
of a large number of the creditors who signed the composition
agreements therein, were obtained by fraud; that in obtaining
said agreements, and in their said schedule, the said insolvents
knowingly misstated and understated the value and amount of
their property ; hut the particulars thereof are not so known to
your orators that they can state them more specifically, and the
examinations proposed by your orators in the proceedings in said
court of insolvency were necessary for the purpose of ascertaining
such particulars, and to show thereby that the discharge ought
not to be granted by the court, and to show that if granted, it
was not valid, and your orators have no other means than by
such examinations of ascertaining the particulars aforesaid."

Hobnes and Paytwn, for plaintiffs.
The case of Bisbee v. Ham, 4 7 Maine, 543, has no applicatio~
to this case, where there was no voluntary agreement. This
was not an accord and satisfaction entered into by the· parties,
like the one in that case. See Warner v. Vallily, 26 A. L. J.
254 (R. I.).
The distinction between a voluntary agreement to settle, and an
attempt at compulsion, as in this case, should be carefully noted,
as it is only in the former case that there is a rescinding ·which
requires the one making a rescission to place the other in statu quo.
This is said to be an estoppel, not an estoppel to maintain
generally the prayers which are set forth in the bill, but to deny
that we have ceased to be creditors. Olw/ee v. Fourth National
VOL.

LXXIX.

, 33
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Bank, 71 Maine, 514, is relied upon, but it will be observed
that the point in question there, was the title to property, and
whether an assignment of certain property to an assignee would
pass the title as against a creditor residing out of the state, who
had received a portion of the proceeds of property conveyed by
the same assignment, under an 1:tttachment made by the creditor,
claiming that the assignment was void, under which a levy was
about to be made. The rights of other creditors, third. parties,
were affected.
Equity cases are ordinarily decided by a single justice. There
is one case in which they are not decided by a single justice, and
that is the precise one at bar. Such cases are reported to the
law court instead, for their decision of all questions. Springer
v. Au8tin, 75 Maine, 417.
Unless this were so, the whole proceeding in making up the
defense, and putting in the lurge amount of documentary
evidence to support the several allegations of the pleadings, as
well as the law itself providing for such method, would be a
perfect force. The cnse would go upon hill and answer with
unsettled questions of fact. The respondents' answer and supplemental am,wer, if rightly allowed, are not evidence in the case,
although sworn to, because the complainants' bill does not a8k
for an answer upon oath, and '' in such case it has no effect as
evidence, except to cast the burden of proof upon the plaintiff."
H. S., c. 77, § 15; Olay v. Towle, 78 Maine, 8G.
Tl..ie learned counsel lrns cited the case of Ex parte Mo1·gan,
78 Maine, 3G, in support of his position that the judge of the
insolvent court was justified in excluding the examination asked
for. It has no application to this case; because that case was
one upon · appeal, as distinguished from the exercise of the
supervisory powers of this court upon a bill in equity. That
case decided two questions vvhich were necessary for the purpose
of disposing of the case. First, that an appeal does not lie from
the allowance of a discharge of an insolvent who makes tt composition settlement with his creditors. Equity proceedings were
the prop~r remedy in such case. Second, that the refusal by
the judge, of an examination, gives no cause of appeal. These
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proponitions of ltnv are ohviou,sly correct, and are well established
by the decision in that case. No appeal in insolvency lies in any
case arising under this chapter, unless specifically provided for
therein. R. S., c. 70, § 12. And no provision is made for an
appeal from the ruling of the insolvent court refusing an
examination.
If these complainants were satisfied that a full, frank and
complete statement had been made by the respondents in the·
insolvency proceeding, or that no further information was.
necessary or important in the proceeding~, they could not come·
with very good grace to ask for permission to examine about
matters which had been fully stated, and the allegation that they
were informed and beliernd, shows that they understood that.
matters had been concealed, which required further investigation,
and puts them in the position of parties, who, not having the
details, and therefore not able to allege the particulars which go
to make up the fraud, yet have sufficient reason tu believe to,
justify a reasonable and prudent man in prosecuting the investi-gation. The demurrer admits such information and belief.
Walton v. Westwood, 73 Ill. 125.
The case_ of Ex parte Haines, 76 Maine, 394, has reference·
only to an appeal us distinguished from these proceedings, and
specifically states that, '' Besides the remedy by action, each
creditor acting by himself, the equitable jurisdiction of the court
can be invoked in proper cases, the court having, under the·
insolvency law, ample powers in that respect."
Insolvent and bankrupt laws proceed upon principles generally·
uniform, though differing in details. If a composition is subject,
to the rule laid down by respondents and the judge of the,
insolvent court, it is a startling innovation. 2 Kent's Com ..
389, et seq.
The examination could be hnd only before discharge wasgranted, that is, during the proceedings. R. S., c. 70, § 42.
This court hns full power to annul a discharge under a composition. Twitchell v. Blaney, 75 Maine, 577; Bx parte Haines,
76 Maine, 394-96.

William L. Putnarn, for the defendants, cited: R. S., c. 82,
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§ 45 ; Bisbee v. Ham, 4 7 Maine, 543; Ohafee v. Fourth Nat.
Bank, 71 Maine, 514; Ex parte M01·gan, 78 Maine, 36; Ex
pa1·te Haines, 76 Maine, 394; 2 Benedict, 509.
J. This is a bill in equity brought to set aside and
annul the discharges granted to the defendants, who were
insolvent debtors, as co-partners and in their individual capacity,
by the court of insolvency. Two grounds arc relied upon in
support of the bill. First, that the court of insolvency denied
the petitioners, on their application therefor, the right to examine
the insolvent debtors upon all matters relating to their insolvency
as provided in § 42, c. 70, R. S.
Seconrl, that the respondents committed acts in fraud of the
iinsolvency statute, which renders their discharges invalid.
The fir'3t ground involves the construction of the insolvency
,act in cases of composition. The insolvent debtors produced to
a meeting of their creditors, the affidavit required by § 62, c. 70,
und at the same time produced an ngreement, signed by a
majority in number of their creditors, each of whose debts
,exceeded fifty dollars, and by creditors holding three-fourths of
all their indebtedness, as required hy said section; and the
affidavit and agreement were duly filed in the court of insolvency.
The debtors had been decreed insolvent, but their estate remained
in the hands of the messenger, no proceedings for the choice and
appointment of an assignee having been had. After these
proceedings were had, the plaintiffs in this bill, who were not
parties to said agreement, claimed the right to examine the
debtors generally upon all matters relating to their insolvency,
under said § 42. This claim of right was denied them by the
_judge of the court of insolvency, but they were permitted to
examine them upon all matters embraced in the issue, whether
the "agreement was signed by said proportion of the creditors
of the debtors, and that they had paid or secured to all the
creditors whose names appeared in the schedules annexed to
their affidavit, the percentage named in said composition agreement, and according to the terms thereof." The contention on
the part of the plaintiffs is that the judge of the court of
LIBBEY,

.
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insolvency, having denied them their right of general examination, had no power to proceed and discharge the debtors; and
that, as they had no right of appeal from his decree, they have
the right to maintain this bill and have the discharges annulled;
and this raises directly, for the first time in this court, the
question whether, after composition papers are filed in the court,
a creditor has the right to examine the debtor generally as to
his insolvency, as claimed here.
Upon a careful examination of all the provisions of chapter
70, of the Revised Statutes relating to insolvency, we are of
opinion that he has not such right, and that the ruling of the
judge of the court of insolvency complained of is correct.
Sections 1 to 61 inclusive, of said chapter define the jurisdiction
of the court of insolvency, and prescribe and regulate the
proceedings in insolvency where the estate of the insolvent
debtor is settled and distributed by the court of insolvency.
Section 42 before referred to, gives to the creditor the right of
general examination of the debtor upon all matters relating to his
insolvency before a certificate of discharge shall be granted him.
This relates to cases settled in insolvency. Section 62 gives to
the debtors and the requisite number of creditors, after
the decree of insolvency has been made, by an agreement
of composition for a discharge of their debts, the right to take the
case out of the general provisions for the settlement of the estate in
insolvency, and when that is accomplished, the debtor is entitled
to his discharge, and his estate is to be restored to him upon the
payment of all expenses incurred during the proceedings. This
mode of the settlement of their estate appears to be independent
of the general provisions before referred to, and rests upon
contract between the debtor and his creditors. Under it, when
~ithe judge is satisfied that such agreement is signed by said
proportion of the creditors of such debtor, and that he has either
paid or secured to all the creditors whose names appear in theschedules annexed to his affidavit, the percentage named in such.
composition agreement, and according to the terms thereof, heshall give to such debtor, under his hand and the seal of the
court, a full discharge of all his debts and liabilities contracted
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prior to the commencement of the insolvency proceedings, and
named in the schedule annexed to said affidavit." These
provisions raise no issuP. before the judge as to the truth of the
facts stated in the debtor's affidavit, but the only questions presented to the judge are whether the agreement is really executed
by the requisite number of creditors and the percentage has been
paid or secured as required by thi:-; section. The statute
contemplates that the proceedings shall be summary and
speedy so that the creditors may receive without delay, their
percentage and the debtor',, estate shall be restored to him that
he may dispose of it as he pleases and prevent loss by waste arn.l
and deterioration. Hence no appeal from the decree of the
judge is given, but in lieu thereof ''a :-:,pecial and stringent remedy
of another sort is provided. An action to recover his debt is
allowed to any creditor who deems himself defrauded. This
privilege is not accorded to creditors under any other provision
of the insolvency law _i, Ex parte IIaines, 76 Maine, 394.
If the general proceedings to be had where the estate of the
debtor is settled in insolvency, should he held to be applicable to
composition proceedings, the great object to be accomplished by
composition would be defeated, by the protracted litigation which
might follow. Then to show more clearly that it was the
intention of the legislature that the general provisions of the
statute before referred to should not apply to composition proceedings, the facts which, if established, will prevent the granting
of a discharge to an insolvent debtor under section 46, are not
the same as are required to be set forth in the affidnvit in
composition proceedings, which if not true will invalidate the
,discharge in composition.
In as much as there was no question before the judge involving
acts of the debtors which would deprive them of their right to a
discharge if their estate were settled in insolvency the only effect
ofa general, prolonged examination w_ould have been to delay the
proceedings in composition. This question was incidentally but
not directly, before this court in Ex parte Mor_qan, 78 Maine, 36,
where the chief justice, in the opinion of the court, says, tiHe,"
(the judge) "could see no expediency in the examination of the
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debtor after the composition agreement was entered into and we
see none." This though a dictum in that case, we think well
supported by the law. The reasons for the rule are well
stated in that opinion.
Upon the second ground upon which the plaintiffs claim to
maintain their bill, we think the bill is fatally defective. It
alleges n1erely that the plaintiffs are informed and believe the
facts set out in that clause of the hill. It does not allege the
facts upon information nnd belief._ It alleges information and
belief of the facts only. Such an allegation in equity is
insufficient to raise the issue sought to be raised.
Again, while it alleges generally certain things in fraud of the
insolvency act, it alleges no specific act or fact by which the
fraud was committed. It should specify the acts, means, or
omissions of the defendants by which the fraud was committed.
It should, at least; he as specific as required by section 49, in an
application to the court to annul a discharge granted under section
44. It seeks to excu~e this defect on the ground that the plaintiffs
have no specific knowledge or information. But it is not framed
as a bill of discovery. It prays that the discharges may be
annulled, and that the debtors be required to submit to a full examination in the court of insolvency. We have already held that
t_he plaintiffs have no legal right to such examination.
But passing these objections, the plaintiffs have a clear,
adequate and complete remedy at law under the provisions of
section 62. It is, at least, doubtful if in this case they are
entitlerl to relief in equity, if the bill contained the necessary
allegations.
PETERS,

C. J.,

Bill dismissed with single costs.
and HASKELL, J,T.,

WALTON', VIRGIN, EMERY

concurred.

RoscoE

PERLEY

Cumherland.

vs.

EDWARD C. CHASE

and another.

Opinion November 29, 1887 .

.11fortgage. Rights of mortgagor in possessions after foreclosure.
A mortgagor of land, who simply continues in possession after foreclosure and
his right of redemption has expired, has no right to cut and sell the hay.
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ON exceptions from superior court.
The opinion states the case and material facts.

Frank and Larrabee, for plaintiff.
The instructions of the presiding judge as to the right of a
mortgagor in possession, undisturbed, to the crops when
harvested, were correct. Vide, Teal v. Walke1·, 111 U. S.
242, and cases therein cited; Noyes v. Ri'clt, 52 Maine, 115;
"J,Vilder v. Houghton, I Pick. 87; Boston Bank v. Reed, 8
Pick. 459; Taylor's Landlord and Tenant, § 64; 1 Jones on
Mortgages, § § 667, G70, 672 ; Tucker v. Keeler, 4 Vt. 161.
George 111. Seiders, for defendants, cited: 2 B. & A. 604;
2 Sharswood's Bl. 149, n. 14; Gillman v. lVills, 66 Mnine,
27 5 ; Reed v. Elwell, 46 Maine, 270; 1 Crnise's Digest, 263 ;
1 Wash. R. P. § 102, and cases cited; Betts v. Lee, 5 tfohns.
348; Silsbury v. ~IcGoon, 4 Denio, 332; Stephenson v.
77zayer, 63 Maine, 143.
VIRGIN, ,J. Assumpsit for the stipulated price of a certain
quantity of hay which the plaintiff sold and delivered to the
defendants in•the spring of 1886.
The hay wns cut and harvested by the plaintiff in the haying
season of 1885, on lnnd once held by him as mortgagor, and
which he continued to occupy until after the sale and delivery of
the hay, although his right to redeem the premises on which it
grew had been forever foreclosed in March, previous to the
cutting. After the delivery to the defendants, th~y were
forbidden by the holder of the foreclosed mortgage to pay any
person other than himself, he claiming title thereto.
One of the disputed questions of fact at the trial was, whether
the plaintiff, when he commenced to cut the hay, at some place
other than the farm on which it grew, agreed with the holder of
the mortgage to cut it for him at a stipulated price.
The judge instructed the jury, in substnnce, that when the
mortgagee simply allows the mortgagor to continue in possession
after the right of redemption has expired, then the mortgngor
while thus in possession, in the absence of any agreement to the
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contrary and of any taking possession by the mortgagee, has the
right to gather the annual crops and dispose of them as he sees
fit.
But if before the hay was cut, the plaintiff agreed
that it should belong to the holder of the mortgage, or if he
agreed to cut it for him, or if the holder of the mortgage claimed
it and the plaintiff acceded to the claim and cut it in pursuance
thereof, then it became the property of the holder of the mortgage.
The jury found for the plaintiff, and the defendants challenge
the soundness of the ruling.
Eliminate the fact of foreclosure from the instruction, and tho
defendants could not be aggrieved ; for the authorities generally
concur in holding that, so long as the mortgagor is allowed to
remain in possession without an entry by the mortgagee,
although there has been a breach of the condition of the mortgage, the mortgagor is entitled to receive the rents and profits
to his own use, and is not liable to account therefor to the
mortgagee. .1..Voyes v. Rich, 52 Maine, 115; Teal v. TValker,
111 u. s. 249-50.
But this proposition, unlike the instruction complained of,
is predicated of a subsisting mortgage and of the consequent
relation of mortgagor and mortgngee - before foreclosure. For
when the foreclosure becomes perfected, the mortgage, if the
premises are of sufficient value, thereby becomes paid, ( Hurd
v. Golernan, 42 Maine, 182 ; 111orse v. Merritt, 110 Mass. 458)
ceases to exist, and the title of the mortgagor becomes
extinguished, leaving the title in the mortgagee absolute and
indefeasible. '' U nti] foreclosure, or possession taken by the
mortgagee," ( says Jones, Mort. § 697) "the mortgagor is entitled
to emblements," implying that after the happening of either foreclm,ure or possession by the mortgagee, the emblements belong
to the latter. 1 ,vashb. R. P. 120, § 21, and cases there cited.
As before seen, when the right of redemption has become
"forever foreclosed," the relation formerly existing has become
extinguished; and if without any agreement, express or implied,
the former mortgagor con6nues in possession after the determination of the particular estate by which he originally gained it,
he thereby brings himself within tho definition of a tenant at
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sufferance. 4 Kent's Com. 116; 1 Thos. Co. Litt. 650; 2
Blnck. Com. 150; 1 Washb. R. P. 534, § 2; Livingston v.
Tanner, 12 Barb. 484. And if a tenant at sufferance, he is not
entitled to emblements. Bennett v. Turner, 7 M. & W. 226;
I Washb. R. P. 121, § 4. And if he were, emblements do not
include the grass which is not an annual crop. 1
ashb. R. P.

,v

119, § 4.
But if we take the view which is the most fa vomble to the
plaintiff- that inasmuch as the plaintiff was allowed to continue
in possession for more than one year after the fornclosure had
become absolute, and to cultivate and harvest the crops for the
season of 1885, and that (as suggested by PARKE, B., in Bennett
v. Turner, supra) "slight evidence would probably satisfy a jury
that a tenancy by sufferance, in which the tenant is not entitled
to the fruits of his own industry, as he has no right to emblements, would not long be continued;" and that a tenancy at will
might be inferred by a jury from the acts of the parties,- still,
the plaintiff would not then be entitled to the hay, it being no
part of the annual crops. Or, if we adopt the view of the court
in Allen v. Cmpenter, 15 Mich. 38, and bold that where a
purchaser under a foi;eclosure sale suffered the mortgagor to
occupy the premises without interruption for three month~, and
in the mean time to go on and manage the premises and plant
crops, he had a right to claim them as emblements, still, he would
gain no right to sell the hay off from the land.
In the absence of any express or implied agreement (or holding over, the plaintiff has no reason to complain, for he pays no
equivalent by way of rent. He has taken the crops ·which he
raised and no question is raised as to them.
Exceptions sustained.
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY, FOSTER and HASKELL, ,JJ.,
concurred.
INHABITANTS OF \VELLS

York.

vs.

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.

Opinion November 29, 1887.

Ways. County commissione1·s. Spec. Stat. 1885, c. 497.
County commissioners have auth'ority to locate a highway over and upon a
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previously existing town way whenever either terminus of such location
connects with a highway, although the whole of such location is within
the limits of one and the same town,
When objections involving matters of fact are made at nisi prius to the acceptance of the report of a committee of appeal on the location of a
highway and are overruled, and the report accepted and exceptions are
taken to the ruling, the exceptions will be overruled unless the case finds
that the facts were found in favor of the excepting party by the presiding
justice.
Spec. Act of 1885, c. 497, which provides that "A highway may be laid out,
constructed and maintained in the manner provided in R. S., c. 18, across
the tide waters of the Ogunquit river," confers jurisdiction on the county
commissioners to make the location.

ON exceptions.
The opinion states the case and material facts.

Nathan and Henry B. Cleaves and George 0. Yeaton, for the
appellants.
The case of King v. Lewiston, 70 Maine, 406, is the leading
authority relating to the powers of the commissioners in Jaying
out highways under the provisions of chapter eighteen. It is
cited with approval in Acton v. County Uonirnissione1·s, 77
Maine, 128. In the case of King v. Lewiston, the commissioners,
of Androscoggin Co., laid out a county way entirely within. the
limits of the city of Lewist~n, but leading from one county
road to another, and across a third.
The court held that the commissioners possessed the authority
because here the new road became a part and parcel of a system
of county roads and the court remarks that 11 the defendants do
not contend that county commissioners have jurisdiction to lay
out within a town an i8olated way, having no connection with
other county roads at either terminus." The cases referred to in
this opinion are Srnith v. Go. Goni. 42 Maine, 395; He1·nion v.
Go. Com. 39 Maine, 583.
The road referred to in the legislation of 1885 has no
connection with a county road at either terminus. The legislation of 1885, was not intended to enlarge the provisions of chap.
18, of the Revised Statutes, but that chapter and the powers of
the commissioners under it, were to remain the same as before.
The state of facts was not the same as existed in Harkness v.
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Oo. Corn. 26 Maine, 353, or in other cases cited. The
difficulty arises from the language of the act ; it does not in terms
or by implication confer original jurisdiction on the county
commissioners.
In 1846, the legi~lature authorized the county commissioners
of Waldo county, to lay out and establish a road over Fish river
in the town of Belfast. Here the authority is delegated to the
county commissioners by express statute, they are the tribunal
selected by the legislature to determine the question. An act
was passed January 21, 1870, authorizing the county commissioners to lay out a highway across the Kennebec river,
between the towns of °"'r aterville and Winslow. The authority
is direct to the commissioners; their powers are not curtailed by
reference to the provisions of law applicable to the location of
highways. 59 Maine, 80; 53 Maine, 4 73.
As said by the court in the case of Hall, petitioner, v. Co.
Oom. 62 Maine, 327, in discussing the location of a private way
by the county commissioners from one county road to another
county road in the town of Newcastle, ''in this case the prirnte
way as laid out, merely connects two county roads, it is not laid
across either of them but only to them, nor could it be, as one
way could not bl3 laid over another." In TVest Boston Bridge
Pet. v. Co. Com. of Middlesex, 10 Pick. 269, it was held that
a highway could not be laid along a turnpike, because the land
had "already been taken and appropriated to public use."
The record shows that the county commissioners do not adjudge
the way to be of common convenience and necessity, before proceeding to locate the same. The record says, ''after a full
hearing of all the facts, testimony and arguments by them
presented and having' maturely considered the same, we were of
the opinion, and adjudged, and do hereby adjudge and determine
that common convenience and necessity, do require, and, in
pursuance of the foregoing. adjudication, we, the county commissioners aforesaid, proceeded to make said locution as follows :"
The fact that the commissioners proceeded to make the location,
was not a sufficient determination of the fact that common
convenience and necessity required such location.
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As said by the court in Cushing v. Gray, 23 Maine, 15, it
has often been adjudged ~1that the want of a preliminary adjudication that the road prayed for is of common convenience and
necessity, is fatal to the laying out of a way ; it is always safest
and advisable to follow the language of the statute in such cases."
If it is said in this case that the record does not i:-;;how a want
of jurisdiction, we claim that if the record neither shows a jurisdiction nor a lack of jurisdiction, it is clearly fatal. Pownal v.
Uom. 8 Maine, 271 ; State v. Oxford, 65 Maine, 210.
A way can be located across tide waters only by authority of
the legislature, and our court has frequently held that this
authority must be strictly pursued, that the authority must be
shown by the record of the tribunal undertaking to exercise it.
Cape Elizabeth v. Co. Com. 64 Maine, 456.
The committee, in their report, have undertaken to relieve
the commissioners of the error into which they have fallen, and
report, ~1 we affirm the judgment of the county commissioners on
the aforesaid. petition, except as to so much of the location of
said highway across Ogunquit river as lies below the southerly
line of the town road leading from the county road, near C. H.
Littlefield's store, to said river, which we reverse." "Their
action was based upon their own view of the law." It was
illegal. B1·yant v. Co. Corn. 8 Atlantic Reporter, 460 (ante,
129).
All objections that may be inade on the petition for writ of
certiorari may be tu ken on this appeal. Good1vin v. Oo. Corn.
60 Maine, 328; Hod,qdon v. Co. Com. 68 Maine, 226. The
record in this case shows that the county commissioners had no
jurisdiction, and their doings may be impeached collaterally.
Srnall v. Pennell, 31 Maine, 267 ; Scar-Dom' v. Co. Oom. 41
Maine, 604; State v. Oxford, 65 Maine, 210.
But if this be not so, then, assuredly, whether or not the
location or any part of it is "below the southerly line of the
road" named in the act of 1885, being a jurisdictional fact on
this appeal and the question of acceptance of the committee's
report, any statement made by them,- even if it were of the
solemn character of a record, which it is not yet - may be
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qualified, modified, and even contradicted. Otherwise thit-i court
might find itself in the ridiculously helpless plight of being compelled to suffer three committee men to finally interpr<;:lt and
com,true statutes for it, and even fabricate facts without redress.
All the cases everywhere, we have ever found, forbid such a
conclusion, and support our contention as to the entire competency of the evidence offered by appellants on this l-rnhjcct
Vide passim, Powell on App. Proc. c. IV, § § 6-11, and cases
cited; Freeman on Judgments, § § 130 et seq.
It cannot be maintained that however illegal the attempted
location may be in some parts, the other parts may be sustained,
for the reasons given by SHAW, C. J., in Oommonwecdtlt v.
West Boston Bridge Co. 13 Pick. 195, that the illegal points
are '' so independent of and disconnected with each other that a
part may he questioned and leave the remainder an entire
beneficial and available judgment, to the purpose for which it is
intended." The case at bar rather falls within the principles
announced by LIBBEY, J., in Acton v. Co. Com. 77 Maine,
128, 131, who cites the foregoing from Com. v. West Boston Br.
Co. and adds, '' but here the proceedings were all had at one
time, relate to the same subject matter, to location of the way,
and are an entirety."

R. P. Tapley, for appellees, cited: Wate1f01·d v. C(). Corn.
59 .Maine, 450; San,qer v. Co. .Com,. 25 .Maine, 291 ; Heald
v. Moore, 4 New Eng. R. 398 ( ante, 271) ; Hall v. Co. Com,.
62 Maine, 325 ; King v. Lewiston, 70 Maine, 406 ~ Acton v.
Co. Com. 77 Maine, 128 ; Bryant v. Co. C01n. 79 Maine, 129 ;
Spec. Stat. 1885, c. M17; Belfast v. Co. Oom. 53 Maine, 437;
Limerick, Pet'rs, 18 Maine, 186.
J. Sometime prior to 1885, a town road or way was
made from the county road, near C. H. Littlefield\;; store, to
Ogunquit river. The legislature of that year enacted a special
act which provided: "A highway may be laid out, constructed
and maintained in the manner provided in R. S., c. 18, across
the tide waters of Ogunquit river, in the town of ~r ells; but not
below the southerly line of the road leading from the county
VIRGIN,
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road, near C. H. Littlefield's store, to said river." Spec. L.
1885, c. 497.
After this special act took effect, certain inhabitants of York
and of Wells duly petitioned the county commissioners to locate
a ' 1 highway" from the county road, near Littlefield'::, store,
extending easterly to and over Ogunquit river, to highwater on
the ocean beach. Accordingly, after due preliminary proceedings
had, the commiHsioners, at their October term, 1885, reported
in favor of, and located the highway as prayed for.
From this location, the inhabitants of
ells duly appealed, a
committee was appointed, who, after a hearing, made their
report, wherein they '' affirmed the judgment of the commissioners, except so much of the location of said highway across
Ogunquit river as lies below the southerly line of the tcnvn road
leading from the county road, near C. H. Littlefield's store, to
said river, which we reverse," speci(ying the portion intended
to be reversed, extending from highwater mark one hundred and
ninety-four feet toward the channel of the river.
To the acceptance of the committee's report, the appellants,
at the September term, 1886, filed three written objections and
introduced evidence which they contended supported their
allegations. The presiding justice overruled the objections and
ordered the report to be accepted; to which rulings the appellants alleged exceptions which are now before us for decision.
1. The first objection is, in substanee, That the location
affirmed by the committee covers the identical tenitory of the
town road and does not otherwise connect with any county road.
The answer is, that the commissioners had authority to locate a
highway over and upon a previously existing town road, when
either terminus of such location connects with a county road or
high way, although the whole of such location is "vi thin the limits
of one and the same town. liarkness v. Go. Com. 26 Maine,
353; Windham v. Go. Uom. 26 Maine, 406, 410; King v.
Lewiston, 70 Maine, 406; Acton v. Go. Com. 77 Maine, 128.
2. That a part of the highway located by the commissioners
and affirmed by the committee, is below the southerly line of
the town ro;id mentioned in the special act. The answer is,

,v
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that the presiding justice did not so find the facts. The case
comes up on a bill of exceptions and not on report. The report
of the evidence is not legitimately before us, and we cannot
revise the finding of facts at nisi prius.
3. That the commissioners had no original jurisdiction to
locate a highway from the county road, near Littlefield's store,
to Ogunquit river and across the tide waters thereof, nor do the
provisions of the special act of 1885 confer such jurisdiction ;
and that the committee had no authority to affirm such ummthorized location. Answer: As already seen, the commissioners
had authority to locate a highway to the river, inasmuch as one
terminus was at a county road or other high way. Of course the
commissioners could not locate across tide waters without the
authority of the legislature; and this authority the special act of
1885 confers. To be sure, it does not contain the words
"county commissioners," nnd hence does not in direct, express
terms, authorize that board eo nmnine to make the location, as
the Spec. St. 1846, c. 365, authorized the '' county commissioners" of Waldo county to locate a highway across Fish river,
or as the Spec. St. of 1870, c. 282, authorized the '' county
commissioners" of Kennehec county to build a bridge across the
Kennebec river. Nevertheless, the special statute of 1885 did
authorize "a highway" to be located across the Ogunquit "in
the manner provided by R. S., c. 18." And '' highway may
include a county bridge, county road-or county way." R. S.,
c. 1, § 6, cl. VI. It never means a town way in the statute.
Gleave8 v. Jordan, 34 Maine, 9, 13. As it authorized a ~'highway" to be located, and that, too, 11 in the manner provided by
R. S., c. 18 ;" and as highways can only be located by county
commiRsioners, under R. S., c. 18 ( § 1), we perceive no
difference in the authority conferred, between an act authorizing
county commissioners in totidem. verb is to locate a highway,
an<l an act authorizing a " high way" to be located "in the manner
provided in R. S., c. 18."
It is also further urged under th~ third ohjection that the
commissioners did not, in their report, "judge the way to be of
common convenience and necessity," as required by R. S., c. 18,
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§ 4, and that the omission is fatal to their jul'isdiction. Answer:
If this question was raised at nisi prius und is open now, we are
of opinion that it is not maintainable, for when properly construed, the report expressly recites that the commissioners !!do
hereby adjudge and determine that common convenience and
necessity do require
said location,''- said location
being the ohject of" require," as well as of!! made."
Exceptions overruled.
PETERS,

C. J.,

WALTON, LIBBEY, FOSTER

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,

concurred.

vV-rLLIAM

Oxford.

w. Brnn

vs.

JOHN

F.

SWAIN.

Opinion November 30, 1887.

Contract. Minor. Ratification. R. S., c. 111 § 2.
The defendant during his minority bargained and delivered a horse to the
plaintiff and took a Holmes note thereon as security for the purchase money;
after attaining his majority he indorsed on the note and signed the following
words : "The within note being paid I hereby discharge the property thereby
-secured:" Held, that the indorsement cannot be construed as a ''ratification in writing" within the meaning of R. S., c. 111, § 2, of an alleged
warranty of the soundness of the hol'se.

ON exceptions.

Tlte opinion states the case and material facts.

S. F. Gibson, for plaintiff.
In Boody v. McKenney, 23 Maine, 525, the court tells
us what is a ratification or affirmance of a contract like this
one; the court say ''that when he has during his infancy
sold and delivered personal property.
When the contract
was executed by his receiving payment, it is obvious, that
he can receive no benefit by acquiescence; and it alone does
not confirm the contract. When the contract remains unexecuted
and he holds a bill or note taken in payment for the property,
if he should collect or receive the money due upon it, or any
part of it, that would affirm the contract." See 8 Maine, 405;
VOL.

LXXIX.

34
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1 Greenl. 11; 6 Greenl. 89; 34 Mnine, 594; 56 Maine, 102.

In 70 Maine, the court say, ~'without a further citation of
authorities it seems to be established as a general rule that when
an infant enters into a contract and after becoming of age
receives the benefit from it or by virtue of it does an act which
is an injury to the other party he thereby ratifies it."
The court in 56 Maine, 102, Robinson v. Weeks, say that in
order for a minor to avoid his contracts that are voidable by
him, he should be held to place the party, with whom he deals,
substantially in statu quo.

Bearce and Stearns, for the defendant.
VmmN, J. The plaintiff counted on an alleged verbal contract whereby the defendant warranted a horse which he
bargained :md delivered to the plaintiff, on November 12, 1884,
to be ''all right and good to work."
The defendant pleaded infancy.
By agreement the action was referred by rule of court. The
referees reported in substance that on the day named, the
defendant being then more than twenty, but less than twenty-one
years of age, bargained an<l delivered to the plaintiff a. horse,
receiving therefor a cow, a pair of steers and the plain ti tf's note
for sixty-five dollars on six months, in which it was stipulated
that the horse should remain the defendant's property until the
note was fully paid. After maturity, the note was paid to the
defendant who then had attained his majority.
The referees made an alternative report that if the action is
maintainable, they find a promise and assess damages at twentyfive dollars-otherwise no promise.
The referees find no
ratification in writing. The report of the referees was accepted
and judgment ordered for the defendant,. whereupon the plaintiff
alleged exceptions.
We are of opinion that the exceptions must be overruled.
R. S., c. 111, § 2, pr,wides that no action shall be maintained on
any contract made by a minor, unless he or some person lawfully
authorized, ratified it in writing after he arrived at the age of
twenty-one years, except for necessaries or real estate," &c.
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No fact found hy the referees brings the case within the·
provisions of the statute. The early authorities cited by the·
plaintiff declare the common law rule of ratification, and the.
cases were <lecided before the statute above mentioned was
enacted in 1845. Davis v. Dudley, 70 Maine, 236, related to
real estate which is an exception expressly mentioned in the·
statute.
Even if the indorsement on the ll()te-''the within note being·
paid, I hereby discharge the property thereby secured," was.
signed by the defendant after he became of age, it cannot be·
construed as a "ratification in writing" of the alleged warranty.of the horse.
Exceptions overntled.
PETERS,

C. J.,

\VALTON, LIBBEY, FOSTER

and

HASKELL,

JJ'..,.

concurred.

HOWARD

vV.

GAMAGE

Androscoggin.

vs. Susrn A.

HARRIS

and others.

Opinion December 2, 1887.

Equity.

Cloud on title.

A complainant brought a bill in equity to remove a cloud from his title to land,,
of which he was not in possession, alleging that the defendants held it by a.
levy of a fraudulent and collusive judgment. Held, that failing to prove·
the fraud he could not further maintain his bill as he had a plain anc\
adequate remedy at law.
The rule is, that when a cause of action, cognizable at law, is entertained\
in equity on the ground of some equitable relief sought by the bill, which.
it turns out can not be granted, the court is without jurisdiction to proceed,
further, and must dismiss the bill without prejudice.

ON report.

Bill in equity, heard on bill, answer and demurrer, and prooL
The facts are sufficiently stated in the opinion.
Savage and Oakes, for phlintiff.
That the plaintiff has a remedy at law cannot be presumed in
a case of fraud, especially when a discovery is prayed for.
Dwinal v. Smith, 25 Maine, 382; Taylor v. Taylor, 74
Maine, 589.
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In Taylor v. Taylor, it is poi~ted out that the decisions in
Massachusetts, are somewhat different on account of the restrictive clause in their statute giving equity jnrisdiction.
But
,contra, the United States courts maintain the doctrine of the
English courts, notwithstanding a like restrictive clause in the
judiciary act.
In Hartshorn v. Eames, 31 Maine, 96, the complainant
,.charged that he ,rha<l heen defrauded by a voluntary conveyance
,of real and personal property from one defendant, his debtor, to
;the other, pending n judgment in his favor on an award."
.Def(mdants demurred, on the ground of want of equity and
,complete and adequate remedy at law. The court say "it would
,seem to be too clear at this day to need argument to show, that
;the demurrer is not well tnken. The allegation of fraud brings
the ca5e within one of the specifications of the statute conferring
-.equity jurisdiction upon this court.''
In Gorey v. (Ireene, 51 Maine, 114, it is written, "if the debtor
at any time has had the legal title to the estate, and after the
,deb;t was contracted, conveyed it for the purpose of defrauding
fhis creditors, such deed is void in contemplation of law, and the
•creditor may still levy his execution upon it, and then establish
,the fraud by proceedings in equity."
lf the creditor makes a levy, he may then resort to equity to
(complete his title. Gall v. Perlcins, 65 Maine, 439. See also
Belcher v. Arnold, l N. E. Rep. 15, (R. I.)
If a person, having the legal title to real estate, incur a debt,
and subsequently convey his estate, in fraud of his creditor, to
his wife who makes a similar conveyance thereof to her brother
in trust for herself, the creditor thus defrauded may extend his
execution issued upon the judgment recovered upon his debt
upon the land thus fraudulently conveyed, nnd perfect his title
by a bill in equity against the wife and her grantee. Wyman
v. Fox, 59 Maine, 100.
JVyman ·v. Riclwi·dson, 62 Maine, 295, referring to Wyman
v. Fox, lays down this doctrine, "a fraudulent conveyance is no
transfer of the title as against creditors.
The demandant by
his levy acquired a legal estate. The bill in equity was for the
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purpose of removing nny possible cloud resting upon the title
thus acquired."
In Egery v. fohnson, 70 Maine, 260, it was alleged that
complainants were the creditors of one of the defendants, who
then owned certain real estate, which he conveyed without
adequate consideration to the other defendant, to defraud and
hinder the complainants; that they recovered judgment against
the grantor, and levied their execution upon the land so conveyed
and complainants prayed that the defendants should release all
their apparent title to the land levied upon to the complainants.
The bill was sustained and decree made as prayed for.
As to making the judgment debtor a party. It was done in
Hartshorn v. Eaines, 31 Maine, 93; Egery v. Johnson 70
Maine, 260.
,vhere one claims under an officer's sale in invitwn, though
not hound to do it, he is certainly justified, in asserting his right
ngainst other persons, in making the execution debtor a party.
Richards v. Pierce, 52 Maine, 562.
This case was heard on demurrer to the bill and it was held
that it should not he dismissed for misjoinder of parties.
In Lau,qhton v. Hm·den, 68 Maine, 208, a bill to set aside a
fraudulent conveyance the court say that Smith v. Orton, 21
How. 41; Whitmore v. Woodward, 28 Maine, 392; Dockray
v. Mason, 48 Maine, 178; Richards v. Pierce, 52 Maine,
560, decide that the fraudulent grantor could properly have been
joined, but that it was not necessary to join him. If joined, the
hill would not have been dismissed on that account.
A demurrer cannot be goo<l as to a part which it covers and
bad as to the rest; the whole must stnnd or fall. An<l if a
demurrer to a part of a bill be. not good as to the whole of that
part, it is not good for any part of it. Burns v. Hobbs, 2!-J
Maine, 277 ; Laughton v. lla1'den, 68 Maine, 208 ; 1 Daniell Ch.
Pl. & Pr. 584.
The English rule that plaintiff shall only have discovery of
what is necessary to his own title, and shall not pry into titleof the defendant, held not applicable in this country. Adams:
v. Porter, 1 Cush. 170.
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G. Record, (Prye, Ootton and Wltite with him) for the
defendants, cited: 1 Porn. Eq. Jur. § § 221,222; R. S.,c. 76,
§ 14 and c. 104, § § 1, 6; Gorey v. G1·eene, 51 Maine, 114;
Gall v. Perkins, 65 Maine, 439 ; Robinson v. Robinson, 73
Maine, 170; Lewis v. Cocks, 23 "\Vall, 466; Ooombs v. Warren,
17 Maine, 404; Marston v. Marston, 54 Maine, 476; Spo.-fford
v. B. & B. R. R. Go. 66 Maine, 51.
HASKELL, J. Bill to remove a cloud from the title of the orator
to two several parcels of land.
The orator claims to have acquired the right to redeem both
parcels from a mortgage by virtue of a sale of the equity to
him on execution.
Three of the respondents, sisters, claim title to one parcel by
virtue of a levy upon it on execution in their favor, and to the
other parcel by virtue of a sale to them, on execution, of the
right to redeem the same from mortgage ; both the levy and the
sale were made to perfect a lien upon the land, created by an
attachment made earlier than the attachment in the orator's favor
under which he claims title.
The orator, not being in possession of the land, seeks to avoid
the respondents' levy for irregularity, and to avoid their purchase
of the equity, because there was none, and because the sale
was irregular and invalid.
Failing in these particulars, the orator seeks to have both the
sale and· the levy annulled, because the judgment, whereon the
execution issued upon which the sale and levy were made, was
fraudulent, collusive and void.
The bill invokes two specific grounds for relief: one the
fova]idity of certain judicial conveyances~ the validity of which
ccan as well be determined in an action at law, as in equity; the
other a fraudulent and collusive proceeding at law, under which
the three respondent sisters claim title.
The second cause for relief is properly within the jurisdiction
-0f a court of equity. The orator charges that three of the
respondents, daughters of the other respondent, fraudulently and
.collusively procured a judgment and execution against their
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father, the other respondent, upon a fictitious and groundless
claim, nnd that the title which they clai.m under the levy and sale
on the execution, is colorable only and invalid.
The orator called for an answer to bis bill upon oath, to search
the conscience of each daughter, and of their father as well.
They all answer fully, and no doubt satisfactorily to the orator,
as he has no exception to any suggested insufficiency or evasiveness in the answers. The answers, so far as responsive, are
evidence on the part of the defence, and must be taken to be true,
unless overcome by evidence that outweighs them. They deny
all fraud and collusion between the three re::-pondents claiming
title and their father, touching the judgment in question.
A careful consideration of the evidence fails to prove that the
judgment in controversy is fraudulent, or collusive. The orator
and the three female respondents had suits pending at the same
time, in the snme court against the same defendant, wherein the
same land was attached, the attachment of the respondents
having been first made, and it is improbable that the orator did
not then know of the respondents' suit and attachment. If he
then believed that the respondents' suit was upon a fictitious
claim, or for a sum too large, he might have defended the same
as .a subsequent attaching creditor. R. S., 1871, c. 82, § 39;
1883, c. 82, § 46. But this he omitted to do. He might then
have compelled the respondents to prove their damages and have
prevented expensive litigation in a court of equity. He who
asks equity must not only do equity, but come into court free
from laches himself.
The three female respondents, scarcely beyond their majority.
believed that they had a claim against their father for wood cut
by him upon land that they had inherited from their mother, and
fearing lest their father might become unable to pay them,
consulted a counsellor, whom the court has no reason to distrust,
and by his direction prosecuted their claim by suit and recovered
judgment and execution.
The testimony of their counsellor
clearly proves good faith in the proceeding, and the orator has no
reason to complain of the result.
Had he been more diligent
in collecting over<luP notes, running at eight per cent interest,
his attachment might have been the earlier one.
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The orator, failing to prove the fraud charged in his hill,
cannot fitrther maintain the same for a cause giving a plain and
adequate remedy at law.
~The rule is, that when a cause of action cognizable at law is
entertained in equity on the ground of some equitable relief
sought by the hill, which it turns out cannot, for defect of proof
or other reason, be granted the court is without jurisdiction to
proceed further, and should dismiss the bill without prejudice.
Rus.r.:ell v. Clark, 7 Crunch, 69. Price's Patent Candle Go. v.
Bauwens Patent Candle Co. 4 Kay & J. 727; Baily v.
Taylor, l Russ & M. 73; Frnnch v. Howard, 3 Bibb. (Ky.)
301; Robinson v. Gilb1·etlt, 4 'id. 153; Nou1·se v. Gregory, 3
Litt. (Ky.) 378 ;" Dowell v . .LWitcltell, 105, U. S. 430.
The orator, not being in possession of the land, cannot in
equity test the validity of the levy and sale set up against him.
A writ of entry will afford him a plain and adequate remedy.
Spofford v. B. & B. R. R. Go. 66 Maine, 51; Briggs v.
Johnson, 71 Maine, 237; Robinson v. Ve1Till, 73 Maine, 176;
Rw~sell v. Bai·stow, 144 Mass. 130.
Bill dismissed, but without p1·ejudice
as to matters not decided in tki.c.;
opinion. Re.r.:pondents to 1·ecove1-·
one bill of co..-;ts.
PETERS,
C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN and EMERY, JJ.,
concurred.

HATTIE

,J. SMITH v.r;;. JosnuA B.

ALLEN.

Knox. · Opinion Deeember 6, 1887.
Costs. Second action for same cause. Practice. R. S., c. 82, § 124.
Uevised Statutes, c. 82, § 124:, providing that, when costs have been allowed
against a plaintiff on nonsuit or discontinuance and a second stiit has been
brought for the same cause before the payment of such costs, proceedings
in such second suit shall be stayed until such payment, should be interpreted
liberally in behalf of defendants,
It is enough that the plaintiff has so brought his second suit that the cause of
action first relied on may be relied on again.
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ON exceptions.

This is a writ of entry for the recovery of certain real estate
situate in Cushing, entered at _the March term, 1886. The
defendant at the next September term moved that the action be
dismissed unless the costs be paid of another suit which he
alleged to be for the same cause of action, previously brought,
and entered in this court. The two writs are of identical forms
except as to date and term of court.
The previous suit was a writ of entry by the same plaintiff
against the same defendant to recover the same premises, entered
at the March term, 1885, and continued to the December term,
1885, at which term the plaintiff became nonsuit.
At the hearing upon defendant's motion the plaintiff alleged
and the defendant admitted that at the bringing of the first suit,
nnd during its pendency, the plaintiff's sole claim to recover was
by reason of the alleged insanity of defendant's a11eged grantor,
whose sole heir the plaintiff was. After the first suit was dismissed, and before the commencement of this action, the plaintiff
became the owner of a certain mortgage given by the grantor to
one Samuel B. Flint, covering the demanded premises, and
brought her present suit to recover possession of the premises,
and the plaintiff offered to be confined in her proof to the
mortgage, nnd not the insanity proposition.
The presiding judge ruled that the two suits were for the same
cause of action, and fixed a time when the previous costs must
be paid, to al1 of which rulings the plaintiff duly excepted. And
the costs not being paid at the time fixed by the court, the
presiding judge ordered the second suit to be dismis8ed; to
which order and ruling the plaintiff duly excepted.

A. P. Gould, for the plaintiff.
The present suit is not for the same identical cause, and R. S.,
c. 82, § 124, does not apply.
The form of writ in this case is not the test in determining
whether the cause of action in both suits was the same. The
true test is the character of the judgments sought to be recovered.
This form of writ is expressly authorized by our statutes, in two
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different causes of action, where the purpose of the suits, and
the results sought are very different.
Revised Statutes, c. 104, § 1, provides that '' any estate of
freehold in fee simple, fee tail, for life, or any term of years,
may be recovered by writ of entry." Section 2 provides that the
demandant shall declare on his own seizin. The purpose and
effect of such action is to test the plaintiff's title to the premises.
He declares for an unconditional fee.
Revised Statutes, c. 90, § 8, provides that "the mortgagee, in
an action for possession, may declare on his own seizin, in a ,vrit
of entry, without naming the mortgage, or assignment, and if it
appears on default, demurrer, verdict, or otherwise, that the
plaintiff is entitled to possession, and that the condition had been
broken, when the action was commenQed, the court shall award
the conditional judgment." By § 9, the conditional judgment
shall he, that "if the mortgagor," etc., ,: pays the sum that the
court adjudges to be due and payable, with interest, within two
months from the time of judgment .
no writ of possession shal1 issue, and the mortgage shall be void."
· In Howard v. Ilimball, 65 Maine, 308, motion was made, as
is in this case, to stay proceedings until judgment for costs in a
former suit was paid. To determine whether the motion should
he granted, the court make the question to depend on whether:
the former action would he a bar to the second, and say on page
330, "to ascertain whether a former judgment is a bar to present
litigation, the true criterion is found in the answer to the question, was the same vital point put directly in issue and determined?"
And on page 331 they hold that the motion was rightfully overruled, because the first suit was not identical with the second.

C. E. Littlefield, for the defendant, cited : Warren v. 1Iomested,
32 Maine, 37; 11forse v. J.ltayberry, 48 Maine, 162.
PETERS, C. J.
The Revised Statutes, c. 82, § 124, provide
that, "when costs have been ·allowed against a plaintiff on nonsuit or discontinuance, and a second suit has been brought for the
same cause before the costs of the former suit are paid, further
proceedings shall be stayed until such costs are paid." vV e think
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this statute should be interpreted liberally in behalf of defendants.

It imposes no unreasonable bur<len on a plaintiff, to require him
to pay costs which he has put upon a defendant without cause,
before he can proceed again.
The question here is, whether the defendant has been twice
sued for the same cause. If we are governed by the record, he
certainly has been. The declarations are precisely alike. It
matters not that the plaintiff may have in the second suit more
or better evidence of her c1aim than she had in the first, or that
she could not maintain her first suit, but can maintain the second.
The statutory requirement is not founded on the theory that the
plaintiff has as good grounds for sustaining one suit as the other.
The presumption is that she discontinues her suit for the reason
that she may improve her chances of success by a later proceeding. But the defendant should not be perplexed by the plaintiff's
experiments without some amends for the annoyance which is
thereby inflicted on him.
The result must be the same in the present case, if we look
beyond the literal record and consider the admissions and evidence
accompanying the papers.
It appears that, during the pendency of the first suit, the
plaintiff's sole claim to recover the land was by reason of the
~lleged insanity of the defendant's grantor, the plaintiff being
the sole heir of such grantor, and that, since the first suit was
discontinued and before the second was commenced, she purchased a mortgage subsisting on the premises, under which she
now claims to recover, the mortgage being a better title than the
deed under which the defendant claims. But there is no notice
in the writ or declaration that the plaintiff's claim will be limited
to the mortgage right, or be based upon it in any way. The
plaintiff merely offers, at the hearing of defendant's motion to
dismiss the second suit, that she would be ~~ confined in her proof
to the mortgage, and not the insanity proposition."
The offer came too late. The defendant should not be required
to wait until a trial be had to ascertain what proof or cause of
action the plaintiff will rely on. It is enough that the plaintiff
has so brought her suit that the cause of action first relied on
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may be relied on again,- that the declaration just as much
embraces it in the second as in the first suit. The plaintiff does
not necessarily abandon one ground for recovery because she has
another. Her claim is for possession of the premises in dispute,
and she is not precluded from relying upon nny legal evidence
which will show that she is entitled to possession. The statutory
requirement, which we are discussing, applies, although a new
and additional cause of action is embraced in the second writ.
Morse v. Mayberry, 48 Maine, 161.
In the present instance, the test is to he found in the writ anrl
declaration, and not in the evidence to be offered to sustain the
action.
WALTON,
concurred.

VIRGIN,

LIBBEY,

Exceptions overruled.
FosTER and HASKELL, ,JJ.,

STATE OF MAINE vs. MICHAEL MALIA.
Sagadahoc.

Opinion December 12, 1887.

Misnomer. Criminal pleadings. Practice.
When in a crimtnal prosecution the respondent pleads misnomer in abatement
sufficient in form, the question of idem sonans, being a question of fact,
must be raised by replication and not by demurrer.

ON exceptions.
At the trial the defendant first filed a plea of misnomer, alleging that his name was Michael Mallia. The exceptions were to
the ruling of the court in sustaining a demurrer to that plea, but
not for want of form.

Frank J. Buker, county attorney, for the state.
George E. Hughes, for the defendant, cited: Rex v. Shakespeare, 10 East, 83; Heard's, Criminal Law, 169; 11 Gray, 320.
VIRGIN, J. The county attorney filed n, demurrer to the
defendant's plea of misnomer. No question is raised as to the
form of the plea, and we perceive no defect therein. State v.
Flemming, 66 Maine, 142. The demurrer having been sustained
by the judge, the defendant was found guiltyJon his plea of not
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guilty. By going to trial, he waived no right to his exceptions
on the pleading. State v. Pilce, 65 Maine, 111.
In the absence of any defect in the plea of misnomer, the state
could have raised either of two questions by replication: ( 1)
That the defendant was known as well by the name in the complaint as by that in the plea (State v. Oorkrey, 64 Maine, 521);
or ( 2) That the two names were pronounced alike. The county
attorney filed no replication but demurred; and now contends insubstance that the two names are idem sonans, which is not a
question of law but of fact, which the defendant has the right to
submit to a jury. Rex v. Shakespeare, 10 East, 83, and cases
in note a; Com. v. 111.ehan, 11 Gray, 323 and ca::;es there cited.
The result is

Exceptions sustained. Verdict set aside.
Judgment for the defendant.
PETERS, C. J.,
J J., concurred.

STATE

WALTON, DANFORTH, FosTER

OF

and

HASKELL,

MAINE vs. LEVI LASHUS, appellant.

Kennebec.

Opinion December 12, 18S7.

Intoxicating liquors.

Transporting from place to place. R. S., c. 27, § 31.
Pleadings.
A complaint founded on R. S., c. 27, § 31, which simply follows the language
of the statute, is too vague and indefinite, and the complaint will be adjudged
bad on demurrer.

ON exceptions from superior court.
The exceptions were to a proforma ruling of the court, overruling a demurrer to the following complaint.
(Complaint.)

''State of Maine. Kennebec, ss. To Horace W. Stewart,
Esquire, judge of our municipal court of Waterville, in the
county of Kennebec.
James P. Hill, of Waterville, in the
county of Kennebec and State of Maine, in behalf of said state,
on oath complains, that Levi La.shus of \Vaterville, in the county
of Kennebec, on the twenty-first day of December, A. D. 1886,
at said Waterville, in said county of Kennebec, did then and
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there, ·knowlngly transport from place to place, in said state of
Maine, intoxicating liquors with intent that the same shall be
sold in violation of law, in said county of Kennebec, in said
state of Maine, by some person to said complainant unknown,
and with intent then and there to aid said person to said complainant unknown, in such sale in said county of Kennebec, in
said state of Maine; again~t the peace of Urn state, and contrary
to the statute in such case made and provided."

L. T. Carleton, county attorney, for the State.
I do not see how in the nature of things the allegation could
he made more precil::le without tedious and useless prolixity as
the court say. 61 Maine, 181; 78 Maine, 546 and authorities
there cited; 77 Maine, 380; R. S., c. 27, § 31.
Again, it is not necessary that a complaint should be so formal
and precise as is required in an indictment, as the court say in
State v. Corson, 10 Maine, 473, ~The same technical precision
and accuracy is not required as in an indictment.''

P. A. Waldron, for the defendant, cited: 11 Pick. 432 ; 13
Met. 368 ; 2 Pick. 143 ; 13 Pick, 363 ; 17 Pick. 399; 19 Pick.
307; 1 Stark: Cr. Pl. 89; 2 Hale, 169; Arch. Cr. Pl. ( 5 Am.
ed.) 36; 1 Chit. Cr. Law, 213; 2 East, P. C. 651, 781 ; Rex
v. Walker, 3 Uamp. 264; Rex v. Robinson, Holt, N. P. 595;
Com. v. Blood, 4 Gray, 31; Com,. v. Phillips, 16 Pick. 211;
3 Stark, Ev. 1527; 11 Cush. 143; Corn. v. B. & W.R. R. Co.
11 Cush. 512; Oom. v. Jl:fom·e, 11 Cush, 600; Com,. v. Pray,
13 Pick. 359; Com. v. Reily, 9 Gray, 1.

J.

The complaint follows the language of the
statutory provision (R. S., c. 27, § 31,) which creates the
offence in tended to be charged ; but such a mode of setting out
a violation of a penal or criminal statute is not necessarily
sufficient. State v. And. R. R. Co. 76 Maine, 411; Com, v.
Pray, 13 Pick. 359. The law affords to the respondent in a
criminal prosecution sueh a reasonably particular statement of
all the essential elements which constitute the intended offence
as shall apprise him of the criminal act charged; and to the end,
VIRGIN,
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also, that if he again he prosecuted for the t::ame offence he may
plead the former conviction or acquittal in bar.
Recurring to the complaint we find no allegation designating
from what place or to what place, ~~in the state of Maine," the
liquors were transported. The complaint is too indefinite to
afford to the defendant the requitiite information, to which the
law entitles him, or to identify it, in case another and subsequent
.prosecution for the same offence should be instituted. The case
of Gorn. v. Reily, 9 Gray, 1, based on a similar statute, is in
point, and holds, on a motion in arrest of judgment, that a complaint like the one at bar is insufficient.
Had the allegations limited the places to and from which the
liquors were transported to a particular town or city, the
complaint might have been sufficient. Omn. v. I-Iutchinson, 6
Allen, 595.
Exceptions sustained. Complaint
adjudged bad.
PETERS, C. J.,
,VALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY and FosTER,
J J., concurred.

Lov1sA

H.

WILLIAMS

vs.
THE CAMDEN AND ROCKLAND °\iVATER COMPANY.

Knox.

Opinion December 16, 1887.

Damages. Action. Waters.
In an action of the case for damages caused by diverting the water, by means
of a dam, from its natural water•course over the plaintiff's land, the plaintiff
can only recover the damages sustained prior to the date of the writ.
Such an action can not be maintained when 'the dam is erected under the
authority of a statute which provides a remedy for one who sustains
damage by reason of the dam.

ON exceptions.

J. H. Montgome1'y, for plaintiff.
The rule for prospective damages is laid down clearly in the
case of Oanal Go. v. Hitchings, 65 Maine, 142. In this case
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defendants cannot be made to remove the dam at the mouth of
the pond, which stops the flow of water by the brook through
the plaintiff's land and causes the injury of which she complains.
~rhe right to build the dam and divert the water of the pond is
granted defendant, by legislative authority, and if that authority
is not exceeded, injunction will not lie. .1.l1oen Man. Oo. v.
Worcester, 116 Mass. 458.
In the case of Lee v. Pembroke Iron Co. 57 Maine, 481,
where by authority of the Legislature, defendant corporation
erected a dam across the Pennemaquan river which caused the
water to flow back and injured plaintiff's mill and privilege,
the court say, "It cannot be necessary to waste time or words to
establish the proposition that he who assumes under color of
legislative authority, to overflow an ancient mill 1takes' that
mill and privilege from the owner as directly and effectually as
though he entered upon the premises and demolished the
buildings."
If the damages were to be assessed under the statute immedi..
ate and prospective would be the rule. Bailey v. Woburn,
126 Mass. 421.
Cogswell v. Essex ..1..Vill Car. 6 Pick. 94, a cu8e where by
legislative authority a corporation was empowered to erect a mill
dam across a river and no remedy was provided to compensate
persons injured thereby, the court say·, 11 What then is the remedy
if any one is injured qy the execution of the act of the legisla~
ture? An action at common law .
and they will have an
action for the consequential injury."
In Newhall v. Ireson, 8 Cush. 599, a case similar to this, in
which plaintiff only asked for nominal damages, tbe court say:
"And although the plaintiff has sustained no present damages,
because she hns had no mill upon it or otherwise used it for any
agriculture or manufacturing purposes, yet such diversion would
prevent such beneficial use of it hereafter and thus impair the
value of the estate."
And therefore a cranberry meadow although never used for
that purpose yet the possible use of it for such purpose, is a
proper claim, when water is diverted from it under legislative
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authority.

Warren v. Spencer Watm· Oo. 143 l\foss. 155; so
with a water power, Plumleigh v. J?awson, 6 Ill. ( 1 Gilm.)
544; so with a prospective ferry landin·g, 1l1aqre v. Little Rock,
&c. R. R. Co. 41 Ark. 20.2.
And the general rule is, the market value of the land appropriated, in view of all the purposes to which it is naturally
adapted is the measure of damages. Moulton v. Newburyport
Water Do. 137 Mass. 167; Cobb v. Boston, 112 Mass. 181;
Lawrenc~ v. Boston, 119 Mass. 126; Drury v. Midland R.
R. Go. 127 Ma~s. 571.

U. .E.· Littlefl,eld, for defendant, cited; Oumbmland and
Oxford Oanal Corporation v. Hitchings, 65 Maine, 140;
Rockla,nd Watei· Company v. Tillson, 69 Maine, 268; Cole v.
Sprowl, 35 Maine, 161; Dority v. Dunning, 78 Maine, 390;
Staple v. Spring et, al. 10 Mass. 75; Lund v. New Bedford,
121 Mass. 28n; 1 Sedgwick, Damages, 195, 279, 280; 1 Suthel'land, Damages, 187, 202.
LIBBEY, ,T.
This is an action of case against the d~fendant
for diverting the water from a natural watercourse over the
plaintiff's land from April 1, 1886, to the date of writ, July 26,
1886.
The watercourse flowed from Oyster River pond, and in 1885
the defendant erected a dam at the outlet of the pond, which,
when the water was low, divel'ted the wa'.ter from the brook,
which the plaintiff -claims damaged her pasture and a natural
mill privilege on her lan<l.
/
'_rhe contention between the parties is whether the plaintiff
can recover in this action prospective dumages, or must he
limited to damages sustained prior to the commencement of the
action. The court below ruled tlrnt she could recover only what
she had sustained at the date of the wdt.
We think this ruling correct. The case as reported, does not
show the destruction of the watercourse. The flow of the watel'
in it was diminished only. ln time of drought it is prevented
by the dam from flowing at all. If the dam w.is unlawfully
VOL.
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erected, it is the duty of the defendant to remove it, or open a
gate in it to give the water its natural flow over the plaintiff's
land; and every day it continues the dam it is guilty of a
wrong. If it removes the <lam which it may at any time do, or
permits the water to have its natural flow in its course, it is no
longer guilty. ·while the dam is maintained it is a nuisance, and
its continuance may be enjoined. In such case it is the settled
law of this state that damages are limited to the date of the
writ. C. & 0. Canal Co. v. Hite/lings, 65 Maine, 140;
Dority v. Dunning, 78 Maine, 381.
But the plaintiff claims that the diversion of the water by the
defendant is by virtue of an act of the legislature of 1885, c.
522, which gives it authority to take it for the purposes
specified; and therefore the injury is permanent.
The case does not show that the erection of the dam by the
defendant was under the authority of that act. If the water
was taken by it in conformity with the requirements of the act,
it was not unlawful-not a tort-and this action cannot be
maintained. The plaintiff must pursue her remedy for damages
under section four of the act, whieh provides that they shall be
"ascertained in the same manner, and under the same conditions,
restrictions and limitations as are by law prescribed in the case
of damuges by the laying out of highways.'' But the case as
reported does not show that the defendant had taken the water
in accordance with the provisions of the act.
By the report, if the exceptions are overruled the court is to
ai;sess the damages upon the evidence reported. We think the
evidence docs not show that the plaintiff sustained more than
ten dollars damage prior to the date of the writ.

Exceptfons ove1·ruled.
at ten dollars.
\VALTON, DANFORTH,

EMERY, FosTER

concurred.
PETERS,

C. J., did not sit.

Dam,ages assessed

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,
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THATCHER V, WEEKS,

BENJAMIN THATCHER

Kennebec.

vs.

GEORGE

E.

,vEEKS

and another.

Opinion December 17, 1887.

Officers. Prevention of crimes. Drums. Trover.
An officer who has taken a drum from a person, whom he had arrested for
beating the drum in violation of a city ordinance, cannot detain it after the
trial of the offender, although he hacl reason to believe and did believe that
the offense would be again immediately committed if the drum was restored.
Trover will lie for the owner of the drum against the officer who refuses to,
restore it upon demand after the trial has been had.

Ow-exceptions from the superior court.
Trover against the mnyor and city marshal (H. T. Morse) of
Augusta, for the value of two drums alleged to have been converted, August 20, 1885. The writ was dated November 16,.
1885. The drums were restored to the plaintiff after the commencement of the action, and the plaintiff at the trial claimed
only nominal damages for the detention of the drums.
The opinion states the facts bearing upon the question raised;
by the exceptions .
.111-elvin S. Holway, for the plaintiff, cited: Bishop, Crim. Pro ..
§ 212; Bullock v. Dunlap, 2 Ex. D. 43; 19 Eng. Rep. 363 ;;
Ex parte Cmig, 4 Wash. C. C. 110.

A. M. Goddard, for the defendants.
'' And really it is a,n honor, und almo:,t a singular one, to our·
Engli:,h laws, that they furnish a title of this sort, (PreYention
of crimes) since preventive jm,tice is, upon every principle of
reason, of humanity, and of sound policy, preferable in all
respectis to punishing justice." 4 Wencl. Bl. Com. 251.
And for a more modern and American authority, I will cite
1 Bishop on Criminal Pr. § § 183, 210, 211, extract~ from which
the presiding judge read as a part of his charge to the jury, and
which probably constitutes the part most objectionable to the
plaintiff.
I find a case exactly parallel in Vermont, in the discussion of
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which the learned judges express their surprise that the plaintiff
should have had the presumption to have brought such an action,
the law being so clear that it had never been questioned in the
history of legal proceedings. Spalding v. Preston, 21 Vt. 9.

J.

One of the defendants was the city marshal of
Augusta, and had arrested the plaintiff for violation of a city
·ordinance in beating drums. The case does not show what the
-officer did with his prisoner, but we may assume that he <lid his
,duty and took him within a reasonable time uefore the proper
·court for trial; we 1nay also assume that the court duly disposed
,of the charge. At the time of the arrest, the officer also took
from the plaintiff the drums, and had kept them for some over
three months, when the plaintiff, after demand, brought this
,action of trover for their value. The officer did not bring the
•drums before any court or magistrate, nor did he obtain any
,order or decree from any magistrate as to their disposition.
The officer (the defendant) claims it was no part of his duty
so to do. He claims that for the purpose of preventing any
further violation of the city ordinance, he could lawfully take the
drums, thus being unlawfully used, and could lawfully detain
them in his ow·n possession so long as he had reason to believe
and did believe that the plaintiff would immediately again use
the drums in the same unlawful manner, if restored to him. The
prin~iple thus contended for by the officer, would enable him to
detain the team of a person arrested for too fast <.lri ving, so long
as he, the officer, believed with reason the owner would immediately repeat his offence of too fast driving if the team were
restored to him.
Does the power of executive officers extend so far?
It is common learning that an officer may, without a precept,
arrest any person he finds committing an offence. It is also
well known that he must within a reasonable time, bring his
prisoner befl.)re the proper court, or obtain a legal precept for
detaining him. A failure to do so may make the officer a
trespa::,ser. R. S., c. 133, § 4. An officer making an arrest
upon a criminal charge, may also take from bis prisoner the
El\rnRY,
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instruments of the crime and such other articles as may he of
use tts evidence upon the trial. These may not be confiscated
or destroyed hy the officer however, without some order or
judgment of a court.' We do not find any authority or reason
for the officer rendering any judgment in the matter. He holds
the property, as he does the prisoner, to await and subject to the
order of the court. The officer, having taken into his possession
such articles as will supply evidence, "holds them to be disposed
of as the court shall direct." Bish. Cr. Pr. 211. '' The taking
of things from the arrested persori does not change the property
in them. The officer holds all such property subject to the order
of court." Ibid. 212. Wharton, in his Crim. Pr. § 61, (8th
ed.) says : " They ( the articles taken from the prisoner) should
be carefully preserved for the purposes of the trial, nnd after its
close, returned to the person ,vhose property they lawfully are."
In Spalding v. Preston, 21 Vt. 9, relied upon by the
defendant, the prisoner was c<,mmitted for trial, and the officer
was preserving the property ( counterfeit coin) to be used as
evidence at the trial. The court held that the officer could
lawfully retain them for that purpose. In the case heforc us, it
is not claimed that the drums were detained for evidence. The
trial was presumably long over.
There is an evident difference also, between articles which ean
only have ttn unlawful use, like counterfoit coin, and articles in
themselves innocent, like drums. If an officer may indefinitely
hold the former, it does not follow that he can so hold the latter.
Yet in the former case, it is provided by our statute, R. S.,
c. 125, § 12, that all such contraband articles are to be kept" by
the direction of the court or magistrate having cognizance of the
case."
vVe think it clenr that after the trial is over, the officer has no
right to detain the property without some order of court. Thecourt below ~mstained the defendant's contention above stated ..
We think this was error.
PETERS, C. J.,
J J., concurred.

,v

Exceptions sustained.
ALTON, DANFORTH,

VIRGIN

and

FosTER,.,
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HYMEN BLUMENTHAL

Kennebec.

vs.

MAINE C1rnTIUL RAILROAD COMPANY.

Opinion December 17, 1887.

Railroads. Baggage. Common carriers.
The plaintiff being about to take passage on one of the defendant's passenger
trains, had his valise checked by the baggage master to go upon the same
train as his personal baggage. The valise did uot contain any personal
baggage, but only merchandise for sale. Held, that the defendant was
under no obligation to transport the valise, and was not liable for failure to
transport it.

ON report from the superior court.
An action to recover the value of a valise and merchandise
contained therein amounting to four hundred and eighty dollars
and thirty-nine cents, which the plaintiff had checked as baggage
at Bangor station of the defendant's road for Augusta.
The facts are stated in the opinion.

F. E. Southard, for plaintiff.
,vhi]e there is a case which apparent]y holds that pack-pedlars
have no rights which rai]roads are hound to respect, ( 8ee
Blumantle v. F. R. R. 127 Mass. 322,) and while it is
conceded that the checking of merchandise by a party intending
thereby to defraud the carrier of the freight money, create::; no
liability as a common carrier for its loss, it is believed that the
circumstances of this case create some Jiahility for which the
defendant is answerable, and bring it within another, and quite
different principle from that goveming cases of actual or legal
fraud, such as is spoken of iu R. R. i. Carrow, 73 I11. 348;
S. C. 24 Am. R. 248.
The learned editor of the American Decisions in a note to
Hutchings v. R. R. Co. 71 Am. Dec. 161, says, ~The true
,doctrine seems to us to he that where there is no concealment on
the passenger's part and a carrier receives and treats as baggage
a package which he knows to be merchandise, he should be ]iable
in case of loss, although no extra compensation was charged for
its transportation; and certainly he should be liable if he
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knowingly receives merchandise and charges for and carries it
as extra haggage." See Great .1Vortlwrn R. R. v. Shepherd,
8 Exch. 30; Sloman v. R. R. 6 Hun, 546.
The baggage master who checked the package, so far as the
plaintiff was concerned, had authority to do so. Perley v. R.
R. Co. 65 N. Y. 374; see also 8lonian v. R. R. supra; Field
on Corp. § 193.
The action of the baggage master has been ratified hy the
defendant. Upon the authority of the agent, the defendant has
rnised no question either by the pleadings or at the time of
taking evidence. If it had intended to repudiate the agent's
authority, it should have been done long ago, and cannot be
heard to deny such authority now. The defendant's silence has
ratified the agent's act. 2 Kent's Com. 616; l1elsey v. Bank,
69 Penn. St. 429; Bank v. Reed, 1 W. & S. 101; Ward v.
TVilliams, 26 Ill. 447 ; S. C. 79 Am. Dec. 385 and note.
The liability of this defendant is settled by the case of
Raifroad v. Carrow, 73 Ill. 348; S. C. 24 Am. Rep. 248, m
which it is held that although the frnudulent checking of
merchandise as baggage and its loss by the carrier does not
make the latter liable as a common carrier but that he is liable
as a hnilee without rewnrd or as a mandatary. That the defendant
owes to the plaintiff the duty of ordinary care and h, responsible
to him for gross negligence is, I think, hardly to be controverted.
Story on Bailments, § § 182, 182 a; Oo,rJgs v. Bernard, 2 Ld.
Raym. 909.
Judge Story in hh, work on Bailments, § 278, lays down tlie
mle in these words. "'\Vhere a demand of the thing loaned is
made, the party must return it, or give some account how it is
lost. If be shows a loss, the circumstances of which do not lead
to trny presumption of negligence on his part, there the burden
of proof might perhaps, belong to the plaintiff to estaplish it."
See also Lo_qan v. 1W.athews, 6 Burr. R. 417; Bush v . ..1..Waler,
13 Barb. 482; the caoe of Beardslee v. Richardson, 11 ,vend.
31; S. C. 25 Am. Dec. 5H8, would seem to be a leading
authority upon this proposition.
1
' All persons who stand in
a ficluciary relation to others are
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bound to the observance of good faith and candor.
The property is in the possession and under the oversight of the
bailee whilst the bailor is at a Jistance. Under these circumstances good faith requires that if the property is returned
in a damaged condition some account should he given of the
time, place and manner of the injury." Collins v. Bennett, 46
N. Y. 490. And the rule is the same where the property is not
returned at all. Boies v. R. R. 37 Conn. 272. See Camden
and Amboy R. R. v. Baldauf, 16 Penn. St. 67; S. C. 55 Am.
Dec. 481; Clark v. Spence, IO Watts, 335; 2 Kent's Com.
587; Mills v. Gilbreth, 47 Maine, 320; 74 Am. Dec. 487;
Sclwuler on Baibnents, 25, note; Sclumdt v. Blood, 9 v\Tend.
268; S. C. 24 Am. Dec. 143, and see a very elaborate note on
page 153; Funlclwuse v. Wagner, 62 Ill. ML

Baker, Baker and Cornislz, for the defendant, cited:
Blumantle v. Fitchburg R. R. 127 Mass. 322 ; Collins v. B. &
.Llf. R. R. 10 Cush. 506; Stimson v. Conn. River R. R. 98
Mass. 83 ; Connolly v. Wa~ren, 106 Mass. 146; Wilson v.
Grand Trunk Ry. 56 Maine, 60; Sniitlt v. R. R. 44 N. IL
330; J.lfacrow v. Great West. Ry. L. R. 6 Q. B. 612; Cahill
v. L & N. W. Ry. 10 C. B. (N. S.) 154; Hutehin_gs v. W. &
A. R.R. 25 Ga. 61 (71 Am. Dec. 15G); Alling v. B. & A. R ..
R. 126 Mass. 121; Mich. Gen. R. R. v. Garrow, 73 Ill. 348
(24 Am. R. 248 ;) B & B. Ry. v. Ke1;s, 9 H. L. Cas. 556;
Dunlap v. Steamboat Co. 98 .Mass. 371; Haines v. Chica,qo
&c . . R. R. 29 Minn. 160 ( 43 Am. R. 199).

.J.

The plaintiff's story is substantially as follows:
Just before the morning train was leaving for Augusta, he was
at the Bangor station of the Maine Central Rai]rond (the
defendant) company, with a lnrge valise, around which un oil
cloth cover was strapped with a common shawl strap. This
valise contained no personal baggage for use upon a journey, but
only merchandise for sale. He purchased of the company's
ticket agent, a passnge ticket for Augusta, and then, having his
ticket in his hand, took the valise to the baggage master, and
asked him to check it for Waterville, and received from him a
EMERY,
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check therefor. He did not inform the baggage master of the
contents of the valise, but held the passage ticket so it could be
seen. The baggage master made no inquiries.
The plaintiff went to Augusta. on the Rame morning train,
giving up his passage ticket to the conductor. A few days later
he presentetl his baggage check to the baggage master of the
railroad company, at ·waterville, but his valise could not he found
there. He has made no inquiries at Bangor, and has made no
other effort to find his valise.
He has now brought this action against the railroad company,
to recovei· the value of the merchandise, alleging as a cause of
action, its obligation to transport the merchandise safely, and its
failure to <lo so.
The plaintiff's purchase of a passage ticket entitled him to
safe transportation of himself and his personal baggage on the
same train. It entitled him to nothing else. The company was
then under that obligation, but under no other obligation to
him. · There was created no obligation to transport the plaintiff's
merchandise. Wilson v. Grand Trunk Railway, 56 Maine, 60.
By going as he did with his valise to the baggage master, and
asking for a baggage check for Waterville, without stating the
contents of the valise, he evidently meant the baggage master to
believe that he was intending to take pnssage on the train then
about to leave, and that the vafo,e contained only personal
baggage, such as he was entitled to take with him as a passenger.
The check was given him in that belief. He thus committed a
fraud upon the company, to obtain free transportation of his
merchandise. His fraud, however, did not impose upon the
company such an ohligation. The baggage master received the
valise upon the implied assurance of the plaintiff, ·that it contained personal baggage only. If that assurance was false, and
the valise contained no personal baggage, neither the baggage
master, nor the company were bound to forward it, though they
had received it.
The plaintiff further testified however, that other baggage
masters of the same company at other stations, knew the usual
contents of the valise, and he now urges that the company thus
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had notice of the contents, at the time it was received by the
Bangor baggage master. Notice to other baggage masters at
other times, and other places, of matters existing only at those
times and places, cannot affect the company at thi:::i time and
place, where its only eyes, and ears in this matter, were those
of its Bangor baggage master. The other baggage masters had
nothing to do with the Bangor station, and were not servants of
the company there.
Of course, the baggage master having received the valise could
not lawfully throw it away, destroy it, or convert it, and if he
or any of the company's servants has done so, the company may·
be liable therefor. Th~'.fe is no such evidence in this case however. The valise may still be at Bangor waiting for the plaintiff
to remove it, or if lost, may have been lost without fault of the
company. This action is for failure to transport, safely, and the
evidence does not show any such obligation on the company.
PETERS, C. J.,
JJ., concurred.

Judgment for defendant.
\VALTON, DANFORTH, VIRGIN and FosTER,

SILAS A. SKILLIN vs. COLBY MooRE and dwelling house.
Piscataquis.

Opinion December 20, 1887.

Liens. Buildings. Real estate.
Where the purchaser of land takes a bond for a deed with a right to enter into
possession and erect a building thereon, the building when erected becomes
a part of the realty and the legal title to it is in the owner of the land.
In order to enforce a lien upon such a building, for labor or materials used
in its erection, the building and lot should be attached as real estate, and a
return thereof made by the officer to the registry of deeds in the county.

ON report.
Assumpsit for labor on a dwelling house under contract with
defendant, Moore, for which a lien was claimed on the dwelling.
William Paine, the alleged owner of the dwelling, appeared in
obedience to a mandate of the court and was made a party to
the action.
The opinion states the facts.
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J. F. Spra,que, for plaintiff.
The proper certificate of the amount due the plaintiff was filed
in the clerk's office of the town of Monson. This was a sound
foundation for the action. Ricker v. Joy, 72 Maine, 107.
If the town clerk did not perfect his record in accordance
with the facts he had the authority to amend it at a subsequent
time.
Welles v. Battelle, 11 Mass. 477; Chamberlain v.
Dover, 13 Maine, 466; Prince v. Skillin, 71 Maine, 361;
Spaulding's Practice, 325 and cases there cited.
The officer's return is conclusive in all actions except those in
which the officer is a party. Witherell v. Hughes, 45 Maine, 62;
Darli'ng v. Dodge, 36 Maine, 370; Dutton v. Sirnrnons, 65
Maine, 586; Bott v. Burnell, 11 Mass. 165; Campbell v.
Webster, 15 Gray, 28.
In various ways Paine consented to this work. This makes
the lien good against him although the contract was made with
Colby Moore. Morse v. Dole, 73 Maine, 353.
This case is within the rule laid down in Rines v. Bachelder,
62 Maine, 95. The court here decided that one who has
bargained for a parcel of real estate and failed to pay for it,
having erected buildings thereon by the consent of the owners
of the realty, such buildings are his personal property.
An agreement giving a right to remove a dwelling house
which is put upon the land of others may be implied upon
circumstances; 14 Allen, 124.
·when the owner of land has given permission to another
pPrson to erect a building upon his land to be held and enjoyed
us his personal property, if given before the building is erected,
such building is not a part of the realty. Gibbs v. Estey, 15
Grny, 587, and cases there cited; 4 Mass. 514; 5 Pick. 487;
8 Pick. 402; 8 Cush. 190; 1 Gray, 578; 7 Allen, 187.
The case also shows that Paine made a written contract with
Moore to build this house. When he did that he thereby
empowered Moore to employ the necessary workmen to execute
said contract, and the labor of such workmen was performed by
the consent of Paine necessarily implied from the contract under
which said house was built. Parker v. Bell, 7 Gray 429;
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Hilton v. Merrill, 106 Mass. 530 ; Worthen v. Oleaveland, 129
Mass. 573; Davis v. Humphrey, 112 Mass. 314,
It seems that the land was sold by ench and all the pnrties
with a superndded agreement that buildings were to be erected.
To sustain the positions that such dwelling house is personal
property, I cite the following cases: Pt'rst Parish in Sudbury
v. Jones, 8 Cush. 190; Wells v. Banister, 4 Mass. 514;
Howard v. Fessenden, 14 Allen, 128; Russell v. Richards, 10
Maine, 431; S. C. 11 Maine, 374; Jewett v. Patrid_qe, 12
Maine, 250 ; Osgood v. Howard, 6 Mnine, 452 ; Rines v.
Baclzelde1·, 62 Maine, 99; Dustin v. Orosby, 75 Maine, 75;
Davis v. Humphrey, 112 Mass. 313; Dame v. Dame, 38 N.
H. 429.
Henry Hudson, also, for the plaintiff.
By c. 140, Public Acts, 1876, § 28, c. 91, R. S., 1871, was
amended· so that the laborer has a lien unless the owner gives
written notice that he will not be responsible.
The law of 1883, c. 91, § § 30 to 34 inclusive, of R. S. is
essentially word for word with that of 1871 with the exception
of the amendment of 1876.
Bou vier says, that "consent is either express or implied.
Express when it is given viva voce or iu writing; implied when
it is manifested by signs, actions, or facts, or by inaction, or silenee
which raise a presumption that the consent has been given."
Consent may be implied from such knowledge and acts as
appear in this case. 1Worse v. Dole, 73 Maine, 353 ; Weeks v.
Walcott, 15 Gray, 54; Hilton v. .Merrill, 106 ~fass. 530;
Davis v. lluniplirey, 112 Mass. 313; W01·then v. Oleaveland,
129 Mass. 573.
Ephriam Flint, A. G. Lebroke and W. E. Parsons, for
William Paine, cited: R. S., c. 91, § 31; Morse v. Dole, 73
Maine, 351; Westgate v. Wixon, 128 Mnss. 306; Lapham v.
Norton. 71 Maine, 88; Hemenway v. Outler, 51 Maine,
407; Poor v. Oakman, 104 Mass. 309; Hinkley v. Black,
70 Maine, 473; Dustin v. Crosby, 75 Maine, 75; 1 Wash. R.
P. c. 1; Williams v. Amory, 14 Mass. 30; Wilson v. Buck-
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1W?n, 71 Maine, 547 ; Crocker v. Pier·ce, 31 Maine, 183 ; B1·.ett
v. Thornpson, 46 Maine, 480.
LIBBEY,

J. The contention between the plaintiff nncl 1'rilliam

Paine, claimant of the property, is whether the plaintiff is
entitled to a judgment against the house described in his writ
for the lien claimed by him.
The evidence reported fully establishes the following facts:, In
March, 1884, one Chapin purchased the land known as the Cnshman
farm, in Monson, of Lucinda Cushman, paying her a part of the
price agreed upon and taking a bond for a deed on the payment
of the balance at times stipulated. It was understood between
the parties that Chapin might take possession of the land, Hnd
sell it in lots for the erection of dwelling- houses. Afterwards in
the spring of the same year, Chapin contrneted with one Penny
to sell him a part of the land and give him a deed when he made
payment of the price as agreed. In the same season Penny, by
parol agreement, sold a part of the land which he bought of
Chapin to Paine, the claimant. It was understood between all
the parties that the purchaser might build on the land as if it was
his own; but there was no agreement or understanding between
them that the buildings should be the personal property of the
builder and might be moved off by him. It was the ordinary
case of contract for the purchase of land with a bond for a deed
the purchaser to have the right to enter into possession at once,
and erect buildings.
In such case the buildings when erected and attached to the
land become a part of the realty, and the legal title to them is
in the owner of the land.
I-Ienienway v. Outler, 51 Maine,
407; Lapharn v. Norton, 71 Maine, 83.
The plaintiff worked on the house for the defendant, Moore,
who built it by contract for Paine, in the fall of 1884.
December 12, 1884, Chapin paid the balance of the purchase
money and took a deed from Mrs. Cushman, and December 13,
1884, Chapin conveyed to Penny, who conveyed to Paine June
17, 1~85.
The house was real estate and the plaintiff so claimed it when
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he filed his lien claim, January 1, 1885, in the o:ffice_of the town
clerk. After describing the buildings in language sufficient, if
in a deed, to convey the house and land on which it stood, he
says : "For which I claim a lien on said buildings and the land
on which the same are situated."
If the plaintiff had a lien for his work as he claims, as against
Paine, it was on the house and lot, and to preserve and enforce
it, the house and lot should have been attached as real estate;
but the officer did not return his attachment to the registry of
deeds in the county, but returned it to the town clerk of Monson,
as an attnchrnent of personal property. For this reason the
plaintiff cannot have judgment for his lien, and as this is fatal it
is unnecessary to consider the other grounds of defence.
Jud,qment against Moore for the sum
claimed. Judgment for lien on the
house denied.
PETER8, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY, FosTER and
HASKELL, JJ., concurred.
WILLIAM

D.

Somerset.

SNOW

vs.

HENRY

.M.

FOSTER.

Opinion December 22, 1887.

Insolvent law. Discharge. Promissory note. Payment.
An action on a promissory note, dated subsequent to the passage of the
insolvent law, is barred by a discharge in insolvency, though it was given
to take up another note elated prior to th~ enactment of that law, when there
is nothing in the case to rebut the presumption that the old note was paid
by the new note.
That presumption is made conclusive by endorsing the new note to a third
party in _\Vhose name the action is brought.

ON report.
The opinion states the case and material facts.

Danforth and Gould, for plaintiff.
The substitution of one simple contract for another is not
payment; the same debt continues in a different form. Frink
v. Branch, 16 Conn. 275.
"Payment is the transfer of money from one person to
another." Rapalja and Lawrence, Law Diet. Vol. 2. ''Payment."
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The taking of this note acted to carry forward the day of
payment and ought not to clepri ve the holder of the note I of his
remedy, for if the holder's right to maintain this action was
taken away by the Jebtor:'s obtaining a discharge in insolvency
under an insolvent law passed after the debt was contracted, it
would he contrary to the federal constitution,- it would impair
the obligation of the contract. Constitution of U.S. Art. 1, § 10.
The courts ofthis state have already held that •i the general
doctrine is that the taking of a note is to be regarded as payment
only when the security of the creditor is not thereby impaired."
Paine v. Dwinel, 53 Maine, 54.
In Ross v. Tozier, 78 Maine, 312, it is decided that a judgment founded upon a contract existing at the time of the passage
of the insolvent law is not barred by a discharge under said law.
This case seems to us to be similar and that the law in this
case should be the same, for here we have a note existing in
August, 1876, prior to the passage of the insolvent law; instead
of its passing into a judgment and putting the defendant to
needless costs and vexation, a new note is given January 18,
1880, to carry forward the time of payment of said debt. The
amount for which the new note is given is arrived at by the same
process as though we were ascertaining the nmount for which
judgment should be rendered; the one act or the other prolongs
the life of the debt.

Walton and Walton, for the defendant, cited : The old note
is paid. Strang v. Hfrst, 61 Maine, 14; Paine v. Dwinel,
53 Maine, 52; Thacher v. Dinsniore, 5 .Mass. 299; Melledge
v. Boston Iron Uo. 5 Cush. 169; Parsons, Notes and Bills,
(2d ed.) 161, 162; Coburn v. Kerswell, 35 Maine, 126.
Note dated since the enactment of the insolvency law is
barred. Rindge v. Breck, 10 Cush.43; Wyman v. Fabens,
111 Mass. 77; Ross v. Tozier, 78 Maine, 312, not in point.
DANFORTH, J.
This is an action upon a negotiable promissory
note payable to William B. Snow, administrator, and by him,
as the case shows, indorsed and delivered to the plaintiff.
The defence is a discharge in insolvency which is admitted to
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have been duly obtained. To this it is replied that the note in
suit was given in renewal of a prior note bearing date before the
passage of the insolvent luw, and is not, therefore, affected by
the discharge. The note in suit comes within the provisions of
the law; the prior one does not. W.,.hich is to prevail? It is
evident that if the prior note was discharged by the later, the
defence is made out.
It is now too we1l settled in this state, that taking n negotiable
note in consideration of un existing debt is a presumptive pay..
ment of that debt, to require the citation of authorities. This
presumption may be rebutted; for the parties may make such a
contract in regard to it ns they see fit. In this case the facts
ngreed upon show nothing tending to rebut that presumption.
There was no collateral seet~rity for the first note. That had
only the personal liability of the defendant; the last note had the
same. The existence of the insolvent law would not affect any
security, whatever influence it might have upon the note. On
the other hand, the facts tend strongly to confirm the presump..
tion. When the 11ew note was given the old one was delivered
to the maker, which, unexplained, must be considered a cancel~
lation of it, But farther, and if possible more conclusive than
this, the payee has inclorsed and delivere<l the last note to the
plaintiff, thus treating it as a dh,tinct and subsisting contract.
The two cannot stand together as separate contracts. The
parties have treated the first as discharged, and the Inst as the
only one in force. The plaintiff certainly can have no claim for
exemption from the insolvent law. He shows no connection
with the prior debt. His rights began with the purchase of the
note in suit, and he can ohly claim such rights as that gives him.
His contract was made under the insolvent law and must be
subject to its provisions.
PETERS,

concurred.

C. J.,

WALTON, VrnmN 1

Jwl,qment for defendant.
EMERY and Fos'.{'ER, JJ.,
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SEWARD DILL

vs.

Franklin.

DANIEL WILBUR

and trustee.

Opinion December 22, 1887.

Trustee process. Practice. R. S., c. 86, § 30.
Where allegations under § 30, c. 86, R. S., are not ftled till after the court has
passed upon the disclosure, and adjudged the trustee chargeable, they are
not seasonably presented.
It is then in the discretion of the court whether it will allow the entry charging
the trustee to be stricken off and open up the case anew for examination and
consideration..

ON exceptions.

The case and material facts are stated in the opinion.

F. E. Timberlake, for the plaintiff, cited: Tunks v. Grove1·,
57 Maine, 589 : Dalton v. Dalton, 48 Maine, 43 ; Parker v.
Wright, 66 Maine, 394; Jordan v. Harmon, 73 Maine, 259 ;
Larrabee v. Knight, 69 Maine, 320; R. S., c. 86, § § 10, 11, 32.

B. JJ.hnery Pratt, for defendant.
R. S., c. 86 § 30, provides that, nThe answers and statements
sworn to by a trustee, shall be deemed true, in deciding how far
he is chargeable, until the contrary is proved, but the plaintiff,
defendant, and trustee, may al1cge and prove any facts material
in deciding that question."
At the time Tunks v. Grover, 57 Maine, 588 was decided,
defendant did not have this right but by the Jaws of 1862, c. 120,
he acquired it.
Compare R. S., 1857, c. 86, § 29, with R. S., 1883, c. 86, §
30; the decision in the 57 Maine, already cited was under the
statute of 1857, § 29.
FosTER, J.
In this case the trustee disclosed that be owed
the principal defendant nineteen dollars and fifty cents fen· lumber
purchased of him. Upon this disclosure the court adjudged the
trustee chargeable for said amount.
VOL.
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After such adjudication the principal defendant by his attorney
appeared and filed allegations, (R. S., c. 86, § 30,) therein
claiming that the lumber when sold was the property of another
person, and that in the sale of it to the trustee he was acting as
agent of such person; that the facts alleged should be heard in
connection with the disclosure of the trustee, and that the entry
of such adjudication charging the trustee should be stricken from
the docket.
The court refused to entertain the allegations or change the
entry upon the docket.
To this refusal the defendant filed exceptions.
The exceptions can not be sustained. The allegations were not filed
till after the court had passed upon the disclosure and adjudged
the trustee chargeable for the amount in his hands. They were
made too late. The trustee had already been charged. Larrabee
v. Knight, 69 Maine, 322.
It was in the discretion of the court whether it would allow
the entry charging the trustee to be stricken off and open up the
case anew for examination and consideration. It did not s-ee fit
so to do. Exceptions will not lie to the proper exercise of ~mch
dit-icretion.
A party invoking the right of alleging and proving facts
material in deciding how. far a trustee is chargeable, aside from
the answers and statements sworn to by the trustee, must move
before the adjudication of the court upon the trustee'e disclosure,
or submit to the discretion of the court in allowing or denying a
reopening of the case, if no movement is made in that direction
till after such adjudication. Vigilantibus, non dorrnientibus,

Jura subveniunt.
Exceptions overntled.
PETERS,

concurred.

C. J.,

·WALTON, VIRGIN, EMERY

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,
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CANTON TOLL-BRIDGE COMPANY.

Opinion December 27, 1887.

Toll-bridges. Weight of load, driver's weight included. R. S., c. 50, § 3.
The statute having prescribed the weight which may lawfully be transported
across a toll-bridge, if it appears that the plaintiff's load exceeded such.
weight, and thereby the bridge is broken down and injuries are sustained by
him, he is prohibited from recovering for such injuries.
The statute prohibition applies to "any loaded cart, wagon or other carriage,
the weight whereof exceeds forty-five hundred pounds, exclusive of the·
team and carriage;" I-Ield, the driver, though seated upon the carriage, is not
a part of such team or carriage, and not being included in the statute
exception, his weight must be taken into consideration in determining the
weight of the load.

ON exceptions and motion to set aside the verdict.

The case and material facts are stated in the opinion.

L. T. Oa1·leton, for plaintiff.
The verdict will not be set aside. 22 Maine, 133 ; 28 Maine,.
477; 40 Maine, 28; 36 Maine, 252. In 43 Maine, 484, the·
court say without citing any authorities, "We think the jury·
must have misapprehended the evidence or disregarded their·
duty." Another case in 50 Maine, 222, for injuries on a road,.
$5,525.00, where no limbs were broken, was awarded, the court,
without citing authorities say, "We are forced to the conviction1
that the weight of evidence is clearly against the plaintiff, and,
for this cause a new trial should be granted."
Again in 62 Maine, 20, Judge WALTON in drawing the opinioni
said, '' When a verdict is so clearly wrong as to satisfy the court
that the jury must have acted corruptly or mistakenly it will be· ·
set aside. But the court will not infer corruption or mistake
simply because the verdict is contrary to what the court deems
a mere preponderance of evidence."
Again in 62. Maine, 93, ludge WALTON in drawing the
opinion said, "A verdict which hHs no other support than the
testimony of a deeply interested party to the suit, in opposition
to the positive testimony of five intelligent unimpeached and disin-
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terested witnesses must he regarded as clearly manifestly against
;the weight of evidence."
Again in 69 Maine, page 208, the court say it is evident the
·verdict is so m:mifestly against the weight of evidence that it
,ought to be set aside. See 49 Maine, 427 ; 4 7 Maine, 9 ; 62
.Maine, 128 and 473; 59 Maine, 418; 58 Maine, 454; 3(,
Maine, 252; 37 Maine, 221; 40 Maine< 217; 53 Maine, 171;
-42 Maine, 3G2 ; 65 Maine, 285 ; 69 Maine, 159. In 75 Maine, 4 77,
the court say, ''One jury might arrive at one result and another
jury at another result, and yet both act honestly, the court has
no right to set aside the verdict and put the parties to the trouble
.and expense of :mother triai." See further, 78 Maine, 569; 76
Maine, 282; State v. lnhab. of Madison, 59 Maine, 538.
It must be conceded that the legislature contemplated that a
•driver should accompany the team. The language of the statute
:in c. 50, § 3, "Or drives or transports oyer it any loaded cart,
,&e., the weight whereof exceeds 4,500 pounds, exclusive· of
the team and carriage, and thereby breaks it down,'' &c. And
.it would make no difference whether the driver was on the load,
,or walking on the bridge, indeed in the latter case the danger
would be increased.

John P. Swasey, for the defendant, f'ited: R. S., c. 50, § 3;
:Shear. & Red. Negligence, 39, 251, 369, 418; Orcutt v. Kittery
Poi'nt Bridge Go. ,53 .Maine, 500; Bigelow v. Reed, 51 Maine,
325; J.lfurphy v. Deane, 101 Mass. 455; Hinckley ·v. Gape
God R. R. 120 Mass. 262; Hubbard v. Concord, 35 N. H. 52;
Howe v. Castleton, 25 Vt. 162; 46 N. H. 521.
FosTER, J. The plaintiff brought suit against the defendant
corporation to recover damages for injuries to his person and
property susta.ined by reason of the breaking down of the
center spa.n of the defendant's toll bridge loc~ted across the
Androscoggin river in the town of Canton.
At the time of this accident the plaintiff was driving across
the bridge with a load of cord-wood, upon which he was seated,
drawn by two horses. The bridge gave way, precipitating the
plaintiff, together with the load and horses upon the ice below,
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and inflicting severe injuries to the person nnd property of the
plaintiff. He has brought this suit to recover the damages
sustained, basing his action upon the alleged negligence of the
· corporation in the constrnction and repair of the bridge.
The case was tried in the Superior court for Kennebec county
and the jury rendered a verdict for the plaintiff for $2,745.33
damages, and the defendant brings the case to this court on
motion and exceptions.
1. One of the grounds of defence insisted upon at the trial,
nnd now urged upon the attention of the court under the motion,
is in reference to the weight of the load whid1 was being transported over the bridge at the time it broke clown.
By R. S., c. 50, § 3, it is provided in reference to toll bridges
more than fifty feet in length from one abutment, pier or trestle
part to another, that if any person, without the consent of the
toll gatherer or agent of the corporation owning it, "drives or
transports over it any loaded cart, wagon or other caniage, the
weight whereof exceeds forty-five hundred pounds, exclusive of
the team and carriage, and thereby breaks it down or injures it,
neither he nor the owner of any property under his charge shall
recover any d:unages against such corporation for his loss or
injury."
The bridge in question is one to which the forgoing provisions
apply, and no claim is made that any consent was asked or
obtained to transport over it any load exceeding in w€'ight that
specified hy statute.
It therefore became material in the trial of the case to determine whether the plaintiff, at the time the injuries were received,
was violating the provisions of statute in relation to the weight
of the loa<l which was being transported across the bridge. The
statute having prescribed the weight whieh might lawfully be
transported ncross it, if the plaintiff's load exceeded that he is
prohibited fron1 recovering-, however severe the injuries which
he may have received, or however great the damages he may
have ·sustained.
The testimony from both sides shows that the plnintitf's loa<l
was composed of poplar, hemlock, white birch, beech and white:
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maple. For the plaintiff it is claimed that the load contained
one cord and --seven-eighths, and that its weight could not have
exceeded 4,380 pounds. On the other hand the defence maintains that there were more than two cord::1 upon the sled, and
that its weight greatly exceeded 4,500 pounds.
We are aware of the well established rule that it is the province
of the jury to weigh conflicting testimony, and that the court
will be slow in disturbing a verdict unless there is sufficient to
· make it appear that the verdict was the result of improper bias,
or prejudice; or clearly against the weight of evidence ( Pollar</,
v. Grand Trunk Rcdlway Oo, 62 Maine, 93). ,vhenever it
clearly appears that a verdict has thus heen improperly rendered,
it is the duty of the court in the furtherance of justice to set
such verdict aside and grant n new trial.
It becomes unnecessary in this opinion to enter upon a detail
of the evidence, or to refer particularly to the testimony of
witne8ses bearing upon the question of the weight of the
plaintiff's load. We have given the case a thorough and careful
examination, and from all the evidence upon this point, and one
which appears to have heen material in the decision of the case,
-we are forced to the conviction that the weight of evidence so
strongly preponderates against the plaintiff as to justify the
the court in setting the verdict aside. For this cause the motion
must be sustained.
2. The result would be the same were we to consider the case
upon the exceptions alone.
The jury were instructed in effect that the weight of the
driver or person in charge of the team was not to be taken into
account in ascertaining the weight of the load. This we think
was error, and by which the excepting party may properly daim
to have been aggrieved.
In actions like this the statute prohibition applies to '':my
foaded cart, wagon or other caniage, the weight whereof exceeds
forty-five hundred pounds, exclusive of the team and carriage."
It is an establishctl rule in the construction and exposition of
:Statutes that their language is to be understood in its plain,
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obvious and ordinary signification, particularly if the words are
of common use.
Applying this rule to the statute before us, we see no reason
why we should seek to ascertain the intention of the lawgiver
by going outside of the language used, or by engrafting any
additional exception upon what expressly and plainly appears.
The very words of exception afford the strongest light by which
we are enabled to read the legislative intent. No other words
are embraced in this exception than "team and carriage." The
driver or person in charge is not a part of either. Webster's Die.
Title, "Team," ''Carriage." See R. S., c. 19, §§ 1 to 10 inclusive.
The maxim, that the express mention of one thing implies the
exclusion of another may be appropriately applied here. If it
had been intended that the driver as well as the ''team and
carriage" was to be excluded in ascertajning the weight of the
load that might lawfully be tmnsported across such bridge, it
would have been an easy matter for the legislature to have
expressed such intention in language as clear as it has already
done with reference to that which is excluded in express terms.
Not hn,ving done so, we think we shall not be straining the
construction by coming to the conclusion that it intended just
what it said.
In the case of Howe v. Castleton, 25 Vt. 162, the court,
from the peculiar phraseology of the statute under consideration
in that case, held that the weight of the carriage, as also of the
driver or person in charge of the load, should not be taken into
account in ascertaining its weight. That decision was based upon
a statute the phraseology of which differecl essentially from the
one now before us.
The entry must therefore he,

...Yotion and exceptions su8tained.
New trial gmnted.
PETERS, C. J.,
JJ., concurred.

,\TALTON, DANFORTH, VIRGIN

and

EMERY,
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HARVEY LADD

Kennebec.

vs.

JOHN PUTNAM.

Opinion December 24, 1887.

Mortf7age, action on. Evidence. Practice. R. 8., c. 90, § § 8, 9.
At the trial of an action upon a mortgage given to secure a portion of the purchase money of a farm, before the presiding justice with right of exception,
the defendant offered to prove that the plaintiff in selling the farm misrepresented the boundary lines, the size, and amount of annual products of
the farm, and claimed to have the damages, sustained by the false representations, allowed on the mortgage debt. The evidence was excluded. Held',
error.
The statute (R. S., c. 90, § § 8, 9,) contemplates that in proceedings upon a
writ of, entry brought for the purpose of foreclosing a mortgage, there may
be two separate and distinct judgments; the one based upon the title put in
issue by the pleadings; the other as to the amount due. The former may be
the result of a verdict; the latter the work of the court.
In such action the same defences may be made, except the statute of limitations, which might be made in an action upon the note, or other evidence of
del:>t., secured by the mortgage. If the defence goes to the whole debt, it
may be tried upon the main issue. If it is partial only, then it must
necessarily be heard by the court upon the motion for conditional judgment.

ON exceptions.
The opinion states the case and material facts.

J; H. Potter, for plaintiff.
The plaintiff is entitled to judgment if there is anything due
on the mortgage and unless the entire condition of the mortgage
has been performed. Mason v. .ZJfason, 67 Maine, 546.
The partial failure in the consideration of a note is no defence
when the damages sought to be set off against the note are
unliquidated. Day v. Nix, 9 Moore, 159 ; Greenleaf v. Cook~
2 Wheat, 13.
The partial failure of the title to the land is no defence to an
action on the notes given for the purchase money or to an action
on the mortgage given to secure the same. The defendant must
resort to the covenant~ of warranty in his deed. Lloyd v.
Jewell, l Greenl. 352; W1·inkle v. Tyler, 15 Martin, (La.) 111.
The defendant cannot take advantage of the alleged fraud at
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this stage of the case. He should have offered to rescind within
a reasonable time. Larnerson v. Marvin, 8 Barb. N. Y. 9;
McAlli.r;;ter v. Reab, 4 Wend. 483; 8 Id. 109; Curtis v.
Hannay, 3 Esp. R. 82; Burton v. Stewart, 3 Wend. 236.
When failure or want of consideration may be set up in hnr of
recovery on a sealed instrument, the purchaser of ]and is not
allowed to allege failure in whole or in part while he is in the
undisturbed possession of the land. 7 Martin, R. (La.) 223; 15
Id. 111; 11 Id. 235; 1 Bailey's S. C. Rep. 217.

L. T. Carleton, for the defendant.
FosTER, J. Plaintiff conveyed a farm to defendant, the considemtion therefor being two thousand dol1ari;. Four hundred
dollars were paid down. The defendant gave his notes for the
balance, secured by mortgage upon the same premises.
This action was brought to foreclose the mortgage, and was
referred to the presiding jm,tice with the right of exception.
At the hearing the defendant offered to prove that the plaintiff
when showing the defendant the premises pointed out to him as
the north line, a line more than fifteen rods north of the true
line. making a difference_ of some fifteen acres which the
defendant would have got if the line had been where the p1amtiff
pointed it out: and that during the negotiations for the purchase
the plaintiff took the defendant into his barn and showed him the
hay, representing that all the hay then in the barn was cut from
the premises the previous year, whereas in fact it had been
accumulating there for years, and only ten or fifteen tons of the
hay then in the barn ,vere cut from the premises as represented,
and that the defendant was damaged by means of these
representations; and asked to he allowed to go into these matters
and have the damages suffered by him allowed in reduction of
whatever might be found due on the mortgage.
The court excluded the evidence offered, ordered judgment for
the plaintiff, and on motion, conditional judgment as of mortgage.
From the case as presented, it may properly be infe1-red that
the defendant did not understand or intend his defence to strike
deep enough to defeat the plaintiff's action. Taking the whole
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case as presented hy the pleadings and the evidence offered, and
viewing it in the light of the alleged fraud, and the claim of the
defendant that the damages should be allowed on whatever
might be found due on the mortgage, it is evident that he understood that there was something due upon the mortgage and that
the plaintiff was entitled tojudgment. The contract had never
been rescinded; nor did the defendant claim that the land was
not worth more than the sum paid down at the time of the
purchase.
The evidence was not offered for the purpose of defeating the
action by showing that even with the damage allowed nothing
would be due under the mortgage, and was not admissible upon
that hranch of the case; yet in adjudging the amount due under
the motion for the conditional judgment we think the evidence
should have been received, and therein the court erred in
excluding it.
The statute contemplates that in proceedings like this there
may be two separate and distinct judgments - the one as based
upon the title put in isRue by the pleadings, and the other as to
the amount. The former may be the result of a verdict, or, if
referred to the court as in the present case, the judgment of the
court in the place of the jury- the latter, under our statutes,
(R. S., c. 90, § § 8, 9,) the work of the court. These provisions
involve the necessity, when raised by the pleadings, of inquiring not only into the title, but also the existence and amount of
the debt claimed to .be due, in order to a proper entry of the
conditional judgment. It may appear, that the debt has been
wholly paid, and that nothing is due,- in· which case no conditional judgment can be entered. Or it may appear that something h, due, or that the conditions hnve not been fully performed,
and in that case the plaintiff is entitled to judgment, and upon
motion of either party, to the conditional judgment for such
amount as the court may adjudge to be due. These judgments
being separate and distinct, te~timony may be admissible as
pertinent to the one which might not be as to the other.
It may now he regarded as settled law that in an action of this
kind to foreclose a mortgage the same defences may be made,
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except the statute oflimitations, which might be made in an action
upon the note or other evidence of debt secured by the mortgage.
Vinton v. Kin,q, 4 Allen, 562; Dams v. Bean, 114 Mass. 361;
..1..Vorthy v. Northy, 45 N. H. 141; 2 Jones on Mort. § 1296.
In Wearse v. Pierce, 24 Pick .. 141, which was a writ of entry
upon a mortgage, the defence set up was want of consideration
for the notes secured by the mortgage, and the issue was tried
by the jury and the defence prevailed. In that case the court
held that inasmuch as the jury found that the notes were given
without consideration there was nothing due on the mortgage
upon which to found a conditional judgment, and that this
amounted to a complete defence, thereby defeating the action.
In Freeland v. Freeland, 102 Mass. 475, the defence of a
partial failure only was held appropriate upon a hearing on a
motion for conditiomtl judgment.
So in Minot v. Sawyer·, 8 Allen, 78, it was held that an
action of this kind opened any proper matter of defence in
whole or in part to the validity of the note secured by the
mortgage.
"We see no more reason," say the court in .Davis v. Bean,
"why any defence which relates to the validity of the debt, or to
the consideration of the notes securnd hy a mortgage, should not
he admitted to defeat or limit the right of the mortgagee to enforce
his claim against the land of the mortgagor, as well as when he
seeks to enforce it against the mortgagor personally. If the
defence goes to the whole debt, it may be tried upon the main
issue. If it is partial only, then it must necessarily be heard
with the motion for conditional judgment."
In the case at bar the action is upon a mortguge made to secure
notes given for the purchase of the very land covered by the
mortgage. The sale of the land and the mortgage back were
one transaction, so that if suit had been brought upon the notes,
the evidence offered would have been admissible in mitigation of
damages. Had action been brought by the plaintiff upon the
notes instead of this suit upon the mortgage,· the defendant
might defend against the notes tu the extent of the damages
sustained by the plaintiff's fraud. Rand v. Webber, 64 Maine,
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193; lfel'bert v. Ford, 29 Maine, 546; Perley v. Balch, 23
Pick. 283 ; Dorr v. Fisher, 1 Cush. 27 5.
It was upon this principle that in Hammatt v. Emerson, 27
Maine, 308, the court held that a partial failure of consideration
for a note, given in payment for land sold, not arising out of n
failure of title, hut out ?f fraudulent representations respecting
the quantity of timber trees then upon it, might be given in
evidence in defence in a suit upon such note, while it remained
in the hands of the seller, or of one having no superior rights.
Although the case is somewhat imperfectly made up, and does
not show in express terms the amount for which the order for
conditional judgment was made; yet it may fairly he understood
to embrace the amount of the nrnrtgt:ige debt unaffected by anything offered in defence. The testimony which was offered seems
to have been under8tood hy counsel as excluded for all purposes,
although admissible under the motion for conditional judgment.
Lest an injustice be done to the party offering it the court are of
opinion that the entry 8hould be,

Exceptions sustained.
PETERS, C. J.,
JJ., concurred.

WALTON, DANFORTH, VmmN and EMERY,

FRANCIS H. PEABODY and others vs. JAMES MAGunm and
another; CHASE, LEAVITT AND COMPANY, trm,tees;
and J. 0. LAFRENIERE and DESROSIERS
AND PAILLE, claimants.
Cumberland.

Opinion December 27. 1887.

Tritstee process. Attachment. Goods z'.n bonded warehouse. Sales. Conditional
sales. Waiver. Conflict of laws. Amendment of trustee writ. Practice.
Property in bond for storage in the United States custom house, is not subject
to actual attachment by a state officer, although it is in the constructive
possession and control of the consignee.
While thus situated it may be subject to trustee process.
A sale and delivery of goods on condition that the property is not to vest
until the purchase money is paid or secured, does not pass the title till
performance of the condition, and if the condition is not fulfilled, the vendor
may repossess himself of the goods, not only as against the vendee, but also
against his creditors.
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So if the property is to be paid for by cash or note on delivery, the payment
of the money or giving of the note is a condition precedent to the passing
of the title; and until that is done, or waived, no title passes.
Where delivery and payment are 'to be simultaneous, and the goods are
delivered with the expectation that the price is to be paid immediately,
which is not done, the seller is entitled to put an end to the contract and
reclaim the goods.
But although a sale is conditional, the vendor may waive the condition of the
sale, and by so doing pass the title.
When the condition is shown to have been waived the sale becomes absolute,
and vests the title in the purchaser.
Even in a conditional sale the mere fact ·of delivery, without performance by
the purchaser of the conditions of sale, and without anything being :said
about the condition, although it may afford presumptive evidence of an
absolute delivery and of' a waiver of the condition, yet it may be controlled
and explained, and is not necessarily an absolute deli very, or a wi=..i ver of
the condition.
This is a question of fact to be ascertained from the evidence, and, like any
other fact, may be proved either directly or inferentially from circumstances.
The law of the country where the contract is made, is the law for its interpretation and construction, although its performance may be demanded in a
foreign jurisdiction.
Where no foreign law is proved which shows that the rights of the parties
are to be affected in any manner diff'er~nt from the law of the country where
the remedy is sought, the court will as,,ume that their rights are to be
determined in accordance with those laws tixisting in the country where the
remedy is sought.
When a writ is sued out against one only of two members of a copartnership,
and served upon the alleged trustees of said copartnership, uo valid attachment is created against the partnership property in the hands of the alleged
trustees.
As soon, however, as such writ is amended by leave of court, by joining the
other partner as a defendant, the alleged trustees still continuing to hold
the property, then all the necessary parties being before the court, and
no rights of third parties having intervened, the previous attachment
becomes valid as to the property in the hancls and possession of the said
trustees.
As against a claimant who appears and claims the property in the hands of the
tru:stee, the plaintiff, if he prevails in holding the property, is entitled to
costs from the time such claimant appears claiming the property in dispute.

ON report from the superior court.
The case is stated in the opinion.
The following are the laws of Canada referred to in the opinion
which were introduced as evidence in the case:
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(Copies of Laws.)

[Seal. J
Article 1998 of the Civil Code of Lower Canada in force since
the first of August, 1866. '' The unpaid vendor of a thing has
two privileged rights :
1st. A right to revendicate it.
2nd. A right of preference upon its price.
In the case of insolvent traders, these rights must be exercised
within fifteeu days after the sale."
It was held in the superior court at Montreal, by Justice
Rainville, in the case of Thibandeau and ctls. v. Mills and al. on
the twenty-eighth day of February, 1883, as follows:
"Considering that under the terms of Art. 1998 of the Civil
Code of L. C., the vendor of a thing unpaid may exercise two
privileges: 1st, that of its revendication; 2nd, that of preference
on its price.
'' Considering that under the terms of Art.. 2000, the unpaid
vendor, if he has lost his right to revendicate, or if he has sold
with a term, keeps his privilege on the product of a thing against
all creditors except the lessor ttnd the bailee.
"Considering that it is proved that the goods in question at the
time of their return to the vendor by the vendee, were in the

same state as at the time of their delivery, separated from all the
other goods of the said Chaput and Masse, entire and bound
with ropes, and that there is no doubt as to their identity.
"Considering that under the terms of the Art. 1543, C. C., the
vendor of a moveable property has a right to the cancelling of
the sale, for default of payment of the price, so long as the thing
sold remains in the hands of the buyer.
,~ Considering that the parties have without fraud cancelled the
said agreement or sale, by mutual consent, and that the said
Chaput and Masse have executed beforehand what the law would
have obliged them to do, and that the plaintiffs did not suffer
any prejudice from that transaction in so far as the effect of the
exercise of the privilege of said Mills and Hutchinson, by one
way or another, would have been the same.
"Considering that under the terms of Art. 1998, the vendor, in
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cases of insolvency under an insolvent Jaw, faillite, can only
exercise his privileges within fifteen days after the sale; that
such provision applies only to cases of insolvency under an
insolvent law. faillite, and not in cases of insolvency under
common law, insolvabilite, the said Chaput and Masse are not
insolvent traders in so far as there is no longer a law permitting
to put a person in insolvency, and that in consequence the
unpaid vendor is always in time to exercise his right of preference."
Maintains the said pleas, etc., etc.
It was held by Mr. Justice Rainville, sitting in the superior
court at Montreal, on September 7th, 1877, in the case of
Thompson and Whitehead, insolvents, Thos. Darlin,g, assignee,
and \V. Gl'eenwood, petitioner, as follows, according to the
report of the case, 9 R. L. p. 379 :
~i The
petitioner, merchant of Leeds, England, presented a
petition in order to recover possession of good8 sold to the
insolvents and sent by the petitioner to the buyers' agent at
Liverpool and expedited by such agent to Montreal, where they
were stored in the custom house ; in the meantime the buyers
had become insolvent.
~~ The assignee opposed the petition on the ground that the
conveyance of the goods had ceased by their delivery to the
buyers' agent at Liverpool and by their arrival at Montreal.
"Many authorities were cited on both sides, among others sec.
82 of the Insolvent Act of 187 5, which enacts that: 'In the
preparation of the dividend sheet, due regard shall be had of the
rank and privilege of every creditor; which rank and privilege,
upon whatever they may legally be founded, shall not be
disturbed by the provisions of this act except in the province of
Quebec, where the privilege of the unpaid vendor shall cease
from the delivery of the goods sold.'
~, His honor granted the petition on the principle that the
delivery of goods according to Art. 1543 of the C. C. means
their delivery in the store and in the hands of the insolvents, and
not their deposit at the custom house, and that the vendor of
moveable effects has a right to revendicate goods unpaid. "
Art. 1543 is in the following terms: H In the sale of moveable
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things, the right of dissolution by reason of the non-payment of
the price can only be exercised. while the thing sold remains in
the possession of the buyer, without prejudice to the seller's
right of revendication, as provided in the title of 'Privileges and
Hypothecs. '"
It was held in the superior court at Montreal, re Hawsw01·th
v. Elliott, X. L. C. Jurist, 1H7 : "That the delivery contem..
plated by the 12th section of the Insolvent Act of 1864, is an
actual, complete and final one, and consequently the delivery of
good~ to a purchaser's shipping agent in England, for transmission
to purchaser in Canada, and the entering of the goods in bond
here, by the purchasei·'s custom house broker, is not such a
delivery as will defeat the vendor':; remedy, under the 176th and
177th articles of the Custom of Paris."
It was held in the superior court at .Montreal, re The Bank of
Toronto v. Hingston, XII L. C. Jurist, 216, '' That the expression 'fifteen days after the sale' in the 19 98th article of the
Civil Code of Lower Canada, means after the sale and delivery.
The deli ve1·y of goods sold in England to a shipping agent there,
employed by the vendees, who forward:; them to the ven<lees
carrying on business in Montreal, is not such a delivery as is
contemplated by the 12th section of the Insolvent Act of 1864,
and Emch goods may be legally reven<licated by the unpaid
vendors in the hands of the Grand Trunk Rail way here, although
more than fifteen days elapsed since each delivery to the shipping agent."
We, Prothonotary of the superior court of the district of
Montreal, hereby certify that the preceding pages contain
faithful transcript of the Civil Code in force in this province
and a faithful translation of judgments and reports in the way
above indicated.
Geo. H. Kemick,
[Stamp. Seal. J
Deputy Proth'y Superior Court,
rnstrict of Montreal.

J. W. Spaulding and Enocli Knigltt, (I. W. Dyer with
them) for plaintiffs.
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Trustee process wns the proper remedy since tbe lumber could
not be come at to be attached.· Ilarris v. Dennie, 3 Pet. 292 ;
Oonard v. Pacific Ins. Co. 6 Pet. 262.
There was a waiver of the conditions, if it was a conditional
sale.
Usher, Sales of Pertional Property, § 204; Carleton
v. Sumner, 4 Pick. 51G; S1nitll v. Dennie, 6 Pick. 262;
Fairbanlc v. Phelps, 22 Pick. 539; Dresser 111'.f'g Co. v.
Waterston, 3 Met. 17; Whitney v. Eaton, 15 Gray, 227 ;
Farlow v. Ellis, 15 Gray, 231; Scudder v. Brt;1,dbm·y, 106
Mass. 427; Upton v. Sturbridge Mills, 111 Mass. 446;
Goodwin
Boston & L ..R. R. Co. 111 Mass. 489; Haskz'.ns
v. Warren, 115 :Mass. 533; Freenwn v. Nichol.-;, 116 Mass. 309;
Benjamin, Sales, § § 677, note f, 566 ; ~ee Helle't' v. Elliot, 16
Reporter, 27(3 (N. J.); Olwpnian v. Lathrop, 6 Cowan, 110 ·
(8 N. Y. C. L. Law ed. 849, see note); Lupin v. J11m·ie, 6
Wend. 77 (10 N. Y. C. L. Law ed. 1025); 8tone v. Perry,
60 Maine, 40; Seed v. Lord, (iti Maine, 580; Benjamin, Sales,
§ 594; Acker v. Campbell, 23 Wend. 372 (14 N. Y. C. L. Law
ed. 402).
The laws of Canada do not apply to this case. Daniel, Neg.
In~t. § 866; 1 Burge, Com. 5; Bartley v. Hodge, 1 Best &
Smith, 375 ;· Hawkins v. Barney, 5 Pet. 457; Story, Con. of
Laws,§§ 414,557,558,575, 57G, 581,571; Bulger v. Roche,
11 Pick. 36; 8 Pet. 361; Potter v. Brawn, 5 East, 1:24;
2 Kent's Com. 4ol; 2 Burge, Com. 778; Fox v. Admns,
5 Maine, 245; ll Maine, 41; 71 Maine, 514; Boston Iron Oo.
v. Boston Loe. Worlcs, 51 Maine, 585; 1llay v. First Nat.
Bank of .Attleboro, 7 Western Rep. 681 ; IIeyer v. Alexander,
108 Ill. 385; Rl,awn v. Pearce, llO Ill. 350; Hibernia Nat.
Bank v . .Lacombe, 84 N. Y. 367; Btown v. I1nox, G Mo. 306;
Upton v. Ifubbard, 28 Conn. 275; Paine v. Lester, 44 Conn.
1%; Wm·1ier· v. Jaffmy, n6 N. Y. 248; Kidder v. Tufl.~, 48
N. H .. 121; Davis v. Pierce, 7 Minn. 13; .1.llcFarland v. Butler,
8 Minn. llG; Jackson v. Buttler, 8 Minn. 117 .

,r.

.Eiolrnes and Payson, for the claimants.
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"·where payment and delivery are agreed to be simultanedus,
and the payment is omitted, evaded, or refused by the purchaser
on getting possession of the goods, the seller may at once
reclaim them.
No title pnsses till the terms of the sale
have been complied with.
·where nothing is said about
payment at the time of the purchase, the law presumes
that the sale is for cash, and in such case payment and delivery
are concurrent acts.
''When goods are sold on time, and delivered under an agreement that they are to he paid for in a promissory note of the
purchaser, such payment is a condition precedent, and the title
will not pass till it is made." Usher on Sales, Secs. 202, 203;
1 Benjamin on Sales, § 334.
As early as 1808 this question came before the Massachusetts
court; it was held that the title still remained in the vendors upon
the simple ground that the plaintiffs had not received the security
before the delivery of the goods, as appears by the ruling at
nisi prius and the overruling of the exceptions. Hussey v.
Thornton, 4 Mass. 405.
In a case decided by the same court
in 1827 there was a purchase of some property partly for cash
and partly on credit. It wns held by the court that the title
never passed. Marston v. Baldwi'n, 17 .Mass. 606.
·whenever there is any question in a conditional sale whether
the vendor has made such delivery as has waived the condition,
the proof is upon the party claiming the sale as against the one
maintaining that any waiver existed. It is the intention of the
parties which governs in such cases. Riddle v. Varnum,, 20
Pick. 280.
Thi8 is to ' 1 be ascertained only from the terms of the agreement as expressed in the language and conduct of the piuties
and as applied to known usage and the subject matter. It must
be manifested at the time the bargain is made." Of course, as
- was said in this case, no secret undisclosed purpose on the part
of the vendor to retain the title would prevent it from p;5sing.
This is not our case. Foster v. Ropes, 111 Mass. 10, 16.
Now we understand the weight of authority to be that when
a sale has been made upon any particular terms or _conditions,
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and the delivery made pursuant to that agreement, that is, in
consequence of and by mason of it, the delivery thereby becomes
conditional in like manner as the sale. Smitlz v. Dennie, 6
Pick. 262-266.
A di::,tinction between a delivery which is unconditional after
a conditional sale, and one where the condition still exists, is
well taken. Burbank v. Orooker, 7 Gray, 158.
Sundry cases are found in the Massachusettn reports where a
special agreement was proved that the property should remain.
the title of the vendor until paid for in cash. Sargent v ..
Metcalf, 5 Gray, 306; Blanclzard v. OMld, 7 Gray, 155.
In another case decided in 1849, a sale of teas was made, and:
the bill or parcels given by the seller to the buyer was, "Brown's
note six months his order or four per cent off." It ·will be
observed that this case, so far as the terms of the sale are·
concerned, is precisely like the case at bar. The court in that
case found that the title did not pass. Hill v. Freeman, 3Cushing, 257. See also Ooggill v. Hartford & New Haven R ..
R. Oo. 3 Gray, 54,5; Deslzon v. Bigelow, 8 Grny, 159 ;.
Wlzitney v. Eaton, 1.5 Gray, 225; Fa1·low v. Ellis, 15 Gray,.
229; I-Iir-sclwrn v. Oanney, 98 Mass. 149; Adams v. O'Connor·
et al. 100 Mass. 515; Nelson v. Dodge, 116 Mass. 367 ;.
Armour v. Pecker, 123 Mass. 143; Salomon v. Hathaway,.
126 Mass. 482.
There is one authol'ity in Massachusetts which seems to hold·.
a contrary doctrine, but we do not think it is sustained either·
by the cases cited in support of it, or by the general course of'
adjudication in Massachusetts. Freeman v. Nichols, 116 Mass ..
309.
The case of TVigton v. Bowley, 130 Mass. 252, is in conflict
with many other cases in Massachusetts and elsewhere, because·
it contains the element of a draft attached to a bill of lading,
upon the acceptance of which draft the hill of lading was to be
delivered, and not without. See also Blanchard v. Oooke,
(Mass.) 11 N. E.Rep. 83.:.89 (No. 1.)
In such cases it has been held over and over again that the
parties holding the bill of lading and draft retain the title to the
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,property until the draft is either accepted or paid. National
Bank of Chicago v. Bayley, 115 Mass. 228; ..1..Vewcomb v.
Roston & Lowell ll. R. Uorporation, 115 Mass. 230; Alderman
·v. Eastern R. Jl. Co. 115 Muss. 233; Seymrrur v. Newton,
105 Mass. 272; lJfarine Barde of Chicago v. Wright, 48 New
York, 1 ; ~Vational Bank of Green Buy v. Dearborn, 115 Mass.
:21H; Exi.~hange Bank of St. Louis v. Rice, 107 Mass. 37.
The authorities in Maine are not numerous, hut they are to
-.the point.
Hotchkiss v. Hunt, 4D Maine, 213-219 et seq.
(1860); Stone v. Pe,·ry, 60 Maine, 48; Seed v. Lord, G6
Maine, 580.
But it is well settled doctrine that when· a contrnct is made,
the laws of the jurisdiction within which it is made enter into it
-so far as they appertain thereto, and the terms of the contract
.are modified accordingly.
This is especially illustrated in the question as to the effect of
-proceedings in insolvency under a State law, and a discharge
thereof.
It is established beyond question that a discharge
under such proceedings does not discharge any debt contracted
prior ,o the enactment of the law which authorizes such proceedings, nor does it discharge any contract entered into between
the insolvent debtor and an inhabitant of another State, provided
.such inhabitant does not submit himself to the jurisdiction of
the insolvent court by proving his debt. It does operate upon
.subsequent contracts where the creditor is a resident of the
state at the time, because the statute enters into and forms a
part of the contract. Hackett v. Potter, 135 Mass. 349; Shoe
& Leather Bank v. Wood, 142 Id. 563; Marwin Safe Co v.
Norton ( N. J.) 7 At. Rep. 417, 420, and cases cited.
So for as any laws of Canada are pertinent, they are by the
terrns of the report to be proved b_y certificates.
It will
be seen by article 1998 of the Civil Code of Lower Canada,
which includes the residence and place of business of the claimants, the residence nnd place of business of the vendees, and
the ret-idence and the place of busines:::; of the agent of the
vendees, that the unpaid vendor of a thing has two privileged
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rights, first, the right to revendicate it, second, the right of
preference upon its price.

In 1·e Tlwrnpson and Whitehead, Insolvents, Darlin,q,
Assignee, and Greenwood, Petitioner, 9 R. L. p. 379, Ilawswort!t v. Elliott, X. L. U. Jurist, 197, are to the effect, that
delivery to the buyer's agent does not deprive the creditor of his
1·ights.
In Greenwood v. Darlin_g, supra, the provisions of § 1543 of
the Code are cited. This contains certain provisions, and
carefully provides that they shall not affect the chapter containing
section 19~)8.
The same court at Montreal, following the authorities and
reciting the 1998th article in a ca'.-'.e where the goods were sold
in England and delivered .to the purchaser's shipping agent
there, held that such a delivery was not a delivery such as was
contemplated hy the statute, and that the goods might be legally
revendicated by the unpaid vendor in the hands of the Grand
Trnnk rail way in Lower Canada, although more than fifteen days
had elapsed since such delivery. Bank of Toronto v. Kingston,
XII. L. C. Jurist, 216.
It is clear from the authorities that rights and property in
goods obtained in Cana<la hy contracts made there :rnd the laws
existing there, including the laws and rights to revendicate the
same, follow the property, although it has gone into another
jurisdiction, so long as sueh rights or property have not in :my
·way been abandoned by the voluntary act of the party wh'o
possessed them in the original jurisdiction.
But inasmuch as there is sometimes a little confusion arising
as to whether any particular question is one of remedy or one
of right and title to the property, and as we cannot understand
the confidence which the plaintiffs seem to have in their case upon
any other ground than that they have mistaken a title nnd vested
right for a mere matter of remedy, vve deem it proper to makesome further allusion to the distinction between these two, in,
order to show that, in this case, rights arising under the circum-.
stances, determining the title to the property are not affected by,
its having crossed the line.
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The authority of the writers is generally very explicit. See
Story, Conflict of Laws, § § 272, 402, 401.
Jones on Comm. and Trade Contracts, § 23; Bulkley v-.
Honold, 19 How. 390,392; Walker· v. Whitehead, 16 Wall.
314-317; Scudder v. Union National Bank, 91 U. S. 406;
Pritchard v. Norton, 106 U.S. 124-130; Mor,qan v. N. 0. J.lf. &
T. R. R. Oo. 2 Woods, 244-254 ; 8 Meyer's Fed. Dec. § 1200;
Green v. Sanniento, Pet. C. Ct. 74; S. C. 1 Abb. Nat. Dig.
p. 796; R. I. Central Bank v. Danforth, 14 Gray, 123 ;
Williarns v. Wade, l Met. 82; Jitdd v. Por·ter, 1 Maine, 337339; So. Boston Iron Co. v. B. L. Works, 51, Maine, 585;
Lindsay v. Hill, 66 Maine, 212-217; Smith v. Eaton, 36
Maine, 298-306.
On the other hand it is true that what pertains to the remedy
is governed by the lex fori. This doctrine and the reasons for
it are fully set forth in Judge STORY'S work already mentioned.
Story's Conflict of Laws,§§ 572,575,576 (note a). Lennox v.
Brown, 12 C. B. 801.
There i'3 still another reason which it seems to us is absolutely
fatal to this attachment. The writ bore date on the 17th day of
December, 1886. The direction of the officer was to attach the
goods and estate of James Maguire, of Quehec, of the Province
of Quebec, surviving partner of the firm of D. & J. Maguire,
and doing business in the name of D. & J. Maguire, and while
the writ was in that condition service was made upon the same
day.
There is no question in this case, but that if the plnintiff-, have
· any right to hold the goods in the hands of the alleged trustees,
they must hold them as the property of the firm of D. & J.
Maguire. No attachment however was ever made of the goods
,of D. & J. Maguire,' but only of James Maguire. The addition
,of Charles Maguire's name cannot relate hack so as to make the
attachment good as against him, the amendment having been
made nfter the entry of the writ in court. It was only the
,defendant, James Maguire\, property which was attached.
Now it is too well settled to need any authorities that the
property of an individual in firm assets consists only of his
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share of the assets remaining after the payment of all the debts
of the firm, and, in this case, it appearing by the 6th allegation
of the claimants that the firm was wholly insolvent, the attachment, even if not invalid by reason of all that has gone before
and of what has already been urged, held nothing whatsoever in
the hands of the alleged trustees. It has been often held that
whether a trustee is chargeable depends upon the state of things
existing at the time of service upon him. Mace. v. Heald, 36
Maine, 135; Williams v . .And. & Ken. R. Co. Id. 201;
Capen v. Duggan, 136 Mass. 501.
Adding a new defendant, though he be another partner in
the same firm, vacate:, an attachment of firm property. Denny
v. Ward, 3 Pick. 199.
FosTER, J. The plaintiffs bring this action of assumpsit
against the defendants, lumber merchants residing at Quebec and
there doing business under the firm name of D. & J. Maguire.
Chase, Leavitt & Co. of Portland, are joined as trustees by
reason of their having in their possession certain lumber shipped
to them by the defendants.
The real contest is in reference to the title to the lumber in
the possession of the trustees. The contention lies between the
plaintiffs and the parties of whom the defendants purchased the
lumber, who appear as claimants and assert that under the
circumstances no title passed so as to prevent their claiming the
lumber as their own.
These claimant::; at the time of the transactions out of which
this suit arose were lumber merchants, residents of Canada, and
carrying on husine~s independent of each other at LouisevHle on
the St. Lawrence. The firm of D. & J. Maguire-the
principal defendants - were also in the same business at Quebec•
They had an agent, Arthur D. Ritchie, for the purchase of
lumber in Canada, and Chase, Leavitt & Co. were there consignees of the lumber in Portland, who acted for said firm.
received the lumber, entered it at the custom house, and gave a
warehouse bond; subsequently an export bond was substituted,
and the lumber shipped abroad as ordered by their consignors.
Such was the general course of business.
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At the time of the service of the writ in this case upon the
trustees, the property in dispute, although in bond for storage,.
was constructively in their possession. While there could he no
actual attachment of the property itself by a stnte officer undertaking to take the property out of the custom house,. either by
paying the duties or giving an export bond, (Harris v. Dennie,.
3 Pet. 304; Conrad v. Paci.fie Ins. Oo. 6 Pet. 262) and therefore could no•t be come at to be attached, there is no reason why
it might not be subject to t1w~tee process while thus in the constructive control and possession of the trustees. They could
take it out of bond either by giving an export bond m· by paying
dutie-s.
The lumber in question was purchased by the Maguires,.
through their agent about the first of November, 1886, at
Louiseville, and was to be delivered at Doucet\; Landing, a place
about thirty miles from there down the St. Lawrence,- a
terminus of the Grand Trunk Railway.
The contention on the part of the claimants is, that the terms
of sale were cash Jess two and one-half per cent discount, or
note on three months from date of shipment, and that the terms:
have never been complied with; in other words, that the sales.
were conditional, and the conditions never having been performed
no title vested in the defendants.
The plaintiffs on the other band controvert the position of the
claimants, asserting that the sales were unconditional,- or if
conditional, that there hns been such a waiver of any condition8
by the claimants as would render the title to the lumber complete
in the defendants and therefore subject to this process.
These questions ordinarily are for the jury as questions of fact.
But this case is before the court on report, and we must therefore
determine them upon such evidence and by such means of
judging as the parties have seen fit to furnish us, applying the
law to the facts as we find them.
There is no doubt that it is a well Rettlecl rule of law in this:
state that a sale and delivery of goods, on condition that theproperty is not to vest until the purchase money is paid or
secured, does not pass the title to the vendee till performance of
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the condition and that in case the condition is not fulfilled, the
vendor has a right to repossess himself of the goods, not only as
ag-ai11st the vendee hut also ao-ainst his creditors, claiming to hold
them under attachments. Eurn·ett v. .liall, 67 Maine, 498;
Brown v. Haynes, 52 Maine, 580.
I~ is equally well settled that in the sale of personal property
to he paid for by ca:-;h or by note on delivery, the payment of the
money or the giving of the note is a condition precedent., und
until that is done, or waived, the title does not pass from the
vendor. Seed v. Lord, GG Maine, 580; Stone v. Perry, 60
Maine, 50; lfTkitney v. Eaton, 15 Gray, 225.
If the delivery and payment were to he simultaneous, and the
good:-; were delivered in the expectation that the price would be
immediately paid, a refu::;al to make such pnyment would be such
a failure on the part of the purchaser to perform his part of the
contract as would entitle the seller to put an end to it and reclaim
his goods. In such case the delivery may be regarded as conditional, and upon the purchaser's refusal to pay, the seller may
at once reclaim the goods. The sale is not consummated, and
the title does not vest in the purchaser.
No citation of nuthorities is necessary in support of the
principle equally familiar and well founded that the vendor may
waive the condition of the sale and by so doing pass the title,
although the sale was 0riginally a conditional one. He nrny
waive the payment of the price, or agree to postpone it to a
future day and proceed to complete the delivery. In that case
it would he absolute, and the title would vest in the purchaser.
A waiver is the voluntary relinquishment of some known right,
benefit or advantage, and which, except for such waiver, the
party otherwise would have enjoyed. And therefore in order
for the title to vest in the purchaser when the snle has been conditional, it must in some way nppear that the goods were put
into his possession with the intention of vesting the title in him,
or that there were such nets and conduct on the part of the seller,
that such intention might be legitimately inferred therefrom.
Farlow v. Ellis, 15 Gray, 232; Paul v. Reed, 52 N. H. 138.
Even in the case of a conditional sale of goods for cash there
(~

~

~
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are authorities which hold that a delivery apparently unrestricted
is a waiver of the condition that payment is to be made before
the title passes, although the seller has an undisclosed intent not
to waive the condition. Upton v. Sturbridge Cotton Mills, 111
Mass. 446; Haskins v. Warren, 115 Mass. 533 ; West v. Platt,
127 Mass. 373.
But the doctrine which has the support of our own court upon
this question, and which seems to be the co1Teet and rational one,
is, that even in a conditional sale the mere fact of delivery,
without a performance by the purchaser of the terms and conditions of sale, and without anything being said about the
condition, although it may afford presumptive evidence of an
absolute delivery and of a waiver of the condition, yet it may be
controlled and explained, nnd is not neces::;arily an absolute
delivery or a waiver of the condition; hut whether so or not is
a question of fact to he ascertained from the testimony. Seed
v. Lord, 66 Maine, 580; Stone v. Perry, 60 Maine, 51;
Parlow v. Ellis, 15 Gray, 229; Hwnmett v. Linneman, 48 N.
Y. 3~•9; Smith v. Lynes, 5 N. Y. 43. "This doubtless would
be good evidence of its waiver." Dresse1· lll'f'g Go. v. Watn·ston,
3 Met. 18; Pumiss v. Hone, 8 Wend. 247; Carleton v.
Surruwr, 4 Pick. 516; Sniith v. Dennie, 6 Pick. 262.
Such waiver may be proved either directly, or inferentially
from circum::;tances like any other fact. It may he proved '~by
express declaration; or hy nets and declarations manifesting an
intent and purpose not to claim the supposed aclvanfage; or hy
a course of acts and conduct, or by so neglecting and failing to
act, as to induce a belief that it was his intention and purpose to
waive." Farlow v. Ellis, supra.
Let us apply these rules to the present case.
The evidence of these contracts of sale comes entirely from
the purchasers' agent, Ritchie. Neither claimant has testified.
They were the parties with whom the contracts were made - the
parties who afterwards delivered the lumber. \Ve arc therefore
without the light which their testimony might possibly shed upon
the facts in this case. Although, taking the testimony before us,
we may be satisfied that the contracts were originally conditional,
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nevertheless the evidence satisfies us of the fact that the vendors
by their acts and conduct in reference to the property have
waived any such conditions as may have originally attache,l to
their contracts. This they had a right to do, and the evidence
submitted fully warrants such conclusion. Nor are there any
circ~mstances disclosed by the evidence which would modify the
presumption of waiver by the unqualified and unconditional delivery which was made. There had heen dealings of large
amounts and. of a similar character between the parties during
the previous season. No custom or usage is shown that would
delay for :my number of days a cash payment. The lumber was
sold to he delivered at Doucet's Landing. At the time of the
delivery, which was some days after the trade was made, each
claimant was present and knew that his lumber was being shipped
out of the country on the cars for Portland, and made no
objections of any kind. Neither claimant at the time and place
of delivery mentioned any conditions, or asked for cash or note,
nor was anything said as to the length of time the lumber should
remain at the place of delivery. The delivery in each case was
made directly to the purchasers' agent who made the contract of
purchase. The purchasers not only at the time of making the
contract hut also at the time of delivery were doing a large
business, and the evidence fails to show that they were known or
even suspected to he in failing circumstances. Not more than
three days were required from the time of the delivery for the
certificate or bill of lading to he forwarded by the agent to the
purchasers - the defendants - and the cash or notes to be returned. In this case the agent forwarded certificates of the
amount of lumber of one of the claimants on the seventeenth
of November, and of the other on the twenty-fifth or twentysixth, of the same month. The failure of the defendants occured
on the seventh of December, and on the tenth an assignment of
their property was made to trustees under the laws of the
Province of Quebec. Up to that time neither of these claimants
had taken any steps or made any movement in reference to· the
pay for their lumber. Nearly a month had elapsed between the
deli very and the first intimation that the title to the lumber had
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not, vested in the defendants. Other purchases Imel been ma<le
by the defendants from one of these claimants about the fifth of
December, or just prior to the failure, and consigned to the same
parties,- the trustees in this suit. But that consignment was
stopped in Montreal by the vendor.
vVith these facts before us, notwithstanding the law of the
place of the contract introduced and forminJ a part of the report
in this case, we are irresistibly drawn to the conclusion reached
in the case of Srnith v. Dennie, supra,- a case very frequently
cited by the courts,- and the language of that opinion, drawn
by Chief .Justice PARKER, might he appropriately applied here.
"We are apprehensive," he says, ttthat to establish the right to
reclaim under such circumstances, would widen the door for
fraudulent contrivances, and that afterthoughts respecting conditions will spring up to intercept attaching crnditors, when the
sale was really unconditional, or at least when the vendor has
thought hh-, condition of so little importance as to he willing to
abandon it and trust to the credit of the purchaser."
The case last cited was where a chattel was sold upon condition
that the vendee should give an indorsed note, but was delivered
without any express reference to the condition, and remained in
the possession of the venclee eight days when it was attached hy
his creditor ..:;, the vendor having made no claim during that period
either for the note or the chattel, and no reason was ~ssigned for
omit.tin? strnh a cbtim; and it was hekl tlnt there W,lS a w,liver
of the condition, so far as to warrant the attachment, and a
verdict having been rendered to the contrary Wat, set aside us
against evidence.
But it is contended on the part of the clainnnts that the law
of the country where the cont1:act is made is the law of the contract, no nntter where perform·mee is demirnded. And the
learned counsel upon this branch of the case strenuously invokes
the attention of the court to Article HHl8 of the Ci vii Co<le of
Lower Can:uh, an ah.;;tract of which with certain deci.-,ions of the
court, have been introduce<l und form a part of the report.
By virtue of that law it is claimed that the unpaid vendor of
personal property has the right, upon the insolvency of the
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vendee, to rcvendicate or reclaim it. ~re do not understand,
however, that this right attaches, according to any foreign law
proved in this case, if the sale is made upon credit. Nor is
there anything by which we are to be governed showing that the
vendor may not waive his rights, to whieh he might otherwi8e be
entitled, even under a conditional sale. No law or statute to the
contrary being proved, we must assume that his rights in this
respect would be the same as those exi:::;ting by virtue of the laws
of the country where the remedy is sought. Ompenter v. Gmnd
Trunk Railway Oo. 72 Maine, 390; Lloyd v. Guibert, L. R. 1
Q. B. 129.
It is unnecessary, therefore, to protract the consideration of
any foreign law or statute in reference to the rights of these
parties.
But the further objection is urged by the counsel for the
claimants and trustee~ that there was no valid attachment of the
partnership property of the defendants in the hands and
possession of the trustees.
The writ bears date on the seventeenth day of December,
1886. It was sued out again:::;t James Maguire alone as principal
defendant, instead of being against each of the partners. The
direction to the offieer was to attach the goods and estate of
James Maguire, of Quebec, in the Province of Quel>ec, surviving partner of the firm of D. & J. Maguire, and doing business
under said nume of D. & J. Mngnire, etc., and while the writ was
in that condition service was made upon the trustees. On the tir:::;t
day of the term of court to which the writ was returnable, leave
was obtained to amend the same by adding the name of Charles
Maguire, as a party defendant, thus making the defendants,
James Maguire and Charles Maguire, eopartners under the firm
name of D. & J. Maguire.
The service upon the trustees of the writ as it was at first
made in which James Maguire, but no partner of his was then
a principal defendant, did not create a valid attachment of the
partner.ship property. As soon however as the writ was amended
by joining Charles Maguire as a defendant,- the trustees still
continuing to hold the property, then, all the necessary parties
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being before the court, no rights of third parties having inter•
vened,- the previous tittachment became valid as to the property
in the hands and possession of the trustees. Sullivan v. Langley,
128 Mass. 237.
The conclusion of the court therefore is, that the title to the
thirteen car loads of lumber for which the claimants contend, at
the time this suit was commenced, was not in the claimants, hut
that it had passed to and became vested in the priucipa l
defendants, and was subject to trustee process hy the pbintiffs ·
in this suit, as also the lumber of the other nine car loads, about
which no contention is raised. As against the claimants the
plaintiffs are entitled to costs from such time as they nppenred as
claimants of the property in di~pute.
From the terms of the stipulation submitting this case to the
law court, it is provided tlut if the trustees are chargeable for
any of the lumber mentioned in their disclosures, they are to be
charged in accordance with the terms of a written agreement
entered into between the parties, dated May 6, 1887. The
agreement is not found in the report, nor is it before us. The
amount, therefore, for which the trnstees are to be charge.able
must be determined by the court below. They are entitled to
their disbursements and services us a. lien upon the property in
their possession, and which has been put in bond in the custom
house by them. They should be entitled to retain the sum of
two hundred and fol'ty-six dollars and ninety-five cents,- the
amount advanced by one of the claimants, and which they are to
repay to him,-it being advanced towards the expenses upon the
lumber in dispute, and which the trustees agreed should be
refunded.
Judgment acc01·dingly.
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and HASKELL, ,
JJ., concurred.
SAMUELS. JORDAN and others vs. LEMUEL H. SOULE.
Sagadahoc. Opinion December 30, 1887.
Law and eqnity. Oo-tena,nts. Partnership.
When tenants in common in land agree to put on improvements to adapt it to
a business in which they engage, each agreeing to pay his proportional part
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for such improvements, and appointing one of their number an agent to
make the improvements, an action at law may be maintained by the one who
paid for the improvements against any tenant for his proportion of the
expenses of the same,

ON report.
Assumpsit to recover one-fourth of the expenses of repairing
an<l improving ice house;:; and appurtenances.
The facts are sufficiently stated in the opinion.

Joseph M. Trott, for plaintiffs, cited : Fanning v. Chadwick,
3 Pick. 424; .Marshall v. Winslow, 11 :Maine, 58; Wright v.
Eastman, 44 Maine, 232; Williams v. Henshaw, 11 Pick. 84;
Chitty, Contracts, 341 ; Venning v. Leckie, 13 East, 7 ; French
Styring, 2 C. B. N. S. 354 (3 Jur. N. S. 670; 20 L. J.C. P.
181) ; Collyer, Partnership, ( 6 ed.) § § 256-258; Addison,
Contracts, § 1305; 1 Parsons, Contracts, 140; Parsons, Laws
of Business, 224, 225 ; Holyoke v. .,J:fayo, 50 Maine, 390;
Gibson v. J.lfoore, 6 N. H. 547.

O. W. Larr·abee, for defendant.
I~ Holmes v. Hi,qgins, 1 Barn. & Cress. 76, ABBOTT, C. J.,
s~ys, ''Now it is perfectly clear that one partner cannot maintain
an action against his co-partner for work and labor performed
or money expended on account of the partnership."
When money is due from one partner to another, by simple
~ontract on the partnership account payment except in a few
special cases can only be expended in a court of equity. Collyer
on Partnership, 4th Am. ed. c. 111 § 11; 1 Story Eq. Jur.
§ 664.

;.

DANFORTH, J. The evidence in this case shows that the
plaintiffs, and defendant were tenants ju common of a lot of land
with an ice privilege attached, purchased for the purpose of
harvesting and selling ice; that for the purpose of carrying on
that business it was agreed that certain repairs and improvements
were to be made, each one agreeing to pay his share of the
expenses, and one of the plaintiffs was appointed the agent of
all to accomplish this purpose. There is ahm testimony tending
to show that a similar agreement was made in relation to
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gathel'ing in and disposing of the ice. But in regard to this wd
have no occasion at this time to enquire; for the specification
attached to the declaration in the writ, confines the ciaim sought
to be recovered, "to the defendant's share of the expense of
certain improvements and outlay in and upon the property and
ice privilege, owned m coi11mon by said plaintiffs and
defendant."
The defence is that these parties were partners in the trans•
nctions out of which this ::,uit gl'ew, that the action will not
settle all matters between them as imch, and thel'efore the remedy
is in equity alone.
If this defence were sustained by the evidence, in the absence
of an agreement to the contrary, it would prevail. But the
ownership of the land is one thing, carrying on the ice bm,iness
upon that land is another and may be a very different thing.i
There may be a partnership with all it:, incidents, in the latter
when none exists as to the former. In this case there is not only
an entire ab::,ence of all te8timony tending to show that the land
and privilege were partnership property, but the contrary appears.
The proof is plenary that the land was purcha::,ed by the parties
as individuals, each paying for his ::;hare out of his private funds.
The owner::;hip of the improvements nrn::,t follow that of the
land, not only from general principle:-;, but a8 the re::;ult of the
agreement clearly shown by the case, that each was to pay his
share of the expense. By virtue of thi::; eontrnct the parties
were jointly liable for the whole amount and a::, the plaintiffs
have paid the whole, the defendant is liable fin· his share which
· is one-fourth. For this result the case of Soule v. Prost, 76
.Maine, 119, is, in prineiple, an authority.
As to the damages the prnof is not so ~atisfactory. But the
prepondernnce of evidence shows that the bill of particulars is
a reliable statement of the amount expended. A few of the
items were evidently expenJeJ in the l,usine:::-8 of ice harvesting,
such as the amount paid Tr,1sk for cutting and housing ice,
$1,767.80, two year:, flowuge, $32.00, swamp hay, $12.00 and 8:tW
dust, $2.50. The1,e mu:-,t be deducted from tlie sum total. Then as
to the credits. The $150.00 and the $90.00 paid Packard, wern
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~vidently paid hy the defendant and upon this hill. These
sums should therefore be deducted from his share.. The fifty
dollars, though paid by the defendant was for expenses upon the
ice; and the remaining credits appear to have come from the
proceeds of the ice. These items will therefore more properly
he considered in the settlement of the ice account. Making up
the claim pending in this suit, upon these principles, it le;:1,ves tt
balance due from the defendant of $453.14 for which the plaintiffs
are entitled to judgment with intel'est from date of writ.

Judgment for tlze plaintiffs for
$45._'-l.14 and interest fnnn date
of w:rit.
PETERS,

C. J"

WALTON, VmGIN, EMERY

and FosTER, .TtT.,

concurred.

INHABITANTS oF CAPE EuzABETH

Cumberland.

vs.

ALBERT

·w.

SKrLLIN.

Opinion December 21, 1887.

Insolvent law. T11,.us. Discharge.
A discharge in insolvency does not relea,se the insolvent from Mreara~s of
state, county or tow11 taxes. Such hxes are not affected by a ilisch.arge in
.insolvency.

ON report on agreed statement of facts from superior court.
This was an action of debt brought under the statute for the
collection of state, county and town taxes in the town of Cape
Elizabetb for the year 1879. No question was raised as to the
form of the action or the legality of the assessment of the tax.
It was admitted that subsequent to the assessment of the tax said
Skillin wa~, in the insolvent COLlrt for Cumberland county, duly
adjudged to be an insolvent debtor on his own petition and was,
before this action was brought, granted his diseharge in due form.
This discharge was pleaded in ha1· of the action and was the only
defence. The tax sued on was not proved ag:1inst the et:1tate of
Skillin when in insolvency and his estate paid nothing to creditors.
VOL.

LXXIX.

38

•
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On the above acts it wns agreed that the court might o-rder
default or nonsuit, according to the legal rights of parties.
N. and If. B. Gleaves and W. R. Ant/wine, for the plaintiff,
cited: U. S. v. Her,·on, 20 Wall. 251 ; ll. S. v. King, WnH •.
C. C. 18; People v. I1erkim.e1· 1 4 Cow. 348; People v. Gilbert,
18 .John8. 227; Anonynwus, 1 Atkyns' R. 262; Richmond v.
Brown, G-6 Maine, 375; Saunder·s v. Oom'rs, 10 Gratt. 494;
Oom'rt.; v. Hutchinson8, 10 Penn. 446.

A. F. Moulton, for defendnnt.
The only question at issue is whether an action brought to
collect a tax is barred hy a discharge in insolvency.
Section 45 of the insolvent law (R. S., c. 70 § 49) provides
that, ~'A discharge in insolvency duly granted shall
release the insolvent from aH debts, claims, liabilities and
demands which were or might bnve heen proved against his estate in insolvency / 1 and such discharge duly pleaded ''shall bar
all suit8 brought on any such debts, claims or liabilities as
were or might have been proved ns aforesaid."
Section 36 of the law (R. S., c. 70, § 40) specificnlly nnmes
a tax as a f'claim," saying, ''In making a dividend under the preceding ~ection the following claims shall first be paid in full, in
their order,"
~•AH debts and taxes due to the state or
to nny county, city or town therein.
"
No language can be more plain and direct than that which
makes a tax a claim which is or may be proved and to which a
discharge in insolvency operates as a full and complete bar.
EMERY, J.
The question is, whether, in enacting the
insolvency statute, and providing for the release of the honest
insolvent, ftfrom all debb;, claims, liabilities and demands which
were or might have been proved against his estate in insolvency,''
the Jegi~lature intended to release him from paying the arrenrnges
of his just taxes for the support of the government.
We think the le.gisluture did not so intend. It is a i,ettled
rule of statute construction, that the government is not bound
hy the words of a statute tending to restrain, ot· diminish any
powers, rights or interests, unless it is named therein, as to be
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also bound. It is old 'English law, that the crown is not bound1
by a restraining statute, unless specifically named.
The assessment and collection of taxes is a function of government. It is essential that each person, under its protection,
. should promptly pay his share of tax. That the tax is assessed,
and collected by town officers makes no difference. The prompt.
payment is a duty from the individual to the state.
The insolvency statute contains no words declaratory of am
intention to restrain or diminish the right of the state, or its.
political sub-divisions to recover arrearages of taxes from,
insolvents. The inference is that the legislature did not so intend,.
and that the right to recover unpaid taxes is not thereby abridgelL.
United States v. Herron, 20 Wall. 251.

Defendant defaulted.
C. J.,
JJ., concurred.
PETERS,

ELrPHAz

WALTON,

B.

Oxford.

VIRGIN,

CHAPMAN

vs.

LrnnE·Y

and

HASKELL,.

HERMON vVmHT.

Opinion December 24, 1887.

Promissory notes.

Statute of limitations.

An instrument in writing whereby the defendant " promised, for value,
received, to pay" the plaintiff "four hundred thirty-four dollars and two,
cents, which sum is clue to" another person named, upon the following·
condition : '' If" the defendant '' shall pay the said " other person named,
"or cause to be paid the above sum in three years from next January, then
this note is to be given up, otherwise to remain in full force," is not a
promissory note; and even if signed in the presence of an attesting witness,.
it will be barred in six years from the time it is payable.

ON report.
The opinion states the case.

Alvah Black, for the plaintiff.

0. A. Chaplin, for the defendant.
VrnmN, J. Assumpsit on a certain written instrument, dated
Apl'il 9, 1853, and signed by the defendant in the presence of
an attesting witness, wherein the signer promised to puy the
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plaintiff four hundred and thirty dollars and two cents, ~~ due to
Charles Bellows." The declaration alleges this instrument to be
a promissory note.
To constitute a promissory note, the instrument must necesi;arily be certa'in as to the fact of payment, and not be dependent
•on u contingency. For such '' paper is intended, if negotiable,
to circulate in business us money ; and this on the ground that
on a certain day it will become money." 1 Pars. Bills, 42.
No time of payment is specified in this instrument otherwise
than by the following terms: "Now if Hermon Wight shall pay
the said Bellows, or cause to be paid the above sum, in three
,years from next ,1 anuary, then this note is to be given up,
,otherwise to remain in full force." This contingency as to
,payment destroys the quality of the instrument as a promissory
note. Dennett v. Goodwin, 32 Maine, 44; Chit. Bills, 162;
Oook v. Satterlee, 6 Cow. 108 ; Pars. Bills, etc., supra.
Not being a promissory note, the fact of its having been
signed in the presence of an attesting witness, does not prevent
its being barred by the statute of limitations pleaded. R. S.,
•C, 81, § 86.
Judgment for defendant.
PETERS,

concurred.

C. J.,

WALTON, LIBBEY, FosTER

and

HASKELL,

JJ.,
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APPENDIX.
At the suggestion of one held in high esteem by the profession
in this state, a new feature is inaugurated in this report, which,
it is thought, will he appreciated by many in the state, and
perhaps also by some of those who have gone out from among
us to practice or expound the law in other jurisdictions.
Witho11t infringing upon the space which belongs to the report
of decided cases, the following pages are inserted in memory of
those who have passed over the river, and whose deaths have
been announced and recorded with the court records in the
different counties since January 1, 1880. It would have been
· more satisfactory to have reached buck to an earlier date, hut
the difficulty of perfecting the list by supplying the omissions of
the records of earlier years would detract greatly from its value.
It is to be hoped that the omission of these later years, which
are so painfully apparent, as we scan the roll, will be supplied
by the members of the profession in each county before another
report is issued.
The reporter is indebted to the clerks of court in the several
counties named below fo1· the list inserted.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
Seth May* of Auburn died on the first day of the September
term, 1881, and his death was announced at that term.
i
1Wandeville T. Ludden of Lewiston died in the vacation
before the October term, 1882, and his death was announced at
that term.
Liberty H. Hutchinson of Lewiston died SeptembP.r 8, 1882,.
and his death was announced at the September term, 1882.
*See 74 Maine, 601.
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Henry C. Wentworth of Auburn died June 25, 1884, and
his death was announced at the September term, 1884.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
Nathaniel S. Littlefield of Bridgton died August 15, 1882.
His death was announced in court November 2, 1882.
James T. McGobb of Portland died August 21, 1882, and his
death was announced in court Novemher 2, 1882.
Homtio J. Swasey of Standish died August 27, 1882, and
his death was announced in court November 2, 1882.
Jarnes D. Fe8senden of Portland died November 18, 1882,
and)lis death was announced in court February 3, 1883.
Jarnes O'Donnell of Portland died March 13, 1886, and his
death was announced in court, May 21, 1881L
Beny'arnin Kingsbu1·y of Portland died May 13, 1886, and
his death was announced in court May 21, 1886.
Elbridge Gerry of Portland died April 10, 1886, and his
death was announced in court May 21, 1886.
·
William G. Barrow8* of Brunswick died April 6, 1886, and
his death was announced in law court July 30, 1886.
Emery S. Ridlon of Deering died April 11, 1887, and his
death was announced in court May 4, 1887.
·
Bion Bmdbury of Portland died July 1, 1887, and his
death was announced in court October 22, 1887.
Daniel W. Fessenden of Portland died September 5, 1887,
and his death was announced in court October 22, 1887.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Joseph Baker of Augusta died November 29, 1883, and his
,death was announced in court December 11, 1883.
Sewall Lancaster of Augusta died March 3, 1885, and his
-death was announced in court March 5, 1885.

KNOX COUNTY.
Edrnund Wilson of Thomaston died April 25, 1886, and his
.death was announced in court October 9, 1886.
*See 78 Maine, 584.
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Gem·ge W. F1·ench of Thomaston died at Orlando, Florida,
December 8, 1887, and his death was announced in court
December 14, 1887.

LINCOLN COUNTY.
E. WUder Farley of Newcastle died April 12, 1880,
bi::; death was announced in court, May 8, 1880.
_Ezra B. French of Damariscotta died April 12, 1880,
bis death was announced in court May 8, 1880.
John H. Conven;e of Newcastle died June 12, 1880,
bis death waR announced in court, November 1, 1880.
Samuel E. Smith of ,,~iscasset died· January 21, 1881,
his death was announced in court April 30, 1881.
Benjamin F. Smith of Wiscasset died March 23, 1885,
his death was announced in court May 7, 1885.

and
and
and
and
and

OXFORD COUNTY.
Elbridge ()-. Harlow of Dixfield died October 23, 1883, and
bis death was announced at the March term, 1884.

SOMERSET COUNTY.
Cliopltas Boyd of Harmony died January 28, 1880, and his
death was unnounced at the September term, 1880.
Joseph Barrett of Canaan died September 19, 1880, and his
death was :umouneed nt the September term, 1880.
Clwdes L. Jones of New Portland died November 1~, 1880.
and his death WHS announced at the December term, 1880.
Jccmes Bell of Skowhegan died December 8, 1880, aQd his
death wns announced at the Decembel' term, 1880.
Stephen Coburn of. Skowhegan died July 4, 1882 and his
death was announced at the Septemhe1· term, 1882.
Stephen D. Lindsey of Norridgewock died April 24, 1884,
and his death was announced at the September term, 1884.

WALDO COUNTY.
James B. Murch c,f Belfast (lied April, 1880, announced in
court May 6, 1880.
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TVilliam, G. Crosby of Belfast died March, 1881, announced
at the April term. 1881.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Joseph Gmnger of Calais died Jnly 11, 1880. His death
was announced at the April term, 1881.
Frederic A. Pike of Calais died December 2, 1886. His
death was announced at the April term, 1887.

YORK COUNTY.
_1J,foses Erner1.1 of Saco died May 21, 1881.

His death was

nnnounced in court February 21, 1884.
Edward Eastman of Saco died ,July 5, 1882, nnd his death
was announced in court February 21, 1884.
Caleb R. Ayer of Cornish died October 5, 1883, and his
death was announced in court February 21, 1884.
Hiram. H. Hobbs of South Berwick died March 9, 1884, und
his death was announced in court June 5, 1884.
Jo8eph Dane of Kennebunk died March 17, 1884-, and his
death was announced in court, June 5, 1884.
Caleb B. Lord of Alfred died October 15, 1885, and his
death was announced in court October 6, 1886.
fVilliam J. Copeland of Berwick died August 1, 188(j, nnd
his death was announced in court October 6, 1886.

STEPHEN D. LINDSEY.*
The death of the Honorable Stephen D. Lindsey, which
occnned nt his home in Norridgewock, April 28th, 1884,
removed one of the most useful nnd respected citizens of the
state.
He was born in Norridgewock, March 3d, 1828. His father,
Captain Melzar Lindsey. ·was fo,1· years a funner anrl teacher in
the common schools in that vicinity. He nl::-<) held the various
offices in the gift of his town. Mr. Lindsey received his early

* This notice of Mr. Lindsey was prepared at the request of tbe Reporter by C. A.
Harrington of the Somerset bar.
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education in the public schools of -his town, an<l in Bloomfield
Academy, now within the limits of the town of Skowhegan.
Soon after leaving school he entered the office of the honorable
John S. Abbott, of Norridgewock, as a Jaw student. Mr.
A hbott, at that time, stood first in rank in the Somerset bar
which was composed in great part of men of ability. From
Mr. Abhott, Mr. Lindsey learned as much of method as he
did of the text from his books. He was admitted to practice
and opened an office in Norridgewock ·in 1853, and resided there
continuously to the time of his death. He was twice married,
his first wife being a daughter of Dr. Amos Townsend of
Norridgewock, his second a daughter of Asa Clarke of Norridgewock. She, with six children, survived him. Mr. Lindsey
was singularly gentle and winning in manner; a fine conversationalist and fond of society, particularly that of his family and
friends. Whenever released from the cares of business, be
eagerly sought his home and the companionship of his books and
his family. History and science were his favorites, though he
was well versed in the solid literature of the day. To these
studious habits is due in great part the fullness of intellectual
power and the philosophical modes of thought which made him
the well balanced man that he was-ever on the alert, but never
under the most trying circumstances losing control of his passions.
In 1856, he was elected to the state legislature, where he
served on the committee of the judiciary. He held the office of
clerk of the Supreme Judicial Court of Somerset county from
1857 to 1860. Was a member of the state senate in 1868,
1869 and 1870, and its president in 1869; was a delegate to
the National Republican conventions which nominated Abraham
Lincoln in 1860, and General Grant in 1868 ; was a member of
the executive council of Maine in 187 4; was a member of the
forty-fifth, forty-sixth nnd forty-~eventh congresses. In all these
positions one motive inspired him; to be a faithful servant was
his aim. His. private business, his ambition for preferment,
were held subordinate to the effort to render honest, efficient
service. His character as a public and privt1te citizen was
stainless.
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Such a character made him a warm friend and good neighbor;
his doors were always open; he was the counsellor without price
to a host of acquaintances. None who knew him can ever forget
the hearty frankneHs of his greeting or the steady and constant
burning of the light of his friendship.
As a lawyer, he took high rank. Endowed with a defective
physical constitution which gave way suddenly when he was but
little past middle life, nature seemed to have attempted to
compensate by giving him a strong mental organization. He
had what may be truly called a legal niind. As a counsellor,
he was cautious. prudent, safe. He fully canvassed his
opponent's position, saw all the difficulties of his clienfs, and
wherever it was practicable, effected a settlement without resort
to expensive litigation. His well known rectitude of character
greatly aided him to secure these amicable adjustments of
differences.
In the trial of causes at nisi p1·ius he aimed to get the pertinent
facts in the case before the jury in the clearest manner possible,
rejecting all extraneous matter; he occupied very little time in
cross examination, but was very skilful in eliciting the facts on
such examination. His quick perceptions and strong common
sense leading his mind almost instantly to so group the facts in
their proper reh1tion us to decide what, :wcording to the natural
order of things, the truth must be, and he knew that no witness
could long successfully falsify in the face of the iirnxorable law
of cause and effect. Hence he quietly and courteously pursued
his inquiries of such a witness, ti II, without argument, the truth
was firmly settled in the minds of the jury. His arguments
were characterized by the same brevity as were his examination3
of witnesses. He seized the main points of the case, pressed
them home to the jury in their logical order. His style of
argument was singularly clear, simple, direct, and earnest; it
took possession of their minds; they understoocl his meaning;
they had confidence that he would not knowingly misstate the
law oi.· the facts of the case; this was the secret of his great
success before them.
Th_e same brevity an.d conciseness marked his style in the law
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court. His points were clearly made and supported by few
citations, and those generally selected from the cht8S familiar to
the court. His modest nature shrank from any attempt to
display a knowledge of books, and sought only to aid the court
to understand his case.
Stricken suddenly in the prime of life, he has left an example
which all may well emulate and few may excel.

BION BRADBURY.
Mr. Bradbury was horn at Biddeford, Maine, in year 1811.
He graduated at Bowdoin College in the class of 1830, was
admitted to the bar in 1834, and his professional life continued
for a period of fifty-three years, thirty in vVashington county
and twenty-three in Cumberland. He died at his home in the
cit)r of Portland on the first day of July, 1887. His death was
announced at the October term, 1887, of the Supreme Judicial
Court, Hon. CHARLES W. "\VALTON, justice presiding.
Judge WALTON responded as follows t
As a te:;timonial of the estimation in which Mr. Bradbury was
held by the court, I will read a letter prepared for the occasion
by Mr. Chief Justice PETERS. The letter is as follows:
Bangor, Oct. 21, 1887.
My Dear Judge:
As you kindly consented to read a letter from me in your
remarks, upon the reception of the resolutions of the bar in honor
of the memory of the late Hon. Bion Bradbury, I cheerfully
improve the opportunity of sending to you this communication.
An intimate acquaintance with my friend, of o_ver forty years'
continuance, unmarred by a single unpleasant incident during all
that period, but constantly brightened by cordial and agreeable
relations between us, makes it a pleasure for me on this occasion,
as far as my words will allow, to pay the tribute of my respect
to his memory.
That our departed friend was for many years influential and
eminent in the politics of the state and nation, that he occupied
a very high position at the bar for the greater part of a lifetime,
and that he was an honorable and upright citizen and a benefactor
to society in many ways in his day and generation, no man would
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be disposed to deny. HiR personal history in these respects I
do not propose to touch upon. The duty of speaking in detail
of the circumstances of his life, as well as of his talents and
virtues, will, no doubt, be ahly and gladly performed by the
gentlemen at the bar who will have charge of the resolutions.
Their willing hands will construct the wreaths and chaplets which
are to he woven in honor of the memory of their departed and
beloved friend; my rememhrance for the occasion shall he a few
simple flowers.
To the excellence of his character as a whole, as it shone
through the various experiences and vicissitudes of a lifetime, I
wish to bear my testimony.
Our friend was gifted by nature with a very fine intellectual
endowment. His m~ntal faculties were very happily organized
and blended together, constituting a well-rounded and harmonious
whole.
It would be difficult to know where anything could have been
spared from any one mental feature for the benefit of any other,
without an injury to the whole. His was '' a square and constant
mind." Among his liveliest' traits were quickness and clearness
of perception, though he possessed the strong powers both of
acuteness and grasp. His ideas, together with his style of
expressing them, were exceedingly direct, forcible, neat and
clear. No mist stood between his mind and the object it had in
view. His language was used tn express and not to conceal
thought. I doubt .if a single sentence was ever written or spoken
by him which did not visibly manifest the· meaning it was intended
to bear.
He wa8 a man of a remarkably strong and intuitive common
sense, a talent described as common, but, in its highest attainment, by no means commonly possessed. His natural tniits
were easily susceptible of cultivation and growth, and aided by
a sedulous educational training, he easily attained, at almost a
boyish age, a leading position among the lawyers and learned
men of the state.
A striking trait possessed by him, entirely consistent with his
character in all respects, and rendering other qualities the more
conspicuous thereby, or rather, perhaps, to be considered a
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medium or graft through which the natural forces afforded a
more refined and mellowed fruit,-was calmness,-b<)th a moral
and an intellectual faculty; as a moral faculty, indicating candor,
kindness, prudence, courtesy, eontidence, courage and will, and,
as an intellectual attribute, indicating self--command, selt:.reliance,
discretion and sense, with other kindred powers. 11 The nrnster
spell of power is calmness," says a writer. Calmness indicates
n, power unseen and in reserve.
The mm,t impressive mun is he
who nppears to be able to do or say more than he is for the
moment doing or saying. It is character, .which, like a pieture
by the hand of a _master, speaks by its silence.
Emerson describes character as 11 a reserved force which acts
directly by presence and without means." Our friend had much
of that characteristic. Not, by any means, that duties were
performed by him coldly and philosophically, merely. There
were energies and forces in his disposition, and at his command,
which aroused him to the achievement of effective and eloquent
efforts when the occasion called for them.
His mental temperament was, upon the whole, however, quite
of a judicial cast. He would have been a model judge. It is
within my knowledge that, in 1852, when this com't was reconstructed, he had a willingness, and perhaps some inclination, to
go upon the bench, but finally prevented his friends from urging
his nomination because his appointment would necessarily
prevent the promotion of some one of the judges of the di:,triet
court fi>r the same place. Had he been then appointed, and had
be continued in the place until his death, there can be no doubt
that his career would have been most honorable to himself and
most useful to the state.
His moral was in close accord with his intellectual nature.
His personal traits partook of a combination of both. He wns
kindly and sympathetic; free of the disagreeable vanities
possessed by too many; was more unselfish than most men;
wus confiding and generous, constantly performing services for
friends; and was a broad-minded, liberal and tolerant man. All
the small obligations even which every one owes towards others
about him, were scrupulously performed. He had no taste or
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desire for abusing other men for their honestly entertained views
which differed from his own, either on social, moral or political
questions. He loved truth and de3pised falsehood, no temptation
having attraction enough to seduce him to commit a dishonest
or dishonornble act.
,,\that an admirable appurtenance of character his good manners
were! How difikult to define good manners, though easy to be
appreciated l Not the artificial polish - a mere veneering, something which needs to be covered up - but the real expression of
the courtesy and kindness, the good sentiments that bubble up
fronJ the soul within-the shadows of the good qualities of the
mind and heart. Says Emerson, ii \Ve sometime8 meet u gentleman who is so original that if manners had not existed he would
invent them." Good manners were an original gift to Ilion
Bradbury, rather than a fashionable discipline; an instinctive
and natural grace beyond the reach of art. His personal ·
appearance and deportment were a perpetual passport for him
among all classes of people, especially pleasing to his intimates
and associates and attractive to all persons. Few persons, even
among the most trained and cultivated, can attain so enviable a
position by means of this personal aptitude as he did.
He has closed the battle of life and gone to his final rest, an
event which I think was for some time a part of his daily thought
und contemplation. He reflected upon this great subject with
his accustomed calmness and without fear. \Vhile not troubling
himself with the fine distinctions between theological dogmas
and creeds, he had a strong religious nature, and was a believer
in an immortality beyond the grave. His last letter to me
contains touching allusions to his declining years, sent to me
while I was at Alfred, where was, for many years in his early
life, his and his father's home, from which letter I quote. He
says, i, \Veil, John, we are all on the shady side of life. About
some of us the shades of night are gf-1.thering, and the night will
soon come. Let us thank God for the pleasures of this life and
hope for a better, without the selfishness of this. I should like
to take a run to Alfred to see you, and refresh myself with the
delightful associutions of the old p.lace. And yet I should have
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to go to the church yard to find my old companions and friends.
For wise reasons, the love of life is implanted in the human
brenst, hut there is something melancholy in the thought that
you have outlived the companions of your youth. .But old age
is not without its compensations, and one of them to me is our
long and warm friernfahip. As ever to the end,
BION BRADBURY."

The following words of Horace vYalpole, I have no doubt,
express the views of life which were felt by our departed friend:
H To act with common sense, according to the moment, is the
best wisdom I know; and the best philosophy, to do one's
duties, take the world as it comes, submit respectfully to one's
lot, bless the goodness which has given us so much happiness
with it, whatever it is, and despise. nffectation."
His career at the unr will long remain to us as a profitable
example. Every good life is a gain to the world, adding something to the common prosperity. His friends will not soon
forget the fine looking person-the expressive, beaming and
benevolent face, the fascinating manners, and the cordial,
generous greeting of Bion Bradbury. Long shall we cherish the
fragrance which lingers in the memory of his life and character.
Very sincerely yours,
,JOHN A. PETERS.
Hon. Judge vV ALTON' Portland :
I do not know as I can add anything to what has been so well
expressed by Chief Justice PETERS, I will, however, by way
of emphasis, call attention for a moment to one of Mr. Bradbury's
leading characteristics. I refer to his admirable deportment in
court. He was always good tempered. Adverse rulings could
never elicit from him a word, or a gesture, which, by implication
even, could be regarded as disrespectful to the court. No
provocation from adverse counsel, however great the provocation
might be, would cause him to retort in words other than those
of a gentleman. He was at times eloquent, but never noisy.
He would press an argument with great force, but never in an
angry or stormy manner. His good sense taught him that the
court could never be convinced by mere noise, or influenced by
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angry tones. In these particulars he has indeed left us an
example worthy of imitation; and the motion to have placed upon
the records of the court the resolutions which have been read,
is most cheerfully granted.

MANDEVILLE T. LUDDEN.*
Hon. Mandeville Treat Ludden was born at Canton, Maine,
February 17, 1830, and died at Lewiston, Maine, September 21,
1882.
He completed his academical course nt the Maine
Wesleyan Seminary in 1852, and entered upon the study of law
in the office of his uncle, Judge Timothy Ludden, and graduated
ut the law -school of Harvard University in 1854. He was
admitted to the bar in Androscoggin county and at once com ..
menced the practice of his profession at Turner, in company
·with his uncle Timothy. January 1, 1856, he was married to
Miss Mary E. Jewett, who survives him. In 1863 he was
elected county attorney for Androscoggin county and re-elected
in 1865, serving in this capacity four years. In 1867 and 1868
he was elected a state senator and was a prominent member of
the judiciary committee of the legislature.
He moved to
Lewiston in 1869, where he continued to reside until his death.
He was repeatedly chosen a member of the city government,
city solicitor, and in 1881, mayor. At the commencement of
1880, Bowdoin college conferred upon him the honorary degree
of Master of Arts.
Mr. Ludden was an able counsellor and a successful advocate.
He entertained an exalted opinion of the science of law, and a
profound admiration and respect for the great authors who have
illustrated it, and the courts who have administered it. In his
practice, while he was faithful to his client, he did not forget that
in the temple of justice he was also a priest to guard its sacred
shrine. Barring the infirmities of human nature, he faithfully
kept his solemn oath when admitted to the bar, to do t'no falsehood, or consent to the doing of any in Court," and to conduct
himself ''in the office of an itttorney within the courts, according
*Prepared by Col. F. M. Drew of the Androscoggin Bar, at the request of the Reporter.
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to the pest of his knowledge nnd discretion and with all good
fidelity, as well to the court as to his clients."
He was a kind
and generous man. However humble or poor, no one ever in
vain solicited his services from want of influence or money, and
no client was ever oppressed for payment of the compensation he had justly earned.
His generosity, doubtless,
diminh,hed his earthly estate, but enriched his heavenly inheritance. His kindness was conspicuously manifested in his cordial
treatment of the younger members of the bar. He never sought
to discomfort them by the display of his superior knowledge,
but rather to encourage them by courteous acts and encouraging
word:::. He was a good citizen, and in the public positions with
which his fellow-citizens frequently honored him, and in the
private walks· of life, which he always adorned by his many
virtues, he successfully tried to do his duty. But above all these
good qualities and virtues, as the heavenly is above the earthly,
he was a cln·istian man. In the very meridian of life he was
overtaken by a fatal malady. He made a noble fight of resistance. While he was willing and ready to perform the labors of
life, he had a high ambition to reap and enjoy its rewards. He
fought his disease heroically. For the last year of his lite it
was plain that his presence in court and office was only the
obedience of the body to his imperial will. But exhau~ted and
worn out, at last his will could no longer command obedience,
and he fell~ while confident of victory.
He was buried in Riverside Cemetery, Lewiston, September
23, 1882, respected and esteemed by all who knew him.
"He was weary, worn with watching,
His life' crown of power hath pressed
Oft on temples sadly achingHe was weary, let him rest."

,JOSEPH BAKER.
Hon. Joseph Baker was horn at Bloomfield (now Skowhegan),
Maine, June 23, 1812, and died at his home in Augu~ta, NovemVOL.
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her 29, 1883, of catarrbal pneumonia, after an illness o~ about
one week.
Mr. Baker's ancestors were fl strong and hardy race, both
physically and intellectually, and Mr. Baker inherited these
characteristics in a marked degree. He fitted for college partly
at China Academy, but chiefly without an instructor; he entered
Bowdoin College in 1832, and graduated from that institution in
1836. In his struggle for an education he was obliged to rely
wholly upon himself; there was no one to render him pecuniary aid. After graduating he went to Augusta, and for two
years was assistant teacher in the high school, under Professor
Wm. H. Allen, afterwards President of Girard Callege. During
this time he began the stud_y of law; he completed his studies in
the offices of Williams and .McCobb, and Vose and Lancaster;
he was admitted to the Kennebec bar in August, 1839. He immediately opened an office in Augusta, and in 1848, entered into
partnership with Sewall Lancaster.
During these years he took an active part in politics, being
himself a Whig, and in May, 1854, he became editor of the
Kennebec Journal, William H. Simpson being proprietor In
November, 1854, James G. Blaine purchased an interest in the
paper, and it was published by Baker and Blaine from that time
until ,January, 1855, when Mr. Baker disposed of his interest,
and resumed the practice of law from which he never after turned
aside. In 1872, his son, Orville D. Baker, became a partner,
and the firm of Baker and Baker continued till 1882, when the
firm of Baker, Baker and Corni:sh was formed, _with Leslie C.
Cornish as junior partner.
Mr. Baker was many times honored by the city in which he
lived. He served frequently in both branches of the city govemment, was city solicitor in 1858, 1859, 1860 and 1868, and
he also filled the po8ition of superintendent of schools; he was
a member of the House of Representatives in 1870 and of the
Sennte in 184 7. In 1841 he was clerk of the commission on
revision of the statutes, and he was a member of the commissions
on revisions in 1857 and 1871. He discharged the duties of the
various positions with marked ability and fidelity. Politics how-
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ever was not his forte, nor were political honors the object of his
ambition. Had he remained in that profession, the legal fraternity would have lost one. of its brightest. lights, but the world of
letters would have welcomed him to a high rank. His profession
was his pride, and to hold high rank as a member of the bar was
ample honor for him, and it was an honor which he lived to enjoy,
for not only did he become the leader of the bar in Kennebec
county but he was often called to conduct important and difficult
cases in all sections of the state. No case was ever subrpitted
to the courts or left his hands without the fullest and most
thorough preparation. His efforts were not the scintillations and
flashes of genius, but the result of close observation, a retentive
mind, power of application and hard work. With the exception
of the single year of journalism, Mr. Baker was in the constant
and active practice of the law for more than forty years, and
his name appears in nearly every Maine Report since 1841.
As a lawyer he combined clear perception, sound judgment,
and powerful, and at times eloquent advocacy. vVith a vigorous
constitution he was enabled to work witl! astonishing application,
and to his untiring industry supplemented by sound common
sense, more than to his natural brilliancy, is to be attributed his
great success; and these habits of industry and of close appli-cation continued to his death. As a man, Mr. Baker was upright and honest, kindly and generous; as a citizen, he was
progressive and public spirited, and ns a friend he was true and,
faithful.
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INDEX.
ABATEMENT.
See PLEADINGS, 1.
ACCORD AND SATISFACTION.

'!!'he defense of accord and satisfaction is not made out, by showing that the
plaintiff promised to accept, for labor already performed by him, a deed of
1land from a third person in satisfaction of his claim, it appearing that the
cdeed was executed but not delivered nor tendered.
Burgess v. Dennison Paper M'f' g Go. 266.

ACTION.
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HUSBAND AND WIFE,

2.

PARTNERSHIP,

2.

TENANT IN COMMON.

AFFIRMATION.

See

INTOXICATING LIQUOR,

5, 6.

AGREEMENT.
See CONTRACT.
ALABAMA CLAIM.
See WILL, 5, 6.
AMENDMENT.·
An amendment of the declaration of a writ may be allowed at the discretion
of the court even after default.
Bondur v. Le Bourne, 21.
See BOND, 2. CERTIORARI, 1, 2. TRUSTEE PROCESS, 7.

ANIMAL.
See LIEN, 2, 3.
APPEAL.
See WAY, 4, 5.
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ARREST.
Whether the certificate of the oath of a creditor given in the report of this
case, was sufficient to authorize arrest is not decided. Oak v. Dustin 23.
ASSESSOR.
After an assessor has been elected by a board of aldermen, and the ballot
declared and recorded the board cannot at an adjourned session, held the
next day, reconsider the election of such assessor and elect another person
to that office.
State v. Phillips, 506.
See TAX, 3, 6.
ASSIGNEE.
See OFFICER, 1.
ASSIGNMENT.
Equity recognizes the validity of an assignment of a part of a claim, and the
assignee may avail himself of the equitable principle, in a trustee process, in
which he appears as claimant of a part of the fund. Horne v. Stevens, 262.
See PARTNERSHIP, 1.
ASSUMPSIT.
See TENANT IN COMMON, 1, 2.
ATTACHMENT.
See OFFICER, 1, 2. TRUSTEE PROCESS, 4.
BAGGAGE.
See RAILROAD, 14.
BAILMENT.
See NEGLIGE~CE, 5.
BALLOT .
. See ELECTION, 1.
BANKRUPTCY.
See OFFICER, 4.
BOND.
l. A probate bond, which on account of some deficiency is merely a common--

law bond, while destitute of power to enforce statutory penalties, and suableonly in the name of the judge to whom given, is available for the enforcement of all legal obligations assumed by the makers, in the same manner aS;
if a statutory bond.
Wattrman v. Dockray, 149.
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2. The writ in a suit on such bond, brought in the obligees' name, for the benefit
of the estate generally, is amendable by inserting the name of a person as
prosecutor; the amendment does not bring into the case either a new party
or new cause of action; the obligee (judge of probate) is the pa1 ty in
trust for all persons interested.
Ib.
3. Where a husband and wife bound themselves by bond to other persons to
furnish support to a third party, and fail to perform their duty in that
respect, there is no implied authority to warrant such third party in obtaining outside assistance upon their credit and expense. Shaw v. Graves, 166.
4. Where the wife knew a physician had been sent for to attend such party, and
did not object, and the husband, on the arrival of the physician at his house,
forbade him rendering any service on their account, and the physician rendered services, making his charge therefor to such third party, he cannot,
after such election, recover of the husband and wife, or either of them,
either the whole charge for such visit, or so much of it as accrued before
the husband's repudiation of his authority to act.
Ib.
5. The failure to enter a replevin writ in court and to prosecute the same to
judgment, when due service has been made upon the defendant, constitutes
a breach of the replevin bond.
Jones v. Smith, 452.
6. In a suit upon the replevin bond the defendant may show title to the property
replevied, in mitigation of damages, when there has been no judgment in
the replevin suit determining the title to the property.
Ib.
See EXECUTOR AND ADMINISTRATOR, 3. LORD'S DAY, 2.
WILL, 6.

REAL PROPERTY, 2.

BONDED WAREHOUSE.
See TRUSTEE PROCESS, 4, 5.
BOUNDARY.
See DEED, IO, 11.

WAYS, 8.

BRIDGE.
See TOLL-BRIDGE.
BUILDING.
See NUISANCE, 2.
BURDEN OF PROOF.
See LORD'S DAY, 2. MARRIAGE, 3.
CASES EXAMINED, ETC.
I. Spofford v. Weston, 29 Maine, 140, modified.

:2. Dickinson v. BP,an, 11 Maine, 50, modified.

Knapp v. Bailey, 195.
Webb v. Gross, 224.
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3. Bank v. Mc Loon, 78 Maine, 498, affirmed.
Horne v. Stevens, 262.
4. State v. Noyes, 47 Maine, 189, considered too narrow.
Boston & Maine R. R. Go. v. Go. Com. 387.
CERTIORARI.
certiorari, the sworn answer of the commissioners, as far as containing conclusions of fact, is regarded as having
the same effect as if their record were amended according to the answer.
Chapman v. Co. Com. 267.
2. If, however, the answer should be indefinite, or equivocal, the court may
require an amended answer, or the production of an amended record. I b.
See WAY, 1.
1. In a hearing under petition for

CHARGE OF PRESIDING JUSTICE.
See PRACTICE (LAW), 6, 7.

See

CHILDREN.
WIFE, 1, 2.

HUSBAND AND

MINOR.

COMMON CARRIER.
1. A notice by the shipper to the carrier, not to deliver goods in transit, to the
eonsignee, need not state the reason. Allen v. Maine Central R. R. Co. 327.
2. Upon receiving such a notice the carrier replied that the shipper would have

to prove property, and thereupon the shipper forwarded his affidavit that he
was the shipper and annexed to it an invoice of the goods. Before receiving
the affidavit the carrier delivered the goods to the consignee. Held, that the
carrier was liable to the shipper for the value of the goods.
lb.

See INDICTMENT, 3.

COMPLAINT.
GAME LAW, 2, 3. INTOXICATING LIQUOR, 5, 6, 7, 17.
COMPOSITION.
See INSOLVENT LAW, 3, 5, 6.
COMMITTEE.
See WAY, 4, 5.
COMMON CARRIER.
See RAILROAD, 14.
CONDITION AL SALE.
See SALE, 5, 8-12.
CONDITION BROKEN.
See REAL PROPERTY, 1.
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CONFLICT OF LAWS.
1. The law of the country where the contract is made, is the law for its inter-

pretation and construction, although its performance may be demanded in a
foreign jurisdiction.
Peabody v. Maguire, 572.
2. Where no foreign law is proved which shows that the rights of the parties
are to be affected in any manner differclnt from the law of the country where
the remedy is sought, the court will assume that their rights are to be
determined in accordance with those laws existing in the country where the
remedy is sought.
Ib.

CONSIDERATION.
See MARRIAGE, 1.
CONSTABLE.
See ELECTION, I.
CONSTITUTION AL LAW.
1. The provisions ofR. S., c. 18, § 27, requiring that the expense of building and

maintaining so much of a town way or highway as is within the limits of
the railroad, where such way crosses a track at grade, shall be borne by
the railroad company, are constitutional.
Boston & Maine R.R. Co,. v. ao. Oom. 386.
2. Those provisions are applicable to a company though its charter provides
that it is not to be altered, amended or repealed, and they do not impair the
obligation of any contract with such company.
Ib.
3. The power of the legislature to impose such burdens for the general safety
is fundamental. It is the police power, which must be sufficiently extensive
to protect all persons and property.
lb.
4. Police power defined.
I b.

CONTEMPT OF COURT.
See EXCEPTION, 2.

CONTRACT.
I. The plaintiff sold to the defendants the timber on certain tracts ofland, to

be removed within five years from May 1, 1882, the price payable to depend
upon the number of thousands of feet; on failure to cut a certain amount in
the first and second years, interest to be paid on the deficiencies from May
1 following (in each year) to May 1, 1884; and all timber remaining uncut
on May 1, 1884 (cut after that date) to be settled for with interest from the
first of January, 1882.
·
Held: That allowing five years to remove the timber does not conflict with
the interest obligations.
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Held also : That interest upon interest, or double payment of interest, is not
called for by the contract; that interest paid on the deficiencies prior to
May 1, 1884, should be accounted for as prepayment of interest on cuttings
after that date.
Goodridge v. Forsman, 132.
2. The court cannot declare such contract unconscionable, there being no
suggestion of fraud practiced upon the defendants, who are men of mature
years and of business intelligence, even if an intr.:.cate and hard contract.
lb.

3. Where a person contracts with a company for a certain consideration to
build and equip for them, to ply between ports on the coast of Maine, a steamboat which shall be able to attain a speed of fifteen miles an hour, with
forty pounds of steam, without forcing the pumps, and to make a trial trip
"at sea" at the time of delivery, the measurement is to be in marine or sea
miles, and not land or statute miles.
Rockland, Mt. Desert and Sullivan Steamboat Co. v. Fessenden, 140.
4. A father is not legally bound by an agreement, in his deed to his son, that, if
any controversy arise between them about the father's support provided for
in the deed, it shall be settled by an arbiter mutually agreed upon; they
might not be able to agree on a person for arbiter. Dugan v. Thomas, 221.
5. The right to free access to the courts a man cannot deprive himself of by his
own agreement, in matters that go to the substance of the principal claim
or cause of action; though he may impose conditions on himself with
respect to preliminary and collateral matters which do not go to the root of
the action; courts cannot be ousted of their jurisdiction by agreements
between the parties.
Ib.
6. An action cannot be maintained upon a written promise to pay a certain sum
of money on demand, or guarantee the payee the use of a certain farm during
the life-time of the promisor, when it appears that the payee voluntarily left
the farm without cause.
Bennett v. Bennett, 297.
7. Where a person, either by operation of law or by express contract, is respon-

sible over to another against whom a judgment is rendered, and notice has
been given him of the pendency of the suit and he has had an opportunity
of appearing and taking upon himself the defence of it, such judgment, if
obtained without fraud or collusion, will be conclusive against him, whether
he appeared or not.
Davis v. Smith, 351.
8. Where there is an express contract of indemnity, not under seal, and by its
terms it contains nothing more than the law would imply, it is optional
with the plaintiff to declare in general indebitatus assumpsit for money paid
or upon the special contract.
Ib.
· 9. The defendant during his minority bargained and delivered a horse to the
plaintiff and took a Holmes note thereon as security for the purchase money;
after attaining his majority he indorsed on the note and signed the following
words: "The within note being paid I hereby discharge the property thereby
secured :" Held, that the indorsement cannot be construed as a "ratiftca-
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tion in writing" within the meaning of R. S., c. 111, § 2, of an alleged
warranty of the soundness of the horse.
Bird v. Swain, 529.
See BOND 3, 4. CONFLICT OF L,\.W, 1, 2. LORDS' DAY, 1. TELEGRAPH, 2.

CORPORATION.
1. When a corporation, which, like a mutual insurance company, has no stock-

holders, is dissolved, its personal property, if any, which remains after discharging all liabilities against the company, vests in the state.
Titcomb v. Kennebunk .,_lfut. Fire Ins. Co. 315.
2. The by-laws of the plaintiff corporation provided that "the capital stock of
the company shall be $10,000, divided into 400 shares of $25 each;" and that
''no business shall be transacted at any meeting of the stockholders unless
a majority of the stock is represented, except to organize the meeting and
adjourn to some future time."
Held, That it would take 201 shares to constitute a majority of the stock.
Held, also, That no meeting at which a less number than 201 shares were
represented would be legal for the transaction of business.
Ellsworth Woolen M'j'g Co. v. Faunce, 440.
3. A board of directors claiming an election at such meeting cannot, as against
another board holding over from a previous election about which no question
is raised, be regarded as officers de facto. That doctrine is not applicable
where other individuals, as the defendants in this suit, are claiming to hold
the title to the offices and the right to act in that capacity, and to have been
legally elected to such office.
Ib.
4. _In what cases a court of equity, upon proper proceedings, will grant relief
against the fraudulent acts of the directors of a corporation.
Ib.
See RAILROAD, 12.

COSTS.
1. Costs are not allowable to either side in a statutory proceeding to discover

and establish boundary lines between towns.
tion, and no pleadings are flied.

There is no action, or litigaMonmouth v. Leeds, 171.

2. Revised Statutes, c. 82, § 124, providing that, when costs have been allowed

against a plaintiff on nonsuit or discontinuance and a second suit has been
brought for the same cause before the payment of such costs, proceedings
in such second suit shall be stayed until such payment, should be interpreted
liberally in behalf of defendants,
Smith v. Allen, 536.
3. It is enough that the plaintiff has so brought his second suit that the cause of
action first relied on may be relied on again.
J b.
4. As against a claimant who appears and claims the property in the hands of
the trustee, the plaintiff, if he prevails in holding the property, is entitled to
costs from the time such claimant appears claiming the property in dispute.
Peabody v. Maguire, 472.
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COlJNTY COMMISSIONER.
I. One county commissioner may act with his associates in a part of the

proceedings of laying out a way, and another (his successor) act afterwards
in his place in completing the proceedings, where the acts of the former are
separable from those of the latter.
Chapman v. Co. Com. 267.
2. County commissioners are a court which is not dissolved by one going out
and another coming in.
Ib.
3. The commissioners should file their report at the next regular session after
the hearing, and may return it to any day of such session.
Ib.
See WAY, 4, 5, 11, 13.
CROPS.
See MORTGAGE, 6.
DAMAGES.
I. In an action of the case for damages caused by diverting the water, by means

of a dam, from its natural water-course over the plaintiff's land, the plaintiff
can only recover the damages sustained prior to the date of the writ.
Williams v. Camden and Rockland Water C'o., 543.
2. Such an action can not be maintained when the dam is erected under the
authority of a statute which provides a remedy for one who sustains
damage by reason of the dam.
lb.
See EXECUTOR AND ADMINISTRATOR, 5.

RAILROAD, 5.

REPLEVIN, 2.

DECLARATION.
See AMENDMENT.
DECLARATIONS.
See EVIDENCE, 2.
DEED.
I. A grantee who conveys the land conveyed to him, to another, is a competent

witness to testify against his own grantee that the absolute conveyance to
himself was but an equitable mortgage. He can testify where any other
witness could, to impeach the title.
Knapp v. Bailey, 195.
2. While the general rule is that the effect of a deed cannot be controlled by oral
evidence, there is this exception, recently established, that, in equity, where
the oral proof is clear and convincing, a deed absolute on its face may be
construed to be a mortgage.
lb.
3. Section 12, ch. 73, R. S., which declares that the title of one who purchases
property for a valuable consideration, cannot be defeated by a trust affecting
the property, unless the purchaser has notice of the trust, while it may in
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peculiar instances mean constructive notice, in cases generally, including a
case where the trust reduces an absolute deed to a mortgage, means actual
notice.
Ib.
4. Actual notice, as applicab]e to conveyances, does not necessarily mean actual
knowledge; it may be express or implied; it may be proved by direct
evidence, or may be implied (in that way proved) from indirect or circumstantial evidence; a person may have notice or its equivalent; may be
estopped to deny notice;- in fine, the statutory actual notice is a conclusion
of fact capable of being established by all grades of legitimate evidence.
Ib.
5. The doctrine of actual notice implied by circumstances supports the rule,
that, if a party has knowledge of such facts as would lead a fair and prudent
man, using ordinary caution, to make further inquiries, and he avoids inquiry,
he is chargeable with notice of the facts which, by ordinary diligence, he would
have ascertained. Actual notice of facts which, to a prudent man, can only
indicate notice - is proof of notice.
Ib.
6. As to what would be a sufficiency of facts to excite inquiry, is too difficult
of definition to admit of any definite rule, each case depending on its peculiar
facts.
lb.
7. In this case the grantor, under whose deed the defendant claims, was out of
possession, and never had been in possession; the defendant knew that
others had controlled the property for many years; he examined the Registry,
where he must have seen evidence inconsistent with the validity of his
grantor's deed; he gave an insignificant price, taking a quitclaim deed; he
made no inquiry of the grantor of the circumstances of his title, but on the
other hand contended with him that be had no valuable title. These facts
are held to amount to proof of actual notice.
lb.
8. A conveyed to B an undivided half of a tract of land, identifying it as a half
coming from certain particular conveyances, A at the time owning the
other half. B cannot, by his deed, take the second half because the :first
half turns out to be encumbered by mortgage.
Bailey v. Knapp, 205.
9. M deeded his homestead to a minor son; the son, on same day, deeded to
M's wife; M recorded both deeds and kept them many years in a trunk in his
bedroom, where they were when he died; no consideration was paid; M's
motive was to avoid payment of fines in liquor prosecutions; the wife, a witness, says the deed is hers and was in her possession, but swears to no act or
word of her husband about the deed; she first had the trunk after his death;
she applied for dower out of the same land; the husband conveyed an adjoining parcel to another, bounding it upon the land, in question, as his wife's
land. Held, between her and his (not her) children a delivery of the deed
to her is not proved.
McGraw v. McGraw, 257.
10. When one accepts a deed bounding him by another's land, the land referred
to becomes a monument which will control distances, and the grantee can hold
no portion of the other's land, although his deed of it is not recorded.
Bryo,nt v. Maine Central R. R. Co., 312.
11. The plaintiffwas bounded by the'' east bound of the Maine Central Railroad."
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To give him the quantity of land described in his deed, he must overlap the
railroad just half a rod. The deed to the railroad was not acknowledged,
although actually recorded, and the plaintiff had no actual notice of the true
location of the east side line of the railroad when he took his deed. Held,
in an action to recover that half a rod strip from the railroad company, that
judgment must be entered for the defendant.
lb.
12. Calls iri a deed, which describe a parcel of seashore as running "to the water
and thence by the water," carry the grant to low water mark.
Babson v. Tainter, 368.
13. A deed from a father to two sons contained the following provisions - the
grantees ''to come into possession of said property after the decease of me
and my wife Margaret and not before ;
this deed is to take effect
and go into operation on the decease of me and my wife, and not before."
Held, that the deed conveyed a vested remainder to the grantees, which they
could convey, even before the termination of the life-estate.
Watson v. Cressey, 381.
See ACCORD AND SATISFACTION, 1. EVIDENCE, 2. MARRIAGE, 1 MORTGAGE, 1.
DEER.
See GAME LAW, 1-4:.
DELIVERY.
1. M deeded his homestead to a minor son; the son, on same day, deeded to M's

wife ; M recorded both deeds and kept them many years in a trunk in his
bedroom, where they were when he died; no consideration was paid; M's
motive was to avoid payment of fines in liquor prosecutions; the wife, a witness, says the deed is hers and was in her possession, but swears to no act or
word of her husband about the deed; she first had the trunk after his death;
she applied for dower out of the same land; the husband conveyed an adjoining parcel to another, bounding it upon the land, in question, as his wife's
land. Held, between her and his (not her) children a delivery of the deed
to her is not proved.
McGraw v. McGraw, 257.
See AccoRD AND SATISFACTION, 1. SALE, 1.
DEMURRER.
See PRACTICE (LAW), 11.
DEPUTY SHERIFF.
See OFFICE:R, 4:.
DEVISE.
See WILL, 7, 8, 9.
DIRECTOR.
See CORPORATION, 3, 4.
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DISCHARGE.
See INSOLVENT LAW, 1, 3, 4.
DISSIEZIN.
See PRESCRIPTION, 2. TENANT IN COMMON, 4, 5.
DIVIDEND.
See RAILROAD, 11, 12, 13.
DIVORCE.
1. The declarations of an agent of a husband, when persuading a wife to return,

may be admissible at the hearing upon the wife's libel for divorce, upon the
question of condonation, as showing the inducements held out, and the conditions upon which she returned.
Thompson v. Thompson, 286.
2. Cross-examination of libellee, upon acts of cruelty not set out in the libel, is
within the discretion of the presiding justice.
lb.
3. Medicine, when needed, is a part of a proper support,'and evidence of failure
to supply needed medicine is admissible under an allegation of not providing
proper support.
Ib.
4, A motion for a new trial in a divorce case, heard by a single justice, cannot

be granted. The law court cannot revise the decision of the presiding justice
on the facts-nor upon the law, otherwise than on exceptions.
lb.
See HUSBAND AND WIFE, 2.
DOCKET ENTRY.
See EVIDENCE, 3.
DRAIN.
See WATERS, 1-7.
DUE CARE.
See NEGLIGENCE, 1, 2.
DURE~S.
Though duress be practiced on the principal it cannot be invoked as a defense
by the surety on whom no restraint is imposed.
Oak v. Dustin, 23.
ELECTION.
Where, by the city charter, the mayor is allowed a casting vote in the city
council, in accordance with R. S., c. 3, § 34, his act is sufficiently formal for
that purpose if he determines and declares which of the candidates is elected,
although he may not go through the formality of casting a ballot.
·
Small v. Orne, 78.
See ASSESSOR.
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EMANCIPATION.
See PAUPER, 1, 2.
ENTRY.
See REAL PROPERTY, 1.
EQUITY.

1. The complainant procuring a sale of horses under a lien upon them for their

keeping, an officer paid an excess which the horses sold for, above the
amount of complainant's lien-judgment, into court, as.provided by statute.
The complainant, having a claim for keeping the horses from the elate of his
petition for sale to the date of,sale, seeks to recover it from the money in
possession of the court. Held: That the process cannot be maintained.
Lord v. Collins, 221.
2. The plaintiff in a suit in equity cannot be a witness where the defendants are
''made parties as heirs of a deceaised party."
Hinckley v. Hinckley, 320.
3. It would be a fraud in equity to convert into an absolute sale that which was
intended for a different purpose.
lb.
4. In what cases a court of equity, upon proper proceedings, will grant relief
against the fraudulent acts of the directors of a corporation.
Ellsworth Woolen J.lI'f'g Co. v. Faunce, 44:0.
See DEED, 1, 2; PRACTICE, (EQUITY). RAILROAD, 10-13.
WATERS, 6, 7.

'rRUSTEI~ PROCESS, 1.

EVIDENCE.
1. It is not necessary that the accused should be previously shown to be connected with the crime, for which he is on trial, to render his threats in

relation to the commission of such crime admissible in evidence.

Such

evidence is admissible at any stage of the government's case.

State v. Day, 120.
2. Evidence of a grantor's declaration in disparagement of his title, made while
he was owner of the land granted by him, introduced by a party claiming
adversely to the grantee, cannot be contradicted by evidence of such
grantor's declarations mad~ subsequently and in relation to the same title.
Royal v. Chandler, 265.

8. Where the record of the judgment is not fully extended, the docket entries
therein are the only proper evidence of the judgment. Davis v. Smith, 352.
4. A copy of the record of the collector of internal revenue, sworn to in court
by a competent witness, is admissible.
State v. Hall, 501.
-5. On the trial of an indictment for maintaining a liquor nuisance the record of
a previous conviction for a like offence is admissible in evidence only when it
appears that the building described in the record is the same as that
described in the indictment.
I b.

•
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6 . .A record is admissible to show prior conviction which says, '' Indictment for

being a common seller of intoxicating liquors
being presented to a
jury duly impaneled, they find a verdict of guilty," etc.
State v. Lashus, 504.
7. The identity of the respondent with the person named in such record is a
question of fact for the jury.
lb,
See DEED, 2. DIVORCE, I, 2. GAME LAW, 4. MORTGAGE, 7, WILL, 9.

EXCEPTION.
1. An exception does not lie to a judge saying the burden of proof was on the

plaintiff, when he meant to say on the defendant, if the mistake was so
obvious that no one concerned in the trial could be misled by it.
Dugan v. Thomas, 221.
2. An order of the court committing a witness, for contempt, for refusing to
answer when directed by the court, affords the defendant no ground for
exception.
State v. Hall, 501.
See WAY, 12.

EXECUTOR AND .ADMINISTRATOR.
1. The executor or administrator of an insolvent estate is the proper person,to

sue for and recover property conveyed by the deceased in fraud of creditors.
Frost v. Libby, 56.
2. A. person who, in the lifetime of one deceased, indorsed his note for his
accommodation, and after his death indorsed his administrator's note given
in exchange for his note, and indorsed several renewuls of the administrator's
note, and finally paid the last note in the series himself, does not thereby
become a creditor of the estate of the deceased, although the administrator's
note was in each instance worded as the note of the estate and not his own
note. The administrator's notes bound him personally, but would not bind
the estate.
White v. Thompson, 207.
3. An action lies on an administrator's bond for failure to present an account
for settlement within six months after a report is made by commissioners
of insolvency.
Webb v. Gross, 224,
4. If the defense relied upon in such an action is, that the estate was not
sufficient to pay for more than the expenses of administration and claims
of the privileged classes, it cannot prevail, when the case docs not disclose
that there would be nothing for the common creditors after converting
the real estate into assets.
I b.
5. Unless some actual injury has been sustained only nominal damages can be
recovered in such an action.
I b.
6. The title to lands held by a decedent in mortgage passes to the administrator,
and remains in the administrator, under R, S , c. 65, § § 32, 35, until redemption, sale or distribution among those entitled to the personal estate.
Hemmeuway v. Lynde, 299.
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V. Undet R. S., c. 87, § 12, one having a claim against a deceased party may
maintain an action thereon against the administrator, if commenced within
two years and six months after notice of the appointment of the adminis•
trator is given, without a presentation of his claim in writing to the
{1dministrator and demand of payment within two years after such notice.
But by so doing he -subjects himself to the burden of having his action
-continued, at his cost, to the next term of court and for such further time
and on such other terms as the court shall order; "and a tender of payment,
or offer tb.er.eof filed in the case, during the time of such continuance shall
ibar the same and the d-efendant shall recover his costs."
Goitld v. Whitmore, 3S3.
:S. Although one party to a sui.t be the representative of a qeceased person, the
other ,party may be a witness in his own behalf as to matters happening
after the death of such deceased person,
Swasey v. Ames, 483.
FATHER.

See

HUSBAND AND

Wnrn, l, 2.

PAUPER, l,

2.

FEES.

l. The fees to Which tr1al Justices are entitled by law in criminal pt'osecutions
are provided for in § 2, c. 116, R. S.
Knowlton v. Oo. Oom'rs, 164.
~- The allowance of eighty cents for the trial Qf an issue applies only to civil
_proceedings.
Jb.
FENCE.
See WAY, 8,

l!'ISH LAW,
l. An lndictm.ent that a vets that the defendant "did h.av~ in h.is poss~ssiou."
certain lobsters, without averring that he did not liberate them alive, charges
no offense, and is bad on d€murret·.
State v. Benneu, &5.
~- An action to recover penalties for infractions of the lobster law is not barred
by previou.s criminal proceedings for the same offence before a magistrate,
who bound the defendant over instead of trying the complaint himself, the
law giving him no jurisdiction to send the case up. The first proceedings
were a nullity.
Tlwmps<Jn v. Smith, 160,
3. Wh.ere the writ or indictment alleges in one count the m.eg-al possession of a
definite number of lobsters, the verdict may be for any number less than the
whole number alleged i and the penalties be proportionate with the finding.
lb.
4. The complainant was not under obligation to prove that the lobsters under
nine inches long were young lobsters; the word young is used in tlrn statute in
VOL,

LXXIX,

40
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a presumptive sense; the law assumes that those under nine inches long are
young lobsters.
lb.
5. It is not unlawful to have in one's possession dead lobsters less than nine
ir: ches long, if the same lobsters were 11ine inches or more long when taken
alive.
Ib.
FLATS.
See

ISLAND,

2, 3•.

FORMER CONVICTION.
See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, 8, 15,
FRAUD.
See

1NsOLV:£NT LAW,

2.

MARRIAGE, 2.

PRACTICE' (EQUrI'Y),

5,

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE.
See lNSOLVHNT E&rATE, 1.
GAMBLING,

If money is lent With an understanding and intention on the' pa:rt of the Iei1der
that it is to be used for gambling purposes1 and it is so used, it cannot be
1·ecovered by the lender from the borrower.
Tyler v. Carlisle, 210.
GAME LAW,
L Whether or not a penalty for killing a deer out of season is tmn-ed 1Jy the
statute of limitations cannot be raised on a motion in a1Test of judgment.
State v. Thrasher, 17.
2, The penalty for killing a deer out of season may be recovered on a. ~orn-

plaint.

Ib.

8. The complaint for killing 3: deer out of season need not allege to whom the
penalty is to go.
Ib.
4. Answers in a deposition which tend to show a voluntary payment by the

deponent whose guide killed a deer out of season, are not admissible in the
trial of a complaint against the guide,
lb.
HAY.
See

MORTGAGE,

6,

HUSBAND AND WIFE,
1. Irrespective of any statutory provision relating thereto, a father is bound by

law to support his minor children; but it is otherwise with the mother
during the life of the father.
Gilley v. Gilley, 292.
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2. The mother may maintain against the father an action for the necessarysupport of their minor children, furnished by her after a divorce a vinculo
decreed to her for "desertion and want of support," no decree for custody·
or alimony having been made.
lb.

ICE.
1. Neither the right of traveling upon the ice of a river, affected by the tide, nor·

the right of taking ice therefrom, is an absolute property right in any·
person. Both are natural or common rights beJonging to the people,
generally.
Woodman v. Pitman, 456.
2. Though such rights are theoretically open to all - are for the equal enjoyment,
of all-those persons who first take possession of them are entitled to their·
enjoyment without interference from other persons; such rights are the
subjects of qualified property by occupation.
lb.
3. Each right is ·relative or comparative, when conflicting with the exercise of·
the other rig-ht, to be itself exercised reasonably; and what would be a
reasonable exercise of the one or the other, at any particular place, must
depend largely upon the benefits which the people at large are to receive·
therefrom.
lb.
4. These and all other public rights, and the relation that shall subsist between.
them, may be regulated by the legislature as a trustee of the rights for the.·
people.
lb.
5. The general right of traveling on the ice in all parts of our public rivers, is not
invested with the same degree of importance as that which attaches to the
right of passage for vessels in navigable waters; is a less dominant right;;
and is the superior right or not, according to circumstu.nces of place and
situation.
I h.
6. The right of passage over the ice for general travel is not the paramount right"
at such a place as the Penobscot river at Bangor, and for some distance·
below, where the great body of the ice is annually taken from the river, forthe purposes of trade, both domestic and foreign, constituting an enterprise·
of vast value to the public at large, and the traveler is there provided with a.
passage over roads on the banks of the river, and at ferries across the river,
at the public expense; the traveler's privilege at such place being of trifling:
consequence, compared with other interests conflicting with it, and beset,
with difficulty and danger during the ice cutting season.
1 h.
7. Those who appropriate to their use portions of a public river for ice fields,
should guard their occupations, after they have been cut into, so as not to,
expose to danger any persons who may be likely innocently to intrude upon
the fields.
1 b.
8. Although a defendant may have been in fault in leaving an ice field unprotected
against accide·nt, a plaintiff who afterwards got injured at such place, cannot
recover, if he had a clear opportunity of avoiding the accident, notwithstanding the negligence of his opponent. In a legal sense, the plaintiff's
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negligence is the controlling cause of the accident, and the defendant's act
does not even contribute to it.
Ib.
INDICTMENT.
:I. An indictment that avers that the defendant "did have in his possession'•

certain lobsters, without averring that he did not liberate them alive, charges
no offense, and is bad on demurrer.
State v. Bennett, 55.
2. An indictment for perjury does not set forth with sufficient particularity the
time when the offence was committed when the only allegation in reference
to time is stated to be "heretofore, to wit: At the Supreme Judicial Court
begun and holden at Machias, within and for the county of Washington,
aforesaid, on the first Tuesday of .January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundrPd and eighty-six."
State v. Fenlason, 117 •
. 3. Neither a complaint nor an indictment for a criminal offense is sufficient
unless it states the day, as well as the month and year, on which the offense
was committed.
State v. Beaton, 314.
See

INTOXICATING LIQUOR,

12.

INDORSEMENT.
See vVRIT, 1.
INJUNCTION.
See WATirns, 6, 7,

INSOLVENT ESTATE.
1. It maybe that one or more creditors of an insolvent estate, upon refusal of the

legal representatives to sue for property conveyed by the deceased in fraud
of creditors, may recover the same in their own names ; but for the common
benefit of all creditors of like interest, with themselves; but one or more
creditors cannot recover the same for their own benefit, to the exclusion of
other creditors equally meritorious with themselves.
Frost v. Libby, 56.
2. The rule that there has been no breach of an administrator's bond until he
has been cited to render an account does not apply to insolvent estates.
Webb v. Gross, 224.
See EXECUTOR AND ADMINISTRATOR, 1, 4.

INSOLVENT LAW.
I. To entitle a merchant or trader to a discharge in insolvency, he must hav:e
kept, for the period material to the inquiry, as the statute was prior to 1885,
"a cash book and other proper books of account," as the statute now is,
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''proper book::;; of account." No matter what the motive may have been in
not keeping them.
Jones v. First Nat. Bank, 191.
2. False swearing by the insolvent, in material matters, before the insolvent
court, deprives him of a discharge; the presumption is conclusive that the
intent is to defraud.
Ib.
3. In composition proceedings under the insolvent law, a discharge granted to
a debtor is not valid if any material statement contained in the aftidftvit or
schedule of the debtor named inR. S., c. 70, § 62 is false, and known to be so
to the debtor.
Thaxter v. Johnson, 349.
4. In such case the discharge is no bar to a recovery of any balance which a
creditor may show to be due him from the debtor, in an action brought
within the two years named in that section.
Ib.
5. After composition papers are filed in a court of insolvency, a creditor has not
a right to {'Xamine the debtor generally upon all matters relating to his
insolvency under R. S., c. 70, § 4~. An examination at such a time i.s limited
to the questions, whether the agreement was signed by the requisite proportion of the creditors, and whether the debtor had secured to his creditors
the percentage agreed upon.
Messer v. Storer, 512.
6. ·where an insolvent debtor makes false statements in his affidavit, filed in
composition proceedings which are perfected, and a discharge is granted
thereunder, any creditor who is aggrieved has a plain and adequate remedy
at law under R. S., c. 70, § 62.
Ib.
7. An action on a promissory note, dated subsequent to the passage of the
insolvent law, is barred by a discharge in insolvency, though it was given
to take up another note dated prior to th-~ enactment of that law, when there
is nothing in the case to rebut the presumption that the old note was paid
by the new note.
Snow v. Foster, 558.
8. That presumption is made conclusive by endorsing the new note to a third
party in whose name the action is brought.
Ib.
9. A discharge in insolvency does not release the insolvent from arrearages of
state, county or town taxes. Such taxes are not affected by a discharge in
insolvency.
Cape Elizabeth v. Skillin, 593.
See PRACTIC)<} (LAW), 15.

SALE, 3, 4.

INSTRUCTIONS.
See PRACTicg (LAW), 6, 7.

INSURANCE (FIRE).
1. An applicant for insurance against fire stated that the property was unincum-.

bered,when in fact, there was a mortgage on it. Held, that the materiality·
of the misrepresentation was a question for the jury.
Sweat v. Piscataquis Mut. Ins. Co. 109.
2. When a corporation, which, like a mutual insurance company has no stock-
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holders, is dissolved, its personal property, if any, which remains after
discharging all liabilities against the ·company, vests in the state.
Titcomb v. Kennebunk Mut. Fire Ins. Co. 315.
INSURANCE (LIFE).
1. Prior to the enactment of Stat. 1885, c. 329, the Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company was taxable in Portland for its national bank stocks, bonds,
securities and other personal property under provisions of R. S., c, 6, § 13.
Portland v. Union Mut. Life Ins. Go. 231.
2. The personal property of a life insurance company, in which its annual
earnings and premiums, received from policy holders, are invested, are not
"personal property placed in the hands of any corporation as an accumulating fund for the future benefit of heirs or other persons," within the meaning
of the seventh clause of R. S., c. 6, § 14:.
I b.
INTEREST.
See CONTRACT, 1.
INTERN AL REVENUE COLLECTOR'S RECORD.
See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, 13-16.
INTOXICATING LIQUOR.
1. An averment of prior conviction in search and seizure process, that

"defendant has been before convicted
of unlawfully keeping and
depositing in this State .
intoxicating liquors, with intent that the
same should be sold in this State in violation of law" is sufficient, when
accompanied with particular averments of the time and place and court in
which the conviction was had.
State v. Longley, 52.
2. A warrant was issued authorizing the defendant to enter "the saloon, outbuildings, and appurtenances thereof, occtJpied by the" plaintiff·, "and
situated on the west side of Main street, also the cellar under the saloon,
and rooms above, in said Rockland," and there search for intoxicating
liquors. The rooms above the saloon, except one used as a restaurant,
were occupied by the plaintiff as a dwelling. The officer entered the saloon
and searched for intoxicating liquors. In an action of trespass against the
officer: Held, that the warrant authorized him to enter the saloon and there
search for intoxicating liquors, and in so doing he would not be liable in
trespass.
Small v. Orne, 78 ..
:3. To constitute the offence of aiding in the maintaining of a nuisance under
R. S., c. 17, § 4, it must appear that the tenement was either let for the
illegal use, or that the illegal use was permitted, that is, consented to by the
defendant, either as owner of the tenement, or as a person having the control of the same.
State v. Frazier, 95.
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4. One who has authority to let a tenement and receive the rents has control of
it within the meaning of the statute. ·
lb.
5. A complaint for search and seizure of intoxicating liquors under R. S., c. 27
§ 40, may be made on affirmation by one who is conscientiously scrupulous
of taking an oath.
State v. Welch, 99.
6. The certificate of the magistrate to whom such a complaint is made, which

recites the fact that the complainant made solemn affirmation to the
complaint is conc'Lusive, not only that the complainant was" conscientiously
scrupulous of taking an oath," but that he formally "affirmed under the
pains and penalties of perjury."
lb.
7. Such a complaint need not allege that the complainant has "probable cause
to believe," it is enough for the complainant to allege that he does in fact
believe that intoxicating liquors are thus kept.
lb.
8. Technical accuracy is not required in setting out a former conviction under
R. S., c. 27, § 57. The allegations in this complaint are sufficient and need not
-allege that the ju.dgment has not been annulled.
lb.
9. When an officer has, under R. S., c. 27, § 39, without a warrant, seized intoxicating liquors for tlte purpose of keeping them in some safe place until he
can procure "such warrant," he may then proceed on complaint to obtain a
warrant under R. S., c. 27, § 40, and seize the liquors nunc pro turtc and
make his return thereon that the liquors were seized on sueh warrant.
State v. Dunphy, 104.
10. When an .offieer has thus taken liquors without a warrant, his eomplaint for
a warrant may allege, that the liquors were unlawfully kept and deposited in
the place when and where he found them and that they were then. and there
intended for sale within this State in violation of law.
lb.
ll. On the warrant thus issued the pe_rson so keeping the liquors and intending
to unlawfully sell the same, may, if it be so alleged, be arrested.
lb.
12. Where the indictment for maintaining a liquor nuisance describes the
building as ''a certain building occupied by the said [defendant] as a saloon,
situated at the corner of depot square in said Gardiner," it is sufficJent.
State v. Hall, 501.
13. A copy of the record of the collector of internal revenue, sworn to in
court by a competent witness, is admissible.
lb.
14. On the trial of an indictment for maintaining a liquor nuisance the record
of a previous conviction for a like offence is admissible in evidence only
when it appears that the building described in the record is the same as that
described in the indictment.
lb.
15. A record is admissible to show prior conviction which says, "Indictment
for being a common seller of intoxicating liquors
being presented
to a jury duly impanelled, they find a verdict of guilty," etc.
· State v. Laslt:us, 504.
16. The identity of the respondent with the person named in such record is a
question of fact for the jury.
lb.
17. A complaint founded on R. S., c. 27, i 31, which simply follows the language
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of the statute, is too vague and indefinite, and the complaint wm be adjudged
bad on demurrer.
State v. Lashus, 541.

See

MANDAMUS,

1.

ISLAND.
1. An island' consisting of about two acres of rocks and ledges, although unfit
for habitation, may be of extent and importance enough to admit a title
thereto to be acquired by adverse possession.
Babson v. Tainter, 368.
2. The title to an island, situated with:in one hundred rods from the opposite UJ.)Jand, there being no channel between the island and the mainland at Iow water,

does not extend, as between the island and tbe mainland, unless by special
grant, to any fiats circling tI:i:e island, except such as lie on the seaside of the
island, between the island and the receded sea.
Ib.
3. The rule is not varied by proof that there had been, anciently, a channel, at
low water, between the mainland and the island, which had become filled
up by the slow p.rocesses of accretion.
lb.
JUDGE OF PROBATE.

See

PROBATE LAW, ].

JUDGMENT.

See

Ev1DE..'1WE,

3.

JUDICIAL FUNCTION.

See

LAW,

1.

JURISDICTION.

See

PROBATE LAW, ].

JUROR.

Althougir by R. S., c. 106', § § 2', 3, a juryman above the age of seventy years
is not obliged to sit upon a jury in the trial of a cause, still it' he waives
that exem.p,tion and does sit> the parties have no ground of complaint.
State v. Day, 120.
LAW.
1. In the absence of legislative regulation of conflicting public interests, such

matters necessarily become the subjects of judicial interpretation; the scope
of the judicial, though less than the legislative, authority p,ermitting courts:
to determine the manner in which such public privileges may be best enjoyed
by the public, provided that any judicial regulation shall do no violence to
existing legal principles.
Woodman v. Pitman, 456. '
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2. The law is constantly subject to gradual growth and development, and when,
in the ever changing conditions and relations of society, new questions
arise, it has within itself elastic and creative force enough to adapt it8elf to
such questions.
lb.
See TENANT IN COMMON, 6.

LAW AND FACT.
See INTOXICATING LIQUORS, 16.

LEASE.
See SALE, 5.

LEGACY.
See WILL, 2, 3, 5, 6.

LEGISLATIVE FUNCTION.
See LAW, 1.

LEWISTON CITY MARSHAL.
1. Chapter 293 of the private and special laws of 1880, entitled "An act to pro-

mote the efficiency of the police force of the city of Lewiston," is to be
regarded as amendatory of the original act of incorporation, and is to be
construed in accordance with the true intent and meaning of the legislature
as evidenced not only from the language of the particular act, but also from
the act of incorporation which it sought to amend.
French v. Cowan, 426.
2. One of the objects sought to be attained by the amendment, besides a modification in the manner of appointment, was, that the terms of office of city
marshal were to consist of consecutive periods of two years each, commencing with the beginning of the municipal year as provided in the city
ordinances, and following each other in regular order, the one commencing
when the other ends, instead of annual terms of one year each as before the
passage of the act.
lb.
3. Mandamus is not an appropriate remedy to try the title to an office as against
one actually in possession under color of law.
lb.
4, Where a person is in the actual possession of an office under an election or a
commission, and is thus exercising its duties under color of right, the
validity of his election or commission cannot, in general, be tried or tested
on mandamus to admit another, but only by an information in the nature of
quo wm·ranto.
lb.
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LIEN.

1. One who cuts and piles poplar wood t9 be manufactured into pulp has a lien
on the wood for his pay under the provisions ofR. S., c. 91, § 38, although he

cuts by the cord.
Bondur v. Le Bourne, 21.
2. The statute giving a lien for feeding and sheltering animals proYided that it
should be enforced "as liens on goods and personal baggage by inn-holders or
keepers of boarding houses." Held: That repealing the mode of remedy in
the latter case did not repeal or change the remedy applicable to the
former.
Cullins v. Blake, 218.
3. The complainant procuring a sale of horses under a lien upon them for their
keeping, an officer paid an excess which the horses sold for, above th~
amount of complainant's lien-judgment, into court, as provided by statute.
The complainant, having a claim for keeping the horses from the date of his
petition for sale to the date of sale, seeks to recover it from the money in
possession of the court. Held: That the process cannot be maintained.
Lord v. Collins, 227.
4. To enforce a lien claim on a building there must be a suit against the party
prom1smg.
Farnham v. Davis, 283.
5. R. S., c, 91, § 4:5, does not dispense with the suit against the contracting
party.
lb.
6. When a lien arising from one contract has been dissolved it cannot be revived
by tacking on a new lien arising under a new contract.
lb.
7. Where the purchaser of land takes a bond for a deed with a right to enter into
possession and erect a building thereon, the building when erected becomes
a part of the realty and the legal title to it is in the owner of the land.
Skillin v. Moore, 554.
8. In order to enforce a lien upon such a building, for labor or materials used
in its erection, the building and lot should be attached as real estate, and a
return thereof made by the officer to the registry of deeds in the county.
lb.

LIFE-ESTATE.
See

DEED,

13.

WILL,

7, 8.

LIMITATIONS, STATUTE OF.
1. The plaintiff, a deputy sheriff, had an account against a firm which consisted

of the defendant and another. When sued, the account was barred by the
act of limitations. At some date before the bar could operate against the
account, the partners settled their partnership matters, and on defendant's
representation to his partner that he had paid plaintiff's claim, when he had
not, he was allowed the amount ofit in such settlement.
Held: That the plaintiff cannot maintain an action for money had and received
upon the ground that the settlement placed money in the defendant's hands
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for plaintiff's benefit, or that it had the legal effect to do so, or was equivalent to doing so.
Libby v. Robinson, 168.
2. Under R. S., c. 87, § 12, one having a claim against a deceased party may
maintain an action thereon against the administrator, if commenced within
two years and six months after notice of the appointment of the administrator is given, without a presentation of his claim in writing to the
administrator and demand of payment within two years after such notice.
But by so doing he subjects himself to the burden of having his action
continued, at his cost, to the next term of court and for such further time
and on such other terms as the court shall order; "and a tender of payment,
or offer thereof fl.led in the case, during the time of such continuance shall
har the same and the defendant shall recover his costs."
Gould v. Whitmore, 383.
3. When by the plaintiff's declaration some of the items in his account annexed
are alleged to be for services rendered within six years of the date of the writ,
the action does not appear ''on the face of the papers" to be barred by the
general limitation of six years.
lb.

See

LOBSTER.
FISH LAW, 1-5.

LOGS.
See WATERS, 12, 13.

LORD'S DAY.
1. The statute which provides that no person shall defend an action on a contract

upon the ground that it was made on the Lord's day, until he restores the
consideration received for the contract, applies to an action in which the
defendant is sued for a sum which he promised to pay as the difference of
value between horses exchanged by the parties, the defendant not restoring
or offering to restore the horse obtained from the plaintiff.
Wentworth v. Woodside, 156.
2. The burden is upon the defendant to prove that a bond, on which he is sued.
as obligor, was delivered on Sunday, instead of on Monday, the day of its
date, if he sets up the Sunday-law in defense of the action. The party
affirming fraud or illegality, must prove it.
Shaw v. Waterhouse, 180.
MAILING.
See STREET LETTER Box.
MANDAMUS.
I. The court will not grant a writ of mandamus on the petition of a private
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citizen to compel a judge of a police court, having jurisdiction, to issue a
search warrant upon the complaint of such citizen.
Mitchell v. Boardman, 469.
2. The court will not issue mandamus when it is too late to be an available
remedy, as when the thing commanded to be done would be an idle and useless ceremony.
Ib.
See

PRACTICI~ (LAW)

16, 17.

MARRIAGE.
1. Marriage is a good and valuable consideration for a conveyance of land.
Gibson v. Bennett, 302.

2. The grantee under such a conveyance is not affected by any fraudulent intent

of the grantor, of which she was ignorant.

Ib.

3. A levying creditor of the husband must in such case show the grantee's

notice.

I b.

MASTER AND SERVANT.
1. Though an employee, at the time of receiving an injury, is in the performance

of duties outside of his regular employment (here, a workman in the car
shops was in the yard shackling cars, by direction of the foreman,) he cannot
recover from the employer the damages sustained, if a want of due care on
his own part contributed to produce the injury.
W01·mell v. Maine Central R.R. Co. 397.
2. The law requires the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care on the part of
each - the master in providing and maintaining suitable means and instrumentalities with which to conduct the business in which the servant is
engaged ; and the servant in providing for his own safety from such dangers
as are known to him or discoverable by the exercise of ordinary care on his
own part.
Ib.

MEASUREMENT AT SEA.
Where a person contracts with a company for a certain consideration to build
and equip for them, to ply between ports on the coast of Maine, a steamboat
which shall be able to attain a speed of fifteen miles an hour, with forty
pounds of steam, without forcing the pumps, and to make a trial trip "at
sea" at the time of delivery, the measurement is to be in marine or sea
miles, and not land or statute miles.
Rockland, Mt. Desert and Sullivan Steamboat Co. v. Fessenden, 140.

MEDICINE.
See DIVORCE, 3.

INDEX.
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MILE.
See MEASUREMENT At' SlilA,

MILL-DAM,

1. The owners of mill-dams on floatable streams are required to furnish reasond
ably convenient facilities for the passage of logs. It would not be reasonable
to require them to furnish such expensive locks or sluices as would enable
large and loosely constructed rafts of logs to pass without being broken up.
l<'oster v. Searsport Spool and Block Co. 508.
2. The owners of mill-dams are not required to provide the same facilities for
the passage of logs as existed before the erection of the dam.
I b.

MINOR,
The defendant during his minority bargained and delivered a horse to the
plaintiff and took a Holmes note thereon as security for the purchase money;
after attaining his majority he indorsed on the note and signed the following
words: '' The within note being paid I hereby discharge the property thereby
secured:" Held, that the indorsement cannot be construed as a "ratification
in writing" within the meaning of R. S., c. 111, § 2, of an alleged warranty
of the soundness of the horse.
Bird v. Swain, 529.

MISNOMER.
See PRACTICE (LAw), 20,

MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED,
See PARTNirnSHIP, 2.

MONEY PAID.
When the nction for money paid will lie,

Davis v. Smith, 352.

MORTGAGE.
1. A deed, absolute upon its face, together with an instrument of defeasance

under seal executed at the same time, as part of the same transaction, between
the same parties, constitutes a mortgage.
Bunker v. Barron, 62.
2. The title to lands held by a decedent In mol'tgage passes to the administrator, and remains in the administrator, under R. S., c. 65, § § 32, 35, until
redemption, sale or distribution among those entitled to the personal estate.
Hemmenway v. Lynde, 299.
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8. The plaintiff, as mortgagor, had yielded possession to the mortgagee, and
afterwards brought a bill in ~quity and obtained a decree authorizing her to
redeem upon the payment of the amount found to be due within three months
from the date of the decree. Thereupon, as by the decree, the premises
were to be surrendered, and a deed was to be executed and delivered to the
plaintiff within five days from the time of such payment " conforming to
this decree, and therein reciting the decree, and in proper terms discharging
said mortgages, and releasing and freeing said mortgaged premises from any
and all incumbrances created or made by said mortgages," etc. The money
was paid within the three months named in the decree. Held, That defendant
is not liable in trespass for acts done upon the premises, while in
possession thereof, between the time of the payment of the money and the
time when the deed was delivered to the plaintiff, and within the five days
named in the decree in which the deed was to be executed and delivered.
Jones v. Srnith, 446.

4. Until the execution and delivery of the deed, during such time, the defend mt
was in the lawful possession of the premises, and tre3pass would not lie
against him by the mortgagor.
Ib.
5. As between mortgagor and mortgagee, the mortgage vests the legal title
and seizin of the estate in the mortgagee immediately upon delivery of the
mortgage.
Ib.
6. A mortgagor of· land, who simply continues in possession after foreclosure
and his right of redemption has expired, has no right to cut and sell the hay.
Perley v. Chase, 519.

7. At the trial of an action upon a mortgage given to secure a portion of the purchase money of a farm, bef'ore the presiding justice with right of exception,
the defendant offered to prove that the plaintiff in selling the farm misrepresented the boundary lines, the size, and amount of annual products of
the farm, and claimed to have the damages, sustained by the false representations, allowed on the mortgage debt. The evidence was excluded. Hel(l,
error.
Ladd v. Putnarn, 568.
8. The statute (R. S., c. 90, § § 8, 9,) contemplates that in proceedings upon a
writ of entry brought for the purpose of foreclosing a mortgage, there may
be two separate and distinct judgments; the one based upon the title put in.
issue by the pleadings; the other as to the amount due. The former may be
tlie result of a verdict; the latter the work of the court.
I b.
9. In such action the same defences may be made, except the statute of limitations, which might be made in an action upon the note, or other evidence of
debt, secured by the mortgage. If the defence goes to the whole debt, it
may be tried upon the main issue. If it is partial only, then it must
necessarily be heard by the court upon the motion for conditional judgment.
Ib.
See DEED I, 2. PAYMENT, 5.

NEGLIGENCE.
I. The question of care is one of fact for the jury, ordinarily; but it is for the
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court to determine whether there is sufficient evidence of due care on the
part of the plaintiff' to sustain a verdict in his favor. Evidence so slight as
not to have legal weight is insufficient.
Wormell v. Maine Central R.R. Co. 897.
2. Facts stated in the opinion which were held insufficient to show due care.
lb.
8. Those who appropriate to their use portions of a public river for ice fields,
should guard their occupations, after they have been cut into, so as not to
expose to danger any persons who may be likely innocently to intrude upon
the fields.
Woodman v. Pitman, 457.
4. Although a defendant may have been in fault in leaving an ice field unprotected against accident, a plaintiff who afterwards got injured at such
place, cannot recover, if he had a clear opportunity of avoiding the accident,
notwithstanding the negligence of his opponent. In a legal sense, the
plaintiff's negligence is the controlling cause of the accident, and the
defendant's act does not even contribute to it.
I b.
5. The owner of a stable is liable to the owner of a horse boarding therein, for
any damage occasioned to the horse through the negligence of his employees
and watchmen therein, within the scope of their employment.
Eaton v. Lancastt•r, 477.
6. Whether it is negligence for the watchman in a livery and boarding stable to
allow three men, known to him to be smokers and under the influence of
liquor, to go into the hay loft at midnight to pass the remainder of the night,
is a question of fact for the jury.
Ib.
7. Facts stated upon which a jury would be authorized to find negligence.
Ib.
See MASTER AND SERVANT, 1, 2. T1~LEGRAPH, 2, 4.

NEW TRIAL.
See

SUPERIOR

Comn,

l.

NOTICE,
1. Section 12, ch. 73, R. S., which declares that the title of one who purchases
property for a valuable consideration, cannot be defeated by a trust affecting
the property, unless the purchaser has notice of the trust, while it may in
peculiar instances mean constructive notice, in cases generally, including a
case where the trust reduces an absolute deed to a mortgage, means actual
notice.
Knapp v. Bailey, 195.
2. Actual notice, as applicable to conveyances, does not necessarily mean actual
knowledge; it may be express or implied; it may be proved by direct
evidence, or may be implied (in that way proved) from indirect or circumstantial evidence; a person may have notice or its equivalent; may be
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estopped 'to deny notice ;-in fine, the statutory acttial notice is a Mtlclusion
of fact capable of being established by all grades ofle.gitimate evid.ence. lb.
~- The doQtrine of actual notice implied by circumstances supports the rule,
that, if a party has knowledge of such facts as would lead a fair and prudent
man, using ordinary caution, to make further inquiries, and he avoids
inquiry, he is chargeable with notice of the facts which by ordinary diligence,
he would have ascertained. Actual notice of facts which, to a prudent man,
can only indicate notice, is proof of notice.
Ib.
-4:. As to what would be a sufficiency of facts to excite inquiry, is too difficult
of definition to admit of any definite rule, each case depending on its peculiar
facts.
Ib.
l;. In this case the grantor, under whose deed the defendant claims 1 was out of

possession, and never had been in possession; the defendant knew that
others had controlled the property for many years ; he examined the Registry,
where he must have seen evidence inconsistent with the validity of his
grantor's deed; he gave an insignificant price, taking a quitclaim deed; he
made no inquiry of the grantor of the cinmmstances of his title, but on the
other hand contended with him that he had no valuable title. These facts
are held to amount to proof of actual notice.
Ib.
6 . .A notice by the shipper to the carrier, not to deliver goods in transit, to the
consignee, need not state the reason. Allen v. Maine Central R, R. Gu. 327.
7. Upon receiving such a notice the carrier replied that the shipper would have
to prove property, and thereupon the shipper forwarded his affidavit that he
was the shipper and annexed to it an invoice of the goods. Before receiving
the affidavit the carrier delivered the goods to the consignee. Held, that the
carrier was liable to the shipper for the value of the goods.
I b.
8. Where a person, either by operation of law or by express contract, is respon ..
sible over to another against whom a judgment is rendered, and notice has
been given him of the pendency of the suit and he has had an opportunity
of appearing and taking upon himself the defence of it, such judgment, if
obtained without fraud or collusion, will be conclusive against him, whether
he appeared or uot. The notice in such a case may be implied from his
knowledge of the pendency of the action, and his participation in its defence,

Davis v. Smith, 351.
See

MARRIAGE,

3.

PROMISSORY NOTES,

3, 4.

NUISANCE.
1. 'l'o constitute the offence of aiding in the maintaining of a nuisance urtder
R. S., c. 17, § 4, it must appear that the tenement was either let for the
illegal use, or that the illegal use was permitted, that is, consented to by the
defendant, either as owner of the tenement, or as a person having the con~
trol of the same.
State v. Frazier, 95.
2. One who has authority to let a tenement and receive the rents has control
of it within the meaning of the statute.
Ib,

See TowN, 5.

WATERS,

1-7.

INDEX,
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0ATii,
See TAX, 6, 1,
OFFICER.

l. The creditor who directs an officer to take an accountable receipt for property
attached, thereby elects to rely upon the receipt, rather than on any obligation of the officer to keep the property safely ; and upon gaining possession
of' the receipt, he may assert it as an equitable assignee thereof, without
demand on the attaching officer f'or the property. Davis v. Maloney, 110.
2. An officer not holding the receipt can not legally demand the property
attached from the receiptor, so as to subject the property to the lien imposed
by the original attachment.
lb.
3. Trespass may be maintained against such an officer who takes such property
on execution, if it is property not liable to seizure on execution.
Ih.
<I. Although a judgment recovered against a sheriff for the default of his deputy

has been settled by the deputy, still, if the sheriff is afterwards sued on the
judgment, it is the duty of the deputy to indemnify him against the expenses
incurred in defending the suit, and his refusal to do so will be a breach of
his official bond, for Which an action will lie against him and his sureties ;
and the discharge of the deputy in bankruptcy wiU be no defense to an
action. f'or a hreach of the bond which has occurred subsequent to the
discharge.
White v. Blake, Hi.
0. The person who holds the legal title to the office of city marshal of' Portland,
has the legaJ right to the salary.
Andrews v. Portl~nd, 484.
6. It is no defense to an action against the city to recover a salary to which the

plaintiff has a legal title, to prove that the city had pald the salary to
another-an officer dej(WtGJ-the city having notice of the plaintiff's claim
before pa.yment.
Ib.

'7. In such an action by the city marshal of Portland, for his salary, the city has
no legal right to have deducted a sum earned by the plaintiff from other
sources during the same time f'or which he is entitled to recover for his
s~acy.
I~
8. An offi~er who has taken a drum from a person, whom he had arrested for
beating the drum in violation of a city ordinance, cannot detain it after the
trial of thP- offender, although he had reason to believe and did believe that
the offense would be again immediately committed if the drum was restored.
'Thatcher v. W€eks, 54 7.
9. Trover will lie for the owner of the drum against the officer who refuses to
rest0re it upon demand after the trial has been had.
Ib.
See AsstJ:SSOR, l.
OFFICER'S RECEIP1'.
See 01rinClm, l, 2.
V-OL.

LXXIX.

41
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PARTITION.
A petition for partition, is a legal and not equitat>le proceeding, and the
respondent is not entitled to plead or prove that an absolute deed, under
which petitioner claims a part of his title, was given as an equitable mortgage, and that the debt secured thereby has been paid.
Bailey v. Knapp, 205.

P AHTNERSHIP.
1. The provisions of R. S., c. 69, §§ 1-4, relating to the settlement of the estates

of deceased partners, do not apply to an account sued in the name c,f surviving parties for the benefit of one partner to whom the account
was assigned by the partnership during the lifetime of all the partners.
Matherson v. Wilkinson, 159.
2. The plaintiff", a deputy sheriff, had an account against a firm which consistecl
of the defendant and another. When sued, the account was barred by the
act of limitations. At some date before the bar could operate against the
account, the partners settled their partnership matters, and on defendant's
. representation to his partner that he had paid plaintiff's claim, when he had
not, he was allowed the amount of it in such settlement.
Helcl: That the plaintiff cannot maintain a11 action for money had and received
upon the ground that the settlement placed money in the defendant's hands
for plaintiff's benefit, or that it had the legal effect to do so, or was equivalent to-doing so.
Libby v. Robinson, 168.
See 'l'li->NANT IN COMMON, 6.

PAUPER.
1. Pauper supplies furnished to a minor child will not be considered as supplies

indirectly furnished the father when there is a destruction of the parental
and filial relations, and the father has deliberately abandoned such child, and
has taken up his residence in another town, emancipating the child from all
duty to him, and renouncing all obligation to it. Liberty v. Palermo, 473.
2. Supplies furnished under such circumstances, even with the knowledge of
the father, will not be considered as supplies furnished to him so as to prevent
'his gaining a settlement in his new place of residence.
lb.

PAYMENT'.
1. It is a well settled rule of law in this state that a negotiable note, given for a

simple contract debt, is prima facie to be deemed a payment or satisfaction of
such debt.
Bunker v. Barron, 62.
2. This presumption relates to the intention of the parties and may be rebutted
and controlled by evidence that such was not their intention.
lb.

r
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8. Such presbmption may be rebutted by proof of facts or circumstances under·
which the negotiable paper was received, showing(that it was not intended
to operate as paymerrt.
Ib.
4. As a general rule, and in the absence of any express agreement, this presumption will be overcome where it would deprive the creditor taking the noteof the substantial benefit of some security, such as a mortgage, guaranty
or the like.
Ib.
5. Nothing but payment of the debt, or its release will discharge a mortgage.
Ib.
See PROMISSORY NOTE, 6, 7.
PENALTY.
See GAME LAW, 2.

PERJURY.
An indictment for perjury does not set forth with sufficient particularity the
time when the offence was committed when the only allegation in reference
to time is stated to be "heretofore, to wit: At the Supreme Judicial Court
begun and holden at Machias, within and for the county of Washington~.
aforesaid, on the first Tuesday of January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-six."
State v. Fenlason, 117.

PETITION.
See WAY, 6.
PHYSICIAN.
See

BOND,

4:.

PLEADING.
A plea in abatement to a trustee writ, founded upon the fact that the alleged

trustee was not a resident of the county, is bad if it does not allege the
non-residence at the time. of the commencement of the action.
Biddeford Savings Bank v. Mosher, 24:2.
See

INDICTMENT,

1.

INTOXICATING LIQUOR,
PRACTICE (LAW),

1, 17.

PRACTICE (EQUITY),

2.

11, 12, 20.

PORTLAND CITY MARSHAL.
1. The person who holds the legal title to the office of city marshal of Portland,
has the legal right to the salary.
Andrews v. Portland, 4:84:.
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2. It is no d.efensc to an action against the city to recover a salary to which the
plaintiff has a legal title, to prove that the city had paid the salary to
an0ther - an officer defacto - the city having notice of the plaintiff's claim
before payment.
lb .
.3. In such an action by the city marshal of Portland, for his salary, the city has
no legal right to have deducted a sum earned by the plaintiff from other
sources during the same time for which he is entitled to recover t'or his
salary.
Ib.

POST OFFICE.
See

STREET LETTER

Box.

PRACTICE (EQUITY).
TI. The design of the statute (R. S., c. 87, § 19), which allows a creditor of the
estate of a deceased person to maintain a bill in equity to recover his debt,

was not to create the relation of creditor and debtor, where such relation
does not already exist, but to assist, in certain emergencies, those who are
~reditors, but who failed to seasonably present or prosecute their claims
without culpable negligence on their part.
White v. Thompson, 207.
:2. It is not sufficient in a bill in equity to allege that the complainant "had been
informed and believed" that the facts set out were true. He should allege
the facts on information and belief.
Messer v. Storer, 512 .
.3. A complainant brought a bill in equity to remove a cloud from his title to
land, of' which he was not in possession, alleging that the defendants held it
by a levy of a fraudulent and collusive judgment. Held, that failing to prove
the fraud he could not further maintain his bill as he had a plain and
adequate remedy at law.
Gamage v. Har1·is, 531.
-4. The rule is, that when a cause of action, cognizable at law, is entertained
in equity on the ground of some equitable relief sought by the bill, which
it turns out can not be granted, the court is without jurisdiction to proceed
.further, and must dismiss the bill without prejudice.
lb.
See

EQUITY.

PRACTICE (LAW).
1. Whether or not a penalty for killing a deer out of season is barred by the

sta.tute of limitations cannot be raised on a motion in arrest of judgment.
State v. Thrasher 17.
2. The penalty for killing a deer out of season may be recovered on a
complaint.
I b.
3. The complaint for killing a deer out of season need not allege to whom the
penalty is to go.
Ib.
4. Answers in a deposition which tend to show a voluntary payment by the
deponent whose guide killed a deer out of season, are not admissible in the
trial of a complaint against the guide.
Ib.

INDEX.
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5. A.n amendment of the declaration of a writ may be allowed at the discretion
of the court even aft~r default.
Bondur v. Le Bourne, 21.
6. The statute (R. S., c. 82, § 83) forbidding the expression of an opinion by the
presiding justice upon an issue of fact does not prohibit him from calling
the attention of the jury to such issue, thereby enabling them to apply the
rules of law to the controverted questions involved.
State v. Day, 120.
7. Facts about which there is no dispute may be stated to the jury as proved
or admitted, or about which there is no contention, without any infringement
of the statute prohibition.
Ib.
8. Costs are not allowable to either side in a statutory proceeding to discover
and establish boundary lines between towns There is no action, or litigation and no pleadings are filed.
.Ll.funmo'l(th v. Leeds, 171.
9. The court has control of such proceedings so far as to prevent a report being
final, unless satisfied of its freedom from fraud, and of its legal correctness.
Ib.
IO. Scire facias upon a recognizance, taken in a criminal proceeding, is a civil
action.
State v. Chandler, 172.
11. Scirefacias against two of the three persons who jointly and severally recognized, upon such recognizance, cannot be sustained, while the third remains
liable to an action thereon; and when the declaration shows that thrP.e
recognized and does not allege a reason why the third was not joined, the
non-joinder may be taken advantage of by demurrer.
Ib.
12. Revised Statutes, chap. 133, § 20, does not authorize a mis-joinder or nonjoinder of parties, to a recognizance, under the rules of pleading.
I h.
13 A. petition for partition, is a legal and not equitable proceeding, and the
respondent is not P.ntitled to plead or prove that an absolute deed, under
which petitioner claims a part of his title, was given as an equita_ble mort~
gage, and that the debt secured thereby has been paid.
Bailey , Knapp, 205.
14. The justice of the superior court for the county of Aroostook has the power
to set aside the verdict, and grant a new trial, in a case trieu before him,
when in his opinion the case demands it.
Brown v. Moore, 216.
15. When the defendant in a pending action is in insolvency, the c,mtinuance of
the action until the termination of the insolvency proceedings is within the
discretion of the court, and can not be claimed by the defendant as a matter
of right.
Casco National Bank v. Shaw, 376.
16. Mandamus is not an appropriate remedy to try the title to an office as
against one actually in possession under color of law.
French v. Cowan, 427.
17. Where a person is in the actual possession of an office under an election or
a commission, and is thus exercising its duties under color of right, the
validity of his election or commission cannot, in general, be tried or tested
on mandamus to admit another, but only by an information in the nature orn.
quo Wat";anto.
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18. Revised Statutes, c. 82, § 124, providing that, when costs have been allowed

against a plaintiff on nonsuit or discontinuance and a second suit has been
brought for the same cause before the pay_ment of such costs, proceedings
in such second suit shall be stayed until such payment, should be interpreted
liberally in behalf of defendants.
Smith v. Allen, 536.
19. It is enough that the plaintiff has so brought his second suit that the
cause of action first relied on may be relied on again.
lb.
20. When in a criminal prosecution the respondent pleads misnomer in abatement sufficient in form, the question of idern sonans, being a question of fact,
must be raised by replication and not by demurrer.
State v. Malia, 54:0.
See BOND, 1,

2.

CERTIORARI,

ADMINISTRATOR,

i.

EXCEPTION, 1.

1, 2.

DIVORCE, 2, 4.

MORTGAGE, 7-9.

TRUSTEE PROCESS, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8.

EXECUTOR AND

PROBATE LAW, 2, 3.

WAY, 1, 3, 12.

PREFERRED STOCK.
See RAILROAD, 10-13.

PRESCRIPTION.
1. Title by adverse possession and disseizin to large tracts of wild and

uncultivated land can not be acquired by mere acts of ownership exercised
over it, such as tracing and running lines, keeping off trespassers,
permitting wild grass to be cut from year to year from small portions of it,
and occasionally timber from other portions, paying taxes, etc.
Hudson v. Coe, 83.
2. Nor will acts which might properly be held to constitute a dissezin if done by
a stranger, have such effect if clone by one tenant in common as against the
other cotenant.
lb.
See WATERS, 3-6.

PRESIDING JUSTICE.
ii.. The statute (R. S., c. 82, § 83) forbidding the expression of an opm10n by

the presiding justice upon an issue of fact does not prohibit him from calling
the attention of the jury to such issue, thereby enabling them to apply the
rules of law to the controverted questions involved.
State v. Day, 120.
:2. Facts about which there is no dispute may be stated to the jury as proved
or admitted, or about -which there is no contention, without any infringement
of the statute prohibition.
Ib.

J
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PRESUMPTION.

See

INSOLVENT LAW,

2.

PAYMENT,

2-4.

PREVENTION OF CRIME.

See

OFFICER,

8.

PRINCIPAL AND SURETY.

See

DURESS,

l.

PRIOR CONVICTION.
See

INTOXICATING LIQUOR, ] •

PROBATE LAW.
1. Under the statutes of this State, the authority of a judge of probate to take

the probate. of a will is not affected by the fact that his aunt by marriage is
a legatee.
Marston et al. Pet'rs, 25.
2. The provision of R. S., c. 63, § 25 is remedial in its character, but its remedy
is not to be granted for the mere asking.
1 b.
:3. To entitle a collateral heir to the remedy provided in R. S., c. 63, § 25, it must
appear that the petitioner made reasonable endeavors to seasonably claim
an appeal and exercised reasonable diligence in prosecuting his petition;
and even then his petition will not be sustained unless justice requires a
revision of the decree of the judge of probate admitting the will to probate,
€specially when it appears that the real object sought is to try and compel a
compromise.
Ib.
See BOND, 1, 2. PARTNERSHIP, l.

PROMISSORY NOTES.
l. A person who, in the lifetime of one deceased, indorsed his note for his

accommodation, and after his death indorsed his administrator's note
given in exchange for his note, and indorsecl several renewals of the
administrator's not3, and finally paid the last note in the series himself, does
not thereby become a creditor of the esta.te of the deceased, although the
administrator s note was in each instance worded as the note of the estate
and not his own note. The administrator's notes bound him personally,
but would not bind the estate.
White v. Thompson, 207.
2. The maker of an over-due note, on which the defendants are accommodation
indorsers, applied to the plaintiffs for a renewal. Plaintiffs refused to renew,
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writing the maker January 27, 1885, that they prefer to hold the note, but
would carry it thirty to sixty days, "as it is, if nothing materially transpires
to change tlie status of the security and the names;" upon the condition
that the maker remit at once interest on the note to January 15, 1885. The
maker remitted three months interest at seven per cent per annum, the legal
rate being six per cent, writing that he sent the interest at the rate of seveq
per cent, ''which you ask." It was the maker's inference from previous
transactions that the plaintiffs asked seven per cent interest. The plaintiffs
retained the money, indorsing three months interest on the note, not naming
the amount indorsed. At six per cent there was more due for interest on the
note than the amount sent, and the law of Vermont, which governs the
transaction, applies all excess above six per cent interest on the contract on
which it is received.
Held, that the transaction was not a contract to extend the note, such as will
discharge the defendants f'rom their liability as indorsers.
National Bank of Derby Line .v. Dow, 275.
3. Notice of the dishonor of a note indorsecl by an insolvent firm is sufficient if
addressed to the firm at its former place of business, where its affairs are
being settled by a trustee to whom the firm has made an assignment for the
benefit of its creditors and is received by the trustee.
Casco National Bank v. Shaw, 376.
4. Depositing such a notice, properly addressed, in a street letter box, put up by
the Post Office Department is as truly mailed as if deposited in the letter box
within the post office building itself.
lb.
5. Money received by the holder of a note, upon a contract to assign the note tc>
the person paying such money, is not a payment on the note, which the
indorser may have applied in a suit by the holder ag;ainst the indorser. Ib.
6. An act.ion on a promissory note, dated subsequent to the passage of the
insolvent law, is barred by a discharge in insolvency, though it wail given to
take up another note dated prior to the enactment of that law, when there
is nothing in the case to rebut the presumption that the old note was paid by
the new note.
Snow v. Foster, 558.
7. That presumption is made conclusive by endorsing the new note to a third
party in whose name the action is brought.
lb.
8. An instrument in \'Vriting whereby the defendant " promised, for value
received, to pay" the plaintiff "four hundred thirty-four dollars and two
cents, which sum is clue to" another person named, upon the following
condition : '' If" the defendant '' shall pay the said " other person named,
"or. cause to be paid the above sum in three years from next January, then
this note is to be given up, otherwise to remain in full force," is not a
promissory note; and even if signed in the presence of' an attesting witness,
it will be barred in six years from the tim<i it is payable.
Chapman v. Wight, 595.
See PAYMENT, 1. TowN, l.
PROTEST.
See PROMISSORY NOTE. 8, 4.
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QUORUM.
See

CORPORATION,

2.

QUO WARRANTO.
See

PRACTICE (LAW),

17.

RAILROAD.

The legislature and the city council can lawfu1ly empower a street railroad
company to locate and maintain its railroad in the streets of a city, without
providing for additional compensation to the owner of the land.
Briggs v. Lewiston ancl Auburn Horse R. R. Co. 363.
2. If the company, acting under the authority of the city council, change the
grade of the street, it commits no trespass against the land owner.
lb.
~- The provisions of R. S., c. 18, § 27, requiring that the expense of building
and maintaining so much of a town way or highway as is within the limits
. of the railroad, where such way crosses a track at grade, shall be borne by
the railroad company, are constitutional.
Boston and Maine R. R. Co. v. Co. Com. 386.
4. Those provisions are applicable to a company though its charter provides
that it is not to be altered, amended or repealed, and they do not impair the
obligation of any contract with such company.
lb.
5. In estimating the damages of a railroad company for land taken in laying out
a way across its track the jury are not to take into account any damages for
expenses in defending itself against claims for accidents at such a cros~ing.
Ib.
6. Though an employee, at the time of receiving an injury, is in the performance
of duties outside of his regular employment (here, a workman in the car
shops was in the yard shackling cars, by direction of the foreman,) he cannot
recover from the employer the damages sustained, if a want of due care on
his own part contributed to produce the injury.
Wormell v. Maine Central R.R. Co. 397.
7. The law requires the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care on the part
of each- the master in providing and maintaining suitable means and instrumentalities with which to conduct the business in which the servant is
engaged; and the servant in providing for his own safety from such dangers
as are known to him or discoverable by the exercise of ordinary care on his
own part.
Ib.
8. The question of care is one of fact for the jury, ordinarily; but it is for
the court to determine whether there is sufficient evidence of due care on the
part of the plaintiff to sustain a verdict in his favor. Evidence so sl~ght as
not to have legal weight is insufficient.
Ib.
9. Facts statea in the opinion which were held insufficient to show due care.
lb.
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10. Holders of preferred stock in the Belfast and Moose head Lake Railroad Company are entitled to a dividend from net profits each year during which they
are earned, but not, under the terms of their subscription, to cumulative
dividends; the arrearages of one year are not payable out of the earnings
of subsequent years; the inquiry is, whether earned during the particular
year for which they are demanded.
Hazeltine v. Be(fast and JJJooschead Lake R. R. Co. 411.
11. While the pro<ipective wants and liabilities of a railroad corporation may be
taken into account in ascertaining whether net profits have been earned
from which the corporation can afford to declare a dividend, directors are
not justified in refusing to declare a dividend to preferred stockholders from
earnings on hand, merely because the corporation cannot pay all of its
funded mortgage indebtedness at maturity if dividends be paid; other
conditions are to be considered.
Ib.
12. The court will c:)mpel a corporation to declare and pay dividends on preferred stock, when the question becomes one more of right to be determined
by the law than of discretion to be determined by the directors, and the
directors refuse to perform their legal duty.
'
Ib.
13. The defendant corporation owes nothing but a bonded mortgage debt o.f
$150,000, to mature in 1890; the common stock is $380,400, and the preferred $267,700; the road cost $1,050,000; the earnings of the road have
paid off an indebtedness of $251,flOO, which entered into its construction,
the reduction commencing in 1871, and terminating in 1885, leaving in the
latter year $22,-!12.32 cash assets on hand; the expenses of the corporation
are trifling beyond the payment of $9,000 annually as interest on the bonded
debt; the ro:1,d is und~r lease until rn21, at an assured rent of $36,000 per

year, the lessee running the road at its own risk and expense, and keeping
it in repair and paying all taxes thereon; the corporation has the ability,
upon the strength of the lease, or on the value of the road, to renew a portion of the debt, or all of it, upon advantageous terrns; and the preferred
shareholders have been for many years deprived of dividends to enable the
corporation to consummate the payment of its debts.
Held, under these and other less important facts, that the preferred stock is
entitled to a fnll annual dividend from the balance of earnings remaining on
hand at the expiration of the year 1885.
Ib.
14. The plaintiff being about to take passage on one of the defendant's passenger
trains, had his valise checked by the baggage master to go upon the same
train as his personal baggage. The v.alise did not contain any personal
baggage, but only merchandise for sale. Jield, that the defendant was
under no obligation to transport the valise, and was not liable for failure to
transport it.
Blumenthal v . .11faine Central R. R. Co. 550.
See WAY, 2.

RATIFICATION.
See

MINOR,

1.

INDEX.
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REAL PROPERTY.
1. It is unimportant that a witness, called to notice a person making a re-entry
upon land, did not at the time know the purpose of the act, where the person
making the entry for condition broken took and kept actual possession for
that purpose, ousting the defendant. The act speaks for itself.
Dugan v. Thornas, 221.
2. Where the purchaser of land takes a bond for a deed with a right to enter
into possession and erect a building thereon, the building when erected
becomes a part of the realty and the legal title to it is in the owner of the
land.
Skillin v. Moore, 554.
3. In order to enforce a lien upon such a building, for labor or materials
used in its erection, the building and lot should be attached as real estate,
and a return thereof made by the officer to the registry of deeds in the
county.
·
Ib.

RECOGNIZANCE.
1. Scire facias upon a recognizance, taken in a criminal proceeeding, is a civil

action.
State v. Chandler, 172.
2. Scire .facias against two of the three persons who jointly and severally
recognized, upon such recognizance, cannot be sustained, while the third
remains liable to an action thereon; and when the declaration shows that
three recognized and does not allege a reason why the third was not joined,
the non-joinder may be taken advantage of by demurrer.
Ib.
3. Revised statutes, chap. 133, § 20, does not authorize a mis-joinder or nonjoinder of parties, to a recognizance, under the rules of pleading.
Ib.

RECORD.
See DEED, 11.

INTOXICATING LIQUOR, 13-16.

RELATIONSHIP.
See PROBATE LAW, 1.

RENT.
See TENANT IN COMMON, 1, 2.

REPLEVIN.
1. The failure to enter a replevin writ in court and to prosecute the same to
judgment; when due service has been made upon the defendant, constitutes
a breach of the replevin bond.
Jones v. Srnith, 452.
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2. In a suit upon the replevied bond the defendant may show title to the
property replevied, in mitigation of damages, when there has been no
judgment in the replevin suit determining the title to the property.
1 b.

SALARY.
See 0FFrm~R, 5, 6, 7.

SALE.
1. An owner who, at a place distant from Portland, sells a vessel to be delivered

at Portland, should deliver the vessel in some reasonable and suitable place
at wharf or dock in Portland, provided such place, after notice to him, be
indicated by the purchaser. But if the purchaser refuse to provide such
place, a delivery may be tendered at safe and usual anchorage in the
harbor.
Lincoln v. Gallagher, 189.
2. The seller would be obliged to afford the purchaser an opportunity to examine
the vessel before acceptance, but not to incur such an unusual expense to
himself as would be involved in hauling the vessel into dry dock and making
a delivery there.
Ib.
3. An insolvency messenger cannot, before an assignee is appointed, prevent a
seller's right of stoppage in transitu by accepting goods from a carrier,
after the insolvent purchaser had himself refused to receive the goods in
order that they might be reclaimed by the seller. Tufts v. Sylvester, 213.
4. A messenger in insolvency is merely a middleman, like the carrier himself,
on whom no such responsibility rests as to accept or refuse title for the
estate.
lb.
5. By a written agreement between G and B dated December 5, 1872, G agreed
to lease to B a piano for two hundred dollars in advance, and fifty dollars
thereafter quarterly, with interest at seven and three-tenths per cent; and G
further agreed that when five hundred dollars had thus been paid for the use
of the piano, he would give B a bill of sale of it. The agreement gave G
authority to enter any dwelling of B and take and carry away the piano upon
failure of any payments. The advance payment was then made and the
piano delivered. After that payments were made from time to time
until October 9, 1874, when all the payments aggregated five hundred dollars.
B continued in the undisturbed possession of the piano until her death in
June, 1884. No claim of title nor demand for further payment was ever
made upon her by G.
Held in an action of trover by G against B's executor that the pretended foase
was a conditional sale, and if it was a sale upon a condition precedent, the
condition had been waived in B's lifetime.
Gorharn v. Holden, 317.
6. A sale and delivery of goods on condition that the property is not to vest
until the purchase money is paid or secured, does not pass the title till
performance of the condition, and if the condition is not fulfilled, the vendor
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may repossess himself of the goods, not only as against the Vendee, but also
against his creditors.
Peabody v. Maguire, 572.

7. So if the property is to be paid for by cash or note on delivery, the payment
of the money or giving of the note is a condition precedent to the passing
of the title; and until that is done, or waived, no title passes.
lb.
8. Where delivery and payment are to be simultaneous, and the goods are
delivered with the expectation that the price is to be paid immediately,
which is not done, the seller is entitled to put an end to the contract and
reclaim the goods.
I b.
9. But although a sale is conditional, the vendor may waive the condition of the

sale, and by so doing pass the title.

lb.

10 When the condition is shown to have been waived the sale becomes

absolute, and vests the title in the purchaser.

I b.

11. Even in a conditional sale the mere fact of delivery, without performance

by the purchaser of the conditions of sale, and without anything being said
about the condition, although it may afford presumptive evidence of an
absolute delivery and of a waiver of the condition, yet it may be controlled
and explained, and is not necessarily an absolute delivery, or a waiver of
the condition.
lb.
12. This is a question of fact to be ascertained from the evidence, and, like any
other fact, may be proved either directly or inferentially from circumstances.
Ib.

SCIRE FAOIAS.
See

RECOGNIZANC1~,

1, 2.

SEARCH AND SEIZURE.
See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, 1, 2, 5-11.

SEIZURE WITHOUT
See

w ARRANT

iNTOXICA'rING LIQUOR,

SETTLEMENT.
See

PARTNERSHIP,

SHERIFF.
See

O1rFICER,

4.

2.

10.

I
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SHIPPING.
1. An owner who, at a place di~tant from Portland, sells a vessel to be

delivered at Portland, should deliver tlie vessel in some reasonable and
suitable place at wharf or dock in Portland, provided such place, after
notice to him, be indicated by the purchaser. But if the purchaser refuse
to provide such place, a delivery may be tendered at safe and usual anchorage
in the harbor.
Lincoln v. Gallagher, 189.
2. The seller would be obliged to afford the purchaser an opportunity to
examine the vessel before acceptance, but not to incur such an unsual
expense to himself as would be involved in hauling the vessel into dry dock
and making a delivery there.
Ib.
See

MEASURK\IENT AT SEA, 1.

ST ABLE KEEPER.
See NEGLIGENCE, 5-7.

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.
See

LnUTATIONS, STATUTE OF,

STATUTES CITED, EXPOUNDED, &c.
SPECIAL LAWS OF MAINE.

1880, c. 293,
1885, c. 497,

426

Act to improve Moose River, &c.

522

PUBLIC LA ws OF MArnE.

1885, c. 258,
275, §

8,

329,

345,

Fish and Game Laws,
Lobster close time,
Taxation Life Insurance Companies,
Fees of trial justices,

17
55, 160
231
164

REVISED STATUTES OF MAINE.
1883, c.

6, § 13,

14,
100,

Taxation of personal estate,
Exemptions from taxation,
Record of assessment and invoice,

231

231
183

INDEX,
122,
175,
17,

4,

18, 27,
36,
95,
27, 31,
39,
40,
57,
40, 21,
50,

3,

63, 25,
65, 32,
35,
66, 21,
69,

1,
2,
3,
4,

70, 42,
46,
62,
73, 12,
81,

6,

82, 83,
98,

116,
124,
86, 30,
87, 12,
19,
90,

8,
9,

91, 32,
34,
38,
41,
45,
95, 20,
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Collector's warrant,
183
Suit for taxes,
183
Nuisance, liability of owner of building,
95
Railroad crossing,
386
Ways to be opened in six years,
271
Building and fences on a way,
271
Prohibiting transportation of intoxicating liquor,
541
Seizure of intoxicating liquor,
104
Warrant' for search and seizure,
99, 104
99
Evidence of sale of intox1cating liquor,
160
Close time for lobsters,
Toll bridges,
563
Probate appeal,
25
Mortgages are personal estate,
299
Distribution of real estate,
299
Ac~ount of administration,
224
Estate of deceased partners,
159
same,
159
same,
159
same,
159
Examination of insolvent debtor,
512
Discharge of insolvent debtor,
192
General provisions for insolvency proceedings, 348,512
Title not defeated by unknown trust,
196
Indorsement of writ,
51
Charge to the jury,
120
Parties not witnesses, when
320
Sunday law,
156
Costs on nonsuit,
536
Trustee's disclosure,
561
Actions against executors and administrators,
383
same,
207
Form of declaration action on a mortgage,
568
Conditional judgment,
568
Liens on buildings, how preserved,
Suit to enforce same,
Lien on logs and lumber,
Lien on animals,
Proceeding to enforce lien on goods in possession,
Tenants in common,

282
282
21
218
282
83
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106,

2,
3,

111,

2,

116,

21

133, 20,

Jurors, who are qualified to act as,
Persons exempted from jury duty,
Contracts of minor,
Fees of trial justices,

120

Recognizances,

172

120
529

164

STOCK.
See

CORPORATION,

2,

STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU,
See

SALE,

3, 4.

NOTICE,

6, 7,

STREAM.
See

WATERS,

1, 2.

STREET LETT~R BOX.

l. Notite of the dishonor of a note indorsed by an insolve11t fll'm is sufficient
if addressed to the firm at its former place of business, where its affairs are
being settled by a trustee to whom the firm has made an assignment for the
benefit of its creditors and is received by the trustee.
Casco National Bank v. Shaw, 376,
2. Depositing such a notice, ptoperly addressed, in a street letter box, put up
by the Post Office Department is as truly mailed as if deposited in the letter
box within the post office building itself.
Ib,

smWAY.
See

LORD'S DAY,

SUPERIOR COURTS,

'l'he justice of the superior court for the com1ty of Aroostook has the
power to set aside the verdict, and grant a new trial, in a case tried before
him, when in his opinion the case demands it.
Brown v . .,_3/Joore, 216.

SUPPORT Oli' CHILDREN.
See

HUSBAND AND WIFE,

1, 2,

INDEX.
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TAX.
1, The only remedy which a person, who is a taxable inhabitant in the place

where he is assessed, has for obtaining relief from an assessment for personal
property which he does not own, is by a petition to the assessors with the
right of appeal from them to the county commissioners; if sued for the
taxes, under R. S., c. 6, § 175, and he has obtained no abatement from
assessors or commissioners, the defense is not open to him.
Bath v. Whitmore, 182•.
2. Where a person is sued for his taxes, he cannot defeat the suit upon the
ground that the recorded list of assessments, upon which his assessment
appears, is not signed by the assessors; the papers in the ·collector's hands
are sufficient proof of the assessments.
Ib.
3. The neglect of assessors to certify an assessment of the state tax, :is rec1nired
by R. S., c. 6, § 122, is merely an omission to observe a directory order
which the law may overlook without injury to any one; it does not render
an assessment void; it may be supplied by amendment, if necessary. Ib.
4. It is a general rule that an illegal provision in a warrant, separable from its
other provisions, will not vitiate the instrument, unless the direction is
acted upon. An unauthorized mandate in the warrant to a collector to
collect interest on the assessments, not enforced or attempted to he, does
not affect in other respects the validity of the warrant.
I b.
.5. Prior to the enactment of Stat. 1885, c. 329, the Union Mutirnl Life Insurance Company was taxable in Portland for its national bank stocks, bonds,
securities and other personal rn·operty under provisions of' H,. S., c. 6, § 13.
Portland v. Union .L1tut. Life Ins. Co. 231.
6. A tax assessed by assessors who took the oath of office before the moderator
of the town meeting at which they were elected is not-valid.
Omeville v. Palmer, 472.
'1. A moderator is not authorized to administer oaths in such cases.
1 b.
8. A discharge in insolvency does not release the insolvent from arrearages of
state, county or town taxes. Such taxes are not affected by a clisclrnrge in
insolvency.
Gape Elizabeth v. S killin, 593.

TELEGRAPH.
1. The dropping of an important word in the transmission of a message by

telegraph is prima facie evidence of negligence on the part of tbe telegraph
company, unless explained or accounted for.
A11er v. Western Union Tel. Co. 493.
2. The usual stipulation upon telegraph blanks that the company shall not be
liable for the negligence of itself or any of its servants, in case of a mist:tke
or omission in transmitting the message, unless the message is repeated at
the expense of the sender, is void, being against public policy.
I b.
VOL.

LXX.IX.

42

•
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3. As between the sender and receiver of a message by telegraph, any loss
occasioned by a change of the terms of the message during transmission,
must fall upon the party who elected that means of communication for that
message.
I b.
4. Such party has his remedy over against the telegraph company, in case the
error resulted from its negligence.
I b.

TENANT IN COMMON.
1. A tenant in common, independently of R. S., c. 95, § 20, may maintain

indebitatus assumpsit against his cotenant who has received in money mo1·e

than his share of the rents and profits of the common estate.
Hudson v. Goe, 83.
2. Such action will not be defeated on account ?f a dispute raised by the
defendant concerning the title, provided the plaintiff is owner in the estate
and was not di.sseized at the elate when the income was received in money by
the defendant.
I b.
3. The plaintiff in such action has the right to show his title and seizin to the
estate owned by him at the time when the defendant received the income.
lb.
4. As between tenants in common, mere possession, accompanied by no act
that can amount to an ouster of the other cotenant, or give notice to him
that such possession is adverse, will not be held to amount to a disseizin of
such cotenant.
J b.
5. Before it will have that eflect there must be notorious and unequivocal acts
of exclusion.
I b.
6. When tenants in common in land agree to put on improvements to adapt it to
a business in which they engage, each agreeing to pay his proportional part
for such improvements, and appointing one of their number an agent to
make the improvements, an action at law may be maintained by the one who
paid for the improvements against any tenant for his proportion of the
expenses of the same,
Jotdan v. /:fuule, 590.

Set:

PRESCRIPTION,

THREAT.

See

Evm1tNCE,

I.

TIMBER.
See

CONTRACT, 1.

2.
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TIME.
See

INDICTMENT, 2,

3.

TITLE.
See

PRESCRIPTION,

I.

TOLL-BRIDGES.
1. The statute having prescribed the weight which may lawfully be transported'

across a toll-bridge, if it appears that the plaintiff's load exceeded such,
weight, and thereby the bridge is broken down and injuries are sustained by·
him, he is prohibited from recovering for such injuries.
Dexter v. Canton Toll-bridge Co. 563.
2. The statute prohibition applies to "any loaded cart, wagon or other carriage•
the weight whereo_f exceeds forty-five hundred pounds, exclusive of the•
team and carriage;" Ifeld, the driver, though seated upon the carriage, is not
a part of such team or carriage, and not being included in the statute
exception, his weight must be taken into consideration in determining the•
weight of the load.
Ib.

TOWN.
1. To entitle one to recover of the town money borrowed by a majority of the·
selectmen without prior express authority; for which a town note was

given, the plaintiff must show that the money was paid into the town treasury, or applied to the payment of legal liabilities of the town, and that the•
town had ratified the action of the selectmen. Brown v. Winterport, 305.
2. An article in a warrant for a town meeting, to see if the town would vote to.
pay a number of town notes, specifying each note by giving name of the·
payee, amount and date, is sufficient.
lb.
3. Where all the voters and officers of a town meeting by unanimous consent,.
but without a vote, go out into the open air, in front of the place of.•
meeting, where they could more conveniently vote upon a proposition, and
there vote without objection on the part of any person, the action is legal ..
Ib.
4. Where a town has in town meeting by vote ratified the doings ot' the selectmen in borrowing money and giving-a note therefor, in behalf of the town
it cannot at a subsequent meeting rescind such a ratification.
lb.
5. A town is not liable for acts which result in creating a nuisance to the property of one of its citizens, when the acts complained of are not within the
scope of its corporate powers.
Seele v. Deering, 343.
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TOWN LINE.
See

PRACTICE

(LAW), 8, 9.

TRESPASS.
1.. The plaintiff, as mortgagor, had yielded possession to the mortgagee, and
afterwards brought a bill in equity and obtained a decree authorizing her to
redeem upon the payment of the amount found to be due within three months
from the date of the decree. Thereupon, as by the decree, the premises
were to be surrendered, and a deed was to be executed and delivered to the
plaintiff within five days from the time of such payment " conforming to
.this decree, and therein reciting the decree, and in proper terms discharging
.said mortgages, and releasing and freeing said mortgaged premises from any
and all incumbrances created or made by said mortgages," etc. The money
was paid within the three months named in the decree. Held, That defendant
.is not liable in trespass for acts done upon the premises, while in possession
thereof, between the time of the payment of the money and the time when.
the deed was delivered to the plaintiff, and within the five days named in
,the decree in which the deed was to be executed and delivered.
Jones v. Smith, 446.
:.2. Until the execution and delivery of the deed, during such time, the defendant
was in the lawful possession of the premises, and trespass would not lie
against him by the mortgagor.
Ib.

a.

The gist of trespass to personal property is the injury to the plaintiff's
possession.
Ib.
4:. There must be either title, or possession, or the right to immediate
possession, in order to entitle a plaintiff to recover in an action of trespass to
personal property.
Ib.
See

INTOXICATING LIQUOR,

2.

OFFICER,

3.

RAILROAD,

2.

TRIAL JUSTICES.
1. The fees to which trial justices are entitled by law in criminal prosecutions
are provided for in § 2, c. 116, R. S.
Knowlton v. Go. Gom'rs 164.

2. The allowance of eighty cents for the trial of an issue applies only to civil
proceedings.
lb.

TROVER.
1. An officer who has taken a drum from a person, whom he had arrested for

beating the drum in violation of a city ordinance, cannot detain it after the
trial of the offender, although he had reason to believe and did believe that
1;he offense would be again ip1mediately committed if the drum was restored.
Thatcher v. Weeks, 547.
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2. Trover will lie for the owner of the drum against the officer who refuses to
restore it upon demand after the trial has been had.
I b.

TRUST.
A son conveyed to his mother all the estate which he inherited from his father
and received from her an agreement to reconvey when he paid her an indebtedness of a specified amount. She thereafter kept a strict and detailed
account of the property and its income and regularly paid her son the net
income. She repeatedly spoke of it in her letters to him as his property.
She willed it to another to hold in trust for her son. There was no account
of any indebtedness of the son to his mother and no evidence of any save
the paper she gave him when she received from him the conveyance. Held,
that the mother held the property in trust for. the son and that the trust
terminated at her death.
Hinckley v. Hinckley, 320.

TRUSTEE.
See PROMISSORY NOTE, 3.

TRUSTEE PROCESS.
1. Equity recognizes the validity of an assignment of a part of a claim, and the

assignee may avail himself of the equitable principle, in a trustee process, in
which he appears as claimant of a part of the fund. Horne v. Stevens, 262.
2. Where allegations under§ 30, c. 86, R. S., are not filed till after the court has
passed upon the disclosure, and adjudged the trustee chargeable, they are
not seasonably presented.
Dill v. Wilbur, 561.
3. It is then in the discretion of the court whether it will allow the entry
charging the trustee to be stricken off and open up the case anew for
examination and consideration.
lb.
4. Property in bond for storage in the United States custom house, is not subject
to actual attachment by a state officer, although it is in the constructive
possession and control of the consignee.
Peabody v. Maguire, 572.
5. While thus situated it may be subject to trustee process.
lb.
6. When a writ is sued out against one only of two members of a copartnership,
and served upon the alleged trustees of said copartnership, no valid attachment is created against the partnership property in the hands of the alleged
trustees.
lb.
7. As soon, however, as such writ is amended by leave of court, by joining the
other partner as a defendant, the alleged trustees still continuing to hold
the property, then all the necessary parties being before the court, and
no rights of third parties having intervened, the previous attachment
becomes valid as to the property in the hands and possession of the ~aid
trustees.
I b.
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8. As against a claimant who appears and claims the property in the hands of
the trustee, the plaintiff, if he prevails in holding the property, is entitled to
costs from the time such claimant appears claiming the property in dispute.
lb.
See PLEADING, 1.

PROMISSORY NOTE, 3.

VOID CONTRACT.
See CONTRACT, 4, 5.

TELEGRAPH, 2.

VOTE.
See ELECTION, 1.

WAIVER.
See SALE, 5, 9.

WARRANT.
See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, 2.

TOWN, 2.

WATERS.
1. The city of Belfast has, for a long period, maintained an underground or

covered drain, running through an ancient brook which, in its natural state,
carried a considerable volume of water through the city to the sea. For
many years the drain has served to carry off waste water and foulings from
the houses and stores situated in its vicinity. The complainant and
respondent have adjoining premises through which the drain runs. Lately
the city diverted the drain at a point just above complainant's premise~,
carrying it around the premises of both parties, and uniting the new link
with the old drain below respondent's land. Thereupon, the respondent
threatened to stop up the old drain on his own land, thereby preventing the
complainant using it, alleging that its occupation is wrongful and
injurious to him - the complainant denying it. And the complainant
claims not only the right to have the benefit of the natural brook for its
waste, but also the right to a greater enjoyment of it, acquired by the public
.by user.
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Held, that the complainant is not answerable for any consequences of the
tliversion caused by the city. But their privileges may be curtailed thereby,
as next stated.
Held, also, that the respondent should not have any increased burdens or
inconveniences put upon his premises by the change; and that his burdens
should not be augmented, to his injury, by the act of the city, or of the com-

plainant, or of both combined. The respondent is not to be a loser, if not
a gainer, thereby.
Held, further, that, if the complainant, by this rule, suffers from the act of the
city in making the diversion, the city will be answerable to it for any
damages sustained, unle~s the complainant assented to the change, and the
evidence is that it did assent to it. ~lfasonic Temple Association v. Harris, 250.
2. The right to pollute a stream to a greater extent than is permissible of
common right, may be acquired by the public or by individuals by
prescription.
Ib.
3. If the complainant has a prescriptive right to maintain, or have maintained,
a close underground drain across respondent's land, it may continue
using it to any extent which will not affect respondent more injuriously than
as heretofore used. In such case it is not perceivable that it would make
any difference ,vhether the amount of foulings sent through the drain be
more or less.
I b.
4-. If, however, the complainant has only the prescriptive right of having a
drain maintained, over respondent's land, ·which shall be subject to openings
to be made in it for the private uses of the respondent, the complainant
must be confined to a more restricted use of the drain, if a more restricted
use be necessary to save any annoyance, to the respondent, more than existed
before the diversion.
Ih.
5. An abuse of a prescriptive right does not create a forfeitt1rc of the right,
use it lawfully.
Ib.
6. If a person feeb aggrieved at the acts of another in over-using or abusing a
prescriptive or natural right in a drain in which he is interested, he may sue
him for damages, or procure an indictment against him, or move in equity
for an injunction. But he would not be justified in entirely cutting off the
drain in which the encroaching party has some right of use. and where the
summary act would strike a blow at both individnal and public privilege.
7. Such a threatened act is restrainable by injunction.

Ib.

8. Calls in a deed, which describe a parcel of seashore as running '' to the

water and thence by the water," carry the grant to low water mark.
BalJson v. Tainter, 368.
9. An island consisting of about two acres of rocks and ledges, although unfit
for habitation. may be of extent and importance enough to admit a title
thereto to be acquired by adverse possession.
lb.
10. The title to an island, situated within one hundred rods from the opposite
upland, there being no channel between the island and the mainland at low
water, docs not extend, as between the island and the mainland, unless by
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special grant, to any flats circling the island, except such as lie on the seaside of the island, between the island and the receded sea.
lb.
11. The rule is not varied by proof that there had been, anciently, a channel,
at low water, between the mainland and the island, which had become filled
up by the slow processes of accretion.
lb.
12. The owners of mill-dams on floatable streams are required to fnrni~h
reasonably convenient facilities for the passage of logs. It would not be
reasonable to require them to furnish such expensive locks or sluices as
would enable large and loosely constructed rafts of logs to pass without
being broken up.
Foster v. Searsport Spool & Block Co. 508.
13. The owners of mill-clams are not required to provide the same facilities for
the passage oflogs as existed before the erection of the dam.
lb.
14. In an action of the case for damages caused by diverting the water, by
means of a clam, from its natural watt~r-course over the plaintiff's land, the
plaintiff can only recover the damages sustained prior to the date of the
writ.
Williams v. Camden & Rockland Wate1· Co. 543.
15. Such an action can not be maintained wlien the dam is erected under the
aut~ority of a statute wl1ich provides a remedy for one who sustains damage
by reason of the dam.
lb.
See Im;;, I-8.

WAY.
l. Certiorari will not lie to quash the proceedings of the mayor and aldermen in

discontinuing a portion of a street and therehy changing the course of
travel, where they h-we acted upon a proper petition. although some of the
petitioners may have withdrawn from the petition and remonstrated against
the discontinuance before final action.
Pillsbwy v. Augusta, 71.
2. The legality of the proceedings is not affected by the fact that the railroad
company, across which the street lay, was authorized by the city council to
erect a stone wall along the west line of its land at the end of the street
with stone steps for the use and convenience of foot passengers, thereby
saving the city from any burden on account of such discontinuance.
lb.
3. Nor because no damages were assessed, or return made that none had been
sustained.
I b.
4. A committee appointed by the Supreme Judicial Court, on appeal from the
doings of the county commissioners, has only t1 determine and report
whether common convenience and necessity require that the doings of the
commissioners shall be affirmed, or reversed, in whole or in part.
Bryant v. Co. Com'rs, 128,
5. Such committee is not to determine whether or not the doings of the commissioners have been legal.
lb.
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6. A petition for a way, which names the termini and the general course of the
route sufficiently plain to answer all practical purposes, is good.
Ib.
7. If the location of a way conform substantially with the route described in the
petition, though neither end reaches to the terminus fixed in the petition,
it is valid.
I b.
8. A town way, three rods wide, was enlarged, by a new county location, to a
width of fonr rods, one-half rod having been added on each side. But the
fences had remained in place on the old road for thirty-seven years after the
new location before the town officers interfered with them, when they
removed the plaintiff's fence, on one side of the way, from the old to the
new line.
Held, that the statute provision,. thttt a way duly laid out shall be considered as
discontinued unless opened within six years from the time allowed therefor,
does not literally apply; the new width is merely an incident of the old;
traveling upon the old way is traveling upon the new; it accepts the added
width and secures it t~> the public use.
Held, also, that the statutory rule, which provides that a fence, which has
continued in the same place on a road for forty years, shall conclusively
indicate the line of' the road, does not apply, since the forty years do not
begin until the last road was laid out.
Heald v. 11foore, 271.
9. The legislature and the city council can lawfully empower a street railroad
company to locate and maintain its railroad in the streets of a city, without
providing for additional compensation to the owner of the land.
Briggs v. Lewiston and Auburn Horse R. R. Co. 363.
10. If the company. acting under the authority of the city council, change the
grade of the street, it commits no trespass against the land owner.
Ib.'
11. County commissioners have authority to locate a highway over and upon a
previously existing town way whenever either terminus of such location
connects with a highway, although the whole of such location is wi,thin
the limits of one :.tnd the same town.
Wells v. Co. Com. 522.
12. When objections involving matters of fact are made at nisi prius to the acceptance of the report of a committee of appeal on the location of a
high way and are overruled, and the report accepted and exceptions are
taken to the ruling, the exceptions will be overruled unless the case finds
that the facts were found in favor of the excepting party by the presiding
justice.
Ib.
13. Spec. Act of 1885, c. 497, which provides that "A highway may be laid out,
constructed and maintained in the manner provided in R. S., c. 18, across
the tide waters of the Ogunquit river," confers jurisdiction on the county
commissioners to make the location.
Ib.
See COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, 1, 3.

!CE, 1-8.

RAILROAD, 3, 5.

WILL.
1. Under the statutes of this State, the authority of a judge of probate to
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take the probate of a will is not affected by the f:wt that his aunt by
marriage is a legatee.
Marston et al. Petr's, 25.
2. Under the statutes of this State, the fact that a will contains a legacy or

devise to a town in trust does not render a tax-paying inhabitant thereof an
incompetent witness to the will.
I b.
3. The fact that a will gives a legacy to an incorporated Hall association "in
part to secure a liberal policy in respect to the use of the hall for objects of
public interest," does not render a stockholder of the association an incompetent witness to the will.
Ib.
4. A woman, in the first clause of her will, devised her farm to
her husband, absolutely; in the second clause, she provided a life support for him on the farm; in the next clause, she declared that another
man shall receive his support out of the farm, "in accord with former
agreement," when there was no such agreement; in the next, it may
be conjectured she had in her mind some provision about monuments
for herself and husband, but she failed to fully express it; and finally she
"orders'' that still another person, "if he proves faithful and remains on
the farm" until the death of the before named persons, shall have the residue
of her estate, and that, if he does not so behave, the same shall be divided
among certain other persons Held: That the wife having first given the
whole estate to her husband, and using afterwards no appropriate language
to cut down the estate or take it from him, he takes a fee therein subject
only to her debts and last expenses.
Wallace v. Hawes, 177.
5. A claim for the loss of a vessel by capture by confederate cruiser, Sumpter,
which was allowed and paid under the Act of Congress of June 5, 1882, to
the administrator of the owner, was such a property right as passed under
the residuary clause of the will of the owner though he died in April, 1875.
Pie1·ce v. Stidworthy, 234.
6. A testator who died in April, 1875, provided in his will "All the residue ofmy
estate, real, personal and mixed, of which I shall die possessed, or which I
may be entitled to at my decease, I give, devise and bequeath to my faithful
wife Katherine A. Stidworthy for the term of her life, with the right and
power to use and dispose of the income, rents, profits and interest of the
same, and with the further right to apply to her use if needed, any part of
the principal of the personal property, making her sole judge of the need of
so doing; and after her death I give and devise the same, or what shall then
be left unapplied and unconsumed, to my children to be divided equally
between them, the children of any deceased child to. take the share of their
parent; if all my children and grandchildren should die in the lifetime of
my said wife, then I will that the property shall go and belong to her
absolutely, to dispose of at her pleasure, and if she does not dispose of it
by gift or otherwise in her lifetime to descencl to her lawful heirs." Helcl,
that a claim allowed the administrator with the will annexed, by the court
of commissioners of Alabama claims, under the Act of Congress of June
5, 1882, passed by the will to the use of the widow; and that she was
entitled to the custody of the fund arising therefrom upon giving bond to
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the judge of probate, with sureties, for the faithful management and preservation of the fund according to the terms of the will.
lb.
7. Prior to the Revised Statutes of 1841, a devise of land, in this state, without
words of inheritance, carried only a life-es tate, unless it could be collected
from the whole will that a fee was intended by the testator. That rule
governs all testamentary instruments made before that date.
Bromley v. Gardner, 246.
8. Where, in a will ante-dating 1841, a father gave his daughter half his estate

outright, consisting of real and personal property, and the other half subject
to a life-estate to his wife therein, using no words of inheritance in his
devises,- but limiting an estate to his wife in appropriate words - and
declaring that he was disposing of his "estate"- making no general residuary clause - and in the devises to his wife and daughter using the phrase,
"one-half of all my real and personal estate"- naming all his heirs in his
will and making small gifts to them,- and where from these provisions the
daughter might never take the second half of the estate unless she took a
fee, because she might die before the mother,- it is manifest that the testator
intended to devise to the daughter an absolute estate, less the limited estate
to the mother - a full fee.
lb.
9. Although a devise on its face may import an absolute gift to the devisee in her
own right, it is competent to show by her written admissions, that she was
to take the property in trust for herself and others ; but such proof could not
affect the right of a third party purchasing the property without notice of
any trust.
Ib.
10. When a testator devises real estate and subsequently conveys it to a person
other than the devisee, the devise thereby becomes impliedly revoked.
Emery v. Union Society of Savannah, 334.
11. In such case, the proceeds ofth~ sale, in the absence of any specific provision
in the will therefor, do not go to that devisee, or, next of kin, but to the
residuary legatee or devisee.
Ib.

WITNESS.
1. The plaintiff in a suit in equity cannot be a witness where the defendants
are "made parties as heirs of a deceased party." Hinckley v. Hinckley, 320.
2. Although one party to a suit be the representative of a deceased person, the

other party may be a witness in his own behalf as to matters happening
afier the death of such deceased person.
Swasey v. Ames, 483.
See DEED, 1.

REAL PROPERTY, 1.

WOOD PULP.
See

LIEN, 1.

WILL, 2, 3.
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WORDS.
1. "Mile."

Rockland, Mt. Desert&; Sullivan Steamboat Co. v. Fessenden, 140.
Knapp v. Bailey, 195.

2. '' Actual notice.''

WRIT.
A writ was indorsed "No. 262. From the office of J, W. Mitchell." Held,
sufficient compliance with R. S., c. 81, § 6.
Bennett v. Holmes, 51.
See AMENDMENT, 1.

BOND,

2.

